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PREFACE 

A century ago men studied "Political Economy.'' 
Today they study "Economic:,;" and "Politics." The additional spe
cialization that this change has produced is, in certain respects, ad
vantageous. But when we come to study the public finances of a na
tion, the change has been retrogressive in effect. For "Public Fi
nance" as a field of study is, by definition, the study of the political 
Pconomy. The student of economics can examine the working of a 
market system within a specified set of constraints; the student of 
politics can examine the organization and the processes through 
which social decisions are made. But the two must join in studying 
the effects of political or collective decisions on the economy. The 
study of public finance, both at its simplest and at its most complex 
levels, must involve two stages. Some attention must be given to the 
aims and the objectives that motivate individuals to behave as they 
do in the political process. In other words, what does "government" 
try to accomplish, and how efficient are its efforts in attaining its ob
jectives? Secondly, how do the institutions organized to carry out 
l'Ollective objectives affect the behavior and the conditions of indi
viduals in the private or market economy? These questions have al
ways been important, but they assume added significance in thi,.; 
age of big government. 

This book is designed to provide the student with an introduction 
to American fiscal institutions as these exist in the l 960's, and by 
way of this introduction, to provide him with some elementary steps 
in any answer to the basic questions just posed. No attempt is made 
to trace carefully the historical development of these institutions, and 
exhaustive factual detail is a voided whenever this is possible. The 
set of institutions that we call "the fiscal system" is not static. Changes 
take place continuously. On the other hand, reasonahle stability does 
<'haracterize the system taken as a whole. 

A positive approach is taken in describing and analyzing the 
fiscal system. I have made no attempt to judge the "goodness" or the 
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"badness" of the separate aspects of the fis,~al system from s~me pre-
d 't . of "gene1·al interest" or general welfare. Where sume en enon · d 

possible, I have indicated the alleged advantages an~ d1sa vantage_s 
of certain fiscal practices, and have arrayed these ~gamst each othe1. 
Traditional "principles" of public finance _are_ discussed, but only 
along with other principles for fiscal orgamzat10n hased on the ac-
ceptance of wholly different objectives. . 

The oraanization of the material contained in the lwok Is hased 
on purely p:rsonal and subjective notions of orde_r. The i~elusion i11 
Part I of some basic explanation of the econo1111c fonct101b of th<' 
state along with some historical material on the 1,:rowth of th~ puhli,. 
sector seems appropriate. The subject material of Part II Is more 
questionable. I have here included the theory of fiscal policy. In
structors who desire to shift this material to another point in tlw 
sequence may do so without damage to the over-all content since tlw 
material is independently contained. Part III. which can direct!~ 
follow either Part I or Part II, is devoted exclusiwly to a considera
tion of the aims and objectives of a fiscal structure and to a <'Onside ra
tion of the principles for fiscal organization that might he <'onslru<'ted 
from the acceptance of rnch objectives. The remaining parts of tlw 
hook are somewhat more conventional and, in thesc•, existing fis<'al 
institutions are disrusst>d in light of tlH· anah·tiral franwwork of tlw 
first three parts. · 

This introductory textbook does nut contain sufficirnt historica I. 
institutional, or analytical detail to provide the student 1l'ith the full 
understanding of the fiscal system that is required for competent 
evaluation. Such is not ib purpost'. I hope that the hook will ,;nve to 
iutroduce the student to the widt' range of issues that the fis<'al svstern 
represents, to show him some of the <'omplexities that are neccs~arih 
involv~d, and, most of all, to stimulate him to further study and 
e~ort Ill what must become an increasingly important fiPld of so('ial 
science, the Public Finances . 

. Supplementary reading material has lieen suggested al the con
clus10n of only some of tlw chapters in the hook, because I haw 
listed material only where I rnnsider it to he of dire<'t benefit to the 
student who wants to go somewhat beyond the textbook. I have mad<· 
no ~ttempt to provide bibliographical information as such, nor have 
I tried lo recount the many ~011rces that have i11f1

11
e11c•e<I the f . 

1
· f 'd ·· · ·· orma 1011 o my own I eas. 

I shall follow a similar procedure on acknowledgments, includ-
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ing only those who have Leen directly helpful in Lringing this Look tl 
fruition. Professors Lloyd Reynolds of Yale University ( editor of tht 
Irwin Series in Economics), Howard Schaller of Tulane University. 
and T. R. Snavely of the University of Virginia read the manuscripl 
in its entirety, and each has offered helpful comments. Professo1 
Francesco Forte of the University of Urbino, Italy, has providec 
intere,-ting comments from a different rnltural and scholarly 
environment. 

Mrs. Gladys Batson. Mrs. Helen Pitman, and i\1rs. bobel Pel
ham deserve to l,e mentioned for their assistance in getting the manu
script out of hand. My wife has consistently defended orthodox Eng
lish usage. and because of her efTorb. many tortuous construction, 
have. I hope. f,ppn cffectiwlv circumvented. 

J.\i\lES M. BL'CIL\'.\.\:\ 

Charlott,·~, ille. Virginia 
January. l ')f,O 
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Chapter 

1 

THE NO-GOVERNMENT 

ECONOMY 

Few people enjoy being governed; almost everyone 
enjoys governing. This paradox in human emotions explains many 
of the problems that arise in any society concerning the functions 
and purposes of government. Democracy's philosophers suggested 
that government is best which governs least, and communi,m1's sacred 
books speak of a withering away of the state. But the position of 
government. both relatively and a!Jsolutely, has continually grown 
more important in supposedly democratic countries, and the mono
lithic state of communist countries shows little sign of withering 
away. '·Government" is, therefore, worthy of considerable atten
tion no matter what our purpose. The old adage about the certainty 
of "death and taxes" is surely relevant and true. 

Political theorists have long adopted the device of explaining 
the origin of government by assuming conjecturally that it does not 
exist. This has proven to be a useful expository device even if some 
of its critics have confused ib nwthodological and its explanatory 
purposes. We shall not attempt to develop a theory of government 
here, but we shall find it helpful to use the no-government assump
tion as a starting point. 

THE ORDERLY ANARCHY 

If government did not exist, and this idea in itself requires 
considerable abstraction from reality, anarchy would prevail. One 
description of such a society, if indeed it could Le called a society. 
would be chaos. This is probably the most accurate description, but 
it will not suit our purposes. In order to contrast the economic or
ganization in a political order with that in the no-government setting, 
we shall have to assume an orderly or rather an ideally working 

3 
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anarchy. Let us do this by saying that all individuals are reasonable 

and ethical in the sense that they respect the equal freedoms of each 

other. We also assume an existing structure of property rights. Let 

us then try to describe how the economy of such a society would 

work. As a matter of fact, this is precisely the sort of assumption 

about government which is made when elementary economics is pre

sented to the college sophomore. This chapter may be taken as a 
review of the elementary principles of eronomi<" organiwtion. 

THE ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION 

Individuals in Stl<'h a hypothetil'al so<"iety would soon find it 

advantageous to conduct economic affairs through organi?.ed mar

kets. Resources, human and nonhuman. would !JC<"omc specialized 

to particular employmenb, and busint'ss enterprises wou Id emerge 

to fulfill tl!C' role of organizing produdion to meet ,·onsunwr needs. 

The simplest model of this no-go\·crnment economy may lie pn•sented 
in the "wheel of im·onH•" diagram -d1own in Fil,!tt n• l-1. 

PRIVATE 
FAMILIES 

FIGURE l l 

The Wheel of Income 

BUSINESS 
ENTERPRISES 

The economic units are uf two kirnJ ... d' ··d I . . . 
tl1t' one hand d I . . ~- Ill 1\1 ua s or ianulie,- on 
1 ' an msrness urnts or firms on the other Tndc t·1k . 

I~ ace arknong these units in two l,roadly defined mark~t. 'I'I , . , . ('.~ 
t e mar ets for consumer or final «oods . d ... ·... .,. H ,e .ti! 

for productive services. The liott'"' 1·. alf1_1 fseF1 \. iu ~ and the markt·t 
I om l.t o '"ttn• l l . J" 

I ie consumer goods market. ti t I . I 1· ·I ,., . - 111 rcatt•:--
. ' ie op 1<1 ~ 10w · tl1e I J · ices market In ti . . · ~ Jro uctrve scr,,. 

. ie < on,umer goods market. privat<' individuals or 

' 
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families receive consumer goods and services from business firms. 
In the other market, the suppliers and demanders are reversed. Pri
vate people supply productive services (labor, land, capital) to 
firms. In a broad sense, therefore, looking at the whole wheel, private 
people "trade" productive services for final products. Firms buy 
productive services and transform them into final products. 

Direct barter would lie grossly inefficient, however, and some 
particular <'ommodity \rnuld be agreed upon a:; an appropriate mon
etary commodity. Once selected, this "money" commodity would be 
used in the direct discharge of all obligations. The "money" \rnuld 
allow the structure of interlorking markets to Le completed. Indi
viduals would sell productive services to business firms for money. 
and. in turn, they mm Id take this money and purchase from business 
firms final goods and ~ervices. The circular flow would be closed. 
and the economi<" a<'tivitv of the conmrnnitv woul<l be a <·ontinnous . . 

process. 

Business firms exist with a view toward making profits. For this 
reason the firms will he guided in their decisions concerning the or
ganization of production by the desires of consumers. Tlw tastes 
or wants of individuals as consumers are the basic determinants of 
what the t·1·onomy shall produce and how its resources shall Le allo
cated among the many possible employments. The operation of the 
economy 111 this 11·,n· is said to follow the principle of ronsumPr 

w 1·ereir:nty. 

PRINCIPLE OF CONSUMER SOVEREIGNTY 

.\s are all stwh prit]('iples. that of l'Otisumer sovereignty i:; an 
oversimplifi<'alion in application to the way in which the no-govern
ment economy would really operate. Any complete description would 
require a careful enumeration of several qualifying factors, surh as: 
inconstancy in consumer \rnnts. persuasion by business firms. and 
the existence of urn·erta inty. This sort of discussion is not. however. 
needed at this point. The principle is useful a,; a starting point of 
discussion because it does provide an indication of the fundamental 
organizing influence in the no-government economy. Dt·~pite imper
fections. the resources of the economy would. by and large, be di
rected toward the production of goods and services which individuali'. 
expressing their desires as consumers. indicatt' a willingness and an 

ability to purcha,;e. 
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The consumer's ability to purchase goods and servic~s, and in 

th
. h' ability to direct the organization of economic produc-
1s way 1s • h' h h . . 1· 'ted by the number of monetary umts w ic e can com

t10n, 1s 1m1 d · d b I • ab· lity 
d A d th . his "income " is in turn etermrne y 11s I 

man • 11 is, ' · d · · d I Th 
to sell his productive services to firms o_r to other 111 IV! ua s._ . e 
individual who is unable to earn income II1 the market place fo1 p~o
ductive services, and who has no accumulated wealth, cannot_ 111-

fluence the organization of production at all. The economy orgarnzed 
purely on the basis of consumer sov~~·eignty h~s, for these reason~, 

b lled the "one dollar-one rnte system II1 contrast to the sys· een ca .. 
tern of political democracy which presumably makes dec1s10ns, at 
least ideally, on the basis of "one man-one vote.'" The p~re market 
economy, which is a shorthand name for an economy orgarnzed solely 
on the basis of consumer sovereignty, does not therefore, respond to 
other than the pecuniary needs of individuals. This economy does 
not necessarily utilize its resources \\·here they are most "needed" 
on some undefined nonmarket criterion of "need." 

THE VOLUNTARY ECONOMY 
What can be said in favor of and against an economy organized 

in this way? In the first place, individuals are free \\·ithin the limih 
of their economic power. No individual coerces any other individual; 
a market transaction represents a wholly voluntary exchange from 
which both parties expect to receive benefits. The market economy is 
an organized method of securing voluntary cooperation among indi
viduals. It is essentially a system of spontaneous order which arises 
out of the individual participation of numerous buyers and sellers. 
Resources are allocated to the many possible employments and pro
portioned within the separate individual employments; goods and 
services are produced and distributed without a direct central plan 
ever having been discussed, approved, formulated, or even contem
plated. The first main advantage of this sort of economy is, therefore, 
that it is "free" or "voluntary." 

The second main advantage is that the market economy incor
porates a high degree of "efficiency." This means quite simply that 
the individually inspired motivation of consumers, workers, property 
owners, and business enterprises combine to secure an over-all eco
nomic organization which is not grossly extravagent in its usage of 
scarce resources available for disposition. Decisions are decentralized 
private decisions and, therefore, mistakes are private individualized 
mistakes. 
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SOCIAL JUSTICE, MONOPOLY, AND INSTABILITY 

What are the disadvantages of this pure market economic or
ganization, even in this hypothetical world of reasonable individuals? 
First of all, there is no assurance that the accepted standards of 
"social justice" will be met in the market-determined distribution of 
the total product of society. We shall not try to define "social justice" 
here; Chapter 14 will be devoted to a more adequate treatment of 
the many problems that arise in this connection. But if the market 
economy does not distribute the over-all product in a way that is 
acceptable to a great majority of the individuals, some attempts are 
likely to he made to modify this distribution. And this provides at 
least one important economic role for government. 

A second major difficulty arises when it is recognized that in
dividuals and groups may prevent the orderly working of the econ
omy hy securing economic power over particular suhmarkets. Mo
nopoly is likely to emerge in the no-government economy, and inso
far as this is present, the principle of consumer sovereignty is 
weakened. Monopoly presents the consumer with fal:-e alternatives 
from which to choose: market values no longer reflect resource values 
and. in this way, efficiency is reduced. 

:\ third difficulty in this highly simplified no-government econ
omy is introduced when we recognize that the tastes of individuals 
are highly l'hangeahle, and that this shifting of tastes applies to the 
monetary commodity as well as to everything else. A sudden shift of 
tastes in farnr of holding larger amounts of money inactive will 
reduce the total money demand for goods and services. This redul'
tion in money demand will, insofar as the system works well, cause 
prices to fall. But, if significant rigidities in the structure of produce 
and productive service prices are present, the system will not work 
well; the reduction in money demand may cause unemployment, 
more or less for long or short periods of time. This possible instability 
of the economy which causes resources to be unutilized is the third 
major difficulty in the no-go\'ernment economv. 

A BASIS FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION 

This purely hypothetil·al and unrealistic model of the no-govern
ment economy \\as introdul·ed to provide a basis for subsequent dis
l'tlssion. A rudimentary understanding of the way that the market 
t•c·onomy funl'lions is essential for an understanding of the effects 
imposed by the introduction of the governmental sector. This dot's 
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not imply that governmental economic activity constitutes in all 
cases an "interference" with the market economy. Government eco
nomic action can make the market economy work better or worse. 
The results depend on the particular action taken., as well as on the 
criteria for "better" or "worse" which are chosen. 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
The :;tudent who desires to re\-if'w the principle, of lllf• rnarl..ct (•c·onon 11 

may consult Frank H. Knight, The Economic Orga11i:atio11 ( Departmrnt ,;f 
Economics, University of Chicago) or, for a morp elPmPntan· lPxtl,ook. C. 
L. Allen, J. M. Buchanan. and M. R. Coll,('r/-!- /'ri('(·s, /neon;,._ and /' 11/,/i,, 
Policy 12d eel.: New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co .. ]9.'i9i. 



Chapter 

2 

GOVERNMENTAL 

DECISION MAKING 

The working of a hypothetical market ec011omy in the 
ahsence of a government has been briefly discussed. But the purpo,w 
of this texthook is to present the principles of pul,li<" finan('e. of tht> 
public, not the private economy. 

THE SUBJECT OF PUBLIC FINANCE 

The go,ernment. ('Onsidered as a unit, may he defined as the 
suhject of the study of public fi.nanee. More speeifi.cally, public fi. 
nance :;tudics the e(·onomic activity of government as a unit. In this 
re,;pect. as well as in many others, we consider government to lw an 
independPnt unit or entity, as a person. 

[n order to illu,-;lrnl1' this, let us introduce an analogy. Suppo,w 
that we ('hoose to study the economic activity of a particular indi
vidual. say l\lr. Jones. There are several stages in our im1uiry. First 
of all. we ,-hould try to find out how Mr. Jones earns his income and 
how mu('h he earn,;. For example, he might work as a carpenter, a 
lil,rarian. or a jet pilot. He might not work at all and earn inconw 
by clipping interest coupons. 5econdly, we should seek to find out 
how he spends the income he does earn. He might l,c a gourmet who 
spends most of his earnings on fancy foods, or he might he ,Ill en
thusia,;t for modern arl. Or maylw he is a miser who spends ven 
little and ,;aws most of his income. All of this information would 
he gathered in thf' first stage of 011r inquiry into lVIr. Jont>s' t>1·onomil' 

activity. 

But we should ,,ant to krnrn n111r·h more than thi,-;. '\'\'t> should try 
to learn something about the ,1ay in which 1\Ir. Jones makes his 
decisions or choil'es among alternatives open to him. Why does lw 
choose to work as a caqwntPr rather than a~ a mPchanici :\nd why 

9 
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• 5 t •d ,? What criteria does 
doesn't he try to earn extra rncome on a u1 ays. h 
he use in choosing among the things he buys? ~hese _are t e ques-
tions which arise in the second stage of our inqmry. Smee we could 

d Mr Jones ' mind with predictability, the answers to some 
never rea , b b 
of these questions might never be_ reveale? to the observe~, u: y 
studying his behavior and asking him quest10ns we could learn a_ ~ood 
deal. In addition, we might be able to cons!ruc~ models of lm; be
havior which would be helpful in understandrng 1t even though these 

models would not prove very useful in prediction. 

The analoo-y with the study of the economic activity of Mr. 
Jones can be b:rh helpful and extremely misleading ,1 hen w~ conw 
to study the economic activity of government. Tlw first stagr Is very 
similar. In this we need to gather the "facts'' about the pul,lic fi. 
nances. We shall need to know just how the government secures its 
revenues (income) and how this revenue is spent. This nwans we 
need to know something about both ,ides of the government\ budget 

account. 
When we come to the second stage, however, we can see that 

some important differences arise. Just as in our study of l\lr. Jo1lt's' 
activities, we want to know something about the way in which the 
relevant decisions or choices are made. We shall want to know why 
the government chooses to collect the major share of its revenues 
through the personal income tax rather than in some other way. And 
we shall want to know why the government spends $40 hillion an
nually on defense instead of slum clearance. And why does the fed
eral government collect $90 billion in taxes instead of $110 l,illion'( 
To get the answers to questions such as these, we must examine tlw 
way in which government's decisions are made. But here the analogy 
with Mr. Jones breaks down. With Mr. Jones, we try to understand, 
as best we can, how a single mind makes decisions. But we know that 
government's decisions are made as a result of the interaction of 
many individuals working in some sort of political process. There
fore, any approach to the answers that we seek must consider tlu~ 
political decision-making process quite carefully. 

There is still a third stage of inquiry where our analogy with 
the study of private economic activity breaks down. If we study the 
economic ~ctions of one individual or one firm among many, wt> 

may pay little attention to the effect or impact of decisions madt> 
upon other individual units in the group. A change in the behavior 
of Mr. Jones will be so small in its impact on the alternatives open 
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to other individuals of the group that we may neglect these 111 our 
inquiry. 

Not so when we come to study government's decisions. The 
government is important enough in relation to the whole economy to 
make it necessary to study the impact of its decisions on the behavior 
of individuals and firms in the private economy. As a matter of fact, 
the questions raised in this third stage of inquiry have traditionally 
been central to the study of public finance. There are two parts or 
subdivisions of inquiry here. First of all, governmental activity will 
exert some aggregative effects on the workings of the economy. By 
changing the conditions umler which individuals work, consume, and 
invest, government can influence the size of national income, employ
ment, and the general price level. We must consider such questions 
as: What will happen to national income and employment if major 
disarmament occurs? What effect did the budgetary deficit of fisca 1 
1959 have on the national economy? Secondly, the nature of govern
mental activity will have an effect on the purely private decisions of 
individuals and families. How are individuals affected by an increase 
in the income tax"? What is the effect on incentives to work and to 
:-;ave'? How is the long-run rate of saving affected by an increase in 
social sel'urity benefits'? These two sets of questions arise in the third 
stage of inquiry. In one sense. the whole approach is shifted in this 
stage. For no longer is the government the subject of study. Rather the 
individual units in the private economy become the subject with gov
ernment's decisions assumed as data. 

In summary, we have to study three stages in our inquiry into 
the public or governmental economy. We have to ascertain the facts; 
we have to examine the decision-making process; and, finally, we 
have to study the impact of the public decisions made on the position 
and the behavior of individuals and firms in the private economy. 

WHAT IS GOVERNMENT? 

From the discussion of the preceding section, 1t 1s clear that 
the work done in the second and third stages of inquiry can be in
fluenced by the student's conception of government itself. What is 
the state? This is the fundamental question in political theory, and 
we cannot attempt a discussion in this textbook. Some answer to the 
question, explicitly made or implied, must, however, be given before 
the field of public finance is properly outlined. 
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h t ·ally t,•·o wavs in which the question may be 
T ere are essen 1· • , · b · 

d The S
tate can be considered literally as a umtary emg 

answere • d I • t an be 
f t d I 1 other wor s t 1e gove1 nmen c, 

for purposes o our s u y. I ' • • I . } } . . 
·t imilar to the way 111 w 11c I a msmess 

considered as a person Cflll e s 1 • I 
. . . t. t d . n the leo-al structure of the t mted States. n 

corporat1011 Is 1ea e I o , . . ., 

h 
. . " I } . referred to this as the 'orp1111sn11c concep-

ot er wntrngs, iave . . I d 
· f . t If «overnment is considered as an IIH epen en! twn O gove1nmen. o .. 1 . d .· · 

· b · ·ts decision-makino- processes can be COibH e1e ,.,1m1-
umtary erng, 1 "' · I 

h f .· . te person ·111d the same ~ort of reasoning I iat lar to t ose o a p11va ' ' . 
we use to describe the behavior of a prirnte pf'l'son can lw applied to 

.rovernment. 
0 

Private economic activity i, presumed lo lw direded tmrnrd 
fulfilling certain goals which may lie summed 11p unckr th<' tcr111 
"utility." And individual economiC' actions arc prc,;u1'.1e'.I ''.> lw l>a_,;cd 
on some utility maximization rritf'l'ia. To lie sure. 1t h _ in'.po,;,;il,lc 
to say positively that individual,; do. in fad. try to 11iax11111zc· -or11_t' 

such thing a, "utility."' !Jut l,y making thi, a,;s11mption about tll('Il' 
motivation, economist, have been abl1· to make C't'rtain prediction
about individual behavior ,,hirh do ~c·cm to lw borne out l,v ol,-

servable facts. 
The dilliculty in applyin)!. thi, approad, lo )!.O\crn1111·11tal dt'

cisions is clear. Ho,, cou Id ··social 11ti I it y" or "genera I welfare .. 
be defined? Any definition must lie arbitrary. This make,; it \en 
difficult, if not impossible, to judgt' various collel'lively made de
cisions on the basis of some "social utility"' criterion. Docs an in
crease of $3 billion expenditure on urban rc1w11al proj1·1·t,;. tlw 
expenditure to be financed by :,;3 billion in new taxc~. rcprf'sent an 
increase in "social utility" or "general welfare"·~ In the case of tlw 
single individual making decisions we can conceive of his prefer
ences as being in some way integrated so that he does choose amo11µ. 
alternatives consistently. But when we consider the ,-tale, govPrnnient. 
the existence of a "fiscal hrain" possessing an integrated prefererH'P 
system seems wholly unrealistic. 

In spite of this, we may proceed to discuss the public finance~ 
by using some such "fiscal brain" assumption. If the state is not 
democratic, and if society is ruled by a despot, we may reduce public 
finance to a situation closely parallel to private finance. If Mr. Jones 
of our earlier example were to be absolute dictator of the country. 
the study of his private economic activity would also be the domain 
of the study of public finance. His income would be the state's in
come; his spending would be equivalent to the government's spend-
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ing; and it would not be difficult to conceive 0£ Mr. Jones making all 
governmental decisions in accordance with some rationally inte
grated plan. 

But we are rarely interested in studying the public finances of 
a government organized as a despotism. Other models of political 
organization, however, may allow the "organismic" assumption to 
he employed quite appropriately. If the government of a country is 
under the control of a single-minded group or party, the unitary 
framework is useful. Here the study of collective decisions reduce;; to 
that of ascertaining the party's meaning of "social welfare" and tllf'11 
tlw judging of revt'nue and expenditure decisions on this basis. 

We are interested primarily in ,.;tudying the public finances of 
democratically organized governments which are not characterized 
liy single-minded ruling groups. Here the unitary or organic assump
tions do not fit well, but, on occasion, it may still be useful to analyze 
fis1·al problems in this framework. We shall see this clearly in Part 
l\' when we talk aliout the prolilems of budgeting. 

First of all. it must he recognized that any rigid attempt at de
fining "social welfare" n111st l,e arliitrary. But failing this, we may 
proceed to talk ahout lwlln and worse allocations of revenues and 
Pxpenditun·s. Bv making cntain plausible and reasonahle assump
tions about utility and welfare. we may he able to reach conclusion,.; 
which are accepted l,y the great majority of individuals. For example. 
the earlier scholars in pulilic finance assumed that individual utilities 
11 ere measurable and that the utilities of separate individuals could 
l,e added up to get a total "social utility." If this were possible, tht' 
obvious goal for taxation would lie to reduce social utility as littk 
as pos,.;il,le. On the ha sis of reasoning such as this, so-called "pri 11· 
ciples of taxation" were c·onstructt'd. principles which still are in
fluential in providing support for current tax structure:-. It is now 
widely al'cepted that this measurability and cornparahility of utility 
was an illusion. It is impo:,;sible to compare tlw utilities of Mr. Jones 
and Mr. Brown. 

Nevertheless. we may he able to make certain specific, and ad
mittedly arbitrary, assumptions about utility. We may assume that 
Mr. Jones and Mr. Brown, and everyone else, are identical in their 
,·apacities as pleasure machines. We know that this assumption vio
lates reality, but we may still find it useful as a basis for discussion. 
Secondly, we may assume that the additions to total utility caused 
by the addition of incremental units of income dimini,.11 as more 
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income is added. In more technical terms, we assum~ a diminishin~ 
marginal utility of income for each individual. This assum~s. thal 
Mr. Jones, who has $10,000 already, will not get as much add1t1onal 
enjoyment from an additional $100 as will Mr. Brown, who only hai 

$1,000 with which to start. 

On the basis of specific, although quite arbitrary. a~sump~ions 
such as these, ce1tain "principles" or guides for tax and expenditure 
decisions may be derived which may be quite widPly acce1~ted by 
individuals in the society. In other words, people may ad as 1/ these 
assumptions are true representations of reality. 

A second approach, which still utilizes the organic or unitary 
conception of the slate, makes no attempt to add up individual utili
ties or welfare to get "social utility." This approach essentially as
sumes that something defined as the "public interest" does exist quite 
apart from the interests of individual citizens. The most important, 
and currently relevant, example of this approach is to lie found in 
discussions of defense expenditure. Here it is presumed that the 
'"national interest" demands that huge outlays be made on arma
ments. And the efficiency of the federal IJ11dget is judged somehow 
on the basis of whether or not this ratht'r vague conception of "na• 
tional interest" is followed. We shall discuss this a pp roach more 
fully when we come to talk about defense spending mort' in detail. 

A third approach, still within the unitary conception of the 
slate, has the advantage of being straightforward. Tlw student de
fines "social welfare" in terms of an explicitly stated preference 
scheme. He introduces his own preferences deliberately into the pic
ture and judges revenue and expenditure decisions on his own esti
mates of "national advantage" or "public interest.'' This approach is 
useful only insofar as the student can get other individuals to agree. 
As a student of the public finances, you may feel that the national 
interest would be increased by a reduction in highway expenditure 
and an increase in the outlay for education. You arrive, therefore, at 
the conclusion that such a shift should be made. But so loncr as other 
individuals are free to think otherwise, your own estimatiin will be 
of little value. The point to he made here is that all such evaluation, 
are inherently personal, not scientific. Therefore, little can he done 
in the way of setting up universally valid criteria for judging actual 
governmental action. Little can he done toward settin" up "prin· 
ciples" of public finance. ,.., 
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THE GOVERNMENT AS INDIVIDUALS 

We approach government differently when we begin to consider 
it, not as some organic or unitary being which acts independently, 
but as a means through which private individual citizens make de
cisions collectively. Here we immediately discard as irrelevant all 
attempts at defining "social utility" or "social welfare" independ
ently of individuals' own estimates. We try instead to understand 
more fully the manner in which individuals make decisions relating 
to collective activity. We try to examine the conditions under which 
individuals will freely choose to sacrifice privately enjoyed goods 
and services in return for publicly provided goods and services. 

This conception of the state or of the government seems clearly 
the more appropriate one when we are studying the public finances of 
democratic countries. Despite the fact that democracy in its ideal 
form is rarely, if ever, present, the process through which collective 
decisions are made hears a closer resemblance to this ideal than to 
the opposing one. Ideally, of course, democracy implies that each 
citizen participate in the decision-making process of government. The 
New England town meeting provides our closest real-world example. 
Ilut the governmental entities in which we are interested are not 
New England townships. Rather they are the larger units which uti
lize the much larger share of economic resources in carrying out 
their functions. Here we immediately recognize that democracy in 
decision making means something far removed from universal par
ticipation. Individuals participate only insofar as they choose among 
candidates for public office. Representative government becomes the 
ideal type. And even this must Le seen to be an ideal which is rarely 
realized. Actual decisions concerning the collective usage of re
~ources are made Ly the legislature, the executive, the bureaucracy, 
and the public, with each group participating continuously and 
Loth directly and indirectly in the final outcome. The discipline of 
political science is primarily concerned with studying the wholt> 
process through which decisions finally emerge. This involves the 
study of voting, of political parties, of bureaucracy, of administra
tive structures, of leadership, of public opinion, and many other as
pects of the collective choice mechanism. 

The study of the public finances, which this book proposes to 
outline, is not the whole study of political science. Obviously we can
not discuss the foregoing aspect,; of the decision-making process in 
democratic societies. For our purposes it is sufficient to point out 
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the complexity of the political process, and to indicate that any dis
cussion of the public finances must be based on a full recognition of 
this complexity. Lacking any criteria for judging results, which we 
reject when we discard the organic or unitary framework, and recog
nizing the complexity of the decision-making process itself, we shall 
not be able to derive "principles" of public finance in the traditional 
or orthodox sense. We shall, in the chapters that follow, derive "prin
ciples" only insofar as these arise out of positive analysis. No at
tempt will be made to evaluate separate configurations of tlw fiscal 
structure on the basis of "better·· or ' 0 \rnrse.'" 

Only in one chapter, when \re return to consider thr decision
making process more carefully. shall we Irv to set up nitrria for 
choosing among the separate taxrs and among the separate possihlP 
budgetary allocations. And our criteria here will he ,-irnph that of 
making the decision-making process itself work better. not ,otn<' a rhi
trary criteria of "justice.'' ··social welfarr." or ··national irrt<'tT,t.'' 



Chapter 

3 

GOVERNMENT AND 

THE MARKET ECONOMY 

I.et u, n•<·all the 110-goH•m111e111 model o f the cro nomy 
pn•,cntt•d in Chap ter I. \ , , umc 111n, that thi-. ero 110111y i-. working 
per fet·tl) : tl a•rt• i-. full and free rom petition; there i :,!ability in 
emplo) nH.'nt: and thert· i-. \,i de-,pread H('CCplanC'C of th<' d i,tri hutiH• 
n•-.ulh. In tiii-. !'hapter \H ' 1,,1111 to xamine the lm:,i,- for the ri»c of 
;.:.01ern11u.•11t CH' ll 1111de1 -.tlt'h re-.tricted and ideali-.tit' t·o11dition:-. We 
-h.il I d i-.ni , ... the ront·t•pt of collectiie a-. c·ont rn-.tcd "ith priwt e good ... 
.incl -en in•-. 

f.t•t u-, a,-,unw that our h) pothctit·al :,O ·i •ty con-.i,-.t,, of fi-.her 
mc11 Ii\ ing on an i-olull'd i,-.land. i\ftt•r the experience of -e\ crul 
IJOat-. ha\ ing run ,t~round on -.urrounding rod ,, and hoal,-. the 11eed 
for a li~hthou, c 011 tlw i, land "ill bcc-0111e cl ar . \ r tually. the exi--t
c•1a·e of a lighthou-.(• " i II lw of great he11cfit to each fi-.herman. But 
the· pr i\ <1le rn.1rket et·onom). in it... ... i111ple-.t form of opera tion. might 
not ~t'l tlw lighthou-.e built. One cnterpri - ing i11di1•idua l might c-011-

... idc•r building the lighthou-,e and then licen~ing rights to u- the 
ht•.ini- to the -.eH•1-,tl fi,h ermen. But -.ince the hoat ... ra n :,ecure guid 
,,11<'<' f10111 the lighthotM' 1,hcther their O\,ner:, pa) for the pri 1ilegc 
u1 1101. tht• 01,11l·r of the lip,hthou-c \, otild ha1e no \, ay of re,..tri c-ting 
11, ,1,.:.t· of hi-. produr t. lk could not really -ell ofT i11di\'idua l ~hare-. 
of tlw hcnefit-. to -.t•pc11 alt fi,.hcrmc11. 

COLLECTIVE GOODS 

.\ lighthotM' of thi:a 11at11rc i-. the cla,: ic example of a collective 
good. Ont'e it i-. bui lt. e.1d1 fi,herman can benefit from it- ,..ervire· ; 
and thi,:; i- true " hethcr it i-. bui lt by one fi,,.herma11 for hi, 0\\11 
hencfit or \, hcthcr n II joi II in it,:; con,t ruct ion. The di~tingui,-hing 
diarartcr i:,,ti1· of .t C'ollccti,e ~oc,J is the iruli1isibility of the :-cnit'e ::-

17 
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rendered. In the example here, if one boat ec~r1r
1
es th~ benefit from 

the lighthouse, all boat- may -ecure benefit' . 1erc 1- 110 ea . y way 
in which the service rendered by the lighthouse mar be pec1 fica 11 y 
directed toward particular bo11ts. 

The sen ible manner for the community of fishermen to _sec~1re 
the Iighthou e is for them to organi1e collectfrel . The orga1~1z_at1on 
may be a voluntary one. The fishermen in our example may _Jo111 to• 
aether and work out a plan whereby each one of them contnbute s a 
determined amount toward the co11,-;trurtion and operation of the 
lighthouse. Each fi herman ,,ill hencfit. and the community will 
clearly be better off. The preci~e divit,ion of the co,t;; ma}' (>c a mat
ter for much bargaining and di, cu"ion. but ~o long a ... thc l1ghthou~e 
is genuinely beneficial. ome plan of . haring c~pe11 c ~hould pro, e 
acceptable to all par tie,-. 

In order for the organization to he "holl y voluntan. ho1H•,cr. 
one of two thing mu t be pre~ent. Either the fo-hermen mu-.t have 
the right to force an unrea onable man to move off thr i-.land. or 
there imply mu t he no unrea:,onable men among thr group . If 
neither of thee condition i met. the voluntary arrangement will 
break down. This is ca y to demon ... trate. , uppo~e onr w, ... nupulou:, 
fisherman ays to him elf : "The other~ are going to organize and 
build the lighthou e; once it i bui It I ra n ~eru re the 1,cnr fih a,, well 
as they. Therefore, why hould I contrihutr anything? I r.in ~imply 
wait and ecure the benefit free of rharge :· The fir ... t alternative 
would be for the group to force such individual · oubide the group. 
This i, for example, the way in ,\hich a private golf dub operate .... 
Once con tructed. the benefit are indivi ible among the members of 
the group. But if a member doe not carry his hare , he i, dropped 
from the club. This alternative i not, however, open to unit of gov• 
ernment. Therefore, we had he t drop this po ibility from our con
sideration in discu ing how government activity tend to ari se. The 
second alternative i simply that ueh unrea onable and un thical 
men do not exi t. We all know thi to be unreali tic. urely, under 
the conditions outlined, some individual would take exactly the po i
tion illustrated. 

For thee rea on , the organization will normall y introduce co• 
ercion or compul ion to force all members of the group to c·ontribu te. 
Individual beneficiar ies from the lighthou:-e 1,ill agr<'e to c·ontribute 
toward the project only in ofar a they are a ured that all indi 
viduals in the group will he forced to bear ;,ome ... hJre of the common 
burden of payment. In a sen e, individual member of the group 
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will agree Lo be coerced in order to int1ure an acceptable ~haring of 
the burden. 

\ ith the aid of thi very imple example, we have been able to 
how how individual ' ,1ould join together to do omething collec

tively rather than privately. and we have shown why thi organization 
would tend to become coercire. The organization would, therefore, 
take on thr c, ential churnctcri-.tic· of government. We have ~hown. 
therefore . ho,, go, cmmenl might ar i~e for purely economic reason . 

THE RANGE OF COLLECTIVE GOODS 

\\ lw11 1,e drop our a--,umption about the group being composed 
of i,-land fi-,hermcn, and in,tcad introduce a bit more reality into 
our model. 11c ran -,cc that the idea of collective good may be ex
tended . \I JII} of the traditionally al'ceptcd function · of government 
in th \\ (•-,Lt'r n world ma) ii<• expla ined, in 1lhole or in pa rt. through 
thi,; di~tinC'lion hel\, ccn collectire and private goods. We may now 
tr: to e, amine thr-.r fu11c·tio11, more carefully. 

The Common Defense 

Ode rN' ,1~,1i11,1 l'\te1n,d enemic-. ~eem· to fall quarely within 
the <·ollel'liH· ~ood-. cate;wr: . The early settlers 00 11 found that 
colb ·tiH• effort-. 11er rrquirc d to huilcl fort . A fortr e »trong 
enou,d1 to 11 ith~tand attack 1rn,- hcncficial to all members of the 
FOup. Jt., , ervicc,- 11cre indii i ible. 

Quite -,irnila rly the --en icr-; 1d1ich we now receive from the 
national dcfc1H~ e-.tabli:-hment an' indi1i~ihlc. The addition of an 
ICB\I or a m1drt1r-po1,ercd ,uhm arine acid to the over-all deterren t 
thrra t. It j., i111poi;,-iblc that 1 <·01ild recci1 c the benefit of thi , build-up 
in dl'fen-.c ,tre ngth " ithout my neighbor. at the ,-ame time. recciYing 
a ::.imila r benefit. 

Law and Order 

Tht· p101 i,ion of intrrna I defc11,-e. or defen,e of individua 1:
aiai n,-t the preclato1) Jwha1 ior of others of their own group, belong,; 
in a category of collective good ' imilar lo external clefen·e. The 
,) .,tem of law enforcement. of the court:,. and of jud icial proce e i 
beneficial to all individua ls in the group. The ordinary and accepted 
pattern of ,-o ial life take~ the, e common b •nefib more or le for 
granted. And social intercour ,e of variow orts can proceed in ac-
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t'ordanl'e \\ ith rea~onahlc expectations of ,-tahility hecau:.c thi. in• 
hercntly indivisible ~ ,-vice i provided by government: . . 

In the political structure of the Cnit d talc~, th,, fundron , ... 
i.hared between the central and the ubordi~ate u111l-; ~f go,·crnrnen l. 
And. in any case, thi function i rather t~n11nportJn~ Ill INll h of the 
economic re ource which it ah,orb. 1 hcrefor<'. Ill ti!(' _,tud} of 
public finance, which concentrate-. allcr~tion <>." th<' eeonon~H· a-.pc~•t,, 
of government, the attention gi,<'n to thh l!arllculnr <'Oiii-C'ln t' '-t'n '.<'e 
,,ill be much les than ,,ould he dc,t>ncd 111 an} mor<' t'OlllJHl'ht•n,n<' 
c-on~iderution of government and it,., function,. A, an illthtration of 
thi.::. the United late, , uprcmc 'ourl. a, a , itJl JMrt of tlw ,, hole 
,.y,tern of law and order. i, far more important th.in mi:,:ht lit• indi
C'~ted b) th<· rdatiH •ly ,1114111 proportion of the federal l11ul;.:t'I .dlo• 
c·ated to it, nrnintrmtn<·r. 

Monetary Stability 

\lt hou:?h it i, 1101 ,o ~t•1wr,1lly re<·op.ni7NI heea11,<' p.o, ernmcn t, 
lune rarely fulfillrd their role appropriate!} i11 thi, c·o111w1·lion. 1hr 
pro, i, ion of mouelary .. order .. i, al,o an imporl,1111 <·oll1•c·li\l' ,t•n ic·t•. 
Each member of ,.ociety hencfih from a monetary "} ,tem ,, !rich in• 
,.ure.:: again,-t unpredictable <"hanp:e-. in tlw , Jlue of tlw c·u1 n•11t·} unit. 
The \\hole pro e,, of e<'onomie exchanp.e i, facili1.11ed ll\ p.oH'l'll· 
mental action dc-.i1med lo i1hurc ,uc h ~tahili t). \1't' ,hall haH' O<'('ll· 

,ion lo <li,-cu~, thi-. pa, tirnlar fu1wtion of goH•rn11wnl at ,onw lt•np.th 
in Part II of thi-. hook. It j., e,pt•riall) impo1l,tnl i11 the• -,tud} of puhlir 
finance because one of the mean, 11,cd lo ac·c·ompli,h monrtar} , ta• 
hility utilize-; the government hudgrt. 

Regulatory Measures 

~h111y ,-perifir l''l).ulatory mea-,ure,-pro,id e gcnuinrl} eollt•<·ti,e 
ervice~. f or example. go, ernmt•11tal requirenwnt-. that ,1 c·crtain a ir 

traffic pattern he followed by all ther,. of the airlanc, arc hcnefi<'ial 
to the whole population. The pure food a11d <lrug hn--. allm\ all in• 
dividual" to carry on the prore,, of food eo11,-umption " ithout ~r<·al 
fear of poi~o11. Traffi~ _regula1io11, 011 our natiou·, hi1d1wa} ... a11d 
. treets provide an add111onal example. The enforremenl of the rul<' 
that automobiles ,hall he dri, en on the ri<>-ht ~ide of the road i-. ' lll 
indivi ible ·crvicc henefu·ial to all rn,,d 11:er-.. \! all\ other l\pp, '0 r 
regulatory activity fit this pattern. 
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A,, in prO\i ding la,, and order, provi ion of regulatory services 
of the kinds mentioned may not be :-ignificant in terms of budgetary 
a llocation. The nforcemen t of traffic regula tions i a relatively mall 
proportion of the nation·-. total outlay on road . 

POLITICAL BOUNDARIES AND INDIVISIBILITY 

Tht' houncl,11 ie" of th<' politica l unib mar not. of cour,,e. co
incide 111th the r,llll,!e of thl' indi,i, ihili t} diara cterizing a genuine!} 
coll1•1"ti11• l,!Ood or -.<'ni<·t'. For example. the proli $ion of a lighthou,-e 
al ~l. \ lar k,. Florida. llhl) h a ro lle('ti, ·e ..,er\'ice under any rigorou, 
,11111 l'ardul ddinition of thi-. l1' rm. But the mere fa<'l that thi" j,, a 
rnllP1·ti11• ..,t•n i<"e dot'-. not -,lfl,!)!C-.t that a ll citi1c1i... o f the 1ni1rd 
:--t,1I<'"'. or 1•11•11 of th<' ,l ate of Florida. benefit from th lighthou,c. 
The r,llll,!t' of indi,i,il,ilit) nH I) hr c·on-.idrrah ly more limited than 
that indil',tlt•d hy the ho1111dari1•-. of the political unit. Thu,. it ma) 
ht• quilt' appropriate for the linJn <·ing -.cheme to rcfk r t thi, fact. 

\ notht•r t'\ampll• 111.1) ht• u,ef u I in bringing out thi, oft<'rt·O\t' t · 
lookt•d point. \ fp1, \t':th ,ll,!O ,11imminp; and ,unhathin g on 1hr 
Florid., 111•,l!'ht'-. 11 a, 111,1dc 111111·'1 It•..,.., rnjo) ah lr 111 a my,teriou-, 
pollution of th,• 1,.11t•1 I,) 1,h.1t 11,i-. < a iled the ··Hl·d Tid e: · Tlw 
t•limination of th i-. t1011hlr..,omr phenomenon clearly reprr..,ent-, n 
col lt't·li1P -.,•n il't'. The ht•nrfit .., from impro,rd ha thing al'crue lo 
all lwad1 11--t'r"'. and no one roul cl --rc-ure th<,..,e hcncfit ... to him--elf. 
From thi-. 1hr corwlu-,ion 1·c1n IH' dn111n th.it tlw i111e ... tme11t in rr,-t>,1rd1 
to rli111in,11t' the lfrd Tide ,h ould he fin,111re d <·ollrC"liHily. But ..,int·<• 
the polt'ntial ht'rWlil'i,nit•.., indudr Olli) the head 1 ti-.er, . and not the 
1d10le o f the -.tale·-. or thr nation"-. popu lation. Hn uppropriu tc li111i
t,1tio11 on tlw fina1win:,: -.d1rme j ..... up:p:r ... ted. 

Thi-, amount-. to ._,t) inp: that the far t th,11 u ~ood or , en iee i, 
rolll'ctii ,, in tlw "'t'tH ' that it" lwncfit, arc indi, i\ible , up:gt• ... 1-. Olli) 

that ,onH' t'ollt•di1t· action lw l,tkt·n to prolidt• it. The ftH't doc:- not. 
in it--t·l f. ,11p:1,tt• ... 1 th.it ull 1·iti1e1t-- of the politit'al unit in que, tit111 
mu, t ht• 1-.tlled upon lo ..,11pp01 t thi, ,en it·r. 

PUBLIC FINANCING AND PUBLIC OPERATION 

,\ 1 tl1i.., puinl it 11 ill 111• 11-.,•f11I lo 111,1kt' ,t d i-.tint'lion hrt11ee11 
tlw pultli,· 0 1 °111,·1111n,•111.tl ..,11pputl 1Jt li11.1111·in:,: of a p.1t1i1·ular -.t;>11 -

in · ,1111I th,· al'lual gm1'1nnwnt,tl opt>ration in 1·a1-r\in1,t out the pm • 
1 i-.ion of tilt' --e1, ire·. Th i-. di,tirwtion hu.., ..,t•ldom l1l'r11 m.id1• dt•a r. 
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By showing tlrnt a particular ervice fulfi_lls a co~le_cti~e nee1, or 
ufficiently 50 that public action to guarantee 11~ prov1s1on I de ired, 

we may justify collective financing of the erv1ce. The actual opera
tion of the function may be done either directly by governmental 
agencie or by private firm hired by governmental fund ' . This latter 
decisicn should rest olely on efficiency ground . If the task can he 
done more efficiently by direct go, ernmental action. oln iou-.1} thi -
hould be the method adopted. On the other hand. if the ta-.f... ran be 

more cheaply performed tl1rough contracting out to private firm·. thi 
arrangement hould be accepted. 

Example are not difficult to find to illu.,trate the point here . 
In the armament race. an operational intercontinental balli ... tir mi • 
ile is the collective good needed. The Armeu crvice-, may try to 

produce one directly at their o"n rc,earch focilitic~, -,uc-h a-, the 
Army did at Red tone Ar,-cnal. or they ma} contract with prirn tc re
search organizations for the ,,ame purpo,c. \ uditing of a local gov
ernment's books i a collecti,c :,,<'rvic·c. But many ,-uch go,ernm<>nt · 
find it much more efficient to hire oub idc firm,- to conduct uch an 
audit than to employ their O\\n auditor,. 

QUASI-COLLECTIVE GOODS AND SERVICES 

The earlier li--ting ha-, cl<>arly not exhau~tcd the categoric of 
goods and ervice "h ich arc, in fact. provided publ icly through 
government. Government do many other thing , but as we move 
beyond tho e good and ervice~ which are collectfre in n rela ti, ely 
pure en e, a different cla sification i sugge·ted. For thi rea-;011 
we have cho en to et up a ra tcgory of qua i-collecti, e good" and 
.ervices. The e take on collective characteri tic· in that ome of the 
benefit provided are indivi0 ible, but they a ume albo charac teri:-tic·~ 
of private goods and ervice' in that a portion of the benefit, a rc 
divi ible. 

_Many ex~rnplc come lo mind immediately in this cat gory . 
Public expenditure for education i obviou ly of thi ort. The whole 
c?i:rimunity ben: fits from the advantages of having a well-educated 
c11tzenry. !o tlus extent, the ervices provided by public expenditure 
on educal!on are indivi,,ible. Rut pr ivate familie- a l O benefit di
rectly when their children' , education i,, public! y financed. Thi 
p~r_t _of the ervicc provided hy public expenditure on educntion i
d1V1s1ble. 
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\J uni(•ipal parks p1ovidc a ccond example . Citizen of ew 
York hrnefit generally from cntral Park . But those property owner ' 
adjacent to the park, and tlro~e !rollers who use the park ecure 
privat benefit., from it U\ailahility. Expenditure for lum clearance 
i-, a third ca,e. The \,hole group ecur indivi'ible benefits from 
the clearam '(' of ,!um::,. The breed ing place of di' ea e, crime. and 
Mlinqut•nc} ure prhum ,thl) elimina ted. Bui clearly tho e individual:, 
,ub-,idi,cd in the proce, of ,,,!um clearan ce ul o benefit dire ctly from 
the e,pl •nditur e. 

The 1,?.n'al and continuing <lehute concerning the appropria te 
rxtenl of goH•r nnwnt.il adi\ it} i.., centered on the function-. falling 
\\ ithin thi.., l'alt•gor} · The relali\ e import,1nce of the \\eight given 
to tlw coll1•rtii e and the pri1ate u,pet•t-, of thc particular !'er. ice in 
que,,tion \,ill dctt•rmine tire indi\iduu(':,. allitude on the appropria te 
lo<·ation. If tht• ('ollt•1·ti\C ,i-,pt'('l-, are d<>emed to he of O\erriding im
porl,tn<·c. ,h with 1•xpcnditu r' for educa tion, then the majority of 
citi,erh \,ill u..,ually ,uppo11 ro lie(·tive e,penditure to pro\ide the 
,t'ni< ·P. On the other hand . if the collecti \ e a..,pects are deemed to 
l,p rather in,iimific·ant rt>l.ttiH· lo thr private a-,peeG of the ·ervice. 
no rnllt>c-liH• .tl'lion \\ ill he t,tl-.t•n. 

I mli\ idu.,k and eornmunitic,. < an di,a gree ,harply on the rel.t
tiH' imporl,11u·e of rnllt>1·ti\e and pri\ate allrilnrte,- of a par ticular 
,t'r\'i<'t>. Thu, . \,e find difTcrenl l,?.0\Crnment,, doing difTerent thing,.. 
\ good t•xample i, pro\ iclecl in the t·ontrc1,t bchH.•en the Britbh and 

tlrt• \ meri1·,1n allitude l<l\\ard mcdit'a l t·are. Th ~ ational Health 
St•ni<'e in Crt•<1t Brit.tin i, both puhlidy financ•d and operated, and 
indi\idual \\ho rccei\e brncfit,, from tire provi,io n of medieal care 
..,ct·u1e the,e frt•c or at \Pr} lo\, to,t to them ehc-, indh idut1ll). The 
Briti ,lr peoplt· lune uppnrently decided that the indi\i,-ibl e hcnefib 
to the 1·ommunit} at large from ha\ ing a healthy popu lace ouh, eigh 
the di ... 11tlvantage,, \\hid1 ari ,e out of puhlic operat ion. 011 the other 
hand. medical care i..,, for the mo-,t part. private[) provided ancl 
financed in tlrP nitcd • talc:,. The ordinary op<>ration of the market 
r1·011omy prmiclc, medi('al can• to tho" \\ho pay for it. Thi, doe, not 
,uf!ge, t that t·ollet·tive henefih arc \\holl y ,tb,ent. But the clifTerem·c 
in in-,titution-, dot•.., ~ugge-,t tlrut the people in the nitcd late-, co11-
..,ider the collecti\(' propertie., of medic.,! care to be le,-.:, importa11t 
than tire di,,ach untagc introduced by dir ect public provi ·ion. 
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PRIVATE SERVICES PUBLICLY PROVIDED 
' . 1· . ·, . •ln11· 111 II there j, ll0 ,har1 1 I· ro111 tht' prt'\ uni- c 1,r11,, w11. 1 1- c , • • . . . 

dividi1w li11c between ~ood~ that are prnp<·1 ly \\ 1111111 the pro~ 111<'<' 
of <rovc~nmcnt and tho~c that arr 11i1hi11 tlw pnniru-e of th<' pn\.tl<· 
ma;J..et economy. A, 11c ,hall di-c-u,, morr fu(h i11 tlw_ rH'\l ,1•<·tio11. 
almo,t am• -ervit·c ha, both roll1'rtiH' and prl\,11<' ,11111h11tt•,. But a 
third ra h::•on of relati\ eh priHtlt' l!,Ood, ni.1y hi' i11t1odw·1•d 1d1i1·h 
are , omt>tim; , proiidcd 1,; g01ernnw11t. Tlw-1• l!ond, .1n• p1i1a t1• in 
that benrfit, arc !dq!rly di1 i1ib/1• ,1mo11p. 11-1•1-. 

.\11 r,amination of the ,1cti1ilit'- \1hi<·h :,:uwrn111P11h ,1d11,dly do 
perform will indiratr th,11 m,1111 ,uc-h ,1•11icf', ,111· c,111i~•d out _111 
no1ern111e11t I at her th.111 Ill tlw 111.11 J..pt t•c·o1101111. But tlw 111tc•11·,t111:,: 
r . 
point here i, that th1•,1• good, ,111d ,p11 ice, ,111• 1101111,tll, f,1 11lf 1<'1•d 

a, if they \\t ' lt' p1 i1,11t·. E\amph·, a11• P,1,1 to ronw 111. Co11•1111111·11t 
provi,io11 of po,tal , 1•n ic·r- i, 1w1 l1.1p, tilt' lw-t. Tlw lu•1lt'fic-i.11 ii', of 
thi, ,rnit·e ,ire the 11-1•1- of tilt' ,1-t1•m. and tlw l1t•111'fit-,111• aln10-t 
\1holh di\i-ibl<•. Co1t•rnnw11t, op1•1a1t• tilt' pn,t ,d -\-lt'lll- ,1, if th,•1 
\H're p1 in 1tr in th,11 thl' 111,1jor -!i.11t· of tlw f111,1ncin:.: a1 i-1•, out of 
11-t•r 1·harµ:e-. Thi, i- th it ,h ould he. ::-01111' ;tm,•111111<•ntal 1!':,:ul,111011 
of po,tal arti1ity i-. of l 'OIIN'. i11 thl' rnll1•1·ti11• inte1c,t. \ II polt'II· 
ti.ti u,ei-- 1,f the ,y, lt>m 1111i-t lw g1.111tt'd ,wn ·-, to th,• f,1cilitil',: 1i--1•1, 
nnhl he gu,1ranteecl again,t fi.111d. Hut tht•-e i111uh<' till' 1t·;.:ul.1tion, 
of the \HI}' in \I hid1 thr ,t'n ic·<' i, nper,1tt•1I. not tlU' ,11ppo1 I of tilt' 
-Prl'ic·t> it,clf. The ,tlmo-1 1111i,rr-al prm i,ion of pu,tal -1•1 lic·1• 111 
p;o1ernment, ran he,t he e, pl,1i1wd a, a hi,tnric·,d ,11Tidt•11t. 

Thc- el'ond-e1\i t•t•,,hi1·h i, p11111.i11h p1i\,1tt• 11111 "hi1·h i, prn
, idccl by µ:01ernnwnt i, that of hi;:.drna~ f,1c·ilitil'-. llt-1r• illl' ,t•l\ict•, 
arr eleJrly di\i-.ihlt•. and tht> ac·t11al op1•1atio11 and 1·011,tnll'tio11 of 
the fa<"iliti<', i, financrd Ii~ 1·ha r;t<', on 11-t•r--. \ , \1 ith 1111• po-t ,d 
-erYice,-. there Jre r·ollt•cti\e ,1,1w,·1, of tht' 1t•gulution of hil!,ll\\,11-
and road:.. But again. 11ni1cr,al pnhlic operation ,t•<•ni.. to -11•111 fro111 
hi,torica l dr1elopme11t, rnther th,111 f10111 tlw di,ti1wth ,·ollt•diw at
tril111l<'-of tht• ,rn ·il't' pro1 idt'd. 

Po,,tal and high\,ay --~-tem, alt' l',,enti.il!) 1111blic utiliti<'.,. 
That i- lo ,J). the benefit, of ,u, ·h -t•11 i1·r- an' di, i,i lilt• ,1111011~ -,ep
ara~~ private u er,,. but. for ,omr rea,on or anotlwr. tht·1<' are quill ' 
leg1l1mu1r rea,-01b for collccti,•r or ~o,1•11m1l'nl,tl int1·1t·-t in the I t'"ll· 

lution or opera tion of the indu-,11 ~. \\ t• l:-hall haw nrt·,i--ion to ,li-
c·u" the t·ategor> more fully i11 Part I\. Po,lal and hi••l11,,11 "'-lt'm, 

are operated di1wtl) h~ almo, t all i,:01cmmrn t,. Otl11~r pui1li;. utili-
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lie, are hand led d ifk re11li} Ii} cliffen•11t commun itie,,.. 111 Eur opea , 
ro unt ric,. both th(' ra ilro.id , ~;,tenr and the telepho11c and tclegra pl 
')" tcm arp normal!) ro , crn mr nta ll) oprra tcd. In tire nited ' tate,. 
the,e "}"tern-, arc pr i,. 1tc l) opt·ra ted but -,uhjected to g0\e rume11ta l 
l'Olll I o I. 

COLLECTIVE INTEREST AND MARKET ACTIVITY 

\\ t' lt,,H' d ,h,tfil'd th,· µood., ,111<1 --t•t, i1 t', norni. tl l} pro , ide<l 
In µm1•11111w111,tl u11i1., 111 tl111·1· µroup-..: µ,•11111111•1, collt•t·ti, • ,t· n ic-e, . 
q11.i,1-n1ll1•1 tl\1' ~1·1,111•,. ,111d pu l,li1·h p10, idt•d p 1i, .ite , enin• ., or 
pul,lw utilitil',. Tlw--t· .111· u,efu l 1·.111•µ0,il'-.. hu t tl11.• di , idi ng li11e-, 
.1111011!.! tlwm ,111d lwl\\t't'II th,· l.1tte1 ,11111 tlm,t· -,en in•, pro, idt•d 01-
d111.r11h In flll\ ,1l1• m.tr!-t'I nt!.!,111i11tro11 ,Jwul d 110I lit• OH' il ) t·m
ph.1,111·1!. \11110,t 1•\1' 1\ ;.:ood ,rnd --1 l\llt'. \\l1t'lht•1 -,upported h) µm 
P11111w11t 01 I,, tlw 111,11 l..t'I tTnnom,. h,r--lmth 1·ollel'liH· ,111cl pri , all' 
1·h,11,1d1•1r--tw,. \I. rm !!nod, fllll\id1•d ,\hu ll~ thro u;.:h the pt iHrh· 
111.,rkl'l 11wd1.111i-..111 li.1,1• µ1•1111im· n1llt·c·ti,1• a-.,peC'I,. For e, arnplt·. 
thi, ,·11111111, h.1-. 11t1 111,1101 !..mt •111111t•11t,tl -,ul1,i1h to tlw urt--. Yt·I tlw 
\ 1•,\ ) 01 k tllt',111·1 i, , 1·1 t,• 111h l11•11t•f11 i.d to .ti I I iti11·1i--of tlw an• ,1 
,dwtl11·1 th,·, .1!1<'1111 01 1111t. I ruli, ,,d,11· lw,wfit, ,11i,1· I, om tlw 111t'l l' 

f,11 I 1h.11 .i ,.1111111.d l1,ulitw11 j ... l,1•i11!.! 111ai11tai1wd arrd dt•, elope d. 111 
1hi, ,, ·11,1•. lllt'1t°fo1,· 1h, 11• 111.1, l•t' ,,11d lo lie a ""puhli,.-· or ,·ollt•l'li,,· 
11111·11•,t in 111.111) pli.1,1•, of 111.11 kt'I ,1di, i1,. 

'I hr, ,l11111ld 1111I. 1111\\t'\t'I. Ill' 1,,l..t•11 tu 'lll,!:.!l'-,l th.11 , omt• !!.tl\t'rn-

1111·111.d 01 puhli1 111l,·1 f1•11•111·t' I\ 1th pr 11JIC 111.11 kl'! ,H II\ it~ i, J1i--ti
fi1•d in -,ul'h 1·,1--1•,. ~o 1011;: ,i.... th1• 111,11 kt'! it,t·lf function, to iu,111 t' .1 
,11[lll'i,•111h l.11;.:1• p1odul'tio11 of lho-l' ;.:ood, arrd --Pl\it·t•, in ,d 1id1 
thP111 j, a coll1•1•tiH• i11l1•n•,t. th1• i11di1 i,ihlt• li1•nt•fit, art' , ('('Urt'cl ,don:,: 
\\ ith tlw di\ i,il,lt- 11111•,. ,111d ,1wi1•t~ ,1•1·111c--a 1wl ;.:.iin ,it no addi1io11,d 
l ' lhl. 

THE SOCIAL SERVICES 

111 tlw p11•1 ,•d111;.: -l'dllllh ,,1• h,l\t' di, 1•11-,.,t•d tht' t'l'Ollomi!' lia, i, 
fo, n1llt•1·ti\l' p1m1,iu11 of !!,oud, .111d ,rni<'t',. \\ e a.,.,unwd at lht' 
out-,1•1 1hat 1h,• p1•011om, ,,01kt•d ,, el l. and that peo ple \\ t're . by an d 
la 11,t:t'. ,a ti,fi1•d ,,i lh tht: di, l rilmti, c n•, ulh . \\ lwn \H' ret·o;:::nin• that. 
in tlw n•,d 111H Id. 1h,• di,11 ihu1io11 of ;.:ood, and ,('I'\ i1·t•, i, not ahH1~-. 
th.ti 1d1ich 1wuplP 1H11ild de--irt• lo ,1't'. l\ t' find anotlwr 1,a,i, for go , -
1•rr111wnt,tl .wt ion. Thi, 0(1('11' II (I tht• ,d,o lt• ii I l'il Of tire "-O·t·,tl It'd 
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"social services," such as free chool lunche , old-age a_ i lance, aid 
to the blind, aid to the indigent, and many other categon e-. 

Insofar as the need for such ervice arise merely he~auc;e the 
income and wealth di tribution is considered to h~ un~atu,fac~ory, 
no collective action to provide real good~ and scr.1c_ 1"' rc~1u1rcd. 
A system of publicly financed tran,fer pH yme111., 1s ~u_fI1c'.ent. to 
redres the prevailing inequality in income and \\l~alth d1-.tnlmt1011 
to the extent desired. A tran, fer p.t}mcnt i-. defined a, a t1an,fer 
of purchasing power through the fi,cal proce, ,;. ;\ o go, ernml'llta l 
purchase of real good-; and ,-ervicc.; i,, introduced. T(ic ~' ho~e i:--.'.1c 
of the relation between th fi,-cal ,y,tem and income d1,-tnhut1on ,,ill 
be discu sed more fully in a later chapter. 

The argument for the allc, iation of poverty i,, u,rd. hO\H' ' er. 
to justify other than tran,.,fer pa} ment,. It i, u-ecl in defc1H' of man} 
of the o-called ·· ocial enicc;:." The argument run-, a, follo,,:5: 
"The position of the poor and indigent can he improH•d to J gn•atcr 
extent by providing them direct!} ,, ith good., and --en ire, rather 
than by transferring income to them. By pro, iding the poor ,, ith de
cent hou ing. for example, \\ C can improH' tlwir lot more than by 
providing them with an additiona I income ,d1id1 the) might u,c for 
wa teful purpo cs." Thi i an extremely dangcrou-, argumen t ,, hid 1 
one i wont to lip into inadvertently. It pn•.,umc· that the poor arc 
incapable of making their own deci. ion-. ronrerning the "pending 
of income, a pre umption "hi ch eems lo be contrary to th idea that 
each individual should be free to mal-e mi,,takes. Ne\ erthele,~. thi-; 
is a familiar argument and ha" a great deal of intuiti\ e appea l in 
popular di cu<: ion. 1\lany goods and ~ervice are provided hy go\· 
ernment under thi rea oning, and, perhaps more importantly, go\ • 
ernment provi ion of good" and er.·ice:,1, "hi ch an quite lcAitima tely 
be ju tified on the ground'l that they are genuinely collecti\e in the 
sen e di cus ed previou ly. i sometime erronou ly upportcd in thi., 
way. Public expenditure on education i-, often upported on the 
argument that without it the poorer familie~ wou Id he unable to 
educate their children. If thi were all there i:. to it, the problem 
could be olvecl by a ystem of income tran' fers to the poorer fomi• 
lie . The real ba i for ~upport for publi expenditure on education 
lie' in the £act that the indivi iblc benefit to ocicty arc impo11ant 
over and above the privately enjoyed benefit received by the familic,
of the children concerned. 
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MISCELLANEOUS GOVERNMENT SERVICES 

In this chnpter ,1c lrn, tried to discu1-s $Orne of the economic 
reason-, for th provi:-ion of public sen ice . \\' e have made no attempt 
lo cxhnu-,t the range of expenditure ,1hi •h government actua lly do 
make. \J any public expenditure · ari-e for no economic rea on that 
i-, uppa rt•nt. Covcrnmenh a re ;,upportecl in their cleci ions to ub
,,icli1P parlit ·tdar group, ,1ithi11 th -,ociety, for example, veteran . 
Or. a 1w11icular indu-,tr} lllU) be ub-.idizccl out of public fund-, for 
OIi} one of --t•, r<tl rca-011,. for ,ample, agricu lturc. till other 
go,t•rnnwn l e,,wnditurcs ma) ari-e hccau,e of prior p nding be
)OlHI l'U111•nt nwan-.: the interc-:-.l on the national debt ha · r ccntly 
l1ecome ,t major it •m in the frd ral budget. In another impor tant 
rolt•. ¼,:O\t·rnnwnl, IM, e a,,umcd the joh of bearing much of the risk 
of indi,iclu ,d nwmlit•r-. of the -oeia l group . The ocial ecuri ty } -
lem i-. lw,t e,plai1w d in thi.., ,,a) . 

Tlwn• 1emain- to he di, cu-, ed a 11holc range of mi ·cellaneou· 
pultlil' -,t'ni(•e-. at each leH•I of go,ernm ent fcdc-ral, i:.tate. and loca l. 
\Ia ll\ of tlw-e " ill l,l, inl1ocluc·t•d at appropriate point in the more 
cktailt•cl di-<·u ..... ion of the diapter, ,d1ich follow. Thi chapter ha;, 
liet•n ainwd. not al t'Ul,doging all public-,cni ce, . hut rather al pro
\ icling tht• ,tudt·nt 11 ith an introducto1} ba~i for under landin g th 
l't'011<imi!" 1c•,N111, for p11hli1· acti1 it}. 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
I· or a mor<• ,ophi,tirnt t•il di,1·u"i on of the l'('onumi<· hn,i, of ~mern

mcntal acti1 it~. th<' ;.tudt'nt '-houl<l rt•n<l R. \ . l\lu-tra \C. The Theor) of 
Public Finance I \ e\1 't orl..: l\lcCraw-llill Book Co .. 1939 I , Chap. I. 



Chapter 

4 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

THE PUBLIC SECTOR 

One ohtru,iH' f,1rl h,,., ht•t•n lhn•atcning to mt·l\dwlm 
the di,cu,,i on in thr prcrcdin g rhaplt•t-. Go\l' t llmt·nl. •" -.111 h. 
exi,t,. and it-. aC'ti\ itit',. \da ·thP1 , 11hj1•1 l to 1t•,1,unJhlt- t•,pl,11Mtio11 01 
not. are c, tremrl) imporl,1111 in -.hJpin;.: till' Int• ... o l 111di\id 11.1k \\ t' 

mthl 110\, take r,plil' il ,11·rot111l of thi-. f.H I .111d ,tllt•mpl In pl.w1· 
,ome quantitati, e ,i gnificam·c 011 1I. 

\ hi,t ori1·,il approa1·h i, ,11;.:;.:t>,IP1I. \\ t' ,h ,dl trat ·r th,• ;.:1tl\\ th 
of the C'OllN·tiH• or puhlic ,t '<'llll of tlw 1•umom, 111 111dt•1 to l11• ,1l,I,· 
l,eller to uuder-.lJll(I tht• 1·1111Pnl q11a11tit.1tiH· , i;.:11ifi1·a11n· of th i, 
,1•rtor. 

In the di,t'u,,ion to thi ... point. 1H• h.i\(' IH·t•n Jblt· to ... pt•,,!.. ,1ho11t 
"go\ernment'' a~ if therr \, rrr 011I~ ont• unit a !Tt-din!,!. e,u·h I it11t•11. 
The political l:-lructun.• of the Lnitl'd $t .1tt•, i, f1.•dt•r,d. \ ot om•. hut 
1110 or more unih of goH•rnment ,i!Tet·t tlw indi\ idual <'ii i11•n .,j mu 1-
taneou~ly. The indi,idual po,, e.,.,e, clu,il 1·iti1e11,h ip and clu,tl lo) ,d
tie,. The federal , or central. ~0H' rnmrn t 11111 ... 1 be di,ti11;.:11i,lt1•d from 
the -,tale go\ ernmenl,, \lhid1, in turn. 11111,t lw di-.ti11g11i,lwd f10111 
lm·al unib : t·ounlie,. to\,thhith. muniri palitie,. , 1'1100I di, tric•t,. and 
-o on. In ,tu d)i ng thr p.ro,,th of tlw public ,t •1·to1. \H ' , ha ll lH· in
tere~ted in ~ccing ho\, total go\ rrnme nlal Jl' thit~ ha, t•xpa1Hkd at 
a ll le,e k hut \I C ,ha ll al, o \,ant to ,t•r ho11 thi, ,wti, it~ h,,, IH•t•11 
divided among thr ,rpa ratr unit, . 

THE IMPACT OF GOVERNMENT 

i\., \1a pointed out in the p1t•1·t•di11i <'haptrr. p.<·nrral re.,ulato 1 \ 
a<'tivitie~ mu::,t he undertakr n b1 p.mPrnment. It i-. diffir111t" to co,;. 
c·ei\ e of a private ec·onomic organi,ution f111H·tionin •• out ... ide , onw 
politirul frame\1ork. In thi~ ,en,t . thereforr. ul1110 ... t ; \ t·n e,·onomit· 

:rn 
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dcC'i-.ion i-. ,dTcl'll'd I,} g<nc111mcnt. \11d e\C ll -.111a ll diff e rence,- i11 
the , t111<·t11rc of po litica l regulati on-. ca n exert major influence 011 
the \,a\ in 1d1id1 the mar ket conom y ca rrir s ou t it fu11ctiom,. 

Tlw 11•1 \ pe11 ,1-.iH0 11(•-..., of l!OI (•rnnwn l ,h provide r an d motli
fit•r of tlw ~t•nera I 1t•2,1ilator} franw1101 k. ·"th rul e,, of the ga me:· 
11 ith i 11 1d1i1·h pri, ale irnl i, idua I-. au d fi1111-. tarry 011 thei r pr il'a ll' 
111,Hkt•I al'li,i ty nrnl-.e-. ,1llempl-. lo qti,111tify or mca-.,urc th • tot.ii 
i111p,t1·t of ~ll\trn1111•11t r,1tlwr frnitl1•...-.. 0111) de taile d ime-.tigat ion o f 
tlw 1d111l1• i11,tit11tio11,tl and lt-1!,tl -.11111'11111• 1·a11 p101ide due ... to tlw 
oH•r-.tll 11npo1la1H'(' of goH· rnnH'nl in the lift• of a --ociel). 

I or 11111 pu !')HM ' -.. ,t 111011· 11• ... 1 ril'I II t' 1·mwepl -.,•r111-. ,t pp1 opr i., I\'. 
:--nnw ~1·111•1,d 11w,111i11:,: 1·,111 IH' all.wlwd tu the (01·onomi1· impo 1 la111•1• 
of ~ll\t'rn1111•11I quilt• ap.11I from it-. impo1la11t•e a-. the ge11e1al rul1• 
111,1k1•1 1111 tlw ,wi ., I -.111wt1111·. Tlw :--11p1t•me C:01111 of tlw l'11it(•cl 
' t,1l1•-. 11 11,I. ol 1·0111,1'. lw ~i11•11 ,111 1111po1t.111t pl,u t' iu ,Ill} -.tud} of 
tlw tot,d 1'fT,•1·t of t!w go11•n111w11t i11 thi ... c·o1111tr}. But. in tht• 111011• 
11•,t111 It'd -.,•11-.I'. th1• cli1l'd 1·,·n11omi1· importam ·1• of tht• ~11prem1• 
Cm11t. 1w1 " ' · i-. 11•1, -.111,dl. T hi-. di,titwlion hel\H'l'll th<' direct ec·o-
110111w -.ignifi1·,1111 , •. 1d1irl1 c·,tn. tu -.01111• <•,tent. Ii<• 111ca,111ed. an d th1· 
11,tlin•,1 PIT1•1 t,. 11h11 h 1·,111110I 111• nw,1,urcd readih . -.hould I,• em
ph,1--i1,·tl. 

WHAT DO WE WANT TO MEASURE? 

lldur ,· pl1111;.:111;.: 1·,11,·l1•-.-.h 11110 tilt' ni.111~ -.1,111-.til'al -.1•1 i1•-, 1d1i1·lt 
111i~ht !II' i11trndu1·l'd. it 11ill lw helpful lo -.t,1te ,1wt·ifira l1) 1drnt 1\1' 
-.hou Id t 1, lo 111,•a-.u 11•. Fu111 thi11;.:-. ,II 1• ,u ;.:;.:.e,ted a, po, -.ihl1• ind i-
1·,1101-. of tli,· din •,·t 1•,·onmHi<' impo1 l,lll<'l' of l!011•11111w11ta! .1c-ti1 it,: 
I 11 tlw 1,d111• of ;.:m1•111mcnt,tl -.1•1,1n•-.. l~l thl' 1c,tl 1·0,l of go1P111-
1n1•111,tl -.1•1, in•-.. I :l l tht· 1•,1t>11t lo 1d1id1 coll1·1·ti1t·I) m,td(• <it-l'i-.ion-. 
tt'JII 11 ,. pt i, .111• 01 indi, idu.tl d1·1•i-.io11-. •• 111d I I) tht• 1•,t,•111 lo 1d1i1·lt 
11•-.011111•-. .111· 111;.:,111i11•d Ii) tlw markt'l c1·011om1 or !>1 tlw ~011•111-
11w11t. 

Th,· -.1•.11d1 f111 .1 t lllll)lll'lt·h ,t11l,tl1lt-111,•.1-.1111· uf th,· 1.il1tl' of 
~m 1•11111w11t.tl ... ,•11 wt•, 11111,l lw ,1!t,111do1wd ,ti tlH• nttl,t •t. a lthou;.:11 
,onw a,pl'l'I-. of tlll' p1ol,!1•111 \\tll ht· di-.1'11...-.ed in tlw \ pp1•11di, lo thi -. 
11.11 t of t!w !1110!.. ,dwt t' t!w l1t'.1tm1·11t of 1!11• ~1111•rnm1·11t,tl -.ptlor in 
11,ll iun.il i11rrn111• ,l!'1ou11t i11~ i-. t''\,1111i1wd. Diff1•11•11t ;.:ood, ,llld ,1•11il'<'' 

111,11 Ill' ad,lt-d 10;.:l'llu.•1 1111·.11li11µ.full) 0111) if tlt1•11• 1•, i-.1-. , onw 1·0111-
11111;1 d,•nomi11.1l01 to 1d1il'h tlw, 1·,m lw 11•1h1n•d. In the 111.1rl-.t'I ,·co11-
om1 . p1 in•, prn1 ide ,1 1111•,111-. ,, h1•1 t•I>, the 1 .tlta•-. of -.t•pa1-.1t1• ;.:.ood-. 
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and services can Le added together to ,ccure a to_tal mea ure o~ ~ro 
national production or national income. But _pnccs are not d1r~ctly 
set for more than a mall fra ction of public goods and crv1re : 
only divisiLle puLlic en ice can be properl~ priced. and a;, tl~e 
last chapter indicated, these compri e only one cat gory of all publ'.c 
services. The only meaningful way of adding up thr ~eparate puhhc 
service i to u e dollar co t . And it i-, at once C\ idcnt that thc-C'o,t 
of a particular public ervice may be a poor mca ur of it ... "ij!nifi
cance to the total economy. 

The ccond quantity \\hich mil!hl he meii...ured i-. th<' rC'al c-o,t 
of governmental activity. Thi;, co-.t ,hould mea,ure the oppo1tu11iti<'-. 
which the community forgoes in order to ,-c-cure public ,en it·(•,. op• 
portunities \\hich may Le concepttially mea-,ured in unit ... of pri\ ,tte 
good". The opportunity cost of a {!iren quantit~ of puhli<· -.('nice, 
i defined a the alternati\ e good, and ,enit- e-. "hid, the rommunit) 
forgoes in order to ecure thi.., {!fren quantit~. Thi, oppo1 tu nit, l'<hl 

doe not indicate the total rnlue of additional p1i\all• p:ood.., and 
service-. which would be made a\ailah le if f;O\C'inmrnt \\('I(' to he 
dibbandcd. Quite clearly. the condition-. herr \\Otdd he modifit•d 
in ,.uch a way that any comparative mea,,uremrnt i,, unthinJ..al,lc. 
The point can be neglected if \,e think of me,hurinp; thr 1ral or 
opportunity co·t of changes in the ..,ize of total governmental acti \ it) 
rather than the co,,\ of total governmental acti, it}. , 

In mea uring opportunity co..,t,. or real co ... t,. of gO\rrnme ntal 
~ervice·, money figure for co-,t may not b at all meaningfu l in 
certain ca e . In normal period.., of high mploymrnt. money co-.h 
are meaningful becau e they reflect the price-. paid to re,.,our<·e, to 
attract them into the production of the publicly pro, ided good-, and 
~en•ices. However. during per iod,, of deep depre~..,ion \, hen urwm• 
ployment of re ource exi~ts, the real <'O-,b of putting thc, c rc,oun-e ... 
to work may be zero or \ Cry low. Thi., qualification mu ... t alwa" , b 
kept in mind when u..,ing money co,t.... ' 

MEASURES OF GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITY 

Total Governmental Expenditure 

This i . a mea u~e of governmental activity that mo t rcaclil 
comes_ to mmd. And 11 doe" pro\ide a helpful, and read ily avail
a~)le, mdex ~o _the direct economic importance of go\'ernmcnt. e;,pe• 
ciall~ when rt 1s u ed to compare variou:, level.., of govcrumrn t oH'r 
rclallvely hort period of time. nadjubtcd figure,- for total puh• 
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lie expenditur e \\ill. ho\\C\er. reflect change,, in price along with 
changes in government"· real :,hare in economic activity. Thi diffi
culty can be eliminated b) deflating the ('rude figures l>y ome index 
of pri ce-.. Thi ' ,,·i II produ ce a ,erie ... for total goi-ernmental e-cperul i
ture in co111tant dollar . It may ai-.o bed :,irablc to adju,t for pop
ulation c·han~e,. If the memhcr,hip in the {!roup i changing rapidly, 
a p<'r capita nH',hurc of thr pulilic-~ •t·tor nm) he needed . 

, ome ,rrie-. for l!O\ ernment e,pcnditurc, a~ adju-,ted, ,hould 
prO\·ide thC' lte ... 1 mt•,1, un• of the r>al <'<>..,I of ~O\Cmm ntal urti \ity 
durinp: all p<'riod-. c·,c·ept tho ... ,· rharaC'l<'ri1ecl hy -,ignificant unem
plo}nwnt of rc-ourre-,. CoH·rnment e,pen ditur c ... are ,omctime ... cla-,
,_ifi<'<l into 11,0 <'Hl<'gorie..,: prorl11cti1e <"<pcnditure ... aud tran ~fer ex-
1wndit11re,. The fir ... t indudc•, a mt'a,un• for go, ernmcn t".., purr ha-.c-. 
of n•al good-. and ... l'f'\ i<'<',, ,,hPrea-. the ,c•c·oncl im·luclc•-. tran-.fer-, of 
pun ·ha,in g pcnwr from ,omc indi, idu,d-. to othc•r .... Thu, . federal 
outla} for mi ... , ilc•-, i-. ,1 produl'liH• c•,1wnditurr: -.ot'ial -.cn1rit} pa}
mc•nt-., ,lit' tr,111-.fpr r,penclitun• .... On the lia~i ... of thi~ c·la,-.,ifieation. 
it mil!hl lw ar l!uecl th,11 tlw figur<' for tota l go, ernmental c,1H•nditurc 
l<'nd-. to OH'r-.1,tle till' rc•,tl cci-.t-. of l!o, c•rnmc•nta l ac·ti\i t} und that 
tl1i-. i-. lwttc•r rcfkc·tt>d in tlw figure for prnduc tiH· t•xpenditurr a lorw. 
Thi-. , t•t•rn-. irworn•ct. Tlw 1t•al co-.1 of pulili!' arti, it) i-. -.uppo-rd to 
prmidc• a nwa,ure of thr \ ,ilur of pri \ al<' good-. and -.rnire-. -.ncri
ficed i11 ordt•1 to ,rc·un• tlw lw1wfi1-. of the puhlic a<·ti\ it}, Ta,. 11ion 
impo,t•d upon ... omr nwmlwr-. of the group i ... tlw real 1·0, t of -rc·urin~ 
the benefit-. of ... uh,i1li,i11g otlwr nwmhc•r-. of the p:roup. Thi-. ... ,•c•n1-, 
to he a n•al co-.t of p:o, crn nwul quitr u~ nuH·h a-. din •c-t outla\ on 
t,mk .... plaut', . au<l p,qwr ,·lip ... Fo1 tlw purpo,e-. of t>-.timatin~ tlw 
rea l <'o-.t, of goH·rnment. the di,tin('lion heh,rrn produC'li\ e and 
tran ... frr expenditun •-. i-. not a 1i...dul orH'. 

Governmental Resource Absorpt ion 

The 1•,du-.io11 of lnrn,fc·r 1•,pc•1Hli1111l'-. from the total ..,t•t•m-., <le• 
-.irahlr. ho\,CH'r, if the pu1p<N' i-, th<' third ont• li ... trd pr('\iou, I}. 
that of mca-.,urinp; tht• r ,1e11t to ,,h id1 t'ollec-tiH•I) mude dc•ci-.ion-, 
replace pri\ale or indh i<lual ckci-.ion-. in the cconom~. ,\ lthoul!h p.o,·
ernmeu tal trau ... fcr P\penditun•-. clt•,11 I) afTt•rt the O\ er-all a lloc·,1-
tion of c·eonomic re-.ouret·, . ,o lonp. ,h pri,ate imli, idual-. c-.11 r) out 
tire final H<'l of -,pcndin;! fo1 p:ood-. and , t•nin •,. the or~.iui,ing priu
c·iple,, of the murket eeonom) arc allo1H•d to opc•rdle (1, ithin a ... ,w
cific· ,e .,ula ton f1.1111c1, 01 kl. The p1 ineiple of t·o1t-.tmwr -.0\ereip.nl). "' . 
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. I d·r.ed to ·1eeo1111t for rea l-11orld impe1 frctio11,. as appro priate y 1110 111 , . . . f 
- . . f . 1·11e t1·a11 fer pwm enl modific, the d1~1nlrnt1011 o remams 111 ou·c. ' , . . . 

• J 11 oiil)· , c<"olld·1ril} doe, it afTrct the orp;,11111<1t1on economic power. n ' • I 
f · 1· ·1 . It e.-111 11-rful therrfon ·. to e, ,1111111<' I I(' 1·0111-0 cconormr ac· 1\ 1 )· . ' , - • . 

parati\ e gro11th of ,!-OH'rt1lllt'11lal 1e-ource ah-orplw11. 

Government Employment 

ft ntd\ al~o l1t• di•-ii ,tlil,· to m1•,1-111t• tlw t' \klll lo 1d1i1·h tl11• 
market cc~nonn or th<' µ.011•1111111•111 ,tt·l11,tll) Ol,!-Jlli,e, prod1u tin11 
of good, and ~('~\ict'-. Thi, i- ,1 -lt;.:hth· diffo1_1•11t thin,!-f,0_111 rmt• 1n
rnent re-ourr e ali-orpti nu. ll1•11• th,· ,1pp1op11,1lt• fi;.:111t· \\ 111 lw th,11 
for direct l!,O\Crt1m,·11I t•111plcn111t·11t of ,•n111orni1· 11•-u111_l't'-. I ~ 1111' 
,:oH•rnment purt'ha-e- fin.ti :,:one!, anti -1·1\i11•, f10111 (lll\Jlt' 111111,. 
the,e p:ood, and ,e 11i11·, .111• ,till p111d11H·d i11 tlw 01~.i1111t•d 111.11_!-.l'l 
,•1·011omy and the fi11n-p1t•,11n1,tl,h .111· :,:11idl'd l1\ tlw ptofit 1110l1\1'. 
Onl) a' the p;o\errmwnt ,·mpl(I\, p1udu1ti\t' 1t>-01111t', 11ith ,1 \it •1, 
tm, ,inl it, own prod11<'1ion of fin.ti :,:oml- ,111tl -1•11 ic't'- i- thi, ,1,p1•1 I 
of market organization n•pl,11 t·d In ('Ollt•di\1' a<'lh ii). 

The di-,tinrtion~ a ntOII )!. tnt,tl ;.:m 1·111111t•nt,tl ,·,pt •rnl it1111·. 1,•,01111·1· 
,1li-orptio11. and go\ ern111t•11I t•mplo\ mt·nt ,hou Id not la• 01 Prd I ,I\\ 11. 
By a rcorgani1,1tion of pul, li.- adi \il\. pa11i,11l,11 puhli<' -t'l \in•
may l,c inr l11dcd in om· 01 ,di of tlw-,· ,·a1t•;.:1,r11•-. \ ,111~(1• ill11,t1,1l1011 
1,ill indicate thi, and. at tlw -,1111t· time. ('l.1ril) tilt' cli,1i1111io11--m,1d1•. 

\\ 't• kn0\1 th,11 the ft-d,•r,tl ;..m,·1111n1·11I op1·1,tlt·- 111,111\ \t'lt•1,111,· 
ho,pital~ throui hout the <00111111 \ . Tut,1 I t'\ pt•nditu It' 011 p1 o, id in).\ ho,
pila I -<'n i!'r-. ,ho 11, up in 0111 ,u·,·ount, undt•1 lot,tl )!.!I\ ,·111111t•nt,tl 
t•,penditurr: the vulu<' of Int.ii :,:uod, anti ,1•1\it·t• ... din •l'II\ purl'l1a-t'd 
hy go\ ernment in the pe1fu1111.im·t• of thi-. f1111t'tio11 -.hm" up i11 tlw 
-econd ra tegory for re-0111 <'t' ah-01 pt ion. ,111tl th<' 111<' 11 hi 1<•d ,1 t tilt' 
ho pita!~ are counted in fcdt•t ,tl rmplo \ mt•nt. L,•t 11--110\1 ,uppo-,· 
that a pol in t'hanv.e dit•tult'-. th.it a II of tht• H'IN,11i...· ho,pit ,tl-. lw ,old 
to prirn tc firm~ 1d10 \1ill tllt'11 op,' t.tlt' th<'111 u11de1 1·01111,H·t lo tilt' 
federa l go\ ernmenl. and that lllt'-e firm, 1,ill -,uppl~ h1hpi1,tl ,t 'I \ • 

iC"e-, to qualified veteran,. Thi ... " ill t•liminatt· the ,Pl t•1.111 ... · lm,pit ,tl, 
item altogether from the third eatqwr~ . Emplo) ec, \\OU Id 110 lon).\t'I 
Le Ii ted a°' 11orking for ~ove111nw11t. '1111 for pri\ ,11\' m1plo)e1-,. \ 
:-till a further polir ) ,h ift. 110\1 let 11, ,upp<M' that tlw gO\ernnwnt de
cide- to provide qualified \ Clt•ran, \1ith h<hpitali,ation -,ul, ... idie, and 
allow thc~e veter,111, to p11r!'ha,1• ti!(' 1w1•clt·d ,t•n i,·t•- tli1P<'th f10111 
pr ivate ho,pital-.. ll t•re tllC' H'h'r,rn,· h,i...pil,d it1·m \1otdd -hcl\\ up 
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0111) i11 tht• total expc11dit111r c·atep,or~. The pa}mc11t- li-.ted woul d be 
tram-fer payment::, on ly: 110 p;O\ernnwntal pu rclia-e -, of ;i:ood:- and 
--<·n icl', \,o,ilcl take pla<'e. 

Tlw illu,IJation indirall'- tlut th<' or~a11i.wtio11 of the publie 
,t'I'\ i1·1• i-. ,dl-im porl ,llll in i11fluenri 11p; it-. pla rr in thr acroun ti11~ 
-dwnw --11;!~t•-.tt•1I. Fo r thi-.. t<'a-011. the difT<'lt'111•f', ,hould not bl' 
m<'tt'mpha-i1f'd. T iu•~ ,ll<' .. ne,<•1tlwlc•-- .. import .rnt. Th e or;i:anizin;.: 
lon ·t•, of tlw 111.irl-.1'1 1•1•011om\ ,11'1' 11tili1Nl to a , 011,idcrahh ~n•.ilt>r 
1•,11•111 in tlw thud m,tit11tin11,d -..11111·t1m· th,111 in the ,crond. and to 
.1 1·01Ndt•1,tl1lt' t'\11'111 mnn• in tht• -.t•rond than in the fir-.t. In -.om<' 
1-.1-1•-. tilt' -hifti11;. of i11,tit11tio11,d ,111,111µe11w11t-,·an lead to major 
i mprm t'lll!'llh in <'flll'it·1u·\. I Int • i- a fii·ld i 11 \d1 id 1 rr-c•ard1 In t'\

pt•1 t, 11 ,1, l1•,1tl to 11,f'f11l 11•-11lt,. Thi- a-.p<'t I of ~o,rrnmen t,1°1 f'\-
1'<'lldit111t• "ill Iii' di,111--,·d f111tlw1 111 C:h,1plt'1 18. 

Government Activity Relative to Gross National Product 

Till' fo1t,!oi11:: nw,1-1111•- prmide ,onw i11di,,1ti1111 of thl' alM1lutt• 
1111po1t,11w1• of :,:m,·1111111•111 ,lt'tl\ 1t, . :--ta1uli11;.: .do 1w. tlw~ tell th littlt • 
01 11oth111;.: il11111t th, • m1•11111w11t.il -t•dn1 of tlw t't 11110111, rl'l ,1ti\l' In 
tl11• p1i,.1t,· ,, , to1. 111 .t p1u::11•--iH •. ;.:_1u\\i11µ <'conom~ .. 11 ,hould he 
1·, p1·1·1t-d th 11 111,· puhli, ,, ., 101 1,11l 1•,p.111d .donµ \,ith the p1i, at1• 
-1•1·to1. Tlw III po1t,111t cp1,·,tw11 con, Nlh tlw 11•l.1ti\\ • ratr , of p;101,th 
mi·r ti1111·. h u thi-. p11q11i-1•. it i- d1•,i1,tl1l1• In lt'd11cl' the ah-olutt• 
li;.:111,•-to pt'lt 1·111.iµt•- of ~"'" 1111t1mwl prod1ut. tlw ht•-t 01t•r-,dl 
IIH',1,1111• of tlw lt•H•l of tot.ti ,·1·01111mi1· ,1t'li, ih. 

(,1 11\\ natwrutl 11rorl11rt i, d,•fi1wd ,t - tlw tot.ti 1,rlu<• of ,ill r ood, 
,11111 ,1•1, i,·,·- p1od1wPd d111in,?. lilt' n·l1•1a11t tinw pt'l'iod und('r 1·011-
, itlt>1.1tw11. Of co111-t'. m,111\ 1111•,1-,un•nu•nt prolrh•ni-, ,11i-,t'. \l o-I of 
tlw,1• 11t•t·d not 1·01H·1•111 1i-. he1t•. !'-n11w of thl' 11101 I' difficult of tht',t' 
p1ulil1•111, ill\oht• th,• ,, .1, in \\hid1 J..,U\t ' llllllt'lll -1•11il'(', ,1n• to l>t' 
i1l!'l11dt•d. \ , h.t- lu•1•11 i111li1•,11t-cl. 1u1 m,1rl-.t'I 1,illl<' t·xi-t , fo1 lll,111\ 
pu l,11, ,1•11 i,·1•, in tlw ,1•1J-.t' th.it th i-. ,1ppli1•, fm p1 i, a tt•I} prod11t·1•d 
"Ood, a ud -,•11il't' ... Co1t·1111111•11t ,t•11il't'- ,·an unh I,,• add(•d in .11 
~u-t. 11111 otlll'1 i--1w- ,111-1•. ~huuld 01 ,ho11ld 1101 11,111-ft•r t'\pt'11di
t111e-ul µmt•rn1111•11t, lw i11d11dt•d ·t ::--lu111ld ;1.m<·11111w11t -1•11il't'-. lw 
t, 1•.it<•d ,1, fi11,tl c·o1i--11mpt1011 it1•11i--01 ,h p111d11l'ti11• - 1• 11 it·t• ... in-.1111-
nwnt.1 I tu tlw prod11l'lio11 nf pt i1 ,lit• ,1•11 in< ( \ f1•,, of the-t' i--11(', 
"ill Ill' di-1·11--1•d 1110rt' fulh in du- l,1 id appt•ndi, In thi, p.11 I of tl1t• 
hook. 1-'01 tlw f.1t·l11,tl lllt',hlllt'- d1•1t•lop1·d -.11li-t•cp1t·11tl~. 1,e :-h,tll in
ro rpo1.11t• fi~un·- for :,:ro--. 1wtio11al prndu<'I ,1- thi-. i, i11terpr!'lt:cl ii} 
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federal statistician . Thi measurement in_clude in G p only_ pro-

d · d"ture of governmental u111t·; tran;;fer expend1tur 
uctwe expen • . II . d · 

are excluded (including intere·t on public debt_). p10 uctl\C 
expenditure· arc included. Thi · amount· to a:,:,u_m1ng th1~t a 11 go~·ern
ment services are either final product items or mt~rmedia_te or input 
item in the production of priH1le good-, and :,en u e-. ~' hl('h_ .trt' n~t 
reflected in price . While, a · we :;hall ~ee in the appendix. tl11,-, cl~-..,•• 
fication i omc,dmt arb itraq. for the purpo-~-, of rou;d1t•omp,111,011 
the pos ible refinement,-are not highly ~ignificant. 

TOTAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES 

Ha,ing di-cu-.-ccl tht' prol,lenh of finding app1opriute mea-.urc-.. 
it is now time to plunge directl) into the hard fa ·h. For fi,c•,11 1960. 
which began 1 July 1959. total goH•rnment expenditure in th 

nited tale:, wa.., e-,timated to be J 16 billion. Of thi-. total, .. 9;3 
billion ,,a~ the e ... timated expenditure of thc frdt•ral go,ernment. und 
the remaining .,.53 billion ,,a., the t•,timatecl e:qwnditt11t' of -,tale um.I 
local go, ermncntal unit.... Thi:, fi~u•e for total go,ernmental exp ndi
ture may be compared with an r -.timateJ gro,-, national product 
for fi cal 1960 of -.ome 160 billion. \l or than one out of rae h 
four dollar:; earned in producing 1?,ood,-, and ,t•nit·P.., "a" dmnnelt-cl 
through the fi~cal proce--, for the fulfillment of ,-ome go1t•1nmental 
purpo:,e. Thi~ very hr ief pre-entation of the current fat·tual picture 
i:,, perhap:, ufficient to indicate the tremcndou-. importm1<·e of the 
governmental ,ector of the ct·onom). even 11hrn mea .. urcd only in 
the direct en,e earlier di, cu,,ed. But th· magnitude of the puhlie 
,ector can be more full} apprecia ted ,dwn the growth of total gov
ernmental e,p enditurc o,er the }Car:, i traced. 

Unadju ted figure::, for total go, crnment xpenditure: ,1re given 
in Table 4-1 and the-.c are ill11-.trat<·d in Figure~ 1-1 and 4-2. 
everal points may he noted on the ba:,i, of these rough data. The 

fir .. t impre,~ion i, one of the enonnou .. ratp of gro11 th in tota I govern
mental expenditure o,cr the ccntu1y and a half co, ered. lthough 
da~a for the n!net enth _centur~ are very spotty. even the roughe-,t 
e,llmate, pro,rd e -.uffic1ent e11denee that th, puhlit' e<·tor of the 
American economy ha been gro1\ ing at an incrt'a~ing rule a lmo:it 
from t~e hegi'.ming of our hi,tor y. Roughly peaking. governmental 
expenditure 111crea,,cd four- or fi,efold during the fir t half of the 
lat C'ntury, from 1800 to 1850. During the Civil War . federal 
expenditure surged above the one billion mark for the fir,-t time 
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but remained there only one year . Over the entire fifty-year period, 
] 850-1900 , tota l governmental pend ing increa ed omewhere be-
1\\een ten and t,\en ty time over : from 1902 until 1960. the increase 
was a lmo I ninety time' . 

TABLE 4 1 

Total Government Expenditure, Federal Expenditure, State and Local 
Expenditure- Selected Years- 1799-1960 

(In current dollars) 

Tolnl. \ fl (;merrm1t11ls Federal S/ri le 11111/ l,1,cal 
l'eir ( I n millil/11$) (In n11/lio~) fo r,111/wns) 

1799 s 20 30, (f>,l.) $ 10• min• rn;o 80 120 (,•,t. ) 10• ndo 
1'102 I hf,O ---., ,, 

' 1.088• 4 .J,_ 
191:1. :l 21:; 'J70 !? !? ,; 
191" :!:!,88'1 t"-L) 111.118< I 13'> ,•,t.) 
19:!2. 9 !?<>7 3. 7(>.'I :;_;;31 
11127 ..... 11 . 2:!() :1,;;33 7 .6 87 
19:12 12 137 l.:! 6h 8 171 
l<JH l:! , 807 :i.9 11 6 866 
i<W, 16.,:;a 9 (t,; i :;93 
1938 17 h73 8 1111 (), 2:?6 
19!0 2n. 117 10 061 10 3:;<, 
1111:! i;_:;7<, :n ; 111 10 o.,--· 1911 11~,. '171 100 ;; 17 9 1<>-

' " If, ';9.707 M,.:;3 1 13 17.l 
11118 :;:;,osr 3:i :i9~ I I) 111'1 
19:iO 70 .1:11 II 800 2;; ;;3 1 
111:;2 119 8 17 7 1 :;1)8 :!8 27'1 
19il Ill 33:! 77 t,<)2 33 1,10 
19:;11 11() 21,() 7<• 1/13 39 806 
19;;7 l:!6 :19:! 82 b31 I.! 7bl 
19~8 130,900 (1"-l.) 8 1 900• 111 000 " L 1960 I 1:; 87j (f>,l .) 9:!,8 7S (r, t.) :;3 ouo ,. L ) 

4 '\ o dnrn ar,'\ th·a.alahlf' for ,,at~ end IO<'ol f'-.prnd11tarf't pn M to JCJOO l hf' r1u11lf"l t1( $ZU, JO m,llmo 
and $80 J!!O m1lhon for oll #(hdllfflt·blfll 111 thr )rnrw l~1W 11nd IIJ.iO IIN'" r,,,llmttlf'd oo th,. h "'• of (rd , rftl 
total" J wrn lflln data 1l dl>f""" not tN·rn hkf""I)• that th,· ff"il:ln-al ,rt,..-rrnm,.nt .-.ban" """""D f"tfff"dl"d OD"' hnlP' 
of ll>tol a:o,rrnmf"nl t--c1*nd1turi" dunnft thit c."Hrly Jlf'ruxi and 1t 1>rohat,1, " • da,,,r-r 1<1 unf" third than t,, 
ODf': hnlr 

•n.._,,. for ft'tl,.ral f"l'Jl("Ddllut'° for Vi"'~> IR~O, au rt 1919 &rfi ta kr n fr()Cn \I 'ladr Krudnck. t ('~nJ,,.,.... 
ar,d o. ll alJ()f P,d,ml Ezpn1d1tur~• ()«AM:t>nfll l •aptt '\ o t8 '\ ,ttonnl Uurrftu ('r Lronom1r n, .Jon.re h, IQSS 

' bu ·• JH "'ht"rf" o tl"M"rv.1f" notrd dot.a f« l-Otal t' l.J1••nd 1tur r ff"df",o) t'"lSk Dd1turr .. 1nd (or •t•tf' nnd I0<'1"11 
f"1J)l'ndatur ,.., from l?O:? t hnk 1ih 19S7 ftn"' lokt-n frurn (;o ~rn~nlal /.'uumu-• rn tlu- I ,ufrd ,,1, lf'•, / ',(J'.! lo 
1951. 19:,7 f',-n"'u" o( Go .... f'rn mrnltl \ dYt'ION" Hr lr Mr- '\ o 0, l S l '>f't)ar lmt"nl o( Ct,mllll"f"<V'. Burf'au 11( 
t h~ C".f"MUfl, I 9J,? 

~£ta~ ami loc.nl LOt.ah nrr ftdju,tl·tl IIO"-D\\Srd hr th"" amflunl of f1'flrraJ granu. Ill a,d ~llN" t h1.1 ns>Pf'llNI 
m fN.14'."rnl f"'lil~od,turf" lolal, 

1 fNifrol t \St,o•nt:ltlUIY' 1'9llmlltff from 19!.l tiff U k.f"ll from Bud']rl o/fM { nd~d Stat,._, f .tJ~~. 19$9. t!i60. 

The picture i sub tantia lly changed when \\e reduce our figure~ 
to pl'r c-apila tcrni-,. Ccnt'l'al per rapita <',pcnditur e of all go,ern
ments increai.ecl from alJout 20 in 1902 to 650 in 1957 . or ~omc 
thirt y-three times a;, compared \\ ith a e, enty•fi\·e fold increa c in 
11nadju ted expenditure . Thu-. ,, • -.,ee that -omC\\hat more than tl\ O 
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FIGURE 4 1 
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fifth, of the innc ,t,<' in total ~0H·111111.-11t t"<pcnditutt· mt•1 lht' fi1 ,I 
half of thi, <·c11lury t·a11 I, allrihutt>d to population ~ro\\lh. 

\ nolher important 1elution,h ip appe,u,- from a glance at Tuhlt' 
1- 1. E-..ccpl for \\ill period,. and fo1 a ,ho1l time i11 tlu· liollom of 
the Great Drprr,,ion. , late and i<wal cxpe11diture 1·oml,i11eil C'x1·et·d1·d 
fcdc1al go, ·1nmenl expenditu 1e up u11til \\ od d \\ ,11 II. :-i1wt- \\ orld 
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\\' ur 11. tl1e frdC'rul r x1wnditure tota l ha, hcen a lmo,l double tl1al of 
the c·omhinC'd :-late-local total. Helati, cly ,-peaking, the pul,li l' ~cdo1 
ha, bc('OlllC ro ncentrn ted 111 the ·cntral rro, ernmenl onlv d11ri11n the 

~ ' ~ la ,t I\, o d<'<'adc,. 

FIGURE 4 2 

Total Government Expenditure, 1902-60-Rati o Scale 
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Tiu.• ,tal<•-10<·.d 1•,pe11ditu1<· tot.ti, 1<•,1•,il .i , t1•a1h ;:11l\\lh mt•1 
tht• 1w1 wd ro, cn•1l. On the otlw1 h,111d. lht• f1•1h·1 ,ii lot.ti, ,t't' lll lo 
1110,P I,~ --1n111,. Th i, i-.. c,p la inC'd. of c·our, c. I,} the trenwnd ou, in
!'rt>u, e in fodt•r,tl !,\OH'ntment l'\1wndi111n• 111,1dt• m·n•"',11, In \\,11. 
0 111• rtt•t•d, 0111, lo louk at tlw i,ol.ill'd \l'.11, 1919 .irnl 19 11 i11 n•l,t
tion to the pn •;·t'di11;: q•,1 1-, to ,q>pn·<'iatc thi, f.t!'t. It i, d1u1,l!'t •1 i,t it· 
tktt the leH•I of t•, pe11Jit11re in po,l\"tr 1wriod-.. IH'H'J f.tl l, lo p1r, , .11 
.1111011nt,. Ft'dt•r.il t' \JH'nditun · tt•ntl, to ;:nn , b~ a ,t.iirlike pro ;:rh 
-,ion. mo, inµ. rnpidl~ ll(l\,anl lo rne('l \\ ill'., or thr threat of \\,tr. 
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falling back from the war peak·, but remaining on plateau far aho,c 
prewar plain . 

Figure 4-1 pro,id c a graphic picture of the growth of go,
ernment expenditure,,. and indicate~ the divergence hel\\( 'Cll the 
growth pattern of federal c, pcn<liture and :-late-local e,prn<li ture . 

The unadju ted data in Table 1-1 and the arcompan) ing figure-. 
do not. ho11e, er, tell u;, an}thing ahout the .. rrar · gro1,th of tlw puh
lic ctor of the economy. It i,, co11ccivalile. but 1101 prob able. that 
average price · could ha1e mo1·ed up a, rapidly a, the e,pt•ndit111c 
total over the period co1 ercd ,i nce 1799. In thi~ ca,e, the •·real"' ,i, • 
of the go1ern111cntal ,-ertor mi1d1t be no larger 11011 than it 11.h d111ing 
our ear ly hi;,tory. The only WU} to find thi-. out i,- to Ir) to n·dtH' • 
the ra11 expenditure figure" to ,-ome t·ompara lil<• real rnagnitudt•,. 
Thi4 i, done, although th many limit,ttion-. of the method mu-.1 lie• 
rccognitcd. b) reducing the ra 11 r,prnd itu ,r Iota 1-. to ,-om<· mr,...,111 (' 
calcuhttcd in con~tant dollar, . For e,ample. if tlw figutt• for tot.ti 
expenditure ,hould ha, e doubled lidween a gi1t•11 11,0 1t•a1,. hut 
the a, •rage price le1t•I had al,o douhlt•d. thr e,penditur e figun• in 
terms of ron-,tant dollar-. ,houl<l he the ,ame for the t110 , eai-.. T1·d1-
nically, thi~ prorc~-. i-. ,·arried out liy deflating the n111 d;tu I,) -.ome 
price index 1d1irh i-. ,uppo,ed lo rd lt·d the a1era"<' prit·t' of "ood-. ... ... 
and ervice.,, in the economy. The re-.uJt, of ,uch u c·alculution an• 
sho11n in Table 4-2. 

Ytar 

li99 
1850 
1902 
1913 
1919 
1922 
1927 
1932 
193 1 
1936 
1938 

TABLE 4 2 

Total Government Expenditure in Constant Dollars (1926 Prices}-
Selected Years (1799-1960) 

Tm,,/ 1'rfl"1ul1iurt. Toilll A rptn;/1/11.rt. 
Ill <;orv-rrunrnu l'tar \ II (,tJl"('rtlT/lffl/8 
(I 11 mil/ium) (/11 mi//io,u ) 
$ 23 3; c,,1 > l '110 2; 97~ 

111 !!II !t--t.) 19 1:? It, 129 2 .8111 19 11 JOi 71 I 1.606 l'1 If, 1;:; 813 16 ;;011 19 18 :l"\.362 •1 61 J 19:ill 1;1. :;:;o I I 2.111 1%!! :ill. I ll 19 )'I :\ ICJ:;J 
6 1. 163 17 01'1 I•/",(, 

20 7IO 1%8 
6:;. 800 

22. 187 1%0 .. 
ii . 1;;2 
79 .0 89 

Not,,: FiJtU~ .,.... oomputNI by d,,.flot' ft · -
•ale Cowmod1ty PriON. ,11« lkUN'ti an culumu I . 1 11hlt0: I I, 11)' t l1<" BJ.'i Ind,,, or\\ holr~ 
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Th e figure ~ in Table 4-2 show the growth of government ex
penditur e independently of the increa e in tJ1e avera ge pr ice leve l. 

ince average pri ces for the yea r ] 926 a re u~ed a the ba is for the 
ca lcu lation. we may - llY that the erie ,how how rap idl y govern
ment expe nditur e,, ,,hou ld ha, e g ro\\n if pri e tJ1roughout the cen
tur) and a ha lf \\Cr fixed at a h•, c·I equi\U lenl to that of 1926. 

>"tv1r 

11/1)!! 
11/LI 
191'1 
l<J!!7 
19:I!! 
1938 

TABLE 4 3 

Total Government Expenditure as Per Cent of GNP
Selecte d Years (1902-60) 

Tu/al f,,"rpr11ri,l11u. Total l frpmdi lur ~. 
I ll (,or,>rn,n,nfi. All r.o~r111nml1. 
as l'rr r,nta,~ l"ror a.t l' erunla~ 

oJ(; '\/ ' off ,.VP 

8 3 19 11 5!! 0 
8 II 111111 !!I I 

!!O 6 l 'fi l 30 II 
I!!<, l<Ji<, !!I/!! 
!! I I 1•1;11 !!<I 8 
!!O 7 l%0 30 I (!'!>l ,) 

'"\ot~ Prr (t-n t111•""' ('" I, 1I tt-1 on th, IJall• ol lot.,1 n1,rnd1lul"f" d11ta ffl ntaiONI an ('W))umn I I • hi~ 
I J h u,n , t, d•t• f•1r (, '\ 1• u .... ti f,or )f ,th JW"l•\ f lo 11>~> l '>f-sl«r tuu ·ut o(C:o mm4"rtt d■tll for ",.or, t•t:?'l}-Ofl 

Tlic figu rc in Tab le 4-2 indicate that there ha bee n uh, tan tial 
gro, ,th in the amou nt of --real .. gO\c rnmen t expen ditur e. Th con
clu-.ion, dcri , ed from the raw dat a '-ho,\11 in Tab le 4--1 a re not ,-eri-
011-,fy afTet·ted. Pcrl1ap-, the mo::-t ::-i1mifira nl adju:.tm ent i in the 
dat,1 for the perio d ::-im·r World Wa r 11. Th e Iota I go , ernm nt cx
pc11ditu re,., ,ho" 11 fo r thi :; period in Tnh le 1--2 a re con,;idcru bly 
hcl<)\\ tho, e ,ho "n in Tah lc 1-1. Thi i.., herau-.e a large pr oporiion 
o f the incrca'-e in ac tua l go,cmmen t ,pe ndin g ha.., hee n mad e ne e • 
,ary o, er thi.., decade a nd a ha If h) the rapid increa "e in the pric 
le, I. It may al~o be noted that, dc-.pit e the lar ge r figur e for unad
ju tecl expenditur es in rece nt yea r:,, ··r eal"' expenditure reached it ' 
maxi mum durin g \Vorlcl \ ar II. 

lnform a tio11 conce rnin g tJ1e g ro\\th of go , ernm ent outlay pro
vide no indi ca tion of the relati l'e imp or1ance of go\'ernm ent in the 
eco nomy. Th e next tep in ndju ,tin g the clata i,, the refo re. to com
pare the g ro\\th of the publi c »t•etor \, ith the g ro\\th of the economy 
a -, a \\h o le. We may do thi l,y l'Ompu ting the tota l publi c expendi tur e 
for eac h year u-. a perl'c nta ~e of th gro::-,, nationa l prod uct. Th e 
1e-,11ft,., are ,ho\,11 in Ta ble 1-3. Tab le 1-3 beg in \\ith ]902 , the 
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first year for which reliahle ~tati~tic for tota l go, ernment e ,p endi

ture exH . 
Table 4-3 indicate, clcarh that a t·on,id eral, lc Jhll t o r tlw 

expan' ion in the governmental ~~c·tor of th_c e1•0110111} i: a tt1 ilrntt•cl 
to the over-all gro,,th in the econorn}- \\ h~rc,h unadJll"ll'.d tot,d 
., 0 vernment e1penditure inrre,1-ed -e,e nt} tune, OH'l' d111111p. the 
;cr iod ] 902-56-and even ,da•n adju.,tecl fo1 .. n,,d .. ;!10_11 th ~oH'rn• 
ment expenditure incrca,(•d more than t11<•11t} fold. r<•lat1,.-to ~rn" 
national product go, crnment e,1w11dit111C' i111·1c,1,t'd Ii} ,1 lllllhiplc 
or ~ome11herc between three and fo111. But thi, remain-, ,111 1•,t11•11wl} 
important i1lC'rea~e. Th go,crnn u•nt,il ··-h,1r1:· of total production 
in the 1950--, and 1960", i, morl' th,111 th1r1• ti1m', ,i-- l,tl,!P , h tht' 
p.o,·ernmental ··-hare .. in the fir-I , 1·a1, of tlw t·1•11t111 ~. Thi.., indi<',11 '::, 
,1 progre-, i, e collccth ization of tht· t•1·0110111, oH'l th1• h,d f 1·1•111111,. 

Table 1-3 j., 11,eful ,d,o in 1·urnpari11g tlw n•latiH• dfo1 h of 
the go, ernment in tlw 1110 11111 Id 11ar,-. \\ ht•lt',b tht' p11lili1· ,1•rtor 
reaehe<l appnnim atel} one fifth of C\P in \\ orld \\ .tr I. it n•,H·lwd 
more than one half in \\ oriel \r a1 11. \ nd durin,! tlw ,old \\ a1 p<'
riod of the lc1te 19 10-, and the 1%0' ,. tot.ii pulilit· t•,1)('11ditu1t' h,,., 
1·ompri,cd a larger pcrt"entagc of , \ P than did the 1wak dTorh of 
\r orld War I. 

The .,izablr inrrea ,e in tlw JH'n't' llla!{<' ,,hcm11 li<•l\,·een tlw }t•ar-., 
1927 and 19:{2 i, e,plained It) the Crrat Dt•pn•-~ion. \ ., Tali l1• 1-1 
-ho,". total gow rnmcnt r,pcmdit111r, im·n•a-l'd mer thi- period 111 
Ir-, than 2 billion. But the prn·<•nlaitc figurr, in T,1blc 1-] ll'H'al 
that thr relati, e imporlam·e of th<' pul,lic· ,t'dor of th<' t•t·1mnm, in
t•rea,r d by 75 per cent. Thi., i, du<' l,trgc!) to th<' , t' t iou., recl11;·tio11 
in C'\P. \\h id1 fell from 11101c tlwn .. 100 billion in 1929 lo ht•lo11 
60 hillion in 19:32. 

RESOURCES ABSORBED BY GOVERNMENT 

i\-; ,~ated ear lit·r. total goH·rnmt•nt c,pt 'll(litu1t-, ,h ucljthlt•tl. 
doe, 1no,1dc thr be-t mt•a,ure for thr n•al eo-t of puhli1· -en i,·t•-. 
\lor e limited mca,,ure- may be lwlpf11I if one '-l't•b to a-,i•1·11ain th<' 
extent I~ 11hich collectiH• deC'i,-io1h diret'lly control thr a llo<·ation of 
cconom'.c re,ourr e:;. For thi- purpo-t•. ,omc figun', for tota l rc-011n·1• 
ab,01y t1011 are needed. Thi., i, oht,1i1wd by ... ubtral'tinl!, fro111 tot.ti ,., . 
pe11d1ture that portion ,d1id1 repr<'•t•nt, tra11..,ft'r JlU}ll1('nh. 111.,0 [. 11 

1h the fi,cal ,trul' tun• 11wrel: lr.111,f,•r, purc·ha,in" j) O\\ t'r fiom 0111, 

group of indil'idua I ,·iti/1'11, lo a11othc1 group. tlu~ ;::o,rmmC'nt doe, 
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1101 dir rc tly afTecl the orga nization of economic act1v11y. Dir e ·L 

efTecb a re exer t cl only \,h en the governme nt hir e ' produ ctive factor, 
or p11rc·ha ... s linal good;, and -r ni ecs. Government outlay for pay
rolls and pur <'ha r, pro\ ide,, the app ropriat mea ure here . 

Tabl e 1- 1 :,.ho\h how thi ~ 011tla} ha.., gr0\\11 owr the half century 
t'O\"C'recl. Onl} a f('1, ~elede <l }l'ur,, arr indude d. but the c a re ,-uffi
t'i(•11t to indi!'.il<' the rel at i\t• i111porta1H'<' of dir e-ct re,011rce ab,orption. 
\ t tlw , ta rt of tlw <'('ntuq. a lmo,t a ll f!;OH' rnment ou tla} wa.., for 
p,t} roff.., an d dire<"! p11rC'h,i...(',. For tlw t•,1rl} }Cafo there i .... therefore-. 
I itt le ,wed to ,('pa r,1 t(' tot.ti r<'-011 n.'(' ah,orp tio11 from tot a I go\ ern
ment t•,pendit111c. B11t t1.111,f1•1 1·,1w11dit11re, herame an important 

TABLE 4 4 

Resource Absorpt ion thr ough Government- Selected Year s (1903-56) 

I ,,,ri·mmm/ (/u//11v J11r Is l' trrrt1/<1qr 
l 'tnm/1~ 11ml l' ur 11J fo/<1/ 

) 1,tr rlmst1. Ill l nit, lfrpem/1/urr 
I 1, l,1/110ns !/'tr rn,/1 

l'lfl I ' l -, Rh 
1•1:!•1 8;; 8:! 
l'l.\'I I I ., 1,7 
1•1111 1h 7 7 1 
('lih 1111 II 711 

'\or• I) ,1 t f ,r l4Jt1 l 11, .. , ) 11 N trr r '"'•·n 1hr 1 11) lr1,rn ..._,,lo1m, n I ,t,l;m ml Th, f ,r11d of '•utanm,,,I 
\ ,I , lh,, l raf,,/.'1,,t,,amu /·H~I '\1t11,&1Hurt1•1ufl.-,, .. ,mu H r¥111nh 14'j.! I t.l, ':', 1' :-;-. 
f-t,,ar, • f·ot JtJl'I or, huV"li ,,,. l ,1,ru "'"' • t .:ur, .. , .. ..t•f1u .. 1t...-l L4• ...,..n,· \lo 1th d at• I ,f' t1,tlll f"\JJ!fu1l11u~ a,; 
i.fa,..,An 111 1 it,), t P-.1, ( r Ill ,ti 1·,11111 tlrd d,r,, ,i,. fri•m f'\JI"' n,htun- tin 1l 1l,,-.u hltt'"'" in I A"un11,ru~ 
/trp,o,-1 ,,( fh,. / 1,,,,.f,.,if Junu 1n 11, .. .t-1 11 I ;t, 

pail of total ~o\e11111w11t ou tla). t',pccially durinµ. the C11•at Dt•JH"('.,. 
,ion. T hi, j., i11dic•,1lt'd b} the fi~11n• for 19:39: ~o, rrnnw nt outl.i} fo1 
lhl} roll.., and purcli a,1•, a1111H111ted to onl} $ 11.2 hi Ilion out of a tot,il 
t·, 1w11clilt11t' of $ 16.8 hi Ilion. T1,11i--ft'r e\ JH'll<litt11l'' ( i11cludi11µ. i11-
t(•rp-.t) ac·co1111ted for orw 1hi1d of tolal 1-?,0H'rn11w11t 011tla) . 111 the 
H',11- ,in<'e \\ orld \\ ur I I. lr,rn,ft'l (',ptnditun ', h.1,t 1t•mai1wd im
po1t,rnt. hut n•l,1ti1l·h :--p1•,1king, 1(•,m11Te-u,i 11A t•,pe11dit11re ... haH· 
i11<T<'a, 1•d. al lhouf!h 110I to the 1·,11•111 of till' 1-.11io Jll"t'\ail in~ prior to 
the G1e,1t Dq>re---ion. If the pH•,;•nt international t1•1i--io11.; \H' r<' to 
lw Ie---cnecl. a llo\\in g a n•dul'lion in dcfe,i...r ou tl.t}- a lmo,t a ll of 
,,hid 1 i, re-0111Te 1i...i11p,. thc prnpo 11io11 of tr,11r--ft•r l"\pe11clit11re, i11 
the tota l mi:,d1t he e,per tcd to inn ea,c' . 
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GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT 
One of the most useful measure" of the actual scope of govern

mental actjvity lie in government employment. Direct g0\C'rnment 
purcha e of goods and ervice from the pri ,·ate e onon~y dor,,, of 
course, alter the pattern of re ource Ubage. But under th1::i a rrangc 
ment the actual organization of production remain,, in thr hand.., of 
private firms. Only when the government directly hire~ produc•tive 
service· from re ource O\lner ' doe~ the organization of production 
hift from the private to the public economr. Go, rnment cmplo} 

all of the productive service,,. but ,,e may get an idea of the p:ro,,th 
of its over-all employment by concentrating on the cmplo, mPnl of 
per onnel alone. In 1900 one out of IICentJ employed ,, orker-. ,,a~ 
employed by some governmental unit in the Cnited tale-.. B~ 1930. 
this had increa~ed to one out of e,ery eirdzt. and thi.., ratio -.e('m-. to 
have remained rea onably blahlc during the decade of the 1930-...1 

Over the half century, 1900-1950. go, ernmcnt emplo) men! increa-.(•d, 
011 the average, at an annual rule of :3.8 per cent. Go,crnment pur
cha e", by compari on. increa ... ed h} an a,eragc of .5.6 per ren t per 
year. Thu . the relative importance of direct government employ 
ment within the public ~ector of the economy ha dcnea,-,<'d, Thi . 
trend eem certain to continue in the forthcoming half c·entur}. .., 
both military and civilian $ervice~ arc automatiLed, the rate of in
crease in government employment ,-hould not be :-o great a-, the rule 
of increa-e in government purcha~e-. 

CONCLUSIONS 

What _may \\ e conclude from this brief ~urvey of the growth 
of the public sector of the American economy? 

1. The governmental :.ector ha:,, exp rienced phenomenal 
growth, whether thi i- mea ured on the ba-,i:, of raw data or mt'a ·
ured in "real" term·. In dollar term . government at all le"el now 
pend almost ninety times as much a at the tart of the t,\en tieth 

century. O_n a per e~pita ba&i . government :,pending ha-, increa-,ed 
by a multiple o{ thirty-three over the ixty-year period. In dolla r:, 
of con tant purchasing power, go,1ernment at al l level pend clo~e 
to thirty times as much a at the turn of the centur y. 

2 .. T?e gov~rnmental ector of the economy ha al O exper i
enced s1gmficant mcrea e- relative to the g:rowth of the over-all econ
omy. From less than 10 per cent of C 'P at the beginning of thi,, 

'Ratios taken from Fabricant, p. 11; ~e footnole 10 Table 4- i. 
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centur y, government expenditure ha grown to a position where it is 
now bel\\een 25 and 33 per c nt of the G 1P. The economy has under• 
gone con-,idera ble collectivization over the half century ince the tart 
of orld , ar T. 

3. Both the federa l government ector and the state-local sector 
have incrca :-cd ~teadily, but the large t growth ha been experienced 
in thr frdera l government ;,cctor. Federa l exp nditur e· now account 
for a lmo-.t t\\O third of the total governmental pending in the 
United • tat "'· Prior to World \~'ar II, federal pending did not nor• 
mall} exr e<l .,tate-lo<·al ,pendin g. and al the turn of th century, 
f deral -.pending was only one third of total :.pending. 

1. Din•rt rc..,ourc·e ah-,orption through go,crnmen ta l unit ha 
increa-.ed along \\ith total go,crnmen t expenditu re, but at a lightly 
--lmH'r 1.1te. Tran..,fe1 <>xpcnditun•.., haH' become more important, 
c--prci,tll} ,o durin g the deprc"ion of the 1930·..,. 

5. ,o, ernmen t mplo) ment ha-. increa--ed rap idly, but not o 
rnpidly a-, go, •rnrnt'n t purdrn"e,... CoH•rnmenl now employs one 
out of rad1 ('ight \\Orkcr ... in tht• 1nitcd talc· . 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
• olomon Fabric-ant, The Trend of (,01·errw1ent Activity in the United 

tales , inre /900 r'\ ationa l Bureau of E<·nnomir Re~earch . l 952 l . and 1\1. 
• lade r,.('ndric·k. I Crntun and a llalf of Federal Etp e11dit11res. Occa,ional 
Paper \ o. 18 C\ ational Bureau of Economic Hc•carch. 1955). ma} be con
i-ult<·d for more complete di-cu--ion of the gro " th of puhlie exprndi turc in 
the l nited • tat('<-. Fur an intcrc -t ing and carefu l ~tud} \\hi ch provides com
parahl<' da ta for Crra l Bri tain. sec Ian T. Peacock and Jack Wi~cman. The 
Grou.'th of l'ublic Etpe11dit11re in the United Kingdom (Na tional Bureau of 
Economic Rc:-carch ) . to he publi~hcd. 
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REASONS FOR 

GROWTH OF THE 

GOVERNMENT AL SECTOR 

\\'e ha,c ,ecn ho" 1apidl) the public 01 goH•111n1t·nt,tl 
' \'t'IOr of the \ mcril'an ('('OnOlll) l1J, !!fO\\ll. and \\t ' ha\t' no1t•d tlw 
partil'ul.ir ac(·dcr.tlion in thi-. gnmth aftn \\ od d \\ ar II. \ '.1101e 
l'Omplett· pil'lu1c of thi, gnn,th 111<1) he pt(',t'nh·d I,~ a fu111·t1C'.11,il 
cla,,ifil' ation of goH·rnment,tl l''\J)('11<liturt• al all k-H•I-.. Dl'1,11kd 
cl i,l'U"ion of tht• !!O' 1•1 nmt·nt,il hudgt'I,. h) fnnrt ion,. ,, i 11 Ii(• 1 t'· 
,cnrtl for later C'haplt•1,. liut ,ome idea of tlw ~ro,,th of tlw pul,111' 
,(•t·lor in term, of broad f111wt1onal \'l.1 ...... ifi('ation-, i-. helpful al thi, 
point. In thi-, ,, ,n. ,ome of the n•,1,on-. behind tlw ~ro,\lh of tlw 
public ,e('lo1 ma) lw pro, idrd. 

WAR AND WAR-RELATED EXPENDITURE 

The ~ingk- lie,I (''\pl.111.ilion for the ll('nH'ndou-. ;ucn,th in tlw 
public ~ector of th(• cronom) . and abo for th<.' inrH•a-.ed c·on<'('nlrn 
tion of expenditure in tht• federal goH•rnmcnt. i-. pro, i<lt-d I,~ tlw 
predominant importam·t• of t''\p<.'n<litun•,. di11•1·1 01 indir e1·t. madt• 
11CC'e ...... 11r) b) '"1r, or th1(·.1t, of ,,ar,. Ft'd('r,il ex1w11ditu1e, h,1,t> 
mo,cd 11p,, .1rd in leap,. \\ith the pa1tirn lar jump, on·unin;.: du1i11;.: 
\\ill' pt•riod,. Prior lo the Ci, ii \\ 'ar. fr<lerul goH'r111ne11t C''\pt•nditu11· 
did not e,ccet>d ,. 75 million annualh. But in 1865 . federal <.''\JWllcli
ture reuchecl a high of 1,298 millicrn. 111 thr period follo\\in g tlw 
\\ar. federal expenditure ne, er fell lo,1t'r than ... 200 million. and 
rarel) below 250 million.' Th i, common failure' of fedrral C '\ • 

penditure!> after \\ar.., to fall lo pr \\Ur level-. i <.''\plai1wcl. in larp;t> 
part. l,y \\ar-rel,tll'd expenditure~. The national <ld,t i-. (''\jHtndt>d dur
in!l; \\Ur~. nece,..,itating a hip.her unnual intere,,t d1aqu• in po, t,, ,11 

·ua t4 tal.rn lrnn1 1-.rn dri, 1-. np. ril .• Tahir R l . pp. 71 77. 

II 
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yC'ar--. \ ncl \ C'leran..,· lit•ndit:- al-.o loom a, added r,pendi1111·e.., 111 
po::,l\1ar period .... 

Onl y in 011• }Car prior lo \\' orl d \\' ar I ( xccpt for the Ci\ il 
~ a r }<'ar-,) lllh tota l federa l expend iture ahO\ C 750 mi llion. In 
19 19. a hif!h of almo:-,I. 18.5 l,illion \\a, readi ed. and annua l federal 
e,penditurc in the 1920", read1rd a h)\\ of 2. 1 bi llion in 1921. 
Before ]< 10. f<•dcr.d f(0H'rnrm·n l t·, 1wmlit11n·. t'\ en in the Creal 
D<•1nr .,.,io11. did not l'M'eed 10 billion in an} 11011\\ar }Car,:. But in 
1911 and 19 1~. more than ,. 100 bi llion \1a-, -,pent. In the po..,twar 
1w1iod, frd1•1,d 1•,, wnd iture dr opped lo :~6 hill ion in 19 17 and 
1918. hut -.irll'e that lime. O \\ ing to the Korran War and the -.ub-.e
qu<•nt Cold \\ ar . annual total -. ha\ (' 1110\rd 11p\11trd to the c-urn•nt 
It·\ el, of mon· th,111 $90 hi Ilion . 

Ta l1lt' ~-I pre,( •nt-, ,1 hre,1kclown hel\1t•en \-.1r-rcluted feclc1,d e,
penditun•, an d otlwr f(•d<•t,tl exprnd itur e, for -.elected )ea i--. Total 
frdt>1 a I -.pt•1ul inf( for n,11iona I dl'fen ,e and internation,tl rrlation,. 
for \('tt •1,11h · lit'nd it-.. an d for intNr --1 011 the nationa l cleht ha,, been 
i1wl11<kd in \\.tr-11•lated ('\ 1wndit11n• .... The inelu,-ion of the la-,t ite111. 
inll'n•..,1 on tlw puhli<· d<·ht. i, not \dioll} r<>rrel't. .\ lthou;d1 tlw larw•..,1 
,h ,11t• of tlw 11.1tion a l tl1•l11 \,,..., innrrn•d dur inf( \1. tr JH•riod,. notal,1) 
\\ 01 Id \\ .11 11. th1•11• ,, ,1-. .1 ..,i;:nifi<'anl in<'H'a,t• durin i the ,re ,1I D<·· 
pn•,-.inn. Th,, 1·0 1 n•dion \\mild. lun H ' \1 ' 1, imoht• a 1t-lati\t •h -.li1.d11 

TABLE 5 1 

Total Federa l Expenditure, War-Related Expenditure, Civil Expenditur e
Selected Years (1799-1960) 

7;,1,,/ I , dua l \ 11/1111111/ / ),_(mu < iril 
) ,.,,r l ,r 1Hwl1/11u l tfcrt ll b I nlrrr,I ( ul11n111 I mtruu ( olumu !"> 

/ II 11111/i,111.• (/ 11 mif/fol <l1 (/ II 1111//1,,r •J 

17 ,., I ll 
,, .., 1 

l ll",11 I ll '.?I 17 

10112 -,72 .lr,1 :!:\7 

I'll.I 11711 l 'ill :;~n 

I '•:.!7 I 'i.l'I t.r·,,, ; 7 I 

111:111 II 1111 I 1/0tl h :;111 

t<ill IOO ~, 17 117 1107 I:! 7111 

1'11'1 .Ii :;t,:! :!I I ·,1 I :! 1:111 

111;1 77 h••~ -.o :; , .... :! I 117 

Il l 111HI ;7 --.-,. .. - l'.?11 1•1;11 .. -~ 
1•110 ••:.! ll7'i (,•, I l Id 1111 ( .-- 1 ) ;\ 1 7·,7 ,,.,t l 

• H•t• fo r c,-lu mn :.f 11r1-: 'l4-i• n i lR'tOl .1"'rn1 t1r,1 1h- f.,.om h., n,Jm lt. op rd l•P -:1 :; 
t l>it l lt for rulumu :! fur , , .. ,,-.. JIii!.! 1hr ,uach ltJ t I , UIIIMll •"'<I fru m INl ,...,. 11 Hu f"'llllh•Hl•>d an ft< r,r11ni,, /.,/ 

I ,~m ,. ,,, tlu- t n, tr,J ,t ,Ir, 1-,,,! t '•S,~ ·P · I 
!l>eu, fur 

1
-..Jumn z for )r lN t•r-;8 ur,,I l 11t1tl 101111,utr ,l from llwf ,,-t tJf th~ l tufrd ..,,.,,,., (#ct,rrt1t11nll 
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change in the over-all total and it ha Leen neglected in the pr epa ra

tion of Table 5-l. 
By a summary comparison of column · 2 and 3, the g~o" th 1~ 

federal government expenditure may be een to haYe occur r d pn• 
marily in the war or defen'e ector. Thi cctor ha gro\\ n ~uc h 
more rapidly than have the remaining item of federa l exprnd1lure . 

FEDERAL "CIVIL" EXPENDITURES 

Federal expenditure' for 1101mar purpo:,e:, ha, e gro\\n I '~ rap · 
idly but till io-nificantl). o,er the period co, cred. Of part1c·ul.ir 

' " ' I lfi . intere:,I i the recent pattern of thi, gro,,th. ote I 1at l 1c 1p 1rr~ 111 
column 3 of Table 5-1 ulmo,,t double bcl\,ecn the year, 19:}8 anti 
1914, remain roughly on a plateau bel\,een 1911 and 1918. and 
again experience a doubling bct\\een 1918 and 1958. Th :,,uddr n 
jump from 1918 to 1958 i~ difficult to xplain ,-ithoul careful ,tudy. 
Why did federal ••civil'" expenditur, increa,e l,y almo-,t 15 hillion 
over this short span of year ? 

One of the mot important rea-,011-, i~ thr gro\\th in tru-,t fund 
expenditures. Thee alone incrca"ed h} about -..6 billion o,er the 
four years. 1951-58. The two mo,t important itc•m, arc out pa) mrnh 
under the ocial ccurity program and federal granb lo the ,,Late, 
for highway con:,truction. Both of the,- impo1 lant it>nh mu} he <"1.· 

peeled to continue their increa e, making fcdcrul expenditu re,, in 
the nondefcn e ector become increa-.ingly important relati, el), ,en 
if no new federal function' are added. The ~econd major ren 011 
,ecm~ to he the gradua l growth in federal acti, it} in almo-,t a ll e:,tub
lH1ed lines. One major item of significance ha been the mounting 
expenditure for the agricultural 1,ub idy program. Thi:- alo ne re• 
quired a 2.5 billion increase bet\\een 195 1 and 1958. lnc·rca:,,ed 
commitment:, for international aid program account for much of the 
increase, although the:,e can. in one :.en,.c. ah,o he con iclcred as \Htr 
and defcn e related. Each of the~e item, \\ill he di ' cw,,ed in more 
detail when we con icier the federal budget in later chapter . 

It eems u eful to compare the gro\\th of the federal .. civil" 
ector with the gro\\lh of l>late-lora l expenditure. which is. of cour-.e. 

exclu·ively "civil" in the ewe here u.,ed. i ote that federal normar 
expenditures have never been a large a total tate-local expenditur e 
(column 3, Table 4-1) and in mo,t of the )Car,. covered federal 
expenditures have been \e,-s than one half of the late-local amount. 
Therefore, in ab traction from the pcrformanC'e of the colleC'ti, e furw· 
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lion of pro\iding :.e('urity again~t external e11c111ie, the role of the 
federal goH•rnment ha hccn le,-.s important than that of the state-local 
govcrnmcnlul sector. Thi fact is often overlooked in popular d i::,
<·us ion. Figure; -J eompar federal "civ il" expenditur e with ·tatc
local e-..pcnditure' for u few elected year ' . 

FIGURE 5 1 

Federal " Civil" Expenditu re and State -Local Expenditu re
Selected Y ca rs (1927-58) 

SOr----- ------------- ------, ~O 
46 .0 

~ FEDERAL"CIVIL" EXPENDITURE 
40 40 

V'I D STATE-LOCAL EXPENDITURE v> 

"' o< 
< < .., .., .., .., 
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27 .1 30 g a ... 
0 0 

v> v> z z 
0 20 20 Q :::; .., .., .., 
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EH•11 hc-re. i11 the e-..du~ively ei\i lia11 eclor of the eco11orny. 
the relL1ti\ C importurwt' of the federal f(O\ Crnmc11t ..,cem .. to Ii• i11-
1Tt•a..,ing. 111 192-. frdt•rnl --ci\il"" cxpe11diturc-, \, ere 0111: 011e fifth 
a-, larg<· a-- ,tale-loru I t'\J)t'llditu re:-.: in 1958. frdera I expenditure, 
1,t•rt• 1•011,idt·r.1hl) more th,111 one half a-, large . O\er the next hal f 
<·e11tur: hoth federal ·•ri\il .. expenditure · and ..,,ate-local xpcndi
tur ,.., 1, ill. of cour~c. i11neu,-1•. But pre<li ·lion on the bu i of gro11th 
trend.., i11di<·.ttt•, th.it tht> fcd<•ral "<'<·tor II ill expand re luti, ·ely to the 
,ta tr-lon1 I --crtor. 

STATE-LOCAL EXPENDITURES 

Expe11diturc~ made h: ,t alc .111<l lo<'al u11i1, of governmc11t lrc11r 
,ho,, 11 a , trach rii,-e. Thi.., ri,r. CH'II a t a ,om e1d1al accelerated rate. 
°'et•rn-. like!} t~ c:011li111w. Thr populatio11 UJNll"~C durirrg arrd af trr ; 
\\' orld \\ ar 11 ha-, pla("ed in<·n•a,ill~ demand, on ,-t,11e,, and localitie$. 

.,I 
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especially for the finauri ng of pul,lic cdu('atio11. It ha:- liccn pre
dicted hy competent ~1ude11t:, of ,tate-loc-al finarwr,-~•"~! Iota I :-pend
ing hy the,-c uuil!' "i ll reach S60 hillio11 hcfore I 96;). lir e -.ta tr -local 
demands on re-.ource::-. taking up ome,drnt more than ] 0 per cent 
of G,P . cannot he ignored. e, en if thc,c tend to be o,ernlwln wd in 
~ignificancc l,y federal go, ernment -.pemling in tlri-. ,o-talle d •·-.pac-c 
age .. 1d1t'n milita1} outlJ} ma~ t'Ontinue to ,H·c·t•ler,11(• fm , t•,~•r,tl 
, cah. Bv and large. ,t atc-. and loc·al unih .,,wud for the .... ,me tl11ng, 
; ... bcfor~- ,ehool,, hi:drna}'· lw,rlth ,t•11i('t''· pulili<" \\t•ll,11t•. llut 
the demand~ plaC'ed upon tht•, e unit, I,~ tht' increa,in g pnp11l,1tio11 
and the incre,r...ing 111 ha11i1atio11 of tlw 1·0111111 ~ '-t't'lll lil-.el) to l'.tlJ,(' 
ead 1 of the,e traditional fu1wtio1h lo l,t· grea th t' '\p.indt•cl in --,ope 
over the en uing )Car, . 

WAGNER'S LAW OF INCREASING PUBLIC ACTIVITY 

\r c ha, c ,een that a p,11 ti,d t·,plana tiun for tlw i-:nJ\\ th of the 
public , ector jn the l nited :"'lat,•, lw, in tlw patll'rn of \\ ,tr and 
defe11,e outlay 01e1 time. For tht• 11011Cld1•1M' ,t•t·l01,. l,oth in tlw 
fodt•ral and ,-talc-lot al hudi-:t•l-. n1.1m i11,t it11tion,tl and l,i-.101 i<",tl 
rca,on, ll lil} be adduced lo c,plain "h~ the t•rnnom~ ha, ht•rnnw in
nca-.ingl} collccti,i, ·J 01·e1 the ~ea1-.. But a 111011' fu11CL1111c•11t.tl 
cx.,mination nm} he lwlpful : i1Hit11lion, ,lit' tht•nH•ht>-. 11.11t,•n1, 
formed I,} in<li, idu.d dcC'i,ion, . and thnc ,II t' 11n imrnut,1bl1• hi.,101 i
ra l la,, ~. E, cn \\Ur e,pcm liturc-. <•,11111nt prnpt>r l~ lw t11•.tlt•cl ,i-. "lwlh 
independent of indi, idual choir(•, . 

Adolf \\' ug1wr . .i notrd Getnltln fi,l'al th<•ori,t of tlH' nin<'lt't•11th 
<'enlur). propounded an t'mpiri!'al la" lo tilt' dTet'I th.it gm t•r 11mt•111-. 
i1w1 itabl) gro,, la1ge1. that tlw rollcc·tiH• --<·rtnr of 1hr et·m10111} k 1, 
an inhcn.•nl lt·ndenq to inc·rc',h<' in -.izc and importam·t•. \ n• thc•JC• 
any logic·al rt•a--011, "h' thi., 1,t\\. "h i1·h doc•-. ,t•em to h.11t• l>t't'n ,111 

accurate prediC'lion of the fart-.. mu-.l hold truc•~ \ n• tl1c•re t·Ntain 
inlrcrent tr ndt•1H·ie, fo 1 go, crnmrnt-, to r.1 O\\ l,11w•r and l.t rgt•r 01t•r 
lime. not onl~ alM1l111c•l). 11111 r lati , cl} lo the -.itt• of tht' c·,·0110111, ! 

:::illC•h qm•,tion, ,h tht',t ' dc•,c•nt' ron ,iclPration ahlrou;:h tlw, can
not lie a11-.1,crcd full) . The fir,t -.tcp might ht• , onw t•,amin ,1tio11 
c,f the income eln.,tirit\ of go,·er 11111ent -.<•n i<'e-. \ , n•al int·oinc in
crea~e~. the demand for ,ill good., and ~crvirc, i,wr('a-.r-.. Th i-. it,t •lf 
i~ :.uffiriPnl lo C'\plt1i11 11 Ir} p<'oplt• dt'ma nd mon· publ il' ,('n in •-. i11 
ab-.olute term,. But thi, dnc, not e,plain ,, h) µo1t•r nmenl ... ,.11 ii·t•, 
ha,e 1,t>t·omc• more· and mun· impolla11I rda ti, e to p1i1.itt•I) marke ted 
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izood and ~en ice' . Thi would be rxp lained only if the income 
c-lastit'ity for govern ment ~eniceh ,-hould he greatr r titan the income 
cla,,tic-ity for prinitely ma rketed good · and ervice ·. 

Income ela~tieity i., a mea ure of the rc,,pom,ivenC' in demand 
to a d1a11g(• in rea l i1H·ome. If rral incom goes up. an income ela • 
til·ity of om• ,, 01rld indicat • that. pen·e ntage,, i e, the demand for 
.i p,11til'lll,11 good goe-. up t'qu,tll) , \ l 1wr crn t irwrea~e in real 
inl'onw ,,01rld gc1H' rall' a I per l'('nl i11nc-.1~c in demand for tire good 
in q1w,tio11. If \\t ' irwludt• , ,1,in;.:, ,i-, .1 nwan,, of u,in g income. we 
c,tn ,1•c th,1t tlw i1wonw r l,hlil ·ity for ,rll di-,po,iti on, of incomr to
;.:t•tlw1 mu,t ht• unit) or om·. Tlwn•foH'. if the go\ ernmc-ntal ,el'lo r 
1·x1i.1111I,. rd.i tiH·l) . a, i11t·o1111• t'\ JlillHk the i11C'Ollll' cla-,tiri t} for gel\• 
t·rnm1·11t,rl ,t•n it·t•-. mu,t C\t't't•cl unit) . \ l per <·t•11t int·rea,e in real 
irwonw mu,t p.t•nt•r.ilt· llHHt' than ,l I per n·nt incrra,c in the de-
111.md for p11l,li1· ,1•1 \ ie·1•,. Then· dor, , ct·rn to ht• rea,on to e,p t·t·t 
r,ttlwr hi;.:h inconw el.htit·i lit•, for ;.:o, 1·rnnwnt,tl '-t'n ice,. Ft•,, public 
,Pnin •,. lw\01111 tlw li.irt•,t prote•cti\t' ll'l!,rl ,true tun•. ,1•cm to Iie a, 
t'"t'n li,il ,.._ l,a-.il' food and l'lothing. But ,h irwome ri,1•, hr}ond tho,c 
lt•H•I-. \\he·rt• Ii 1,ir 111•1·d-. au • 1111•1. gm1·111nw11t,rl , en in· , ht•t·omC' mon• 
imporl ,tnt. Ed1w,1tio11,il ,enin•,. lwaltlr f,l('ilitit•,. lrigh\\a) '· ddt •n,t • 
a::a in-.t 1•,te•rnal ••l!l!rc·"ion. ,111tl otlw1 ,1•1,it·t•, hegin to loom lar~t' 
in tlw ,, .111I jhlllt•t 11, of pr i,,, lc' iudi, idnal,. But thi, efTr<'L too ma) 
1'\ ll'ml 011h o,Pr ,1 li11111t-d 1,111;:,•. \ t l't'r l,1i11 il'H•l-.. of re.ti inronw. 
l'id,til'ili,•-. of dt•111,111d for ;:mn1111H•11t , t•nit·e-.. m,t) lu: qu ilt' hi;.:11. 
But ,h n · ti inrnn lt' irn 11',M', ,till f111tlwr. li,i--ic m•t•d, for collt>c-tiwh 
prm idt•d ,1·1 \ u·t ... 111,1 \ ,rl,o lw nwt. and puhli c d, 11nor for ,ulditiou ,tl 
pul,li, · ,tdi, 11, Ill.I\ ,ulhi de·. r,,,, l!l'llt'I.Jli, .11ion-. Il l.I} he ath,rnt ·t·d 
1·one·t•1 ninr the ,,hole• q11t•,tio11 of i1womP t>la,ti c·it) for l!OH'ntmt•nt.d 
,t'l\in·, \,rtl mut 11101t' dt'l,ril,·tl 1•111pi1il',tl im r ,ti r ation ,llld inquir). 

\ t ht•-..t • .ipp10,1d1i11r tht' q1w,tio11 in term, of irwornc t•l,i-.tit'il\ 
,t" tllllt', th.rt i11d i, icl11,tl, nt.l\. in f.111. dtotH' puhli, · , ('nin• , in ,1 
m,rntwr ,i111il,1r to tlw ,, ._.) in 1d1ie·h p1i1att·ly 111,1rketed µood-. .ire 
d10,t•11. \ mort' fJuitful .rppro,ll'h ma \ hC' th,tt ,,hid1 ,·ontr,i-.t, the 
,,,t\ e·ullt>1·ti\t' e•hoi!', .... .111• 111,1d!' ,,ith e·hoit'l' maJ..inr in the pri\a lc 
,, •1•ior. lh tlwir H ' J'\ 11al1rrt•. 1110,t publi c •t•ni, ·1·, .11,• indi ,i ,i l,lt-. 
Ti u•\ ,-.11;110t. th1•11·f,;11•. lw "'pril't'd .. dirct'lh ,,ht •n prm idcd to in
dh idu.i!.... 1',1H1wnt, for puhlir ,e•I\ il'l'-.. mu-..t IH• diH>n'C'd. ,, hol l) 
oJ pat ti,rlh. from tht• 11·1·,•ipt of tit,• lwncfit, of ,11d1 ,t'r\'i('t',. In till' 
111 i,n lt' 1•,·0110111,. 011 tlw utlt,•J hand. tlw n•t·t'ipl of n parlit'ular ;:nod 
oJ ,l'l\ic,• i-.. tit·d din•t·th to the• J>a}ntt•nt of,, pri l'~ a, an i11te;:1,tl 
p,111 of th,· 111,11 kc-t fHOI'<'"'• '1 lw imlh idua l i-. full} con, ciou-. of the 
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cost. The absence of this two-sided relationship in_ the fi ca! proce~ 
may tend to support the Wagner hypothe· is. It will do so if pub lic 
or collective "need " are chosen independently of the co,.,t , and 
spendings decisions are made prior to taxat_ion deci io11_9. But the 
rever·e might also be true in certain ca cs. ~nm ary at~cnt'.~n to ~~· t, 
a · reflected in tax burden. may caus' genume rollertl\C nrrd-, to 
be overlooked. The ,\hole problem of collecti, e choire making and 
its effects upon the dcci ion made de·e n e· greater cmpha ,i, , and 
we shall return to thi in a later chapter. 

In a more fundamental . ense. Wagner'<; L,rn , :i... !-Udt. 1·,1111101 
be ·aid to have any logical ba,,i ·. The dcci~io11,-, of ,1 peopk (·onrern
in" the share of total economic re~ourre~ to he cle, oted to puhlic 
" rather than private u~e cannot reallr he predicted in advance. Ob-

\'iou ly. the choice· will depend. i11 part, upon the g •nerall: pn •, ail
ing politico-economic philo,ophy. The role of goH•rnmrn t d10,rn 
Ly democratic ociety will lie determined b) the conception of the 
functiow of government adopted by indi,idu,tl, of the group. Dur ing 
the late eighteenth and c,1rly nineteenth re11tu1 il'"· the 1t•g11 la tor) 
function· of government were gradual!} reduced. The la-.t ccntu•} 
has een the pendulum swing hack to,\ard more go,ernmcnt n•~ula
tion of economic life. 

Technological factor· may. of cour,-•. afTet'I the dct·i,i on to 
ome degree. ew developments may create new indivi--ihilitic-. or 

dispel old one . For example, the cla ' ical lighthou ' C ma) be rrn
dered obsolete hy the invention of radar. lndi"idual ,-hip-, may lie 
equipped with radar ; no need for collecti, e provi~ion of a lighthou~c 
ari e . Or, contrar iwi e, the advent of jet aircraf t may make \\h ole 
new pattern- of air traffic control e , ential. In~titutional fac·to1-, m,t\ 
al o be important. The increa ing population concentration in urha;1 
areas may make collective provi ion of park and playground farili
tie much more valuable. On the other hand, the ame developmt>nt 
::hould. reduce the proportionate co t of providing police and fir~• 
protecllon. 

The appropriate dividing line between tho e function- which can 
best be performed by governmental unit and tho e which can be-,t 
he left to the private economy i · eldom clear, and even if it \H' n' . 
it ,~ould eldom be rep eted. Public attitude . alway · them-,eh .., 
subJect to change. will. at any time, determine tJ1e relative importa nce 
of the governmental and the private sector~ of the national ceonom}. 
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THE DISPLACEMENT AND SCALE EFFECTS 

V In their rrccn t -.tu<ly of the growth of publi c expend itur r in 
Creal Britain. l' rofes ors Pc11cock and Wiseman have developed in
terc-.ting h) pothc,-e to expla in the pattern of growth in publi c pend
ing. In parti r ulur, they :.uggc-.l that the failu r of ordina ry :,pending 
to n' turn to pn'\Htr plat •au-. in po,t\ rnr p riod - and after other major 
di-.turk111n·, Il l.I} lie t•xpluirwd h) a di~placement effect. In normal 
ti111e,. the 1w,..,ililt• e, h•1i-,ion of tht· pulilic -,cl'lor of the rconom, i, 
brn,1dl} limite d Ii} ,\hat the ~cneral publ ic ('Orhi<ler.., to be a rea:011-
11ble or tolt>ralile lt'H' I of tuu 1tio11. ,\ major di turhance -.uch a-. ,1 
,,.tr dian gt'-- thi,- toler,111ce limit. and. im ariahly. the econOlll} i-. 
found to lit• t·a1i.tlilr of -,upportin~ hr,niN taxe,; than had prcviou-,1) 
heen anti, ipa tccl. In u ,,01 Id dominated by a politi co-economit· phi
lo,oph} of t•,p .111--ion 111 tlw pul,lil' - •n in '-.. ~o, ernnwnt "ill trnd 
to utili,1• pn-.1\, 11 01 po-.tdi--turh.11ll'e prri o<l-. to ,panel pub lic ,cn 
il't•-r,1pidl}, \ 1111 thi-. 1•,p,11hion "ill he ~t•neral : it "ill not he limitt'd 
to tht' \\,11-1t•l,1t1•d or ,,,1r-cc1u-.ed puhli<' outlay,,, Thi-, cJi-,placement 
,·fft•1·t ,-ill ht> -.upportt•d by ,t'H'r,tl otht'r <'han~c,. War period,, will 
1·11•,111· Ill'" ,11111 1·nwr::,1·m·, dPnu1nd--011 ~o, e, nmenb, e, en in the 
,·i, ili,111 -.t'dor. CoH'lllmt•nt, ,, ill ~ain c,p eriencc " ith certain ad
mini,11 ali\t' ,md n·~11l,1to1} ,1l'li,it y . . \n d, final ly. people "ill com<' 
tu l'\JH'• t ,, ¼!•1•.1l1 r d1•;.:1e1 of ~O\l'rnmcntal inter. cntion. Thi., di,
pl,11·1•11w11t II\ poth1•-.i, for 1•,plainin~ the c,p an ion of publi c sen ice, 
, ,•111•1,tlh i, Jn11wd Ii\· a ,r,1'1• II\ potht>,i ... ,,h ieh -.ugge,,b that th<' 
, ,11111• l'ffrd, "ill tend to c·,111,1· c1 ~re<tl ront·t'nlration of fina1wi,d 
11•,pon,il,ilit, in tlw <'t•ntral ~tnernnw nt. 

Tllt'-t' h) potlw,l', ,et'm ,11g;.:1•--tiH•. and the) offer plnu,ihle t' \· 

pla11,1tio11-. for uh-.ened fal'h about p11lili1· ,pendin g. Thr ) ,u g~P,t 
that, in the hH•ntil'lh t·t•ntur}. major cli,1111 ham·t•., in tht• ec·onomy llhl ) 

lie •,p el'lt•d to im·rec1--' pe1mane11tl) tlw relati,e importam·e of the 
public· , t•dor . 011 the other hand. the) --ul,!ge,t thJt. in the ab-enN' 
of major di,tur ham·t•--. thr publil' ,rdor mav not inn ea,e -.11h,tan
ti11lh in n •h1tiH• impo1ta111·t>. 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
Tht· ,tudrnl ma, nm-ult the· \\or k of Peacock and Wi,cman dirr r th 

fo1 a morr r xtrndt'II di'-<·u•, ion of 1hr di ,pla c<"rnrnl ancl ale h~ pothr ,r, . Sre 
thr rrfr rrnrr al thr rnd of haptr1 I. 



Appendix 
to 

Part I 

THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR 

IN THE NATIONAL 

INCOME ACCOUNTS 

The difficult) of c,timJtin g Ill<' \ ,dut• of public -.p1 \ i( e-. 
ha been mentioned in tlw prcccdinl! <•hJplt'r,. In 01dcr lo a11iH' ,11 
reahonabl) at·<·uratc nwa,un· -. for l!rn-., 11,1tio11,d prnd tl<'l 01 .' Ill\ nf 
the other deri \,ll i\e at•1·ou11t,. -.011w .illt•mpl nrn,t lie• 111adl' lo md ude 
the go,ernmc11Lal ~<'('tor: ,o IJqu• a po1tio11 of tlw cc·onnm} r,1_n 
,ca rcely be neglected. The pro< t•clu n• \\ hi1·h ha, l1t•(•11 fol I<)\\ c'd 1, 
that of indu<lin!!, publir ,c l\ ic-t•, .ii rn, l \ .i lut',. II O\\('\ er. It an,fer 
expenditure ha\e hccn e,clu<lc·d from tlw c,tim ,1tc•-. for µrn,-. na
tional product on th• /!round, 11h11 tll<',e do not 1 i•pn•,t•nt pa, 11w11t, 
for any real good-. and --t·nin•,. lnlt'tt•,l on l!0\('111nw111 cld1t ki-. 
been treated ,i-- a t1a11,fcr pa~nwnt and ,d,o c, clt1dt•tl. EH•n \,ith all 
tran,f er il('m, ewlu<led. tht> l!OH'IIHlWlll,il ,h art· of C \ P ,111101111h to 
an annual total of more than , 60 billion. m almo, 1 I~ pet <·t•nt of 
the entire ,alu e. The qut ,lion, ,1-. In tlw ln•,1tmc11l of tlw ;:.m e1 II· 
mental item, are quantita liH•I~ , il!nifira nt. 

T\, o prohlt.'m'> a1i-.c \,hirh -.t•t•111 \\01lh} of di,1•u-.-.io11 in thi-. 
brief appendix. Fit :,L of a ll, i,, the t:xclu-.ion of Iran ft•r {'xp(•11ditu1c-, 
correct'? Let m, lea, e out of a1·ro1111I for the 111orncnl the qut'-.lion ahoul 
intere, l 011 the government debt. \Ve nm) illu.,trnt · thi-, problem h~ 
reference to our , eteran ' ho-.piLal e,ampl<• U'>Cd eail icr. If the µm · 
ernment decide, to pay direct ho-.pitaliL.1lio11 -,uh-.idi<•-. to qu.difit•d 
veteran, in lead of pro,iding ho-.pilal :,,cnich di1ecth . tht' H'l<'tali-. 
would then pun·ha-.e ho-,pital , en i('C-. from pri\ atc h~-,pitak Tlw,,• 
,ervice-. would ~how up in the pri, atc :-ector e;,timat -. for G\P . 
Therefor • if the ,alu c of the tran-.fer payment to the ,e teran-. \\('rt' 

al,-o to he indud ed. double counting \, ould be pre,ent. On tlw 01he1 
hand. if the go\ ernmcnt pro,i des ho,-pital.., rvirc-. dirr<·th· to the H' l· 
erans, the value of the,,e ;,en ·ice· \,ill not ;,ho,, up in the e~timatc~ for 
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the prirnt e ,-ector. Therefo re, il i;, 11e<·e~~ar} tha t ,om c mea,-ure for 
:,,uch publicl y pro\'ided :,,ervire hr indud ed. The inclus ion of pro
duetivc expenditure,, and th rxclu .. io11 of trun ,fcr expend iture . eern, 
<'Ot rrl'I . 

:imil,11 c-0111 lu,ion, follcrn \\lrcn \H' c·orbidt• r tlrr inten•,t on tlr<• 
publi c debt. Thi-. payrnr nt 1rJHe, r 11t-. a t·ontra ctual return to the 
0\111t•r-. of ~o\t·11111w11t -.1•1·1111tic-. for i11c-onre \1hich they ha\ tran s
ft•rrcd to ;!O\t•rnmt·11t in pa-.t (H:'tiock In no \I ii} doe~ it r pr e-,ent 
Jl,l) nwnt for 1·111 n•nt ~ood-. ,111d ,('I\ i,·t•,. I f. \\ hen th f ll nd.. \\ re 
lior ro,,ed ~OH' t nnwnt h,r-. inH•,tt•d for lon~-tcrm projc!' t, , thcr 
,hould lw ,onw ~0H•1 nnw11t,rl ,1-.,t•t to ofT,t•l tire deht ohl igation. But 
tht•n• i-. 110 rw,·t·,,it) that thPrP lw -.11d1 an ,i....,<'t, 1,i11ee the ho1-ro\1i11g 
n1.1~ h,t\t ' lwt•n 1w1·t•...-.a1 \ to ,·mt•r <'lltrt'l11 ohligatio11,, -.ul'h a" war 
t•xpt•nditun ·. \ , ,ue h. till' lior urn in~ opc1.1tion ma~ ha \ e been net•e,
,,lt} and dt•,ir,d,k. IJ11t tlrt> lt-~itim,H'\ of the hon<l\\in ~ tn11Mwtion 
dot', not 1u,tih ind11-.iun ol tht• inh'rt>,t itt•m in , \P. Thi-. t·onrlu 
-.inn applit •, to -.talt• and lo<',d ,h \H'II ,l.., to fr dt•ral dd ,t. n the 
otlwr li.11111. if ~m,·rn111,·nl•o\111!'d a, ,('1-. do e,i,t \1hich }iel d an in
, 0111,• 1t·tu1 n 111 tltt• for III nf pul,li,· ,,·I\ in•,. e,ti111a1t•, for natiomrl 
prod1u 11011 ,ltould irwludl' ,111111• .111111-.tnwnt to rdlt •rt the \ ,tlm· of 
tht•,t• "t'I\ i,·1·,. 1 hi, itt•m h,, ... not lwt•n propt·r ly irwluded in e,t i111.1ting 
C \ P. ,11ul ,nnu• mndrfintiun ,1•1•111--n•quir t•d lwn'. But the , onwti nw-. 
propn-.t'd i1H'lt1,io11 of tlw int,·n•,t itcrn ,t't'llh ,l poo r t'\t'U,(' for fail
in~ to rn1·.i--111t• tlw 1t'111111 or1 µm1•111nwnt .1-....<'t, di1t'cth. 

Tlw -.,•,·ond 111,11111 p111lil1•111 t"o111·t•rn-. th,• tn•,1tnwnt of pul,llt' 
"-t'l\in•-. \\l111 hart· in tlw 11,1t11n• of 111lt>1nwdi,1lt' ~nod-. or produt"ti\t' 
f,Hlur,. In tlw ptl\ ,tlt' 1•1·01111111~. 1,111• i, l,1kt'n to indudt' onl) fin,rl 
prnd 11!'t, and ,t 'I \ i1·1·, in t•,tinutin~ G\P . To irwludt• hoth the ,alut' of 
tlrt' \d H'ill ,1rnl tilt' , ,tl111• of tlrt· flour milll•d from tlw \dw at i, tlw te, t
honk t'\ ,1111pl1• of dn11hl1• 1·011ntin;.:. Tlw i11d11-.io11 of tl11• <'thl \ ,rlu,•, nf 
,il l puldi, · µnod-- ,11111 -.1•n i,·t•, .1111011nh to ,1,, umi11~ tlr.11 all of tlr1•,t• 
an• Pqttirnl, •nt in 1·fT1•1·t to fin,rl prndtll'I,. But thi, < IP,irh ,t•t•m-. In 111• 
at odd-.\\ ith n•,di t,. To .i l.tr~t• <',lt'nl. pulili<' ,1•1 \ in•-. , t•1 \t' a-. input, 
to tltt• prnd1lt'lin11 of p1iHtlP ~nod-. a11cl ,t'nif"t'-.. Tlw \ aim' of tlw 
-.hip-.,, rarg.n 111,1\. 1111dt•r l't'tl,1i11 cnnditwn-.. i111·ludt· a n inn1•nw11t of 
\ ,tint• prop erh ,1111 il111t,rl1lt' to tlw li~hthou,<'. Tht• p1od11di\i1, of tlw 
tnl('kin µ firm clt-arl~ dt•1wnd-. on tht• pulilit· im1•,tnw11t in hi:.dm ,I\,. 
111-.ofor a, puhli1· ..,t•ni<·t•, do, in f,11'1. , 1'1\1' a, prnd11t"tiH• ,pnil't' 
input, to th,· p111d1wtio11 of pri\ ,th-1) ma1kd1·tl :,:uod-. and ,t•n it•P, . 
and in,ofar ,i-. tht· \ alut• of tla•,(' -.1•1\in· -. 1·01111•, to 111• rt'flPc'lt•d i11 
fin.ti piodw t pr in•,. doul,11• !"Olllltin:,: 01·1·ur--in the e, tim,11t'-. fC11 
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GNP, and current mea urement prar tice· tend to overstate the »ize of 
GNP. 

A relatively mall proportion of all public service . eem<; to 
benefit directly the final con umer. Therefore. if C1 P i ron-.idered 
to be an appropriate mea ure for potential con~umption. the rxclu 
sion of any valuation for public ~er\'ice ha~ much to rcrommrnd it. 
More generally. howe\'er. GNP i- taken to mca-;urr the \alur of pro
duction in the economy. Jlere the inclu~ion of at lra..,t a poi lion of 
the public service eern neccs~ary. Althou:i;h many puhli<' ,rn irr
do not appear to be final com,umption itrm..,. important ,r1 \ irr,. 
uch a national defen e. do not demon-.trahl} "<'n<' a-. prnduC'liH· 

inputs either. Here it eem-; proper to follow rurrent pra rtirr and in
clude the co I Yalue of such senice~ in CNP. Impro\enwnt.., in 11c1-

tional income account in« can be achie\·rd hy -ome cli,-tinction lwllH•en 
these non input public ervices and tho,e ,, hirh a re mor<' nrn I h I iJ...r 
productive factor$. The latter ra tep:or~ ,houlcl indudr at lea..,t a po1-
tion of the expenditure on education. high11ay,. health f.irilitic-.. ,u,d 
other similar ~ervice". 

Other equally difficult problrm-. ari-e in the tre.itmcnt of 1,1\(', 

in the national income arcounb. The,r prohlem-. do not a I i,e di, cc th 
in estimating GNP but rather in mo\ in~ from G \ P to ,onw of th~ 
derivative accounL We hall leave di-.<·u--ion of thr , r i,..,111•-., ,i...idt> 
at thi point. Perhap the sununa I")' di~c·u,,-ion here i, -.11ffi<'i<•11t to 
indicate some of the problem::-which do ari~e \1 hr n al'lu.11 ,tll<•mpt, 
are made to add together the total value of !!OOd-. and -.rn i1·e-. prn
duced both in the public and the pri \'nte -.ector of the nation:tl 
economy. 



Part 

II 

THE BUDGET AND 

THE NATIONAL ECONOMY 

Part II di sfu sscs thl' fisfal :,lrul'lnre of the g overn• 
111c•11t as it alT<·<·ts. arnl is a1Tr1·tc1I hy. th e le, e l of 1•co-
110111ic :wth ity. Fi.,cal poli( ·y in it s hro:1111) u s1·1l scn s1· 
"ill h,· tht• 1'1·11tral topi c of thi s pnrt of th <' hool,. 
Fi s1·nl poliq i,, h<•rc ddi11c·1l as udih erat e utilization 
of th e• go, ('r111111•11t"s h111lgl'I a- a m ean s of acl'ompli sh
ing tahili zutio11 ohjt ' l'lh t' i' , 

In t'OIII<' curricula. fiscal policy is sp edfil'ally in• 
l'lml1·d i11 1·011r~1•• oth1·r than th o~<' in pnhlic fi11anr1'. 
If thi ;i i• tilt' ('a ,>t•. i11~1rurto1·s mu~ find it mh isah le to 
i<l-ip thi~ p a rt o f 1111' hook or to a~s ign it only a:, 
hackground r emlin g . Som (' in s truNor s may al so firul 
it d1•,-irahh · to indmle thiil (i.,,·al poli, ·~ muh'rial al a 
lutl'r s tag~•. The di:,<'m,s ion of Part Ill follo" s dirl'l'lly 
from that of Part I or Part II. Thi s 01·gani7.ation of 
tlll' mah·rial alln" " th t• in s tructor to u se hi s 0\\11 ,li s-
1-rc·tion 1·on1·,·r11i11g the appropriate place to intro«lul' r 
fiscal polil' y. 





Chapter 

6 

NATIONAL INCOME 

DETERMINATION IN THE 

NO-GOVERNMENT 
ECONOMY 

TIH'rc arc ,e,cral ,,a,., to ,tudr the .. C<'onomic-.'· of 
public· finunt·e: till' dwic(• among tht• ... ; ckpl•nd, ~n the prohl<·m fat·c<l. 
Fur ,ome p111 pcH'-.. ,,c ma) t"<,1111i1w tlH' \\orkinp; of tlw man) , t•pa-
1 .th' ,ulmrn I kt'h in tlw e,·0110111) and 11) to predit •l tlw t'!Tt•c•t-, of the 
tax ,rnd t''\IH'nditun• , t111c·tun· upon tlw b •h,nior of indhidual-. and 
fi1111-. in thu,l' markc•t,. To ,um!' t''\ lt•nt. thi-. ,1pprn,1d1 will be 
adoplt'd in l,1t1•r part, of thi, hook. In P,1rl II . ho,,t'H'r. anoth •r 
,tpprn.wh ,,ill ht• l,1kcn. Il1•1t• the e1·01101t1) "ill lw P'\,11ni1wd in tot,11 
01 a;.:;.:n·;.:aliH' lt•1rn,. and the influt•1we of ;.:mernnw111,tl fi, cal ac
ti,ity 011 tlw mer-all re,u lt, ,,ill Ill' ,i...,t• ...... ctl. Tlw impad of the fi,ral 
,tr11c·t111e 011 the a;.:~rt•p;,1liH· or m,1<·roeronomic• , a1i.1hll•., "ill h• dc
tnmi1 wd. lh tlw l.tttt·r i, 11wa11I ~rn ... , national prudud. national 
inrnmt•. cmp lu} mt•nt, tlw pric·e leH•l, ,111d otlwr ,imil.ir or dcri,ed 
ll'rm, . 

Thi, .. fi .. <'al pol it') ·· appro ,H h i, adopted in P.irt 11 to ro1u·1•11-
l1ah• ,11le11tion 011 the prohlc•m of mn-a ll economi1· ,tal ,i lit) .ind the 
;,:0H·1 n11wnt\ roll' in dl'hie\ing it. The pt1tl•h ··fim11wi,tl .. u,ppc•h 
of tlw p11bli1· fiuanc•e, "ill lie lt•mpo, 11ily m•;dt•1fr1I. 1 Ii.it i-. to -.,J), 

the proc·1m•mcnt and the utililatinn of re,011rr1•-. to ful fill rollcr liH• 
need, ,, ill Ill' ,1•1•011d,1ry to tht> di,1·11 ...... ion. \\ t' -.h,tll lw corrt·enwd 
,,ith p;o, crnmcntal p ro, i-.ion of ro llcl'liH• 11ced, on !) in-.ofar a, 
.. ,,1·0110111ic ,tabilit }" i-. dcfi1wd a, om· -,urh need. 

Tht•n• ,tr<' two p,11h to thl' l,1 .. I,. ,(•I lwfo1e 1i--. Fi1,t. Ila• l'ITect"' 
of th<' fi-.r.tl -.trul'lu Jt' 011 the rnac·rnet·onomit· , ,11i,d1le .. mti--1 lw I''\ · 

,1mi11t•d iml1•1w11d1·11ll) of moti,,11io11 or intt•ntion. \ ...... umin~ that de
l'i,iori-- 1•om'l'rt1illf.\ tlw lt-,1•1 of la'\t', ,111d puhli1· t''\pt·rnlit111t·, ,tn• 
made "ith out 11•~a1d fo1 thl' dTl'l'I, 011 tht• total 1·conom). ho" clo 
tlw-.c dcci,ion-. e '\l.'rl ,111 i11fl11em·1•? \\ h.11 .111• the dTel'h of <1 liud~<'l 
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of tlie size now in being? How would a larger or a mail er total 
buduet chancre thi11.,.s? What are the predicted efTect ' of deficit or 

0 0 0 • , 

urpluses? All of tl1e e question , and many more. an ~ 111 an a ttern~t 
to discover the way in 1d1ich a ft cal sy:,lem. a publi c economy, 1 

incorporated into the organization of a market-oriented economy. 
The second tagc of our inquir} ,d ll utilize the re-.ult,, of the 

first ::.tage analysi in trying lo ernluate nornh fo, fi-.c:al ad ion. If it 
is recognized tl1at tax and public expenditure <leci:,ion, do exrr t im
portant effect on income, employment. :111d priec, . lit<'-<' <'fT<'<'l, 
~hould be taken into acco1111l. Criteri.i for de, iral1l · and 1111d<•,ir,1blc 
policy mu t be di cu · eel. Fi cal polic) become,-a deliheru teh d ,o,cn 
mean of achieving economic -,1abilizatio11. From tlti, '-<'<'<>nd , tage 
of the tud)', we ecure the name ··fi,cal poliq :· 1d1i,·h h,1, c·ome 
to mean any deliberate utilization of the IJ \.•C'xpc11di1ure "lrnc·tun• 
with a , iew toward affecting the valut' of the m,H·rocc·o110111ic· 1.ui 
ables. In this cn~e. fi,cal polic)' is a relative!} H'ec11t i11n0\u tio11. 
Only incc the Great Oepre~sion of the 1930·.,. and e, prc-iall) ,-inrr 
the publication of Lord Keyne, · General Theon of Emplo_l mP11t. In
terest, and i'iloney. ha deliberate manipulation of the gme rnmcnt,t! 
budget for ,t .tbilizalion purpo, e, romr to be 1\idely acc·eptrd . 

THE PRINCIPLES OF INCOME DETERMINATION-
THE SIMPLE MODEL1 

It 1\ill be u,eful again to a-,,ume. a ' ,, c did in Chapter 1. that 
the public sector doe» 1101 C\.i, t. With thi simplification. lrt ,..., pro
ceed to ana)~,:e the proce,-, of national income determina tion. 

National Income Defined 

We mu, t fir,t define r1r11io11al i11c:orrzP. \Xe arc intere, lt'd in deter• 
mini~g the .ize of the flow of real good,; and en it·c,. grn cra tcd i 11 

the circular flow proces illu~trated in F'if!ure 1- l ( ha ptcr I ) . Bui. 
as mentioned earlier, clifTerent good, and ervice, can IH' .idded to
gether only in term of price or money , alue . If \\e add up all tl1t· 
money value~ for final product ari ing dur ing a gi, en time period. 
we ecure a measure for gross national product. It i· quite d ear, ho\\
~~er. tha,~ some part of the annual production of the economy is not 

mcome : ,-ome part of total production i;; nece,, 11r)· in ord<' r to 

1 ''.h t -tud r nl " ill n ·roi ni1t• tha t tl,r di,cu.-ion "h ich folluw, i, intrndrd a, 
8 

,.,.
11

• 

rra rt \l ew of th; elr_mrnt~11 principle of inco111e detr rmination . • tudrn t~ dr,irin; .1 

modre comprrht n,_1\ t- ch, cu"-o,;1on ar ... rC"fr rrr d to th,• app1opria tt .... \:lion-. of nn\ ,t.intlanl 
mo ern textbook m rlr mrntor) cconomk,. 
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repla ce the c·npital \\hich i worn out or u cd up durin g the produc 
tion period. Thi · replacement production i· not '•income'' in any 
acceptable u..,nge of the term. Therefore, in order to ecu re a value 
for nntio11al income from gross 11ational produC't, <,Ome e timute 
mu..,t be mudt' for thi~ capita l con-,umption item. If \\C a llo\, a puh
lir :-ector in the model, pri<'C'l of final produ 1.., a l-,o may reOe t the 
pre-,ern•(' of indin•t·l 111,e,. and. in,ofur a-, they do. produ<'l rnlue, 
\\ ill not ton,titu te iurome,. \ ,('( 'Oil(! dcduc·tion i,. thcrdore. made 
i11 thi-. <',ht' for indirec·t hu,inc" .. taxe,. \'ational income i-. then d<'
firlt'd a-, ~ 10, ., m1tio11al product minu.., c·apit.d c·on ... umption a I lo\1-
.1,w(•-, and imlirc<·t bu-..i11<'" ta,c•,. 

, ational irwonw i ... ahHt), mea-..u1ed in money unib dollar, 
for tht' Lnited " lute .... In ordt•r to -.ecure bcttt•t rompa rahi lity ,1111011g 

,q i.11.tlt' tinw period,. the 1,1\, monel,n) figme , may ht' dc0,1tcd hy 
,onw indt•, of pt i, t',. 'I hi, 1 eclun•, --t'pM,llt' nation,11 inrn me dal ,t 
to .1 li,t-.t'· }t',11 ,t•l of p1i1·(',. 01 ., ... ,omdrn w, c·,dlt•d. lo C'Othl ,rnl dol
l,11 ,. \ fter thi, adju,tnwnt i, m,11lt'. th(• rr,u !ting Iota I i ... ,omctime, 
1·,dkcl ,en/ m1tio11nl inrnn/1' ., ... cli-,1i11gui,ht·d from national mone.i 
mcomi•. Tl11-.. di,tin!'tion i-.. l,,i-..ic for -,ome purpo,('-.. in national in-
1·nm<' ,111,1 h ,i-.. hut it n1•1•d 1101 i-01wt>111 11-.. hNc. 

Two Measures for National Income 

Tfwn· att• l\,u \\,I\, to nw,i-.ure national income. Thi-.. 1113} lw 
il111,t1<1ted iu Fig.un· (>-1. 1d1irh 1rproduce-. Fi~un' 1-1 1Ch.tpler I l 
in pJtl. Rt'1·.1II th,11 Figu1<' 1-1 illu,tr.1Lt'd the l\,O·\hl) flo\, of n•,d 
!.:Ood, .ind ,t•nire-, and mont'~ in the marl-.t't ee'onomy. F'ig.urt' 6-1 
11wludt•.., onh the t·irC'ular mone\ 0011. The hroad hand in tht' upp<'r 
lutlf of the fi~un: ind icate, nillio;tal irwonw. and the fa('l that the flo\, 
1-. 1·i1(•11lar make-. po-.,ihle ,t'H't,d meu-.urin~ point,. \ t point \. 
tht' tot,tl 001\ i-.. m<•a-.un•d in term-.. of final produc•t,. ,\ -.. hu-..in(',.., firm, 
prod111•1• ~ood-. and ,('11ire,. the,(' mu,t he -..old in ont' of h,o \\,l)"· 

:--,tit•, 11111,t be madt· 1'itl11'r to p1 i\,t l<' f,11nilir, ., ... 1·0t1-..11mptio11 item-. 01 
to h11,-i11t•,., firm-, , i... net imt•.,1nw111 item,. ( Rt'('all that \It' mthl <"Or
n•<'l initially for capital co11-,umptio11.) \' et irire.\lmeril i-. <ll'fined a, 
1111• pun ·h,t--t· of Ill'\' ,·.1pital good-.. If 11t' lal,el n.ilional income,_.., } . 
nt't inH•-,tment a-. / . and eon,11111ption t'\Jlt'llditun ' ii... C. \\l' ma~ di'
J l\t ' th<' follo1,i11~ cqu,1tion: 

I I I } C - I 

\ ,1tional ini·ome i-. dt'fined ,1-.. equ.tl lo 1·01i,,umplio11 expt'nditure pith 
nt'l im (',t ment expend i I u It'. 
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SAVINGS 

FIGURE 6 1 

Money Income Flow -

-
BUSINESS 
ENTERPRISES 

INVESTMENT 

\';'e rret dilTrren t re,tilh wlwn ,, e 111ra,un' tht• fltrn of irwonw at 
another ;o int of the cirdc . point B in Figure 6-l. l ll'rt' i111·om(' i-. 
meu;.ured a, ii ha, come into tlw haml-. of p1i1.1IP familit•-. a, ""!!""· 
, alarie-., dividend-., intcre-.t. rentaJ.... royahi{•-.. rapital ~.tin-.. ('!<'. 

If ,, e examine the beh,n ior of {'Jdt inrnmc r<.'(·t•il er . IH' !..nm, 1h.1t 
in the no-gol'crnment, do ,ed econont) thNe are onl~ 1,, 0 \\ ,I~ ... fo1 
him to di-.po-.e of income, lie mR) ~pend it for ('011-.u111ptio11 ~oml-. aud 
,en ice-. or he mar s11e it. Adding up in thi-, ,,a} ,, c ;.ecun• anotht•r 
rquation: 

121 r - c + 

~ ational income i definrd a-. equal to ro1i-.11mption rx pcnd iturc plu-. 
net ,a, ing. 

The Equalit y of Saving and Investment 

From the information t·ontaim•d in Equat ion-. ( l ) and ( 2) . 1q• 

can :.ee that if the , umc im·om(•. } . j ... 111pa-,111t•d in t•ad ,. -.,11 in!!, S. 
and inve tment, / . mu,t he equal. Or. 

1:l1 . - / 

Thi equality between ~a, in/!: and im c"tnwnt i" centra l to the theon 
of income determination. Wh) :,,hould ::,a, ing and im , tnwnt h~• 
equal? • a, ing re-.ult-. from heh,11ior of both pri111te fa mi lie-. anti 
hu, ine-.~ firm~ ( 1,c havt• nel!lec·ted the lullt•r in our , irnplc model ) . 
l nvr, tmr nt i-. for the mo-.t part. thr re-,ult of dt•ri;,ion~ madt• In hu,i
nes firm . What c·oordinating me<·huni-.m 1-.eep-. thc-.e t\\0 ;m,p;111• 

tude, in e1111ality at all tinH•-.? 
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The a1h,, er i that the term,- arc defined in Ruch a way that the 
equal it) tdwa) holds. If a l,u,,inc-l, firm doe;, not ,,ell all that it hope 
to mark et in a pa rticu lar period. it will find im entorie · accumu lat• 
ing. In one ,-cn,c, therefore, thi" firm can be ..,aid to be ' ·pur cha:-1ing 
from ibt'I[ .. cap ital good .. in the fo1m of added im cntorie~. I f nct 
ime ... tnwnt j.., d<•fincd to indu de ... urh uninte ndrd a(·cumtilation, of 
irnrntori1•,-. the definitional idrnt ity het\\ ccn ,-a,in g and im e-,tment 
c·an lw 111ai11tai1wd. \' cithrr ,a, ing nor irnr ... tmcnt nced be i111erufrd 
or plmuwil in tlw "a~ in "hi ch tlw tc1m-. ,rre dcfinrd. Th i., h(•ing true. 
thr idt•ntit, heh,1'<'n '-,1\in;.: and inH•,tmPnt mu,t he orrc!'t Ii} defi
nition --rrwt• .di inconH' p,1id 11111 In O\\ rwr, of produ rti\'e Lu·tor ... mu-,t 
lw inrnrpo r.11t'd in the \.due of th!' J!Ond, and --en ice, produ ced. 

Intended Saving and Intended Investment 

Tlw 1lt·finrtional t•qualrt~ l)('l\q•Pn n•,di,ed ,a, in:r and rC'alizcd 
i11H•,t1111•11t. 1 ,1·11 ii 11nint1•111it•d. prmi,h·, lht• kC') lo the d1•tNmi11ation 
of iw·ontt·. I f inlt'ndnl ... ,I\ in)! i, not 1•q11al to int<•ndcd imc,tmcnt. 
tlw .,~..,1(•111 i, 11111 in 1•q11ililiri11111 and 1·on1•rthe fon·1•.., are --ct in mo
tion. Thi-. 111111·1•-.., 111.1~ hl',l 111• ,larnn In i'Xamplt•-. 

~IIP(HH' th,11 lm-11w---,1wndin:.: for pl,111t aml equipment fall ... 
ofT. ,..., it did in mid- I'):;-;-_ Th i.., nll',llh .1 drop in inh'ndt•d irne-lnwn l. 
\ -. a n•,ult. firm--p1od1win:.: -uch <'-tpil.il )!Ood-. not h,l\ing pn•di<'lt•d 

the c·uth.1rk in 1mlP1,. find 1nH•nt111i1•, .1n·11m11l,1ti11/!. Initial!~. tht•-•· 
firm-. find tht•m,Phl'- 1m1•,ti111! 11nin11•n1imwlh to ofT,ct the rcdrwt·d 
inh'n1l1•d imt•- tnwnl of tlw othn firm--. But the c-.1pit.rl•f!OO<kprod11t'
i11/! firm, \\ill not ronti11111· to p1od111·1• ,,hilt· im1•ntorit· - ,II(' pilin ~ up. 
\ ._ tW\\ plan, .tit' m.1d1• for ,11h-1•1 1111•11t prod11f'tio11 pt•riml-.. llw ,1f
frl'tccl firm-. ,, ill n•d111·1• prn,hwtinn and 1•111pl1J\ nwnt. Th i._ action 
,,ill din•t·th 11•d1wt• 1lw flm, of i11n1111t·. 111 thi., \\,1,. an initial rt•dur
tion in inte11dt·d imt·-lnwnt !:.<'llt'I 1lt·- 1 11•d111 lion in n.rtion,d i111·011w. 
Thi, rC'du<'lion ,,ill 1·011ti11111• until .1 rn•,,. ,1111I l1rn1•1. lt•H•I of irwonw 
a/!ain prod111·1•- u II( ' \\ eq11ilil,ri11m ,d1t·1,· i111t·1ul1•d -,I\ inf! ,llld in
lt•ndt'd imt·-lnwnt an• ,·qu.rl. 

Onc addi 1io11,rl t•,,1111pl1• il111,t1,1tt•, tlw rt'H'l"•t' pro,·(•, .... ~lip· 
po-c that. pre<'i,1•h· oppo,itt· to tlw fnn•/!ui11/! 1•,ample. l>1hi111•-..._ 
-,pell(lin~ for 111•,, pl,1111.., i1wn•,1--1•- ,11dd1•nh. Firm, produ!'ill/! 1·,1pital 
1-(00d" 1dll find 1lw111,1·l,P- 1111,1hl1• to 1111'1'1 Ill'\\ onln- 1.q1idh. Ht•,d. 
in•d i1l\ t'-.lme11t ,,ill f.111 lll'I<"' th.rt 1d1i1·li i, i1111•mkd. C.1pital /!OtHl
ill(hht rit·, "ill In to exp,111d p1od1wtio11 ,111(I t•mplo~ 11w11t. \I on,·, 
11.1tin11,rl irwonw ,dll inn1·.1-,·. \\ lw1h1•1 or 1101 11•,d 1wtio11,rl irwomc 
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will increa-e or remain stationary depends on the cha racteri~tics of 
the original position. If some unemployment exists before the change 
takes place. real national income will likely increa,,,e. If. on the 
other hand, ::,uLstantially full employment hould be pre,-cut initial!). 
the increa-e in the demand for capital good· will incrcu--c national 
money income largely by pushing the level of price:; llJl\lard. In 
either ca e. money national income will tend to i11rrea ,e until .i ne" 
and higher le\'el equilibrium income i-, attained ,,here i11te11dt•d 
saving and intended in\'e,-tment are equated. 

Graphic Analysis 

The ,implc ntoclt'I of nation,11 i11conll' d<'ll'1111i11ution int1oducecl 
here may be illu-ti.1tt>d ;:eometri<'all} in Figur(' 6-2. 'utional mo11e) 
income i men::,urcd along the hori7ontal ,l\i,: ,a,in~ and im <•..,tment 
are mea. urcd along the \'t'rtit·,d axi,. The line .• define, th<' ,a, in;: 
fuction. It relate 1l\i11g to national inconw at all le,el,. :\ ote that 
this function lope~ up"ard lo the I ip.ht and th,tt it C'ut, the hori
zontal axi from below. The line// define-, the imc,tmcnt function 
which relate~ net ime tmcnt to national incom<' at all 1<•,cl-. Thi
line al,o ,lope-, up1,ard to the ri¼tht. but not ~o ¼tre.1tl) "" tlw -.,I\ in~ 
function. 

The equilibrium le, el of nt1tional income i-. O \'. Thi-- i-. tl11• 
only po:,ition at "hi ch intended , ,ning. i-. equal to intended imc-,tnwnt. 

FIGURE 6 2 

Notional I ncomc Determination 

s ,, 

NATIONAL MONEY INCOME 
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,\ ,,hift in intended ,-aving or intended im c,t menl. which would be 
repr e'e nted by n ~hift upward or downward in t11e re levant functions. 
,, ill modify the equil ibrium lc\'r l of income. 

The Investment Multiplier 

011 th<' ha-,i,-of the anal),i" p1e,cntcd. any shi ft in ,,pendi11g or 
-,1\ing plan, ran be ..,ecn lo ,hift lht' equilibrium lr \'el of national 
1ncom<'. The multiplier c·onc·cpt has been de\'e loped in an attempt 
to rclal<' the ,ize of the ~hift in income to the initial ('hangc in pend 
ing. The multipli r i, defined th the rntio bcl\,een the induced change 
in im·c,me and the initial rhangc in ,pendin g. Thi ·oncept ha been 
11,rcl directl} to rela te inC'onw change:- to change · in inve,,tm nt 
,pending: h<'n<'e the term •'ime, lmcnt multiplier." But it ,hould be 
t•mpha,i/t 'd that the multiplier \\Ork, ,imilarly for any autonomou 
,·hange in ..,pending. 

\ gain \\(' ,h,dl find ,implc c,,1111plc•, u,cfu l. Let u-, uppo-,e 
th.it im(•-,tnwnt ,-pending innca.:;e,- l1} ~ I billion . ll ow much "ill 
thi, 1·au,p in!'omc to irH'r<'a..,<•':' If 1,c a,,umc that no other plaw in 
liH' e1·011om} d1,111ge in c•ithc•r an ofT,etting or a c-omplementing rnan
n<'r. the addit ion of tlw ~ I billion will increa e the income flo" 
dircrtl} h} that amount du1 ing the fir,! income generat ion period. 
The firm, <'\pa11di11g tlll•ir ,·,1pital good,- purdia..,e,- ,,ill pay out the 
,t<lditional fund, to <'apit,d good-, producer._. ,\ho \\i ll, in turn . in-
1-re,1,c outpa)menh of -.tl,1rip,_ ,,a ge-. di,icl<>nck and other income 
-.hurl',. Pri,..itP familie-.. a, the} 1e<'ehe thi, added moner income. 
mu ... t dc,·idP 1d1ut proportion of thi-. increment to return to the in
<'Omc :-!ream in term-, of <'01N 1111ption e,pencli ture. If ,omc preclitt
al,lc rel.ition-.hip <•,i-,t-, hch1t•en th<' re<'cipt of additional income 
and th<> additional .imounl of pri,atc eo1N1111ption <'\J)Cnditure, thi.., 
proportion ma~ lw lM'd in dt'ri, inf: ti)(' multiplier. I.ct u- -ay that. on 
the al'cra ge. pri,a tc familie-, "lwnd for <'On-umption 90 cent-. out of 
<'ad1 addi tiona l i11<·0111e doll,11 tht·, l'<'('t'i, e. Tcchni<·alh. thi, de
fine:; the "marginal propcn~ity to <:on-.ume·' as .9. Or. ,·o -.talc the 
,ame thing c-om·cr,ely . "e llld) ""} that pr ivate fomi lie.., , in e l 0 
1·ent._ out of eaC'h add itiona I inc·ornc• do Ila r. The "'margina I propcn:-il) 
to a\'t.-· i, . I. I f thi-, rela tion,hip hold,. on tlw a,era ge. we ra n pre 
dict thut 900 mill ion of till' addt•cl SI hilliou 1\ ill return directly 
to tlw ,-pt-nding ,t ream. Therdon' . if 11e look at the efTect, of the 
.1dditional sprn ding in the ' <'<'Ond p<'riod of in('ome generation. 11c• 
'l'e that nine tenth-. of the origin.ti amouut remain-.. The third per iod 
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will see an additional $90 million drained out in ::111 i11g and ..,8 I 0 
·11· t . cd to tlie prndinrr ~tream. Thu,, " e t'l.111 !-erurr a tot a I m1 1011 re u111 t> ' - • • I I · 

value for the additional income generated l~r the lllttial adc r< 111-

, estmeut spending in the follo11 ing prog;rc--.1on. 

J nrome l't ri111/ 

;1 
I 
; 
h 

II .. 

" 
111 •• 

II • • 

l o t 11 

I nrremrul t,, I 11ro111r 
(/ 11 m1/11//t,, l 

~ I llfHI 
ll(HI 
llltl 

IO IKMI 

A total of IO billion in addition,tl im·nmt' 1dll lw p;t'llt't ,1tt>d li~ 
the inrrement of .. I billion to -1wndi11p;. Tlw 11111ltipli(•1 i.., I 0. 

A morr -,imple lllCdlh of dt•tt•1mi11in:.:, tlw 1,du1• of tht' m11lt1pli1•1 
i~ pro,idecl by looking clirt><'ll~ at the murp;inal prnp,•n,it, to - ,111· . 

If we recall that for inC'ome to lw in eq11ilihrium n·ali1l'd ,,1, 111• 

mu~\ rr1ual rra lizrcl imc,tmrnl. 11r J..111,11 that i11romt' nw,t Ii-,• ,uf
ficicntly to generate an amo1111t of nr11 -t11 inp; <'qt1,d to the a111111111t 
of nc,1 imc-.tment. Thu,. if the marginal prnpt•n,it~ to -ali.' i- om· 
tenth, the multiplier mu-.t be l 0. 

In thi,, il111-.tratio11 Ill' ha1t• a, -.11111rd th,1t th(• i111·11•nwnt to i11-
ve,tment i,, a once-and-for-all addition lo tlw ,1wndinp; , t1t•am. Th,· 
additional in ome ~e11erc11t'd i, ,pn •tHI out 0H' r a 1d1ole ,1111·1•-, iun 
of inC'ome period-. becoming It•,-. ,111d Ir, , importan t a, tlw d1.1i11,1~•· 
out of the ,pending ,tream thrnup;h , ,11i11g li<•c·onw, lar l,:t'r ,111d 
larger. \ mo1c u,cful idru of the multiplit'r ma\ h<' f:,li1l!'d h~ ,1,

»uming that the incrrnwnt to i111r-tnwnt -1wndinf: i, 1101 a 11111·t•-,111d
for-all addition hut that the rail' of imt',tmrnt ,pt'ndin ~ i111·1t'il'-t'' 
permanently. That i, to -ar . a--umr thut for ca!'h period in tlw fut1111· 
investment ,pendin g 1,ill take plat·r at a leH•l ~l hillion hi1d1er than 
prcviou,ly. The elT<'t·t, of the fir,\ i1w1t•111t•nt 11ill bra, outli ,wd. But 
at the beginning of the ,:eeoncl period, a ,t•1·011cl in1·1emrn t 111u,t lw 
taken into a<·t·ount. The elTe<'h of thi, -t'l'Ond im·a•mt•nt ,Ii II lw 
equirn lcnt to the fir t e,rcp t that tlwrc 11ill be a 011e-pr1iod I.if: ,111cl 
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~o on with Lhe third and fourth and ub equcnt period incremenl 0 to 
im•e:,tnwnt ..,pending. In thi" model. tota l income will continue to go 
up period h) perio d until a fina l l'{Juilibrium i reached. Thi equi
librium ,,ill hl' attained ,,h en the elTc •t0 of the fir t period· added 
--pcndin~ ha, been rompll'tely e,-.hau led. In ome ,,il l then be higher 
thun pt ior lo th' !t,111ge hy an amount ten time,, the change in the 
1,1te of im(•,tmen t ..,pending.. 

Thi.., <·on<·cption of thr multiplie r can be, t be illu !rated by Fig
ure 6-2. \ ,..,umc th rat' of im c tmcnt to incrca e permane ntly. 
,hiftin~ tlw imc,tnwnt funetion to / '/' . The rquil ibr ium level of na
tional im·om(' ,, ill ,hift f1om O \' to 0 .\ '. The mult iplie r i-, ho\\n by 
tlw rel,1tinn ... l1ip lwl\, ecn \' .\ ' and il/.l /'. 

The multiplit•r may \\Otl dowrrn.1rd a ... well a,, upwar d. A re
d1ll'tiu11 in ,1wndin~ ,,ill ~(•rwral(' ... om(' multiple of it ... elf in in ome 
<·ITt•t·h. 'I lw multiplil·r ,111,tl,,i, ,tl,o clepemJ ... upon rather re,-tricti,·e 
,1,,umptrn11,. It a,,unw, . 1110,t imporl,11111), tha t ..,ome rea~onabl) 
-.1,,lill' 1,·l.11in11,hip doe, t•,i,t IH•l11('c'n addc•d inc-omr and added con
... umption ... p,·11d111'•. ~,·1·1111dl,. it a"urnr, that -.c,·ond.tr} elTe<•t· on 
lll'h,nior of iruli,it!u.tl, and firm ... may he neglected. Th ~e re:,lric
twri-, 1111111 tht• .1ppl1t ,tl11ht) ol tlw rnultiplit•r conn·ption, hut it 1c-
111.1in-. a 11,l'ful dc,i, ·t• in ,hrl\\in~ ho11 a dtan~e in ,pendin g can gen-
1•1,tll' 11111ltiplt> 1•1T1•,·t, on irwonw. It "ill he e,peciall) m-eful in 
,ur('<'t•di11~ < h.tpll'h ,,ht'11 "'' allt'mpt to ana lyze the influl'nc·c of 
;?O\Ct llllll'III ,p1•1l(lin~ on t•1·0110rnil' al'ti, ity . • \ dun II). the multiplier 
<·onreption h,h lwt'n d(•H•lo1wd in <'01111ertion "ith di-.ru ,ion ,, of 
~o,<•rnnwnt ti ,1tldition, tn tlw ,1wndin~ , trt•,1111. 

Conclusions Drawn from the Simple Model 

Tlw ,impl,•,t rnod,·I of 11.1tion,tl im·ornt• tlt•tp1 minution !ta., been 
pt1",t'ntt•d in outlim• fmm. Thl· ,tdu, tl lt•H•l of natio11.tl inrome at am 
pa1ti, ul,11 tinw lt.h la·en ,ho1111 to depend upon the ,,hole ::-et of 
,pl'ndi11~•--,l\ in;:.-imt •, lin;:. dt•c•i,im1-, m,ule Ii) indi , itluak p1irnte fum
ili,•,. and hu--inl',.., fi1111--. The anah,i, <kmort--trate, th.11 int'omc do(·, 
t1•nd t111,,11d an t·quilil11iu111 leH•I ·.11 1,hid1 intc•11tl1•d , ,l\in p: i-. l'qual 
to intt-nd<•d i11,t•,l111t•111. But thi-. 1•quilil11 ium leH•I of in<'Olll<' ma} he• 
hig:h 01 lo,,·. Thl' t('al 001, of p:ood-- and ,en iC't', lll.t) he• far bclo" 
t .1pat'il\ output of the 1•co11om1 or. 011 tlw otlwr hand. the money 
i1u·o111t• ;:.t•m•1-;1l!'d ma) 1·,t1M' ,t'l"inu-. inflation to Ol'C'Ur. Tl1e n•lc•, ant 
dt•t'i, io11, 111.t) g:c·m•1alt• rt',hon ,1hl,· ,t,tliilit) in in<·omt' O\( ' l' time or 
tht'} muy general, , iolcnl c~clical ,, ing~ bet,1een boom and bu;,t 
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period ·. The -implc model of national i11co'.11e dc'.ermination dor-, 
little toward enabling us to clear up these d1ffin1lt1cs. 

NATIONAL MONEY INCOME, EMPLOYMENT, 
AND PRICES 

The "id eal" le, el of national incomr 1,otdd he thut le,el 1,hid 1 
utilize· arnilable re-oun•e,; fully and at the ,-amr timr mai11t,1in
~tability in the le,·el of price..;. "Full employment ,, ithout inflation" 
j., a"reed h1 mo,-t ,-tudenh of the problem to lit' the u ltimutt• dt•· 
irable goat Leaving a~ide until later chapter ' the po;. .. ibi lit) th.it 

thi, mav he an unattainablr "oal in our <·u1-re11t in-titutional ,trn C'• . ... 
ture. ,,r 11111,1 110" e,, 1mi11r the .. imple mndt'I of incomt' detrrmina• 
tion in light of thi goal. ince the Ie,el of income appear-. in thi, 
modt•I. to dt•pt•nd ,uld~ on tlu- , t•p,11,1tt• ,rnd imlt•prndt•nt dt•t·i-.icm
of Iamilie, and firm, to -.pend. to -,,11c. and to ime-t. then' would 
-eem to he no rea,on 1d1y thr ~oal of .. full t•mplo} nwnt "ithout in
flation" \\Ould e1t•r be ,whieH•d. The de,i1,tl,lr lc1t•l of 111coml' 1,ould 
appear to he 011c po-, ible , olution out of thr man~. and it 1H1ultl 
-eem sheer accident should it occur. 

Thi· inferencr. propetl y dra1111 from the limited model of 111-
come determination, i~ 01erly c,tr cnw. It may be ealled the t'\tn •n11• 
•·Keyne,,ian" conclu,,ion a contra,,tcd to the e,tr eme .. r lu-.ic,d .. nm• 
clu -ion that the desirable ·'full emplo} ment II ithout inflation" 11,1• 
tional income 11ould ,..omehow tend ,111tomaticall) to hi' µt•1w1,1tt•tl. \ , 
is u ual, neither extreme i.., correct. and the proper appro 11d1 lit•, 
~omewhere between the 1110. The ~imp le model of income dNt·1 mi na
tion doe leal'e out of at·count important force, "hi ch 1qu k to,, .11d 
bringing real income toward de::-irahle lc, ck 

The mo t important factor omitted in thr ,impl<' model i.., tlw 
role of price~. We have demorn,trated ho11 ~hi fb in ~pencling•-Lll inµ 
habit can cau"e ... hift:.. in national mone,· inromr. We ho, e not fulh · 
connecte<l thi with shifts in rea I inco~1e and employment. If a i I 
price ' are ab olutcly fixed, or ri~dd. then an) reduction in notiona l 
money income mu~l lead to a reduction in real income. The onlv 
re~pon e open to a firm faced with J rdininl! demand for it-. prod 1u'.1 
i a reduction in the rate of production. On thr other hand, if price, 
arc flexible, and they mu-,t be to ,,omc extent. a firm may re~pond in 
either of two way- or both. It may reduce production rate . or it ma) 
reduce elling price:,. If a rcdudion in ... pc-nding doe, nothing mon· 
than cau e reduction in selling price , the,,e reduction, may Iw 
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:,uflicient to in(Tea,e quantitie~ demanded ::-o that real income i$ not 
reduced at ul l. If all pri ce were freely flexible. thi \\Ould indeed 
tend to happen . \ nd, a lthough ,,hift in pcnding-,u, ing plan would 
rau-,e the lrH·l of price, to mo,e upward and do,\m\ ·ard. re11l income 
would lt'nd to he rca--onahly -..tahlr at full employment le,·el·. 

W1· 1rroi-:ni1: . of cour,r. that frre fl(•\ibility in pric cannot 
t·\i, t. 1·,1·11 in thr mo:,,t pt•dect markch, and. further, that, gi, en the 
in--titutiona I rigid it ie-, ,, hich drnrac trri1e the American econo1m 
tod.t)- prit·<', and <'O-,b are i11dc<'d '•,,tick}," c-,pcciallr in the dowt;. 
,1,11d di11·1·tw11. l>111in;;: tlw n•t·t•,.,ion of 19."57-58. produ ct price:,, fell 
lilllt•. if ,it ,di, on the t1H'ra:-:e. Bct·au,c of thi-, fort. ,, c may -..tatt· 
that a H'(hll'tion in -,pcndin~ \lill almo-.,1 ah,ay-, tend to genera te an 
an·ompan~ in:-: n•du('tio11 in I e,il i1womc. '\ c,erthele" . ..,ome polt'nti.d 
flc\il,ilit\ in p1 i,·1•., 111Lhl he pre ... ,•nt at all time,. and thi.., ,,ill ~en
er,1tc pn '"ll tt', l!rn ,11 d p1 ii'<' H•du<'lion ... du I in:-: period,- of ,-eriou, 
unt'mphn nwnl. l.t·H•I, of im nrnt' d1,11,t(·lt'1 i1ed l,y '-CH'l'C 1111t'111plo~ -
mrn t of econornil' rr-,oun•c., can ,('an ·elv he called "'equilibrium" 
lr,1·1, th mi~ht ht· inft-11,·d from tlw ,implt· model cli-,cu-.,cd pre
\iou-.ly. 

On 1lw up ,id1·. pri, •,•., till' f1,•el} flt•\ihle . . \ ny ill(·rea..,c in dt'
nund ,,ill 11•1111 to l!t'IH'l\ltt• pri,·t· innt•,1,1•,, ('\Cll if rc,ou rce, a rc not 
fully rmphnt•d 1dw11 tlw i11l'1Pa,t• 0<·<·11r,. During period of unc111-
plo)11w111. i1w1('.t,1•, in '(lt'ndin;! 1,ill tl'nd. therefor(', to generate in
n<'.!'<'' in 11•,d inrnmt· and in the p1i<"<' lc1cl. During period:- of 
--uh-..tanli,dh full ('lll(llo,mt•nt. int·1t',1,c-, in -,pendin~ ,,ill tend to 
1·au,e ,Ill i1w1t',M' in tlw pri1·(· lt•H·l 11itho11t inrrca-,inl,\ ll',d inc·om(' 
;?re,111~. 

Anoth,•1 major (•quilil>1ati11~ fal'lor 1d1ich the ~imple model 
lt>a\t'"' out of arroun t i,. the fu1wtioni11;! of Ila' mondnr) "')"'lem and 
the i11IP1t•,t 1,tlt>. \ lthoui-:h it i--di01ndt to introdu1't' thi-, ,uhjer l fu lh 
at thi, point d1u• to thr a,,umption th.it 111• an' le,l\in ~ ~o, t'rnmrn t,tl 
action tt'lll]Hll ,11 ih out of ac·rou11t. -.onw hrid nwntion j.., pcr hap., 
1rnn-.111ted. Tlw , imp I!' nwckl a"1111w, 1h,1t , ,n in;! ,111d ill\ e,tmrn t an· 
,,holh un1('b tt•tl. Th i, i,. of <'CHIN'. not rrali ... til'. Th<' , ,l\in p: dP-
1·i, ion ... 111,1111' IJ\ fi1 m, ,111• id!'ntir,tl to imt•-,lment dr l'i,ion-- in 111,111\ 
c•a,e-,: firm, ,-ithho ld prnfit.., in 01der to imc-.t. But. more impor t,11111) 
for our purp o,c -.. tlwre i-- al~o a clo-.c r<'lation ... hip h<'IW<'<'ll ~avini-: 
dc-C'ision, of indi, id11.il-. and inw-,tnwnt dcc•i-.ion, of fit n1'- Thi-, i-. 
the relatio11,hip 1'11id1 th<' cla:--.i1·al 1•1·0110111i ... t, d<'(H'ndrd 11po11 to 
maintain 11111ionnl i11l'o111<· in <'quilihrium at II re,1-.onahly full cm
ploymt'11I It•, t·I. 
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The connection is provided through the working of the mone• 
tary and banking ystcm. As private people s.n:e. the} norma lly 
place fund · in the commercial banJ..s. And bus111e:-s fir~•> \I hen 
they eek to undertake net im c tmerrt. mu,,t ~ecure fund-,. I he) ca ll 
upon tire bankinrr system and other financial in-,titution .. for -.uC'h 
fund . The intere:1 rate tcrrd lo 1110, c in .. uclr a ,,a) that ,a, in~ and 
investment arc brought irrto equali ty : al lca-.l thi._ i, the da-.,iC'al 
argurnerrt. If the flow of ,-a, ing ,-lrould cxrcrd the d1•m,111tl for loan• 
able fund,,, bank,. ,,oul d fiml it profitable to rrdu1·1• l,•11di11~ r-.ttl•.,_ 
Thi · would timulate firm,. to demand more lo,111-, and ,rt tlw , ,111w 
time ti mu late individua I, to redurc ~adng. In thi, 11 J}. , ,I\ i 11~ and 
inve,tmcnt would mo, e IO\\ard 1111,dit). Or. c·ontrari11 i--1\ if tlr,• flm, 
of new saving ,,hould fa ll .. hort of the dt•m,rnd for h111,rl1l1• frrrl!k 
b,111ks would find it profitablt• to innea,c lt•nding 1,1te,. Thi., 110111d 
..,timulate additiorral -.,1\ing arrd ,1l th ,ame tirrw n•du1·t· demand 011 
fund,, or imc, tmcnt. Thi,. equil ibrating fon·1• i._ redul'ed in l•fkcti\t•• 
ne~-; by the charac ter of modern mo,wta I'} arrd lrankirrg .. , , tt>rrh. Tlw 
amount of loanahlr fund .. a,ailal,le to Ii.ink .. doc .. not d1•1H•nd do,Ph 
upon tire amount of nC\\ -,a, ing,-. St•c·ondl}. the relation-.lrip bet1H•1·11 
.. a,i ng and the change, in the inten•-,t r,111• ran hr qta•,tioned . It m,t) 
be concluded. therefore. that thi, '·cla,-.icar · adju-,1me11t medwni-.,m. 
although it ,lrould not he O\C'rlookcd. 1·.rnnot Ii• d1•p1•ml1•d upon to 
maintain tabilit) in natiomtl inrnme. In -,pit1' of tlri,. it 1·a111101 It,• 
di puled, howe,er . that the mcc·hani,111 doc-., pro, ide ... om1• forrt• 
working toward stability. 

A third factor Ol'crlookrcl or m•p.lcC'led in the -.,imple model of 
income determination i-., the influerrc,' of rt>ul a .... ct ... 011 "flt'ndi11~•--J\• 
ing deri~ion ... If thi innuent·e is i rworporated "it h mm <'mrnt ... i II t lw 
price level, yet another fon·e i, introdueed 1d1ich t<'n<l-., to k1•ep tire 
level of national mone} income ... 0111c1diut mor, ~,abl • than tft1, -.,imp le 
model \\Ould indi<·atr. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The ,-imple model of national int'omc d1·tcrmi11ation inclicate-
th~t tire le, c_l _of income depend,.. 011 tire ~rr ndinp.--.,11 inp. dt·<·i-.ion-., of 
pnvate famrlr~ and firm-.. Thi, make-, it appear that th lt•\ cl of 
incom~ nclirall)_ gr 11erat_cd i ... 1d101l) are id<•11tul and 1113) or may not 
he de~1raLl1·. Erth ~r eriou,.. 1111cmplo} m1'nl or infl,rtion IIH I\ ' hi• pn•,. 
~nt. ~he ·c co11clw,1on~ appear_to lie extreme 1d1en 1hr 11,,<·t•,-.a, } qu,tl
tficatron~ nci lectecl 111 the 1mplr model are taken into 111,1,0 unt. 
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" h<'n nationa l in!'omc fall-. hclo ,1 full cmplo}mc11t le, el~. prc,-,.urc, 
a re pla<·cd 011 firm, and fartor <mnt•r,,. In reducr prict':-. In ofar a::, 
pri !'<':l nm) l,e r1·d11re d. rC'nl incorne-, need not fall ,,i th money in
rorne-.. Some ad dit ional cq11ilil1rati11g forl'C:, a r pre, nl in the opera
tion of the moncl,tr) a11cl hankinp: ' }'t em. The exec,--, of loanable 
fund, clurin;.t do,111-,,,ing-. rn.i) ,Id to rl.'dtwe int<•rc--t ra te._ ,d 1i1·h ma). 
in turn, ,timulate ime--11111·111 ,1wnding. 

111 ,pit1· of thl·--1• ne<"t',,,1r} rnodifiC'ation-,, the l,roadcr ('Onclu• 
-.ion, dra\\ll f10rn tlH' ,implt• mod,·1 1,•mai11 lrt1('. E'\1wriem·e th ,, ell 
a, an.tl)-.i-- li•,,dl('-. th th.it irl!'OllH' -.1.1hilit} .... a --ru11 emplO)lllCnl 
,, ithoul inlla tion .. lt•H•I h.i, not ch,trat'tt•ri1c<l the l nited :t alc-. CC'OII· 
om}. \ ._ tilt' 1•1·01wm} op< 1-.1tt•._ tod,t) . th('rC j.., no l,11ilt-i11 mcdiani._m 
1d1id1 ,,ill µ11,11,111tt•c t'('011orni1· -.1,d,ilit} in thi-. ,en -.c. From th i,.. c·on
du-.ion. it elm•-. not m•1•,•..-..iril) follm, that the proper rok o f p:OH'l"ll· 

rm•nl i, th.11 of ,o .ifT,·1·tinl! ,pt•ndin;.t ,tu• ani-- a, to 1m1intai 11 ··-.ta• 
1,ilit} :· Thi, topi1· 1t•111.1in, to 111• di,1·11 .... 1·d in l,1lt•r d1ap tc1-. of thi._ 
p.irt. B11t h,11111µ. in thi, d1,1pli'1. <''\pl,1i1wd H'I) bricfl} tht· princi ple, 
of irwomc• d1'11•1111i11,1tio11 in ,Ill 1·1·0110111, 11 ithout p:<>H ' I nnw11t. the 
tH''\l thn•c I h,1pt1•1-. 11111,t dt•,tl 1, ith tlw imp,1e·t of the ~OH'rnment 
it,1•lf upon tlw I,·, 1·1 of i11rn11w. 1•111plm nH'nl. and pr i1·1•,. quite a par t 
f10111 ,1111 d1·ld1t•r,1t1• 111.111ipul,1tio11 of tlw hudp.<'l for ,..1ahiliu t io11 
purp o,c,. 



Chapter 

7 

THE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF 

BALANCED BUDGETS 

The effects of the fiscal strul'lu re on tlw nwnoe<·n
nomic variables (national income, employment, price levels) will de
pend on the relationship between government spending and taxation. 
The taxing process withdraws purchasing power from tlw private in
come flow; the public spending adds purdiasing pown to this flow. 
We shall examine each of three possible cases in this ('hapter and 
the two that follow. Here we analyze the effects of fiscal action \\hrn 
the two sides of the account are kept equaL that is, when the cash 
budget is balanced. Deficit and surplus financing \\·ill liP discussPd in 

Chapters 8 and 9. 

Budget balance as used in this chapter will mean the equality 
between governmental receipts from the private economy and gov
ernment payments to the private economy. This is not the appropriate 
place to introduce more careful distinctions between the executi V(' 

budget, the cash budget, the capital hudget, and similar terms. 
These distinctions will he made in later diapters \\ hen the JHo<·<•ss 
of budget making itself is examined. 

Meaningful analysis requires so111e comparison of alternati,<· 
situations. We say that we seek to determine the effects of a balanced 
budget, but we should be more precise if we stated that the purpose 
is that of determining the effects of clutnK<'S in the size of the gowrn
ment's budget, assuming that both sides change equally. Total govern
ment spending (federal and state-local) amounb to more than $100 
liillion annually in the United States. Even on the assumption that 
all of this spending is continually financed from rnrrent tax revenues. 

what would he the result of reducing this budgetary total to $100 
billion? Or of increasing it to SJ 70 billion? These are especially 
important questions in the 1960's. If the Cold War continues with 

70 
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the technological armaments race becoming more and more costly, 
significant increases in the federal government's outlay on defense 
may be expected. Even if taxes are raised sufficiently to keep pace, 
what impact will the increasingly higher budget have on the total 
economy? Or, suppose that some genuine disarmament could be 
attained. Would a large-scale reduction in national defense outlay, 
fully offset by corresponding tax reduction, plunge the economy 
into depression as the critics of the capitalistic system predict? 

Three competing hypotheses have been advanced in attempts 
to answer such questions. A useful approach seems that of discussing 
these three hypotheses separately. 

THE NEUTRALITY HYPOTHESIS 

The "classical"" cconomi~ts were not directly concerned with 
the effects of hudget changes on the level of income, employment, 
or prices. For one thing, government did not loom large in relation 
to the private economy prior to the last half century. Secondly, the 
earlier students assumed that the budget remained in balance. They 
did not conceive of the possibility of deliberate unbalance with a 
view toward achieving greater economic stahility. It seems appropri
ate to define as "classical" the proposition or hypothesis which states 
that, so long as balance lietween government outpayments and gov
ernment revenues is maintained, the effects are canceling, and a 
budgetary change is neutral in its total effect on the economy. 

This argument recognizes, of course, that government spending 
represents an addition to the spending stream. But taxation represents 
a withdrawal from this same spending stream. So long as the net 
withdrawal is no greater or no less than the addition in any particu
lar period, the neutrality hypothesis seems to follow. 

For pure transfer expenditures, the hypothesis appears reason
ably correct. If the fiscal action represents nothing more than a 
transfer of purchasing power from one group to another within the 
same economy, and if the spending-saving habits of the two groups 
are approximately the same, the effects seem to cancel out. The re
duction in spending by taxpayers would be offset by the increase in 
spending by recipients of the transfer payments. In one sense, the 
two groups here may Le called positive and negative taxpayers. The 
conclusion here assumes, of course, that incentives to invest and to 
work are not n10difietl liy the change in budgetary level. If an added 
tax burden reduces investment spending more than the added transfer 
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payments increase investment spending, the to~al effects w!ll be to 
depress income and employment; or vice versa_ m the opposmg ca~e. 
But as an approximation for short-run analysis, these effects on m
vestment and work may be neglected, and the neutrality hypothesis 
accepted for transfer expenditures. Thus, if an additiona 1 :SS hi II ion 
in transfer expenditures were undertaken, to be fully tax financcrl, 
no significant short-run effects 011 real inconw, employmcnt. and 

prices should he exerted. 
This mi;d1t prove a useful conclusion ,rhcn the attcmpt is madc 

to predict the result of the adoption of a sharc-thc-wcallh plan, or 
some Townsend-type scheme; l!llt. a, earlin d1apters han' shown. 
major budgetary changes in the past ha,e imolved, not transfer ex
penditure, but the so-called '"producti,e" cxpcnditurcs. Tlw rcccnth· 
accelerated expansion in national defense .,pending has taken the 
form of additional gowrnment purcha,c, of real ;mods and ,en·
ices: missile romponenh, atomic subma ri 1w,, research. etc. Do<'~ 
the neutrality hypothesis apply hne·! I.et 11~ suppose that ,lll addi
tional $10 billion is added JHTm:11H'11th· to the national ddt'll"'' 
budget, let us say for the rnnslrut'lion of fall-out shelters. \\ith thi~ 
large budgetary increment to he finaJH'('cl fully out of the prwccds 
of increased tax revenues. The actual outlay 1rn11ld add directly $10 
billion to the spending stream in the initial period. The JH'\\ taxation 
would withdraw S]O billion, l,ut onlv nine tenths of this would ha,·t' 
heen returned to the inrnme flow as rnns11mption Pxpe1Hlit11re ( on 
the basis of the income-spending ratios as,umerl in the last chapter I. 

The net effect would seem. therefore. to be expansionarv. ~incc so111,· 
of the tax payments would have otherwise heen sawd, the net 1-csu It 
of balanced budget changes does not seem neutral. This idea i, 
central to the second hypothesis, discussed later: hut l,dore leaving 
the neutralist hypothesis completely, it will be useful to exami1w 
some of the qualifying factors which make this initial hypothesis 
more nearly correct. 

If the monetary-hanking system is operating in such a 1rav that 
the amount of new saving and the amount of investment art' cio,ch· 
tied together, the reductions in saving caused hy the added taxatio;1 
might, by way of the squeezing of available loanable funds, reduce 
investment outlay. In this case, the neutrality hypothesis might hold 
even for budgetary changes eml,odying changc·s in the rate of rea 1 
purchases. If, for example, the added taxation should take the form 
of a levy on business profits, this might reduce l,oth saving and imest
ment simultaneously. Or as an alternative case, the added taxation 
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might reduce private incentives to work, causing real income to fall 
significantly, perhaps enough to offset fully the expansionary effects 
of the larger budget. These various possibilities are important, and 
we shall discuss them somewhat more carefully later. At this point, 
however, we may conclude only that, for short-run analysis, the 
neutrality hypothesis seems less correct for budgetary changes in
volving governmental purchases of real goods and services than for 
budgetary cha11gPs involving transft'r expenditures. 

THE UNIT MULTIPLIER HYPOTHESIS 

The second l1ypothe,-is. which we may label the "unit multiplier" 
or "Keynesian'" hvpothesis. arises directly from an extension of the 
investment multiplier analysis to balanced budget changes. The hy
pothesis embodies the concept of a "balanced budget multiplier" with 
a numerical value of unity under certain restricted and specified 
condition,;. In more precise terms. the hypothesis states: A change 
in the size of the budget, while maintaining balance, will exert an 
<>/Ject on national money income which is approximately equal to the 
change in the budget. In other words, for each dollar increase in the 
size of the balanced budget there will be a dollar increase in national 
money income, and for each dollar reduction in the balanced budget 
there will be a dollar reduction in national income. 

Thi,:; hypothesis suggests that both the size and the degree of 
change in the governmental budget, even if continual balance between 
expenditures and revemws i,; ;;ecured. are important determinants of 
the level of income, employment. and prices. Major changes in gov
ernment lrnclgt't,; can cause either expanded production or inflation 
on the upside or depression and unemployment on the downside. 
The hypothesis makes the influence of the public sector significant 
even if revenues and expenditures are equal. 

The mechanics of computing the balanced budget multiplier are 
relatively simple. If, as we have previously assumt'd, individuals 
spend, on the a\Traµ:e, nine out of each ten additional income dollars 
received, a tax hill of $10 will reduce the rate of private spending 
by only $9. But the $10 in revenue will make possible a full $10 
public outlay on real goods and service,;. Thus, a net addition of $1 
i~ made to the spending stream, which, with a multiplier of 10, will 
ultimately generate SlO in additional income. The increment to 
national money income is equal to the increment in government 
spending. The balanced budget multiplier is equal to one, and this 
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"magic" number appears to hold regardless of th~ assumed valu~s 
for the marginal propensity to save. In our numercrnl exa~1~le he1e, 
the value of one obtained for the balanced budget m~lt1phcr does 
not depend at all on the marginal propensity to sav~ bemg one ~enth. 
A value of unity would have resulted from a margmal proprns1ty to 

save of one fifth or one eighth. 

The unit multiplier hypothesis has been stated in it:- 1110-t ex· 
treme form without necessary qualifyillg assumptions. For tlw anal
ysis to be correct, several conditions must be present. TIH'sC Illa v I ,c 

discussed separately. 

Necessary Conditions for Unit Multiplier Analysis 

l. The full amount of the government spending change must 
take the form of purchases of real goods and serl'ices c111-rcnlly pro
duced in the domestic economy. The first part of this requirement 
has already been mentioned. Expenditures representing transfer pay
ments, for example, veterans' benefits, generate no 111ultiplier eITed"· 
For these, the neutrality hypothesis is more approprial<'. 

Even if government expenditures involve purdiascs of real 
goods and services, however, additional requirement must lie rn!'l. 
These goods and services must be from current production in the 
economy. If government purchases previously produ('cd goods out 
of stocks, the recipients of public pay111ents 111ay or may not treat 
such payments as ordinary income shares. As an illustration of thi:-. 
the expenditure for land purchased as rights of ,my for the new 
Interstate Highway Network will not likely generate the same effects 
as would payments for military vehicles. Landowners re('eiving tlw 
payments will not consider these as ordinary income. They wi 11 not 
return so large a portion to the spending stream as would lie the 
case with those wage, salary, and profit recipients resulting from 
the military vehicle purchase. Hence, the unit multiplier hypotlwsis. 
which depends on the relative stability of the income-spending rela
tionship, is not fuily applicable to expenditure on other than rn r
rently produced goods and services. 

The last phrase of the first condition states that government 
purchases must come from the domestic economy. If real !!;Oods and 
services are purchased from foreign rather than domestic sellt>r~, 
the unit multiplier hypothesis clearly is not applicable. United Statt's 
purchases of military supplies in Germany and France to :rnpport 
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overseas bases do not exert direct multiplying effects on national 
income. 

2. The balanced budget change must be financed through taxes 
having roughly the same effects as the personal income tax. This 
condition is necessary in order to insure that the income-spending 
relationship can be applied to the tax side of the operation. In other 
words, the tax change must appear to individuals as an income 
change if the hypothesis is to hold. Changes in the personal income 
tax, our largest federal revenue source, will appear as changes in net 
incomes; !mt if alternative taxing methods are employed, the effects 
on individual ~pending plans are not clearly discernible, especially 
in the short run. If individuals pay taxes without realizing it, as must 
Le partly true for all sorts of indirect taxes, that is to say, if a "tax 
illusion," exists a tax change may not cause spending to change in a 
predictable way. 

3. The marginal propensity to save for taxpayers must be equal 
to the marginal propensity to save for the suppliers of government 
goods. The need for this qualification is obvious. If, on the average, 
taxpayers should reduce spending more, proportionately, than sup
pliers of services purchased by government increase spending as a 
result of a balanced budget increase, the multiplier must be less than 
unity. If the reverse is true, the balanced budget multiplier might 
exceed unity. The validity of the unit multiplier hypothesis depends 
upon a reasonalily uniform spending pattern among the taxpaying 
and resource-supplying groups. In some cases this condition may not 
be met, but, for major budgetary changes, the groups in question 
overlap to some extent. 

4. Investment spending must not be changed significantly by 
the budgetary change. In most discussions of the multiplier, invest
ment spending is assumed exogenously determined. But if a major 
increase in the government budget does affect the business climate in 
such a way as to affect investment decisions, definitive conclusions as 
to final effects can hardly be predicted. The possible influences here 
may work either way. A sizable increase in the federal budget may, 
on the one hand, discourage private investment because of fears of 
increasina central oovernment control over economic activity. On the 

b b 

other hand, the increase in the budget may prompt businessmen to 
invest more in the expectation that the consequences of the fiscal 
action will be inflationary. Opposite conclusions follow for a reduc
tion in the size of the balanced budget. 
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5. The monetary-banking framework must allow attempted 
changes in spending to be carried out. This condition states that some 
elasticity in the money or credit supply must be present. Whe~her or 
not this condition holds depends on the actual monetary settmg. In 
an economy characterized by rigidity in the supply_ of 11101_1ey and 
credit, the unit multiplier would not be at all applicable smc: the 
indicated effects on spending would be pre\'ented, wholly or part1a lly, 
by monetary factors. This is especially true when increases in budget 
size are analyzed. In attempting to determine the efiecb of a major 
increase in the federal budget, say $5 or $10 hi Ilion. some 1·onsidera
tion would have to Le given to the limits of monetary expansion. The 
income multiplier requires that predicted spending flm1s adually 
Le accomplished. But monetary restrictions, either directly or indi
rectly exercised, may stifle expansion. The American crn1101ny is. and 
has been, characterized hy consideralJle elasticity in the usage of 
money and credit. We may rnnclude, thcrt>fore, that this 1110111'1an· 
setting is favorable to the validation of the unit multiplier hypothesis 
in all situations except those involving significant innt·ases in tlw 
size of the balanced budget. 

6. Individual behavior patterns must not be dirfft{_r affected 

by the budgetary change. This condition is a standard onf' for mtwh 
of economic analysis, but any complete listing requires that it lw 
included. Specifically, the tax change must not signifil'antlv a/Ted 
the work-leisure choices of individuals. If, for a large lmdgct i;1rrcast'. 
individuals choose to do less work and to enjoy more leisure, the 
budgetary impact on real income will be lessened. Or, contrariwi~t·. 
the reduction in taxation made possilJle by a budgetary reduction 
might stimulate more effort, and, in this way, higher real ineonw. 

The same qualification applies to the spending sidt>. If tlw 
governmental purchasing process should cause inefficiency or vi('e 
versa, real income is modified. The presence of important ·effc>t'ls of 
this sort anywhere in the fiscal system will reduce the applicahilitY 
of multiplier analysis. · 

Time Sequence of Balanced Budget Multiplia. We have J is
cussed the necessary conditions for the unit multiplier hypothesis. Let 
us now assume all of these conditions satisfied and re-examine the 
hypothesis itself. What does the unit multiplier mean'? A dollar addi
tion to the budget generates a dollar addition to national motH'\" 

income. But, recalling the investment multiplier discussion of th;, 
preceding chapter, the timing factor is all important. Arr we t·on-
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sidering a single once-and-for-all change in tax-financed public spend
ing? Or, are we considering a change in the rate of tax-financed 
spending on a permanent basis? The unit multiplier, as usually 
stated, is "timeless"; that is to say, it is applied to changes in the 
rate of spending. It represents the change in income resulting from 
a permanent change in the size of the budget, provided sufficient time 
elapses to allow the system to reach a new equilibrium level. There
fore, in respect to actual calendar time, for which separate budgets 
are made, the unit multiplier hypothesis is applicable only to long
term budgetary changes. The hypothesis ena!Jles no prediction to be 
made concerning the effects of a budgetary change over a one-, two-, 
or three-year period. For example, suppose that federal spending 
were reduced by $5 billion for fiseal 1962 along with an equal reduc
tion in taxes. If the marginal propensity to save is one tenth, total 
spending will lie reduced only l1y one half billion in the initial period. 
Eventually, if the lrndget were to remain at the lower level, national 
morlt'y income would reaeh an equilibrium position some $5 billion 
lower than the equilibrium assumed pre~ent before the change. But 
this new t'qt1ilil1rium will lie e,;tahli~hed only after a long succession 
of spending period,-;. 

This time factor sharply rcdu!'es the aid which the unit multi
plier hypothesis giw,-; in making real-world predictions. For short
run periods, the rnluc of unity loses its "magic," and the multiplier 
effect,; of a lllldgct !'hange depend on the assumed values for the 
marginal propen,;ities to save. In all cases, the short-run balanced 
budget multiplier will be less than unity, accepting all of the neces
sary qualihing !'011ditio11,-;. Of t·ourse. if some of these condition,-; 
were to operate in a strongly !'omplementing fashion, the multiplier 
might equal or even exceed unity in particular instances. But if invest
ment is not afferted, and all sectoral propensities are roughly equiva
lent, an irnTf',b<' in the pPrsorutl income tax with the proceeds used 
to finarn·e pu rd1a,;e,; of cu rrPntl y produced domestie goods will gen
erate a national money income change over ,-hort-run periods only 
fractionally a,; large a,; the budgetary change. If foll employment j,, 

present, this lrndgetary increase will eause price inereases; if unem
ployment j,, severe. rral income will also move upward. 

Appraisal 

What mav \\'e ('011clude from this rather careful analysis? The 
effe!'b of a lw 1:rncrd la1dget change on the total economy, on national 
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income, employment, and prices depend on many factors. These 
involve the kind of taxation and spending change contemplated, the 
climate of business and individual opinion, the spending-saving pat
tern and its stability among groups and over time, and many other 
factors. And, perhaps more importantly, the effects will differ in 
different time periods. The longer the time period under considera
tion, the more the neutralist hypothesis rather than the multiplier 
hypothesis is likely to hold. The shorter the time span, the more likely 
the effects would seem to lJe those predicted by the multiplier anal
ysis, appropriately modified. But the unit multiplier, as su<'h, dues 
not seem to be a valid theorem for predictive purposes. At hc~l. multi
plier analysis yields the less heroic theorem that budgetary dianges 
upward are expansionary and lrndgetary changes dowmrnrd are ('Oil 

tractionary. Beyond this, little that is definite may be slated. 

THE CRITICAL LIMIT HYPOTHESIS 

The third hypothesis (·on(·erning the effects of balanced budget 
rhanges on the total economy is not diredly comparalile with the t,,o 
discussed. These two, ,1·hich we have called the '"classical"' and the 
""Keynesian," are similar in that each hypothesis predil'ls the effcd, 
of budgetary changes within a reasonably stable institutional setting. 
Although long-run and short-run considerations are l>oth included in 
the analysis, even "long-run" effects result from ('Omparisons that 
assume many features of the behavior pattern to remain unchanged. 

The third proposition, or hypothesis, which we shall now discuss, 
differs from the first two in precisely this respect. It is not a predietion 
of the effects of budgetary changes under fixed conditions. It claim" 
to Le a genuine long-term and dynamic prediction, and its support 
is sought in long-run shifts in institutions. Proponents of the hypoth
esis are not especially concerned with small budgetary changes. 
nor have they analyzed the effects of budgetary reductions. They arl' 
concerned with the high-level budget which has characterized the 
United States since World War II and with major upward shifts in 
this budget over time. The hypothesis states that the continued high
level and increasing budget will so affect behavior, private and 
political, as to jeopardize seriously the inherent stability of the 
capitalistic structure. 

It is difficult to treat this proposition briefly or systematically, 
largely because it has never Leen rigorously formulated. This should 
not indicate, however, that the proposition is unimportant or uncle-
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serving of careful analysis. The basic thesis is that a democratically 
organized society cannot long maintain a government share of th~ 
economy representing more than a determinate critical percentage 
of total resources while preserving the internal discipline necessary 
to prevent monetary inflation. Long-run and continual inflation is 
the predicted result of governmental budgets as large as those now 
present, even if full balance between tax revenues and public expend
itures is rigorously maintained. 

The particular figure of 25 per cent was advanced by Colin 
Clark, noted Oxford University statistician and economist, in his 
initial statement of this proposition. One of his early statements 
follows: 

The data appear to give considerable support to the hypothesis that 
once taxation has exceeded 25 per cent of the 11ational income inAuential 
sections of the commu11ity become willing to support a depreciation in the 
value of money: while so long as taxation remains below this critical limit 
the balance of forces farnurs a stable, or occasionally increasing. value of 
money [Economic Journal, 1945, p. 380]. 

Clark supports this 25 per cent hypothesis largely on statistical evi
dence, drawing upon the experience of several countries and from 
several time periods. The critics of the hypothesis have attacked 
the legitimacy of the 25 per cent figure, arguing that surely the 
critical limit, if indeed one exists, will depend on the circumstances 
of time and place, and will, therefore, vary from country to country 
and from time to time. The 25 per cent hypothesis has, however, 
gained considerable support, not especially among academic circles, 
but among business and professional groups in the United States. 
The 25 per cent figure was used as the maximum personal tax limit 
in a proposed constitutional amendment that was much discussed in 
the early l 950's. Various forms of this tax-limit amendment passed 
many state legislatures, but further action was not taken. 

If the idea of a specific critical maximum is dropped, empirical 
evidence over the period since World War II, when large budgets 
have been the rule, supports the inflationary hypothesis. The period 
has been characterized by almost constant inflation in the level of 
prices. But has this decline in the purchasing power of money been 
due to the lar"e rrovernment budgets? Or are there other and better 

b b 

explanations to be found in monetary policy, in institutional rigidities 
in the wage-cost-price structure, or still other areas of economic life? 
For the inflationary hypothesis to deserve more consideration, some 

I 
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supporting argument is required. The mere correlation between 

budget size and inflation is not sufficient. 

A supporting argument can be developed on two premises. First, 
as the size of the budget increases, political pressures can be pre
dicted to develop for inflation which the institutional structure cannot 
withstand. Secondly, the effects of the high-level taxation required 
to sustain the high-level expenditure may lie stwh as to cause inflation. 
These are two separate points, and ,re shall consider them in s<'qucm·P. 

Why should political pressures toward inflation develop'! If 
private individuals react negatiwly to taxation lieyond l'ertain limits. 
the direct result should Le a refusal of representatin· lq:islatiw 
bodies to support high-level budgets. If, however, important items in 
the high-level budget appear irreducible, for example. interc,t on 
the national debt, payments to veterans, and minimum national 
defense outlays, sulistantial reductions in spending mi;.d1t lw impos
sible to achieve. Appropriations for expenditures 11 ill take into 
account pressing needs for collective services, hut the ,Pparatc taxing 
process will not fully correspond. Representative l,odie, 11 i II rd11,P 
to raise sufficient revenues to finance approwd pulilic cxpenditun·,. 
Budget deficits will arise, and these will he financed hy <·urrency 
creation or its equivalent. Inflation will lie the innital>le result. If 
this is the prediction, the hypothesis no longer applies to the efTel'ls 
of balanced budgets. Rather the predidion states that high-level 
budgets will not remain balanced, and that deficits will lie allm,ed 
to develop. Insofar as this is true, inflation will occur in the full em
ployment setting, as will lie demonstrated more fully in the following 
chapter. 

The 25 per cent hypothesis seems, h<mewr. to lir somewhat 
more comprehensive than this. The implication is that. nen if the 
balance between revenues and expenditures is maintained, monetary 
stability will not prevail. No attempt is made to predict the effects <;f 
the high-level budget independf'ntly of the institutional strudure. 
And here the analysis sharply differ~ from that of tlw lialaneed budget 
multiplier. The 25 per cent hypothesis involves a prediction about 
the monetary framework itself. In other word~, the hypotlwsis intro
duces a specific prediction concerning the fifth condition discussed 
in connection with the multiplier. The prediction is that the monetan· 
system will adjust so as to allow inflation to take place. · 

But the reasons why inflation or expansion will ocrnr as a result 
of the high-level budget are different from those adduced in support 

, 
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of the multiplier hypothesis. The 25 per cent hypothesis, or the 
variations from it, involves predictions about factors external to the 
actual spending flows. The high-level budget requires taxation suf
ficient to impair personal incentives to invest and to work, and busi
ness incentives to produce. Especially does it make firms less reluctant 
to grant wage increases. Insofar as these side effects of the high-level 
budget are in the direction of reducing real income, whereas the 
monetary effects are toward increasing the money supply, the infla
tionary results follow. 

On balance, how may we evaluate or appraise the 25 per cent 
hypothesis? In the first place, competent students of fiscal problems 
a re agreed tha I there is no special significance in the 25 per cent 
figure. It seems reasonable that the critical maximum limit for taxa
tion will vary with the attitude and outlook of the population, the 
kinds of expenditure undertaken, and the form of the new taxes 
levied. The hypotlwsis is helpful in focusing attention upon the insti• 
l11tional or long-term rnrialiles, however, and many of the particular 
points made do s<'cm valid. 

THE "INEFFICIENT PURCHASER" MODEL 

The acceptable elements of the critical tax limit hypothesis may 
Le preserved in a less restricted model ,,·hich introduces an element 
left out of account in almost all of the discussion. I have called 
this the "inefficient purchaser" model in order to emphasize the ad
ditional point whi('h is incorporated. It is common knowledge that 
governmental units, notably the federal government, do not purchase 
economic goods and services at prices which are comparable with 
those facilitating exchange of goods among private individuals and 
firms. In private market exchange, a profit-seeking firm or a utility
maximizing family will be party to the contract. Governmental units 
do not seek particular gains through trade, and this is especially true 
when we come to consider the actual institutional process through 
which governmental purchases take place. In many cases, governments 
deliberately build into the purchase policy various devices which 
serve to increase the prices paid for real goods and services. Numer
ous examples may be called to mind, but at this point it is sufficient 
onlv to mention one or two of these. Certain federal governmental 
('On;racts are s11l>ject to the provisions of the Walsh-Healy or Davis
Bacon Act:-. These allow the Secretary of Labor to determine mini
mum prevailing wage levels; the obvious effect is lo increase the 
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costs of the facilities to government. Many contracts related to na
tional defense are let on a cost-plus basis. Firms are provided little 
incentive to increase efficiency or reduce costs. The net result is higher 
prices paid for real goods sold to gover_nment. The conclu~ion that 
the government pays higher prices for its goods and services pur
chased than would be the case with ordinary market purchase seems 

inescapable. 
Let us see how this changes the analysis of the preceding sections. 

The balanced budget multiplier analysis assumes that the real value 
of the tax dollar given up by private people is equal to the real value 
of this dollar when it is expended by government. But the recogni
tion of government as an "inefficient purchaser" requires a differen
tial between the real value of the tax dollar and that of the public 
expenditure dollar. The resources given up by private people when 
they pay taxes are greater than the value of the resources secured by 
government when it spends the tax proceeds. The government pays 
a higher unit price for real goods and services. 

The effects of the "inefficient purchasing" of government are thf' 
same as those of inefficient purchasing by private firms or familie~. 
We have discussed briefly the claim that the taxation required to 
support high-level budgets may generate such behavior 011 the part of 
private firms. The current corporate income tax rate of 52 per cent 
does cause private firms to undertake certain wasteful expenditure 
since they must balance off only a 48-cent return against each addi
tional dollar outlay. Firms are less efficient in their purchase policy 
than they would be with lower tax rates. The high personal income 
tax may exert similar effects on individual behavior. The high mar
ginal rates provide incentives to convert much money income into in
come-in-kind. The expense account becomes more valuable as a 
feature of a job. The individual becomes also a more inefficient 
purchaser. 

Combining the "inefficient purchaser" effects on both the taxa
tion and the public spending side, we get interesting results. If 
all prices in the economy are inflexible downward, that is to say, 
if prices cannot fall, we find that the net impact of a higher-level 
budget may be both inflationary and contractionary. As the govern
ment assumes a larger share of total economic resources, the average 
level of prices must be driven upward. The government secures suffici
ent funds to purchase all the real goods and services desired, even at 
the new and higher level of prices. But private people cannot, with 
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the purchasing power remaining after taxes, purchase all of the goods 
and services remaining in the private sector. Inventories will be ac
cumulated, and real income and employment will fall. Unemploy
ment will be accompanied by price inflation. 

Of course prices are rarely completely inflexible. If we assume 
some downward flexibility in prices, both for final products and 
for resources, we get differing results. The increased budget will 
generate inefficient purchasing by Loth the private and public units. 
This will create pressures for excess supply in private product and 
factor markets since fewer products will be purchased for the same 
outlay. But the excess supplies will push prices downward in both 
product and factor markets. The over-all price level need not change, 
but for those sectors of the economy selling to the government, in
flation in prices will take place. This may be offset by deflation in 
remaining sectors of the economy. Here the results of the budgetary 
increase are reflected largely in a shift in the price levels for various 
sectors of the economy. Unemployment need not exist for any sig
nificant period of time, but real income will tend to be lower due 
to the inefficiency generated. 

The foregoing cases describe the effects of the budgetary in
crease on the assumption that the monetary authority remains passive. 
But this seems unlikely to occur. If the budgetary increase does gen
erate inflationary pressures for some sectors, but, at the same time, 
deflationary pressures on other sectors of the economy, the current 
climate of opinion would surely influence the monetary authority to 
inflate the currency. Money and credit would be made more freely 
available, and general inflation would likely result. 

A hardheaded evaluation of this "inefficient purchaser" model, 
incorporating as it does features of the critical tax limit hypothesis. 
indicates that inflation in the price level will result from an in
crease in the size of the government budget during periods of sub
stantially full employment. To the extent that unemployment is pres
ent, some of the inflationary impact may be taken up in real-income 
and employment increases. But in all cases the effects of the budget 
change will be expansionary .. This conclusion, when coupled with 
the analysis of the balanced budget multiplier, suggests that the 
classical hypothesis is the least satisfactory of the group in explain
ing the effects of high-level budget changes embodying other than 
transfer expenditures. 
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As we saw in Chapter 4, governmental budgets of the size now 
in being were unknown prior to World War II. And, for some pur
poses, two decades is a long run. But for tl'.e accurate assessment 
of the effects of high-level budgets, the experience has been far too 
short to be of great value in providing direct evidence. From the evi
dence that is available, the hypothesis that the large ln1dgetary in
creases lead to inflation, whether the budget keeps in balanl'e or 
not, seems to Le supported. If national defense expendit11n·s rise still 
more in the decades ahead, the danger~ of inflation scPm ('ertain to 

increase. 

THE IMPERIALISTIC HYPOTHESIS 
Does it follow from the preceding eonrl11sions that a signifil'ant 

reduction in the size of the federal !Jt1dgt'I would gt·1wrate ,-e,nc 
depression? If so, are not the critics of the l'apitali,-t ~\,1<'111 j11,tifi<'d 
in their arguments that high-level income and employment a re main
tained largely by high-level defense expe11dit11n<1 Can the l"11ilt'd 
States afford to settle the Cold War·? We Illa\ call this lirw of think
ing the "imperialistic hypothesis.'" 

On the basis of the variot1s considerations disct1sscd. a si1mifi
cant reduction in defense outlay, even if fully act·ompanied liy lax 
reduction, would probably generate considerable deflationary pres
sures. If nothing else were to be modified. 11nrmplon1w11t \1011ld 
arise. And, given the rigidities present in the price and wage struc
ture, this unemployment might be of fairly permanent d11ratio11. B11t 
it is wholly improper to argue that this sequenl'e of events is the 
necessary result of the slacking up in defense outlay. It should never 
he assumed that the other things in the prol,lelll remain 11nd1a11gcd. 

The analysis examines changes in total government budgt'ls. 
not in subsectors. Therefore, one means of avoi<li ng the deflation a rY 
impact would Le by substituting 11011<lefense expenditures for defc11,;, 
expenditures, at least over a transition period. The red11ction in fed
eral taxes made possible by a significant reduction in the ddcn,c 
budget would allow states and localities to increase taxation and ex

pand spending on many needed municipal services. Private im·est
ment spending might respond quite favorably to the tax n·d11rtio11. 
Business firms would adopt more efficient purchase policv. Investment 
in underdeveloped countries might he encouraged. Th~re are many 
possible means through which the economy might adj11,-t to the r~
duction in defense outlay. The imperialistic hypothesis cannot Le 
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supported on any grounds, and empirical evidence is at hand to refute 
the hypothesis even if reasoned arguments are not sufficient. The ex
perience of 1946 is still close at hand. Many dire predictions were 
made to the effect that demobilization and the reduction in govern
ment outlay in 1945 and early 1946 would produce serious short-run 
depression and unemployment. These predictions should have been re
versed; inflation, not unemployment and deflation, was the conse
quence. While conditions at the time of any subsequent budgetary 
reduction of the scope contemplated might be different from those 
prevailing in 1946, the experience should serve to introduce much 
skepticism into any predictions concerning the contractionary impact 
of a demobilization. Perhaps more importantly, if the contractionary 
effects were to he exerted, alternative monetary and fiscal action by 
the federal government could surely be introduced as an offsetting 
force. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this dwptn \1ere discussed the effects of changes in the hal
anced hudg<"l 011 tlw total economy. The federal and state-local budg
rts were not distinguished in this discussion because the effects are 
~imilar. First dis('ussed was the hypothesis implicit in the classical 
economist,: reasoning. Budgets were assumed to remain in balance, 
and because of this balance, the budget was assumed to be neutral in 
its impact 011 the economy. It was shown how this is applicable for 
transfer expenditures, but not for governmental purchase of real 
goods and sPrvices, except under special conditions. The major 
rhanges in budgets have come through changes in the purchases of 
rea 1 goods and services. 

The ;;;o-C"a!led "unit multiplier hypothesis" was discussed quite 
carefullv. outlining the necessary conditions required for the predic
tion to !;old true. In evaluating the hypothesis, it was concluded that 
the value of unity is not especially significant, hut that the multiplier 
analysis ge1wrally is helpful in demonstrating the destabilizing force 

of the balanced budget change. 

The 25 pn cent hypothesis was found to be suggestive at several 
points, but again th<" figure of 25 per !'ent was shown to be unim
portant as a critical maximum tax limit. The suggestions of value con
tained in the hypothesis were incorporated into a discussion of the 
""inefficient pun-haser" model. This model introduces the particular 
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form of government purchases and shows how the results of a bal
anced budget increase will likely be inflationary. 

Assessing the entire discussion, it was concluded that sizable 
increases in the balanced budget will probably generate inflationary 
pressures, while sizable decreases will probably generate deflationary 
pressures. This conclusion makes inflation appear as a d,mgPr if 
national defense outlay is to be expanded in years allf'ad. On the 
other hand, the deflationary effects of balanced budgN reduction 
require that the "imperialistic hypothesis" be discussed. Herc it \1 a, 
shown that the predictions of deflation and depression. Pn·n if tnH·. 
need not apply to defense outlay alone. Many types of off,ctting il<'· 

tion may be taken to counter a depressing influence of a <"lit in dl'· 
fense outlay, any one of which would. of cour,e, be more lwneficial 
to private individuals in the L1nited States than an unne1·e,sary con
tinuance of the outlay on armaments. 



Chapter 

8 

THE ECONOMICS OF 

UNBALANCED BUDGETS 

I: DEFICIT FINANCING 

Budget balance does not insure that the public sector 
is neutral in its impact and effect on the total economy. Analysis re
veals the possible, even probable, existence of important influences 
on the national income, employment, and prices. Nevertheless, the 
balanced budget docs reduce to a practical minimum these influences. 
Specific unbalance in the budget might, in any particular instance, 
achieve greater neutrality. But legislative bodies charged with the 
responsibility of making appropriations, and the executive depart
ments which prepare budgets, are not omniscient. They can hardly be 
expected to introduce just the amount of unbalance required to in
sure over-all neutrality, even if this were desired. 

As a general rule, unbalanced budgets will exert more effects 
on income, employment, and prices than balanced budgets. This 
chapter and the one that follows will discuss these effects. 

Budgets may he unbalanced in two directions. Government ex
penditures may exceed tax revenues or tax revenues may exceed gov
ernment expenditures. In this chapter budget unbalance of the first 
type will be discussed. We shall try to ascertain the economic effects 
of deficit financing, the term commonly used to refer to the first sort of 
budget unbalance. As in the analysis of balanced budgets in the pre
ceding chapter, we shall leave off for now discussion of the desir
ability or undesirability of deficit financing. Such discussion will be 
postponed until Chapter 10 when the question of appropriate fiscal 
policy norms will be squarely faced. This chapter is limited to an 
analysis of deficit financing. 

WAYS OF CREATING A DEFICIT 
A budget deficit is defined as an excess of expenditures over 

revenues during a specified accounting period, normally a fiscal 
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year. There are several ways in which a budget deficit may. be 
created and, as will be shown, the choice among these may be im

portant in determining the economic effects. 
Suppose that the federal government's liu<lget is in liala nc~ and 

that a decision is made to create a deficit. First of all, expen<l1tures 
may be increased while tax revenues remain stalile. SPco1Hlly, ex
penditures may be maintained while tax rrvenues a~·p reduced. 
Thirdly, Loth expenditures and taxes may lie reduced. \11th tax rew
nues falling off more than expenditures. Finally. l,oth govcrnmf'nl 
spending and tax revenues may increase, l111t 1•xpenditures innease 

more than taxes. 
A complete analysis would require that each of these four cases 

lie treated separately, liut for our purposes \It' may collap~e four 
cases into only two. Expenditures may increase or tax ren·nues mav 

fall. 

Expenditure Increase 

Let us assume that taxf's remain stalile. either in tPrms of mies 
or in terms of total amount collected. A deficit is to IH' neated 
!Jy an increase in pulilic or government spending. Quite dearly, the 
effects of this operation will depend 011 the type or form of the 
expenditure. We shall first assume that the federal government in
creases its rate of purchasing real goods and services from tlw 
domestic private economy. For example, the expenditure inncmcnt 
may be assumed to take the form of expanded outlay for highwav 
construction. 

The effects may Lest lie analyzed in terms of the investment or 
income multiplier concept developed previously. Assuming. for the 
moment, that secondary repercussions of the government's ad ion ma 1 

be neglected, the expanded rate of purchase will increase the tota I 
spending (public and private) for goods and services. The net impad 
must be expansionary. If unemployed resources exist. the increase in 
government outlay should generate an increase in real national in
come and in employment. If serious institutional ri~idities are pres
ent in the wage-price structure of the economy, the increase in rea I 
income will likely be accompanied liy an irn:rease in the level of 
prices. If, prior to the deficit creation, all resources are employed 
within reasonable limits, the result of the expansionary force will lie 
an increase in the price level, that is, inflation. Little. if any, innease 
in real, as opposed to monetary, national income will take plal'e. 
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In either case, national money income will go up as a result of deficit 
financing. 

To what extent will national money income rise? Here we may 
rely directly on the analysis of the investment multiplier. If the 
additional expenditure is financed in such a way that purchasing 
power in the private sector is not reduced, the full multiplier effects 
will be exerted. National money income will rise by the full amount 
of the additional pu!Jlic expenditure during the initial spending 
period. As this additional income remains in the circular flow through 
successive income period,;, the total addition to national money in
come will lie some multiple of the increment to public spending. 
If the addition to spending takes the form of a single once-and-for-all 
outlay, national money income in any single period will never in
crease more than tlw increase in public expenditure. But if the spend
ing increase takes the more normal form of an increase in the rate 
of expenditure. that i:-. a shift in the level of outlay with the higher 
levt>I continuing o\er severnl income-spending periods, national 
money inrnme 11 i II tend lo increase from its previous level by the ap
propriately calculated multiple of the change in the government 
spending rate. The value of the multiplier depends, as we saw earlier, 
on the marginal propensity to save. 

The economic c/Teds of deficit creation in the most simple case 
may lie illustrated in Figure 8-l. The equilibrium level of national 
money income is OX. and this equililirium is determined by the inter
section of the saving and the investment functions. Savings and in-
1est111ent are equal. both in a planned and realized sense. (Let us 
assume that previously financed government expenditures and taxes 
are already incorporated in the saving and investment functions 
shown.) Now assume that a deficit is created !Jy expanding the rate 
of public sp<"nding. the nc11 rate to continue over an indefinite num
ber of pniod:-. :\,-,-1111w further that the deficit is financed in such a 
way that pri\'ate spending power is not les,;ened nor private expecta
tions seriously modified. The effect is to add an item of spend
ing 6 G. lo net ime,-tnwnt 1d1id1 takPs place in the economy. The 
new equilibrium level of income is OX', and this is determined by the 

intersection of the/ + 6. G line with the 5 line. The increase in na
tional money income is XX', and this increase is some multiple of the 

increase in spending, 6. G. The rnultipliei: is XX' divided by 6. G. A 
glance at Figure 8-1 reveals that the value of this multiplier depends 

on the slope of the saving function. 
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FIGURE 8-1 

Deficit Spending Increases National Money Income 
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As more general and more realistic assumptions are introduc<'<L 
the conclusions reached on the basis of this simple model must he ap
propriately modified. As will be discussed in later sections, the fu II 
expansionary effects can take place only if the deficit is financed in a 
particular manner. And, as was discussed earlier, the efTects outlined 
here arise only if the public spending is on real goods and sen·ice, 
produced in the domestic economy. Transfer expenditure, public 
outlay for capital goods, and public purchases of foreign good,; and 
services will not have the effects indicated. An additional, and im
portant, limitation of the analysis is the requirement that expectation,; 
not be seriously affected by the deficit creation. If business firm, 
should modify investment plans or if consumers should change s1wnd
ing-saving plans as a result of the deficit itself, predictions become 
almost impossible. Shifts in plans as a result of deficit financing may 
occur, and the impact may be in either direction. If business firm, 
should fear the increasing socialization of the economy that deficit 
financing might appear to suggest, they might curtail long-range in
vestment spending. On the other hand, if they look upon the deficit 
creation as a sure means of causing inflation, firms will, in expectation 
of inflationary profits, expand investment. By and large, the second of 
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these directional effects appears more likely in the modern world. 
If this generalization is true, the expansionary effects of deficits are 
increased. 

Reduction m Taxes 

Budget deficits may be created without change in the rate of pub
lic expenditure. Tax revenues may be reduced. It is useful to discuss 
this means of creating deficits. 

Taxation withdraws purchasing power from the private sector of 
the economy. A reduction in taxation, with public expenditures un
changed, restores purchasing power to private hands. The initial 
effect, therefore, of a deficit created by tax reduction is to increase 
private income receipts. In the first stage, the deficit so created does 
nothing to increase directly either public or private spending. The 
difference in effect at this first stage distinguishes the tax reduction 
and the expenditure increase methods of deficit creation. 

As private income receipts are increased hy tax reduction, indi
viduals and families will be encouraged to increase private spending 
on goods and services at the second stage of the income-spending 
process. If the entire amount of the tax-induced income increase 
should be spent, the effects would be identical with that of the public 
expenditure increase of like magnitude save for a slight time lag. 
But private families normally will not spend the full amount of an 
increase in income. Some portion of the increment will be saved. 
Therefore, somewhat less than the full amount of the tax remittance 
will return directly to the spending stream, and only that portion 
which does directly return will generate multiplier effects on na
tional money income. A tax reduction will tend, therefore, to be 
less expansionary in effect than will an equivalent increase in public 
spending, provided that secondary effects of the two operations are 
similar in the two cases. If a tax reduction should, by reducing 
high marginal rates of tax on personal income and by reducing busi
ness taxation generally, provide an especial incentive for invest
ment outlay, the larger multiplier effects of an expenditure-created 
deficit might be more than offset. 

In order to illustrate the difference between the deficit created 
Ly public expenditure increase and by tax reduction, an arithmetical 
example will be helpful. Let us neglect the secondary effects on 
individual and business behavior. We shall assume that the marginal 
propensity to consume is nine tenths; that is to say, individuals 
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will, on the average, spend nine out of each ten additional income 

dollars they receive. The tenth dollar will be p~1t into sav!n~. . 
Let us assume a continuing budget deficit of $1 billion Ill each 

case. If the deficit is created solely by an increase in public spend
inu national money income will gradually rise to a 1ww Pquilihrium 
le;~l $10 billion higher than that which prevailed prior to tlw intro
duction of deficit financing. This result arises from the ~impl<' appli
cation of the multiplier, which is l O in this example. to tlw 11<'1 inne-

ment to spending. 
If the tax reduction method is adopted, a tax rcrnittance of 

SI billion will cause only $.9 billion to return initially lo the spcndin:~ 
channel. National money income ,1ill rise gradually to attain a new 
equilibrium $9 billion ahove that pre,iously attained. Thu:-. if the 
aim were to be that of generating an inco!llf' Incl $10 liillion higher. 
a somewhat larger deficit than $1 Iii Ilion ,1 ou ld haw to lie sustained if 

the tax reduction method were to he adopted. 

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN DEFICIT CREATION 

The limitations of the foregoing simple models h:tH' l,t'('Jl empha
sized. The clearly defined conclusions emerge only lwca,,~c sulliciP11I 
restrictive assumptions are imposed. In the real ,rnrld. factors not 
explicitly introduced might change the cone! us ions. The mode Is a re. 
nevertheless, valuable as a starting point in analysis. 

About many of the neglected ,·arialiles, littk that i,- po~iti,<' 
can be said. It is impossible to judge a priori how business investnwnt 
plans will react to deficit financing in any particular time. Quite 
similarly, we know that the spending-saving habits of private fam
ilies are subject to sometimes wholly unpredictable ~hifts. The lw,t 
that can be done here is to use sound judgment in each particular 
case and to keep the limitations of the analytical rnodPl~ alwavs in 
mind. · 

There remain, however, certain factors neglected or glosst>d 
over in the simple analytical models of the deficit multiplier alio11I 
which something more definite may he said. Under specified condi
tions, a deficit created by an increase in expenditure will lie mon· 
expansionary than a like deficit created hy tax reduction. The 1\10 
means of creating deficits differ in implementation, however, and. in 
the real world, such differences should be taken into aecou11I. The 
tax-reduction method has an important advantage in purposeful fiscal 
policy because deficits can be created much more rapidly. The with-
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drawal of tax revenues from the private economy is continuous, there
fore, a tax reduction can be made effective immediately. Take-home 
pay of millions of employed wage and salary workers can be increased 
within the short confines of a single pay period if the enabling 
kgislation is passed by Congress. On the other hand, public expendi
ture for real goods and services requires a considerable period of ad
vanced planning. Decisions must lie made concerning the type of ex
penditure to be made; specifications must be drawn; contracts must be 
let and signed. The lag between legislative action to increase the rate 
of public spending or real goods and services and the actual process 
of spending may extend for many months. 1 The very type of public 
expenditure that can lie turned on and off with relative ease is that 
type which is quite similar to tax reduction in its effects. Transfer 
expenditure, for example, outpayments for Social Security, may lie 
increased quite rapidly. But such expenditures, as we have already 
suggested, may liesl lie considered as negative taxes. 

When this timing factor is given full weight. the tax reduction 
rnethod seems lo lw, on balance. a more effective means of creating 
a deficit for purposeful stabilization results than expenditure in
crease. Tax reduction has the additional advantage that the decision 
concerning the deficit creation can be taken relatively independently 
of any consideration of the appropriate extension or limitation of 
government economic acliYity. Insofar as possible, it seems desirable 
for society to decide on the appropriate spheres of public and private 
activity quite separately from fiscal policy. An example may help 
to clarify this point. A tax reduction can lie introduced without de
bate over the relative merits of particular expenditure items. On 
the other hand, suppose that the deficit were to be created IJy, say, 
an increase in expenditure on highway construction. Not only must 
this decision repre8ent a commitment to create a deficit, liut also a 
commitment that more high,rnys are needed relative to all of the 
other public goods and sen-ices that could have been expanded 

instead. 
If the tax reduction method of creating a deficit is to lie adopted, 

the effects will, of course, depend significantly 011 the manner in which 

1Thi..:, lag can, howevPr, he ra,ily exaggeratt·<I. For fiscal policy purposes, the 
relevant la11 i-. that lwtwrrn the tft.ci,ion to inrn•asP thP spending rate and the impact 
on the t'l'o~nmv. This will normally lw Jp-.~ than tht-> lag between the dPcision to undt'r• 
takr a proj,·cl ·and the rt'portt>d inerca ... P in µ-overrllllt'nt ~pt•rnlinµ:. In_comes in the econ
omy will incn•asr, as private firms rt>spond to contracts. On these pom_ls, se': Murray L. 
Weidrnhaum, Cvt'ernment Spnu/i,,g: Process and Measurement (Boeing Aircraft Com• 

pany, 1958/ 
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taxes are to be reduced. A cut in the personal income tax, the primary 
revenue producer for the federal government, concentrated in the 
lower-income brackets would stimulate private consumption spending. 
For example, an increase in personal exemptions would have this ef -
feet. An across-the-board reduction in income tax rates would stimu
late private consumption spending, but it would also exercise some in
fluence on investment outlay. A reduction in the corporation income 
tax would tend to stimulate investment spending primarily. 

More important than the manner of tax reduction, however. is 
the expected permanence of the rate change. If the tax change is per
manent, or expected to be, the effects on spending are clearly greater 
than those which would result from a similar tax reduction cxpel'led 
to be temporary. This particular issue was much discussed in early 
1958 when tax reduction was widely proposed as a means of stimulat
ing recovery from the short but severe 1957-58 business rt:'ccssion. 
Few students of the problem expected the recession to be either overly 
severe or long lasting. For this reason many advocates appeared for 
temporary tax relief. Most of the proposals took the form of tem
porary reductions in income tax rates, with previous high rates to re
turn to force automatically after a specified time span. These pro
posals were supported because of the widely acknowledged difficulty 
of getting tax increases readopted once reductions ha Ye licen rnted by 
the Congress. These proposals for temporary tax relief were sharply 
criticized on the grounds that spending would not be significantly 
stimulated. Individuals, knowing the tax relief to !Je a temporary 
windfall, might treat the added income as an addition to capital and 
save a good portion of it. This argument stated further that if a tax 
reduction were to be made at all, it should be a permanent one, at 
least in the sense that a reversal should require new legislative ac
tion. Neither proposal was adopted, and the economy weathered the 
1957-58 recession without positive fiscal action on the tax side hav
ing been taken. But the debates of early 1958 do point to the impor
tance of the nature of tax reductions contemplated. 

The reaction to the 1957-58 recession may also be helpful in 
illustrating the difficulties of creating deficits by the expenditure
increase method. Several public expenditure programs were expanded 
at least partly on the grounds that recovery from the recession would 
thereby be stimulated. By the fall of 1958, however, the economy, 
both of its own momentum and as a result of monetary policy, showed 
definite signs of recovery. And the big bulge in federal government 
spending had not yet taken place. Fiscal 1959 experienced a deficit 
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of more than $12 billion, but instead of having the desirable effect 
of stimulating recovery, much of this spending had the undesirable 
effect of promoting inflation because of the lag of actual expenditure 
behind initial authorization. 

FINANCING A BUDGET DEFICIT 
A budget deficit, regardless of the method by which it is created, 

must be financed. The effects of the whole operation may be influenced 
more by the means of financing than by the means of creating the 
deficit. A deficit implies a rate of public outlay in excess of tax re
ceipts. The difierence must be made up by funds, purchasing power, 
secured from some source other than taxes. There are two basic ways 
of securing such funds: borrowing and creating money. As the follow
ing discussion will indicate, these two separate ways have not been 
carefully distinguished. 

Borrowing from the "Public" 

If a governmental unit decides to finance a deficit by borrow
ing from the "public," that is, from individuals and nonfinancial 
institutions, it will offer government securities in exchange for current 
purchasing power, currency or deposit claims. The operation will 
withdraw current purchasing power from the private economy, pur
chasing power which might otherwise have been used to purchase 
private securities or consumer goods and services. Only if the funds 
should be drawn from private hoards would there he no reduction 
in private spending. In the sense that the financing side does with
draw purchasing power from the private sector, government borrow
ing from the "public" resembles taxation. The public expenditure of 
the funds will return fully the withdrawn monetary resources to the 
spending-income flow, but the net effect upon the size of the money 
income flow is not likely to be great except where a good portion of 
the horrowed funds come from idle private hoards. Some expansion
ary effect is predictable as a result of budget deficits financed by 
borrowing from the "public," but in many cases this effect will he 
small, and, under some conditions, negligible. 

This analysis indicates that deficits should be financed by bor
rowing from the "public" only when it seems desirable to limit 
sharply the expansionary efTects. This financing method is, therefore, 
appropriate when deficits are created for other than economic stabili
zation purposes, for example, during war periods when the political 
pressures are such that adequate taxation cannot be achieved. 
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Borrowing from Commercial Banks 

The full expansionary effects of budget deficits take place only 
when the funds are secured in such a manner that private purchasing 
power is not significantly re<luce<l. When commercial hanks have 
excess reserves and utilize these reserves to purchase gon'rnment se
curities, this is more or less the <'a,e. The gon-rnnwnt\ borrowing 
of these otherwise idle funds allows them to flow ( through the public 
spending process) into the spending stream. An important ,c('(rndary 
effect of this operation is that exertf'd on the ,;upply of rnrn1cy in the 
system. The utilization of the othcrwi,e ex<·(·~, and idle <'ommcrcial 
bank reserves to finance deficits will al1011 an ('Xpan~ion of the total 
stock of currency and bank deposits to some multiple of the initial 
amount "horrmred" liy the gon'rlllll('lll. ~i 11('<'. Jim,('\ ('L lia nk, po,

sess excess reserves prior to the l)()rrowing operation, there i, no 
assurance that the deposit multiplier cffcds 1,ill lw i11fluc11tial in en
couraging further expansion i11 rno1wy i1wome. The finan<'ing of a 
deficit in this manner takes 011 charactcri~ti<', of tlw ,c(·ond method 
mentioned, money creation, rather than 1-'.enuine l,orrmring. 

If, however, the government atternpb to ,ell sP<·11ritic, lo t·nm
mercial banks when reserves are not in ex<·(·~,. the bo1To11ing opera
tion itself must be restrictiw. Banb mu,;l, in this t'a~('. u~c fumb lo 

purchase government securities 1rhid1 would otherni~c n·main in
vested in private earning a,;seb. The demand for private ··1>011ds·· i, 
reduced; prices are pulled down. and intere,;t rate~ up. Tlic expan
sionary effects of the public spending ~ide are ofT~el. to a t'On~idcra
able extent, by the reduction in private investment ,1wnding caused 
by the tightening up of funds availalile for private scl'tlrities. 

"Borrowing" from Federal Reserve Banks 

The "sale"' of gowrnment ~ecurities to the Federal lfrsen-c 
banks in order to finance a budget deficit should not really he in· 
eluded under the term government "borrowing." This form of financ
ing is the modern institutional equivalent of the second method mrn
tioned, money creation. To call this operation "liorr01ving'' tends to 
confuse the useful distinction that can be made between genuine bor
rowing, through which purchasing power is actually transferred tn 
government and away from other uses in exchange for an interest re
turn, and money creation, which involves a net addition to total pur
chasing power. As the preceding section indicated, the ,-a le of gov
ernment securities to the commercial banks can reprc~c11l a µ.cnuine 
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borrowing operation if funds are withdrawn from alternative bank in
vestments. No differential addition to the total money supply need 
take place. On the other hand, if excessive reserves are present, the 
sale of securities to commercial banks also generates net money 
creation. 

The sale of government debt instruments to the Federal Reserve 
banks, coupled with the expenditure of th~ funds, not only adds to 
the spending flow in the economy without offsetting effects 011 the 
financing side, the C'Ombined operation also increases the stock of 
money in the system, generating possible multiplier effect of quite 
another sort. It will lie useful to explain the mechanics of this opera
tion in some detail. 

A Treasury Department sale of government securities (Treasury 
hills, notes, certificates, or bonds) to a Federal Reserve bank will 
involve the IJank's creating a Treasury deposit account among its 
liabilities along with the addition of the security item among its 
assets. As the government spends the funds in purchasing goods and 
services in the private economy, ehecks are drawn by the Treasury 
on its newly ('reated account at the Federal Reserve bank. These 
checks are received as paymcnts IJy individuals and firms who sell 
goods and services to the government. Normally, these checks will 
IJe deposited in comniercial lia11ks throughout the economy. Com
mercial banks wilL upon receiving these, credit the deposit account 
of individuals and firms. Banks will, in turn, send the checks along 
to the Federal Reserve hank. Since the Treasury checks constitute a 
net claim against an account held in the Federal Reserve bank, the 
commercial member bank finds its mrn reserve account at the Federal 
Reserve increased by the fu 11 amount of the checks. Not only will the 
commercial lianks find themselves with sufficient added reserves to 
cover fully the legal requirements behind the newly added deposits 
of the initial recipients of the Treasury checks, the banks find that 
the operation has provide<l them with excess reserves which will allow 
them to expand bank loans and deposits still more. The degree of po
tential expansion made possible will depend 011 the legally required 
reserve ratio. It is not appropriate at this point to discuss fully the 
mechanics of the deposit mu !ti plier in a fractional reserve hanking 
~vstem sut'h as that of the llnite<l State,;. It is suflicient to indicate 
that, in addition to the full expansionary effects of the deficit as ex
plained through the investment or income multiplier, a different pos
sible multiplier effect exists through the increase in the supply of 
money. "Borrowing" from the Federal Reserve bank is precisely 
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equivalent in this respect to the printing of fresh new currency to 
meet government expenditures in excess of tax revenues. 

In the twentieth century, Western governments are not likely 
to resort to the more crude method of deliberate currency creation 
when the same results may be accomplished by "borrowing" from 
central banks. Insofar as this latter operation serves to conceal from 
the public and responsible policy makers the real nature of the trans
action, the alleged advantages are illusory for society as a whole. 
Effective control can be achieved only as a result of adequate knowl
edge, and this control becomes especially important when it is recog
nized that a great deal of discretion must be lodged with administra
tive authorities in the management of an outstanding national debt. 
Many of these points will be discussed more fully in the part of this 
book dealing with the national debt. But insofar as the pul,lic is fully 
cognizant of the fact that "borrowing" from central banks is really 
money creation, the method of financing a deficit is legitimate. It be
comes the most appropriate method when the maximum expansionary 
effects of the deficit are desired, for example, al the bottom of a deep 
depression. The method of financing is wholly inappropriate when 
the deficits are created for reasons other than those of economic 
stabilization. 

FEDERAL DEFICITS AND STATE-LOCAL DEFICITS 

In this chapter federal government deficits were assumed to be 
the subject of analysis. Actually, the same effects will result from 
deficit financing by state and local units of government. Provided 
the source of the funds is equivalent in the two cases, a federal def
icit of, say, $1 billion will generate similar effects to a state or 
local government deficit of like amount. Such differences as exist are 
practical ones. Normally, state and local governments sell securities 
to private ir.dividuals and to business firms; that is, these govern• 
mental units borrow from the "public." Hence, the financing of state• 
local deficits will be somewhat more restrictive than that of federal 
government deficits, which are, more usually, at least in part, financed 
through the sale of securities to the banking system. If, however, the 
Federal Reserve System should choose, it could purchase state-local 
debt issues; in this case, the "borrowing" would really take on the 
aspects of money creation outlined for federal o-overnment "borrow-
. "dh b mg, an t e effects would be identical. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter has analyzed the effects of deficit financing. We 
have avoided the question of the desirability of deficit financing and 
related issues. These will occupy us later. We have distinguished be
tween the creation of deficits and financing them. Deficits created by 
expenditure expansion were shown to be more expansionary than 
like deficits created by tax reduction under restricted conditions. How
ever, the introduction of practical considerations of timing shifts 
the advantage to the tax method in any purposeful use of deficit crea
tion to achieve economic stabilization. 

The financing of a deficit can be as important as the means of 
creating it in determining its effect. The maximum expansionary 
effects are achieved through a sale of securities to Federal Reserve 
banks. Not only does this method of financing leave private purchas
ing power undisturbed; it also causes a net addition to the total money 
stock, an addition which can be a multiple of the initial size of the 
deficit. This addition to the money stock can, itself, generate further 
expansionary efiects on money income. 

Where excess reserves are present, the securing of funds from 
commercial banks has a similar effect. Either of these methods is 
essentially equivalent to money creation. 

If, on the other hand, it should prove desirable to finance the 
deficit in the least expansionary manner, the funds should be se
cured through the sale of government securities to the "public." Se
curities sold should be exchanged for current purchasing power 
which will be withdrawn from the spending stream. 
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THE ECONOMICS OF 

UNBALANCED BUDGETS 

II: SURPLUS FINANCING 

Budgets may !Je unl>ala11ced in a diff<'r<'nl dircC'lion 

from that disc11ssed in Chapter B. Tax ren·nue, 111ay lw !-',realer tl1a11 
public expenditures durin!-', the specified accounting p<'riod. ,ay. a 
fiscal year. This sort of unbalance is called s11rpl11s finmu·ing. and 
its effects \l'ill l,e arntlyzt·d in this chapter. l\lud1 of tlw anahsis i, 
silllilar. in reverse, to tl1at of deficit financing. For this reason. the 

discussion can be quite l,rief. 

WAYS OF CREATING A SURPLUS 

A surplus can Ill' neated in any 011c of four ,mys. Tax rnc111H·, 

may increase with the rate of pulilil' outlay relllainin;.; constant; tax 
revenues may remain stable while public spending falls; both rn -
enues and expenditures lllay fall with the !attn fallin;.; more; l>oth 
may increase with the tax intake increasing by a larger amo1111t. :\s in 
the analysis of deficits, we shall discuss in detail only two of the,-e. 
the tax increase and the expenditure reduction method. 

Expenditure Reduction 

If taxes are 1naint,1ined so as lo yield a stable re1cn11t· and ex
penditures are reduced, the rate of total spending in the t•t·onornY. 
public and private, will be directly reduced. If 1vc lea, t· st••·onda n· 
repercussions on individual and business behavior 0111 of Hrcotmt. 
this direct reduction in spending wi 11 tend to redut'<' na tiona I mo1w, 
income. The surplus lllUst lie contractionary in e!Tet'l. 

If we further assume that the surplus fund~ at'quircd by gmPrn
ment are not returned to the spending How, the contrat'lion in national 
money income will eventually amount to some lllllftiple of tlw ~11 r
plus. The multiplier works negatively as well a~ po~itiveh. and the 
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analysis of budget surpluses is a useful illustration of this point. 
If the surplus is a single once-and-for-all affair, national money in
come will fall hy the amount of the surplus in the first spending 
period following its creation, but, in later periods, income will 
gradually rise to the previously established equilibrium level. How
ever, if the surplus represents a change in the rate of spending that 
is expected to <'ontinue over an indefinite number of income-spending 
periods, national money income will move gradually downward to 
a new and lower equilibrium level. At this point, income will be 
lower than its previous equilibrium by some multiple of the change 
in the spending rate. The extent of the difference will depend on the 
marginal propensity to save. 

If substantially full employment of resources is present in the 
economy and excessive monetary demand threatens to cause inflation, 
the effects of surplus creation may serve only to prevent the inflation. 
No net reduction in real national income need occur as a result of 
the surplus. On the other hand, if monetary demand is not excessive, 
the surplus creation may, through the reduction in money income, 
generate some reduction in real income and employment. This re
sult is especially likely to follow when wages and prices are rigid 
against dmrnward shifts in aggregate demand. Under such circum
,;tances, any reduction in the size of the money income flow may cause 
,ome al·t·ompanying reduC'tion in real income. 

Tax Increase 

If pul,li<' spending is maintained at a constant rate and tax 
revenues an' increased. the effect on the economy must he contra<'
tionar~·. But, for a surplus of like size, and under the same set of as
sumptions reprding secondary reactions, the reduction in money in
come will lie less than in the expenditure decrease case. The reason
ing here is identical with that discussed as concerning deficit creation. 
Some portion of the increase in tax funds would have otherwise been 
saved, not spent, hy private individuals and firms. For thi,- portion. 
the tax increase does not directly reduce the rate of total spending 
in the economy. The multiplier effect applies only to that share of 
the tax increment which doe,:;. in fact. represent a direct withdrawal 
from the spernling flo\\. 

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Deliberate public action to create budget surpluses will rarely 

he undertaken by legislative hodies in democratically organized 
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societies. Excessive monetary demand will likely be restrained, if 
at all, by restrictive monetary policy, not fiscal policy. . 

Nevertheless, budget surpluses will be created from time to 
time, but more or less unintentionally. Budget surpluses seem more 
likely to result from unanticipated increases in tax revenues, our 
second method discussed, than from unanticipated cuts in govern
ment spending. The American economy, in the years since World 
War II, has been characterized by rather persistent inflationary 
pressure, broken only by the mild recessions of 1919 and I 95:~ and 
the more severe recession of 1957-58. During periods of inflation in 
incomes and prices, the tax structure, as organized in the United 
States, tends to produce ever-increasing revenues. And the increase 
in revenues tends to be more than proportionate to the increase in 
aggregate incomes. This is due to the importance of the progressive 
income tax in the structure. As income~ are increased due to in
flation, the average rate of tax increases because the average income 
level becomes higher. Also, the importance of the corporation income 
tax reinforces this effect. During periods of inflation, corporate profits 
move up rapidly, more rapidly than the average income level. Tax 
revenues are increased during inflationary periods, and unless p11blic 
expenditures expand to keep pace, a budget surplus appear,;. As our 
analysis has shown, the effects of the surplus must be contraetionary. 
But the contraction caused by a surplus "·hich is itself created by 
inflation can never be sufficient to offset fully the inflationary ex• 
pansion which generates the surplus in the first place. 

DISPOSING OF SURPLUS FUNDS 
Deficits must be financed; surpluses must be disposed. When 

a surplus is created, government takes in more funds than it spends. 
The effects of the surplus creation may be offset by the manner of 
this disposal. 

Quite clearly, the maximum contraction in income is achieved 
when the budget surplus is created and the excess funds are literally 
"burned up" or "neutralized." This operation can be practicably 
accomplished in either one of two ways in the modern economy. The 
Treasury Department can employ the surplus funds to add to its 
cash balances. This will effectively prevent these funds from return· 
ing to the spending stream. This method of disposition, while cer
tainly appropriate, is useful only within rather narrow limits. Sizable 
build-ups in Treasury balances may be allowed to take place, but 
important accumulations of unspent balances will encourage both 
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legislative bodies and executive budget makers to reduce the rate of 
taxation or to increase the rate of public spending. In either case, the 
disposition of the surplus in this way might eliminate the cause of 
the surplus in the first place. 

The second, and more efficient way, of disposing of large budget 
surpluses is to use the funds to retire government debt instruments 
held by the central hanks, in this country the Federal Reserve banks. 
Just as borrowing from the Federal Reserve banks is the modern 
institutional means of creating money, so the retirement of debt 
held by these banks is the modern way of effectively destroying money 
in the system. The mechanics of this process is the reverse of that 
discussed in the deficit case. As the tax payments are made, indi
viduals draw upon current deposit accounts in the commercial banks. 
Treasury transfers of these claims to the Federal Reserve banks 
cause member commercial banks to lose reserves. Thus, a contrac
tion in the money supply is generated quite apart from the direct 
contraction in income. This potential monetary contraction will de
pend on the legal reserve ratio. 

Utilization of the surplus to retire government debt instruments 
held in the portfolios of the commercial banks tends to lessen the 
contractionary effect of the combined taxing-surplus disposal opera
tion. The payment of taxes by individuals will draw down deposit 
accounts in the commercial banks. As the government transfers these 
claims against the commercial banks to its own deposit account at the 
Federal Reserve banks, commercial hank reserves are reduced. But 
this is only half of the story. If the surplus is then used to retire 
debt held by the commercial hanks, the government will draw down 
its deposit accounts at the Federal Reserve banks, exchanging Treas
ury checks for maturing bank-held securities. This half of the op
eration increases commercial bank reserves by an amount equivalent 
to the reduction in reserves generated by the tax withdrawal. Com
mercial bank reserves are, therefore, unchanged. But commercial 
bank deposit liabilities are reduced; hence, some portion of the 
previously required reserves are now excess. This creation of excess 
reserves allows some multiple expansion of hank loans and deposits. 
Actually, in a period of expansion when the demand for loanable 
funds is high, deposits can potentially expand to the level which pre
vailed prior to the budgetary operation. The surplus creation coupled 
with the retirement of commercial-bank-held government securities 
may not exert any downward pressure on the level of money income 
except insofar as altered liquidity positions of commercial hanks 
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affect their demands for cash. In periods of depression, when ex
cess reserves are already present in the banking system, the retire
ment of commercial-bank-held government debt will not exert an 
expansionary effect of the same force. Excess reser,e~ ":i 11 he, created, 
Lut these will merely be added to those already ex1,-tlllg. 1 he com
Lined operation will, in this case. he contractiona ry. But rnntraction 
is not needed in such periods, and the surplus disposal proldem is 
much more likely to occur during periods 1d1en the retirement of 

bank-held deLt will be expansionary. 
If funds secured from an excess of t;1x n•11·nues 01Tr pulilic 

spending should Le employed in retiring go1nn11wnt dell! held liy 
individuals and nonfinancial institutions. this !'omllined operation 
will not exert significant contractionary effr('b on the <·1·0110111y ex
cept under certain very limited conditions. As the go1ernnw11t returns 
the tax revenues to the public in exchange for 111;1turi11g ~1·1·t1ritics. a 
portion of these funds will return directly to the spend i 11g stream, 
either for consumption goods or for private se1·u ri tics. On!, if public 
holders of gon•rnment securities should hoard a la rgcr portion of 
the receipts from maturing government dcllt repay11w11b tk111 tax
payers do would the result be contractionary. The op<'ration 11ill. 
however. tend to change the pattern of spending. For 1·xa111plc. the 
marginal or additional taxation required to generate the surplus may 
exert its primary effect on consumption spending. On the other hand. 
these funds, when returned to bondholders, may lie put to 11ork pri
marily in purchasing private securities, thereby accelerating inwst· 
ment spending. 

In the discussion of the government debt later in this book. 11e 
shall consider many of the points raised briefly here. llowewr. it 
is useful to note that the creation of a budget surplus with the fund, 
devoted to retiring public debt need not lie rcstrietiw in dfrct. OnlY 
if the funds are used to build up Treasur, lwlarn·es or to retire del;t 
held by Federal Reserve hanks can t'fTp1•ti~•<· disposal of pt1rposdulh 
created surpluses he acrnmplished. Only if surplu,Ps ,-hould lw 
created quite apart from stabilization needs ~hould the funds lie used 
to retire debt held by the commercial banks or liy the "public." 

CONCLUSION 

The analysis of surplus financing is similar in reversP to that 
of deficit financing. The reduction of expen<litu re wi II tend to exert 
more restrictive effects than will an increase in tax rcn'nues of likr 
amount. But just as with dt>ficits. tlw manner of disposing of the sur-
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plus revenues can fully offset the initial effects of surplus creation. 
Only if the revenues are genuinely neutralized can the full contrac
tionary effects take place. 

Political reality suggests that democratically organized govern
ments will rarely create budget surpluses from deliberate intent. 
Fiscal policy seems, on this count, to have a built-in bias toward 
deficit financing. Nevertheless, surpluses are likely to be created 
more or less unintentionally <l11e to the uncertainty as to revenue yields 
and to the ,;pending ratP,;. This seems especially likely during periods 
of inflation in incomes and prices. The progressive tax structure will 
generate ever-increasing tax yields at higher incomes. But the sur
pluses created in this way cannot possibly exert sufficient restrictive 
influence to curb the very inflation which is their cause. This makes 
it all the more important that the surpluses arising from this source 
should lie <lisposed of in such a way that the revenues are not re
turned to the spending stream. 



Chapter 

10 
NORMS FOR FISCAL POLICY 

The three preceding chapters have analyzed the effects 
of government budgets on the macroeconomic varialile~, income, em
ployment, and prices. The qurstion of the appropriate1w~~ of using 
the budget deliberately to influence one or all of these variables has 
been neglected. This chapter is de\'Oted to a consideration of this 

question. 

CRITERIA FOR STABILIZATION POLICY 

Three separate but closely related questions need to lie discussed. 
First, what constitutes a "desirable" state of economic affairs as 
measured in terms of income, employment, and price<! Second, how 
may this "desirable" state of affairs be represented in terms of cri
teria which are useful as guides to policy? Third, should the budget 
be used in the execution of this policy? 

A description of the most desira!Jle or satisfactory economic 
situation seems relatively simple and straightforward. National real 
income should be as large as is possible consistent with the mainte· 
nance of free institutions and consistent also with a generally accept· 
able rate of economic growth and development. Leaving aside the 
several ambiguities immediately introduced by this statement, it 
suggests that all resources made available for employment at market· 
determined prices should be employed and that production should 
be reasonably efficient. The statement also suggesb that the purchas· 
ing power of money should be reasonably stable. 

The second question is a much more difficult one. How may 
the attributes of this desirable state of economic affairs be represented 
in criteria useful for stabilization policy? The two subsidiary aspects 
of the foregoing description can take on some quantitative sig-
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nificance. The degree of employment can be measured, especially in 
reference to the labor force, the economy's most important resource. 
The stability or instability in the purchasing power of money can also 
be observed with a relatively high degree of accuracy. It would seem 
to follow, therefore, that full employment and price level stability 
should constitute the joint aim of any responsible stabilization policy, 
and, further, that these provide definite and measurable criteria for 
policy planning. 

Full employment and price level stability may, however, con
flict sharply. And here is presented the major dilemma of stabiliza
tion policy since World War II. Direct government action to achieve 
full employment, especially of the labor force, may cause inflation. 
On the other hand, government action to stabilize the price level may 
not produce satisfactory full employment. 

Why may these two goals of policy, each seemingly desirable 
in itself, conflict when used as criteria for stabilization policy? If, 
when unemployment i~ present, newly added purchasing power served 
merely to employ otherwise idle resources, real income and employ
ment would be inneast>d but the level of prices would not be pushed 
upward. Similarly, if, during periods of threatened or actual infla
tion, purchasing power could be withdrawn only from those sectors 
of the economy characterized by excessive monetary demand, no re
duction in real income and employment need accompany action aimed 
at stabilizing product price levels. But the facts may be such that 
neither of these processes can take place. The economy, as it ex
ists, may not be characterized by sufficient flexibility in prices, both 
for resource services and for final products, to allow genuinely "full" 
employment to be achieved along with monetary stability. 

If wages are rigid against downward shifts, and if institutional 
factors (such as monopoly, cartel agreements, and government regu
lations) force these up more rapidly than the general growth rate of 
the economy warrants, one of two things must happen. Prices must be 
allowed to move upward also, thereby defeating the goal of monetary 
stability, or, alternatively, some unemployment beyond that con
sidered as the minimum acceptable must be allowed to occur. Govern
mental action to impose monetary restriction in order to prevent in
flation may produce a degree of unemployment considered undesir
able by many people. On the other hand, government action to in
crease purchasino- power sufficiently to stimulate reasonably full em
ployment may allow inflation to occur. Government policy which 
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tries to incorporate both goals simultaneously may be doomed to 

failure. 
Ideally, of course, the proper course of governmental action 

would be that of removing or reducing significantly the strength of 
the institutional barriers to wage and price flexibility. If the monopoly 
power of both labor organizations an<l largf' l,usiness enterprises 
were reduced, the joint goals of price level stability and full employ
ment would be more compatible. But stal,ilization poli<'y must be 
made continuously, and a decision on nitcria <'annot \\ail u11til the 
economy is rid of all restrictions. Finally. tlw <'hoi<'e r('dt11Ts to the 
following: Shall full employment or monetary stability lw adopted 
as the overriding criterion for stabilization poli<'y"( 

The experience of the Great Depression of the 19:HJ\ ('mpha
sized the gross ineflicie11cy as well as the 11idespread ~uffrri11g <'a11sed 
by large-scale unemployment. This experien\'e \1 as. to a <'crla i 11 ex
tent, "explained" by the economi(' theories of Lord Keynes. and 
the implications of these theories appt:>ared to l,e that almost all of 
the economic ills could be cured l,y a forthright '"full ('mploymcnt" 
policy. The responsil,ility for insuring employment stal,ility was as
sumed by national governments throughout the \\' estern \rnrld in one 
form or another. This thinking was emlm<lied in tlw so-<'a lied "'Full 
Employment Act'' \1·hich was passed l,y the Lnited Stales Congress 
in 1946. This act, which also created the President's Cou n<'i I of Eco
nomic Advisers, stated that governmental policy should l,c aimed at 
achieving a maximum of production, employment, and purchasing 
power. But the act did not contain specific directions as to how such 
goals might be accomplished. Nevertheless, it can he said, at least in 
one sense, that the United States has l,een committed to a •·full em
ployment" policy since 1946. 

But how is "full employment" to he defined'! Clearly, the large
scale unemployment of the 1930\ was excessiYe. and a rt'pl'lition i, 
to be prevented under any circumstances. But what per('('nlag<' of the 
total labor force must lie gainfully employed for a situation to l,e 
classified as one of "full employment'''! l\Iust the temporary \1ar
time additions to the labor force be included'? Or dcws "full em
ployment" mean only that the unemployment rate he less than 5 
per cent? Or 10 per cent? No satisfactory answer has been given. 
and, indeed, none can be given, to these questions. 

. . Institutional conditions will afiect the degree of uncn1ploy1ne11t 
sigmficantly. Under conditions of price flexil,ility and effective re-
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source mobility, the degree of unemployment might be quite small, 
reflecting only the necessary frictional turnover of men between jobs. 
At the other extreme, if wages and prices are extremely sticky and 
institutional barriers stand in the way of resource movement, the un
employment rate may have to be quite high if monetary stability is to 
be maintairwd. Any attempts to push the employment rate upward 
beyond this level might result in serious inflation. 

Many et·onomists and policy makers now argue, quite openly, 
for an aliandonment of the goal of monetary stability. They accept 
the view that, in the modern economy, price level stability is not 
compatible with a sufficiently high degree of employment. Faced with 
the criterion dilemma, they are willing to recommend discarding the 
price level stal,ility goa I in favor of the employment one. There is 
much to recommend this position provided that one could be assured 
that only a ""fair" or '·reasonably mild" degree of inflation would 
ensue from ih adoption. If, as some maintain, a satisfactory level of 
rrnploynwnt <"an he maintained if only a 3 or a 5 per cent annual in
l'rease in the price level is allowed to occur, the game might Le worth 
the candle. But this guarantee cannot be accepted on faith, and, upon 
closer examination. the search for a "full employment" goal inde
pendently seems a will-o'-the-wisp. 

Precisely the same set of problems would arise with a stable an
nual irn'l't'ase of, say. S per cent in the price level as now arise with a 
stable price level. Once contracts become adjusted to the steadily de
clining purchasing power of money, the same institutional forces 
which now generate an unacceptable level of unemployment at stable 
prices will generate an unacceptable level of unemployment at con
;:tantly rising prices. Disregard for the goal of monetary stability 
coupled \\'ith exclusive concentration on the goal of "full employ
ment" must lead to an ever-increasing rate of inflation if institutional 
factors are present to push costs up more rapidly than productivity 
increases warrant. For this reason, the only answer to the criterion 
rlilemma seems a forthright acceptance of the monetary stability 
goal. 

This does not suggest that full employment is not the more 
desirable, or that unemployment ,;hould Le tolerated. Monetary sta
bility should he fully consistent with satisfactory full employment if 
monopoly restrictions on wages and prices are removed. If a high de
gree of unemployment persisb under rigorous adherence to a policy 
of price level stabilization, the government should take action to 
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remove these monopoly barriers which cause this to happen. But it 
should be emphasized that the unemployment is due to the monopoly 
restraints, not to a perverse policy on the part of governmc11t. 

The explicit acceptance of price level stal,ility as the overriding 
criterion for stabilization policy would seem to do much toward cre
ating an atmosphere within which institutional improwmt'11ts would 
be expected to take place. Currently, there is 110 stated policy; lip 
service is given both "full employment" and "rnoneta ry stability." 
Since these two tend to conflict, governmental policy is continuously 
being subjected to the criticism that overly restrictive monetary fiscal 
measures are creating too much unemployment or else that overly lax 
measures are allowing inflation to occur. As a result, goYernment au• 
thorities are being constantly bombarded with conflicting pressures 
which can be removed only by some firm criterion's being explicitly 
stated. Perhaps this step is too much to hope for at this ,;tage of eco· 
nomic development; political realities may prevent clear policy 
guides from ever being set up. In this case, we shall continue to live 
in what some students call the worst of both possible worlds. But as 
students of these problems, we should, I think, refuse to admit that 
clearly defined criteria cannot be laid down. Our discussion should 
proceed as if our collective decision-making process can effectively 
formulate satisfactory rules for stabilization policy. 1 

MONETARY POLICY AND FISCAL POLICY 
The second question posed initially has now been answered, 

although in a manner which will be accepted by only a portion of 
the "experts." Conflicts of this sort must arise when we depart from 
pure analysis and discuss norms. The case for monetary stability has 
been stated as the appropriate criterion for stabilization policy. The 
third question remains: To what extent should the government budget 
be used in the execution of this policy"? 

The answer to this question depends to an important degree on 
the role envisaged for monetary policy. To the extent that monetary 
policy can accomplish the desired stabilization of the economy, the 

'Some of the issues discussed in this section of Chapter IO are highly contro· 
versial. This is to be expected in all cases where policy norms are considered. Competent 
sch~lars may ~gree ~n the positive analysis while differing sharply on norms for colll'ctive 
ac~ton. T~e. d1scuss1on reflects my own reasoned conclusions on the full employment
pnce stab1hty problem, and these conclusions must rest, to some extent, on value judg· 
ments. My responsibility in presenting this material is, I think, fulfilled wh,·n I state 
that competent economists and scholars disagree with certain of these conclusions. Since 
I do not share the opposing views, any attempt on my part to present them would seem 
to be unwise. 
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scope for purposeful usage of the government budget in this direc
tion is reduced. Fully successful monetary policy requires no fiscal 
policy; fiscal neutrality, at least as regards stabilization objectives, 
would be the appropriate norm. 

Before discussion of the relationship between monetary policy 
and fiscal policy, one point should be made. The policy instruments 
are relatively independent of the policy criteria. It was argued that 
the more suitalile criterion for stabilization policy is the maintenance 
of the value of the monetary unit. But this should not suo-o-est that bb 

monetary policy is necessarily the more appropriate means of attain-
ing this goal. Un the other hand, the acceptance of full employment as 
the policy criterion need not imply budgetary or fiscal action rather 
than monetary action. In much discussion, the problem of defining cri
teria has not been separated carefully from the problem of selecting 
the most efficient stabilization instruments. The "full employment" 
criterion has, in many cases, been tied too closely to fiscal policy 
instruments and the monetary criterion tied too closely to monetary 
policy. Actually, monetary policy may be the more efficient instru
ment in reaching either goal. Or the same may be said for fiscal 
policy. This llUestion remains yet to be discussed. 

Monetary policy is defined as action taken by the Treasury De
partment or the central bank (Federal Reserve Board) on the quan
tity of money, its rate of turnover, or the quantity and utilization of 
close substitutes for money (near-monies). Detailed analysis of the 
various ways in which monetary policy may be implemented is not 
necessary here. Through such devices as changes in the legal reserve 
ratio for commercial banks, shifts in the rate at which commercial 
banks may borrow from the Federal Reserve banks ( the redis
count rate), and purchases or sales in the open markets for govern
ment securities, the Federal Reserve Board (the monetary authority 
in the United States) can expand or contract the supply of money 
and credit available in the economy. Of course, in this way, the rate 
of private spendincr on aoods and services can be indirectly affected. 

b ~ • 

A restrictive or "tiaht" money policy which limits the rate of m-
crease in the quanti~y of money, and which makes the use of credit 
expensive through increased interest costs, can sharply curb a threat 
f . h h d " " o mflation in the price level. On the ot er an , an easy mon_ey 

policy, one which allows credit to be expanded at low cost, can sig
nificantly increase the rate of private spending. 

The claim is often made that monetary policy is a more efficient 
anti-inflation than antideflation weapon. The reasoning here is that 
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sufficiently high interest rates must restrict c_redit expansio~ ~nd 
spending, but that an interest rate flo?r may exist to JHe;ent s1m1l~r 
effects on the downswing of the lrnsrness cycle. There 1s a certain 
validity in this charge of asymmetry in the elTectiYcness of m?netary 
policy. Given the presence of a deep and prolonged depression, the 
availability of expanded credit faci Ii ties at low !"<'.,t nH'. y not be 
sufficient in itself to overcome deep-seated fears of ('()lltlllued un
employment. For other than serious long-run depressions I and many 
independent reasons exist why these should nut r<'("ll r). monet1try 
policy may be alJle, if vigorously executed. to achieH' tlw jol, of sta
bilization on both sides of the cycle. Experience gained i II the years 
since World War II indicates that monetary rf'strictions can choke 
off threatened inflation and monetary ease can reverse a downswing 
in economic activity. 

From this it does not follow that monetary policy is JH'cessarily 
the most desirable or most efEcient stabilization weapon. Adminis
tratively, monetary policy, as currently organized, possesses many 
advantages over fiscal policy. l\lonetary policy is in the hands of the 
Federal Reserve Board, as coordinated with the Treasury Depart
ment. Congressional approval is not required for changes in policy. 
Hence, as compared with fiscal policy, monetary policy is character
ized by greater freedom of movement, greater flexibility. This al
lows a considerably more rapid response tu cco110111ic changes as 
they might appear. An example of the cuntrnst may l,e drawn from 
the experience in the fall of 1958. In early 1958, the economy was 
in the midst of the short, but severe, 195 7-58 recession. Congress 
responded to the event by authorizing sharply expanded spending 
programs along several lines. By late 1958, however, the economy 
had substantially recovered; monetary policy was switched from that 
of active ease to restriction. But the impact of the fiscal policy, the 
expansion in federal spending, did not take place until late 1958 and 
early 1959. On administrative grounds, there is little doubt hut that 
monetary policy is the more efficient stabilization instrument. 

Administrative efficiency is not the only criterion which should 
Le considered. The manner in which monetary policy either reduces 
or expands private spending may dilTer significantly from the manner 
in which fiscal policy accomplishes the same over-all purposes. Be
fore intelligent comparisons can he made, more detailed consideration 
must be given to what may be called the composition of effects. 

An attempt to encourage spending by budgetary deficits will 
normally increase spending for consumption goods and services more 

r 
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than for private investment goods. This is notably true if the deficit 
is created by tax reduction instead of an increase in public spending. 
On the other hand, a policy of "easy" money, designed to accomplish 
the same over-all effect on aggregate outlay in the economy, will tend 
to encourage investment spending more than consumption. Low in
terest rates and attractive credit terms tend to encourage spending on 
capital rather than consumption items. 

On the other side, a "tight" money policy tends to restrict in
vestment spending, whereas a restrictive fiscal policy, surplus crea
tion, may affect consumption primarily. These differences in the direc
tional or sectoral impact of monetary policy and fiscal policy should 
not be exaggerated. Reduced taxation will also allow expanded in
vestment spending, and increased taxation will restrict investment out
lay sharply in some cases. On the other hand, a reduction in interest 
rates may, under certain conditions, cause an expansion in consump
tion spending. Dut economists seem to agree that the differences in di
rectional efiect do exist. 

Given these differences, the choice between monetary policy and 
fiscal policy as stabilization instruments may depend, to some de
gree, on the importance that the society attaches to expanded economic 
growth relative to expanded current consumption. Insofar as consump
tion spending tends to he more stable over time, there is something 
to be said for allowing monetary policy a primary role. If investment 
is genuinely the causal factor in the cyclical swings, with investment 
booms generating the upswings and investment slumps the down
swings, a stabilization policy aimed at choking off investment spend
ing on the upswing and stimulating investment in the downswing has 
much to recommend it. This would place the major burden of stabili
zation on monetary policy and ,rnuld leave to fiscal policy a rather 
passive role except during possible periods of severe inflation or de
pression. However, if society is desirous of achieving a more rapid 
rate of economic growth for its own sake, a policy of continual 
monetary ease, with fiscal policy assigned the important stabilization 
task, is suggested. 

Quite apart from the issue of comparative efficiency, fiscal policy 
is more suitable than monetary policy as a stabilization instrument 
on purely ethical grounds. Monetary policy restricts a Loom by "brib
ing" holders of funds to part with them. Fiscal policy directly levies 
additional tax payments on the holders of excessive spending power. 
Thus, a restrictive monetary policy, at least in part, puts off the bur
den of stabilization to future periods, whereas fiscal policy causes 
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the burden to be currently shouldered. Contrariwise for the down side, 
monetary policy is differentially beneficial to taxpayers in future 
periods. Expansionary fiscal policy benefits taxpayers during the 
period when action is taken. 

On balance, the relative desirability of fiscal poli(·y and mone
tary policy will depend on the particular goals of the social group, the 
particular form of the decision-making institutions, and a host of 
other factors. The greater administrative efficiency of monetary policy 
in the current setting probably means that, in the near futurf', it will 
continue to be used to a greater extent than fiscal policy. The latter 
does seem to be biased toward deficit financing due to the structure 
of legislative decision making. Hence we can prohal)ly expect fiscal 
policy to be employed as a complement to monetary policy in pre
venting threatened slumps, but not in preventing threatened in
flations. Given these facts, the appropriate rules for fiscal policy re
main to be laid down. The next chapter will be addressed to this 
point. 



Chapter 

11 
RULES FOR FISCAL POLICY 

\Ve shall discuss here three separate rules for fiscal 
policy, three alternative schemes of budgetary adjustment in response 
to changes in the level of economic activity as measured in the 
macroeconomic variables. income, employment, and prices. 

THE BALANCED BUDGET RULE 

Prior to the Great Depression of the 1930's, the only accepted 
rule for fiscal policy was that the government budget should not be 
adjusted in response to changes in the level of economic activity. 
The budget should be made on the basis of the principle of maintain
ing balance in the accounts over the appropriate accounting period, 
normally accepted as the fiscal year. Governments were almost uni
versally condemned as irresponsible if expenditures exceeded tax 
revenues except for accidental reasons. That is to say, deficits were 
not purposely allowed to occur in normal periods. Deficit financing 
was admitted to be unavoidable during times of war, but in nonwar 
periods governments were careful to preserve financial integrity, a 
term which was held to be almost synonymous with the annually 
balanced budget. Surplus financing was accepted only as a means of 
accumulating revenues with which outstanding issues of the govern
ment debt could be retired. Explicit accumulation of surpluses with 
a view toward preventing inflation was not considered. 

Since strict adherence to the principle of the annually balanced 
budget means that fiscal policy is not to be employed directly for 
stabilization purposes, the implication of this view is that the pri
mary burden of maintaining stability must rest with either the mone• 
tary authority or upon the self-correcting forces in the economy 
itself. Monetary policy, conceived as a deliberately employed means 

us 
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of maintaining stability, has been long accepted, especially in the 
form of manipulation of central Lank rates. Nevertheless, the weight 
given to the self-correcting forces in the econo1~1y was of_ major im
portance before the Great Depression. Aut~mat1c or quasi-automatic 
adjusting devices were expected to come mto I:la_Y and to prevent 
severe depressions or severe inflations. To a l11rnted extent, these 
automatic self-adjusting forces did operate ,-;o long a,; most of the 
countries of the world were on the international gold ~tamlard. But 
once the international monetary standard was abandoned, nationally 
managed currencies combined with fractional re,;erve banking sys
tems prevented any really effective operation of ,-;elf-correding forces 
in the economy. 

The economic theories of Lord Keynes, themselves l>orn in the 
Great Depression, were of great influence in emphasizing the ab
sence of satisfactory self-correcting mechanism,; in the c1·onomy, and 
the necessity for positive governmental action to achi('ve desired 
levels of income and employment. Until this influence made itself 
felt, the standard feature of fiscal orthodoxy was the annually bal
anced budget. When Franklin D. Roo~en·lt l'ame into oflil'e in 1933. 
one of his main aims was a return to fiscal re,-ponsil>ility. The last 
year of the Hoover administration had seen deficits ocl'ur due to the 
reduced tax yields and the expanded emergency spending programs. 
The new administration was determined to restore annual IJUdget 
balance, a goal which the Roosevelt administration continued to pur
sue throughout its first term. The Keynesian analysis appeared in 
1936, and included in it were the implications that expanded gov
ernment expenditure might lie necessary if satisfactory levels of in
come and employment were to be attained. As a result of these idea,. 
and for other reasons, deliberate unbalancing of the federal budget 
for stabilization purposes was first introduced in response to the 
secondary recession of 1937. 

Once it was widely recognized that the federal l,udgct might be 
purposefully unbalanced to achieve desired levels of income and 
employment, economists tended to alrnndon the balanced budget 
principle on the grounds that it is overly restrictive. It was widely 
accepted that the maintenance of full employment is more important 
than any strict adherence to an ancient fiscal rule; therefore, if nece,· 
sary, the government budget should be deliberately unbalanced a, 
necessary. Fiscal policy, as such, was introduced into both discussion 
and action. 
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In suggesting the abandonment of the principle of the annually 
balanced budget, economists generally seem to have overlooked the 
important function which the rule does play in the complex process 
of fiscal decision making. Economists, on the average, seem to have 
paid perhaps too much attention to the stabilization problem relative 
to other equally important aspects of budgetary and fiscal institutions. 

The balanl'ed IJUdget rule serves a control function. Taxing and 
spending decisions are made by legislative bodies. And, represent
ative government I,eing as it is, the legislator, regardless of his per
sonal integrity, is constantly under pressure from two opposing 
forces. Constituents want lower taxes, and they rarely make the con
nection between taxes and specific public services. At the same time, 
voters want tax reductions and federal expenditure projects ( veterans' 
hospitals, Air Force installations, river basin developments, and so 
on) in their local areas. Unless some central control feature exists 
to keep these two opposing forces in rough equality with each other, 
the limited rationality that seems to he present in legislative de
cisions will he still further reduced. Only the balanced budget rule 
tends to provide such a control feature. It was, and continues to be, 
largely respect for this fi,wal principle, considered to be out of date 
by many analysb, ,vhich has kept p11hlic spending and tax revenues 
in rough correspondence with each other in the postwar period. 

It is easy to see that abandonment of the faith in the balanced 
budget principle tends to hias decision making in the direction of 
deficit financing. Legislator:- will rarely create surpluses since the 
tax cutters and the f'xpenditure expanders are the pressure groups, 
not the tax increasers and the expenditure cutters. Therefore, insofar 
as post-Keynesian attitudes are allowed to exert influences on legis
lators, federal lmclgeb will tend to show more unbalance on the 
deficit side than on the surplus side. 

Does this suggest that the principle of the annually balanced 
budget should be restored to its former place as the ideal of fiscal 
responsibility? It is difficult to give an unqualified answer to this 
question. We may certainly say that if the job of maintaining eco
nomic stabilization can successfullv l,e accomplished by nonfiscal 
means, the principle of the annu;lly balanced budget will allow 
"better" decisions concerning the size of the over-all budget to be 
made, But, as the preceding chapter showed, there are also disad
vantages to placing the full stabilization task on the relevant alterna
tive to fiscal policy, namely, monetary policy. There are no easy 
rnlutions here. It seems clear that some adherence to the orthodox 
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rule of budget balance must be maintained, Lut that the legislative 
bodies must be willing to depart from this rule when the economic 
situation dictates. If the nonfiscal means of combatting either severe 
depression or inflation are insufficiently powerful to accomplish the 
task, the employment and price stability criteria must take prece
dence over the balanced budget rule. But, given vigoruu~ application, 
these nonfiscal weapons do seem to he of sullicient strength to ac
complish desired stabilization. On balance, \\T may con<·lude that 
the rule of the annually balanced budget should he retained as a 
guide to responsible fiscal decision making in times of normal eco
nomic activity, including minor recessions and inflations. Govern
ments should be willing to abandon this rule only when prolonged 
and severe depression is present or when inflation is proceeding at a 
dangerous pace. 

BUDGET BALANCE AT HIGH-LEVEL INCOME 
AND EMPLOYMENT 

In the years since World \Var II, a fis<"al poli<'y rule has heen 
proposed, and to some extent adopted, which n'pn'sents a rnmpro
mise between the principle of the annually l1<tlanccd liudgct and tlw 
purposeful use of the budget for economic :-tal1ilizatio11. This pro· 
posed rule or principle is that of budget lialan<'c at the most dcsiralilc 
level of national income with built-in or automatic unbalance during 
periods of recession or inflation. 

At any given time, a certain aggregate national i1wonw or G\P 
is required to generate the highest level of resource employment 
consistent with stability in the value of money. As was pointed out 
earlier, the precise degree of employment will depend on the in
stitutional structure. The first step in applying this fiscal rule is that 
of estimating this "most desirable" product or income. The yield of 
alternative tax structures can be estimated on the I ,asis of the as
sumption that national income is, in faet. general!'d at the desired 
level. The rule states that decisions made re~a rd i ng ta xcs and f'\· 

penditures should always be made on the assumption that thP hi{!lz
level income is to be maintained, and that balance lwtween the tu10 

sides of the account should be present. For each new item of public 
spending that is adopted, the Congress should expect to increase thr 
tax rate sufficiently to finance fully the expenditure at the lzi{!h-lnel 
income. In this way, through the pairing off of expenditure in('rt'· 
ments with tax increments, it is hoped that the desirable ('ontrol fea
ture of the ha lanced hudp;et principl<' may lw rrtaincd. 
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Actually, national income may fall below or lie above the level 
estimated to be the most desirable and upon which the tax expendi
ture decisions are made. But this fiscal rule is designed so as to 
guarantee the presence of more or less automatic adjustment in the 
budget when income levels change. 

The important device through which this is accomplished is 
built-in flexibility on both the tax and the expenditure sides of the 
account. If taxes are levied 011 the basis of income, either personal 
or corporate, a constant rate structure will produce less total revenue 
at lower national incomes than at higher ones. And, insofar as the 
rate structure contains progressive elements, the change in tax reve-
1mes as income changes will be proportionately greater than the in
come change itself. Not only does a man pay less tax at an annual 
income of $10.000 than at $20,000 because the base of the tax is 
lower; he shifts also to a lower bracket for which a lower tax rate 
is applicable. Further, this built-in flexibility is reinforced if the 
tax structure imposes heavy rates on those elements of income es
pecially subject to change when national income changes. The cor
poration income tax is relevant here. Corporate profits is one of the 
first income sectors to be reduced when the level of total deman<l 
falls; similarly, profits tend to move up rapidly when aggregate 
demand increases. Since the corporation income tax bears primarily 
on corporate profits, its yield may be expected to change more than 
proportionately with national income changes. 

On the expenditure side, many items of public spending are 
somewhat insensitive to income changes. As national income falls, 
government demand for real goods and services does not fall. There
fore, outlay on tlwse real goods and services is reduced only insofar 
as buying prices are reduced. Ami. given considerable stickiness of 
prices against downward shifts in demand, little reduction in govern
ment expenditure can be expected. The effects are not symmetrical 
with national income increases. As national income goes up, govern
ment outlav for a fixPd amount of real goods and services will tend 
to increase. with the innease in purchase prirPs, hut not to the samP 
extent that tax revenues incrPase. But aside from the expPnditures on 
real goods and services whid1 do not vary greatly over thP income 
cycle, some important public expenditures vary inversely with na
tional inromP. If social security pavments and unemployment bene
fits are determined on the hasis of certain predefined rules of eligi
bility, a decline in the over-all level of income and employment will 
cause these transfer payments to increase. Other budgetary items 
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h as aid to veterans and aid lo agriculture may also vary in-
sue I · I . fl . I T 
versely with national income. Consideralilc rn1 l-111 ex_i >'. 1ty may 
thus be present on the expenditure side, 1ml, t!,l\l'II l:X~s'.lllg_ fiscal 
institutions, this is of less significance tlian the flcx1Lil1ty III tax 

revenues. 
A simple numerical example may lie i11trod11l'ed lo il!L~strate 

the way in which built-in flexiLility 11orks lo pro1110le ern11011u_c sta
bility. Assume that a federal cash budget i,- approYcd amounllllg to 
$100 billion, along with a tax slrndtm' 1d1id1 11ill t-e11eralc $100 
billion in revenues, provided that {!J0.1.1 national product is generated 
at an expected annual rate of $.jU() billion. :\m1 !ct us po,-tulale that 
a slump in investment spending m·curs. This will l'ause GI\P to fall 
to an annual rate of $470 billion. This redudion in total ~pending 
for goods and services ( total demand) 11ill diredly reduce l'orporate 
profits. Unemployment will appear as production rates are l'llt back. 
Incomes will fall. Both the personal income tax and the !'orporation 
income tax will yield less re\'enue than lwfore the slump in spending 
occurred. The total federal tax yield may fall to $95 billion from 
the previously expected $100 billion. As unemployment dewlops. 
federal transfer expenditures also increase and other items of fed
eral spending do not decrease substantially. Federal expPnditures 
may rise to a total of, say, $102 billion. In this wav. a dcfi!'il of $7 
Lillion, on an annual rate basis, is created aulornalicalh as a result 
of the disproportionate changes in the lax yields and public ex
penditures in response to the rece~sion. If GNP should foll still more 
than postulated here, still larger defirib would lie ncatt'd. 

The deficits which automatically arise 1dwn GNP fa!],; exert 
an expansionary effect. The deficits act as sclf-rnrrecti ng force,; which 
tend to cause national income and employmn1t to move baC'k toward 
previous high levels. The deficits will continue to be neated until 
and unless national income does return to the estimated desired 
level. They will add directly to the inrome flow. If this were the only 
effect, the corrective effects could hardly he expected to lw sufficient to 
restore stability in themselves. But the deficits must I >e financed: and 
the additional purchasing power released through the financing of 
the deficits will exert continuing expansionary effects throuµJ1 the ex• 
panded quantity of money and credit made available. Through the 
automatic operation of the built-in features, the recession will tend 
to be reversed quite apart from additional deliberate action to use 
the budget for stabilization purposes. If new items of expenditure 
should be proposed while the economy is running at less than the de-
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sired income and employment level, new taxes must still be levied 
sufficient to finance the expenditure increments. But the tax yields 
need only be sufficient, at the high-level income. 

The rule works in a similar way during periods of inflation. 
Suppose that a wave of speculative inventory accumulation causes 
GNP to increase to $520 billion over an established equilibrium rate 
of $500 billion, the increase taking the form of price increases. Tax 
yields at constant rates will increase rapidly, and federal expendi
tures should decline slightly, or, at the least, remain stable. 

A surplus of $6 or $7 billion should be created. This surplus 
will act to counteract the inflationary pressures, and, as the surplus 
funds are neutralized effectively, purchasing power is withdrawn 
from the system. So long as the inflation continues, that is, so long 
as GNP remains above $500 billion, the surpluses will continue to he 
created. As in the opposite case, no supplementary budgetary or 
fiscal action is required to make the budget into an effective weapon 
of economic stabilization. 

This proposal for using the federal budget as a stabilization 
weapon only to the extent that the corrective force can be made 
quasi-automatic and independent of day-to-day decisions on taxes 
and expenditures has had powerful support in the United States. The 
Committee for Economic Development, an organization of leading 
American businessmen, has recommended this principle as a guiding 
rule for budgetary policy for more than a decade. To a certain ex
tent, the rule has been followed in practice although no explicit or 
official adoption has taken place. The continued high-level tax rates 
over the postwar period have acted to guarantee a high sensitivity 
of tax yields to shifts in national income. This, coupled with the 
relative insensitivity of public expenditures, has caused deficits to 
occur almost automatically during recessions and surpluses to occur 
during inflations. Supplementary fiscal action has been taken, hut 
the major impact of budgetary policy on the level of economic ac
tivity has come about because of the built-in flexibility features 
( apart, of course, from the effects of the high-level budget per se). 
This may be most clearly illustrated by reference to the situation in 
fiscal 1959. In January, 1958, when the budget for fiscal 1959 was 
first presented, estimates for revenues and expenditures indicated a 
probable deficit of some $2 billion. As a result of the recession, 
which exerted a major impact in mid-1958, the deficit for fiscal 1959 
was actually more than $12 billion. Only a relatively small propor
tion of this larger defirit was caused by deliberate changing of the 
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tax and expenditure levels in direct response to _the 1958 recession. 
Tax rates were maintained at 1957 levels despite strong pressures 
for reduction. Federal expenditures for 1959 ,rere inereased, but 
only by some $2 billion. The remaining. and nu'.jor. share of the 
deficit was a result of built-in flexibility. Most of thi,; occ111-rcd on the 
tax side, primarily through sharply rC'duced yields of the corporation 

and personal income taxes. 
From such experience as this we may conclude. therefore, that 

some utilization of the l,udget for stabilization purpose's is likely 
to take place over future years. Congress has indicated a willingness 
to allow built-in flexibility to adjust tax yields and exprnditures in 
a compensating way. To this extent. tlw rnle of the a1111ualh l1alanced 
budget no longer represents the dominant fis(·,tl orthodox,. 

Objections may lie raised to the principle of l1udgct l1alance at 
high income and employment from l,oth sides of the frnce. Those 
who desire that the federal lmdgel lie employed rnon· directly for 
achieving economic stability emphasize the lag in effect of tlw ad
justments arising from built-in flexibility. Quite clearly. a deficit 
cannot be generated until and unless a slump has occu1Tc<I. Fiscal 
adjustment of this nature must lie correctiw. not JH<-'H'ntiw. If tht> 
preventing of slumps and booms is the goal sought, !milt-in hudgctarv 
flexibility is not the appropriate weapon. This rnigJ1t appear to I)(' a 
serious charge against built-in flexibility until the relatiw inabilitv 
of experts to forecast levels of economic activity is acknmdedged. 
If, in fact, experts could accurately forecast both booms and rece~
sions a few months in advance. a strong case could he made for 
relying on direct preventive fiscal and monetary action. In this case. 
built-in flexibility adjustments become reserve troops held available 
on a standby basis if advance weapons fail. But experts cannot fore
cast the future trends in private spending with any degree of ac
curacy. There is a question as to whether even the direction of diangc 
can be predicted. Thus, preventive action is almost as likely to he 
taken in the wrong direction as in the right. This lit>ing so. the case 
for built-in flexibility becomes stronger. 

A second objection, from the same quarter, is liase<l upon the 
presumed impotence of built-in flexibility in reversing severe ex
pansions and contractions in income, employment, and prices. The 
argument is that, while the effects are always in the correct direction, 
no guarantee exists that they will be of sufficient force to accomplish 
stability. Budgetary flexibility may dampen l,usiness fluctuations to 
some degree, but the cycle will remain. In order to insure adequate 
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corrective adjustments, so this argument runs, the budget must l,e 
used in a more forceful manner. There is, of course, some validity 
in this objection to built-in flexibility. There is no assurance that the 
effects are large enough to dampen swings in the cycle sufficiently to 
produce a rhythm that is acceptable to most individuals. The analysis 
of built-in flexibility should, however, be recalled. 1£, in fact, the 
initial deficit does not reverse the downswing, a larger deficit will 
he created as income falls further. The elasticity in the revenue struc
ture can he quite large. and major corrective influence can be exerted 
from this side alone. Secondly, it should be kept in mind that mone
tary policy ('an always l,e ('Ounted on to support fiscal policy. No one 
has advanced built-in flexibility in the budget as the sole weapon of 
stabilization policy. If monetary policy were to be divorced from 
stabilization criteria and the primary reliance placed on fiscal cor
rectives, it does seem doubtful if huilt-in flexibility alone would be 
sufficient to a('hieve clesirable stabilization objectives. But built-in 
flexibility, along with a stabilizing monetary policy, should be able 
to produce reasonal,ly acceptable stability in income, employment, 
and prices. assuming away the problem of conflict among these oh
jectives themselves, which were previously discussed. 

A different ;;ort of objection to the principle of budget balance 
at high income can be made from the opposing point of view by those 
who generally adhere to the rule of the annually balanced budget. 
The claim can Le advanced that legislative bodies in democratic 
societies do not possess economic sophistication sufficient to allow 
the principle of budget balance at high employment to work well, if 
at all. During periods of recession, once the rule of annual balance 
is discarded, legislative bodies will allow automatic deficits to build 
up, but they will also tend to supplement expenditures and reduce 
taxes through hasty and ill-advised measures. In other words, the 
principle of budget balance at high income will, in fact, turn out to 
be a principle of no balance at all. During periods of inflation, few 
legislative bodies will have the discipline necessary to allow surpluse,
to accumulate. Rather, taxes will be cut at least to the point where the 
budget is no more than balanced. The built-in flexibility becomes in 
this way really one-way flexibility. and the semblance of control pre
sumably maintained will be lost. 

There is much force in this objection, and postwar experience 
tends to bear out some of the predictions. Congress has rarely allowed 
surpluses to continue from inflation-induced revenue increases. The 
continuing increase in revenues has provided a strong temptation for 
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government to expand expenditures. Whether or not the objection_ is 
permanently valid remains to be seen. But the control features 1~

herent in the balanced budget rule do not seem strong when this 
rule is modified to read ''budget balance at high employment." 

FUNCTIONAL FINANCE 
We may now consider the third, and last, of the three alterna

tive rules for fiscal policy. This rule is lrnse<l 011 the idea that the fed
eral budget should he used directly and delihnatch for tlw purpose 
of economic stabilization, and that nonstal,ilization olijcdivcs of 
budgetary policy should assumr ~ct·orHlary rank. Thi,- rult> may lie 
called that of "functional finance," a term invented by Professor 

Abba Lerner. 
This rule was dew loped in di red respOJN' to tire depression 

conditions of the ]930's. At that time. tire stal,ilization objective 
seemed to overwhelm all others in importance. Early ;;tal<'ment;; of 
this fiscal policy rule tended. therefore. lo I,<' sornc11l1at <'Xlrt'llH' and 
oversimplified. For example. the rnle slall'd that the onh· purpose 
of taxation is to prevent inflation. So Ionµ: as inflation \las not 
threatened, pul,lic expenditures were to lw finarwcd l1v the creation 
of money. Stated in this way, the functional finance ruh· iµ:norrs the 
basic purpose of the fiscal structure, which is to pnnide l'ntain rnl
]ective or public goods and services. And the decision t'OIH'<'rninµ: the 
appropriate amount of these collective goods and servil'es to lie pro
vided is not properly made by limiting consideration to stabilization 
objectives. 

Modern statements of the functional finance ru!P are more 
sophisticated. The rule states that the federal !Jt1dget should lie u,ed 
at all times with a view toward maintaining the desired stability in 
income, employment, and prices, and that the adrniltedly u~eful con
trol features inherent in the balanced budget rule are less important 
than the achievement of stabilization olijediYes. No attempt should 
be made, according to this rule, to lialance the lnrdget in any sinµ:le 
accounting period, nor should the nr le of l,udget l1a lance al high 
income be adopted. The criteria for budgetary planning should be 
the desirable level of the macroeconomic variablcs~income, em· 
ployment, and prices. Budget balance might be the result, but it 
should never be the aim, of budgetary planning. 

The proponents of this budgetary rule normally place less re
liance on monetary policy as an appropriate stabilization instrument 
than do those favoring either of the alternative rules. In the pure 
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Keynesian analysis, monetary policy is quite ineffective in insurino
a reversal of a slump or recession due to the floor under the intere~ 
rate. Once the floor is reached, monetary policy cannot reduce the 
interest rate, and it is only through interest rate reductions that 
monetary policy can be fully effective. Several objections to this 
argument can be raised, but these will not concern us here. If mone
tary policy is thus held to lie ineffective, fiscal policy must Le allowed 
to assume a more important stabilization role, especially in down
swings. The modern advocate of functional finance desires that the 
budget he deliberately manipulated at the onset of a downturn. 
Taxes should be reduced, and public spending expanded, with an 
emphasis usually on the second of these two sides of the unbalancing 
process. 

On the upturn, it has been generally recognized that monetary 
policy is more effective. There is no ceiling on the interest rate. 
Hence, functional finance advocates are less emphatic on the need 
for surplus creation during periods of threatened inflation; however, 
they raise serious objections to monetary policy on the upswing. They 
agree it can he fully effective; but they do not like the presumed 
selective rcsu Its. The high interest rate levels which a "tight" money 
policy implies tend to impinge differentially on the investment sector 
of the economy, notably on certain groups of investors. Since eco
nomic growth is also accepted by this group of advocates as an im
portant ohjectiye of policy, fiscal policy is supported as superior to 
monetary policy even during periods of threatened inflation. 

From considerations of practical politics, the functional finance 
approach may be the least acceptable of the three discussed. It seems 
rlearly to have a bias toward deficit creation, given the existence of 
democratic decision-making institutions. Legislative bodies will he 
highly responsive to the needs of the economy during periods of 
recession when the signs indicate l,oth a reduction of taxation and 
an expansion in public spending. On the other hand, legislative bodies 
arc not likely to respond to inflation when the functional finance rules 
indicate that taxes should he increased and public expenditures re
duced. There seems no doubt that functional finance would he the 
best of the three rules if the economy were to he guided by a single 
decision-making agrncy, a despot, benevolent or otherwisP. But this 
sort of decision making cannot, and should not, exist in a democratic 
society. Hence, the rule as it actually would work out in practice 
might be disa,;trous. Control over expenditure would tend to he elim
inated, and a \\a\e of rather irresponsible spending decisions would 
likely follow. 
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This does not suggest that the ideas of functional finance have 
not done much to awaken governments to their responsibility to 
maintain economic stability. Certainly, should a severe depression 
recur, the budget must be deliberately used as a stabilization instru
ment. However, monetary policy plus built-in flexibility may serve 
efficiently in periods of normal swings in husincss and cconomi<" 
activity. Any attempt to deliberately adjust the federal ln1dget to 
offset minor recessions and inflations seems hi;d1ly qucstionalile. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter three alternative rules for fiscal poli,·y ,,ere 

discussed. The first was that of thr annually halanced l1udµ:ct. This 
rule, which represented the dominant fiscal orthodoxy prior to the 
193O's, does possess certain desirablt' control fcaturcs. TllC' rule tend, 
to cause more responsible <kci,ions to lie made ,·mH·crning the appro
priate amount of gowrnment ,prnding. IIO\rner. durinµ: periods 
of economic recession or boom. thc rule taken literally tends to he 
overly restrictive. The government l111dget may have to lw employed 
as a corrective stabilizing force in the econon1,. 

The rule of budget balance at high inconw rqirescnb a 1·0111-
promise between the annually balanced budgft principle and furn·
tional finance. The rule tries to coml1ine tlw desirable ('ontrol fea
tures of budget balance with the stal,ilization features of fundional 
finance. It does so through the device of balancing the hudgct at 
high income, and allowing dt'ficib and surplus<·s to <kwlop auto
matically in response to swings in national income lwlow and abow 
the desired level. The rule has been in practice to some extent in the 
postwar United States. Several objections can be raised to its appli
cation, but it seems to represent the most likeh· rnle to lw adopted 
over the immediate future. 

Functional finance means that the primary purpose of the gov
ernment fiscal structure should be that of aehieving Pconomic stabili
zation. This rule, while useful in the Great Depression. o,Prlooks 
the control features of the balanced budget rule, and ignores the 
political institutions through which decisions are actually made in a 
democratic society. The rule actually would work well for a singlr
minded and all-powerful economic czar. But with legislative hodies 
actually making the final fiscal choices, the widespread acceptance 
of functional finance would surely lead to action biased in favor of 
deficits and against surpluses. Hence, functional finance in the mod· 
ern world will tend to be associated with inflationary forces. 



Part 

Ill 

SOCIAL GOALS AND 

FISCAL INSTITUTIONS 

The central purpose of the fiscal structure is to pro
vide <·ertain specific collective goods and services to 
the imliddual nwmhers of society. In the modern 
<·eonomy, the amount of resourees ehanneled through 
the fiseal mechanism in discharge of this purpose is 
proportionately large relative to the eeonomy itself. 
Tilt' magnitude of the "public sector" of the economy 
i,- sueh that important side effects may he exerted by 
the fiseal strueture. The question raised at once is 
wlH'ther tlw ••fisc'" should he used to further eertain 
··soda!" goals quite apart from the mere provision 
of <·ollt•t·tin· goods mul se1·viecs. narrowly defined. 

To answer this question, we must first develop a 
•·pun· tllt'ory'' of government finance; that is to say, 
w<• must first diseuss what the fiseal system would 
look like if the provision of t·olleeth·c goods and 
serviees were its only purpose. What criteria deter
mine how mueh the public eeonomy shall provide? 
How art' the eosts alloeated among indh·iduals? Th<'re 
is general agreement that the "pure theory" is the 
least satisfactory part of the whole subject ffrld of 
puhlic finance. In terms of tlw organization of this 
hook, however, it sel'mS essential that thcs<' "prin
dples" be diseu1,se1l prior to the mo1·e positive and 
detail<'d examination of fiseal institutions that fol
lows in subsequent ehapters. 

Several points n<'e1l to he made at the outset. The 
dii,eussion of the ··pure theory" is the most diffieult 
of the hook. It is impossihle to introduee eomplex 
id<•as simply mul :U'eurately at the same tim<•, hut I 
have tried to simplify the argument where possihl<•. 

Fiseal tlwory in its pure sense is eoneerncd with 
the role of the fiseal system in the politieal eeonom'.\·• 



As we define the pure theory here, this amounts to a 
description of the ideally neutral or efficient fiscal 
structure. By this I mean that system which uniquely 
aims al providing the social group with some "op
timal" or "efficient" quantity of colleetivc goods and 
services and doing so in an "l'flit'it•nt"' way. This de
scription stems from tlw assumption that tlw "YSlem 
is organized solely to provitk "ut'h goods arnl serv

ices. 
But such an ideally neutral systl'm woulil run afoul 

of other purposes whid1 fiscal "Y"ll'm" han·. vari
ously, IH'en employed to t•nhan1·1· or to ;.upport. The 
discussion must, thl'rl'fon•. intro1h11·1· "01111· r1·1·ogni, 
tion of eonflicting norimi for fi,..t'al organization. 
Herc the value jmlgnwnts of tlw wrilt·r 11111"1 alfrrt. 
to some extent. thl' 1·mwlusion" r,•,H"lw,I. 

In the last two decmles. eeonomi1· growth has heen 
proposed as a goal of policy g,·,wrally. ~houl.t taxi's 
and expemliturPs 1,,, delih1•ra1t•ly adju,..tl'd "o as to 
aeeelerate the ratl' of economie growth'! How 1loPs 
the aereptam·e of this purpmw t·onfliet with altt•rna
tive possible goal"'! 

A more tra1litional goal of tlw fowal ,..,rul'lurc is 
that of redistributing incomt•s and Wl'alth among the 
imlivi,lual mt•mlll'rs of tlw i.1)('i1•ty. To what 1·xtent 
should the fiscal systt·m lw l'mploy1·1l to 1·11ualizP 
opportunities, incomes, mul wealth'! 

These questions must IH' an;;w1·n·1l, or at l,·ast dis
t•ussed, before any --prineiples"' of taxation or of puh
lie spending can he ,lerin·,l. Do al't't•l1·ra1t·tl growth, 
greater equality, and ceonomie efli1·i1·n1·y inlwrently 
eonfliet as goals of fiseal organization'! 

The hody of puhlie finanec theory ha..i not heen 
without "principles." Some attention must he given 
to the traditional an,l orthodox --pri1H'ipl1•,;" of taxa• 
tion and of expenditure. Upon what hat-l's art' fiscal 
decisions now made, aml ean ortluulox or tra,litional 
principles he defendc,l '! The tinw-honor .. ,I prineipl1·s 
of taxation based on ability to pay mul on henefits 
reeeived must he introdU<·e1l. 

Finally, do the ''principles"' tlwms..Ivcs dq,end 
upon the organization of colleetin· ,lt•eision making? 
Can any "general'' rules IH' .iugg""lt•d whieh art• par
ticularly suitable for the demot-ratie proepss as it ac• 
tually exists in Western nations'! 



Chapter 

12 

FISCAL NEUTRALITY AND 

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY 

THE IDEALLY NEUTRAL FISCAL SYSTEM 

.. i\eutrality"' has often been mentioned as one of the 
goals for the organization of a fiscal system, but the concept has 
rarely been defined precisely. We shall define the ideally neutral 
fiscal system as that system which provides collective goods and 
services most "effil'iently:· This merely begs the question, however, 
since "efficiency'' ibelf requires definition. 

Before we proceed further, it is best to dispel some false no
tions of fiscal neutrality. The neutral fiscal system is not that one 
which exerts no influerwe on individual behavior. What is meant by 
no influence'? There is nothing provided with which to make a com
parison. Under a well-established fiscal system individual behavior 
must lie different from that in an economy which provides no collec
tive goods and services. the no-government economy that we have em
ployed several times for comparative purposes. The point can be 
made by way of a simple illustration. If no police protection were 
provided hy government, private people would change their behavior 
by hiring more night watchmen. IJOdyguards, and private detective,;. 
The provision of collective goods through a governmental unit allows 
private goods that are dose substitutes to be reduced in usage. The 
idea of fiscal rwutrality cannot, therefore, he conceived in terms 
of an absence of effect on private choices. 

A more appropriate and useful conception may begin with an 
analogy with the market economy. If the fiscal system is conceived 
as the means through which collective goods and services are pro
vided to members of the society without any subsidiary or supple
mentary social functions, the market analogy comes to mind. We may 
begin, in this way, to get a better idea of the meaning of "efficiency." 

129 
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Let us take an ordinary privately produced good, say, shoes. 
We say that this commodity is efficiently provided_ if the ma_rket price 
accurately reflects the marginal costs of production. If pnce equals 
marginal cost, the consumer is faced with a choi<'e among alterna
tives which accurately reflect relative costs of this commodity and 
others in the economy. If, for example, a pair of shoes is priced at 
$10, and $10 equals marginal cost, the custonwr who purchases 
shoes is "directing" the economy to devote resoun-cs to shoe produc
tion which could produce $10 \\·orth in alternatiH· employments. 
On the other hand, if the market price were Sl ;j_ \IC could say that 
the consumer is not confronted with "'true'' alternatiYes. An artifi.c.:ial 
wedge would Le inserted between selling price and genuine oppor
tunity cost. A way could be worked out whereby l,oth tlw l'0lbumer 
and the resource suppliers could I,e made better ofT. The shoPs are 
not provided "efficiently'' unless the prict' is Sl 0. 

A more sophisticated, and more accurate. \1·a\· of stating this 
argument is to say that a necessary condition for the '"ellicit'nt'' or
ganization of the market economy is that marginal rates of substitu
tion among goods and services in consumption 11111st lw equal to thr 
marginal rates of substitution among goods and servict',-; in produc
tion. If this Lasic condition is not satisfied. it can lie shown that at 
least one person in the group can he made bettt'r ofI ,rithout anyone 
else in the system Leing made worse ofI. An "efficient"' position in 
modern welfare economics is defined as a position from "hid1 110 
change can be made without making someone wor~e ofT. 

As we saw in Chapter 3, the characteristic feature of collectin· 
goods is the indivisibility of the servires pnnided to individuak 
From this it follows that such goods and services ca1111ot l,e directh 
"priced"; the market analogy cannot he fully applit"d. If collt'ctiw 
goods and services could be "priced," the services would haw to lw 
divisible, and there would be no need for governnwnt. The liencfi.b 
of the lighthouse shine on all users indiscriminately. quite inde
pendently of the individual contributions or taxe,- for ih support. 
The same can be said of the $40 billion spent annua 1 Iv l,y the fed era I 
government on national defense. It is impossible to s-ell ·individuallv 
public services which are hy their nature indivisil,le. But sonH' 

method of financing such services must he worked out. and this is 
the conceptual origin of the tax system. 

In spite of the impossibility of "pririno" <Temiinelv collective 
d d

. l ,., ,... -
goo s n~ect y, a method of allocating or distributing the costs of 
such services may be worked out which is closely analogous to the 
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pricing process in ordinary markets. The necessary conditions are 
the same as those which must be satisfied for private goods markets. 
Individuals must be placed in a position where the marginal rates 
of substitution among both private and collective goods in usage or 
consumption are equal to the marginal rates of substitution among 
Loth private and collective goods in production. For a single collec
tive good, the proper amount will be provided when the aggregate 
marginal evaluation of that good by all citizens is equal to its mar
ginal cost, that is, its marginal rate of substitution in production. 

A simple example will clarify this. Suppose we are considering 
a single island society with only two citizens, Mr. Crusoe and Mr. 
Friday. The decision confronted is whether to build a fishing net ( a 
collective good) 10 feet long or 12 feet long. The difference in the 
total cost of building the two nets is 6 days' labor. Now let us say 
that the fi.rst citizen. Crusoe, estimates the additional length of the 
net to be worth as much as 4 days' lalior to him. If the second citizen, 
Friday, considers the larger net to be worth as much as 2 days' labor 
to him individually, the "collectivity" should decide to build the 
larger net with Crusoe working (paying taxes) 4 days and Friday 2 
days. Any other decision would be "inefficient" for it can Le readily 
shown that with any other choice some change can be worked out 
which will make both parties to the decision better off. 

In this way it becomes conceptually possible to imagine an 
ideally "efficient"' or '·neutral'' fiscal system. Each individual wi II 
pay an incremental tax for collective goods and services equal to 
the incremental benefits that he receives from these goods and serv
ices, and each collective service would be provided in sufficient 
quantity to make the total incremental benefits accruing to all citi
zens equal to the marginal cost,; of providing the services. For ex
ample, if the citizens in the United States, taken together, should 
Pvaluate the benefits from an additional ballistic missile at $20 bil
lion, the missile development should be undertaken if its added cost 
is less than $20 billion. The costs should be distrilrnted in accordance 
with the individual evaluations. If the incremental or marginal cost 
of the development project is estimated at more than $20 billion, the 
project should not be undertaken. The tax system which imposes on 
the people a higher aggregate cost or which distributes the cost in 
some manner contrary to that determined by individual evaluation 
of the marginal benefits must violate fiscal neutrality in the sense 

here defined. 
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The "efficient" or "neutral" fiscal system must embody taxation 
on the basis of the so-called "benefit principle." But it should be 
noted that the proper interpretation of this principle in this connec
tion is that taxes should be levied so as to equa I marginal benefits of 
collectively provided goods and services, not total benefits. The 
failure to distinguish between these two possilde interpretations 

has been the source of much confusion. 

The Wicksell Principle of Taxation 

As we shall see, the ideally ef!i!'icnt fis!'al ~ystem just desnilwd 
has never been put into practice, primarily liecause other purposes 
than efficiency have always affectC'd fiscal dC'C'isions. B(·<·a11~c of this. 
little attention has been given to the prolikm of trying to put any 
approximation of the purely neutral svstcm into prndicc. Until rr
cently, Knut WickselL a distinguislwd S,rcdish <'<'onornist. was the 
only one to recognize this problem. IIe proposed a unique plan for 
implementing the efficiency principle. It will lie lwlpful lo discuss 
Wicksell's plan briefly. 

The first step in organizing a fiscal system on these li,w, would 
be to tie each decision on pulilic expenditure to a deC'ision on the 
distribution of the tax burden. No approximation to a "correct" 
amount of collective services can lie attained until the two sides are 
joined in some way. Secondly, Wicksell proposed that the ordinary 
decision-making rule of majority vote lie suspended for fisc·al de
cisions. Ideally, unanimity among members of the legislative hody 
should be required, but Wicksell recognizC'd the extrem(' limitations 
of this restriction. Accordingly, he stated that the simple majority 
rule be replaced in fiscal decisions hy a rule of relativ<' unanimity. 
Relative unanimity was defined in terms of a qualified majority, 
perhaps five sixths of the members of the assemlilv. 

When a new item of public expenditure is pr;)posed, under the 
Wicksell scheme, a whole set of alternative distributions of the tax 
load is to be drawn up. These are then taken up hy the a~semhly in 
order. As soon as one of these distributions receive,; a required ma
jority, the expenditure is to be adopted along with the tax hill. If 
no tax distribution which can secure the required support exists, the 
proposed expenditure is to be rejected. 

The Wicksell approach may he illustrated by an example. Sup
pose that a municipality is trying to decide whether to l,uild a new 
civic auditorium. If the auditorium is really desired by the citizen,;. 
that is, desired more than alternative uses of the required funds, 
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there must exist at least one arrangement of the costs among the 
citizens upon which all of them will agree, or substantially so. If no 
such distribution exists, the auditorium is not valued as highly as the 
private goods and services which could be purchased with the tax 
dollars in it,; stead. Hence, the auditorium should not be a municipal 
project. Wicksell tried to propose institutional and organizational 
arrangements which would insure that fiscal decisions be made effi
l'iently. 

The sharp discrepancy between the Wicksell fiscal scheme and 
that to lie found in actual practice in most economies today suggests 
that fiscal decisions are prohal,ly not very efficient. There seems little 
chance that collective goods and services are provided in any close 
approximation to the "correct" amount as indicated by individual 
evaluations. 5ume services may he overextended; other services may 
he provided at less than '"optimum" levels. The reason for this ap
parent indli<'irnl'y is that existing systems are constructed with rela
tively little rt>gard for neutrality or efliciency in decision making. 
Other purposes have !wen dominant in shaping our fiscal institutions. 
5uLsequrnt ehapters of Part III will discuss some of these other 
goals. 

SECOND-ORDER EFFICIENCY 

The fully ·'efficient" fiscal system could serve as a norm for in
stitutional reorganization only if the system were devoted uniquely 
to the pro\ is ion of rnlledive goods and services. But modern societies 
are willing to ,;anificc ''efficiency"' in the sense here discussed in 
order to employ the fiscal system for other purposes. To what extent 
can economic eflieien('y he retained as a criterion for actual fiscal 
organization 'f 

When we say that collective goods and services are not pro
vided eflil'icntly. we are saying that taxes and public expenditures 
are not related directly in the del'ision making of the individual. 
This being trut'. either taxes or public expenditures can affect the 
private economic behavior of individuals in many possible ways. If 
an individual is faced with a tax hill that does not reflect his own 
marginal evaluation of the increment of public service financed, this 
tax charge takes on characteristics of a net withdrawal of real in
come. With a reduced real income, the individual will modify his 
behavior, and the direction of change will depend on the precise 
nature of the tax. The results are similar on the expenditure side. 
If an individual receives a net benefit, he will act as if this is a net 
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addition to his real income. The manner in which his behavior will 
lie modified depends on the particular way in which the additional 

real income is provided to him. 
One way of approaching the problem of second-order efficiency 

is that of moving to the other extreme from that position implicit 
in the previous discussion of the ideally neutral sptem. Instead of 
assuming that the fiscal system is organized solely for tlw purpose of 
providing collective goods, we may 110\\" as,unw that no l'ollel'li\e 
goods of the ordinary sort are provided. The fiscal sy,tcm may be 
l'onsidered to Le organized to accomplish redistriliutiyc purpose, 
only. We know, of course. that any given fiscal stnwture \1ill repre
sent some mixture of our t\rn cases. 

1 

At this point we must face up to a dilli('ll lty which <·annot lw 
resolved without a long and complex argument. L'nless all parts of 
the economy are simultaneously adjusted. ,re cannot with full ac
curacy say that, under these conditions, the fisl'al institution which 
distorts private choices the least 1ie<-cssarily i11neases ovn-all '·efii. 
ciency" in the private economy more than its altnnati,cs. The fiscal 
principle of "least-price distortion," ,rhich has often heen advanced. 
is not fully correct. Under certain conditions, nen with the pmely 
re<listriLutive fiscal system, a tax that is used deliberately to insert 
a wedge between a selling price and a cost or ,;upply price may lead 
to more efficient private decisions. The result depends in ea!'h case 
on the types and the extent of distortion already presented in the 
alternatives for private choice prior to the tax levy. As mentioned. 
this elementary book is not the appropriate place to elaborate the 
basis of this point. It will Le sufficient to say only that we may accept 
the principle of "least-price distortion" as a "second-best" or '·se('· 
ond-order" approach to efficiency. We must recognize that the result, 
arising from a rigorous application of this principle will not alway, 
he the desired ones. It seems reasonable, nevertheless, that, normally. 
application of the principle will lead to more efficient private choic;,,. 

What specific implications arise from this principle of least· 
price distortion? First of all, when we consider the taxing side of tlw 
fiscal process, the principle indicates that, normally, the more general 
the tax, the less it will interfere with individual choices. The general 
income tax is preferred on these grounds to the particular exci~t' 

'Professor Richard A. Musgrave has di,tinguished lwtm·,·n 1hr nllocation bra11ch 
and !he distributive branch of th~ budget in order to empha,iw th,, different principles 
applicable for each hranrh. See l11s Theory of Public Finance I N,·w York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., I 959) . 
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or commodity tax. The former reduces income without placina a 
particular incentive on the consumer to modify his consumption i: a 
specific manner. The tax imposed on several or all commodities will 
tend to be preferred over the tax on a single commodity. 

The Lump-Sum Tax 

Somewhat interestingly, the "ideal" tax from the point of the 
principle of least-price distortion is the lump-sum or poll tax. A 
tax levied upon the individual independently of a quantitative base 
can exert little influence on his behavior. Behavior will be modi
fied only to the extent that the reduced real income of the indi
vidual reduces his consumption opportunities. The tax provides the 
individual ,rith no incentive to economize on any form of con
sumption. The lump-sum tax is unimportant in actual fiscal systems. 
The com·Pption is useful only in certain analytical models as this tax 
is contrasted with others which do exert more important effects on 
behavior. 

The General Proportionate Income Tax 

Leaving the lump-sum tax, the tax that is levied proportionately 
on personal income satisfies the least-distortion criterion quite well. 
The individual is attracted to consume more leisure than he would 
without the tax, but his general pattern of consumption is not greatly 
modified. His choice between methods of earning real income as be
tween the riskier and the less risky ventures is not affected as would 
be the case with the progressive income tax. 

The General Sales Tax 

If taxation is to be placed on the purchase or consumption of 
particular commodities, the least-distortion principle indicates that 
one which is levied on the whole range of commodities is perhaps 
lo lie preferre1l over the tax which is concentrated on one of a few 
commodities. This tax is, of course, typical of many of the state reve
nue structures in the United States. 

The Lump-Sum Subsidy 

Effects on the expenditure side are quite similar to those on the 
tax side. The "ideal'' expenditure from the view of exerting the least 
distortion on individual private choice is the payment of lump-sum 
subsidies to individuals. These suhsidities, which would be com-

'' 
I I 
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pletely unrelated to the economic status of th~ indivi1ual, would in
fluence behavior only to the extent that real mcome mcreases cause 
certain changes in the choice pattern. 

The Conception of Genera/ Expenditure 

Nothing on the public spending side corresponds closely with 
the general proportional income tax 011 the tax ;;ide. The idea of 
public expenditure being devoted to projects which are of general 
benefit to all members of the community is nwaningful only to a 
certain extent. National defense expenditures are perhaps the closest 
modern equivalent. For the most part, however, expenditures are 
made for particular projects and the l,enefits from each of the collec
tive projects undertaken will tend to a/Teet specially situated groups 
in the economy. If this is true, significant efTccb 011 individual lw
havior must be expected. A few examples will sufTicc. The ckcision 
to build the Tennessee Valley Authority affected private dC'cisions 
in the Tennessee Valley. The relocation of a highway aff P<'b many 
private decisions of property owners along both the old and the new 
routes. 

Here we record an interesting plwnomenon in the development 
of fiscal theory and policy. The principle of organizing the systC'm 
so as to effect the least possible distortion in the structure of individ
ual choices has been applied normally to the tax distribution. but it 
has rarely been applied to the distribution of public expenditures. 
Yet, quite clearly, if the principle is applical,le on the one side it is 
applicable on the other. There is no more reason for saying that a 
general tax is to be preferred over a specific one than there is for 
saying that a general expenditure program is to be preferred over a 
specific program, specific being defined geographically or otherwise. 

This introduces a peculiar asymmetry in fiscal theory that ,,c 
shall have occasion to refer to again later in the book. Fi,-cal tradi
tion has been built on the idea that the least-distortion principle ap· 
plies only to the tax side of the account. This idea has affected the 
legal structure of the government. The courts have interpreted tlw 
United States Constitution to say that geographical uniformity of 
taxes is required. In other words, an individual in California must 
be accorded the same federal tax treatment as the equally situated 
individual in Virginia. But mention has rarely ],een made of the 
necessity for benefits from federal expenditures to lie provided 
equally to equally situated individuals, either geographically or 
otherwise. 
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EQUITY AND EFFICIENCY 

Equal Treatment for Equals 

As suggested previously, the conception of fiscal equity, that 
is, equal treatment for equally situated individuals, has been ap
plied to the distribution of taxes, but not to the distribution of ex
penditures in the same manner. This equity criterion, although mo
tivated on grounds completely divorced from economic efficiency, 
does carry with it cntain implications for efficiency in the struc
ture of private d1oiccs. The equal-treatment-for-equals principle does 
not guarantee that private choices are not modified by the fiscal 
structure, but it does, if fully applied, serve to prevent differential 
effects on separate groups or individuals. The meaningfulness of 
this equity principle depends, however, on the way in which "equals" 
are defined for purposes of fiscal treatment. Differential taxes could 
Le imposed without violation to the technical version of the equity 
principle if the group of "equals" is defined sufficiently narrowly. 
For example. a tax could conceivably lie imposed on all redheaded, 
nonsmoking liachelors. To the extent that the same tax is applied on 
all persons in this category, the principle of equity could be applied. 
But co111mon sense indicates that such a tax would be held to violate 
the real meaning of the principle. To be acceptable, a tax must be 
applied to rather broad groupings; in other words, "equals" for fiscal 
purposes must be defined in some reasonable and not wholly ar
bitrary manner. 

To the extent that this is true, the general respect for the equity 
principle in the organization of the fiscal structure has been one 
factor tending to maintain general neutrality in effects. The deliberate 
distortion of private choices in a differential way has been prevented, 
especially in the distribution of taxes. The asymmetry in the organ
ization of the tax and the expenditure sides of the fiscal account has 
prevented the sa111e sort of tradition on the expenditure side. 

This equity principle will be discussed in 111ore detail in a later 
chapter. At thi~ point it is suggested merely as one factor which, 
unintentionally, scnes to prewnt undue distortion of the resource 
allocation 111echanism of the private economv by the fiscal structure. 

EFFICIENCY AS A FISCAL NORM 
Insofar as efliciency in the private economy has constituted 

a goal of fiscal or"anization, it has done so more or less negatively. 
That is to say, the ;rinciple of least-resource or least-price distortion, 
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as reinforced by the principle of equity, has caused fiscal i1~stitutions 
to be constructed so as to allow generally free play for pnvate eco
nomic decisions. A more positive role for the fiscal system in actu
ally promoting economic efficiency has rarely been proposed or 
adopted. 

Such a positive role is possible, however, and it is worthv of a 
brief discussion. The tax and expenditure structure pro\ides a power
ful means of offsetting those elements of inefficiency that arise in the 
ordinary workings of the market economy. For example. C('onomi,;t,; 
generally recognize that the existence of monopoly tend,; to make 
the market system inefficient. One means of reducing the corn·entra
tion of economic power that is necessary for monopoly would lw to 
place differentially high tax rates on the incomes of rnrporations 
possessing more than a specified percentage of the Iota I sales for a 
single commodity grouping. Alternatively, taxes could lie imposed on 
advertising outlays beyond a certain percentage of sale~: or. to a('· 
complish the same purpose, advertising outlays lieyond a cPrtain 
amount could be disallowed as a deduction from corporate income 
taxation. The same treatment could l,e easily applied to lalior union 
monopoly. Unions extending over whole industrie,; could lie sul,jected 
to special taxes with a view toward reducing their monopoly power. 

The expenditure side lends itself even more nicely to possible 
deliberate steps to attain over-all economic efficiency. Subsidies can 
be granted to individuals living in depressed areas to encourage them 
to move to other more highly developed areas of the economy. Tax 
deductions or positive subsidies can be granted to capital investment 
in areas of surplus labor. The practice of state and local unib of 
government providing tax and expenditure incentives for industrial 
firms to encourage location is a familiar one in the American 
economy. 

Conceivably, government could set up industrial plants of ib 
own deliberately to introduce competition into otherwisP monopolized 
industries. The "yardstick" purpose was one of the main argument,; 
for the construction of the Tennessee Valley Authority in the 1930",. 

Considerable support can be adduced for many of the,;e, or simi• 
lar, proposals to utilize the fiscal system, either through taxes or ex
penditures or both, as a positive means of promoting greater efli
ciency in the organization of the market economy. In the first place. 
the dividing line between accepting the principle of negatively ori
ented minimum distortion of prices and resource allocation and 
accepting the positively oriented principle of promoting greater effi-
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ciency is hazy at best. When tax proposals are considered, it seems 
reasonable to take into account the effects on individual choices and 
to say that, in normal circumstances, that tax which exerts the least 
influence on individual choice, other things being equal, should be 
preferred. But does it not seem equally reasonable to say that, given 
an existing distortion in individual alternatives due to monopoly 
or restriction of any sort, that tax which shifts the pattern of choice 

d "fr:·" 1·. bf towar a more e 11c1ent so ut10n 1s to e pre erred, other things 
being the same'? No answer to this question is possible, apart from 
explicit value judgments. 

It will he argued here that the distinction between the negative 
principle of lea~t-price distortion or second-order efficiency and the 
positive principle of deliberately using the fiscal system to promote 
efficiency is a useful one. It will be argued further that there are 
grounds for holding that the second principle is not an appropriate 
one for the organization of the fiscal system. 

There are two fundamental reasons why the tax-expenditure 
structure should not be employed deliberately to promote economic 
efficiency. The first reason lies in the difficulty of defining and of 
distinguishing changes which will, in fact, produce greater "effi, 
ciency" in the total economy. We have briefly touched on the 
"second-best" difficulty previously. But even disregarding this, no ob
jectively determinate measure of economic efficiency exists that might 
he utilized to guide fiscal decisions. In some situations the max
imization of real national income might appear to be an acceptable 
measure, but its limitations may be illustrated by a single example. 

Suppose that a proposal is submitted to provide public sub
sidies for outmigration of individuals and families from areas of 
low average incomes. These subsidies will encourage some families 
to migrate to the areas of the economy with higher average incomes. 
As measured in terms of total national income, the national economy 
is made more "efficient" by the change. But, actually, the individuals 
involved may have been just as satisfied in the low-income position 
as in the newly established and higher-income position. Psychic in
come may be higher in the low-income regions; there is no objective 
way of measuring this sort of "income" except in terms of individual 
choices. Measured real income will tend to give a false notion of ob
jectivity to the conception of "efficiency." 

A second reason for saying that the tax-expenditure structure 
should not be employed to promote over-all economic efficiency in 
a positive way is based on a recognition of the actual process of 
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decision making in a democratically organized society. The first ob
jections may be disregarded in a despotism wh~re a 11 <_'.ollective de
cisions are made by a single individual or a smgle-n11nded group. 
"Efficiency" in such a system may be defined as desired hy the 
chooser, and the fiscal system may be used, along with other de
vices, to promote greater "efficiency" as defiiwd. In a dt'mocraey, 
however, collective decision making is a <'Olllpkx process. Final de
cisions are the result of a ,vhole chain of individual voting pro
cedures, the debates and choices of representatin~ asscmlilic,-;, the 
exercise of executive leadership. the parti,-an activity of politi!'al 
parties, the conflicts of pressure group interest. and the intri!'al'ies of 
bureaucratic administration. At 110 place in this dc('i,-;io11-maki11g 
process can over-all "efficiency'" in tlw private <·<·onomy be taken as 
the overriding aim, and fiscal devices cannot readily be geared to 
accomplish such "efficiency." I nstcad. if tlw cfli("ic11<'y•promoti11g 
purpose of the fiscal system is admitted as legitimate. there \\ill likely 
arise a rather irrespo11sil1le and arbitrary set of fi,-;<"al devi('cs. pre
sented under the guise of "efficiency." which serw to restrict the 
reasonably free operation of the market economy. I 11 other wonk 
the decision process represented, say, in the l!nitcd States federal 
government, seems likely to be unable to distinguish ·•ef!icient" from 
"inefficient" changes, even in the liroadest possililc :-ense. Instead of 
providing subsidies to outmigration from depressed areas created by 
a declining resource base, the decision structure is likely to produce 
subsidies to industries and to individuals to remain in the uneco
nomic areas. In the name of securing greater efli('iewy. the actual 
decision process will tend to produce results like the tax depletion 
allowance for certain extractive industries whi<'h sen-es to attract an 
excessive quantity of investment into those industries. 

CONCLUSION 

The ideally neutral or "efficient'' fiscal svstt>m is rnw that has 
as a single purpose the provision of collective ·goods and scrvit'<>s to 
individuals. This system will make the tax-expenditure process as 
closely analogous to the market economy as is possible. But due to 
the indivisibility of benefits from collective goods and services, di
rect "pricing" is not available. Hence, the tax structure must he 
made to reflect individual evaluations of the marginal herwfits from 
government services, and the total quantity of pul,lic servi<"es pro
vided must be based on some aggregation of these individual evalu
ations. In one sense, the "ideal" principle of taxation is the benefit 
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principle. Until quite recently, Knut Wicksell has been the only 
economist who attempted to trace out the implications of the ideally 
neutral fiscal system in terms of decision-making institutions. 

Many other goals are embodied in the actual fiscal systems of 
the modern world. Hence, we can expect some external effects to Le 
exerted on individual behavior by both taxes and public expendi
tures. Second-order efii<'ienry can still Le taken as a proximate goal 
for judging taxes and Pxprrn1iture proposals, although the limitations 
must Le kept in mind. Normally, other things remaining the same, 
when considcrt'd indt'pcndently, that tax or expenditure which affects 
the behavior of the individual the least should be preferred. This 
allows the principle of least-price or least-resource distortion to 
have some meaning. 

Using the least-distortion principle, in isolation from all others, 
the lump-sum or poll tax may be taken as the proximate ideal. This 
tax exerts an influence on individual behavior only through its effects 
on real income. Applied more generally, the least-distortion principle 
allows the general income tax to be preferred over the commodity 
tax, and the proportional tax over the progressive tax. It also allows 
a normative judgment favoring the general sales tax applied to all 
commodities over the specific excise tax levied on one or a few com
modities. 

Similar conclusions can Le applied to the expenditure side, Lut 
we noted the asymmetry that exists here. The conception of general 
expenditure has never lieen rigorously formulated nor has the idea 
been translated into the actual fiscal structure. 

Beyond the idea of least distortion, it is possi!Jle to use the fiscal 
system positively in actually promoting economic efficiency. We may 
cite instances of this usage, but we have argued against this extension 
of the system. Efli('iency is a difficult concept to define at best, and 
the institutions for de('ision making are imperfect. Widespread de
parture from the ideal of least distortion, as supplemented by the 
principle of equity. would seem to open the door for all sorts of 
experimental tinkering with the tax-expenditure structure, with du
bious effects. 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
The student interc,ted in \Vicksell", taxation proposals should consult 

Knut Wickst>lL "A New Principle of Just Taxation." contained in Inter
national Economic Association, Classics in !he Theory of Public Finance, 
edited bv A. T. Peacock and R. A. Musgr.ne (London: Macmillan & Co .. 
1958) .. 
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Chapter 

13 

ECONOMIC GROWTH AS A 

FISCAL OBJECTIVE 

One of the characteristic features of \Vcstcrn <'apital
istic economics has been the rapid rate of economic proµ_rcss that has 
occurred in the last two centuries. This growth has, in the past, been 
far from steady. Growth trends have been intPrrupted, from time 
to time, by serious recession and depression. Only sin('e the Great 
Depression of the 1930's has it come to he fully realized that thP 
economic stability which is desirable is reasonal,le stability in somr 
continued rate of growth over time, not any al,solutc :-t,tl,ility in 
national income. 

How does an economy grow'? Progress takes place as a result of 
capital formation, technological change, and population increase. 
If we think of growth in per capita terms, the last of these three 
factors may be partially left out of account. By a de<'ision to set 
aside a portion of current income, that is, to refrain from consuming, 
and to devote this income to the formation of real capital. the inconw 
stream over all future time may be increased. This result is based on 
the fact that capital investment is productive in a purely physical 
sense. Therefore, whether we refer to an individual or to the com
munity, a decision to devote current income or rcsouffes to capital 
formation can increase income in future periods, that i,- to say, can 
c:ause the economy to "grow." Produc:tive capabilities of the whole 
economy are increased over time, and, presumably, so is the total 
of human welfare. 

The relationship between technological change and economic 
growth is equally clear. But the relationship between current behavior 
and the rate of technological change is not so obvious. It is very 
difficult to know upon what factors technological change really 
depends. Although we may perhaps feel reasonably certain that the 

142 
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sacrifice of cun:ent income to invest in technological change ( educa
tion, research) 1s at least as productive as investment in real capital 
formation, the rate of return is not readily measurable. 

GROWTH IN THE NO-GOVERNMENT ECONOMY 

It will he useful to examine the process of growth or develop
ment in an Pl'onomy in whi('h we assume that no government exists. 
As in the othPr cases. we shall assume an orderly anarchy in which 
individuals mutually respect a set of rules covering contractual 
arrangemenb and property rights. By saying that no government 
exists, we mean only that no specific collective goods and services 
are provided through a fiscal process. 

Economic gro\,·th will occur in this economy. People will set 
aside income for capital formation and for investment in techno
logical change. Economic progress will tend to be continuous. The 
relevant grm,th dcl'isions will be made by private individuals and 
families; the intcrc,-;ts of future generations will be taken into account 
because each fa!llily will, to some extent, be concerned with the well
being of ib own ofhpring as well as future generations taken as a 
group. Private fa!llilies \,·ill save a portion of current income in 
each period, and the !llarket organization will tend to channel this 
saving into the capital investment projects of the economy liy means 
of a financial ,-v,-tem which \vill he established. As investment pro
ceeds, growth in tlw level of real income will occur and, if society 
possesses the ne<·e,-sary resource base (including the human re
source), the rntc of development wi II he rapid. 

GROWTH IN THE IDEALLY NEUTRAL 
POLITICAL ECONOMY 

Now let tb impose a governmental structure of the ordinary 
sort on this hypoth('tical society. Collective goods and services are 
provided. The go,ernment takes care of the common defense, guar
antees against fraud and deception, finances lighthouses, roads, edu
cation, and so on. Let us, however, continue to re~trict the model 
here Ly saying that these collective goods and services are provided 
in an ideally neutral or "efficient" way as outlined in the preceding 
chapter. Collective goods and services would l,e provided in the 
quantities indicated hy the maq?;inal evaluation of individuals. and 
these services would he financed in such a way as to reflect individual 

evaluations. 

I 
'I 
'' 
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The process of economic growth would proceed :very similarly 
to the process in the no-government economy. But, msofar as the 
oovernment now provides certain rollective goods and services that 
:re valued highly by individuals, it seems certain that the rate of 
economic growth would lie larger in this economy than in the no-gov
ernment case. This conclusion depends for its y:i]idit\' 011 the assump
tion that the collective goods and serYil'b proYidcd liy goYermnent 
in such a situation would lie normally comJ>frmentary rathn than 
competitive with prirnte ime~tnwnt projects. and. therefore. pri\'ate 
investment would be made more prodtl('tin". Imcstmcnt in ti)(' light
house will make investment in shipping n10rc. not less. productive. 

It should be noted that colle!'!ive goods and services lllay take 
the form of either capital or consumption goods. The di,-,tinguishing 
characteristic of collertive seni<·es. nanwly. the i1u]iyi,-,il,ility of 
benefit among the separate users. docs not limit the range of s<•rvices 
provided to either rategory. The <'Olllmunity lllay put up sandbags 
and prevent a single threatened flood. Or it may decide to lJt1ild 
a permanent dike as a protection against a II floods in ti)(' future. 
Many collective goods do seem to take 011 the forms of real l'apital 
formation, and, to the extent that this is true. the idea 11 v ncutra I 

fiscal system will generate greater growth in rca I inrnnH' than the 
economy without government. Collective deci,-,ions may II!' made to 
invest in highways, parb, public liuildi11gs. harl1or.,. p<'rmanent 
defense installations, or flood control projects. all of 1d1i<'h tak(· 
the form of real capital investment. 

In the ideally "efficient" political e<·onomy. all growth de('ision,; 
would still he made by individuals and the final rat<' of growth 
would be based on individuals' evaluations of current wrsus futurr 
benefits from receiving income. Insofar as ('ertain capital investment 
projects were undertaken through the government rne('hanism, some 
collective investment will take place. 11ut this invest11w11t itself r<'llccts 
individual evaluation of the projects financed, bv the wrv nature of 
the ideally "efficient" system. · · 

GROWTH IN THE REAL-WORLD ECONOMY 

As we said in Chapter 12, fiscal sy,tems in tlw real world never 
approximate ideal efficiency or neutralitv for several reasons. As 
fiscal systems are actually organized, tax r~venues are rollected from 
levies that have little or no connection with the public services 
received, and the quantity of colleetive goods and servi('es provided 
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through government is a result of a complex process in which indi
vidual evaluations enter only rather indirectly. As a result, fiscal 
institutions on either the tax or the expenditure side can exert im-

portant effects on private decisions concerninu the rate of savinu and 
b b 

investment. 
It is, of <'Ourse, f)OSsible that both "ueneral" taxes and "o-eneral" 

b b 

expenditure,; could be described which would exert no influence on 
saving-investing decisions of individuals, families, and business firms. 
The lump-sum tax and the lump-sum subsidy, treated briefly in the 
earlier cha pier. should exercise no influence on these decisions. But 
these are wholly unreal conceptions. The possible effects exerted by 
the fiscal strndure must be recognized. At this point will be sketched 
only a few of the more basic means through which the fiscal system 
can exert important efTects 011 private decisions to save and to invest. 
Analysis must always remain comparative, however, and the con
ception of the ideally neutral tax and expenditure structure will be 
used as a lwndnnark against which to measure effects. Subsequently, 
when it is said that a specific fiscal device or institution retards or ac
celerates gnmth. it means relatil'e lo that system in which private 
choices are not distorted. 

FISCAL INSTITUTIONS RETARDING 
ECONOMIC GROWTH 

Real Income as a Tax Base 

Fis<'al systems haw come more and more to be based on income 
as a measure of tax liability. The requirement that an individual 
pay out a certain share of his real income, as measured in the tax 
base, to the government in taxes must place a differential premium 
on those types of psp·hic income which add to satisfaction or utility 
but which do not enter into the measurement of real income. Leisure, 
or simply the not-ca ming of real income, adds to utility but is almost 
impossible to measure or to tax. Insofar as the enjoyment of leisure 
is considered to add exclusively to current utility, all tax systems 
employing measured real income as a base must retard the rate of 
growth. Individuals will be led to choose more leisure and less real 
goods and services than they would under the ideally neutral tax sys
tem, and, havinf?; less real goods and services produced, they will put 

aside less for investment. 
It is not dear, however, that leisure can he treated exclusively 

as adding to current utility. Leisure time may be considered as direct 
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"investment" if it is spent in education or in creative activity broadly 
conceived. The roots of technological progress may lie in such leisure 
time being available. Thus, the impact of a t~x . structure which 
exempts leisure and other like elements of psyd11c mcome from the 
tax base is not so readily predictable as might appear to lie the case. 
The important variable is the usage to whi('h prirntc individuals 
actually put their leisure time. In the United Stalt's at the present, 
the exemption of leisure from the tax base probably does exert a 
retarding influence on the rate of growth. 

Income Tax Progression 

Progression in the rates of tax on incon}(' will ,-ern:- to reinforce 
the effect discussed previously. The increnwntal or marginal tax 
rate in a progressive structure is higher than the averag<~ rate. There
fore, the individual will haw~ a greater incentive to ,crnre utility 
in a form that is not subject to tax. There must lie ,-omc tendency for 
him to work less and to take more leisure. 

A more important effect of a highly progrcs,-ive rate structure is 
the pattern of incidence imposed. Progression insures that the incomes 
of the higher-income group are taxed proportionately mor<' than the 
incomes of the middle- and lower-income groups. This tends to reduce 
the total rate of saving for the economy, because, on the average. 
the proportion of total income saved increases with increasing income. 

Taxation of Transfers of Wealth 

The taxation of transfers of wealth or money capital through 
gift or inheritance or estate levies serves to retard the rate of aggre· 
gate economic growth. Individuals who plan to accumulate saving 
with a view toward providing for their progeny must be affected in 
their behavior. Normally, the effect will be to encourage them to 
save less and to consume more current income. 

Double Taxation of Saving 

Many competent scholars allege that an income tax system that 
does not exempt income to be saved from the tax base will retard 
economic progress. The argument is that income saved is really 
taxed twice, once when it is originally received as income and again 
when its fruits are taxed in subsequent periods. I II its simplest form, 
the argument reduces to an arithmetical truism. 
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Assume an individual receives $2,000 in current income. With
out any tax, assume that he would save half and spend half. Let 
us now assume a tax rate of 10 per cent. He will pay $200 in 
taxes, $100 on each half. If he saves the full $900 from the first 
thousand and spends the full $900 left from the second thousand, 
he will no longer be splitting his disposable income into two equal 
present values. Assume a net yield of 5 per cent. The $900 saved will 
yield a net return of Sl.5 per year. But out of this $45, a tax of $4.50 
will have to be paid, thus reducing the net after-tax yield to $40.50. 
At 5 per cent, this discounts to a present value of less th~n $900. The 
individual ,vho ,rnuld, in the absence of the tax, save half his income, 
will now l<"11d to ~ave slightlv kss than half of his after-tax disposable 
income. 

Double Taxation of Corporate Income 

Income earned through the organization of business activity in 
the corporate form is taxed twice in the United States, once as 
received by tlw corporation and secondly as received by individuals. 
A large share of saving in the modern economy is carried out Ly 
corporations that retain earnings and reinvest these earnings directly 
in capital formation. It seems clear that the imposition of the corpora
tion inconw tax reduces the amount of reinvestment of earnings below 
that whil'h would take place under a broadened personal income 
taxation scheme. 

In addition. tlw gcneral effect,- of the corporation income tax 
are to reduce the ratc of return on capital investment. This reduction 
in the average rail' of return may eause individuals to save less out 
of current income. 

Social Welfare Expenditures 

The rate of economic growth can be retarded by fiscal institu
tions on the spending as well as on the tax side. Social welfare 
expenditures, such as government provision of unemployment com
pensation, old-age and survivors insurance, and insurance on mort
gage loans, act to reduce the rate of pri\'ate saving. Through such 
expenditure programs as these, the collectivity replaces the family 
as the planning unit in the society to a certain extent. Individual 
members of a family group are absolved of a certain sense of respon
,ibility in providing either for indigent members or for their own 
1·onsumption in future years. Insofar as collective saving through the 

i 
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accumulation of reserves replaces private saving, 110 retardation of 
the rate of economic growth need take place. It st'ems unlikely, how
ever, that the political process produces sufficient collcdi_ve saving 
to offset all reduction in private saving. Current con,-u111pt1on out of 

income is probably increased. 
Additional effects are also exerted through the influrnce of 

welfare expenditures on the work-lci,-ure choi<'c., of indi, iduak Inso
far as the receipt of ,relfare paynwnt, redu(T,- the i1wt'11tivc,; of 
individuals to work, national real i1wonw i, n•dtwed. and ,rith thi,. 

the rate of r~al capital formation. 

FISCAL INSTITUTIONS ACCELERATING 
ECONOMIC GROWTH 

Favorable Tax Treatment for Capital Gains 

In the United State,. incorne arising in tlw forlll of i1wreasrd 
values of capital asseh is taxed It•,, hea, ih 111:111 i1wo11w :1ri,i11p. 
from other sources. This provi,irn1 mu,t ,11rclv <':tl1,c individuals to 
attempt to secure income in tlw form of t·apit.tl gains if po,sihle. 
Hence a greater portion of income earned ,rill lw d1:rnnt'led into the 
purchase of capital assets or claims. A,,-et or <'laim pri<'cs ,rill he 
increased and yield rates will l1c driven dmrn. :\lore imt•,tnwnt will 
Le undertaken. and the rate of gro,1th in the t't·o110111v 11il1 lit' a<'ccler
ated, provided that the reduction in tlw vicld rate docs not sub
stantially reduce the amount of private saving. 

The favorable treatment of capital gains al,o ewrts an impor
tant influence on the growth rate through the po,-,il1ilitv of internal 
financing of large corporations. Given the treatment of i-apil:II gains. 
it becomes advantageous to the individual taxpayer to inYC,t in a 
corporation which will reinvest earnings rather than pa, the,c out a, 
dividends. The income, if and when realized. will in this wav ,how 
up as capital gains in share values. Thus. 1·ompa11ie,; an· led 1:, plow 
back more profits into reinvestment than thev 1rnuld otlwrn i,e do. 
In a sense, the tax structure discriminates ag~inst <"orporate incomr 
paid out as dividends. 

Accelerated Amortization 

Since World War II, business firm;; undPr l'ertai11 rnnditio11, 
have been allowed for tax purposes to depreciate assets rnore rapidh 
than the real rate of physical depreciation. This feature sPr,c, to 
decrease taxable profits during early years of the as:-('1-invcstnwnt 
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plan and to make available to the firm a greater reserve for deprecia
tion. The firm is directly encouraged to undertake investment in 
projects promising returns in reasonably short-term periods. Also, 
by delaying the total tax liability through time, the firm is allowed 
to earn int<'rc,;t on the unreported profits in the early years, providing 
yet another income source for additional internal investment. 

Expenditures for "Social Overhead" Capital 

When the pruce,-;,-; of ernnomic growth in the ideally neutral 
political ct·otH>my ,ras discussed, the point was made that many 
goods of a collective nature are, in fact, investment or capital goods. 
Hence, the ideally neutral system would make some provision for 
growth in the form of projects now commonly called "social over
head" capital. such a,; roads, harbors, lighthouses, drainage, sani
tary facilities. dams, bridges, dikes, and educational systems. But it 
is dear that, in any actual fiscal system, the larger the sum expended 
on projects \\hil'h arc. in fact, complementary to private investment 
projecb, thf' higher will lie the rate of return on private investment, 
and. prcsumalil y. the greater the amount of investment. This effect 
will extPnd only through the srt of capital projects which do not 
directly <·ompctc with private investment. Once the interrelationship 
lieconws a competitive onr, the effrcts on the rate of growth cannot 
lie acrnratcly estirnatrd a priori. For example, public expenditurc 
inYrsted to drain the Florida muck lands will no doubt increase the 
rate of return 011 priYate capital invested in the area. Public expendi
ture imt',-;l<'d in a vcgetal>le processing plant will not likely have 

similar dTects. 

Expenditure for Education and Research 
~imi la r t'otl<' l 11,io11, to tho,e preceding follm1· from considering 

puhlie expenditure for ed11!'ation and re,;earch. In man~· t·a~e~. the full 
return from private invc~tmcnt in education and in research and 
development cannot J,e secured by the individual or firm undertaking 
the expenditure. A new technique, once known, should be made freely 
available. Hence private finm are not likely to invest sums suffi-· 
ciently large to maximize the rate of technological advance. Research 

is, to some extent at least, an indivisible good. 

Injection of Money by Nonfiscal Means 
d . I . " ., 

As an economy become~ more pro ul'l1ve, t mt 1s. grow~, 
addition~ to the "tock of circulating mcdium, money. will be required 

I 
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unless the product price level is to Le allowed to fall secularly. One 
means of injecting the new currency would be l,y running a slight 
budgetary deficit; in other words, allowing the new money or pur
chasing power to purchase collective goods and services. If this 
urocedure is not adopted, the ne,dy created purdrnsing power may 
lie introduced via the hanking mechanism. Hanks may lw allowed 
to add to the stock of money through an active "<'asy money'" policy 

011 the part of the authorities. This ,rill tmd to cause invPstment 
demand to be greater, and the new currcncv will lw directed toward 
an expansion of the imestmenl sector of the e(·onomy rclatin' to the 
consumption sector. This is different from the situation in whi('h slight 
deficits are allowed. Economic growth is increased liv tlw policv 
which injects new money via the l,anking system. The <'ontinued 
injection of money through the hanking system dTedively forces a 
rate of saving and investment greater than that which would lw under· 
taken if the budgetary method is employed. 

This means of accelerating t'('Onomic µ,rowth is not. ,trirth 
speaking, a fiscal institution comparal,le to tlw other,; dis('ll";cd in 
this section. Monetary and fiscal dc(·isions must always lw inter
dependent, and a decision to injer't rww morwv via the l,ankinµ, syste111 
is likewise a fiscal decision to refrain from injecting mo1wv , ia tlw 
IJudget. Additional money could, of course, l,c injected into the ,ystern 
from both sources. This might lie quite appropriate in time, of snio11, 
depression, !mt in ordinary times the likely result would I)(' ,criou, 
inflation-and inflation itself is yet another mearb of a<·r·clnatin;: 
economic growth. It is useful, in many cases. to consider inflation a, 
o form of tax. If the sole objective of policy should he that of acceler· 
ating growth, deliberate inflation of the currency might l,e a wn· 
effective device for forcing the saving necessary to accompli,h thi, 
objective. But when other considerations are introduced, inflation 
becomes a singularly undesirable method, and, in addition. a rnethod 
which is limited in effectiveness to rather short-run period~. 

ECONOMIC GROWTH AS A POLICY OBJECTIVE 

The preceding discussion has been sufficient to indicate that 
many fiscal institutions can lie introduced which will either retard 
or accelerate economic growth. Real-world fiscal systems normal I y 
embody elements that tend to affect growth decisions in both din·<·
tions. This fact alone suggests that economic growth cannot l,e the 
single overriding goal for actual policy. But even granting this, the 
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question r~n~ains_as ~o the extent to which growth should be accepted 
as an explicit oh1ect1ve for fiscal organization. Should fiscal devices 
be deliberately introduced with a view toward affecting private 
decisions to save and to invest? If so, to what extent and in what 
direction'? 

There are reasons for suggesting negative answers to these 
questions, on grounds that are quite similar to those reached con
cerning economic eliiciency as an objective in the preceding chapter. 
In a free society in which individuals are supposed to be the final 
arbiters, no single criterion of an "optimum" or "ideal" rate of 
progress exists. The most desirable rate would appear to be that 
which private decisions produce. This is not to suggest, however, that 
the effects exerted by fiscal institutions on these decisions should be 
overlooked. Other things being equal, economic growth is surely a 
desirable attribute of a society. When the same results can be accom
plished in terms of other objectives while the rate of growth can be 
furthered, the appropriate changes should be carried out. Fiscal 
devices that seriously distort individual choices in the direction of 
retarding and slowing down economic progress should be seriously 
questioned before approval. The question should Le asked as to 
whether or not similar objectives cou Id be attained with effects less 
severe on the rate of progress. Extremely progressive rate structures 
should perhaps he especially examined on this score, along with 
some of the more oliviou~ cases of discrimination against investment 

mcome. 

But the coin has two sides. While fiscal institutions retarding 
growth should Le examined carefu Ily, fiscal institutions deliberately 
designed to accelerate growth should also be subjected to scrutiny. 
The favorable treatment of capita I gains under the income tax and 
the provision for accelerated amortization should not be automatically 
justified by the argument that growth rates are probably increased 
by these devices. On balance, any fiscal system which embodies 
attempts to achieve simultaneously several mutually conflicting objec
tives will include distorting effects in Loth directions. This is as it 
should be. There seems to be no reason why economic growth should 
take precedence over other equally valid objectives for fiscal organi
zation, and its proper place in the hierarchy of social goals seems best 
npproximated by allowing the fiscal system to exert the minimum 
practicable effect on private choices in either direction. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Economic growth has become an important social goal, espe

cially since World War II, and especially for the underdeveloped 

nations of the world. The fiscal system provides an obYious means 

whereby private choices concerning economic grm1th can lie modi

fied. The first question becomes that of determining how these deci
sions are made. With this in view, the process of ceonomil' grmnh 

was briefly sketched, and the ,my in whil'h gnmth del'i,-,ion,-; in the 

no-government economy ,rnul<l be made was examined. Following 
this, the process of grmrth in the economy with an ideall~- neutral 

fiscal system was discussed. It was noted that many colledin• good, 

are at the same time capital goods. But real-world fis('al ,-;y,-,tcms are 

not ideally neutral. Fiscal systems l'an embody dniecs that either 
retard or accelerate growth, a11d several of these \\'Crc 111orc l'ardulh 

discussed. Finally, the legitimacy of using e<·ono111ic growth as a 
deliberate objective of policy was examined. It 1rn,-, <'OJH·luded that 

the fiscal system should not be dclilierntcly co11"trndcd ,-;o a,-; to inter

fere with private choices in either direction, althou;.d1 it i., n•<·ognizt>d 
that some distorting effects must alll'ays lie present. 



Chapter 
14 

REDISTRIBUTION VIA THE 

FISCAL PROCESS 

The fis('a] JHo<·t>ss of taxing and spending provides a 
means through \\hid1 the <"ollectivitv mav redistribute real income 
and wealth among indiYiduals and· famiiies. Any consideration of 
fiscal institutions 111t1st include an appraisal of such redistrihution 
as a possilile µ_oal for organizational policy. 

INCOME DISTRIBUTION IN THE 
NO-GOVERNMENT ECONOMY 

,\s \ff ha\<' found on prnious O<Tasions, the sulijel'I may be 
rn11venie11tly introduced liy referen('e to the e<"onomy in which the 
government provides 110 ~pecifi<· l'Ollective goods and services. We 
shall briefly sket<"h the principles of income distribution in the purely 
µrivate market economy, operating within the constrainb of broad 
general rules relating to contracts, property rights, and similar legal 
entities. 

Resource owners in this economy will lie rewarded on the basis 
of the contributions to production made hy the resource services sup
plied. A unit of resource service will he priced so as to reflect ib 
marginal contrilrntion to total production in the economy. This proxi
mate equality between marginal product and price will he insured 
by the competition among employers for resource services and com
petition among resoun-e O\\'ners for employment. Income shares of 
individuals in this market economy a re prices paid for productive 
services. The most important of these productive services is labor. 

The income of a single individual or family group is determined 
by two things: the amount of productive services put on the market, 
that is, the quantitative amount of human or nonhuman resource 
services actually "sold:· and the evaluation the market places 011 

1~:J 
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these services. Both parts are essential. The amount of services sup-
h " d" "d. ll " plied depends, in large part, on t e amount owne or 1sposa J e. 

The individual who is without either nonhuman resources in the form 
of capital which will earn income or the capacity to earn income from 
his own labor will receive no income in the purely market economy. 
But even the most talented musician in the \\orld earn~ no income 
unless he supplies some services, that is, unless he perform~. and the 
most talented blower of soap bulihles in the ,rnrld will find it difficult 
to earn income no matter how much he performs. Individuals may 
possess a capacity to earn income through their ability to supply 
labor in any one of its many forms ranging from the lmH'~t unskilled 
cate"ories to the most talented artist. Quite similarlv. individuals b . 

may possess a capacity to earn income through their ability to supply 
capital in any of its many forms. Money capital inve:;tcd Parns an 
interest or dividend income; real capital may be rented, leased, or 
sold. 

In the pure market economy, individuab posses:;ing neither of 
these capacities to earn income will not exist except through the 
private charity of other individuals. On the other hand, some indi
viduals and families will probably be extremely wealthy and receive 
very high incomes. This becomes especially likely if separate genera
tions are allowed to pass along wealth accumulations to each other. 
The actual distribution of the social product, the total real income. 
may involve significant inequalities among individuals and families. 
The distribution at any particular time will depend on numerous 
variables, among which chance must be accorded an important plan'. 
No generalized statement as to the proximate extent of the inequality 
may be made. 

Insofar as the pure market economy does not work, the resulting 
income distribution will be modified. In the real-world ec·onomv. 
there are, of course, many departures from "ideally working" ma.r
kets, even leaving aside positive government action. Monopoly groups, 
through various restrictive devices, may be able to secure an exces
sively large share of the total social product, reducing the income 
share of remaining groups. Nevertheless, the distribution of the total 
product in accordance with the marginal productivity of resource 
services would still prevail in a rough, general way. This would 
remain true when we introduce the government provision of collective 
goods and services, if these services are provided in the "ideally 
efficient" manner discussed in Chapter 12. If the government should 
provide collective goods and services on the basis of the analogy with 
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a market economy, the fiscal process would not, in itself, act to modify 
significantly the distribution of total real income in accordance with 
the marginal productivity principle. 

THE ETHICS OF MARGINAL 
PRODUCTIVITY DISTRIBUTION 

The payment of resourl'e servil'es in accordance with maruinal 
t, 

productivity serves an essential purpose in the organized market 
economy. The prices of productive services tend to cause resource 
owners to shift rcsoi1rce units into those employments in which they 
are most productive. as determined by consumers in the nation's 
market places. On the other ;;ide, marginal productivity payment 
tends to cause business firms to combine resource services in such a 
way that final goods are produced at the lowest possible cost. For 
both of the,-;c rca,-;rni,-;. marginal productivity payment of resources 
leads to a higher degree of over-all economic efficiency, that is, to a 
greater real national income. Insofar as a higher real income is a 
desirable goal for sol'iety, as it must be, marginal productivity dis
tribution tends to have somc ethical justification. 

Other ethical ideals are, however, likely to overweigh the 
desire for increased real income in many circumstances. If, in fact, 
the income share of an individual or family in the market economy 
should Le quite closely correlated with individual effort, productivity 
payment would lie much more difficult to reject. Few individuds, 
even those with the lo,,·cst incomes, could object to wide disparities 
in the final income distribution if these were known to result largely 
from the free play of private choices. This point is widely overlooked, 
and it should be emphasized. A considerable share of any observed 
inequality in income and wealth distribution can always be explained 
a~ a result of private decisions. A useful way of putting this is as 
follows: Even if neryone started out his adult life with precisely 
equal capacities, that is. equal economic opportunities, the market 
system, by allowing full play for private choices, would produce 
significant inequality in measured income distribution in any given 
period of time. The richest men in this system would Le those who 
choose to work the hardest, those who choose to take a greater risk 
of possible loss, and those who are simply lucky in choosing the 
right occupation, or the right investment for their capital. The poorest 
men in such a system would Le those who prefer leisure to work, 
those who desire security rather than risk, and those who are unlucky 
in occupational and investment choices. 

I I. 
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The facts are, however, that individuals do not confront gen
uinely equal economic opportunities. Therefore. much of the observed 
inequality in the actual distribution of economic re,\ards results, 
not from free private choices, but to an initial inequality of opportu-

nities. 
Equality of opportunity must he an important µ.oal of an, 

society professing adherence to democratic or indi,id11ali,-;tic prin
ciples of social organization. The idea of a frep ,o('ict, impo,ing 
upon itself certain Ii road and general constrainb \\ ithin 11 hid1 privalt' 
individual choices are to be allowed to operate- rnon· or less prt>• 
supposes that the decision-making private unib are afforded rea,011-
ably equal opportunities when the choice, are rnad!'. Tlwrc i,. 
however, a vast gap between the general a('cqilan('<' of t''fualit, of 
economic opportunity as a desirable social goal and general agn•c• 
ment on the degree to which deliberate gon•rnmental adion lo ,whi<'\{' 
this goal should lie taken. Equality of economi(' opporlunit, i, almo,I 
impossible to define rigorously. and, even if definition II ne po,,ililc. 
there would lie wide disagreement on the mean, of allai11rne11t. Some
\\·hat fortunately, full agreement Pithcr on dPfinitio11 or 011 rnca11, 
is not necessarily required when it i, rt'cognizc<l that any attempt to 
promote equality of opportunity through go,enrn1e11t action runs into 
conflict with competing ethical goak Hence, ab,olutc equality of 
opportunity must remain as one, among several, rnnflicting aims of 
over-all social policy. Actual social decisions can rarely lie cxpPdcd 
to achieve the desiderata for any orw of the,c confliding go,1 ls taken 
independently. 

What may we conclude from this brief discussion of the ethi(', 
of income distribution? Three separate criteria are pre,ent: I I) thc 
maximization of national real income, (2) the equating of effort and 
reward, and (3) the equalization of economic opportunity. The,!' 
three things are conflicting, and attempts to attain any one of them 
will cost something in terms of the others. 5onw compromise must 
lie worked out that is generally acceptable. 

REDISTRIBUTION THROUGH THE 
FISCAL PROCESS 

Some redistribution, at least in a relati\·e senst>, sec111s to lw 
generally accepted as a desirable social goal. If this is the case, the 
fiscal system provides the means through which such redistribution 
may be most readily accomplished. Quite apart from redi~trilmtion 
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as a purpose, the fiscal system must, in the real world, involve a 
coercive process that reduces the real incomes of individuals when 
taxes are collected and, in turn, increases the real incomes of indi
viduals when expenditures are made. Recognizing this, the deliberate 
usage of the mechanism to accomplish the desired shift toward some
what greater equality in the distribution of incomes and wealth 
requires a rather limited institutional change. There are, however, 
several means of using the fiscal system to achieve greater equality 
in income <listrihution. We shall find it useful to discuss each of these 
srparatelv. 

Education as a Means of Equalizing 
Economic Opportunity 

If the fi~<'al system can he used to promote greater equality of 
t't'Onomic opportunity. this \\Oul<l seem to be generally more desir
able than direct redistribution of incomes and wealth among indi
viduals. Exp<'nditure on education comes to mind as one means 
through whiC'h the opportunities of individuals can he equalized, 
at least to a certain extent. As will be demonstrated when educational 
expenditures are discussed in some detail in a later chapter, there 
are reasons to suggest that public expenditure on education should 
take place quite apart from distrilJUtive aims or objectives. At this 
point it is perhaps suffici<:>nt to point out that the redistributive ohjec• 
live srrws to complement other base~ for public outlay on education. 

The past century has witnessed a significant narrowing, and in 
some cases a reversal, of the gap or differential between the wages 
of manual workers and white-collar or clerical workers. This progres
sive equalization can be attributed. in considerable part, to the growth 
of public exprnditure in support of universal education. In this way, 
public expenditure on education has served to obviate the necessity 
of direct redistriliution of inrnmrs through the fiscal process. 

Direct and General Redistribution through 
Taxes and Subsidies 

If the re<listriln1tio11 of incomes and wealth among individuals 
and families were to lie accomplished independently of other pur
poses, the program would take the form of net transfers. Taxes would 
be imposed on those who are consi<lere<l Ly the decision makers to be 
receiving Pxcessively hiµ;h incomes, and the proceeds would be used 
to pav ,11IJ,-idiP,-( ncµ;atiw taxes) to those considered to be receiving 

I 

f: 
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excessively low incomes. No collective or public goods_ or services 
would be financed in the process apart from the achievement of 
greater income equality which, in one sense, can itself be considered 

a collective service. . 
If the effects of this pur~ transfer process on the efii('icncy of the 

economy are to be eliminated, the taxes and subsidies, must be once
and-for-all levies and payments, wholly divorced from indiYidual 
behavior. In other words, bot,hthe taxes and subsidies n111st he of the 
lump-sum or capitation type dist~·ibi1ted in "11rh a way as lo exert no 
influence on individual action. If a continuing n·distril>ution is to 
he accomplished, tax levies as well as subsidy pa ynwnts must he 
related in some way to personal incomes and wealth. lllcncc. so1J1_e_ 
direct influence will be exerted on indi,·idual deci~ions:- to work. to 
save, and to invest. Continuing fiscal transfers must. in this way, run 

into conflict with economic efficiency. 1 

Nevertheless, certain forms of tax subsidy sdwnws exert less 
influence on individual behavior than others. If the finan('ial leYies 
and payments are generally applied to all individuals in similar 
('ircumstances, the inefficiency aspects will he efTectivcly minimized. 
Attempts either to avoid the payment of taxes or to i11nea;;e the 
receipt of subsidies by shifting occupation, by ('hanging geographic 
location, or by modifying rnnsumption patterns \1ill IH' prevented. 

Direct Redistribution among Specific Groups 

Fiscal means may he employed to effect tran~frrs among groups 
in society in a nongeneral way. That is, redistriln1lion policy may be 
wholly unrelated to a general policy of income or wealth rcdistril111-
tion. Taxes may be levied on individuals or families of a specific 
social class, occupational grouping, geographic location, or consump
tion category. Similarly, subsidies may be granted on almost any 
arbitrary hasis. 

This form of arbitrary fiscal discrimination is rarely encount
ered, however, on the tax side. Ethical standards, as well as legal 
institutions reflecting these standards, will tend to cause such discrim
ination to be rejected if proposed. On the expenditure or subsidy 
side, the situation is not so clear. Fiscal discrimination is widely 
practiced, thus presenting a peculiar asymmetry in fisral tradition 
and practice to which we shall have frequent occasion to refer in 
subsequent sections. Subsidies may be granted to individuals because 
they are members of specific population groups or classes (for 
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example, veterans), because they are of a certain age ( the aged), 
because they are members of an occupational group (farmers). These 
subsidies, when combined with taxation imposed more generally 
over the whole population, effect a net redistribution of income among 
social classes and groups in the economy. 

Income redistribution of this form is not motivated primarily 
by a desire to equalize economic opportunities as such. Redistribu
tion arises out of an attempt to provide specific classes with govern
mental assistance. presumably hecause these groups are alleged to 
be underprivileged or especially deserving of support. It seems doubt
ful that this ~ort of income redistribution would find widespread 
support if the tax and expenditure decisions were to be made simul
taneously. This introduces a point to which we shall return in a sub
sequent cha pier. 

Indirect Redistribution through 
Discriminatory "Pricing" 

The primary rneans through \\hich income redistribution is pro
moted is by the ·•discri111atory pricing" of collective goods, and 
services. If collcdive gomls and services were "priced," that is to 
,ay, financed through taxes. in a \my analogous to the pricing of 
private goods in the market el·onomy, little effective redistribution 
would take plal'c. Tax paymenb \\'C)llld approximate marginal bene
fits received from the puhlic scrvict's, both for the whole group and 
for individuals considered separately. 

As alreadv shown. however. this method of taxation is not 
widely practil'c~I and, at best, represents an extreme model which 
never could lie closely approximated in the real world. Instead taxes 
are normally distributed among the people on some principle that 
,.!lows tax paynwnb made l,y individuals to be almost "·holly unre
lated to the lwncfits received hv individuals from the public services 
provided. As a gerwral rule, the high-income receivers pay higher 
"prices" for the p11hlic sf'rvices than thc'low-income receivers. As a 
result, the income distribution is shifted toward greater equality. 

This form of redistribution may be ill'ustrated by means of an 
analogy with the private market economy. Price discrimination is , 
not normal to the market c1·onomy, l1ut it is found in certain monopo
lized industrie,;, l\1t,dil'al l'are is ordinarily priced in a discriminatory 
fashion. An appendectomy costs the rich man $1,000 and the poor 
man $200. As a result of this pricing scheme, income redistribution 
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takes place. Both the rich man and the poor man are left without 
an appendix, but the income of the rich man is reduct>d relative to 
that of the poor man after the process. This is quite similar in effect 
to the wholt' tax-expenditure system. '!'he ICBl\1 provide; a protec
tion against \\ar to all citizens alike. Btit the ril'h man may pay an 
income tax of $10,000 while the poor man pays, only $100 in taxes 
to support national defense. The restilt is some shift of the aftrr
tax income distribution tmrnnl greater cqualitv. or at least le" 

inequality. 
This type of redistribution i, d1ararteri,ti(' of 111()(lern fis<"al 

systems. Progressive income taxation is a major rc,Tnllt' sourer. 
and the major portion of gowrnment cxpcnditur!' is for goods and 
services which are either henefil'ial to the populal'c generally or are 
1wcu liarly heneficia I to the lown-i 1u·onH' da,,cs. 1\' a tiona I defense. 
\\hich looms as all i1nportant in all\ <"<llhidnation of federal gon•rn
ment expenditure. is the ,ingle lw,I <·,amplt· of a p11l,li1· seni('e that 
is generally beneficial. while the ,,hole group of social welfare 
expenditures provide examples of the second typf'. 

Modern fiscal systf'!ll,. in this way. ('Ombine in a single prol'e,, 
both the redistributive and the allol'ative function. In,tcad of a dire!'I 
and purely redistril,uti,·r transfer being superimposf'd onto an idf'alh 
efficient prOYision of <"ollective goods and servi<"es. the latter arc 
financed in such a fashion that the de,ired redistribution is. in fal't. 

accomplished. This pro!'edure has major disadvantages. The de('isio11 
concerning the corred or efiicient amount of public goods and scrvil'e, 
to be provided cannot lie made rationally since it is not considered 
independently of the decision concerning how income shall l,e redis
tributed. Actual decisions may lie biased either toward too much or 
too little public provision of goods and services. For those individual, 
expecting to receive a differential gain from the n·distributi\'e '"peel, 
of the fiscal process, decisions will tend to lw l1iased in favor of too 
much government. For individuals expeding to recein· differential 
losses from the redistributive ,bpecb of the proce~s. the decision 
will be biased in favor of too little government. 

The amount of redistribution actually accomplished through 
the fiscal process is extremely difficult to estimate since it depends 
upon assumptions made about the final incidence of taxes and public 
services. Estimates have been made which indicate that the lowest 
income groups may gain more than 50 per cent in real income as 
a result of the fiscal process. Statistical accurac\' in such estimate, 
must always be seriously qu('stioned due to the. tremendous uncer-
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tainty surrounding many of the variables. Nevertheless, there seems 
little doubt that substantial redistribution is accomplished in the 
United States, especially through the federal fiscal system. 

If the public or governmental sector of the economy continues 
to grow, both relative to the private sector and absolutely, an increas
ing amount of redistribution will more or less automatically take 
place. This conclusion is base<l on the presumption that collectiYe 
~ervices will l'Ontinue to be finanl'e<l in roughly the same way as they 
,ire now. This suggests that the direct promotion of greater income 
equality as a social goal nee<l not loom as important as heretofore. 
In a genuine sense. relatin·ly greater equality will lJe produced by a 
continuation of trends now in evi<lence. The redistributive process i,
now an accepte<l pa rt of the modern fiscal 5tructure. Therefore, the 
problems of securing greal!'r efli1·ie11<·v in the use of resource,;, both 
currently and for the future growth of the economy, will probably 
become more important as criteria for fiscal organization. This con
rlusion is reinforl'cd \1he11 the growth of the ernnomy ibelf is taken 
into account. As tlw general level or standanl of living rises, and as 
absolute povert~ i,- eliminated. the social importance of absolute 
differences in in('()fllt' and wealth among individuals <liminishe~ 
sharply. It seems quite possil,le. therefore. that the fiscal system over 
the next quarter century can lw less oriente<l toward income redis
trilmtion and mon• to\1ard rflil'iency in the allocation of resources 
between the puldil' and the private sel'lors of thr economy and toward 
efficiency in tlw utilization of tlwse resour('e,-;. 

REDISTRIBUTION BY NONFISCAL MEANS 
If inl'Olll<' or \\ealth redistribution is desirable, tlw !'arrying 

out of such rPdistribution through the fiscal sy,,;tem is much morf' 
effective than alternative methods. Differential taxes and benefits can 
l,e superimposed on an operating market economy; tlw effects on 
indivi<lual lwhavior arr largely indirect. On the other hand, direct 
nttempts to influence the distribution of income received in the market 
economy must a !Teet individual decisions to a significantly greater 
extent. The rnst is greater in terms of inefficient utilization of 
resourcPs. But. in addition. there is no real assurancr that direct 

methods will achieve the redistribution desired. 
Numerous examplPs !'ould he employed to illu,,;trate the redis

tributive i neffecti venrss O f di reel i nterferrnces with market processes. 
Minimum-wage laws providP perhaps the best of these. Such laws 
are supported 011 the argument that the effects will increase the over-
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all equality of income distribution, because the wages of the lowest 
income workers will he increased. But it is clear that, if the minimum 
wao-e is at all effective, those workers with the lowest productivity 
will either be thrown out of work or forced to shift to occupations not 
covered by the law. In either case, their real incomes \\·ill lie lowered 
rather than increased. The effects may be to increase the incomes of 
some wage earners who remain employed, but the achievement of 
greater equality in over-all income distribution is not llt'<·essarilv 
produced, and the whole wage-setting process in the lal,or market is 
seriously affected by the wage floor imposed. l\unwrou,; similar 
examples could be used to make the point, but the anah·,i,- is clPar 
enough. If redistribution is the primary purpose, this can lie mu!'!i 
more efficiently carried out by a tax-benefit system than by a direct 
interference with the market process. In the ca~e d isn1sscd here. if 
the lowest wage workers are to have their real incomes i11ncased. a 
system of subsidy payment supplementing earned irn·omcs and 
financed out of general tax revenues will accompli~h thi,; purpose 
more certainly. and without undue interference with ordinary 01wra
tion of the market economy. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The free enterprise economy distributes real income produced 
in accordance with the principle of marginal resource productivity. 
Resource mvners tend to receive income roughly cquirnlenl to the 
marginal contribution of resources put on the market. Dcspil<'. the 
many departures from the perfectly working market economy that 
are present in the United States, the distribution of real income in 
the private economy can still he said to be based on the marginal 
productivity principle in a first approximation. 

The exclusive reliance on marginal productivity distribution of 
real income would be unacceptable to many people in the modern 
world. The need to modify this distribution in the direetion of 
achieving greater equality in personal incomes and wealth has been 
widely recognized for many years. The fiscal system provides the 
appropriate mechanism in the modern economy through which some 
redistribution can he effected. This redistribution can he carried out 
in several ways with differing effects. Purely redistributive measures 
consist of net transfers among individuals or groups. These transfers 
can be generally imposed on such criteria as income or wealth, or 
they can be quite specifically imposed on arbitrary criteria. A more 
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important way in which the fiscal system affects income distribution 
is by a system of discriminatory "pricing" for collective services. 
Tax payments are not directly related to the marginal benefits 
received by individuals from public services, with the result that 
greater equality in real income is produced more or less as a side 
effect of the ordinary fiscal process. 

~s the eco_nomyKt~Q_'\\-'~ ~QtUn __ t~ public and the priva!~tor, 
the pfaceof redist~ihution as a direct goal ttf fiscal policy ~ill prob
ab'ly diminish in relation to other __ c;rjte.r_ia. This prediction is based 
on1Fie idei ifiat more reclis~i~ution will, in fact, be carried ol!!jry. 
a~ed exten~ion of the role of the J?_Ub_lic sector, and upon the 
iaea-that absolute. i,~equality in~-income and weilth Lec-ome_s_Jes~-
important as the general level of living rises and as po~e1:ty is effec-
tively eliminated. - - -

·--rrincoine ;.c<listrilrntion is accepted as a social goal, it is con
siderably more efficient to achieve this through the fiscal process 
than through alternative methods. These alternative methods will 
normally take the form of direct interferences with the market econ
omy. Not only will over-all efficiency in resource use be reduced 
to a greater extent, but there is no assurance that the desired redis
tribution will be achieved at all. 
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TRADITIONAL PRINCIPLES 

OF PUBLIC FINANCE 

\Ve have discussed e<·o11oll11l' efli('ic1w,. c<·o11orn11· 
growth, and inl'ollle equality as possible goals for organizing a fis!'al 
system. These goals arc, of course, rnnflicting. and. <'Yen if thes<' 
,;·ere the only guides, any actual fiscal strndurc 11011 Id represent a 
rough compromise. But existing fisl'al syste11b han· not l)('l'll organ
ized on the l,asis of these criteria. <'l'l'll if the man~ 11011rational 
aspects of institutional history are 11·holly disregarded. In othn wonk 
the principles of economic efliciency and greater i11rn111e equality 
have not been explicitly folhmed. C\'t'll as prinriples. i11 the pattern 
of development of fiscal institutions. Tlw re,1ilb arc. i11 m:111, ('ast·,. 
surprisingly similar to those 11hich n1ight have cmerg('(I from a 11Hn•· 
rigid adherence to such principles. But in order to u11dcr,-ta11d cxi,t
ing fiscal institutions 11·e must examine now the set of prin('iplcs that 
has been explicitly proposed for fiscal organization in the past. 
because these principles have influenced, and continue to influem·e. 
public thinking 011 rnrrent policy issues, and. through this. poli!'). 
formation itself. This chapter, therefore, will he derntcd to a brief 
review of ,~hat may he called tlw traditional or orthodox prin('iplcs of 
public finance. 

THE FUNDAMENTAL FISCAL ASYMMETRY 

As mentioned earlier, a rather singular asymmetry has been 

present in the development of both fiscal principles and institutions. 
especially in Anglo-Saxon countries. We find that tax legislation has 
been discussed in terms of the various "principles of taxation." But 
we find extremely little discussion until quite recently on "principle~ 
of public expenditure," and, when such principles are found. they an· 

liased on a wholly different philosophi<'al t·orn·eptio11 of the state. 

J(i.j 
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This asymmetry seems to stem from an early misconception by the 
classical economists. Public expenditures were assumed to be wholly 
unproductive; therefore, the task of public finance theory was that of 
showing how the necessary tax load could be distributed so as to 
cause the least possible damage to the private economy. Hence, "prin
ciples of taxation" were developed which have provided certain 
rough norms for the distril,ution of the tax load among individuals 
and groups. No altrntion, or almost none, has been paid ( again until 
quite recently J to the relatively more important question concerning 
how much the tax load shou Id l,e, that is to say, how the total 
1 csources of the eronom y shou Id he divided between the public and 
1he private sector. Both the amount and the distribution of public 
expenditures have been, by and large, considered as being deter
mined outside th<:> limib of public finance as a suhdiscipline of eco
nomics. Some writers have explicitly stated that these decisions are 
to be taken as political in nature and, presumably, not subject to 
reasoned discussion and analysis. The same logic could, of course, 
lie applied to the distribution of taxes. All problems in public finance 
are political since they directlv imolve some decision making by the 
collective authority. But this is no reason why objective discussion 
and anal pis cannot he helpfu I to those who do ultimately decide on 
policy, and the exclusion of public expenditure norms has severely 
and undulv limited the usefultwss of traditional public finance theory. 

THE EQUITY PRINCIPLE 

One of tlw 1110~1 \1idelv a1·1·cpted principles or norms for the 
distribution of taxes among individuals states that individuals in 
.1imilar situations should bP /,-pated similarly or, in otlwr words, 

equals should h<' trPatPd <'</ually. 
The origin and general acceptance of this principle in democra

tic societies is not cliflieult to explain. Its source is the principle of 
the equality of individuals before the law, tax treatment being legal 
treatment in essential respects. Arbitrary and capricious treatment 
of individuals by l<:>gal institutions is prevented by constitutional law. 
and this constitutional protection against arbitrary or discriminator\' 
treatment l,y go\'crnnwnt has lwen extended to apply to the <listrilrn

tion of taxes. 

On ethical grounds, little objection can Le raised to the equity 
principle. Arbitrary taxation of particular individuals would violate 
the value sense of most members of modern Western society. The 

i I, 
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difficulty with this principle lies i~ i_ts effec~ive. a~plication to cases 
beyond the acrreed and obvious limits of d1scrnmnatory treatment. 
Just who are :quals? The principle itself does little toward suggest
ing those attributes of equality or similarity ~hat are to h~ re_le':ant 
in distributing taxes. Taxation based on certa111 types of d1scnm111a
tion appears acceptable; taxation based on other types of discrimina
tion appears unacceptable. But the dividing line is not at all clear. 
and in many particular instances distinction is impos,ilil<'. 

The imposition of equal taxes on all indi,iduals \\oul<l. in 01w 

extreme sense, seem to fulfill the equity crill'rion. But an important 
corollary of the equity principle is that 1111e11uals should be treated 
unequally. And equal taxation of all individuab would violate this 

corollary criterion. 
Certain traditions seems to have been estalili,;hl'd ('oncerning the 

appropriateness of classifying individuals for tax purposes. Tax 
discrimination based on incomes or wealth is \,i<lely a<"<"epte<l. Also. 
tax discrimination on the basis of the consumption of particular 
products or services is not held to violate the equity prin<"iple. These 
appear to lie reasonable classifications. Ii road enough to <"ontain mam 
individuals within each grouping, the reasonablene,s i 11 each ca,r 
being determined finally by constitutional procedur<'. 

The equity principle is held to he satisfied when the on°r-all 
classification into categories is reasonable. and therl' is equal treat
ment for equals within each category. Since 191 ;-3 in the United 
States, discrimination in the rate of tax on the basis of income ( pro
gression in the income tax structure) has been held constitutionalh· 
legal, and, presumably, ethically acceptable. Tax differentials based 
on the source of income are widely used. In Great Britain. for 
example, so-called "earned income," that is, income from work. is 
not so heavily taxed as income from investment. The corporation 
income tax in the United States differentially imposes a burden 011 

individuals receiving income from capital. Property taxation ha, 
the same effect. Commodity taxation differentially lmnkns individ
uals of particular consumption habits. Tobacco taxation, for example. 
imposes a cost on the smoker relative to the nonsmoker. In certain 
cases, differential taxes are imposed on specific occupational group, 
( for example, gamblers). 

The broad acceptance of the equity principle seems to prevent 
particular individuals or small groups from being suhjected to dif
ferential tax treatment. A tax levy upon the residents of a particular 
urban street would be held unconstitutional unless the revenues should 
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be devoted to the improvement of that street. A tax base defined so 
as to include only one individual would clearly be unacceptable, for 
example, a tax on all redheaded men over fifty years of age working 
as attendants in a particular drive-in theater. Criteria of reasonable
ness would also preclude taxation based on racial, religious, or geo
graphic groupings. 

The primary objection to the application of the equity principle 
lies in the fundamental asymmetry discussed previously. The equity 
principle has ne,cr liecn applied to the distribution of public expendi
tures, although tlw reason for such application would seem equally 
valid. Limitation to the distribution of taxes stems from the implied 
assumption that public expenditures are wholly unproductive or else 
benefit all groups equally. If di fTerential lienefits to separate indi
viduals and groups are recognized, there is little grounds for the 
application of the equity principle on the tax side. Or, considering 
the problem from the other extreme, there is equal justification for 
applying the equity principle 011 the expenditure side. Actually, 
fiscal systems exhibit rather arbitrary discrimination in expenditure 
distribution. Partil"ular occupational groups are differentially pro
vided with subsidie,- I for example. farmers), and residents of partic
ular geographic reµ_ions ( for example, the Rol'ky Mountain states) 
are differentially benefited. The provision of public service to an 
individual or family does not imply any legal or ethical claim of 
all individuah equally situated to receive the same service. Because 
a federal government irrigation project difTerentially benefits land
owners in one valley, farmers in adjacent valleys are given no legal 
claim for similar treatment. 

An attempt to extend the equity principle to apply to the expen
diture side in a way similar to its application on the tax side would 
stifle many public expenditure programs. A more useful development 
would appear to Le a recognition that differential expenditure justi
fies differential taxation, and that the equity principle is acceptable 
only for the distriliution of those taxes required to finance genuinely 
general public expenditurf'~. 

THE ABILITY-TO-PAY PRINCIPLE 

A corollary of the equity prineiple states that unequals should be 
treated unequally. But the question as to how the total tax bill shall 
be distributed among the different classes and groups of taxpayers 
presents many diffieultie~. To what extent shall discrimination in 
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tax rates among separate classes and groups of the population be 

accepted? 
One thing requires stating at the outset. There are 110 agreed-on 

or widely accepted answers to these questions. DifTerent experts 
disao-ree, even if this is recognized as a field where expert opinion 
is L;tter than any other, a highly questionable recognition in itself. 

Nevertheless some decisions must lie, and han~ !wen. made in 
distriln1ting taxes among separate groups. These dc('isions haYe not 
been made on the basis of purely expedient considl'rations. Somr 
·'principles" have heen used, at least in the discus,-ions of alternatirc 

tax programs. 
The single principle that has been most ,,idt•lv atTcpted in thr 

modern fiscal system states that taxes should lie di,-tril111tcd in accord
ance with the ability of the individual to pay. This has !wen a wry 
effective principle because it provides a rough µ,11 id<' to tax policy 
without at the same time specifying precisely the adual distril111tion 
to Le adopted. Within the limits of this principle, rnanv <·onl·eirnlile 
tax distributions can be, and have been. adopted. 

Ability to pay has normally !wen measured hv i1H·o111cs and 
wealth. The higher the income of an individual. the rnon· aide i, lw to 
pay taxes; similarly, the greater the amount of ,n•alth po,,-csscd, the 
higher the ability to pay. This preliminary definition of al1ility to 
pay suggests that, in any distribution of the tax load. ta\<'s paid m11,t 
vary directly with incomes and wealth. 

But this preliminary definition does not get the tax t·o111111i,sio11 
very far in planning its tax program. The hard question rnnains: 
How much more should the rich man pay'! The imposition of tax rates 
proportional to income would guarantee that the ri!'h pay more• than 
the poor. For example, a tax rate of 10 per cent would take only 
$100 from a net income of$] ,000 and $1,000 from a net inconw of 
$10,000. 

Ability to pay has been defined more spc>cifil'allv than this. or 
rather, attempts have l1een made to define it, so a:- to j;1,tify progrc,· 
sive taxation. That is to say, it has been arg1wd that the al1ility-lo· 
pay ?rinciple has not been met unless the high-income groups pay pro· 
port10nately more than the lower-income groups. For example, the 
$10,000 net income must be taxed at, say, a 20 per cent rate in com· 
parison with the 10 per cent rate on the net income of $1.000. 

Several so-called "theories" have l1cen developed to justify in• 
come tax progression. The most sophisticated of thes<'. and the onh· 
one which necessarily points toward a prngressive rate ,tnl<'t11re. i, th;, 
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principle of minimum aggregate sacrifice. This approach assumes, 
first of all, that individual satisfaction or utility is a measurable mag
nitude and, more significantly, that this magnitude is comparable 
among separate individuals within the social group. An implication of 
this assumed measurement is that the maximization of total utility 
for all individuals i,; an appropriate goal for social policy. 

Here. again. all public expenditures have been assumed away, 
so to speak, and the principle applied only to the tax side of the ac
count. If public expenditures are considered to constitute always 
net drains on the private economy, the conceptual framework here 
suggests that taxc,; should be so distributed as to cause a minimum 
reduction in total utility of all individuals jointly considered. Hence 
the name, principle of least sacrifice or minimum aggregate sacrifice. 

I3efore thl' principle ran lead to an actual distribution of taxes, 
some as,;umption lllUst he made al,out the change in individual utility 
as incollle C'hang<·s. Ilere the more normal assumption is made that 
total utility enjoyed hy each individual increases at a decreasing rate 
as more inrollle is received. Or, in other words, the marginal utility 
of incollle declint's as more income is added. The extra dollar pro
vides the lllan \\ ith SI ,000 less additional enjoyment than was pro
vided him l1y the 999th dollar. Therefore, if individual utilities may 
he compared alllong persons, the collection of a dollar in tax from the 
high-inconw n·<·eivers will reduce their total satisfaction less than a 
,imilar collectio11 of a dollar from the low-income receivers. Hence. 
the major portio11 of the tax hill mu:;t he placed on the high-income 
classes. lnt·onws 11n1st he leveled down by taxation in order to meet 
fully this prin('ipll'. 

Modern et·onomic thought does not accept this principle as pos
,cssing any rnlidity. First of all. individual utility is not now con
,idered to lie a l'ardinally measurable magnitude. Even if it were. 
utilities rnuld not lie compared among separate individuals. This 
fact alone prewnh the principle from having any "'scientific" hasis 
whatsoever. 

The ability-to-pay principle can lead to no specific configuration 
of taxes apart from the simple proposition that higher-income re
l'eivers should pay higher taxes. Progression in the rate structure 
must he defended on quite other ~rounds. Nevertheless, it should he 
fully recognized that the false correlation between ability to pay as 
a guiding principle and progression in rates as a policy continues to 
exert important influence on the thought of policy makers . 

• 
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Progressive tax rates, based on incom~, must be de_fend~d more 
explicitly in terms of the goal of greater mcome equality discussed 
in Chapter 14. If the pattern of progression in taxes is more progres
sive than the pattern of real benefits from public expenditure, the 
fiscal system will cause a more equal distribution of real income to 
he achieved. This aspect of progressive taxation should i>e stated as 
such, and the pretense of using the rather meaningless al,ility-to-pay 
principle leads only to confused discussion on tax policy. 

At its Lest, the ability-to-pay princi pie can provide some very 
rough guideposts to the distribution of a gi rcn or predetermined tax 
load. It offers no guidance at all in the lllOre important fiscal d<-'
cision: How much should the tax load (and public exprnditure) 
amount to? Again ,1e find the asymmetry that we have so frequently 

mentioned. 

THE BENEFIT PRINCIPLE 
An alternative prinl'iple for the distriln1tion of the tax load 

among separate individuals and groups states that tax obligations 
should be based on the benefits recei1·ed from the enjoyment of public 
services. At the outset it should be noted that this principle has the 
logical advantage of tying together the collectiyc d<'cisions on taxc, 
with those on public expenditur<'s. The whole fiscal process is in
corporated, and a comparison between taxes and expenditur<'s llf
comes possible. 

But the benefit principle, as stated previously, remains ambiµ:11-
ous. Several interpretations may be placed on the principle. and it 
will be useful to discuss each of these in sequence. 

The first, and least acceptal>le, interpretation of the principle 
states that the total tax bill for each individual should be equatrd 
to the total real benefits that the individual receives from the provi~ion 
of public services. This interpretation is clearly misleading; there 
should be, in all cases, a sizable "taxpayers' surplus" left owr in 
terms of real benefits after all tax obligations arc met. For example. 
it is evident that the total benefits provided l,y the availahilit\' of a 
municipal police force are far in excess of the total cost of providing 
the police protection. The benefit principle of taxation should newr 
be stated in total benefit terms. To do this is to repeat the aµ:e-old 
confusion in economic thought between value in use and value in 
exchange. 

A second interpretation of the benefit principle states that taxe~ 
should be distributed proportionately with total benefits received. 

t 
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The tax obligation to be charged to a particular individual depends. 
in this formulation, on the total benefits enjoyed, but need not be equal 
to this total. If some "taxpayers' surplus" is produced through the 
fiscal process, each individual taxpayer may expect to find his real 
income increased as a result of the combined tax-expenditure process. 
This version of the henefit principle has some merit in the abstract 
if the total puhlic expenditure (and tax load) is determined inde
pendently outside the fiscal decision process itself. But, even in these 
cases, no possible means would seem to exist, even conceptually, of 
measuring total henefits and of allocating tax obligations proportion
ately to these. 

A third interpretation of the henefit principle is the most ap
propriate, especially from an analytical point of view. This states that 
taxes should he allocated among separate individuals on the hasis of 
marginal benefit or incremental benefit received, not total benefit. The 
principle, statPd in this manner, involves the setting of taxes in a 
way that is strictly analogous to the setting of prices in the private 
market economy. This procPss has already been discussed in some 
detail in Chapter 12. The ideally neutral or the ideally efficient fiscal 
system that was dis<·ussed then' incorporates taxation in accordance 
with the principlP of incremental benefit. A particular individual 
would he required to pay a "tax price" for each unit of a given public 
service which is equal to the marginal or incremental benefit that he 
receives from a 11nit of this service. This appropriately set "tax price" 
would be independent of total henefit received from all units of the 
public service. 

This version of the henefit principle allows the total amount of 
public services to he conceptually determined. Thus, it is the only 
"complete" principle in a methodological sense. If each taxpayer is 
paying for each puhlic service on the basis of the marginal benefits 
actually enjoyPd. the total tax collection from all individuals 
provides a useful measure of the marginal evaluation of the public 
service. The provision of this service can then he extended so long 
as this total marginal evaluation exceeds the marginal cost of pro
viding the service. Again, a simple two-man example may be used to 
clarify this point. Suppose our island society with Crusoe and Friday, 
and suppose further that the decision to be made concerns whether 
or not to build the lookout tower two feet higher than it is at present, 
the tower being a collective good. If Crusoe estimates that the mar
ginal benefit of the additional two feet in height will he 10 days' labor, 
and Friday estimates a marginal benefit of 5 days' labor, the addition 
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should Le made if the cost is less than 15 days' labor, and taxation is 
based on the principle of marginal benefit. If, on the other hand, the 
cost should be 20 days' labor, no distribution of taxes could possibly 
be justified. The addition should not be undertaken. . 

As concluded in Chapter 12, a fiscal system tha I lll<'orporates 
the principle of marginal lienefit is useful as a con<·<·pt11a l model. 
It allows a "solution" to the collectin' choi<•f' pro<·ess lo I)(' df'fined 
that is "efficient." But when we come to considPr real-world fiscal sys
tems, the principle of marginal or increnwntal lwndit provid<·, 
little assistance. Decisions as to the total amount of npcnditurc and 
as to the distriln1tion of taxes must lie made. and poli .. y lllakcrs can
not "read" individual evaluations of pulili(' services. F11rthernwn·. 
as Professor Paul Samuelson has ernpha~izcd. i11divid11ak if tht·v 
are to be taxed 011 the marginal lwnefit principle. ,,ill li.l\c a ~trong 
incentive to conceal their true evaluations from tlw de('ision-making 

authorities. 
It is possible, ho,1ercr. tl1al basil' .. Jiangt·~ in tlw i1Hitutio11 of 

decision making itself cou Id a I low a reasona l.h· ,· lo~<· "pproxirna
tion of the principle of marginal liendit to lie aclii<'\ed. This is tlw 
plan suggested Ly the famous Swedish economist. Knut Wiche!L 
that has already been briefly discussed in Chapin 12. 

But there are fundamental olijt><'lions to the application of tlw 
marginal lienefit principle, even if the diflil'lilties of i11trodt1<'ing it as 
the liasis of a real-world fiscal structure are complctelv ignored. 
These objections stem from the conflict liet\l'Pen the norms of '·efli
ciency" and "greater income equality'" that haw aJn,ady been dis
cussed. The principle of mar).!;inal lienefit is, eon<·eptualh·. the ap
propriate "principle" of public finance if the only aim of the fiscal 
structure is to provide collective goods and service,; efii!'ientlv. B11t 
it is clear that some shift in the pattern of income distribution is also 
accomplished through the modern fiscal process. and this redistribu
tion is not accidental. Redistribution is a sought-for res11 It. Co11cq1tu· 
ally, it would lie possible to separate the fiscal procrss of redistribu
tion from the process of providing collective goods and services. 
But, politically, this is not conceivalile. Fiscal decisions will in
corporate both the aims of efficiency and greater income equalization. 
Therefore, the principle of marginal benefit cannot he fully applied. 

The limitation 011 the applicability of the principle of rnarginal 
benefit can best he illustrated in reference to the social service ex· 
penditures. Quite clearly the greatest marginal he1wfi<'iarics from re· 
lief payments are the recipit>nts of the payments tlw111seln•s. But the 
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whole purpose of the relief payment scheme would Le defeated if 
these marginal beneficiaries should be taxed. The scheme is primarily 
one of redistributing incomes, not that of providing collective goods 
and services. Whenever the redistributive purpose is at all important, 
the principle of marginal benefit in the distribution of the tax load 
Lreaks down. 

However, an important application of the marginal benefit prin
ciple remains ,vhi('h is applicable to certain aspects of the tax struc
ture. The prin!'iple of differential benefit from particular public serv
ice,; may be helpful in imposing special taxes. This principle does 
more or less <lidate the range of special levies that are to be found 
in the tax system. If particular consumers of a commodity are held 
to receive some special benefits from government, it is appropriate 
that the taxes required to finance this service he imposed on these 
('Onsumers. In thi~ \lay, the financing of the highway system Ly gaso
line and motor yehide license taxes has been justified, and this has 
liecome an important part of the over-all fiscal system of the United 
States. This u,;c of the benefit principle is applicable when no re
distributive purpose is desired. Thus, special assessments are imposed 
on residenb of parti!'ular urban streets to finance street improvement 
or sewer line t'!lllIH"<'lion~. License fees of all sorts are charged to 
finance the admini,,tratiYe costs of providing particular services. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Three major principles of public finance have been discussed. 

But traditiona I pul,lic finance theory has been characterized by a 
fundamental a,-ynnnetry. '·Principles" have been developed primarily 
in regard to tl;e distrilrn tion of taxes among individuals, and the 
distribution of public expenditures among separate individuals and 
~roups. Little attention has been paid to "principles" for the determi
nation of the appropriate amount of resources to be devoted to pub
lic as opposed to private u;;es. 

The principle of equity states that equals should be treated 
equally. This principle has been widely applied in the distribution 
of taxes, and its acceptance in le~al institutions has prevented arbi
trary discrimination among individuals and groups. But the line be
tween arl,itrary and nonarbitrarv discrimination remains ill defined, 
and little atte~1pt has been m;de to apply the same principle to 
expenditures. 

A !'orollary to the equity principle states that unequals should 
be treated unequally. Incomes and wealth have Leen generally ac-
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cepted as a basis for distinguishing groups. But th~ difficult questi_on 
concerns just how unequal the treatment shall be. fhe second ma1or 
principle discussed embodies an attempt to ans\H'r this question. 
The principle of ability to pay suggests that tax rates should vary 
directly with income and wealth. But the principle has also been used 
to justify progressive tax rates in relation to income. This extension 
of the ability-to-pay principle is not supported on scicntifil' or analyt
ical grounds. The justification of progressive taxation must rest on 
n desire to achieve greater income equality through the fisnd prot·css. 
The ability-to-pay principle cannot be at all helpful in determining 
the appropriate amount of public expenditures to he undertaken. 

The third principle discussed was the benefit principle of taxa
tion. This principle has several interpretations, and much confusion 
has been based on failure to distinguish these. The most acceptablr 
of the interpretations states that taxes should be allocated among in• 
dividuals in accordance with the marginal or incremental benefits re
ceived from government services. This is the principle incorporated 
into an "ideally efficient" fiscal system that was previous! y discu;;scd. 
The principle does have the advantage of providing a complek 
solution to the collective choice process; tax and expenditure decisions 
are tied closely together. But the principle of marginal benefit cannot 
be applied to those fiscal decisions in which greater income equalitY 
is an important goal of policy. The principle has its greatest appli
cability in the real world for tl10se fiscal decisions incorporating 
differential taxation on groups differentially benefited by public sen
ices where such groups have no claim for additional real income on 
distributional grounds. 

The traditional "principles" of public finance leave much to lw 
desired in the way of providing a set of norms upon which fisca I 
decisions may be made. The fundamental asymmetry has caused the 
principles to be confused and, in many cases, misleading. Neverthe
less, such principles as ability to pay have been important in shaping 
public attitudes, and, because of this, the student can neglect them 
only at the peril of failing to understand the existing fiscal process. 

Norms for organizing the fiscal structure must reflect the exi,t
ence of competing goals. The analytical apparatus of the economist 
can do little more than to indicate the results of alternative proposals. 
Attempts to make norms "scientific" are doomed to failure; hut given 
an explicit statement of criteria for fiscal organization, much progn·,, 
may be made toward developing genuine "theories" of public finance. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
For a more advanced discussion of both the ability-to-pay and the benefit 

principles the student may consult R. A. Musgrave, The Theory of Public 
Finance (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1959), chaps. 4, 5. 
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Chapter 

16 

FISCAL INSTITUTIONS AND 

COLLECTIVE "RATIONALITY" 

At the end of Chapter 2, it was stated that only in one 
later chapter would an attempt be made to specify norms or criteria 
for fiscal organization. In Chapteb 12 throu;d1 l S. various norms 
have Leen discussed, and these have been shown to conflict with each 
other. But the balancing off of these conflicts is not the proper task 
for the student of public finance. The ultimate decision makers must 
choose how much efficiency shall he sacrificed to scrnre greater equal
ization in incomes, how much economic growth shall he promoted at 
the expense of either equalization or eflieicncy. and to ,rhat extent 
stabilization criteria override all of these other goak The student of 
public finance has as his only function the demonstration of the 
results of alternative courses of action. 

THE CRITERION OF RATIONALITY 

In this chapter we shall, however, try to he ;;omewhat more spe• 
cific in defining certain "principles" for fiscal organization. This 
becomes possible because here we deliberately abandon all attempts 
to choose among the various social goals which might he accepted 
as objectives of the fiscal system. The argument is developed from a 
very simple premise. Collective choices that are to be made should be 
as rational as possible. 

Several aspects of this premise require clarification. Why 
should this approach Le more acceptable than that which postulates 
greater income equality as a social goal'? The answer may be best 
suggested by an analogy with the choice making of the individual 
consumer. In a free society the individual is consi1lered to be the 
best judge of his own interests. Hence, the student of consumer be
havior cannot provide any assistance if he tries to decide "for" 
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the individual consumer the criterion upon which his choices shall 
be made. But the specialist student of consumer behavior can pro
vide some assistance if he limits himself to showing to the individual 
the results of alternative choices. In this matter, he can help 
the consumer, quite independently of the criterion upon which the 
individual actually bases his choices, to be a more "rational" 
chooser. The role of the student of the fiscal process is quite similar. 
By analyzing the results of alternative courses of action, he is assist
ing the ultimate decision maker, be he voter, bureaucrat, or legis
lator, in reaching more "rational" decisions. But, for the student of 
the fiscal process, one additional step may be taken. He first analyzes 
the results of alternative courses of action within a given institutional 
framework. Ilut as a second step, he also is able to analyze this in
stitutional framework itself with a view toward modifying it in such 
a way as to increase the "rationality" of decision making. In develop
ing "principles" for fiscal organization, the student can recognize 
fiscal institutions as variables, and he can suggest changes in the 
direction of making collective choices on fiscal matters more "ra
tional." Hcn('f', the student can divorce himself completely from the 
decision concerning how taxes and expenditures are to be distributed 
among individuals and groups but still develop certain criteria or 
norms for fiscal policy. His concern is not with the social aims to be 
promoted, but with the "rational" promotion of whatever aims the 
group, acting collectively, chooses to select. 

The distinction between this approach to the construction of 
norms or "principles" for fiscal organization and that approach 
traditionally followed should be made quite clear. Traditional "prin
ciples" of public finance have been aimed at providing some guide 
for the final distribution of taxes and expenditures among individuals 
and groups. Basic to this approach is the idea that some "best" dis
tribution exists, defined independently of the distribution that is 
actually chosen. Partly for this reason, the traditional principles of 
public finance have been discussed without reference to the political 
structure. If there is a single "best" way of organizing taxes and 
public expenditures, the "principle" indicating this "best" way may 
be applied to the fiscal problems of dictatorships or oligarchies as 
well as of democracies. If, however, the quest for any single "best" 
distribution is abandoned, and attention is concentrated on the ra
tionality of the decision-making process itself, the political structure 
becomes all important. The approach taken in this chapter suggests 
that the fiscal system is "best" that is chosen by the collectivity, pro-
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vided that the process of choice is as "rational" as is institutionally 

possible. 
To this point, the word "rational" has been included in quota

tion marks because its meaning requires some discussion. Collective 
choice is defined as being more rational if the individual participants 
in this choice act more rationally. Collective choicf's must always be 
made by individuals as the actual choosing agents, in some capacity 
or other. Also, in application to individual decisions on collective 
or social issues, rationality is defined more or less in the ordinary 
usage of the term. Choice is more rational if the individual is better 
informed as to the range of alternatives confront inf!; him: it is more 
rational if the results of alternative courses of action arc fully known 
and predictable; choice is more rational if separate decisions are 
consistent with each other. 

THE PROCESS OF FISCAL CHOICE 

Further elaboration and development of the ··principle" em
bodied in the approach taken here requirf's examination of the 
process of choice, the manner in which collective decisions on fiscal 
matters are reached. This process will vary directly with the con
figuration of the political structure. The process of reaching fiscal 
decisions in other than democratic societies will not lie discussed; 
therefore, the discussion that follows will be limited to those collec
tive choice processes commonly characterized as "democratic." That 
is to say, we shall examine the way in which fiscal decisions are 
made in societies where the individual voter, through hi,; control 
of representative assemblies and administrative bureaucracies, re
tains ultimate sovereignty, to a greater or a lesser degree. From this 
examination, we shall try to develop certain rather specific criteria 
for fiscal organization, that is, for taxes and public expenditures. 
quite apart from the final distribution that the collectivity desires to 
accomplish. The criteria here developed apply only to the means 
through which the collectivity shall attain its purposes, and not at all 
to the purposes or ends themselves. 

THE CRITERION OF CERTAINTY 

This approach suggests that the individual c1t1zen, as a tax• 
payer and the ultimate recipient of benefits from public services, 
should be as fully informed as possible concernino- the real tax bur• 
den to which he is actually subjected and the real b:nefits from public 
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services that he enjoys. The more informed, or the more certain, the 
individual can be of these magnitudes, the more rational his decision 
on fiscal matters is likely to become. In this way, we may reintroduce 
one of the traditional principles of fiscal organization, although it has 
normally been a subsidiary one. Fiscal scholars have for many years 
included the certainty criterion among the whole set of desiderata for 
tax structures. 

The rather simple proposition that the individual should be as 
fully informed as is possible concerning the real tax burden to be 
placed upon him implies several norms for fiscal organization. First 
of all, the proposition suggests that direct taxation is to be preferred 
to indirect taxation, as a general rule. Almost by the definition of the 
terms, direct taxes are imposed on those individuals who are expected 
to be the final taxpayers. Incidence is defined as the final resting place 
of the tax burden. The incidence of direct taxation is supposed to rest 
on those individuals who actually pay the tax to the government. On 
the other hand, indirect taxation is defined as that process of taxation 
in which the actual or nominal taxpayer does not support the real 
incidence of the tax. The process of tax shifting takes place, and is 
expected by the policy makers to take place, under indirect taxation. 
For example, the actual payers of the cigarette taxes are the tobacco 
rompanies. But a large part of the final incidence must rest on indi
vidual consumers of cigarettes. Legislators know this when they im
pose the tax. It is clear that the more tax shifting that takes place. 
the more indirect the tax actually is, the less informed is the final 
individual taxpayer concerning the real amount of the tax load placed 
upon him. 

In a quite similar way, we can arrive at the conclusion that 
laxes with a final incidence that is certain and known are preferable 
to those which have an uncertain and unpredictable incidence. If the 
individual citizen does not know whether or not he is being sub
jected to the final burden of a specific tax, he may, in making his 
ultimate choices concerning the puhlic use of resources, choose on 
rather arbitrary grounds. And his decision may be biased in either 
direction. He may consider himself to he paying more for govern
ment services than, in fact, he is. Or, equally likely, he may consider 
himself to be securing the advantages of government more cheaply 
than he actually is doing. In either case, a shift from taxation with 
an unpredictable pattern of incidence to taxation with a predictable 
pattern is to be preferred on the rationality principle here applied. 

1111 
I. r 
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It is somewhat more difficult to apply the certainty criterion to 
the distribution of public expenditures. Taxes are levied in order to 
finance specific public services in the usual case. Hence, whereas tax
ation reduces real incomes of individuals generally, the provision of 
public services adds to the real income of individuals in specific ways. 
In other words, taxes are measured in terms of generalized pur
chasing power; public services take the form of specialized real in
rome, measured in unique units. For this reason, the nitcrion of 
certainty which allows us to state that direct taxation is to be pre
ferred to indirect taxation does not apply in the same way to ex
penditure. What is direct public expenditure'? The analogy with 
the tax side would be fully applicable only if the sole purpose of the 
fiscal process was that of redistributing incomes. Where the purpose 
of fiscal activity is to provide genuinely collective sen·iccs ( light
houses, national defense), public expenditures for such servi!'cs must 
Le considered direct, if this term is to retain any nwaning at all. 

The certainty criterion will be helpful here onh· for those ex
penditures which largely embody a redistributive purpose. Here the 
direct expenditure is greatly to be preferred over the indirf'Ct ex
penditure. If a particular group in the economy is to he subsidized 
on distributional grounds, it is much better lo provide members of this 
group with direct income subsidies ( negative taxes) than to attempt 
to accomplish the same purpose indirectly by subsidizing the pro
duction or consumption of particular commodities or services. For 
example, if the farmers, as a group, are to he subsidized I,ccause 
they are poor, they should be provided income subsidies rather than 
subsidized through government expenditure in order to keep prices 
of agricultural commodities high. 

TAXATION AND EXPENDITURE DECISIONS 

The decision-making approach to fis!'a I principlPs suggests that 
the citizen be allowed to make taxation and expenditure decisions 
simultaneously. Quite clearly, if collective decisions concerning the 
amount of resources to be devoted to public uses are divorced from 
decisions concerning the distribution of the costs of these resources, 
the individual chooser cannot possibly make a rational decision. 
Many traditional works in public finance state that the total amount of 
resources to be devoted to public purposes is politically predeter
mined, and that the sole task of public finance, as a separate study, 
is to indicate how these resources shall be financed, that is, how the 
real costs shall be distributed among individuals and groups. But 
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this is obviously too limited a view. The most important collective 
decision, that of choosing the proportion between collective or public 
and private usage of resources, is deliberately excluded. If we con
sider the decision-making process in democratic societies, it is essen
tial that we place major emphasis on this central fiscal decision. 

Existing fiscal institutions reflect, to some extent, ideas born 
in an era when all public expenditures were considered to be wholly 
unproductive and wasteful. If this were true, the sole function of pub
lic finance, as a study, would be to analyze the distribution of the 
costs of these wasteful expenditures. But it is quite clear that if all 
public services were wholly unproductive, democratic societies 
would choose to pay no taxes and enjoy no services provided by 
government. Public or collective services are obviously as productive 
in the abstract as are privately provided services; therefore, public 
finance must study more than the distribution of taxes. A public 
decision to undergo the burden of taxation must indicate, in some 
rough way, that the costs are outweighed by the benefits promised. 

The failure of existing institutions to relate adequately the de
cisions on taxation and on the extent of public spending has given 
rise to two separate, and opposing, commonly accepted public atti
tudes. The first is that all taxation is somehow to be avoided. Taxes 
are viewed in their negative sense only, and democratic representa
tive assemblies are notoriously reluctant to increase tax rates because 
of the alleg<'d unpopularity of tax increases. Paralleling this atti
tude, the public has come to consider public spending to be costless, 
especially since the ] 930's, and government services of all sorts to 
be relatively free. Thus, political parties that promise greater 
amounts of public services to the people have been spectacularly suc
cessful in securing voter support over the past quarter century. Both 
of these attitudes are, of course, erroneous, and both stem from a com
mon source-the failure of the existing institutions through which 
fiscal decisions are actually made to force decision makers to weigh 
the real costs represented by taxes against the real benefits repre
sented by the public services. The failure of decision makers to con
sider these two sides of the fiscal account simultaneously must lead 
to a continuation of these wholly opposite public attitudes. 

Professor Galbraith, in his popular book The Affluent Society, 
argues that "socia I imbalance" is produced because the reluctance 
of representative assemblies to adopt new and higher taxes causes 
the public sector of the economy to grow at substantially less than 
some "optimal" rate. Looking at the fact that the public sector has 
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grown proportionately at a much greater rate than the private sector, 
I would be inclined to urge the opposite-that the failure of the pub
lic to consider the genuine costs of public spending has led to a 
greater expansion in the public sector than would be "desirable." 
But these are value judgments and, as such, are inappropriate at this 
stage of discussion. The point to he emphasized is that the failure of 
the existing set of fiscal institutions to encourage deC'ision makt>rs to 
consider tax burdens and public service benefit,; simultaneously 
tends to make the process of fiscal choice less rational than it could 
otherwise be. Whether Professor Galbraith or I arn correct as to the 
direction of the bias created is irrelevant to the point at issue here. 
If the real costs of government were to he more fairly co111pared 
against the real benefits, the public might choose either more or less 
government, or it might choose roughly the same amount. But. what
ever the result, the decision made would !Je more fully informed, 
more rational, than is possible with the set of existing fiscal insti
tutions. 

In Chapter 12, the proposals for tax reform that Knut Wicbcll 
advanced some sixty-five years ago were disrnssed hriefly. It must 
be recognized that these proposals are not appliC'al>le to the real 
world, then or now. But some such proposal,; as tho,;e of Wi!'kscll 
can serve as useful guides toward the construction of fiscal reforms 
which will allow tax and expenditure decisions to l,e more closely 
related to each other. The stahilization rnle of '·l,udget l,alan!'e at 
full employment" contains within it certain ele111ents of a desirahle 
nature in this respect. But some further reform is needed in the di
rection of breaking down over-all budget magnitudes into separable 
parts, of earmarking certain revenue sources for certain expenditure 
categories, and of incorporating tax decisions in the budget itself. 

CONCLUSION 

Reforms of the fiscal strueture designed to makP !'ollel'live de
cisions more rational cannot he fully discussed in thi,; ('haptcr. This 
chapter has been directed at pointing up a somewhat different ap· 
proach to a "principle" of fiscal organization. As we take up par
ticular aspects of the fiscal structure in the remainder of this book, 
we shall find occasion to criticize or to evaluate particular fiscal in
stitutions on the grounds of the rationality prin\'iple discussed here. 
The principle will become useful only as it is applied. To some 
extent, the principle is an extension of the old principle of certainty 
in the distribution of taxes, a principlP that has l,een recognized since 
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Adam Smith. But a concentration on the decision-making process it
self can indicate a range of applicability of the principle that has not 
yet been realized. Existing fiscal institutions fail to reflect any recog
nition of the need for rationality in the choice process. Public atti
tudes are unnecessarily biased even though disagreement may exist 
concerning the direction and the magnitude of the bias. Fiscal in
stitutions must be considered as variables in any complete analysis, 
and it should be possible to construct reforms which would eliminate, 
at least partially, the distortion of individual choice on taxes and 
public expenditures. 





Part 

IV 
FEDERAL EXPENDITURES 

This part of the hook discusses the expenditures of 
the federal government of the United States. To this 
point, the discussion has been general, and it should 
be of some relevance and applicability for the public 
finance problems of any Western nation. In Part IV 
a more limited approach must he adopted. It is nec
essary to examine the budgetary institutions of the 
United States in some detail. 

A complete survey of government expenditures 
in the American economy must include state and local 
units. These will not, however, be discussed in Part 
IV. Instead, Part VI of the hook will he exclusively 
devoted to an examination of the combined tax
expenditure structures of the subordinate units of 
government. 
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Chapter 

17 

THE FEDERAL 

GOVERNMENT BUDGET 

THE MEANING OF THE "BUDGET" 

The wor<l '·liu<lget" is used to mean many things. In 
household economics a budget usually refers to an accounting record 
of expenditures made during a specified period. In Part II of this 
hook, the term •·]iudget" was used to indicate the fiscal structure of 
the governmmt, the eomliination of taxes and expenditures perhaps 
hetter defowd a:- the "fis1·."' In popular discussion, the budget sug
gests a document that the president ,-uhmits to Congress for considera
tion at the beginning of each year. 

In its forward-looking sense, the budget is best understood as 
a program or a plan for government activity over a designated fiscal 
period. It includes the various activities upon which public authori
ties propose to spend revenues, and, as a secondary part, it also in
rludes a listing of the various tax sources from which revenues are 
lo be secured during the period. By and large, however, in the 
United States the "budget" is considered as a plan or program for 
government expenditure, not for government revenue raising. 

In a backward-looking or ex paste sense, the budget provides 
a record of expenditures actually made and tax revenues actually col
lected. This ex paste conception of the hudget is useful in determining 
the impact of governmental activity on the economy, but it is only 
indirectly important in determining the program for governmental 
fiscal activity in the future. The forward-looking or e,1: ante interpre
tation of the hu<lg<>I is the mor<> appropriate for policy-making 
purposes. 

THE EXPENDITURE BUDGET AND THE EXECUTIVE 
ht has been traditional in Western democracies for the execu

tive branch of the o-overnment to make the expenditure budget, at 
b 
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least initially. The legislative branch of government, the Parliament 
or the Congress, then approves or disapproves the budget submitted 
by the executive. There is some distinction here between the United 
States system and the parliamentary systems of government. The 
United States Congress possesses much greater traditional power to 
modify and to expand budgeted activities than par! iaments normally 
have possessed. Congress participates in budget making in the United 
States. Nevertheless, especially since the Budget and Accounting Act 
of 1921, under which the Bureau of the Budget was organized, the 
executive branch of the federal government has borne the major re• 
sponsibility for determining the pattern of federal spending. 

Once again we find an asymmetry between the spending and the 
tax sides of the fiscal account. The executive branch has never been 
considered to possess similar powers of determining the direction 
and the magnitude of the taxes to be imposed on the private economy, 
taxes which are necessary to finance the expenditures included in the 
budget. Powers of taxation are concentrated much more closely in 
the legislative bodies. 

The asymmetry between the decision making on taxes and on 
public expenditure stems from the historical development of repre· 
sentative governments and the struggle of legislative bodies to secure 
independence from the monarchies. The power to tax was the great 
oppressive weapon of the monarchy in earlier periods. The first 
stages of free societies were those during which this power was taken 
from the monarchies and granted to legislative assemblies. 

Broadly speaking, the expenditure budget represents the fi. 
nancial embodiment of the administration's program for federal 
policy. In its essence, the expenditure budget reflects the prevailing 
political philosophy of the executive. But, especially in the United 
States, the expenditure budget must also reflect some recognition 
of the realities to be faced on the revenue-raising side. Additional 
public expenditures can only be secured at additional cost during 
times of substantially full employment of the nation's resources, 
and a failure of the budget makers to incorporate some sort of weigh
ing of costs and benefits would lead to a breakdown of the whole 
budgetary process. Faced with the fact that the legislative branch of 
government possesses somewhat more ultimate control over the levy 
of taxes, the budget makers in the executive branch must try to pre• 
sent a composition of public expenditures that fall within the de• 
&ired relationship to the total tax revenues estimated to be forth• 
coming. 
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THE BUDGETARY PROCESS 

Decisions on federal expenditures are made during the course 
of a lengthy and complex process. Final decisions embody the inter
play of individuals trying to act in accordance with enlightened 
public interest, those attempting to construct or maintain bureau
cratic empires, and those concerned with advancing the interests of 
particular pressure groups in the society. The process is such that 
no single individual, group. or agency possesses centralized decision
making power. Congress ultimately bears the responsibility for de
cision, but the executive branch is charged with the preparation and 
submission of the budget. The various agencies and departments, 
more expert in their particular fields of responsibility, share the re
sponsibility for providing the detailed classification of broader budg
etary items. 

This process can best be discussed by tracing through the prep
aration of the federal budget for a specific fiscal year. We shall 
choose the budget for fiscal 1961, which was submitted to the Con
gress by President Eisenhower in January, 1960. Our story begins 
much earlier. 

The federal budget cannot Le adequately understood as a "new" 
document or program of expenditures submitted to Congress each 
year. The program of expenditures submitted in 1960 depends to 
a very important degree on programs and plans that have gone 
before. Federal government expenditures normally are undertaken 
for projects that are of more than a year's duration, and it is not 
characteristic of governments to relinquish particular types of public 
responsibility once they are undertaken. Recognizing this, the com
plete history of the budgetary process for fiscal 1961 would require 
us to trace out the origin of the various budgetary items. For example, 
the interest on the national debt, a large and important item, would 
suggest that we look at tht' manner of financing World War II. Or. 
if we desire fully to understand the outlay on farm subsidies, we 
should have to examine the origin of current programs in the 1930's 
or even in the l 920's. In one sense, decisions are made annually. 
But the differences between a decision to inaugurate a new program 
of public spending and the continuation of a previously established 
program are significant and important. 

Even if we disre"ard the close interdependence between the 
0 

composition of the 1961 budget and those that have gone before, we 
shall still have to return to early 1959 to begin consideration of this 
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specific budgetary process. Sometime prior to April, 1959, the in
dividual bureaus and agencies within the larger federal departments 
and administrative units substantially completed the initial planning 
for their own spending programs for fiscal ] 961, which began some 
eighteen months later. During the months of April and May, 1959, 
the budget offices in the departments and independent agencies worked 
with the smaller administrative units formulating owr-all depart
mental and agency budgets. Sometime in mid-war of ] 959, the 
central administration, the President \\·orking through the Bureau 
of the Budget, outlined broad budgetary plans for the fiscal year that 
began some twelve months later. These plans consisted in decisions 
to allow expansion in certain liranclws and agPncics, to force con
tractions in still others. These lJroad budgetary policy decisions were 
made on the basis of a consideration of general govt'rnniental policv 
in the light of fiscal policy consideration,; a long with revenue esti
mates. If necessary, budgetary ceilings ,ren· imposed on certain 
departments. 

During the summer months of 1959. dcpa rt mental lJudget of
fices worked to revise the departmental liud).'.ct e,t i nw tes in accord
ance with the broad budgetary plans laid down !Jy the President. 
Normally this process consists of cutting. trimming. and rcarrangin;: 
departmental estimates to reflect central polin plans. Finally. II\ 
the end of September, the departments and independent a1-cenciP, 
were supposed to submit departmental appropriation request, to tlw 
Bureau of the Budget. Between this time and the middle of Novem
ber, the professional staff of the Bureau of the Budget re, iewed the 
departmental requests and conducted hearings. Upon c·omplction of 
these, the Director of the Bureau of the Budget reviewed the over-all 
estimates and the budget as an organized document took form. 111 
November and December the President reviewed the programs a, 
submitted by the Director of the Budget Bureau, keeping in mind 
the broad objectives of policy previously outlined and bringing to 
bear whatever changes in this policy that seemed appropriate. 

In January, 1960, the budget was submitted to Congress a, ,1 

document incorporating a rather detailed classification of expendi
tures and revenues proposed for fiscal ] 961. With the submission of 
this document, the President delivered an annual lmdget messa:re 
to the Congress. This message outlined in broad detail the reasons for 
the make-up of the budget, its composition, and its size. The messa;.!e 
also discussed the budget in terms of its impact on the economy.) 
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Between the time of the submission of the budget in January 
and the start of the 1961 fiscal,year in July, 1960, congressional ac
tion on the budget was taken. Jnitially, the budget was taken up in 
its separate parts Ly the various subcommittees of the Appropriations 
Committee of the House of Representatives. Appropriation legisla
tion normally is considered first in the House, and, of course, tax 
legislation must originate in the House. These subcommittees are 
organized on the basis of broad functional classifications of public 
expenditures such as Armed Services, Public Works, Education and 
Labor, and Atomic Energy. After lengthy hearings, each subcommit
tee reports an appropriation Lill to Le considered by the full com
mittee and later liy the full House of Representatives. Normally be
tween ten and fifteen major appropriation bills are handled in this 
way. After passage by the House of Representatives, appropriation 
measures are taken up hy the Senate and follow a similar process 
of consideration liy sul,committees, committees, and the full mem
bership. Final passage of an appropriation measure takes place only 
upon compromises lietween the House and Senate versions, after 
which the appropriation hill is forwarded to the President for his 
approval or veto. 

Final approval of federal expenditure seems to involve a cum
bersome, time-consuming, and inefficient process. But the values in
herent in this process of decision making are easily overlooked. 
Precipitate action, either in reducing desirable programs of federal 
spending or in expanding undesirable programs, does not occur 
easily under this process. Unwise action hy one part of the Congress 
may be corrected l,y the other house. Undue expansion or restric
tion by the administration may lead to congressional action to offset it.. 

One major defect in the budgetary process of the federal gov
ernment is often emphasized. Congress considers appropriation leg
islation independently from tax legislation. The budget document 
includes some estimates of tax revenues for the fiscal year, but it 
is considered primarily to he a program for federal expenditures, 
and the expenditure items are considered by Appropriation Commit
tees. Tax legislation is, on the other hand, considered by the House 
Ways and Means Committee and by the Senate Finance Committee. 
Because of this independence between expenditure and tax discus
sion, final decisions lack a sense of weighing the burdens of addi
tional taxes against the additional benefits of public expenditures. 
Choices are not made in a genuinely marginal manneri Hence, ap
propriation,-. as advanced out of committees, will tend to be some-
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what larger than otherwise, whereas tax proposals coming out of the 
House Ways and Means or the Senate Finance Committee will tend 
to be somewhat less productive of revenue than would likely be the 
case if both sides were considered more interdependently. It is some
what difficult to determine the direction of the final Lias here, and, 
of course, some interdependence must he recognized in the final 
approval of either tax legislation or appropriation legislation. But 
improvement in the federal budgetary process would seem possible 
Ly some institutional recognition of the necessary interdependence. 

BUDGETARY CLASSIFICATIONS OF 
FEDERAL EXPENDITURES 

Functional Classification 

Federal government expenditures may he classified in any of 
several ways. The most useful classification will rnry with the pur
pose. The most general is classification by functions. This cla,-sifica
tion is the one most often discussed in the public press. It represents 
an attempt to present the allocation of total federal expenditures 
among a relatively limited number of functions performed. Each 
broad heading must, of course, include many subsidiary functions, 
and the location of any particular subsidiary function is not at all 
clear in many instances. 

The functional classification employed in presenting the federal 
budget document is as follows: 

Major national security 
International affairs and finance 
Veterans' services and benefits 
Labor and welfare 
Agriculture and agricultural resources 
Natural resources 
Commerce and housing 
General government 
Interest 

The ambiguities that arise in discussing the federal budget in 
terms of this functional classification may be illustrated by a single 
example. Financial aid to the underdeveloped countries could nor
mally be expected to fall in the second functional category, interna
tional affairs. But if the aid should be in the form of military sup
port, it would be found included in the first rather than the second 
category. For example, the proposed hudget for fiscal 1961 included 
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almost $2 billion for military assistance under the category of major 
national security. Since popular support for national security outlay 
is normally easier to secure than support for foreign aid, the budget 
makers will tend to place as many such items in the national security 
category as is possiLle. 

In spite of such difficulties, the functional classification of the 
total of federal expenditures into nine categories does facilitate a 
general understanding of the composition of the budget. Figure 17-1 
presents a pie chart showing the actual percentage breakdown of pro
posed federal expenditures among the major categories for fiscal 

1961. 
FIGURE 17-1 

Proposed Federal Budget Expenditures for Fiscal 1961 
Percentage Breakdown 

GENERAL GOVERNMENT 
2,4"7o 

MAJOR NATIONAL SECURITY 
57.l"lo 

AGRICULTURE 7,7"lo 

NATURAL RESOURCES 2,4"'lo 

The actual budgetary classification among the major ft'.nctional 
categories of federal expenditure is shown for fiscal 1961 111 Table 
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17-1. The figures are those presented to Congress hy President Eisen

hower on January 18, 1960. 

TABLE 17-1 

Proposed Federal Expenditures, Fiscal 1961 (by Function) 

l\Iajor national securit~ 
I ntcrnational affairs ancl !inane<' 
Yetcrans' service and hern·fit.._ 
Labor ancl welfar<' 
l\gricult11rP and ugric11lt11rul rP ... 01tr1•p-.. 

:Xatural rcsourC4?S. 
C.ommerce and housi11g 
General governmC'nl 
lntpn•st .. 

Allowanrt' for co11ti11g<>11ei1·s 

Total hudg<'l P,penditun· 

Agency Classification 

(In 11,illions) 

$1.,. :;c,B 
2. 2.i~ 
:; . t: 1 
1, '.)(){) 
:-) , h2:\ 
J .<J:lB 
:2,709 
l ,911 
'J,:;a., 

~1111 

Classification by function to lw performed is ht'lpful in pro
viding a broad understanding of the composition of foderal expendi
tures. But it is rather useless for accomplishing somt' of the other 
purposes that the budget document must also serve. The liud;rt't i, 
a composite result of a process of choosing the allocation of funds 
among the separate departments, agencies, and subsidiary units of 
the whole federal bureaucratic structure. The Air Force is relatively 
disinterested in the budgetary appropriation for major national St'· 

curity as shown in the functional classification. It is primarily inter
ested in the expenditure authorization allocated to Air Force defense 
under the broader Department of Defense classification. ClassifH'a• 
tion of total expenditures by departments and agencies that are to hr 
authorized to undertake the expenditures is more useful in the day
to-day administrative implementation of the budget. And it should 
be recalled that it is through the desires, plans, programs, and pur
poses of the separate subsidiary units that the budget originally 
evolves as an over-all plan or program. 

The classification of the federal budget by agency is presented 
in Table 17-2 in which the actual budgetary totals as proposed to 
the Congress in January, 1960 for fiscal 1961 are included. 
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TABLE 17-2 

Proposed Federal Expenditures, by Agency, for Fiscal 1961 

LPgislati\t' hn111C'h ... 
.I ucliciar~·. 
E\!'<'t1li"• Ollin• t1f lilt' l'rcsiclc11t. .. 
Funds approprialt'd to the Prcsi<le11t 

\lutual sccuritv. 
Otlll'r. . 

I 11de(K'llclP11L t11lic,•s 
Atomic Energy Co111111is~io11 ... __ 

1\/atinnal Aeronautics and Space A<lmi11istratiun ... . 
\ t'lPra11s A.d1ni11istration 
Otlu•r 

( ;f'm•ral Sen il't'..., _\d111ini.-,trulio11 
I lou!--i11g and I Ionw Firmnce AgP11<·) 
Dq,artnw11t of Agric11lt11n·. 
DP1mrtn1e11t of CommPrTe. 
DPpartnu•11t of DPl'c11se-l\tilitan F11nctio11., ... 
DPpart11wnt of Defense-Civilia,; Functions .. 
Dq,art1nc11t of Health. Education, and \\'elf arc. 
DPparh11('nt of the 111l<'ri1>r 
Deparln1<•11t of J usti,·p 
D,•partmPnl of Labor 
Post Oflice 0Ppartnw11t. 
D<'part11H•nt of :--tat<' 
TrPasmy DPpart111c11t 
District of Columbia. 
Allowance for conti11g(•11dc:--. 

Total budg<'I ,•,pe11dit11res .. 

Object Classification 

(Millions of 
Dollars) 

$ 162 
52 
79 

l.700 
lU 

2.689 
600 

5,416 
l,446 

458 
500 

6,201 
,t7:I 

42, n.; 
972 

3,517 
809 
271 
5to 
49 

292 
10,4:;2 

48 
200 

$79,816 

Still a no titer purpose which the budget must perform is that 
of facilitating control of expenditures by the individual units in the 
bureaucracy. For this purpose, a classification of total expenditures 
011 the basis of objects actually purchased by the various govern
mental departments and agencies is desirable. It is in the object 
classification of things to be purchased and in the accounting for 
authorized expenditures in this way that much of the necessary hut 
ubiquitous "red tape" of governmental administration arises. The 
classification by objects under the Veterans Administration part of 
the federal budget document is listed as follows for illustrative 
purposes: 

01 Personal services 
02 Travel 
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03 Transportation of things 
04 Communication services 
05 Rent and utility services 
06 Printing and reproduction 
07 Other contractual services 
08 Supplies and material 
09 Equipment 
11 Grants, subsidies, and contributions 
13 Refunds, rewards, and indemnities 
15 Taxes and assessments 

THE BUDGET AS A COMBINED ACCOUNT 

As suggested, for many purposes the budget is considered pri
marily as a program for the composition and size of federal expen
diture. In its broader meaning, however, the federal !J11dgct incor
porates both sides of the fiscal account; it must include estimated 
revenues as well as spending. In Part II when fiscal policy was dis
cussed, the term "budget" was used to refer to a combined schedule 
of tax revenues and public expenditures. 

For any orderly picture of the complete government fiscal op
eration to be presented, a combined-account form of the budget must 
be employed. Therefore, in the budget document as presented each 
year a breakdown of both estimated revenues and estimated expendi
tures is included. Table 17-3 presents the proposed federal budget 
for fiscal 1961 in this combined-account form. 

TRUST FUND ACCOUNTS AND THE 
CASH BUDGET 

The "budget" discussed to this point has been the administra
tive budget, that is, the programmed outlay of federal expenditures 
submitted to the Congress by the President at the beginning of each 
year. This is not the appropriate budget to use in assessing the impact 
of federal expenditures on the economy. Federal spending in any 
one year will be substantially larger than the totals suggested by the 
administrative budget. To the totals included must be added federal 
spending out of trust fund accounts, spending that is becoming in
creasingly important in recent years. The cash budget is a term em
ployed to indicate the total federal spending and revenues. This 
budget includes all federal payments to and federal receipts from the 
economy. Quite clearly it is the cash budget that is relevant when we 
discuss budget balance or unbalance and its effect on the state of 
the economy, the subject of Part II of this book. 
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TABLE 17-3 

Proposed Budget Receipts and Expenditures by Function
Fiscal 1961 

Budget Receipts 
Individual income taxes .. 
Corporation income taxes 
Excise taxes .. 
Employment taxes. 
Estate and gift taxes .. 
Customs 
Miscellaneous .. 

Total receipts 

Budael l,'rpend ilures 
1\1ajor national securitv. 
I ntcmational affairs a,;d financP. 
\'etPrans' service and benefits 
Labor and welfarp 
Agriculture and agricultural rcsourc-es 
Natural n_•sourcPs. 

Co1u11wn·c and housing. 
General governnwnt. 
Interest .. 

AllowancP for conting<•ncit•:-. . . 

Total expenditures. 

Budg,•t surplus or deficit (+) 

(In millions) 

$43,706 
23,500 
9,523 

340 
1,620 
1,376 
3,935 

$81-,000 

45,568 
2,2-12 
5,471 
-i, 569 
5,623 
1,938 
2,709 
1,911 
9,585 

200 

$79,816 

$ -1, 181 

For purposes of executive and legislative decision making, how
ever, the distinction between the administrative budget and the cash 
budget is a necessary and useful one. The administrative budget 
includes proposed items of federal expenditure upon which congres
sional appropriation action is necessary prior to implementation. 
Federal spending out of trust fund accounts does not require such 
action. This is because these funds normally have earmarked sources 
of revenue from which expenditures by the appropriate governmental 
units are authorized by prior legislation. 

If we consider the spending side alone, the cash budget must 
always be larger than the administrative budget. As suggested pre
viously, the amount of spending out of trust fund accounts is becom
ing increasingly important in relation to total federal spending. This 
is due to the increasing value of outpayments under the social se
curity program and to the grants made to states under the highway 
trust fund created in order to finance the construction of the Inter-
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state Highway Network. In fiscal 196L for example, total federal 
spending is estimated to amount to $96.:3 l,illion as compared with 
a total of $79.8 billion included in the administratin> 1,udget. Spend. 
in" out of trust funds is estimated to amount to more than Sl 6 billion. 

b 

Trust fund receipts are also separated from ordinary budgetary 
revenues because they are normally earmarked proceeds of particular 
taxes. Social security taxes and federal gasoline taxes produce rer
enues that are specifically earmarked for expenditure. Whrn both 
federal spending out of trust fund accounts and federa I n·l·eipb 
into trust fund accounb are considered, the cash ln1dgct ma\ l,C' ex
pansionary or contractionary \1he11 co111pared to tlw ad111i11i~tratirc 
budget. If trust funds are adding to acl·ounts l,y rcceiYing more in 
revenues than they are paying out. this correction to the administra
tive budget will modify the lattt'r in tlw dire<'tion of exerting a more 
restrictive influence on the ec·onornr. When trust funds are spending 
more than they currently r<'l·eiY<'. tlw ('ash l,udget i~ n10n· <'X]Hlll"IOll
ary than the administratin~ bndg<'t. 

RECOMMENDED BUDGETARY REFORMS: 
PERFORMANCE BUDGETING 

Several proposals have been recently made to improve federal 
budgetary practice. One of the SJ)('cific imp rm t'lllenb most oft<·11 
mentioned involves a greater employrnt'nt of performance b1ul[;eling. 

The idea behind performance l,udgeting is simple. In order for 
decisions to be made properly, the decision maker needs to under
stand as fully as possible the results of alternative ('Our:-;es of action 
open to him. As applied to the budget, this suggests that the decision 
maker needs to know the relative costs and benefits of the variou" 
choices that might Le made. How is the decision maker to know \1he11. 
for example, to reduce federal outlay on missiles by $1 billion and 
increase federal outlay on foreign aid by a like amount'! Ile need~ 
to know just what he will be giving up 011 the one hand and \1·hat he 
is gaining on the other. 

Performance budgeting, at lower levels of policy administration. 
represents an attempt to reduce alternative expenditure programs to 
measurable or quantifiable units of service that can he more cor
rectly weighed one against the other. The argument for this reform 
suggests that Congress could make "better" decisions in a lloca ting 
public money between federal irrigation projects and url,an renewal 
programs if the benefits from marginal additions to irrigation proj-
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ects could be reduced to measurable units, preferably in terms of 
dollar values; and, similarly, for the urban renewal projects. 

In a fundamental sense, performance budgeting embodies an 
economic, or perhaps better said, an economist's, approach to the 
federal budget. The proposal is that the marginal approach to deci
sion making l,e explicitly recognized. Certain aspects of this approach 
will be discussed in Chapter 18 when the whole issue of efficiency in 
government expenditurt' i~ examined. 

RECOMMENDED BUDGETARY REFORMS: 
CAPITAL BUDGETING 

Variou,-, propo~al,-, a1T made from time to time regarding the 
introduetion of a capital budget. This proposal involves the separation 
of total fednal expenditure into two parts: a current budget and a 
capital budget. The rnrrent budget would include all items of pro
grammed public expenditure on recurring or continuous public serv
ices. The capital budget would include expenditure on public assets 
of a durahle nature and which are not normally recurring. For 
example, the ~alaries for ciYil servants would always be included in 
the current l,udget. These salaries must be paid each year, and the 
services secured from the hire of ciYil servants are used up in the 
course of the current budgetary period. On the other hand, federal 
expenditure to finance an improvement to New York harbor would 
be included in the capital budget. Such improvement would he 
equivalent to the creation of a durable capital asset, and it would not 
be expected to recur frequently. 

The proponents of capital budgeting claim sewral advantages 
to be gained from this change. First of all, separation of the total 
spending program into the two sectors would be helpful in estimating 
the total impact of the government economy on the private sector. 
Second, the introduction of the capital hudget separate from the 
current budget would allow lo:1g-term investment-like projects to be 
financed through debt issue rather than through current taxation. 
Budget balance, as a principle or rule of fiscal responsibility, would 
apply only to the current budget, which should include all recurring 
items of spending. For long-term projects, long term in the sense 
that they are expected to yield "social real income" over a succes
sion of budgetary periods, tlebt issue comhined with amortization 
schedules extending no longer than the life of the asset would be 
appropriate. Intere,-t and amortization charges resulting from pre
viou"ly i~sucd del,t would l,e included in the l'Urrent budget. 

H 
I l 
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If the institutional structure of decision making were to he so 
arranged as to allow provision for amortization and servicing of debt 
obligations at the same time that appropriations for capital outlay 
are approved, the use of the capital budget should lead to a more 
"intelligent" use of public funds. On the other hand, the introduction 
of the capital budget on the expenditure side alone does not seem 
to represent improvement. Perhaps the most desirable means of intro
ducing some of the flexibility allowed through the capital hudget 
would be to handle specialized capital investment projects through 
special trust fund accounts. These accounts can have earmarked 
revenue sources and, under certain conditions, might l,e a II owed to 
issue special forms of debt for long-range investment projects. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The federal l,udget is designed to serve many separate functions. 

It represents a program for public expenditures. '"hid1. in turn. 
reflects the over-all political policy of the executive. The l,udget 
document submitted to Congress also represents the result of the 
many conflicting claims of the separate elements of the lnirea ucrac·y 
for continued and expanded support. The budget also must facilitate 
the actual spending process and the final accounting for public funds. 

The expenditure budget may be broken down into sPveral classi
fications, with the particular one chosen being dependent on the 
purpose to be served. The most familiar is the classification of expen
ditures by function. But, for administrative purposes, the l,reakdmrn 
by agency is more useful, and accountability requires classification 
by objects purchased. 

If the budget is to be used in helping to understand the impact 
of the government on the economy, the combined revenue-expenditure 
version must be employed. A distinction must be made here between 
the administrative budget and the cash hudget. Adjustment to the 
administrative budget must reflect the receipts from the public and 
payments to the public by the special trust fund accounts. 

Performance budgeting is one of the reforms in budgetary policy 
that is often advanced. This represents an economic approach to 
budgeting, and the performance budget is designed to allow better 
and more informed decisions to be made. The various public outlays 
are to be compared in terms of services rendered at the margin, with 
the various services to be quantified and, where possible. reduced 
to terms of dollar measures of benefits and costs. 
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Another proposed reform is the introduction of a capital budget. 
While this would allow some greater flexibility in the adherence to 
the rule of budget balance, it would be difficult to organize the federal 
budget into a current and a capital sector at the present time. 

Perhaps the most significant improvement that could be made in 
the whole budgetary process would be some institutional change in 
the Congress which would allow for more recognition of the necessary 
interdependence between decisions on appropriations for public 
spending and decisions on tax levies. This suggests that some altera
tion in the whole committee structure of the Congress might be a more 
fruitful approach to budgetary reform than any particular change in 
the manner of reporting either expenditures or taxes. 

SUGGESTED SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
The stuclent interested in learning more about the federal budgetary 

process is advisPd to read Jesse Burkhead, Government Budgeting (John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1956), or Arthur Smithies, The Budgetary Process in the 
United Stales !McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1955). For perhaps the best way to 
secure an imprPssion of the enormity and complexity of the federal budget, 
the student should spend a few minutes examining the federal budget docu
ment itself. 

'l 
I 
I 



Chapter 

18 

EFFICIENCY IN 

FEDERAL SPENDING 

THE NOTION OF EFFICIENCY 

'·Efficiency"' as a norm for the over-a II organization 
of the fiscal system mis discussed in Chapter 12. There it was sug
gested that the "ideally efiicient"' or the '"idPally neutral" fiscal 
5ystem would lie one \1hich makes individual l'hoices for collective 
goods and services as closely analogous as possible to individual 
choices for privately produced goods and services in the perfectly 
working market economy. In that context, the criterion of efficiency 
is the degree of correspondence between individual benefits received 
from public services at the margin and the costs of public services 
imposed on the individual, again at the margin of decision. As was 
indicated in the earlier discussion, this broad conception of efficiency 
is of rather limited usefulness. Fiscal systems adually are organized 
and changed in accordance with many conflicting goals, with efficiency 
in the sense here employed being perhaps a relatively unimportant 
one. 

Nevertheless, efficiency can continue to be a useful norm at a 
second-order level. But second-order efficiency can mean many things. 
In Chapter 12, the principle of "least-price distortion" was shown 
to be helpful in evaluating fiscal proposals. This principle involves 
the maintenance of the highest degree of "efficiency" in the produc
tion and use of private goods. The fiscal structure that minimizes the 
impact on individual behavior in the private economy will, in a sec
ond-best sense, maximize the productivity of resources devoted to 
the private sector. -

In this chapter a different conception of second-order efficiency 
will be introduced. If it is accepted that public or collective goods are 
to be provided through government, the notion of "efficiency" must 

202 
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also be applied to the allocation of public expenditures among the 
many collective goods and services provided. This approach, which 
is the traditional one in discussions of public expenditure, somewhat 
arbitrarily divorces the expenditure process from the revenue-raising 
or taxing process. In a later section we shall discuss some deficiencies 
in this, but, at this juncture, we shall accept the legitimacy of this 
approach. 

We assume that a decision has Leen made to devote a specific 
sum to public or governmental purposes. This initial assumption 
allows us to st>parate the "size of government" decision from the 
"composition of government" decision. This converts the budgetary 
problem into one identical with that assumed to confront the individ
ual consumer in economic theory. The consumer is assumed to have 
available a ftxell total income to Le spent on several goods and serv
ices. We make the bullgetary process illentical by postulating that a 
given revenue :,;um is available for public spending. As with the 
consumer, the prolilem becomes, in this way, one of maximizing the 
return from the limited or scarce resource, which is, in this case, total 
expenditure. 

An "eflicient"' allocation of any scarce resource is defined as 
one that maximizes the useful output or return from any given total 
input. 1 This elt:>nientary llefinition is completely general, and it may 
Le applied to an oil furnace, a gasoline engine, a nuclear power 
plant, a church organization, the operation of a firm, or a housewife's 
trip to the supermarket. In each of these cases, some meaning may be 
attached to the term "useful output," be this BTU's, horsepower 
delivered, kilowatt hours, souls saved, the present value of a future 
profits strt:>am. or family utility. 

THE CRITERION PROBLEM 

The last sentence may Le stated differently hy saying that, in 
each of the cases mentio;1ed as examples, a reasonably definite 
criterion exists by which alternative possible operations, processes, 
or allocations may he measured and evaluated. We may, for example, 
wish to compare two oil furnaces costing the same amount initially 
and burning the same amount of fuel. The primary consideration in 

1Any allocation prohlen 1 can he> ~tated in ,·itlwr rna~imizu_tion or minimization 
terms. An d'ficient solution maximizes the return from a gwen input, or, conversely, 
minimizes the input necessary to produce a given output. Eit_he~ tl_,e numerator. ~r the 
denominator of the input-output ratio must he fixed. The maxm11zat10n or the m1mm1za• 
tion of a ratio is not a meaningful criterion. 

! ' 
I 
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this case would be the thermal units of heat produced. If we can 
io-nore such other factors as noise of operation, cleanliness, and so 

I:> 

forth, it becomes relatively easy to decide which of the two furnaces 
is the more "efficient," that is, which provides the most units of 
output per dollar of a given cost outlay. If need be, in such instances 
as this we may employ consulting engineers or techni('ians to give us 
the correct answers. They would be able to do so lwcause we are 
able to tell them precisely what we want; we define a criterion in 

advance. 

The criterion problem becomes ('Onsiderably more perplexing 
in the supermarket example. Here we assume a given resource: 
money to be spent. The housewife must maximize the return from 
limited outlay. But what criterion is to be used in this case? How can 
any one combination of supermarket products lie ranked higher than 
another? The common denominator here can only l,e some :subjective 
"satisfaction" or "utility." The money is spent efliciently when the 
maximum utility is secured. But this is a rather vague criterion. 
Whereas the aid of the consulting engineer is very helpful in choosing 
furnaces, the consulting "home economist"' is of ('onsiderably less 
assistance in choice making. The housewife finds it difficult, often 
impossible, to specify precisely what "utility" means. To do so would 
amount to telling the observer just what the taste pallern is, and the 
housewife herself may not really know until she is actually con• 
fronted with the alternatives from which she must choose. A good 
share of modern advertising and sales promotion techniques is based 
on the assumption that consumer tastes are, in fact, determined only 
at the moment of decision. This amounts to saying that the objective 
definition of a criterion becomes extremely diflicult in consumer 
choice. In spite of this, we may speak of "efficiency" in a meaningful 
way here. We may do so because the consumer herself can judge 
among "better" and "worse" allocations of expenditure; objective 
definition of a criterion is not necessary. 

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE: 
HIGH-LEVEL EFFICIENCY 

A whole new set of problems arise when we try to apply the 
notion of "efficiency" to the allocation of a rriven lmd"et amono- the ,., ,-, ,., 
many possible public expenditure categories. Some criterion must 
be employed in evaluating alternative budgetary compositions. But 
what is the "thing" that public activity, the "government," is sup· 
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posed to achieve? What is to be maximized by the allocation of 
limited funds among the various public sectors? 

One answer to these questions is "social welfare" or "the public 
interest." But what do these terms mean? How can they be defined 
objectively? The terms mean different things to different people, and, 
this being the case, which people ( or better, which one person or 
like-minded group) is to do the defining? As we have emphasized 
before, the "government," as such, is not an independent organism, 
and government decisions must be made by individuals. If, in fact, 
everyone could agree on an unambiguous definition of "social wel
fare," which would have to include a fixing of the appropriate trad
ing ratios among all conflicting social goals, some discussion of 
"efficiency" in public spending could become possible. But since this 
required sort of agreement seems out of the question in a free 
,ociety, "eflicicncy criteria'' for high-level budgetary planning do not 
appear to exi,.;t. 

RATIONALITY IN DECISION MAKING 

Does the absence of elliciency criteria in the normal sense sug
gest that any one allocation of federal expenditures is as good as 
any other'? And, if this should be the case, would not some random 
selection procedure be appropriate as a means of budget making? 
The answer is, of course, negative. Some budgetary allocations are 
better than others, to me. But the last two words in the sentence need 
emphasis. As with the housewife in the supermarket, no objectively 
determinate means of defining a criterion exists; but individual choice 
must be l>ased on some subjective notion of efficiency. 

The fundamental point to be made is that to the official in the 
government department or agency, to the fiscal expert in the Bureau 
of the Budget, or to the legislator, some criterion of "efficiency" 
exists. If not, decisions would be wholly arbitrary. But the criterion 
differs from individual to individual, and there is no objective man
ner of assessing the relative worth of various individual evaluations. 
Representative Jones from Michigan may feel, with all honesty, that 
greater contribution to "social welfare" is to be made by federal 
spending of a million dollars on reforestation in Upper Michigan 
than by spending a million dollars for an irrigation project in Nevada. 
Representative Brown from Nevada may feel precisely the opposite. 
It is impossible for the analyst, the specialist, to determine which, if 
either, of the two is "corrert." 

l 
! 
I 
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Just as with the housewife, however, frderal spending decisions, 
Ly whomever made, can be more "u'.tional" if d~~ision makers are 
more fully informed. Therefore, for lugh-level d!'c1s1ons on the alloca
tion of federal expenditures, the task of the analyst is to inform 
decision makers of alternative courses of action. Actual decision
making processes must be examined ,vith a view toward determining 
whether or not full information ('011t·erning the consequences of 
alternatiYe courses of action is provided. "Hationality," defined in 
this way, must replace ''efliciency·• a~ ~omething \I hich can Le objec

tively measured by the observer. 

In this view, there is no real mraning to lie attached to the 
complaint that the federal governnwnt is not s[JC'nding "enough" on 
national defense. If the executive and the legislative departments, 
as normally constituted, are fully informed of the consequences of 
action taken, the decision that they make must l,e accepted to Le as 
good as any other. There is 110 basis, other than the purely suLjective 
one, upon which the presumed ··expert" can say that we need an 
additional $10 billion sp<'nt on missiles. 

LOW-LEVEL EFFICIENCY 

As we shift our attention to lower levels of liudget making, to 
the breakdown of the larger budget items inlo their component parts. 
"efficiency" in the accepted sense can assume sharper form and it 
can, in certain cases, provide a basis for improved performance in 
budgetary allocation. The reason for this di/Terence hetween high
level and low-level application of the efliciency conception is that, 
at the lower levels of the budget, somewhat more definite criteria 
can be introduced. 

Suboptimization 

The approach to budgetary problems at these lower levels i, 
that of suboptimization. It is folly recognized that the "efficiency" 
criteria adopted are provisional and partial, and, if liroader decision, 
are brought into consideration, may not be applicahle at all. Never
theless, proponents of the suboptimization approach hold that signifi
cant improvements can be made at the lower levels of decision. 
Suboptimization is realistic in that it recoo-nizes the decentralization 
f , b 

0 actual decision making. Detailed decisions on the allocation of 
public funds among smaller subsections of the federal budget must 
he made, to a large extent, by individuals with restricted powers who 
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are interested in and informed about only a limited aspect of the 
over-all budgetary problem. In addition, their final decisions must, 
to a certain extent, be made independently of other decisions in the 
budgetary process. 

The suboptimization approach to greater efficiency in federal 
spending may best Le illustrated by example. Examination of the 
budget document reveals that the Bureau of Land Management of 
the Department of the Interior spent an estimated $711,500 for weed 
control in 1957. Approximately 70,000 acres were treated for the 
removal of ha logeton and other obnoxious weeds. At this level of 
the budget plan, suboptimization techniques may be easily applied. 
The criterion ('an be made quite definite, and it can be put in terms 
of quantifiable and measurable units. In this particular case, the 
suboptimization problem can be stated in several ways. First, if the 
70,000 acre limit is fixed, the criterion can Le the maximum removal 
of obnoxious weeds for the given budgeted outlay. Or, alternatively, 
the criterion rou ld be stated in terms of treating the maximum num
ber of acres, to a specified weed removal level, for the given budgeted 
outlay. Finally, the problem could be converted into a minimization 
problem l>y staling it as follows. Minimize the cost of treating 70,000 
acres to a specific level of weed removal. In either case, the criterion 
is quantifial,le and subject to scientific, objective measurement. The 
weed count per acre can be tested, the number of acres can be 
counted, and the dollar cost can be determined. The decision maker 
must choo~e from among the available means of weed control that 
one which minimizes costs or maximizes the number of weeds elimi
nated or acres treated. In making this choice, analytical aids can he 
of great assistance. A scientific approach to decision making at this 
level can do much tow a rd introducing greater efficiency into the 
budgetary process. 

Operations Research 
The scientific approach to such problems as that posed in this 

example has come to he known as operations research. This has 
grown up to be a specialized branch of study since its introduction 
in World War II. Operations research represents the efforts of spe
cialists to examine exhaustively and completely the alternatives open 
to the decision maker. The specialist cannot assist in the determina
tion of the criterion itself. His task is rather that of measuring results 
from alternative courses of action, and of exploring new and untried 
means of achieving similar results. Operations research would, in 
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fact be of little value if it could do nothing more than assist the 
' decision maker in choosing from among existing methods of accom-

plishing specified tasks. One of the major funclions of operations 
research is that of searching for new methods, new S('hemes of organiz

ing operations. 
We may return to our "·eed control exampk for illustration, 

which is, of course, purely hypotheti<'al. The \1holc process of deter
mining the weed control method that minin1izcs costs of treating 
70,000 acres may have heen lia,ed. in the past, on the implicit assump
tion that chemical weed killers arc tlw means to lw employed. The 
skilled operations researcher can perhaps point 0111 that the more 
effective method of destroying olmoxious ,n·cds is liy the planting 
of other weeds which \1ill naturally destroy the obnoxious ones. Or, 
still another alternative may pro,·c more acceptable, such as intro
ducing small furrowing animals \\'hose adi\ity destroys the root 
systems of the poisonous ,vceds. The ~UlTessfu l operations research 
analyst, whether employed hy a µ,on·rnment department or agency. 
or by a business firm, must try to examine all 1·01H-civalile means of 
accomplishing the specified tasb. By ('areful experimentation, he 
should be able to determine the one ,vay that \1ill maximize tlw 
returns ( as determined liy the <'hoice of nil<.'rial from the gium 
outlay, or of minimizing the <'Osls of the giren a<·rnmplishment. 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS: 
FROM LOW TO HIGH LEVELS 

The operations research approach to IH1dgcting decisions begins 
at the lowest levels of decision making where the olijediws of govern
mental policy can he quite clearly specified. Atten1pts to extend this 
approach to higher levels in the decision-making hierarchy are ;;onw
times defined as systems analJ5es. As the term suggests, syste111s 
analysis involves the examination of whole systems of operation as 
opposed to the examination of a single operation in isolation. Tlw 
process is still one of suhoptimization in that no effort is made to 
include the whole budgetary allocation in one system. But the level 
of suboptimization is moved upward in the decision-making hierarchy. 

The systems analysis approach may also lie illustrated in refer
ence to the hypothetical weed control example. Systems analysis 
would involve the consideration of a broader program of land man
agement than weed control alone. A more careful study of the whole 
land management program might reveal that the elimination of poi-
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sonous weeds, apparently desirable when considered at lower levels 
of decision, causes certain insects to breed more rapidly; and these 
insects tend to infest campsites, making their control more expensive. 
Therefore, systems analysis might reveal that some reduction of 
weed control effort is suggested in the light of broader criteria of 
land management. 

It is clear from this example that the problem of defining appro
priate criteria becomes more difficult in systems analysis than in 
lower-level operations research. The degree of weed control may be 
quantified and measured. But what criteria may be employed that 
will vary directly with the degree of "good" or "efficient" land man
agement? We see that, as we approach the higher levels of decision 
making, the problem of defining "efficiency" becomes insoluble, as 
we have indica led earlier. 

The ckgrcc to which systems analysis, as a scientific aid to 
decision making, can lie helpful will vary with the particular char
acteristics of the problem. In the extremely important military sector 
of the fedPral liudget. systems analysis has been, and can continue 
to be, of major importance. The reason for this is that the objectives 
to be secured from specific branches of the national military estab
lishment can, to a limited extent, be quantified in a manner that is 
generally suitable for analysis. This approach to the planning of 
defense exprnditures will be discussed in ,-ome detail in the following 
chapter. On the other hand, operations research or systems analysis 
may be of little assistance in determining the personnel organization 
of the postal system. The employment and personnel policy of the 
postal service must embody criteria other than the delivery of the 
mails at the lo,\est cost; political patronage, an important aspect of 
the American democratic system, is very important in any considera
tion of the postal service. The appropriate trading ratios between 
the cost of mail delivery, which can be quantified and measured, and 
political patronage cannot be easily incorporated into a systems 
analysis that wi II be of great assistance to the Post Office Department 
in making its budgetary and operational plans. 

COST-BENEFIT COMPARISONS 
Aside from the military budget, which will he discussed in 

Chapter 19, the scientific approach to the federal budget has been 
more often applied to those expenditures on natural resource develop
ment. Attempts have frequently been made in recent years to evalu-
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ate federal spending programs for irrigation projects, river and 
harbor improvements, the construction of darns, and water resource 
developments more inclusively considered. For many years, both 
the Army Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation have 
tried to evaluate alternative projects in terms of some comparison 
between estimated costs and estimated benefits. 

Before any estimate of costs and benefits C'an be made, some 
prior decision must Le readied that both these ;;ides of the proposed 
operation can be quantified and reduced to dollar value equivalents. 
It is easy to see how the benefits from an additional increment of 
federal expenditure on vorntional education, for example, would not 
he subject to estimation readily in dollar terms. On the other hand, 
benefits from water resource pro jccts do accrue to specific population 
and occupational groups, and these l,enefits take the form of additions 
to capital values. Therefore, careful analysis can quantify these bene
fits in dollar terms. Similarly for the cost side. It is not easy to 
assess in dollar terms the true cost of the newly estal,lished program 
for National Defense Graduate Fellowships. It is relatively easy to 
put dollar figures on the estimated costs of a newly proposed water
shed development project. For these reasons, ,re find that more 
attention has been paid to the rather limited parts of the federal 
spending program that deal with resource development. 

Cost-benefit estimates are usually a pp lied to pro jeds which 
involve a considerable period of construction and are expected to 
yield benefits only over a long period. The projects are in the nature 
of public capital investments. 

Of course, almost innumerable projects for resource develop
ment could conceivably be undertaken, provided that federal 
budgetary allocations were unlimited. Hence, the appropriate deci
sion-making agencies are always faced with a list of proposed proj
ects more inclusive than their limited budgeted expenditures will 
allow to be carried out. The agencies must, therefore, employ some 
means of choosing among the separate possible projects to be under
taken. 

The Cost-Benefit Ratio 

One means that has been developed to assist in this decision is 
the cost-benefit ratio. Attempts are made to estimate total benefits 
from a proposed project along with the total expected costs. These 
totals are then reduced to annual benefits and annual costs, and the 
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ratio between these two terms is taken as a proximate criterion for 
estimating the "worthwhileness" of the project considered. 

Several points may Le made. First of all, the cost-benefit ratio 
may be considered to Le the appropriate means for eliminating proj
ects that are not socially "profitable." Those projects for which 
estimated costs exceed estimated benefits may, on these grounds, be 
eliminated. The implications of using the cost-benefit ratios in this 
manner should, however, he clearly understood. Normally, the bene
fits accrue lo a different set of individuals from those who bear the 
costs in terms of added tax liability. The use of a cost-benefit ratio 
to determine social "profitability" under these conditions amounts 
to assuming that all individuals are identical in their capacities to 
enjoy real income, regardless of income status. In practical terms, 
this approach assumes that the landowner in California, who may 
secure an additional dollar of benefit from an irrigation project, is 
el1ually important in the social decision to the Pennsylvania coal 
miner who must, as a result of the irrigation project in California, 
pay an additional dollar in taxes. 

A much lllore lilllited application of the cost-benefit ratio may 
be that of determining the allocation of a given expenditure total 
among several competing projects. The responsible agency may 
choose projects with the highest ratio of annual benefits to annual 
costs. This i~ an erroneous usage of the cost-benefit ratio, as several 
recent studies have pointed out. What is appropriate is the maximiza
tion of the total "social profit" for the limited budgetary outlay. 
The use of the cost-benefit ratio is likely to be misleading in that it 
overlooks the choicP of the appropriate scale of projects. 

Present-Value Criteria 

If an agency engaged in resource development projects desire~ 
to maximize the return, calculated in dollar benefits, from its limited 
budgetary outlay, it can best do so by relying on the criterion of 
present values to choose among the separate projects. By choosing 
those projects with the highest present values, computed by discount
ing the expected returns net of costs at an appropriately chosen rate, 
the maximum return from a criven budget can he guaranteed. In many t, 

cases, the choices made with this criterion will he the same as those 
that would follow from using the cost-benefit ratio. But whereas tlw 
use of the cost-benefit ratio can lead to error, the use of present va hw 
or present worth will normally produce the "correct" conclusions. 
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DIFFICULTIES IN COST-BENEFIT ESTIMATION 

Even for those federal spending projects to which cost and 

benefit estimates seem applicable ( and it must be emphasized that 
this is a rather limited suhset of total federal spending items) actual 
calculation of expected costs and expected benefib introduces many 
complex problems. Only a few of th<'se can lw mentioned in our 
brief treatment here. hut these few should sufli<'C' lo indi<'alc the type 
of difficulties that may he C'ncountered l,y the anah,-t ,vho tries to 

;.ssist the decision makers. 

Let us assume that a specific frdcrnl project i,- propo,-ed, say 
the construction of an additional dam in a river valley development 
system. Let us leave aside prol1lems that arise in the Pstimation of 
costs and concentrate attention 011 thC' estimation of expected benefit,;. 
Let us further limit our problem ( un1Talisti<'all~) I"· a,-,-11ming that 
the only benefits to lie measured arc tho,-t' ,,l1icl1 r,·late to the flood 
control aspects of the proposed dam. Thi,- has already simplifiC'd our 
problem beyond the limib of mo,-t real-,rnrld ,it11atio1i,-. 

Let us say that the darn is <·,tirnated to vicld expected benefit, 
over a twenty-year period. The <'akulation of a present rnlue of this 
expected benefits stream over time makes necC',-,-ary the use of some 
discount rate. But what discount ral<' is appropriate in application to 
federal spending projects'? The average ratP of inten~st paid 011 gov• 
ernment securities is sometimes s11ggested. B11t against thi,- the point 
is made that the discount rate 011 capital project,- ~hould reflect the net 
yield on capital investment at the mar~in in the prirnte ccomHny. This 
apparently minor issue in cost-benefit e,-timation can make major 
differences in the results. Five years away from the pre,;ent, $1,000 in 
estimated benefits discounts to a value of $82:2 at 4 per <'<'Ill. l,ut onh 
to $682 at 8 per cent. The longer the projeds are expected to yield 
benefits over the future, the more important the discount rate decision 
makes in arriving at an estimate for the present value of total l1e11c
fits.~ As a general rule, the discount rates that have l,een 11sed to 
estimate benefits have heen lower than the yield on capital im·e,;tment 
in the private economy, and they have, in some instances, even been 
lower than the average rate of interest on governnw11t securities. 

Aside from the difficulty of choosing an appropriate dis<'ou11t 
rate, many other problems are en<·ountered in cost-benefit estimation. 

2
For a brief account of tlu· importanrr of tlw intPrP-..t rate in co-..t-ht•ndit analy~i ... 

see Arnold Harberger, "The lni,·n·st Rat,· in CosJ-JJ,,11f'fit Analvsi,.'" Federal Ex11endi111r,• 
Policy /or Economic Growth and Stability (Joint Economic Coimnill,·,·, 19571. pp. 239-41. 
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The protection against damaging floods can Le conceptually measured 
in terms of increased capital values of the land areas affected. But 
since floods are unpredictable natural occurrences, what certair,ty 
equivalent should l,e used in evaluating Lenefits from flood protec
tion? Land that is inundated once each fifty years, on the average, 
will increase less in value than land inundated once each five years. 
An additiona I complication arises in trying to estimate the increments 
to land values even when the uncertainty factor is eliminated. What 
prices shall he assumed to prevail for the product of the land? What 
yields per anc can l,c taken as the awrage yields? All of these are 
important questions that must be answered, for better or for worse, 
in any concrete evaluation of benefits. 

Perhaps more significant problems arise in the necessity that 
accurate hencfit estimation include some evaluation of indirect and 
spillover e/Iects. If flood control of a given river valley should cause 
private individ ua I,; lo i nncase private investment in the development 
of the valley. should the net addition to investment be included in the 
benefits of the flood L'ontrol project'? Equally, and perhaps greater, 
problems arise in the c~timation of costs. 

This hrief disc11,sion of the difficulties that arise in any attempt 
to estimate co11<Tetely the henefits and costs from federal spending 
projects is not intended to disparage efforts in this direction. If the 
budgetary process at this level of decision making is to he made more 
"efficient," it seems essential that some attempts, however heroic, be 
made to translate lioth t'osts and henefits into dollar values. The 
danger i,-, however, that the cost-henefit calculations will tend to 
become frozen into a mechanical formula which really overlooks 
many of the most diflicult problems and which results in choices 
being madP that are \\orse than those that would follow from the use 
of cruder. l1ut reallv more informed. methods. The expert who tries 
to assist public deci~ion making must he constantly alert to the many 
problems that IH'sct a\lc111pts to translate either the costs or the bene
fits of puhlic ~enin·s i11to dollar value~. 

EFFICIENCY AND INTERDEPENDENCE 

Federal spending looms so large relative to the total economy 
in the United States that continuing attempts to introduce greater 
"efficiency" can be expected. Systems analysis, operations research, 
and co,t-1,enefit ('alculations are various terms u,ed to define separate 
and related dTorb to provide some scientific guidance in the decision-
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making process. But the context within w~ich '.'efficiency" in public 
spending is discussed must ever be borne 111 mmd. At Lest we speak 
of a second-order idea of efficiency. The best of efforts at suLoptimi
zation are likely to appear frustrated until and unless this is fully 

recognized. 
The allol'ation of public expenditures is dependent on the struc

ture of federal taxes. The initial a~sumption in tlw approach to effi
ciency in puhlic spending is not appropriate. Governments do not 
have a specified revenue sum to allocate among the ,arious usrs. 
If they did, much greater objectivity could lie introduced into thr 
budgetary process. The "efficiency"' approarh would lie limited herr 
only by the absence of a meaning of the term in high-level hndg<'tary 
decisions. But the amount of revenue;; that Conµ:n·ss raises through 
federal taxation is tied quite closely to the allocation of federal ex
penditures among the separate uses. Broadly s1waking. tlw decisions 
on expenditures and taxes must he considered to lw made sim11lta
neously, despite the institutional :-tructure of Congre,-s. This faC't 
makes any independent achievement of "efficiency" in public spend
ing rather meaningless, even at the lower decision-making lnrk Tlw 
best of cost-benefit estimates may, for example. indicate that fe<l<-r,tl 
spending on improvement of rivers and harbors he sul,,-tantially r11I. 

But congressional approval of the heavy tax burden implif'it in an 
$80 billion federal budget may he dependent on a s11l1stanlial :1ppro
priation for river and harbor improvement. 1\·ith considnahlc geo
graphic dispersion of the projects undertaken. 

Quite similar processes apply at still other lmdµ:etary levels. 
The point to be made is that the over-all size of the budget cannot 
be separated from its composition. The two decisions are interdepend
ent. This makes the approach to "efficiency" in the use of pulili<' 
expenditures somewhat elusive at best, and misleading at the worst. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The notion of efficiency in the allocation of public expenditurr, 
must Le recognized to be of a second-order sort since over-all effi
ciency in fiscal organization would involve a simultaneous deter
mination of the size and the composition of the Ludget. Nevertheles~. 
some progress may be made by assuming at the outset that the govern· 
ment possesses a fixed revenue sum to he allocated amoncr the manv ,., . 
possible uses. This places the government in a role analogous to the 
consumer. But this immediately raises the question of the appropriatt' 
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criterion by which various budgetary compositions may be evaluated. 
At the higher levels of decision making, say as concerns the decision 
between the amount of funds to be appropriated to national defense 
and to federal housing projects, the notion of efficiency itself seems 
misleading. All that can be done at this level is to assist decision 
makers in outlining the consequences of alternative courses of action 
to be taken or choices to be made. 

Further down in the budgetary hierarchy, a more scientific 
approach to l,udgeting can be taken. Criteria can be more acceptably 
defined. The rapidly developing skills of the operations research 
or systems analysis specialist can be brought to bear to assist in 
the formulation of these low-level budgetary decisions. Aside from 
the application to the military budget, scientific approaches to deci
sion making have been attempted primarily in the allocation of 
federal spending in the fields of resource development. Here the 
use of cost and benefit estimates have been introduced and employed 
as aids in the decision process. The application of these methods has 
raised many problems in the appropriate methods of evaluating 
benefits and in estimating costs. 

Any attempt to pu~h the notion of "efficiency" too far in the 
making of budgetary decisions runs afoul of the fundamental fact 
of interdependence between the composition of public expenditure,; 
and the size and composition of the federal revenue totals. Any 
realistic analy,;is of the federal spending process should start from 
a recognition of thi,; interdependence. 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
This ~hapter owes much to the excellent work of R. N. McKean. 

Efficiency in Go1·ernment Through Systems Analysis (New York: John Wiley 
& Sons, ·Inc., 1958). The student interested in further study of the points 
raised in the chapter is referred to this book. 
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19 

FEDERAL EXPENDITURES 

FOR NATIONAL 

SECURITY 

Almost 60 per cent of total federal expenditure fall, 
under the budgetary heading ;\Jajor National Scrnrity. 111 the pre
Korean War year of 1949, defense expenditure at·cotmted for only 
32 per cent of federal spending. This pe1-ee11tage moved upward to 
a post-World War II high in 19S:3 of 69 per rent. and. ,;ince that 
time, it has remained roughly at the (>0 Jlt'r ('l'lll le\el. In absolute 
terms, the magnitude of federal defrnse spending is cwn more im
pressive. For the fiscal year 196 l. the administratin· illldgct presented 
to Congress included $45.6 Iii Ilion allocated to defense expenditures. 
At the time this budget was presented, in January. 1960, this 
amounted to almost one tenth of the estimated value of ;,•;ross national 
product. For purposes of simple approximation ,1e may consider that 
one dollar's worth of each ten produced in the United States is some
how related to national defense outlav. 

This suggests that the dwrader and the efTcds of the federal 
budget on the economy are, to a large extent. dependent on this major 
C'omponent. In this chapter we shall examine ,ome of these efTeeb. 
But first it is necessary to examine the l1reakd0\rn of the total !JLidg
eted expenditure for major national ,-e('11rity. We shall again u,w 
the budget proposals for fiscal 1961 as the liasis of the discussion. 0111 

of a total of $45.6 billion allocated for Major National Securit\. 
$40.9 billion was allotted lo military defense and was budgeted 
liy agency to the Department of Defense. The rf'maining SS billion 
was allotted to the Atomic Energy Commission for the development 
of atomic energy ( $2.7 billion) and In tlw rnrious programs of stock
piling of strategic materials and in cn1·ouraging ddense production 
expansion ($.1 billion). A final item of $1.8 billion ,1as allocated to 
military assistance to other countries. As we have indicated earlier. 
this last item could equally well be i1l('l11dPd under the se<·ond budg
etary category, International Affairs. 

216 
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The overwhelming portion of the national security outlay is 
administered, therefore, by the Department of Defense. Further con
sideration of this sector requires that we consider the breakdown 
of the department's budget into its separate components. Table 19-1 
µresents the proposed 1961 budget for the Department of Defense 
classified hy ohject of expenditure. Table 19-2 presents the proposed 
1961 budget classified hy organization unit. 

TABLE 19-1 

Proposed Budget Expenditures-Department of Defense for 
1961 Fiscol Year 

Military personnl'I. total 
Active forc!'s 
Hesern' force, 
Hetired pay. 

OpPratio11 and mai11tPnance ............ . 

Proc11n•111('I1t, total 
Aircrnl'I 
1\lis,il,·, 
:,,hips 
OthPr 

H,•s!'urd,. di', dopnw11I. tPst and i,valuatio11 
Constructio11, total 
Hcvolvi11~ and 11iar1ag-1•1111'nt fund .... 

Total, militur) f1111ctio11s 
1\lilitary assista11ce 

Total. Depart11w11t of Defense 

TABLE 19-2 

Erpendilure (In millions) 

SI0,7U 
611 
79.1. 

$6,027 
3A7<J 
I.GU 
2,1Sl 

$12,H6 

10,321 

13.602 

:1.917 
1,:lS9 

(-l :iso 

$10.<J<JS 
1.7S0 

Proposed Budget Expenditure, Department of Defense, by 
Organizational Component for 1961 Fiscal Year 

Department of the Army 
Department of the Navy. 
Department of ti,,, Air Fore<' . 
Office of Secretary of Defens!' 

Total. 111ilitary functio11s. 

h'rpenditures 
(In millions) 

$ 9.38:l 
11 ,68:l 
18,61-t 
l,3IS 

-----------
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EXPENDITURE FOR MILITARY PERSONNEL 
Federal outlay for military personnel makes up only slightly 

more than one fourth of the total budget for the Department of 
Defense. This proportion has been steadily decreasing as modern 
defense comes to be more and more of the push-bullon variety. In 
strict economics terminology, capital is being rapidly substituted for 
labor in the production of war potential. 

The personnel of the military forces is also hecoming more and 
more specialized. This change has led to a modification in the means 
of recruiting and maintaining personnel. The United States did not 
maintain standing armed forces of significant ~ize during peacetime 
periods prior to World War II. Forces larger than mere token mili
tary units were recruited only during periods of al'li\'e war or prepa
ration for war. The post-Korean period has been characterized by 
two major revolutions in the history and development of UniteJ States 
military power. For the first time, Cold War strategy demands the 
maintenance in being of a large military establishment over long, 
nonwar periods of time. Secondly, the rapidly developing weapons 
technology demands more and more specialization in operating per
sonnel. During war periods, military personnel has been recruited 
and maintained, in large part, through conscription or the threat 
thereof. In economic terminology again, some means other than price 
has been used to secure personnel for the armed services. It should 
be noted that this coercive recruitment of personnel is different from 
the more normal means through which governments, even in war, 
recruit capital goods. Tanks, planes, ships, and other war materials 
are purchased from suppliers in a market-like process, although the 
uniqueness of the government as purchaser creates somewhat special 
bargaining problems. But producers of such capital items are not 
conceived, normally, as being coerced directly into supplying the 
needed items for the military services at less-than-cost prices. The 
difference in policy between the procurement of personnel and the 
procurement of goods has led to the demand, in war periods, for the 
conscription of goods as well as personnel. 

The coercive recruitment and maintenance of military personnel 
tends to break down in peacetime, especially when the demands upon 
personnel are becoming highly technical. The general ethical judg
ments of the society will not permit coercive maintenance of individ
uals in the armed services over periods of time lono- enouo-h to b b 

justify the expensive and lengthy training which is essential to the 
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operation of modern weapons. If the draft cannot commit individuals 
to the armed forces for more than, say, two years, the rapid turnover 
of personnel makes the operation of a modern weapons system exceed
ingly inefficient and costly. 

More and more the draft is being replaced by the price mecha
nism in military personnel policy, and it may be predicted that within 
a few years personnel will be secured exclusively in a manner 
analogous to goods. Price will be allowed to play its supply-motiva
tion role in the purchase of personnel services as well as in the pur
chase of other goods and services. In the near future, already to a 
large extent realized, individuals may be expected to choose a career 
in the military service in the same manner that they might choose a 
career in rncdi('ine, accountancy, or other professions. So long as 
some coercion is re(ruired, so long as some use is made of the draft to 
recruit adequate numbers of 1.iilitary personnel, this is a clear indi
cation that the price offered for services, that is, salaries for military 
personnel, is not sufficiently high. 

The replacement of coercion by the voluntary method of recruit
ment can have major effects upon the efficiency of federal spending 
in the military sector of the budget. If the separate agencies within 
the Department of Defense are charged directly with the expenditurc 
for personnel at market-determined prices, we can expect them to 
make much more rational decisions relative to the employment of 
men. A strong incentive will Le provided to these subordinate agencies 
in the military establishment to economize on the use of personnel as 
well as on the use of equipment. 

EXPENDITURE FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 

Approximately one fourth of the defense budget is made up of 
expenditures for operation and maintenance of the complex and 
far-flung military establishment. This item includes the servicing and 
repair of the many items of "hardware" in the defense force: ships, 
planes, radars, and so on. It also includes the maintenance and opera
tion of the many defense force Lases, both within the United States 
and abroad. 

This expenditure category includes the purchase of supplies and 
equipment, the hire or lease of capital goods, the hire of civilian 
personnel, the purchase of transportation and communication serv
ices, and a host of other miscellaneous activities involving some 
expense on the part of military units. This type of expenditure affects 
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many subsectors of the national economy, and it is difficult to discern 

any appreciable unique effect. 
Increased efficiency in the use of federal funds falling under 

this budgetary category can Le secured if each administrative unit, 
appropriately located, can Le allowed to exercise somewhat greater 
latitude in making spending decisions. This reform, which has 
already Leen introduced to some extent, involves making the admin
istrative unit more responsible for using it,-; limited funds ,,ith tht> 
view that this will more or less aulomatically produ('e more effeetiYe 
utilization of these funds. In one sense the reform involves making 
the decision structure of the military establishment somewhat ana ]. 
ogous to the decision structure of the private market economy. 

This may best he illustrated by a simple example. Suppose that 
the prevailing system of obtaining clerical supplies ( stationery, Lype• 
writer ribbons, pencils. e11Yelopes, etc.) is for the tadical unit, say. 
a destroyer, to requisition these materials directly from a shore
hased supply station. llpon the required completion of the numerous 
forms, and the presentation of the appropriate YOtl!'hers. the ship\ 
supply officer would he given the desired materials. The cost of thesP 
materials would be charged to the ship through the general processes 
of auditing and accounting, hut there would l,e no incentiYe for the 
ship's officers and men to economize on the use of :,;twh materials. 

The alternative plan would he tu allocate to each tacti('al unit. 
a destroyer in our example, a fixed sum of purehasing power. The 
unit would Le allowed reasonably complete freedom in choosing hm1 
and when it used this purchasing power. If it purchase,; clerical 
supplies, the costs of these are directly entered against the account 
of the unit, and their purchase reduces the unit's ability to purchase 
other goods and services. While the unit could not "save" purchasing 
power in the normal sense, it could be allowed to allocate its spend
ing on various supplies in the way it considers most efficient. If the 
destroyer's officers decide that somewhat more limited usage of 
clerical supplies would allow somewhat expanded purchases of rec
reational equipment, this would he open to them a~ a genuine al
ternative. 

This system of setting up accounting prices for the purchase of 
supplies and materials could be 0 reatly extended throticrhout the o o 
military services with sizable increases in efficiency. Administrative 
units could be required to purchase food supplies out of limited 
purchasing power made available to them in the accounting sense. 
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This would reduce considerably the wastage of food that normally 
characterizes military units. 

Some semblance of pricing could even be extended to the level 
of the individual member of a military unit. Instead of issuing the 
recruit general issue uniforms which are to be replaced when worn 
out, the recruit may be issued a new uniform initially but granted 
a uniform allowance in dollars. If he takes care to preserve his uni
form from wear. he may use the uniform allowance for other pur
chases. This ,;ystem has recently been introduced in certain branches 
of the military establishment. 

These limited examples will perhaps suffice to make clear the 
degree to whi<'h efficiency may he improved by introducing some 
analogues to market pricing into the military establishment. The 
limits to this usage depend only upon the administrative convenience 
of introducing such reforms. As the military establishment grmv:,; 
larger and more complex. the added efficiency that is to be gained 
from the u:,;e of a!"!'ounting prices through the system becomes larger. 

A second means through "·hich greater efficiency may be secured 
in military operations and maintenance expenditure is a more care
ful examination and Pvaluation of the organization of operational 
facilities. Such questions as the following should be raised, and 
the attempt should lie made to answer them by operations researl'h 
and systems analysis methods if possible: Should land for the location 
of a military l1a,;e lie purchased outright or should it be leased! 
Should the operation of a Navy Yard be carried out directly by per
sonnel employed by the Navy Department or should all specific jobs 
he contracted to private firms? Should the Army operate its own 
bakeries or should bread he purchased from private markets? Should 
civilian personnel in the employment of the Air Foree be used to 
repair and maintain military aircraft. or should aircraft maintenance 
<·ontracb lie let to private companies'! 

No a /lriori an,;,v('r,; can lie given to these questions. The 1110~1 

diiciC'nt organization will differ from case to ca~e. Rut these questions 
are particularh· the ,sort that operations research can assist in solving. 
The criterion ,;,.;ped of the problems i,; usually simple. For example. 
should the Army bake its own bread or roast its own coffee? Here 
the criterion is simply that of minimizing the cost of securing a given 
amount of liread or cofTee per day, week, or month. Operations 
research should lie able to determine the most effective organization 
form. By and large. experit'ncr ,.;ince World War II has indicated 
that, for nianv ,such problems. a decentralizC'd solution is the more 
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efficient. The student of economics would be prejudiced toward this 
answer in any case, since the decentralized solution does place greater 
responsibility on the individual decision maker. ~ow~ver, the absence 
of any general conclusions that can be reached 111 this respect should 

lie re-emphasized. 

EXPENDITURE FOR PROCUREMENT 

In the 1961 fiscal year, the fe<leral government proposed to 
spend more than $13 billion in procuring new weapons ancl other 
capital items related to military defense, exclusin' of atomic mate
rials. Procurement expenditures l!lake up about onf' third of the 
budget of the Department of Defen~e, and this proportion is stf'adily 
rising over time. Procurement expenditurf's include the purcha,e 
of aircraft, missiles, ships, tanks, an<l other end items of rnilitarv 
hardware. Aircraft and missile procurement take, up con,iclcrahly 
more than half of the total procurf'ment expenditure. 

In the non<lefense sector, gon'rnment proc11n·n1cnt of capital 
goods takes place through the 1irocc,s of competitin· l,idding a, a 
general rule. The specifications of the item to lie pu ffha,;ed a re laid 
do,rn and bids are invited. The contract i, then let to the lowest 
bidder meeting the necessary qualifications. When military procure
ment is considered, however, the usefulness of compctitiw l,idding i, 
quite restricted. Specifications for modern weapons sptclll, are ,o 
technical that the private firm must construct spccia lizcd production 
facilities before undertaking to supply a govcrnnwnt ordPr. Secondly. 
projected orders are so large that few companies can eompete for 
contracts. Almost liy necessity, procurement for military item, Le
comes a process of delicate administrative negotiation lwl\l'crn tlw 
Department of Defense, or the appropriate agency of the depart
ment, and the individual firm that is qualified to undertakP produc
tion. Companies are sometimes unwilling to take on contracts that re
quire delivery of items previously not produced unless they are guar• 
anteed a return over their cost. This has led to the introduction of the 
cost-plus contract on many items. Firms negotiate to produce items of 
military equipment for the federal government and to receiYe a sum 
calculated at a fixed percentage over the full cost outlay. 

It is not difficult to see that this cost-plus pricing of items of 
military hardware leads to inefficient usage of federal funds. Com
panies have little incentive to try to economize on the use of resourct>, 
in producing to cost-plus contracts. They will tend to he less resistant 
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to demands for wage increases on the part of labor unions, and more 
reluctant to introduce cost-reducing innovations in production. It is 
in the area of procurement that federal spending is perhaps the most 
inflationary. As discussed in Chapter 7, the government tends in this 
case to be a highly inefficient purchaser. Resources employed by firms 
under contract to the federal government will be less productive than 
those producing for the private economy. 

In modern military procurement, government spending must, 
almost by necessity, be conducted on the basis of administrative dis
cretion and not in accordance with a predetermined set of rules of 
procedure. As a result, contracts in this area are always subject to 
personal relationships, which leave the door open to corruption of 
administrative oflicials. Little can be done to prevent this despite all 
efforts to the ('Ontrary. It is one of the prices that society must pay 
for excessively large military spending brought on by the armaments 
race. Certain procedures may be formalized, and penalties on error 
may be introdu('ecl. But, at best, military procurement must continue 
to be a modified form of bilateral monopoly, with a rather wide 
bargaining range. If military expenditures continue to remain at the 
high levels of the ] 950's, a wholly new pattern of American industry 
will come into being. Large industrial units will come to depend, 
more and more permanently, on the securing of military contracts. 
As a result, there will be built into the political system some vested 
interest in a large defense establishment. Here is the real kernel of 
truth in the imperialistic hypothesis discussed earlier in Chapter 7 
of the book. It is now to the short-run interests of major segments of 
the American business community and the American labor force that 
federal expenditures for national security remain large. Reductions 
in this expenditure will require considerable temporary dislocation. 
This consideration should not, of course, affect any public decision 
to reduce federal procurement spending drastically, if and when 
the Cold War should thaw and the opportunity presents itself. But a 
recognition of the dislocations caused must be incorporated into any 
over-all adjustment plan, and some governmental action to relieve 
temporary or short-run distress for Loth business and labor should 
perhaps he contemplated. Problems of this sort become more and 
more serious the lo1wer the accelerated or abnormal federal outlay 

t' 

for military forces continues. 
One indirect effect of large federal outlay for military procure

ment should he mentioned. It seems probable that this is one factor 
that leads toward greater concentration of indn~try in the economy. 
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If it is necessary to negotiate contracts for each item of military 
hardware, the larger business enterprises will be placed at an advan
tarre in dealinrr with federal administrative officials. Contracts will 

b b 

tend to be placed with the larger firms, thus providing the larger 
firms with a competitive adrnntage over smaller firms in the same 
industrial grouping. Government officials have been recently sub
jected to rather severe criticism on this score. but little improvement 
on this natural tendency toward unduly favoring the larger firm can 

lie expected. 

Obligational Authority and Expenditures 

It is in the category of military JH'O('Urcment that the greatest 
divergencies are likely to lie found lwt\1een the oliligational authority 
to make expenditures and the actual expenditures undertaken. Mili
tary contracts must extend O\er a long planning pniod. and a pro
jected expenditure may not be made until ,;omc time after the close 
of the period in which this expenditure was initially authorized. In 
recent years, the Department of Ddf'1be has normally carried a 
sizable accumulated backlog of obligational authorizations for spend
ing, amounts that were authorized l,ut not expended during the period 

of authorization. 

This discrepancy IJetween obligational authority and adual 
spending plans makes more diflicult the task of the legislator in 
determining the actual needs of the military forces. If the Department 
of Defense indicates that it needs an additional $2 billion of expen
diture authorization, the Congress might tend to question this request 
if it knows that, say $8 billion of previously authorized expenditure 
has not been undertaken. Some attempts have recently lieen made to 
improve this rapidly developing problem in federal financial adminis
tration through the usage of accrued expenditure al·t·ounting. But. 
as in the general problem of procurement. little improyement seems 
possible given the complex processes of modern weapons production. 
The Department of Defense must, in fact, make its budget plans over 
time spans exceeding one year, and the federal administrative budget 
must, on the other hand, continue to l,e considered on an annual Lasis. 
Conflicts and confusion between obligational authority to make fed
eral expenditures and the actual proress of expenditure ~eem likely 
to continue. 
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Although this sector of the military Ludget is relatively small 
(slightly less than $4 billion in the 1961 fiscal year), it is exceed
ingly important in the type of defense program currently in being. 
However, little can be discussed concerning the efficiency of such 
expenditure. Expenditure for basic research into new weapons tech
nology must he highly uncertain, and the rewards may range from 
the negative to very high values. The results of any particular invest
ment in research must he largely unpredictable by the nature of 
research itself. 

Expenditure for <levelopment of existing research ideas is some
what different. Some pre<lictability can Le incorporated into plans 
ealling for expenditures 011 the development of military programs. 
But even here, the development process contains many uncertainties 
that should not be overlooked. Perhaps the single important contri
hution that an economic approach can make to development planning 
i~ that of causing de<'ision makers to remain constantly aware of 
these uncertainties. The simple rule for development planning ,;;hould 
lie the old saw: ··Don't put all your eggs in one basket." This sug
gests that expenditures for development may appear in many cases 
to involve duplication of investment in weapons ultimately designed 
for similar or identical purposes. But so long as important uncertain
ties remain concerning the operational performance of a weapons 
system, expenditures should not be exclusively committed to the 
development of the single system that appears to be "l,est" at any 
one period in the planning process. What development planning aim,
for is the "best" operational weapon system. But this can only hr 
determined at the end of the developmental process, and that system 
appearing "best" halfway through the process may not ever become 
operational for many reasons. Sensible developmental planning must. 
therefore, involve th~~ carrying forward of several alternative systems. 
progressively di~carding the less efficient systems as the ope!·ational 
stage is approached. 

Thr,-e ;;;implt-> point,- are ~ometimes overlooked in the popular 
discussion on developmental expenditures. In the furore of public 
debate after the Sputnik was launched by the Russians, the Depart
ment of Defense was often criticized for allowing the American efforts 
in rockets and missiles to he uncoordinated, with each service unit 
responsible for its own particular program of development. This 
organization of developmental expenditure is not at all to be criticized 
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011 the (Trounds of general principle. Competition is effective in the. 
militar; establishment as elsewhere, and hastily roncei~ed c~ordina
tion of effect may nullify developments of weapons wluch will, over 
the long run, prove "best." 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS APPLIED TO MILITARY SPENDING 

Operations research has proven to lie helpful in increasing the 
efficiency of expenditure in many of the separate administrative units 
of the armed services. In one sense, operations reseaffh rPpresents 
nothing more than a systematic search for and eval11ation of alterna
tive ways of accomplishing specific tasks. Quite clearh-, this can be 
helpful in all instances where the task to be performed i:,; reasonably 
well defined; the application of operations rPsca rch methods can be 
extended from the performance of duties by the individual snvice
man to the performance of tasks by reasonahly large tactical units. 

As suggested in the preceding chapter, sy:-tC'ms analysi,; rcpre
~ents an attempt to extend the operations re~ear!'h approach to prob
lems of decision making higher up in the decision-making hierarchy. 
A military example will make the distinction c!C'ar. Operations re
search methods may be applied to the choice of radar equipment on 
the B-58 bomber. This approach would assume that the decision 
to invest federal funds in strategic !Joml,ers has already hePn made, 
and also that the decision among the many possible design,; of bomb
ing planes has been made; only B-58's are considered. Systems 
analysis, as distinct from lower-level operations research, would 
not make such restrictive assumptions. Systems analysis would con
sider the whole weapons system together and try to apply sy,;tematic 
processes of evaluation to alternatives. The systems analy~t would 
try to weigh the advantages and the disadvantages of the B-58 and 
all other relevant alternatives that might accomplish the same job. 

Systems analysis is more useful in application to military spend
ing than to other forms of federal spending. The reason i~ that the 
criterion problem becomes somewhat easier for military spending. 
Systems analysis is useful only if the task to he accomplished may 
be reasonably well defined in advance. As discussed in the last chap· 
ter, the "things" to be accomplished by govermn<"nt spending in 
general cannot be defined at all. But within the military budget 
somewhat more precise specification of criteria may he laid down, 
although even here care must be taken to keep in mind the possible 
restrictiveness of the choices made. 
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What is the aim of military spending? Even at this level the 
answer is not so clear. Two answers suggest themselves. First of all, 
the military force in being is designed to prevent the outbreak of 
general war. Second, the military force should be able to win a war 
if one is begun. These two aims may, in some important cases, 
conflict with each other. The military structure representing the 
greatest deterrent threat may not be the most effective in a war 
once started. It seems clear, therefore, that systems analysis at this 
most fundamental level of military decision making is limited in 
its applicaliility. 

At slightly lower levels of decision making, however, systems 
analysis may he quite helpful in increasing the efficiency of military 
outlay. The aim of the strategic air force may, with some legitimacy, 
be defined as the effective delivery of destructive power on the enemy 
within specified periods of time. This represents a criterion that is 
subject to quantification. Once this definition of criterion is accom
plished, the systems analyst may proceed to examine systematically 
all of the a ltcrna ti ves. 

He will. first of all, examine the alternative weapons systems 
with little regard for cost or budgetary limitation. Only as a second 
step will he restrict his consideration of alternatives to those falling 
within a given budgetary constraint. At this stage, the problem con
fronting the systems analyst is converted to an ordinary maximization 
problem. How may the specified dollar expenditures he used so as 
to deliver the maximum destructiveness on the enemy within the 
specified time period? Although seemingly restricted, the systems 
analyst must now consider a wide range of alternatives. He must 
try to evaluate the comparative effectiveness of long-range and short
range bombers, the latter operating from overseas bases. He must 
try to evaluate the use of long-range missiles and short-range missiles. 
He must not leave out of account the use of submarines as missile 
launchers. 

The analyst must, of course, place some definite estimates on 
many uncertainties in trying to arrive at a conclusion that will prove 
helpful to the decision makers. Suppose that careful systems analysis 
reveals that concentration on short-range missiles deployed in over
seas territories would clearly deliver more striking power from a 
limited budo-etary outlay. But how can this advantage of short-range 
missiles be ~ff set a o-ainst the greater uncertainty of political events 
in allied countries" not directly subject to American political in
fluence? This example points up the usefulness of systems analysis 
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hut at the same time suggests its limitations as an aid to responsible 

decision making. 
In one sense, military planners have ahrnys tried to make the 

liest decisions possible concerning the allocation of limited funds. 
5ystems analysis is nothing more than an attempt to incorporate some
what more systematically into the decision structure the careful 
evaluation of all relevant alternalin·s. It i,; in this latter task that 
the approach of the economist can IJC wry helpful. Individuals un
trained in economics tend somewhat naturally to think in terms of the 
°'ingle "!Jest" way of doing things. The economist tends to think in 
terms of alternative ways of accornplishing things, and he recognize, 
that all "good" things are secured only at sornc <"Ost in sanificed 
alternatives. As this approach is incorporated more and more into 
military decision making, we should expect that the efficiency of 
federal spending ,,ill increase. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The federal lJL1dget is dominated liy spending for national 
security, and any consideration of the total impaet of effects of federal 
spending programs must involve careful study of the military budget. 

One means of looking at the impact of the military budget i, 
in terms of the things that are purchased in the process of providing 
security. Expenditure directly for military personnel makes up aliout 
one fourth of the outlay of the Department of Defense. This propor
tion is becoming smaller as modern weapons become more technical 
and greater capital outlay is required. The use of the price mechanism 
to attract and to maintain military forces is also replacing the 
coercive method of conscription. Another fourth of the Department 
of Defense lmdget goes for operation and maintenance of military 
facilities. It is in this area of operation and maintena1wc that opera-

/ 

tions research can be most helpful in indi<:ating the rnost efli<'ient utili
zation of expenditures. Many improvements have recentlv l1een mad<' 
in this respect, and as outmoded methods of procedur~' and table, 
of organization are gradually replaced, additional efficiency can lw 
expected. 

Procurement expenditure, already the largest itern in the de
fense budget, will become more and more important. The stale of 
weapons technology is such that competitive hidding for contraets 
is not administratively feasible. Administered or negotiated contract, 
are necessary, and even fixed-cost contracts are diflicult Lo secure. 
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Cost-plus contracts are necessary in many cases. This, along with 
other factors, makes procurement expenditure the most inflationary 
in impact of all federal spending. Procurement procedures also tend 
to cause a greater concentration of industry than would be otherwise 
present. Research and development expenditures make up a relatively 
small, but important sector of the military budget. The main contribu
tion of the economic approach here is that of demonstrating that com
peting development plans are not necessarily inefficient. 

Systems analysis may be applied more readily to military plan
ning than to other types of federal budgetary planning. This is be
cause, to a certain extent, the objectives of military spending can be 
more easily quantified and measured. The systems analysis approach 
does insure that a careful evaluation of the relevant alternatives will 
take place in any decision making. 



Chapter 

20 

FEDERAL NONDEFENSE 

SPENDING 

In this chapter will be discussed the civilian or non
defense expenditures of the federal government. the remaining 40 
per cent of total federal spending. It is sometimes suggested that far 
more than 60 per cent of all federal spending is attributable to fu. 
lure wars. present wars, and past mirs. If foreign aid expenditures 
are attributed to the prevt'ntion of future wars, and the expenditure, 
for veterans and for interest on the national debt are attri!Jlltl'd to 
past wars, the total national security percentage rises from (i0 pt>r 
cent to 80 per cent of the administrative budget. The popular figure 
is that more than three out of each four dollars spent by the federal 
government is related in some way to national defense. In this chap
ter, however, we shall discuss, as nondefense expenditures. those 
falling within the 40-odd per cent not directly budgeted to 1\Tajor 
National Security in the federal budget document. 

The nondefense expenditure budget proposed for the 196 l 
fiscal year, classified by major functional categories, is shown in 
Table 20-1. It will be useful to discuss these separate expcnditurf:i 
as they are classified in the table. 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND FINANCE 
In the decade 1950-60, federal expenditures for international 

affairs and finance, as classified in the budget document, liave ranged 
from a low of $1.7 billion annually in 1954 to a high of $3.7 billion 
in 1951 and 1959. Slightly more than $2 billion were budgeted for 
this category for fiscal 1960 and 1961. 

This category includes the costs of operating the whole Depart
ment of State, but the conduct of foreign affairs makes up only about 
10 per cent of the total outlay included. An additional item of rela
tively minor importance is the expenditure for operating and main
taining the United States Information Agency. 

230 
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TABLE 20-1 

Federal Nondefense Expenditures Proposed for Fiscal Year 1961 

I ntPrnntio11al affairs and financP _ 
YPtt•rans' :--PI'\ il'Ps and lH'rwfits 
Lahor and \\Plfarp 
.\!!ric11lt11rP and a_!.!"ric1ilt11ral n·-..011n·p.__ 
'\at11ral n•so11rct•s. 
Cn11rnw1Tt· and ho11....;i11g 
( ;PnPral g(n t•r11111Pnl 

lntNPsl 

Total m>rnlt>ff'lhf' t'Xpt•rnJit11rPs 

Proposed 
Erpenditure 
(/ n millions) 

S 2,212 
5 ,,t,l 
4-,569 
5,623 
1, CJ:l8 
2,709 
1,911 
9,585 

$34,048 

The greatt'st proportion and expenditure falling under the head
ing of international affairs and finance consists of financial aid to 
foreign countries. Expenditure for economic and technical develop
ment in foreign countries has come to Le an important item of the 
federal budget since World War IL The direction and composition 
of foreign aid expenditures have shifted markedly over the fifteen 
years between the encl of World War II and 1960. In the immediate 
postwar year,;, aid was largely in the form of providing emergency 
relief to war-damaged economies. This temporary reconstruction 
aid was followed by the Marshall Plan, which extended aid to West
ern European countries from 1949 through 1953. This aid was aimed 
at helping the countries of Western Europe to revitalize more per
manently their economic structures and to return to fully productive 
operation. Since the encl of the Marshall Plan period, United States 
aid has Leen shifted toward assisting the so-called "underdeveloped" 
countries of the world to secure a more rapid rate of economic growth 
or development. 

Expenditure for foreign aid is perhaps the most controversial 
item in the whole federal expenditure budget, and a major policy 
debate occurs each year when Congress is considering the administra
tion's budget requests for this item. The argument here stems, of 
course, from the reluctance of the American taxpayers, as repre
sented by the Co11gress, to finance purchases of American goods Ly 
foreign governments, when the resources could be effectively used 
to finance additional production in either the private or the public 
sector of the domestic economy. Reclistributionist or equalitarian 

• 
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sentiments are not strong when extended beyond national bound
aries. Despite all pious claims to the contrary, humanitarian mo
tives alone would not be sufficient to insure continued support for 
large-scale foreign aid expenditures. The support has come, in largt' 
part, from the argument that it is to the long-run strategic interest 
of the United States to grant large-scale foreign aid. This is lwld to 
be the most effective means of preventing the underdeveloped and ) 
larg~ly uncommitted nations of the world from falli'.1g in~o the Corn- { 
mumst camp. In a very real sense, therefore. foreign aIC! expendi
tures are also expenditures for Major National Security. 

The effectiveness of foreign aid expenditure in a(·complishing 
the purposes for which it is intended is also quite ('ontroversial. This 
discussion takes place on two planes; one introduces the technical 
efficiency of the expenditures. the other involn•s \\hat might lw 
called the "social" efficiency. 

Almost by necessity. the process of granting foreign aid thro1q.>,h 
the United States government involves the setting up of dollar credits 
against which purchases may lie made in the donwstic e(·onomy. And 
foreign governmental agencies must l>e initally diargnl with tlw 
responsibility of allocating these scarce dollars among the many 
possible things that might be needed and desired in the underdevel
oped countries. 1 There is little assurance that the purchases actualh· 
made will reflect the most productive utilization of the ;;<•an·<· aid' 
funds. Foreign aid can never lie a folly effediw sul1stitutt· for pri-1 
vate investment by American firms in foreign countrie:-. The lattPr 
will tend to flow directly to those areas indicated a;; most productin· 
by market standards. 

A program of technical assistance complements the granting of ·1 
aid funds. American experts visit foreign countries and advi:-e pulilir 
and private agencies in the establishment of modern industrial and 
agricultural techniques. In many respects, the technical assistarn·e 
programs are the most useful of all the foreign aid expcnditur<'. 

Perhaps the critical issue concerns what we may call the '\ocia r· 
e_ffi:iency of the foreign aid expenditure. The gap between Americ_a111· 
hvmg standards and those of most of the underdeveloped countne~ 
of the world is immense. This gap is so large that any conceivable 
program of aid can do little more than have a negligible effect. Ab
solutely, foreign aid expenditures may help to increase living stand-

'Important qualifications must be mad .. 10 this statement. In many ca,,·,. tilt' 
United States has required that certain proportions of dollar ,.r .. dits lw ,•xpend,·d on 1!,,· 

purcha~c of ~urplu'- farm proc111f'f'-in thi~ country. 
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ards of underdeveloped countries substantially. But these increases 
must remain extremely small relative to the living standards in the 
United States and Western Europe. Because of this, citizens of the 
underdeveloped world are not likely to become more friendly to• 
ward the United States as a result of foreign aid. The social impact 
of greater foreign aid may be that of causing citizens to ask fo1\ 
even m~re, and t~ remain critical when a faster rate of economic 
growth 1s not aclueved. The long and arduous process of economic 
development cannot be shortened or accelerated except within rather 
restricted limits, and the impatience with this process may generate 
social upheaval and disturbance. Therefore, in spite of all United I 
States efforts, the underdeveloped countries may be led toward Com
munism, which appears to promise faster growth at the expense of 
personal freedom. The fact that the growth rate may not actually be 
faster under Communist or Communist-like control will not affect 
the attracti ve1wss of this alternative greatly. 

Regardless of either the technical or the social efficiency of 
foreign aid expenditures. we may expect these to continue. They 
represent a rather uncertain and groping attempt by the United States 
to attract the uncommitted peoples of the world to "our side" in the 
Cold War. 

Foreign aid expenditure is, of course, one means by which a 
large creditor nation may adjust international balance-of-payments 
problems. In the early postwar years, citizens of other nations wanted 
to purchase more from the United States than domestic citizens 
wanted to purchase abroad at the existing rates of currency exchange. 
This created a do~!Jl which was to some extent made up by the 
policy of granting foreign aid, a form of investing abroad. This was 
an alternative to either expanded private investment or expanded 
trade with other countries. But given the political instability of many 
underdeveloped l'ountries and given_ t~~ical cl_imate 
concerning tariifs,1ore1g1l ilid~,,:as perhaps the most practicajtle 
means of makin" international adjustments. During the last years 
of the 1950's, tl1e dollar shortage 1,;-;.:gely disappeared. and the 
United States experienced deficits in its O\·er-all balance of payments. 
Its position as a net neditor remained, but public and private invest• 
ment in other countries produced a drain on gold reserves. It seems 
possible that this situation, if it should prove somewhat long lasting 
in the decade of the 1960's, may cause some reduction in annual 

federal expenditure for foreign aid. 
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VETERANS' SERVICE AND BENEFITS 
Federal expenditures for veterans' services and benefits aver

aged slightly less than $5 billion per year over the decade of the 
1950's, and a sum slightly greater than this average was budgeted 
for the 1961 fiscal year. Expenditures falling within this classi
fication account for almost one sixth of total fcdNal nondefense 
spending. 

Several points made earlier are well illustrated l)y <'XJH'IHliture, 
made for veterans. The actual amount of annual C'xpc1Hliturc here i, 
determined by the basic policy toward the compensation of \Tl<'rnn, 
which has been adopted in earlier legislation. Only in a wrv n·
stricted sense can a budget decision be made afrc"li for ead1 fiscal 
year. Substantial change in the amount here would rC'q11irc funda
mental revision in national policy on hospital care, pensions. eligi
bility for benefits, and so on. Unless such revision i,- made, the fed
eral government must meet the expenditure demands pla<'ed upon 
it, and the total is predetermined, at least to a large cxtt'nl. 

Somewhat more than three fifths of total veterans' expenditun·, 
represents compensations and pensions. These expenditures take the 
form of transfer payments, and they do not, therefore, <:'Xert so sub
stantial an effect on the private economy as federal ex1w11<liturt:'s for 
goods and services. That is to say, the product mix of the c<·onomy 
is not modified to so large an extent as, say, with federal defense 
expenditures. Veterans' compensations are part of a fi.-<'al transfer 
process that takes income or purchasing power from the taxpayer 
and shifts it to those who qualify as veterans eligililc for serv
ice-connected or nonservice-connected pensions or compt'nsations of 
some sort. l.Jeterans make up one group which society chooses to 
subsidize through income transfers{ A net r:distri_lm~ion _of income i, 
effected between taxpayers and veterans. Tl11s red1stnliut1on probahh 
increases the equality of personal incomes in the society a~ a whole 
since means criteria are employed to some extent in determining 
eligibility for compensation. But the equalization of personal income 
that is accomplished is more or less incidental to the main purpo~r> 
of the transfers, which is to aid veterans, as such. J 

Why should a democratically organized society choose to singJe 
out veterans as a group to be especially subsidized? Recall the dis
cussion on military personnel in Chapter 19. Military conscription 
directly affects a rather small proportion of the total population, and 
veterans' benefits provide a means through which the whole society 
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"pays back" those who have been subjected to conscription in past 
wars. For injured veterans, the case for transfer payment is clear. 
These individuals may have lost a substantial share of earnin" 

0 

power, a loss that was not compensated at the time of injury. Vet-
erans' compensation represents some payment for this loss. Expe• 
rience indicates, however, that the appropriate levels of compensation 
are extremely difficult to determine. 

Although there are reasons why society should choose to redis
tribute incomes toward veterans through the fiscal process, the actual 
composition and magnitude of the transfer may not appear to reflect 
rational consideration. Perhaps to a greater extent than any other 
major category of federal spending, veterans' services and benefits 
are highly sensitive in a political way'.(Expenditures in this category, 
being primarily in the nature of direct transfer payments, provide 
benefits that arc measurable and easily individualized. Veterans' or
ganizations a re large, and they take an active part in promoting the 
maintenanc<' arnl expansion of these expenditures.')viembers of the 
Congress, and the executive, become reluctant to suggest reductions 
even wht're these might be possible. In one way of looking at the 
liudget, vetnans' expenditures may Le considered as part of a larger 
"social compromise" that the federal budget reflects when it is 
finally adopted. A coldly rational decision maker bent on economiz
ing, and possessing ade11uate decision-making power, might greatly 
reduce federal outlay on veterans. But decisions on federal spending 
are made Jiy 110 such decision maker; there are many participants in 
the choice/ And, when viewed realistically, federal expenditure on 
veterans may be "efficient" in that only by allowing these expendi
tures to remain relatively large can the remaining, and to some eyes 
more important, federal services secure adequate appropriations. 

LABOR AND WELFARE 

Labor and welfare, the third nondefense expenditure category 
to lie discussed, is rapidly increasing in relative significance. Budg
eted expenditures included within this classification have gradually 
Leen increasinu and durin" the decade of the 1950's, these expendi-o, ' b 

lures have approximately doubled in absolute amount, rising from 
$2 to $4 billion per year at an annual rate. 

Expenditures falling within this classification are typically "so
cial welfare" or "social service" expenditures. That is to say, these 
expenditures are made for the purpose, not of providing collective 
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goods directly, but of assisting certain social groups, either directly 
through the provision of specific services or indirectly through the 
provision of income subsidies. Broadly speaking, expenditures of 
this sort are redistributive in nature, more redistributive than other 
items of federal spending. Here as elsewhere, however, the re<lis
Lrilmtionist purpose is not explicitly evident in many cases. 

About half of the total annual expenditure included \\ithin this 
classification, or about $2 billion, is devoted to the provision of 
federal financial support lo public assistance. These expenditures 
are over and above those made under the social security program, 
which is financed, not out of general federal n·vcnue:-. hut out of 
special trust fund accounts. (These cxpenditun·s 11ill lw dist·ussc<l 
in a later section.) Public assistance expenditures take the form of 
grants made to states which, in turn. proYidc dire!'! payments to 
qualified and eligible recipient,;. Grants are ll!ade for old-age as
:;istance, for aid to the blind, for aid to dependent children. and for 
aid to the disabled. Old-age assistance grants arc the most important. 
Grants are made to states on a matching hasis. 1vith the amounh l1ci11g 
determined Ly specific formulas. For old-age assistance, and for 
aid to the blind and disabled, the federal government finarn·cs four 
fifths of the first $30 of the monthly payment pPr rPcipient, and an 
amount ranging from 50 to 65 per cent of all payments al101<' this. 
the exact percentage heing determined Ly the average i1u·onH' lcYel 
of the states. As a result of this means of a!lo!'ating fonds. the fpd
eral government finances almost 60 per cent of total payments made 
to the public under these public assistance prograll!s. 

This area of the governll!ent finances introduces complex prob
lems concerning the relationships among the federal, stall'. and local 
units of government. These prohlelll;; of multilevel finarH'e will Ill' 
thoroughly discussed in Part IX of this book. 

The remaining half of federal expenditures 11itlii11 the labor 
and welfare classification of the administrative hudg:i't include a wide 
range of federal programs, many of which are also handled through 
grants-in-aid to the states and other administrative unit,;. These in· 
elude: (I) grants made to states for financing the costs of administer
ing unemployment compensation programs, (2) grants to universities 
and other educational units under the relatively new defense educa
tion programs, (3) financial assistance to schools in federally affected 
areas, ( 4) grants made to the National Science Foundation for 
research and fellowships, ( 5) grants for medical research, ( 6) grant~ 
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for hospital construction, and several other programs of lesser im
portance. 

A continuing debate may be expected to take place concerning 
the expenditure items contained in this category. Two separate issues 
in political and social philosophy are at the heart of any discussion 
on these topics. First, what responsibility does government have in 
looking after the private or individual welfare of its citizens? Atti
tudes and opinions on this issue have altered "reatly durincr the t, t, 

last half century. The role of government in assuming at least a sub-
stantial portion of such responsibility is now widely recognized. In 
a very real sense, the government has replaced the family in many 
of these respects. Experience has shown, however, that additional 
security through the government can only be provided at some cost, 
cost that may be measured in a loss of personal freedom or in a 
reduced rate of economic growth. The events of the next half century 
cannot be predicted, but significant increases in welfare expenditures 
beyond tl10se already provided for by the gradual aging of the popu
lation do not seem likely lo occur. A more likely expansion of ex
penditure falling within this general budgetary category, but not 
appropriately labeled welfare expenditure, is that on investment in 
human resources, notably expenditures for education. When this 
issu~ is dis~sed~-there- a-rises 1111meruately the second of the major 
issues in political philosophy that we have already mentioned. What 
is the appropriate level of government for the financing of educa
tional and social welfare expenditures? Here the conflict between 
the centralist imd the fede~·alist approaches to the United States 
political structure comes into its sharpest focus. But, as suggested 
previously, the discussion of this must be deferred until Part IX of 
this Look. 

AGRICULTURAL EXPENDITURES 

Expenditures for agriculture, which are exceeded in the non
defense sector of the budget only Ly interest on the national debt. 
have lieen increasing rapidly over the period following the Korean 
War. In the 1959 fiscal year, agricultural expenditures approad1ed 
the $7 billion mark. The total expenditure in this classification de
pends upon the basic agricultural policy adopted by the Congres~. 
and unless major changes are forthcoming in this policy, expenditure~ 
for a 0 -riculture promise to continue large. 

Why should the federal government spend almost one tenth of 
its total Ludo-et on a"riculture' 1 To answer this question we must first t, t, • 
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consider the form of the spending program(More than four fifths of\ 
the spendincr included in this category represent efforts made by the 
federal gov~rnment to stabilize farm prices ~nd farm incoi:ue) Why 
should the federal government single out agriculture, as an mdustry, · 
for major subsidization from tax revenues? 

This brief survey of federal expenditures does not provide suffi. 
cient space to discuss the issues in great detail, but a few of the most 
important points may be made. ~irst of all, it is useful to recognize 
that agriculture, in the American economy, is an industry that has 
been declining in relative importance over the last half l'Cntury. 
Since the first decade of this century, fewer and fewer individuals 
have Leen employed in agriculture. In spite of this decline in the 
number of persons employed, agricultural output has continued to 
rise because of the revolutionary changes in production tc<'hniques. 
National income has also risen rapidly over the half century, with 
the exception of the Great Depression years of the early 19:H>'s. But 
the rise in national income has not caused a proportionate increase 
in the demands for agricultural products. The demand for agricul
tural output depends rather closely upon population increase, and 
this demand is relatively insensitive or inelastic with respect to in
come changes. Therefore, the supply of agricultural products ha, 
increased over the half century at a more rapid rate than demand ha, 
increased. 

If the industry had evolved in the normal manner, prices and 
farm incomes would have fallen rapidly over the period and would 
have continued to fall relatively to incomes elsewhere in the economy. 
This greater fall in farm prices and in farm incomes would have 
accelerated the shift of persons out of agricultural employments and 
into nonagricultural employments. 

This normal evolution has not been allowed to occur with full 
effectiveness, however, because of the government policy. Attempts 
have been made to shore up the agricultural industry by preventing 
the declines in prices and in farm incomes that the forces of de
mand and supply would dictate. To understand why the government 
has singled out this industry for support requires a brief discussion 
of the impact of the Great Depression. 

The depression was characterized by mass unemployment in 
industry. In agriculture, there was underemployment but not un· 
employment. Farmers continued to produce despite drastic price 
reductions. With some legitimacy, farm bloc supporters argued that 
if the federal government should come to the support of industry by 
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directly increasing employment the same sort of support should be 
granted to the agricultural sector in supporting farm prices an<l 
farm incomes. In other words, if the federal government was to sup
port industry by "buying up" the unemployed through the WPA, 
PWA, CCC, and so on, it should also support agriculture by "buying 
up" surplus farm production. Out of this sort of thinkino- the ao-ri-

b' b 

cultural policy of the New Deal was born. This policy involved two 
approaches to the problem. The first was an attempt to destroy exist
ing supply and to reduce future supplies, while the second was an 
attempt to institute government purchases in order to keep prices 
above market equilibrium levels. Only the second policy was found 
to be effective. 

The concept of parity price was introduced, "parity" being 
defined as some ratio that would provide farmers with "terms of 
trade" with the nonfarm sector of the economy comparable to that 
enjoyed in the 19 J0-14 period. This parity ratio was then used to 
determine the level at which the federal government would support 
agricultural prices. 

This support policy was extended into World War II, although 
no support for farm prices was required <luring that period. The 
policy error, at least in the minds of most observers, occurred in the 
post-World War II years when farmers were promised that the 
federal government would continue to support agricultural prices 
at parity or high percentages of parity. Production increased rapidly 
in the years following the war, and the modern problem of ever
mounting surpluses came into being. The federal government found 
itself committed to purchasing huge quantities of agricultural com
modities each year for no other reason than that Congress had de
termined that farm prices should be no lower than certain levels. 
"Parity" had, by this time, taken on a certain connotation of "fair
ness" or "justice" toward the agricultural sector. 

After ] 953, the Eisenhower administration had some success 
in reducing the level of price supports. Instead of supporting hasfr 
commodity prices at full or 90 per cent of parity, the support level,-, 
were lowered on several commodities. In spite of these efforts to 
move support levels closer to the equilibrium prices, surpluses con
tinued to mount because of the rapidly rising agricultural production. 
Instead of growing smaller, the annual federal outlay on agrieulturt' 
became progressively larger. 

The price support program has, of course, created the major 
problem of effective disposition of the surplus agricultural com-
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modities acquired by the Commodity Credit Corporation. Some of 
these surpluses have been given away in the form of relief, foreign 
aid, and similar programs. Some of the commodity surpluses have 
been sold at below-domestic-market prices to foreigners, "dumped" 
on foreign markets. As a result of the latter practice, United States 
international relations with certain countries have been noticeably en
dangered. For the most part, however, the government has continued 
to accumulate surpluses without effective disposition. Storage facili
ties are continually expanded to take care of the surpluses, and much 
of the material simply becomes unfit for consumption through physi
cal deterioration. 

Attempts were made in 1956 to introduce a new plan for a re• 
duction in the number of acres devoted to agricultural production. 
This was called the "soil bank" plan. Its efiects were identical with 
the earlier efforts to solve the "farm problem" in this way. Farmers 
produced greater amounts on fewer acres while collecting the federal 
subsidies for keeping acres out of production. 

The federal program of price supports illustrates wdl the al· 
tempt by public authorities to keep prices above equilibrium or 
market clearing levels. Surpluses must arise unless supply is effec• 
lively reduced. The desired long-run adjustment of the agricultural 
industry is slowed down; more resources are devoted to agricultural 
production than the needs of the economy dictate. 

But the long-run adjustment process has been taking place in 
spite of the federal programs. Farmers are becoming fewer and 
fewer in number, and this fact suggests that this major item of fed, 
era! spending stands perhaps a better chance of being substantially 
reduced than any other. The strength of the price support programs 
has been based upon the disproportionate political power of the 
farm bloc in the political decisions of the nation. As this bloc comes 
to represent a smaller number of people, this power will diminish 
somewhat and the effectiveness of groups desiring some reduction in 
federal spending for agriculture will increase. In the late 1950's. 
approximately two fifths of all farm income was provided through 
government programs. This proportion is so high that it cannot long 
continue. Although complete elimination of the particular subsidiza· 
lion of agriculture seems a long way off, some substantial reduction 
in the amount of the subsidy seems almost certain to take place over 
the ensuing decades regardless of the political climate. 
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NATURAL RESOURCES 

Relative to the other major functional categories in the admin
istrative budget, federal expenditure on natural resources is rather 
small. The total annual expenditure reached $1.7 billion in fiscal 
1959 and 1960. But in absolute terms, $1. 7 billion is a large total, 
and the controversy surrounding these expenditures suggests the 
decisive importance of the programs falling within this category. 

Two thirds of the expenditures falling within this category 
are devoted to the development of water resources. These take the 
form of expenditures for flood control, navigation, electric power 
generation, irrigation projects, over-all river valley development, 
and related activities. The remaining one third of natural resource 
expenditures involve such programs as the preservation of fish and 
wildlife resources, forest resources, mineral resources, and others. 

Federal spending programs falling within this classification 
receive a disproportionate amount of discussion for several reasons. 
The most important is that the benefits from such programs almost 
always are concentrated in particular geographic area&. Therefore, 
the pressure on individual representatives in the Congr~ss to secure 
appropriations of federal funds for local projects is immense./This 
('ategory of expenditures, along with those for veterans' services and 
for agriculture, is recognized to be extremely sensitive politically/ 

Expenditures on natural resource projects lend themselves more 
easily to economic analysis than other items of federal spending. 
l\umerous attempts have been made in recent years to apply more 
rigorous standards of efficiency to the decisions regarding the choice 
of projects. A substantial proportion of all expenditures made on 
natural resource projects is actually administered through the Army 
Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation of the Depart
ment of the Interior. Both of these agencies have, for many years. 
tried to introduce systematic methods of choosing among federally 
financed projects. It is here that the use of the cost-benefit ratio was 
developed, a technique discussed in Chapter 18. In choosing among 
irrigation projects, for example, attempts are made to estimate the 
total benefits to be expected from each project, and then these benefits 
are compared with the relative costs of the projects. Even if we may 
disregard the conceptual difficulties involved in the cost-benefit type 
o[ analysis ( difficulties that have already been discussed briefly in 
Chapter 18), major issues tend to be overlooked through this ap
proach. For example. the benefits from opening up an additional 
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California valley to irrigation may appear quite large relative to 
the cost of the undertaking. But should the benefits from the irriga
tion project include the market value of the agricultural produce 
when the federal price support program is of major importance in 
keeping agricultural prices relatively high? Here we find the govern
ment subsidizing the production of additional agricultural commod
ities on the one hand and buying up surplus production on the other. 
The inconsistency between these policies is apparent, but both have 
been continued, again due largely to the way in which budgetary 
decisions are actually made. 

A second major issue involved in the discu~sion of natural 
resource expenditures concerns the degree to which federal tax rev
enues, collected from all of the citizens of the nation, ,;hould be used 
to undertake projects whose benefits are geographically concentrated 
in certain specific areas of the country. Herc we encounter, in a real 
case, the asymmetry between the tax and the expenditure sides of the 
fiscal account to which we have referred several time;; before. Geo
graphically discriminatory federal taxation would be unconstitutional 
under existing interpretations of the law. But geographically dis
criminatory expenditure is not unconstitutional. This asymmetry pre
vents the federal government from imposing ,;pccial lienefit-type taxrs 
on the residents of the areas directly affected by federal spending pro
grams on natural resources. As a result, the programs that are under
taken with federal funds represent a net transfer of income from tlw 
taxpayers as a group to the particular residents of project area~. 
Through this process, the individuals living in the arid western 
states especially have been subsidized Ly the individuals living 
farther east. This net transfer has probably been redistributory in thr 
direction of greater, not less, inequality in incomes since the average 
income level of the western states is high. 

A return of these functions to the state units of government might 
seem to be the appropriate solution here, but this is prevented in 
many cases by the nature of the projects. River valley development 
normally involves several states in a region, and, for this reason, inde
pendent state action is not likely to be fully effective. In the absence 
of regional authorities, the federal government has stepped in to 
handle, and to finance, the genuinely interstate resource projects. 
Some solution might be found through the wider usage of interstate 
compact arrangements, Lut no effective start has been made toward 
this end. Continued federal financing of such projects may be pre· 
dieted, accompanied by strong pressure for expansion on the part of 
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benefited regions and by strong, but less concentrated, opposition on 
the part of federal taxpayers generally who will object to the net 
income transfers accomplished through the projects. 

COMMERCE AND HOUSING 

( The co111111erce a11<l ho11sing expenditure category is the most 
heterogeneous of the whole federal budget. Included are many federal 
programs, among which are the following: Civil Aeronautics Board, 
Federal Aviation Agency, Coast Guard, Panama Canal, postal sys
tem, Urban Renewal Administration, public housing programs, Fed
eral Housing Administration, Federal National Mortgage Adminis-

:::;, tration, Small Business Administration, disaster relief, and still 
l others) The outline discussion of this chapter permits more detailed 
4 examination of no more than a few of these programs. 

'--" ( Each of these expenditure programs represents a response to a 
J specific nee<l for collective action. Whether or not the federal govern
) ment is the appropriate unit to meet these collective needs seems 
~ questionable for many of the programs) For example, expenditures 
-' for urban renewal or slum clearance do not seem appropriately to 

fall within the scope of federal government purposes. To be sure, 
general bc11cfits do result from the removal of city slums. But the 
primary ]Jeneficiaries here are the residents of the urban communities 
themselves, and there seems no reason that local or state financing 
should not he the primary means of financing this public service. 

By contrast, federal financing of some system of regulating air 
traffic seems essential. Federal financing of airport construction seem-; 
less so. This introduces another issue that is frequently encountered 
in discussion of separate programs within this expenditure category. 
To what extent should public services be financed out of user charges'? 
The users of the nation's airways should perhaps be made to finance 
all of the charges properly attributable to air traffic control, airport 
construction, and so on. Similarly, the users of the nation's postal 
system should finance fully the costs of this system since there seems 
no reason why these individuals, as a group, should be particularly 
subsidized. The postal system is, of course, largely self-supporting. 
But full self-support would remove all expenditures for postal service 
from this over-all expenditure category in the federal budget. These 
are a few examples of the problems that might come up in any care
ful discussion of the various programs in the commerce and housing 
category of the federal budget. 
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GENERAL GOVERNMENT 
Only $1.9 billion out of a total federal administrative budget 

of $79.8 billion proposed for fiscal 1961 was budgeted for general 
government. The relatively small amount of this item is often empha
sized by those who wish to counter arguments about the increasing 
size of the governmental bureaucracy. This expenditure category 
includes all the expenses of actually operating the federal government 
through the regularly constituted executive, legislative, and judicial 
branches. The salaries of civil servants make up the most important 
object classification in this category, and more <letailed discussion 
of this category would involve further consideration of federal per• 
sonnel policies. 

INTEREST 
Interest on the federal debt amounts to more than $9.5 billion 

annually. This item is second only to major national security in the 
federal budget. The problems faced by the Treasury Department in 
managing the national debt and in meeting this annual interest charge 
are important, and they must lie considered. Part VI of this book is 
devoted to a discussion of the national debt, and, for this reason, no 
particular discussion of interest as a major federal expenditure will 
be undertaken her~ 

TRUST FUND EXPENDITURES 

Each of the major functional categories of expenditure in the 
administrative budget of the federal government has !Jeen discussed 
briefly. As indicated in Table 20-1, these expenditures totaled to 
$79.8 billion for the fiscal year 1961, as proposed. Actual federal 
spending exceeded this total by more than $] 6 billion. Total federal 
outpayments amounted to approximately $96 billion in fiscal 1961. 
The difference between the total of federal government outpayments 
to the public and the total expenditures included in the a<lministrative 
budget submitted to the Congress by the President is explained by 
the operation of federal trust funds. 

Trust fund expenditures were estimated to exceed $21 billion 
in fiscal 1961. The discrepancy between this figure and the $16 
lJillion difference between the administrative and the cash budget 
expenditure totals is explained largely by the approximately $4 bil
lion in intragovernmental transfers. Federal expenditures out of trust 
fund accounts have been increasing at an accelerating pace since 
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World War II. Over the decade of the 1950's, trust fund expenditures 
rose from $3.6 billion in 1951 to a proposed $22.5 billion in 1961. 

Trust fund expenditures are distinguished from regularly budg
eted federal expenditures because of the fact that special revenues 
are designated or earmarked for particular expenditures. These rev
enues flow into special trust fund accounts that are set up, and the 
expenditures are made directly from these accounts, not from the 
general revenue account of the federal government. In one sense, each 
trust fund account is a little budget in itself. 

Social Security Expenditures 

The major reason for the rapid increase in trust fund expendi
tures in recent years has been the growing size of payments made 
under the Old Age and Survivors Insurance Act, or social security. 
Expenditures for social security payments make up slightly more than 
half of the .)322.5 billion total. Social security payments are financed 
by taxes levied on both the employee and the employed These em
ployment taxes will be analyzed more fully in Chapter 25. From the 
origin of the federal system of social security, there has been a con
tinuing debate concerning the merits of organizing the system on an 
actuarially sound financial basis. If the system is to be actuarially 
sound, individuals and employers must he required to contribute 
over the individual's working lifetime an amount suflicient, when 
interest is accumulated, to finance fully the payments to be made 
to the individual over his retirement years. The idea of an actuarially 
sound system is, of course, the rationale for setting this system up 
in a special trust fund account all its own. As opposed to this sys
tem, there have been proposals to administer the whole system out 
of the general revenues of the federal government. As it has worked 
out, the system in operation is supposed to be aduarially sound. 
But benefits have been increased more rapidly than would have 
l1een dictated by fully rational accounting, or. conversely. rates have 
not been increased sufficiently to keep up with increased benefits. Al
though the employment taxes have thus far brought in sufficient 
revenues to finance the major part of social security outpayments, 
the financial integrity of the trust fund stands in danger of being lost 
unless rates are increased rather rapidly over ensuing years. As 
more and more individuals who are eligible for social security 
reach retirement age, the demands for payments will increase rapidly 
in the 1960's. Without sizable increases in rates. the trust fund will 
be unable to meet these expenditure needs. In such a case, it will be 
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necessary to utilize general revenues of the federal government to 
"bail out" the trust fund. The danger of this taking place is increased 
by the pressure to expand benefits from social security due to the 
continued inflation that has taken place. 

The experience of the Old Age and Survivors Insurance Trust 
Fund illustrates the difficulties that arise in any attempt to set up spe• 
cial accounts apart from the federal budget. So long as both contribu
tion rates and benefit rates are subject to determination by the 
ordinary decision-making processes, the trust fund account cannot 
really be made actuarially sound. The temptation placed on political 
decision makers to expand benefits and to keep contributions from 
increasing has proven too strong to resist. 

Highway Trust Fund Expenditures 

The second most important trust fund atTount ,ms Pstahlished 
in 1956. At that time. certain rewnues from federal exci,;e taxes on 
gasoline and tires and other highway user taxes were earmarked for 
this trust fund, and expenditures from this fund were authorized in 
order to finance the federal 90 per cent share of con~truction of tlw 
Interstate Highway Network along with other continuing program, 
of federal aid to highways. Expenditures from this account will 
gradually rise throughout most of the decade of the ] 960's. In fisca I 
1960, these expenditures amounted to an approximated $3 l,illion. 

The whole problem of financing highways will be discussed 
more carefully in Chapter 38. No further discussion here is needed 
except to indicate that the relatively brief experience with the high
way trust fund also illustrates the difficulties discussed with relation 
to the social security fund. In 1958, as a response to the recession. 
Congress authorized an accelerated expansion in expenditure on the 
Interstate Network, expenditures that were in excess of current trust 
fund receipts. The pay-as-you-go principle of financing. which was 
the basis of the separate highway trust fund, was temporarily aban
doned. As a consequence, revenues for federal expenditures on the 
Interstate Network were endangered in 1959. This made it necessary 
for President Eisenhower to recommend an increase in federal gaso
line taxes in the 1960 budget document. Congress responded by in
creasing the rate by one cent per gallon. 

There are many other trust fund accounts, and these will not 
be discussed in detail here. These accounts include: Railroad Retire
ment, Disability Insurance, FPderal Employee Retirement, Unem-
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ployment Trust Fund, Veterans Insurance, and the Federal National 
Mortgage Association. Each of these funds is characterized by an 
earmarked ;;ource of revenue separate from general tax revenues. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Even a brief survey of the nondefense expenditures undertaken 
liy the federa I government provides some appreciation of the varied 
projects financed in some way through federal funds. An interesting 
challenge to the student would be to attempt to classify all public 
services that the federal government finances into the three categories 
discussed in Chapter 3. Recall that these three categories were: 
collective goods, quasi-collective goods, and private goods publicly 
provided. It is clear that some of the goods or services provided by 
the federal government fall under each of these three classifications. 
For example, the expenditures for foreign aid must be classified as 
aimed at providing genuinely collective benefits to the nation. Federal 
expenditures to provide quasi-collective services involve such pro
grams as public housing, aid to hospitals, and irrigation projects. 
Postal services, highways, and goods of this nature are primarily 
private but publicly provided. Then, in addition to this classification 
for the so-called "productive" expenditures of the federal govern
ment, we must add those expenditures that take the form of transfer 
payments from one group of citizens to another. Such items as vet
erans' benefits and public assistance payments may he classified 
under this heading. 

Strong and eflective arguments can be made for a continuation 
and even an expansion of federal expenditure on each of the programs 
discussed in this chapter. But, at least for most of them, strong and 
effective counterarguments can he made that the programs should 
be reduced in scope or eliminated. The costs of publicly provided 
services can only he measured in terms of alternatives sacrificed. 
For each dollar expenditure on a specific federal program, one less 
dollar's worth of resources is available for production of either some 
other public service or some private good or service. In assessing the 
whole federal expenditure program, the observer must try, as best 
he can to wei (Yh costs a era inst benefits. For some subsectors of the ' ~ ~ 

budget, analytical and scientific aids may be applied quite effectively 
in assisting the decision maker toward more rational choices. For 
other parts, the resort to the scientific approach will he of little or 
no assistance. And the observer must remain aware at all times of the 
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inherent interdependence of the whole expenditure pattern. The fed, 
eral expenditure budget, even when defense spending is left out 
of account, includes too much for the single decision maker or ob
server to comprehend effectively. The actual decision process on 
federal expenditures must be fragmented and decentralized. But 
overly close attention to the making of sectoral decisions can lead to 
error in thinking that the separate parts of the budget are independent 
of one another. 

As it becomes more and more apparent that the federal govern
ment is likely to continue to retain the disposition of aliout one fifth of 
all resources in the nation, increasing attention is being, and will be, 
paid to problems of securing greater efficiency in the utilization of 
these resources. Progress in federal expenditure and budget planning 
seems certain to occur. More and more parts of the federal budget 
will be subjected to rigorous, analytical scrutiny, and gross ineffi
ciencies will proliaLly be eliminated. On the other hand, as the fed
eral government becomes more and more important, individuals will 
come to think of the federal expenditure capaliilities as being un
limited. It is always difT1cult to secure proper comparison of benefits 
and costs in the operation of a fiscal system. The further removed this 
system is from the life of the individual citizen and the larger the 
"fisc," the more difficult becomes this proper marginal balancing of 
benefits against costs. 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
As supplementary reading for this chapter, the student is advised to 

secure the latest budget document of the United States Government and to 
spend an hour or so getting some close-hand "feel" for the vast federal fiscal 
operation. 



Part 

V 

FEDERAL 

TAXATION 

This part of the hook covers material that has tradi
tionally received major emphasis in standard intro
ductory textbooks. The first the chapters discuss the 
primary federal revenue sources, both in terms of 
general principles of taxation and in terms of the 
particular applications in the United States fiscal 
system. No attempt is made to examine in detail the 
characteristic features of each federal tax. 

The concluding chapter in Part V examines 
inflation as a tax. Sober assessment of current polit
ical attitudes suggests that a portion of federal gov
ernment activity may he financed, not by taxation as 
such, but hy inflation of the currency. In a period 
in which currency inflation leads to an increase in 
the price le"·el, this process can best he considered 
as one form of taxation, and it should be analyzed 
as such. Only in this way can this method of financ
ing public services be compared properly with other 
methods. 





Chapter 

21 

PERSONAL 

INCOME TAXATION: 

CONCEPTUAL PROBLEMS 

Before desrril,ing the personal income tax as it exists 
in the United States. it will be useful to discuss some of the prob
lems and prinriples of personal income taxation considered more 
generally. This introductory discussion will provide a fra~e of refer
ence for the descriptive discussion that follows, and some of the 
currently controversial issues in personal income taxation can be ap
preciatf'd only in hroader context. 

THE DEFINITION OF INCOME 

\\'hat is meant by the term "personal income tax"? At the ele
mentary level of disrussion, the term suggests a coercive levy by 
government on the individual or person with income as the criterion 
for determining tax liability. The individual is the subject of the tax, 
and income is the base. But serious problems arise if any attempt is 
made to define terms more precisely. What is "income"? The appro
priate definition of income for tax purposes has continued to be one 
of the most perplexing problems in fiscal theory. 

There are two ways of defining income for determining tax 
liability. The first conception may be called a flow conception of 
income, and the second may he called an accrual conception. In the 
flow conception, income is defined as a flow of real goods and services 
to the individual or designated unit during a specified period of calen
dar time. Since heterogeneous goods and services cannot be added 
together except in terms of money values or prices, real income must 
be measured in money units. This conception of income is the stand
ard one employed in economic theory and in accounting, and it must 
be used in determining the capital values of real assets and claims. 
The incorporation of this conception of income in taxation represents 
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a straicrhtforward extension of the more general meaning of income 
0 

in nontax uses. 
In the second approach, income is defined as the maximum 

amount of real goods and services that may be consumed over a 
period of calendar time without reducing the value of real capital. 
The distinction between this and the first definition is that, whereas 
the first measures income in terms of a flow of real services to the 
economic unit, the second measures income as the addition to the size 
of the wealth of stock of assets, which may or may not be converted 
into a flow. For many applications, the two definitions reduce to one 
and the same. For example, in a closed national economy, the net 
flow of goods and services received hy all individuals in the economy 
must be equal to the total amount of consumption that could possibly 
be achieved without "eating up., real capital. The two definitions 
produce quite different results, however, when applied to the prob
lems of determining personal tax liability undPr the income tax. The 
fundamental differences hetween the two lie in the treatment of the 
increased value of capital assets owned l,y individuals. in the treat
ment of income saved, and in the treatment of gifts and bequests. 

Although these specific differences in treatment may l,e dis
cussed latet, we may illustrate here by reference to the treatment 
of capital gains. Are capital gains legitimately to be counted as 
personal income? Under the flow conception, increases in the capital 
values of real assets or claims are not included in personal incomes. 
This may be illustrated by a simple arithmetical example. Suppose 
initially that an individual owns a real asset that yields an annual 
income of $100 over and above full allowance for depreciation and 
maintenance. If the market rate of interest is 5 per cent, this asset 
will have a present value of approximately $2,000. Now suppose 
further that something changes to cause the owner to expect that 
instead of $100, the asset will begin to yield $150 per year. The 
capital value should immediately rise to $3,000. The owner will have 
enjoyed an unrealized capital gain of $1,000. Is this gain to be 
counted as personal income at the time that the expected future in
come increment is capitalized into a higher present value'? Under the 
first or flow conception of income, no additional income has been 
received by the owner of the asset since the increased flow of real 
goods and services will only begin to take place in future periods. 
Under the contrasting accrual conception, the individual has received 
an addition of $1,000 to his income because he may, if he desires, 
now sell one third of the asset for $1,000, convert this into real goods 
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and services to be consumed currently, and still retain an asset with 
a capital value of $2,000, the same as he had before. The capital 
gain, even though it is unrealized, constitutes income under this con
ception, and it should be included in the tax base. 

At this point, we shall not discuss further the relative merits 
of these two income conceptions. As we shall see in Chapter 22, the 
income tax, as actually administered in the United States, is not fully 
consistent with either conception. But the issue concerning the appro
priate treatment of capital gains remains a highly controversial one, 
and this issue, along with others, will be explored more thoroughly 
in Chapter 23. 

BASIC PROBLEMS OF MEASUREMENT 
Once an acceptahle definition of income is agreed upon, more 

specific measurement problems begin to arise. How can personal in
come best be computed'? If all income were received in the form of 
wages, salaries, dividends, royalties, or similar income shares there 
would be little conceptual difficulty in measurement. But all income 
is not received in this way. Income may be received outside the 
ordinary monetary mechanism; instead of money income, which may 
readily be measured, the individual may receive income in kind. 
Income in kind is defined as the total of real goods and services 
received in some manner other than ordinary monetary units. Real 
goods and services directly received constitute income in kind. The 
most familiar example is provided by the farmer who grows his own 
vegetables. Since the consumption of these vegetables allows the 
farmer to reduce his spending on vegetables in the market, the value 
of the home-produced vegetables is clearly real income. But how 
can the total value of this income in kind be estimated properly? 

The farmer's home-grown vegetables are the easiest of all sorts 
of income in kind to measure however. What about the income pro
duced by the services of hou~ewives'? There is no doubt but that these 
household services produce real income; the household would have 
to purchase some such services through the market place with money 
unless they were performed by the housewife at home. But how can 
any criteria for tax liability be adjusted so as to include some estimate 
of these elements of income? On the other hand, unless some such 
estimates are included in the calculation of the tax Lase, can real 
income be said to Le the true base of taxation? Similar difficulties 
arise when we consider the real income produced Ly householders 
in performing all sorts of do-it-yourself activities. 
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The durable goods possessed by the individual family also yield 
real income in any given period of time. Should this income be 
included in the tax base? The estimated rental value of an owner
occupied dwelling house is subjected to the income tax in some 
countries, but not in the United States. But the exclusion tends to 
place a premium on homeownership relative to the rental of housing 
accommodations. Similarly, real income is surely yielded to the 
individual through the ownership of an automobile, a high-fidelity 
phonograph, and all of the other so-called "consumer durables." The 
estimation of the real income yielded by these items wou Id he 
extremely difficult in practice, but unless such income is included 
in some way, relatively too many resources tend to lie devoted to the 
production of these goods. 

Even more complexing problems arise when a portion of the 
individual's compensation from his employer is received directly as 
income in kind. It is almost impossible to separate that part of such 
compensation that is real income to the individual and that part that 
is representative of necessary outlay to the employer. The most char
acteristic modern form of this is expense account compensation. The 
businessman who travels for his firm does so on an expense account. 
He is not obligated to pay personal income tax on this part of his total 
compensation, because, presumably, the expenses he undergoes con
stitute genuine costs of carrying out the duties of his position. But 
it is clear that some part of many business expenses is real income 
in an ordinary sense. The failure to include this part of real income 
in the tax base leads to the continuing increase in the u~e of this 
device as a means of escaping tax liability. 

Perhaps the most difficult of all measurement problems lies in 
the impossibility of measuring real income in any "opportunity cost'' 
sense which, conceptually at least, should be the basis for computing 
tax liability. This point can best be illustrated by an example. A par
ticular individual may desire to live in Florida rather than in New 
England, and in order to satisfy his desire he will accept a lower 
salary in Florida than he would in New England. Let us say that lw 
will accept a Florida salary of $5,000 per year and a New England 
salary of $6,000. Presumably, in this example, the individual we 
are considering is no better off in New England at the $6,000 salary 
than he is in Florida at the $5,000 salary. Therefore, the $1,000 
nonpecuniary differential should be counted as real income to the 
Florida resident. Otherwise, taxation based on money income alone 
will tend unduly to favor those occupations and those communities 
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possessing net nonpecuniary advantages. Quite clearly this is a meas
urement difficulty that can never be surmounted satisfactorily in the 
actual organization of a personal income tax law. But the example 
does illustrate well the immense gap between the ideal conception 
of the personal income tax and its actual working out in practice. 

NONINCOME BASES FOR 
TAX DISCRIMINATION 

The personal income tax, as normally administered, is not 
l,ased solely on income, even if definitional and measurement prob
lems could he effectively solved. Some important criteria other than 
income always exist for the determination of tax liability. Each 
individual receiving the same income will not be subjected to an 
equal amount of tax; several nonincome differences among individ
uals arc held to be relevant in determining the tax load. To subject 
a 11 individuals receiving identical incomes to the same tax burden 
would he held to violate the principle of "equity" or "equal treat
ment for equals" that we have previously discussed. 

One of the most significant of these nonincome differences is 
family ;:;ize. Normally. there will he only one income receiver per 
family unit. The size of the tax liability placed on the head of the 
family will he inversely related to the number of dependents which 
he must support. Some specific allowance for dependents will, there
fore, be found in all fiscal systems using the personal income tax as 
a revenue source. In many cases, dependents need not be members 
of the immediate family. One interesting, although limited, means 
of looking at the allowances for dependents is the following: If chil
dren are considered to be similar to consumption goods for the 
family, the introduction of dependents' allowances in the tax struc
ture represents a subsidization of this form of personal income. 
Individuals are provided with a special incentive to take their per
sonal income in the form of more children rather than in other forms. 

Another <'haracteristic that is sometimes introduced to distin
guish among individuals for tax purposes is age. In the United States, 
persons over sixty-five years of age are given double personal exemp
tions. Similar treatment is given to persons who are blind. 

A more widely employed distinction among persons, although 
it is not incorporated in the United States tax structure, is that be
tween income earned from work and income earned from the owner
ship of assets. This amounts to discriminating among individuals in 
accordance \vith the source as well as with the size of their incomes. 
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This is one feature of the income tax in Great Britain. Income re
ceived from wages or salaries, so-called "earned income," is given 
more favorable treatment than is income received as a return on 
capital assets, such as dividends, interest, and rentals. This distinc
tion is justified in the following way. The owner of a capital asset is 
allowed to deduct full allowance for depreciation and maintenance of 
the asset before computing the net or taxahle income. Human heings 
are, economically speaking, capital assets; in order to maintain and to 
replace the individual human being, some expenditure for consump• 
tion goods and services is essential, just as is the allowance for 
depreciation and maintenance for the nonhuman capital asset. How
ever, it would be impossible for any actual tax system to distinguish 
between that portion of consumption that is necessary to account for 
the depreciation of the human being and that portion which represents 
real income more genuinely measured. Some com1nomise with the 
ideal must be accepted here. One such compromise is that of allowing 
some differentially favorable treatment to those persons earning 
income from work. The degree of differentiation must remain, in any 
case, somewhat arbitrary. 

This argument is perhaps convincing, providing that the income 
from assets is not subjected to additional taxation somewhere in the 
system. If, however, dividends, for example, shou Id be subjected to 
a supplementary income tax as it is received hy the corporation, there 
seems to he no reason for differential treatment against this sort of 
income at the personal level. This fact apparently has served to pre
vent any particular discrimination in favor of earned income to be 
introduced into the American tax structure. 

DISCRIMINATION BY INCOME SIZE: 
PROGRESSIVE TAXATION 

One of the characteristic features of the modern personal income 
tax is its discrimination among individual taxpayers in acc:ordance 
with the size of income received. In other words, the simple use of 
income as a tax base would suggest a common rate of tax independent 
of income size. But modern tax systems almost invariably include 
tax rates that vary directly with income size. That is to say, modern 
income tax systems are normally progressive, rather than proportional 
or regressive. It is necessary to define these descriptive terms care
fully at this point. 

The proportional tax or tax structure is the easiest to define. A 
proportional tax is one for which the rate does not vary as the tax 
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base varies. In terms of an income tax, proportionality would suggest 
that the individual is subjected to the same rate of tax on his adjusted 
income, as measured, whatever the size of this income happens to be. 
For example, if the rate were 10 per cent, an individual with an 
income of $1,000 would be obligated to pay $100, while the individ
ual with an income of $10,000 would be obliged to pay a total tax 
of $1,000. Strictly speaking, proportionality as a characteristic re
lates the tax rate to the specific tax base. But some confusion is present 
when the attempt is made to relate the effective rates of one tax 
to some assumed ideal base. For example, most excise or sales taxes 
are proportional, strictly speaking. If the sales tax is 2 per cent of 
sales, this is a proportional tax since this rate does not vary. But it is 
sometimes said that the sales tax is regressive rather than propor
tional. This means that. if income rather than sales is used as a base, 
the effective rate of tax on income may be regressive. Care must be 
taken to use these terms clearly and precisely. 

A progressive tax is defined as one in which the rate increases 
as the tax base increases. A progressive income tax imposes a higher 
rate of tax on individuals with the higher incomes than on individuals 
with the lower incomes. For example, if the individual with a meas
ured adjusted income of $1,000 is subjected to a 10 per cent tax rate, 
the individual with an income of $10,000 might be subjected to a 20 
per cent rate, while the individual with $100,000 might be subjected 
to a 50 per cent rate. Another way of defining progression in a tax 
rate structure is to say that the average rate of tax on income is lower 
than the marginal rate of tax. The average rate is calculated by 
dividing the total tax hill by the total income. The marginal rate is 
calculated by dividing the added tax on the last increment of income 
by the total size of the last increment of income. Marginal rates of 
tax reach almost prohibitively high limits in the modern income tax 
structures of Western democracies. 

A regressive tax is defined as one in which the tax rate decreases 
as the tax base increases; the rate of tax and the base are inversely 
related. Regression is not characteristic of the modern income tax, 
and in the strict sense, few regressive taxes are to be found. Some 
forms of tax that are nominally proportional in rates may, however, 
he classified as regressive if these taxes are related to income as the 
base. As suggested previously, it is in this way that many excise or 
sales taxes are held to be regressive. 

Almost without exception, modern income taxation excludes the 
lowest-level incomes from tax liability. Some exemption is included; 
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if income falls below this minimum, no tax liability is imposed on the 
income recipient. This feature of modern income taxation is explained 
on both administrative and ethical grounds. It would be very difficult 
to administer an income tax that subjected all incomes to tax. And, 
ethically, the taxation of the lowest incomes has been ruled out on the 
aro-ument that a certain existence minimum is necessary for human 

0 

survival. The combination of an existence minimum and a propor-
tional rate structure above this minimum will result in an over-all 
tax that has some degree of progressivity. Such a tax is not usually 
classified as progessive; however, some writers have defined this 
as a degressive tax. 

As suggested, almost all modern systems include an existen<'e 
minimum that is wholly exempted from tax, and they include a strul'• 
lure of progressive rates above this minimum. Income taxes, as they 
actually exist, are highly progressive. As we shall sec- later. the fad 
that different levels of income are subjected to differing rates of lax 
creates many of the problems in inrnme tax administration. 

THE BASES FOR PROGRESSIVE TAXATION 
It is important to understand the principle upon which modNn 

income tax progression is based. One of the traditional principles for 
the distribution of total tax liability among individuals has been that 
of taxing in accordance with ability to pay. This principle was dis
cussed briefly in Chapter 15. This principle or criterion has l,een 
widely accepted by the public and by policy makers in the United 
States and other Western democracies. One of the attractive features 
of this principle, from a political point of view, is its very ambiguity. 
It is almost impossible to define ability to pay in any meaningful 
and objective fashion. A few characteristic features of the tax struc
ture do, however, seem to correspond to popular ideas about ability 
to pay. The first of these is the obvious one that the tax liability of 
any individual should vary directly with his income, that is to say. 
income is one suitable measure of taxpaying ability. But a propor
tional or even a regressive tax structure would also meet this first 
test. But ability to pay, as ordinarily understood, requires something 
more than this. The ability of an individual to pay taxes supposedly 
increases more than in proportion to his increase in income. There
fore, tax progression has come to Le considered by a majority of the 
people as a desirable part of a fiscal system. This progression is ex
plained or justified as being required by the application of the ability
to-pay principle. 
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Until the last generation, isolated attempts were variously made 
to give meaning to the conception of ability to pay by connecting the 
tax rate structure with individual enjoyment of income. The utili
tarian approach involved the assumption that the utility of income 
could he measured and compared among persons. Since the marginal 
utility of income presumably declines as more income is received, the 
principle of minimizing the sacrifice of utility for all persons taken 
together was held to require progressive tax rates. During recent 
years, this approach has been all hut wholly abandoned. It is now 
widely accepted that utility cannot be measured, and that, even if it 
could, the utility of income to one individual could hardly be com
pared with the utility of income to a different individual. 

Few ;;tudents of the taxation problem, and almost no public 
~upporters of progressive income taxation, have stated openly that 
the real aim of the progression in the rate structure is to insure that 
some desired redistribution of income among individuals is achieved 
as a corollary purpose of the fiscal process. As suggested earlier in 
Chapter 11, redistribution of income among persons is not often ex
plicitly adopted as a deliberate goal for fiscal organization; the redis
tribution achieved is accomplished indirectly rather than directly. But 
the progressive income tax is the primary means of achieving redis
tribution in the modern fiscal system. The degree of progression in 
rates should be determined largely by the desires of the people to 
accomplish some deliberate redistribution. This provides a more 
meaningful approach than a continued reliance on the rather un
satisfactory ability-to-pay principle. 

CONCLUSION 

Before discussing the actual institutions of the personal income 
tax, it is useful to consider some of the conceptual problems involved 
in income taxation. The first of these is the appropriate definition of 
income itself for Lax purposes. There are two basic conreptions or 
definitions of income, and these may differ quite sharply when ap
plied to the determination of individual income for computing the 
appropriate Lax Lase. The flow conception does not include as income 
accretions to capital values, whereas the accrual conception does 
count such accretions as income. A second group of major problems 
arises when the attempt is made to measure income. Money incomes 
are relatively easy to measure, hut real income received in a non
monetary way presents difficult problems. 
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Personal income taxes are rarely levied on the basis of income 
alone. Nonincome considerations introduce several other bases for 
discriminating among individuals. One of the most important of these 
is discrimination based on the size of income itself. Modern tax struc
tures involve progressive rate structures, as distinct from proportional 
or regressive rate structures. 

The progression in modern tax systems is based on the accept
ance by the public of the principle of ability to pay. This principle 
has little meaning. Actually, the degree of income tax progression 
must be decided on the basis of the desire of the social group to 
redistribute incomes among individuals in the society. 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING 

The student interested in a more advanced discussion of the problems 
raised in this chapter is advised to read Henry Simons' "classic·• on i1H·o111,· 
taxation, Personal Income Taxation (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1937). 



Chapter 

22 

PERSONAL 

INCOME TAXATION 

IN THE UNITED STATES 

The personal income tax is the most important source 
of revenue for the federal government. In the 1961 fiscal year, this 
tax will produce an estimated $43.7 billion, or approximately 52 
per cent of total federal tax revenues. 

This tax has come into prominence as a major federal revenue 
source during the last half century. Only after the adoption of the 
Sixteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution in 1913 did 
this tax as,-ume full legal status. An income tax was imposed and 
legally upheld during the Civil War, hut a later 1894 tax was de
clared unconstitutional on the grounds that discrimination among 
persons in accordance with income violated the constitutional require
ment that all direct taxes be uniformly distributed among the states 
in proportion to population. The Sixteenth Amendment specifically 
gives Congress the power to levy laxes on incomes without regard 
to the distribution of the population among the separate states. Since 
1913 the personal income tax has undergone many changes in details 
of coverage and in administrative characteristics. Some of these will 
be discussed at the appropriate points, but, broadly speaking, the 
basic features of the tax have remained substantially unchanged over 
the half century of development. 

There is little likelihood that this major revenue source will 
diminish in relative importance in future years. As the public sector 
of the economy grows, prohlems encountered in increasing income lax 
rates will become more acute, and some shift toward alternative fed
eral revenue sources may take place. But if the economy also grows. 
the public sector may be expanded without tax rates being increased 
significantly. In any case, the personal income tax seems certain to 
remain as the most significant federal revenue source for many years. 
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DEFINITION OF THE TAX BASE 
The word "personal" suggests that the tax is levied on persons 

or individuals. Currently ( 1960), each individual or family unit 
that receives an income of $600 or more during a calendar year must 
file a tax return. 1 This provision means that a very large percentage 
of American adults are included in the coverage of the tax. The tax 
is the most universal of all those in the fiscal ,y,-tcm. 111 19.11. almost 
60 million individual income tax returns were filed \l"ith the Bureau 

of Internal Revenue. 
The base of the tax is the income received liy the indivi<lual or 

family unit. But, as Chapter 21 discu,-sed, many i><><tles of definition 
may be raised. Almost any personal income tax S)Acm mu,-t inclu<le 
some quite arbitrary definition of income. The United State,; tax ,sys
tem is no exception to the rule. However, little difliculty arises in 
defining the major sources of income to lie includC'd in the tax liase. 
All money wages, salaries, l1011uses, commissions, interest, di,i<lend,. 
rents, royalties, and other like payments are taxalile as personal in
come. Rather few items of income are specifically f'xempted from 
the tax. These include such things as interest on state an<l local govern
ment securities, social security l1e11efits, veterans' benefits, an<l similar 
payments which, quantitatively, do not add up to a large fraction of 
total income received. 

The important definitional and measurement problems arise in 
connection with those receipts that do not constitute ordinary income 
but which yet retain certain characteristics of personal income. One 
of the most important of these is the receipt of income in kin<l from 
the employer. If the individual receives income in kin<l as a part of 
his wage or salary, this is taxable just as money income receipts. 
But if the income in kind is received as a part of the employment 
itself, it is not taxable. The importance of this distinction has only 
recently become evident. It is, of course, extremely difficult to separate 
those items of income in kind that constitute genuine payments of 
income to the employee from those that are in connection with the 
employment itself. If, for example, a salesman is provided with a 
suite of rooms in a New York hotel during the time he is calling on 
city clients, the value of this suite is not taxable as income to the 
employee. But his real income, considered in any meaningful way, 
may be substantially increased by the opportunity to enjoy the bene
fits of the suite during his New York trip. Or the exf'cutive may take 

1 Except for persons 65 years of age and over, in which case the appropriate figure 
is $1,200. 
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a winter trip to Florida to see Miami business associates. Should or 
should not the expenses of the Florida trip be included as a part of 
his taxable income? It is clear from these simple examples, which 
could be multiplied, that many decisions of impo1tance must be made 
by the tax administrators. If rules arc to be laid down in advance, 
these rules themselves must be quite arbitrary. The complexity of 
such prohlPms increases, of course, with the increasing structure of 
income tax rates. 

A problem of a slightly different sort arises in the treatment of 
capital gain,;. As suggested in the preceding chapter, rigid adherence 
to the flow concept of income would exempt capital gains from in
come taxation, whereas full acceptance of the accretion conception 
would take full account of hoth capital gains and capital losses in 
measuring individual income for tax purposes. The tax, as admin
istered in the United States. is not fully consistent with either defini
tion of income. Capital gains, to the extent that they are realized 
during the lifetime of the individual, are taxalile, but they are granted 
differentially favored treatment. Gains from the sale of assets held 
less than six months are defined as "short-term gains" and are fully 
taxable as income to th<' individual. Gain;, from the sale of assets 
held more than six months are defined as "long-term gains." Only 
half of long-term gains are included in the base as taxable income. 
If the taxpayer is in a relatively high income bracket, the treatment 
of capital gains hecomes even more favorable since a ceiling of 25 
per cent is placed on the amount of the capital gains that shall be 
paid in tax. Special provisions apply to gains from the sale of owner
occupied homes. If the individual uses the proceeds of the sale toward 
the purchase of another home, there is no (current) tax liability. 

There is not a fully symmetrical treatment of capital losses. 
Capital losses, short or long term, are deductible from the tax base 
only to the extent that they offset capital gains plus $1,000. If a cap
ital loss is not fully offset in this way, there is a possibility of carry
ing losses over to subsequent years and offsetting them against capital 
gains and the $1,000 limit in any of the succeeding five years. 

EXEMPTIONS AND DEDUCTIONS 
Adjusted gross income, computed after the fort'going measure

ment procedures arc carried out, is not the actual base for determin
ing the tax liability of an individual. To arrive at taxable income 
from adjusted gross income, personal exemptions and deductions 

must he taken into account. 
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At the present time ( 1960), each person is allowed a personal 
exemption of $600 for himself and for each of his allowable depend
ents. A dependent defined for tax purposes is anyone who receives 
less than $600 in independent income and who receives more than 
half of his financial support from the taxpayer. For children under 
19 years of age and for children who are students, the requirement 
that they must earn less than $600 independently is waived. Thus, 
for example, a college student can earn $1.000 on his own and still 
be counted as a dependent hy his father ,-;o long as his father pays 
more than half of his total financial support. As l'ontrasted with the 
practice before World War IL no difTerential in the per,-onal exemp
tion between adults and children is present. The taxpayer with two 
adult dependents will rel'eive the same $1,200 pcr,-;onal exemption 
that the individual taxpayer with two infants rel'eive,-;. 

A more important adjustment, in a quantitatiw sense, is that 
made for allowable deductions. Allowable deductions are of two 
kinds. The taxpayer may take what is called the '"optional standard 
deduction" or he may choose to itemize his deductions. For persons 
earning less than $5,000 per year. the tax computation normally 
allows for an automatic standard deduction. For taxpayers earning 
more than this amount, they must d1oose between the two ways in 
which they are allowed to report their taxable income. The optional 
standard deduction amounts to 10 per cent of adjusted gross income 
or to $1,000 as a maximum. In other words, the n1aximum deduction 
allowed is $1,000. For example, a taxpayer with a gross income of 
$8,000 may take a maximum of $800 optional standard deduction 
whereas a taxpayer with an income of $15,000 may take a maximum 
of only $1,000. The optional standard deduction is allowed without 
any computation on the part of the taxpayer. He need not account for 
any part of the deduction. 

On the other hand, if he l'hooses to itemize his deductions, he 
must carefully estimate and compute the various allowable items. It 
is in the items which should or should not he allowed as deductions 
that much of the controversy and discussion about the personal in
come tax law is to lie found. It will perhaps he worthwhile to discu~s 
each category of allowable deductions separately. 

Contributions 

The taxpayer is allowed to deduct from hi~ gross income con
trilmtions that he makes to various religious, charitable, educational, 
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scientific, or literary organizations before arriving at his taxable in
come. The allowance for contributions can amount to as much as 30 
per cent of gross income in certain cases, and to 20 per cent in all 
cases. To qualify for this deduction, the contributions must be made 
to nonprofit institutions that meet certain rather loosely drawn re
quirements. Restrictions are placed on institutions presumably serv
ing a propaganda rather than an educational function, and contribu
tions to political parties are not deductible. 

There is little basis, in principle, for the allowance of deduc
tions for l'Ontriliutions. The existence of this allowance can best be 
considered as a means through which the social group subsidizes 
the financing of the institutions to which contributions are allowed 
as deductions. It is clear that religious and educational institutions 
are more adequately financed because of this allowable deduction. 
If, for example. no allowance were permitted, the individual contribu
tor to his church would lie forced to l'Ompare the full cost of his 
contribution against the benefits that he presumably receives. With 
the allowable deduction, he must compare only the marginal income 
retainf'd after taxation with his lienefits. The remainder of the cost 
is shifted to the whole set of federal taxpayers. 

Interest 

The taxpayer is allowed to deduct from his gross income all in
terest that he pays on personal debts. For example, if the individual 
owns a home that is mortgaged, he may deduct that part of his pay
ments which represents interest. In fact, the data available indicate 
that the deduction of mortgage interest is the most important single 
use of this deduction. But interest payments on funds borrowed for 
almost any purpose are also deductilile from gross income before 

arriving at taxal,le income. 

The interest deduction may lie used to illustrate in a more prac
tical manner the issues of definition and measurement raised in 
Chapter 21. We may introduce a simple example. Suppose that an 
individual liorrows $1,000 al an interest rate of 5 per cent. His in
terest payments will amount. therefore. to $50 per year. He may do 
any one of several things with this borrowed capital. First, let us say 
that he may invest it and earn a 5 per cent return, or $50 per year. 
If he earns just as much as it costs him to finance the interest charge,;, 
it is evident that his net worth is not modified. Therefore, if the ac
cretion or a ecru a 1 definition of income is adopted, he should not lie 
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subjected to a tax liability. Hence, he should be allowed to deduct 
the interest charges from the income receipts of $50 in computing 
his tax liability. But now let us suppose that the same individual 
spends the $1,000 in purchasing a hi•fi set. Presumably, at the time 
of the combined borrowing-purchase operation, he must consider that 
the hi-fi set will yield a return in real income at least equal to the 
5 per cent interest charge. In terms of tax liability, if the interest 
charo-e is allowed as a deduclion hut no income from the hi-fi set is 

D 

imputed as a part of the tax base, this indi\'idual i,; difTerentially 
favored over the one ,rho borrows to invest in a money return. On 
the other hand, if the interest charge is not allmred a,; a deduction, 
the individual in the first instance who receives a money return 1s 

taxed 011 income even though his net worth is not modified. 

Taxes 
One of the most important of the specific deductions allowed in 

the computation of personal income tax li,1bility is that of slate and 
local taxes paid. The taxpayer may deduct from gross income the 
amount of taxes that he has paid for the genera I-purpose operation 
of state and local governmental bodies. He may deduct such tax pay
ments as state income and property taxes, local property taxes, state 
excise taxes, and automobile license fees. The only taxes levied by 
state and local government and not specifically dcductil,le are those 
which relate the tax payment quite closely to the lienefits received, 
such as local assessments for the improvements of city streets. Federal 
taxes are not deductible. 

The amount of the total deductions under this provision is signifi
cant. Between 3 and 4 per cent of adjusted gross income is deductible 
as taxes paid to state and local governments. Although this deduction 
has been present since the beginning of the income tax, there is little 
logical reason for its continuation. In a real sense, taxes paid to state 
and local governments are "prices" paid hy the individual for the 
purchase of those public services provided hy these unit,; of !':overn
ment. Viewed in this light, these taxes should not Le deductible any 
more than ordinary expenditures for privately produced goods and 
services. The deductibility feature of state taxes, however, serves to 
reduce the effective rate of the state levies on local taxpayers, and 
allows the states to shift at least some burden of the financing of state 
and local expenditures onto the shoulders of the general federal 
taxpayer. 
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Medical Expenses 

The individual taxpayer is allowed a deduction for medical 
expenses if these exceed 3 per cent of his adjusted gross income. 
Maximum limits are imposed on the total amount of this deduction 
allowed. This represents a recognition that income, as measured, does 
not, in certain cases, represent a satisfactory criterion for determining 
tax liability. The individual family, faced with heavy medical and 
hospital charges, is deemed less able to pay taxes than the family 
with a similar income but not burdened with the charges. This de
cision to allow a medical expense exemption must be considered to 
!Je arbitrary, but understandable. Its quantitative importance has 
been recently increasing with the rapidly rising costs of medical treat
ment and hospital care. 

Miscellaneous Deductions 

Certain other rnis<Tllaneous deductions arc allowed the indi
vidual taxpayer liefor(' computing his taxable income. These deduc
tions usually take the form of those expenditures made in connection 
,rith his profes~ion or employment. For example, union dues, fees 
to employment agencies, and the cost of certain tools and supplies 
used in working arc deductible under this item. 

Summary 

No attempt has been made here to catalog in detail the various 
deductions that are allowed in the current administration of the per
sonal income tax in the United States. This has not been necessary or 
desirable for the purposes of this chapter. In the first place, detailed 
provisions of the allowable deductions under each of the major cate
gories is constantly changing. Only a careful and current perusal of 
the tax administration regulations can suffice to provide currently rele
vant information relating to the structure of allowable deductions. 
This discussion has been aimed, instead, at providing a general survey 
of the major categories of deductions which arc currently (1960) 
allowed under the income tax, and which seem likely to remain as 

major categories for some time. 

RATE STRUCTURE 
.·\fter having first estimated his adjusted gross income, the in

dividual taxpayer must choose either to itemize his deductions or 
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to elect the optional standard deduction. After these deductions are 
taken from adjusted gross income, an estimate of taxable income is 
produced. This is the criterion of tax liability for the individual tax
payer. It is to this that the rate structure is applied in determining 
the amount of total federal income tax that the individual must pay 
during any particular calendar year. 

The computation procedure for the individual taxpayer who 
earns less than $5,000 adjusted gross income and who does not find 
it advantageous to itemize deductions is quite simple. He need not 
compute the optional standard deduction at all since this is accounted 
for in the tax table which he is allowed to use in determining his tax 
liability. The tax return may take the form of a small card that he 
sends in to the appropriate office of the Bureau of Internal Revenue. 
The tax table allows the individual to take his income and his exemp• 
tions and to figure his tax bill without difficulty. 

Before discussing the rate structure of the income tax further 
it is essential to clarify the two terms average rate of tax and marginal 
rate of tax. The average rate is computed by dividing the tax hill or 
tax liahility by the tax base, either adjusted gross income or taxable 
income. As suggested earlier, the characteristic feature of the pro
gressive rate structure is the excess of the marginal rate of tax over 
the average rate. The marginal rate is computed hy dividing the 
change in tax liability by the change in the tax base. With specific 
reference to the tax table applying only to incomes below $5,000, 
the maximum marginal rate of tax is 20 per cent. For example, the 
single individual with no dependents who earns $4,950 must pay 
$803 in federal income tax. The same individual, if he earns $5,000, 
must pay $813 in tax ( at 1960 rates). The ratio hetween the added 
tax liability ($10) and the additional income ($50) is one fifth or 
20 per cent. This is the nominal marginal rate of tax. The average 
rate, on the other hand, is only $813 divided by $5,000 or approxi
mately 16 per cent. Only in a purely proportional rate structure with
out allowable exemptions or deductions would the average rate of 
tax be equal to the marginal rate. 

Individuals with adjusted gross incomes over $5,000 per year, 
or individuals who choose to itemize deductions even if their income 
is below this figure, must use a somewhat more involved method of 
calculating their tax liability. They must first compute their taxable 
income after taking account of the allowable exemptions and deduc
tions. Then they compute their own tax liability from the tax sched
ules as given. One such schedule is reproduced as Table 22-1. This 
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is the 1959 schedule, applicable to 1958 income, for a single tax
payer. Separate schedules are provided for married taxpayers who 
choose to file a joint return and for taxpayers qualifying as heads of 
households, as legally defined. It is easy to note from the schedule 
reproduced here that the initial marginal rate of tax is 20 per cent. 
This marginal rate rises rapidly as income rises, and it reaches a 
maximum of 91 per cent in the highest brackets. 

TABLE 22-1 

Rate Schedule for 1958 Tax Return 

Schedule I. (A) SINGLE TAXPAYEIIS who do not qualify for rates in Schedules II and II I, 
and (B) married persons filing separate returns 

--------~ 

If Taxable I ncomc is: 
Not mPr $2,000. . . Total Tax 20% of the amount of Taxable Income 
(her But not O\ er of excess over 

$ 2,000 s 4-,000 ~ 400, plus 22% $ 2,000 
4,000 (,,000 840, phs 26% 4,000 
6,000 8.000 1,360, plus :10% 6,000 
8,000 10.000 1.960, plus :H% 8,000 

10,000 12.000 2,610, plus 38% 10,000 
12,000 I LOOO :1,-100, plus -13% 12,000 
J.i,000 16,000 4,260, plus -17% 11,000 
16,000 lB,000 3,200, plus 50% 16,000 
18,000 20,000 6,200, plus 53% 18,000 
20,000 22,000. 7,260, plus 56% 20,000 
22,000 26,000 8,380, plus 59% 22,000 
26,000 :12,000. 10,740, plus 62% 26,000 
:\2,000 :rn.ooo 11,460, plus 65% :12,000 
:\8,000 I 1,000 18,360, plus 69% :lB,000 
11,000 30,000 22,500, plus 72% ,11,000 
S0,000 60.000. 26,820, plus 75% :,0,000 
60,000 70,000. ;11,320, plus 78% 60,000 
70,000 80,000 12,120, plus 81 % 70,000 

80,000 90,000 50,220, plus 8-1% 80,000 
90,000 100,000 38,620, plus 87% 90,000 

100,000 130,000 67,320, plus 89% 100,000 

130,000 200,000 111,820, plus 90% 150,000 

200,000 156.820, plus 91 % 200,000 

It is important to note that the marginal rates of tax shown for 
various income levels in Table 22-1 apply only to taxable income. 
For example, if the individual taxpayer had between S32,000 and 
$38,000 in taxable income in the year 1958, the marginal rate of 
tax on this taxable income was 65 per cent. Out of each additional 
dollar of taxable income, 65 cents tax liability was incurred; only 
35 cents was retained as income after taxes. 
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The marginal rate of tax on adjusted gross income need not he 
nearly so high as that on taxable income. Exemptions and deductions 
intervene between these two income computations. and it is possible 
that the taxpayer may receive additional income without incurring 
the full marginal tax liability if he can convert a portion of this in
come into an allowable deduction. For example. suppose that the 
taxpayer receives a salary increase from $32.000 to $33,000. With 
the added $1,000 let us suppose that he contriliutes $500 to his uni
versity, and that he has not exhausted the full extent of his allowable 
contributions deduction. In this way, only half of his added income 
becomes taxable income. On this he must pay a marginal tax rate of 
65 per cent, but the marginal rate on adjusted gross income becomes 
only half as large, or 32.5 per cent. In effect, liy making this contri
lmtion to his university the taxpayer in our example is shifting some 
additional part of the cost of higher education to the general federal 
government taxpayer. The incentive for the individua I to convert gross 
income into deductions becomes increasingly important as the mar
ginal rate of tax increases. Aside from contributions and taxes, the 
importance of exemptions and deductions in reducing the marginal 
tax rate on adjusted gross income is rather unimportant at the higher 
income levels. This is because of the dollar ceiling put on medical 
expenses, the equal dollar amount of the personal exemptions, and 
the low probability that the higher-income taxpayers will have large 
interest obligations on borrowed funds. 

However, a very important means remains hy which the higher
income taxpayer may reduce the over-all tax lialiility. He may, 
through various means, convert what would have heen ordinary in
come into capital gains. In this way, he may reduce the marginal tax 
rate from a maximum of 91 per cent to a maximum of 25 per cent. 
This step may be taken through investment in corporations which 
choose to retain earnings rather than to pay them out as dividends. 
For example, if the taxpayer invests his funds in a growing enterprise 
that reinvests its earnings, the capital value of his equity sharehold
ings will increase. If the taxpayer chooses to convert some of this 
increased value into current purchasing power, he may sell off suffi
cient portions of his stock. But the increment in capital value will 
he taxable only at the maximum of 25 per cent under the special 
treatment accorded to long-term capital gains under the tax law. 
This provision encourages corporate retention of earnings, and prob
~bly does enhance the rate of economic growth in the economy. Were 
it not for this provision, and the other means of avoidino- the high 

. l b 
margma rates of tax, the tax burden on the higher-bracket incomes 
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would scarcely prove acceptable. There is now rather widespread 
recognition by students of taxation that some adjustment should be 
made in the nominal rate structure through a thoroughgoing reduc
tion in upper-bracket rates. As per capita income rises in the United 
States, there seems to be increasing recognition that the redistributive 
impact of the higher-bracket rates has been overemphasized, and 
that the efTects on economic growth have been underemphasized. This 
shift in values has been accompanied Ly a widespread acceptance of 
the idea that the highest level rates are largely illusory since few 
taxpayers fail to take advantage of the capital gains loophole to some 
extent. Various proposals have been made to place a ceiling on the 
marginal rate of tax, and it seems quite possible that such a step will 
lie taken within the next decade. 

Average tax rates on either taxable income or adjusted gross 
income arc, of course. considerably lower than marginal tax rates. 
Considering taxable income alone. a schedule of average tax rates, 
computed from Talile 22-1. is shown in Table 22-2. 

TABLE 22-2 

Schedule of Average Rates of Tax on 
Taxable Income for 1958 Returns for Single Taxpayer 

Computed from Schedule I (A) 

T,uable I T1cume 

l 'ndPr ~2.000 ..... . 
$ 2,000 to $ -1-.000. 

1,000 to 6.000 
<>.000 to 8.000 
8.000 to 10. 000 

1 o. 000 to 12. 000 .. 
12 . 000 to 11. 000 
11 . 000 to I h, 000 
I<, . 000 t.o 1H, 000 ... 
JB,000 to 20,000. 
20,000 to 22,000 
22 . 000 to 2'1 . 000 .. 
26,000 to :12.000 ... 
:12,000 to :IH.000 
:\8.000 to -11,000 .. 
-11 , 000 to 50, 000 . 
50,000 to 60,000 ........ . 
60,000 to 70,000 ........ . 
70,000 t<> B0,000. 
80 . 000 to 90. 000 .... . 
90,000 to 100.000 ...... . 

100. 000 to 150. 000 ...... . 
150,000 to 200,000 ........... • 
200,000 to ................. - • • • • • • • · · · · · · · 

A1•eraue Rate of Tax, 
Per Cml 

20 
20 -21 
21 -22.7 
22 7-2,t. 5 
2-1. 5-26 -1 
26. 1-28 3 
211.:1-:\0 -1 
:10. t-:12.5 
:12.5-:11.1 
:H.-t-36 0 
:16. 0-38.0 
:l8 0-11 0 
.1-1 0-1:;.o 
.1:; 0--18. :l 
18 :1-51.0 
51.0-53 6 
5:U,-57.2 
57 2-60.1 
<,(). 1-62. 8 
62.8-65.1 
65. 1-67. :l 
67. 3-7,1. 5 
7-1. 5-78.-1 
78.4 
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As suggested, the average rates of tax on adjusted gross income 
are considerably lower than the average rates shown in Table 22-2, 
which are rates calculated for taxable income. The total of exemp
tions and deductions is sufficiently large to make a substantial differ
ence in the level of average rates of tax. For example, for the year 
1957 the total of adjusted gross income was $279 billion, on which 
a total tax of almost $34 billion was paid. The average tax rate for 
the whole set of taxpayers was, therefore, only slightly more than 12 
per cent. This average rate of tax on adjusted gro;-;s income for the 
whole taxpayer group is partially explained by the fact that some 
$20 billion of adjusted gross income which was reported 011 indi
vidual tax returns was not subjected to any tax. The average rate on 
all adjusted gross income on taxable returns amounted to more than 
13 per cent. 

A rough estimate of the relationship between the average rate 
of tax on adjusted gross income and the average rate of tax on tax
able income may be made by comparing Table 22-2 with Table 22-3. 
Table 22-3 shows the adjusted gross income, by income groups, the 
income tax paid, by groups, and the percentage of income paid. Note, 
for example, that, in the $5,000 to $10,000 income group a total of 
$117.5 billion was reported as adjusted gross income for ] 957. A 
total tax of $13 billion was paid by this group. The average rate of 
tax was thus 11 per cent for this group. The di~erepancy between this 
rate and the rate of 20 to 25 per cent 011 taxable incomes falling 
within this same range is explained by the fact that exemptions and 
deductions reduce the taxable income within this bracket to very low 
amounts, and, in many cases, eliminate the tax liability altogether. 
For example, an individual earning $5,000 in adjusted gross income 
who has three dependents and who merely takes the optional standard 
deduction has a taxable income of only $1,900 ($5,000 - $2,400 
exemptions - $500 optional standard deduction). This will be sub
jected to the 20 per cent rate, and a total tax liability of $380 will 
result. But $380 is only 7.6 per cent of adjusted gross income. 

Table 22-3 is also helpful in indicating the potential yield of 
further increases in the personal income tax. It can be noted that the 
concentration of income before taxes in the middle- and low-income 
ranges. In 1957, only some $22 billion out of the total adjusted gross 
income of $279 billion was received by taxpayers reporting more 
than $25,000. This suggests that any substantial increase in the utili
zation of the personal or individual income tax as a source of federal 
government revenues must, to a large extent, subject the middle- and 
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low-income ranges to significantly higher average rates. Little addi
tional revenue can be secured through any increase in the progressive
ness of the federal revenue structure. 

TABLE 22-3 

Individual Income Tax Returns for 1957 

---

Adjusted Gross Average 
Adjr,s/ed r.ross Tola/ Numl,er Income Income Tax Rate, 
I nrome Classes of Returns (In millions) (In millions) Per Cent 

Grauel total .. 59,817,158 $279,231 $33,936 12 
Taxable rf'tums. 1-6, 466,378 259,765 33,936 13 
Under $5,000 .. 2:;. 598, 02-t 79,126 7,062 9 
$ 5,000-$10,000. 17 .-122,023 117,526 13,07-l 11 

10,000- 2:;,000 2,978,UO 40,610 6,550 14 
25,000- 50,000. 365,000 12,196 3,108 25 

Over $S0,000 .... 111,706 10,307 4,U3 40 
-----

SourcP: N,w.,s Hd.-m,r of DPc<'mh1•r 26, 1958. Intrrrml R1•vt•11uc 8crvic!", United States Treasury De
partment. Advuncr tabulations for lutn puhlication in ,','/atislics of Jncome-1957. 

INCOME TAX RATES AND INFLATION 

Since inflation is recognized to be a major danger in the modern 
institutional setting, it will be useful to discuss briefly how this in
flationary process affects the rate structure of the personal income 
tax. The rates of tax must, for practical reasons, be based on money 
incomes of individuals. In any general inflationary process, money 
incomes of individuals increase along with price of final products. 
If the rate of tax were proportional, that is, if it were constant over 
all incomes, the inflation would produce additional revenues in pro
portion to the general rate of increase in average income. With a 
progressive rate structure, however, the proportionality effect is not 
present. As money incomes rise, the revenue produced by the un
changing income tax rates produce proportionately more revenues 
than would Le indicated by the rate of price increases. 

This may be readily illustrated by a simple example. Suppose 
that an individual has a taxable income of $2,500 in a year before 
inflation takes place. At current ( 1960) rates, he will pay the fir,;t 
bracket rate of 20 per cent on the first $2,000, and the next bracket 
rate of 22 per cent on the added $500, making a total tax liability of 
$510. Now let us suppose that general inflation takes place which 
causes all prices and incomes to double. The individual will now 
receive a taxable money income of $5,000 although his real income 
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will not have changed at all. If the rate structure of the tax is constant, 
he will now pay a tax of 20 per cent on the first $2,000 ($400) plus 
a tax rate of 22 per cent on the next $2,000 ( $440) plus a tax rate 
of 26 per cent on the last $1,000 of taxable income ( $260). His total 
tax liability will be $1,100. Thus, his total tax will l,e more than dou
ble that previously paid. The real value of his tax burden will be in
creased due to the inflation. 

Inflation will, in this way, tend to increase the real rate of tax 
even though nominal rates remain unchanged. If the government 
desires to maintain a constant real rate structure during an inflation• 
ary process, it will find it necessary to reduce nominal rates of tax 
on money incomes. In addition to this effect of increasing the real 
rate of tax at all levels of income, inflation will also increase the real 
progressiveness of the rate structure. Inflation with an unchanged 
nominal rate structure will increase the real rate of tax proportion
ately more for the higher-income levels than for the lower-income 
levels. For example, a doubling of all prices and im·ome,-; along with 
maintenance of present (1960) nominal rates of tax, would increase 
by only 5 per cent the real tax burden of the single indivi<lual who 
moves from the $2,000 to the $4,000 money income level. But the 
single individual who moves from the $10,000 to the $20,000 taxable 
income level will find his real tax burden increased hy about 27 per 
cent as a result of the inflation alone. 

COLLECTION AND ENFORCEMENT 
Approximately two thirds of the total revenues collected under 

the federal personal income tax is collected hy the employer with
holding tax payments from wage or salary payments to individuals. 
The employer acts as the collector for the federal government in this 
case. The funds withheld are forwarded dirPctlv to tlw lntcnnl Heve
nue office. The taxpayer never has possession of the major pa rt of his 
income paid in taxes. The tax upon his income is collected from the 
individual before the income is ever received. At the end of ead1 year. 
the taxpayer receives from his employer a piece of paper, a copy of 
which is forwarded to Internal Revenue, indicating the amount of 
total taxes withheld during the year. This is used by the taxpayer in 
computing his net tax liability on or before April ] 5 of each year. 
If his employer has previously withheld less than the computPd tax 
liability, the taxpayer must supplement the previou,;lv withheld total 
by an additional tax payment. If his employer has withheld more than 
the computed tax liability, the taxpayer may claim a refund. 
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The amount of withholding by any single employer will be cal
culated on the basis of information received from the taxpayer con
cerning the number of his personal exemptions. This, as modified by 
some assumed computation of deductions, will determine the rate at 
which the employer will withhold tax from wages and salaries. If 
the information provided the employer and the size of allowable de
ductions are approximately accurate, the taxpayer should, on the 
average, neither receive a refund nor be required to pay a supple
mental tax. provided that he has received all his income as wages 
or salaries subject lo withholding, and provided that he is in the low
or middle-income ranges. 

If the individual taxpayer receives more than $100 in income 
that is not subject to withholding or if his income exceeds $5,000, if 
single, and S 10,000 if married, the individual must file a Declaration 
of Estimated Tax along with his claim for a tax refund or his payment 
of a supplemental tax on April 15. This Declaration of Estimated Tax 
is an estimation of income for the year in progress at the time, and the 
individual taxpayer must pay this estimated tax in quarterly payments 
to the Internal Revenue Office. The purpose of this requirement is 
to enable the taxpayer who is not fully covered Ly withholding to 
pay his total tax bill in installments rather than in one lump sum. If 
he computes his estimated tax properly, and pays the quarterly pay
menb as provided, when his final return is filed he should not Le 
subjected to supplemental taxes of more than small amounts. 

The withholding method of tax collection, which was introduced 
into the United States income tax during World War II, has an ap
parent advantage if the tax is viewed from the point of view of the 
individual taxpayer. The psychological burden of tax payment is 
greatly reduced if the individual does not ever have full posses
sion of the revenue. His whole private budgetary calculus may be 
worked out on an income-after-tax basis, and he will not be sub
jected to serious pressure to reduce private spendings or savings at 
any particular time during the year. The withholding feature, along 
with the requirement of quarterly payments on income tax not with
held, does possess the virtue of being considerably more convenient. 

The withholding of taxes has a major disadvantage, however, 
when the broader problems of fiscal decision making are introduced. 
The failure of the individual taxpayer to have income destined for tax 
payments in his possession tends to make him relatively indifferent 
as to the level of taxes levied, and, in this way, tends to make him 
support public expenditure measures that are perhaps not really 
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worth the sacrifice involved in the tax payments. In the private econ
omy, individual purchases are, by necessity, ma<le out of income that 
the individual clearly has in his possession and which could be di
rected to alternate uses. It seems clear that considerations of com
parative evaluation would dictate that the indivi<lual should Le forced 
to undergo a similar psychological reaction in purl'hasing public 
goods and private goods. 

Although tempered considerably in the case of taxes withheld 
from wages and salaries, an essential characteristil' of the federal in
come tax is the location of the primary responsi!Jility for computing 
tax liability on the individual taxpayer himself. The individual is 
responsible for ( 1) making a tax return if he earns more than $600, 
(2) for measuring his income properly, (:3) for taking exemptions 
and deductions in accordance with stipulated rq!;ulations, ( 4) for 
computing his own tax liability, and ( .5) for ma kinµ; final adjustments 
in the tax payments. The administrators of the income tax presume 
that the individual will, in fact, carry out these separate stages of 
the income tax process. Each taxpayer is provided with a return to 
be filled out, and he is given detailed instructions as to the rules to 
be followed in filing the return. But the responsibility for filing a 
correct return rests on the individual. 

If the individual fails to file a return when he should do so, 
if he files a return but does not report all income received, if he re
ports all income received but takes more exemptions and deductions 
than is allowed, or if he computes his tax improperly, he is subject to 
penalties and to criminal prosecution if the intent is shown to be 
fraudulent. The task of the Internal Revenue Bureau in trying to in-
5ure adequate enforcement of the tax is, of course, immense. Limited 
staff prevents the careful audit of each and every income tax return. 
For smaller incomes, a random sampling process is used to determine 
which returns shall be audited carefully. Each return is mechanically 
checked for purely arithmetical errors. 

The more difficult problems of enforcement arise in the uncover
ing of deliberate attempts to avoid payment of taxes. Certain pre
miums are granted to informers who report delinquents, but there 
is no systematic means of policing the tax effectively. This is a prob
lem inherent in the personal income tax that places the primary re
sponsibility on the individual taxpayer, as in the United States or Brit
ish tax systems. The effective administration of such a tax depends on 
the existence of a rather high degree of taxpayer morality. The tax 
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works well only if the number of persons who deliberately seek to dis
obey the law remains relatively small. Such a high degree of morality 
has characterized both the American and the British taxpayer in the 
past. But it seems clear that the full effects of the continued high post
war rate structure have not yet been determined. There seems to be 
considerable danger that the continued high rates of tax will lead to an 
increasing amount of fiscal fraud. The existence of such fraud is now 
widely recognized, especially in those professions and occupations 
where income is not subjected to withholding. It is almost impossible, 
of course, for the wage or salary worker to avoid payment of his 
proper share of taxes. It becomes relatively easy for the individual 
who receives his income directly from the sale of services or products, 
especially if he can receive it in cash, to avoid at least a certain share 
of his proper tax. 

If the problem of fraud should get more serious, which seems 
highly probable, the administration of the personal income tax may 
be modified in the direction of removing the primary responsibility 
from the individual taxpayer and placing it on the tax authority. The 
French and the Italian taxes become the characteristic form of this 
sort of income tax administration. It comes to be widely acceptt>d 
under such conditions that the individual taxpayer is under no moral 
obligation to pay more in taxes than he must pay. The tax authority 
must try, in such conditions, to set up certain rather arbitrary, but ob
jectively measurable, rules for determining the legal tax liability of 
the individual. The manner in whi('h the individual spends his income 
usually becomes one criterion for determining tax liability in such 
circumstances. This sort of tax administration is much less productive 
of revenue than the American and British systems, and also much 
more restrictive of individual freedoms. But the necessity of shifting 
Ameri('an tax administration in this direction must be faced if the 
continued high rates of income tax should cause a widespread and 
serious breakdown in taxpayer morality in the United States. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The personal or individual income tax provides more than half 

of the total revenues of the federal government. The importance of 
this revenue source does not seem likely to diminish over the fore
seeable future. The full effects of the probable continuation of the 
high level of rates in the period after World War II have not yet 
been determined, and the tax itself is only a half century old. 
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The tax is levied on persons as heads of family units or as in
dividuals. Certain problems arise in defining income, but, by and 
large, all ordinary income from the sale of personal or resource 
services is included in the tax base. The total amount of income re
ceived measures adjusted gross income. The taxpayer is allowed 
to deduct from this certain allowances for personal exemptions and 
deductions. This step completed, taxable income is given, and it is 
on this that the actual tax liability is computed. 

The rate structure is highly progressive. The lowest-bracket rate 
on marginal taxable income is 20 per cent at the time of this writing 
(1960), but this increases as taxable income inneases to a high of 
91 per cent in the highest-income ranges. It is necessary, however, 
to distinguish carefully between the marginal rate of tax and the 
average rate on taxable income and the rates on adjusted gross in
come. Exemptions and deductions allow the taxpayer to reduce hi, 
taxable income to a figure considerably below adjusted gross income 
in many cases, correspondingly reducing his average rate of tax on 
the latter. 

There is a very important additional means through which the 
taxpayer may reduce his over-all lial)ility. He may, in certain cases, 
convert ordinary income into capital gains through various institu
tional devices. This conversion has the effect o[ reducing the averaµ:e 
rate of tax to a maximum of 25 per cent on this income. This capital 
gains loophole is of major significance for the higher-income groups. 
and it does allow individual taxpayers in these groups to escape the 
unreasonably high marginal rates on upper-hracket incomes. The 
existence of this possibility also makes it advantageous for corpora
tions to retain earnings rather than to pay them out as dividends, a 
policy which probably serves to enhance somewhat the rate of eco
nomic growth. 

The United States personal income tax is collected from the 
individual, and the individual retains the primary responsibility for 
filing the tax return correctly. However, in the postwar years, more 
than two thirds of the tax is collected from employers who withhold 
estimated amounts of taxes from the wage and salary payments made 
to employees. This system has a certain convenience for the individual 
taxpayer as well as for the tax administrators, but its long-run effects 
on the consciousness of the taxpayer seem to be of questionable value. 

The level of taxpayer morality has, in the past, remained rela• 
~ively high in the United States. The continuation of the high rates 
mto the future may, however, undermine this morality. As this takes 
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place, some shifting of tax administration in the direction of establish
ing more objectively determinate measures of individual taxpayer 
liability may prove necessary. 

This chapter has discussed the major features of the personal 
income tax as it exists in the United States. It should be recognized 
that the complex institution represented by the tax is subjected to 
constant modification and change. This fact makes it undesirable to 
discuss detailed characteristics of the tax in a textbook of this nature. 
Few of the more basic features discussed in this chapter seem likely 
to l,e modified drastically within the foreseeable future, although 
details of each may he changed. For example, the personal exemp
tion of $600 currently in force may well be moved upward or down
ward, but the personal exemption as a part of the tax structure itself 
seems certain to he retained. Similarly, the percentage maximum 
allowed as a deduction for contributions or for medical payments 
may be changed from year to year, but the continuation of some 
allowance for these and other deductions seems to represent a quasi
permanent feature of the tax. And, perhaps more importantly, the 
rate strudure itself is suhject to change at each rewriting of the tax 
law, l,ut the fundamental progressiveness in this structure seems to 
represent an essential characteristic. Predicted changes in this rate 
6tnwlure may take the form of some reduction in upper-bracket rates 
to reflect more realistic progressiveness, and some possible year-to
year changes in the first-bracket rate as perhaps the most desirable 
pradil'al,le means of shifting the over-all economic impact of the 
income tax. 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
The student is advised to secure and to read the current versions of the 

l11.strnctio11.s on preparing the personal income tax return. These instructions 
arp issued each yrar by the Bureau of Internal Revenue. and from the infor
mation contained the student can obtain up-to-date information on the de
tails of income definition and measurement, personal exemptions, deductions, 
lax computation. and rates. 

If the student has an interest in locating answers to more particular and 
detailed questions concerning the administration of the income tax. he should 
consult either the Internal Revenue Code. or if he desires something even 
more specific, one of the Tax Services which may be found in almost every 
library. These provide a discussion of recent administrative and court rulings 
on details of tax administration. 
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23 

PERSONAL 

INCOME TAXATION: 

ECONOMIC EFFECTS 

For a long time now, outstanding :-dwlars in public 
finance have believed that the personal income tax pro,idcs thr most 
suitable means of raising revenues for genera 1-pu rpose pulilic ex
penditures. It is, therefore, not surprising to find that this tax occupies 
such an important position in the fiscal systems of Western ,·01mtries. 
The alleged superiority of the personal inconw tax over other revenue
raising devices arises out of a comparison of eco110111ie effects, along 
with other considerations of equity. In order to understand why stu
dents of fiscal systems have given such wholehearted support to per
sonal income taxation, it is necessary to analyze the economic effects 
of the tax carefully. 

THE NOTION OF A GENERAL TAX 

One of the long-accepted criteria for taxation states that, where 
possible, the tax should be general rather than specific. By a general 
tax is meant one that applies generally, that does not impose a differ· 
ential burden on any particular individual or group. Among the set 
of potentially practicable taxes that yield sizable revenue, the per
sonal income tax best meets this criterion. 

Several subsidiary advantages are implied by the idea of gen
erality. First of all, a tax that is completely general cannot exert any 
economic effects. If a tax applies to every individual in all circum
stances, there is no way in which an individual can change his !Je
havior with the purpose of escaping all or a portion of his tax liabil
ity. As a matter of fact, the absence of such changes in behavior as 
a result of the tax is the best way of determining whether or not a 
given tax is general. In other terms, a general tax cannot be shifted 
since the only way in which individuals can shift a tax is through 

280 
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some modification of their own behavior. By contrast, a specific tax 
or a nongeneral tax may be shifted. For example, a tax on the sale 
of beer is actually paid by the selling firm. But the firm may shift the 
tax to the consumer by changing its behavior with respect to setting 
the sales price. It may pass the tax along, or shift it, to the final con
sumer, who may, in turn, escape tax liability by refraining from beer 
consumption. The income tax, on the other hand, will apply equally 
whether the individual chooses to drink beer or water. It is not easily 
shifted. 

This generality of a tax also implies directness. A direct tax is 
defined as one which is borne by the individual upon whom it is 
levied. This is the same thing as saying that a general tax is a direct 
tax. It ran be seen that, quite apart from economic effects, the direct 
tax has major advantages from the point of view of equity or fairness 
in the d istriliution of the over-all tax burden. The final burden, or 
inci1frnc(', of a tax rests squarely upon the shoulders of the person 
or persons upon whom the tax is levied hy the government. There is 
no necessity to examine all of the secondary repercussions of the 
tax in order to determine who actually pays for the cost of the govern
ment services financed. 

The personal income tax comes closer to meeting the criterion 
of generality and directness than any other tax that could be used 
as a major revenue producer in a modern fiscal system. But the per
sonal income tax is not a general tax. This point should be empha
sized. If the tax were completely general it would generate no changes 
in individual behavior; it would, in a sense, have no economic effects, 
and the remainder of this chapter need not have been written. 

Before we discuss the reasons why the personal income tax does 
not fully meet the requirement of generality, it will be useful to ex
c1rnine the '"ideal" general tax, even though it should be recognized 
that such a tax could never be very important in practice. 

The "ideal" tax, in the sense of generating no changes in be
havior, is the lump-sum tax. By this we mean a tax that is imposed 
on the individual quite independently of his wealth, his income, his 
occupation, his consumption pattern, his family status, his age, his 
work habits, or any other distinguishing characteristic. Only if the 
tax were completely unrelated to each of these characteristics would 
the individual find it impossible to escape some of the tax burden. 
The tax which meets these requirements is truly a lump-sum tax which 
the individual must pay. It is questionable whether such an "ideal" 
tax could ever be devised in practice, but the closest practical equiva-
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lent to it is the head tax or poll tax, sometimes called also the capita
tion tax. This tax levies a fixed sum on the individual without refer
ence to any particular characteristic. Mere mention of the head tax 
or poll tax as being the ideal tax from the liasis of the generality 
criterion suggests, however, that many other criteria of tax policy 
conflict. The truly general tax could hardly he accepted on grounds 
of equity or fairness in the modern world. 

ANNOUNCEMENT EFFECTS OF AN 
INCOME TAX 

Although it comes closer to meeting the generality requirement 
than any other tax that would be practically acceptable, the income 
tax does have important announcement effects. By announcement ef. 
fects we mean those changes in liehavior that may lie produced as 
a result of the imposition of the tax. 

Work versus Leisure 

First of all, the tax on income discriminates against the earning 
of income. To Le at all practical, the tax must have some objectively 
measurable base, normally the money value of real income received 
by the individual. If, however, there is some direct relationship be
tween the amount of the tax and the amount of measured real or 
money income, the individual may reduce his tax liability by chang
ing his behavior. The ultimate scarce resource for all individuals is, 
of course, time, and earning income is not the only way in which 
time may be used. The tax on income puts a differential premium 
on leisure as opposed to income earning. 

It is questionable as to how important this premium on leisure 
really is. The importance will vary from one culture and from one 
individual to another. In primitive and underdeveloped societies, the 
earning of money income is not so significant as in a developed econ
omy. Hence attempts to raise revenues by taxing incomes in those 
societies may fail because individuals will respond by simply working 
less. On the other hand, in the more developed economies, the earning 
of income may be so important relative to the enjoyment of leisure 
that even quite heavy taxation of income will have little effect on 
human behavior. This result is reinforced by the existence of many 
institutional constraints which tend to fix some standard length of 
the work day, the work week, and the work year, even the work life, 
for many groups of the population. Some effects on behavior must be 
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present, however, even if the quantitative significance is difficult to 
ascertain. 1 

Income m Kind 

We have already discussed one important variant of this an
nouncement effect of an income tax. If the actual tax base includes 
money income only, a very strong incentive is provided for individ
uals to shift their actions so that they will receive income in kind, or, 
in other words, income which is nontaxable. All nonpecuniary equiva
lents of real income must Le included in this category. 

Effects in this direction are now recognized as being of major 
importance in American tax administration, and these become in
creasingly significant as institutions become more fully adapted to 
meet the conditions of a high-tax world. The result seems surely to 
point toward a gradual erosion of the income tax Lase, with more 
and more real income being received in such a manner as to allow the 
individual to avoid all or part of his ordinary tax liability. 

Incentives to Save 

Any tax on measured income of the individual will also tend to 
reduce the incentive of the individual to save relative to a tax on that 
part of income that is spent. One of the oldest debates in tax theory 
has been concerned with the so-called "double taxation of saving," 
a question that we have already discussed to some extent in Chapter 
13. If income is defined as a flow of real goods and services to the 
individual over time, that income which is saved and invested is sub
jected to double taxation under any income tax. The income is taxed 
as it is originally received, and then the yield on the investment is 
taxed when it accrues in future periods. This conception of the prob
lem has led many students to argue persuasively that income taxation 
involves an inherent discrimination against saving and should be 
replaced by a tax on expenditure. This argument may hecome more 
and more important as the over-all objective of modern society be
comes more and more linked to a rapid rate of economic growth. 

'For cPrtain individuals and !(rDUps, the imposition of an income tax may actually 
incrrast> tlu· amount of work an<l dt>cn·ast• the amount of lt•i~urP. In tf•chnical t•conomic 
language. the income effect resulting from the- tax may more than offst>t the substitution 
effect. Althou!(h the point is perhaps controwrsial, this direction of effect do,·s not seem 
po"ible for the whole social group. Since the tax rev,·nUt'S collected are pn'sumably used 
to finann' public services yidding real income to individuals, there would seem to be 
no net income effect for the group. 
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On the other side of the argument, if income is defined as an 
accretion in net worth of the individual, no double taxation of saving 
can take place. The individual's net worth increases as he initially 
receives income. He is taxed on this accretion, not on any concrete 
"flow" or real goods and services to him. If he choo,;es to save and 
invest a portion of this income received, his net worth ,rill again 
increase over time, and he will Le su!Jject to a new tax on the new 
accretion to his wealth. No double taxation is inrnlved at all. The 
difference between these two constructions depends 011 the di ffcrence 
in income definition, a difference that cannot be rcsoh·c<l analytically. 

PROPORTIONAL AND PROGRESSIVE 
INCOME TAXATION 

The announcement effects discussed in the preceding section 
occur under any tax levied on personal income as a liase. quite in<le
pendently of the rate structure of tlw tax itself. !\Jore specifically, the 
effects discussed would apply to a proportional inl'ome tax. But, as 
we have seen, income taxation in Western countries normally involves 
progression in the rate structure. That is to say, th<'re is some discrim
ination among sizes of incomes received. This additional discrimina
tion can be expected to lead to an additional set of announcement 
effects which we must now discu,-s. The pro;..:ressive income tax is 
less general than the proportional income tax; it generates more 
influence on individual behavior. 

The Decreasing "Price" of Leisure 

The general discrimination against earning income and in favor 
of enjoying leisure is present under any income tax, as noted. But, if 
the rate structure is progressive, the discrimination becomes increas
ingly pronounced as the individual moves up the income scale. With 
the marginal rate of tax increasing, the "price" of leisure decreases 
at higher-income levels. Therefore, we should expect a more signifi
cant incentive effect among the higher-income groups. 

A simple arithmetical example can illustrate the point. Let 
us suppose that, by working twelve months rather than ten, a medical 
doctor ( one of the new rich in postwar America) can increase his 
annual taxable income from $100,000 to $120,000. Since the mar
ginal tax rate on taxable income is 75 per cent for this range, the 
"price" of two months' leisure spent in Florida or the Caribbean 
is only $5,000 or only one fourth of the marginal income. By con· 
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trast, let us suppose that the college professor, by teaching two 
months in the summer school, can increase his taxable income from 
$10,000 to $12,000. Since the marginal tax rate for this range is 26 
per cent, the "price" of the two months' leisure is almost three 
fourths the value of the marginal income. It follows that, by and 
large, the medical doctor will be somewhat more likely to "purchase" 
the leisure than will the college professor in our example, other 
things equal. 

The importance of this effect on those who receive high incomes 
is very dillicult to assess. The limited number of studies that have 
been made indicate that the incentive effects on the activity of mem
bers of the higher-income groups are easily overemphasized. Other 
ronsiderations seem to he as influential, if not more so, in determining 
behavior of individual members of the high-income groups. Such 
things as prestige, institutional patterns, and social status seem to 
make the business executive, the corporation lawyer, the society 
doctor, and other like members of the richer classes pay less attention 
to the extremely high marginal rates of income tax than might be 
expected. al least insofar as the incentive to work is concerned. Any 
definitive conclusion on this effect would be premature at this time 
in any case. ~ince only in the last quarter century have we experienced 
the very high marginal income tax rates. A quarter century is hardly 
suflicienl to determine long-run effects when it is realized that work 
habits of tlwse now earning the highest incomes were set in a period 
before the high marginal rates were introduced. 

Rational Occupational Choice 

To a certain extent at least, individuals determine the pattern of 
their earnings over a lifetime hy the occupational choice made quite 
early in their lives. This important decision is, in many cases, not 
entirely a free one. For many individuals, opportunities for entering 
many of the professions and occupations are closed, for many reasons, 
some necessary, some wholly unnecessary. Even where widespread 
opportunities exist, the important occupational or professional deci
sion is often made on quite capricious and nonrational grounds. 
Despite all of these important qualifications, however, it must he 
recognized that individuals do, in some degree, choose the income 
stream that will come to them over time. For example, the college stu
dent choosing to pursue an academic career may be doing so deliber
ately in the face of the knowledge that he is not going to maximize 
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the present value of his expected money earnings s~ream in this way. 
He may be perfectly rational in this; he may consider the nonmone
tary rewards of the academic career to be sufficient to more than 
offset the monetary differential. This individual may be contrasted 
with his roommate ( who we shall assume has the same capacity for 
enterino- an academic career) who chooses to enter business because 

0 • 

in so doing he values the expected monetary reward more highly. 
Insofar as the actual income differences among individuals re

sult from such rational choices as ways of earning income, the pro
gressive income tax can exert important influences on individual 
behavior. The tax clearly places a differential premium on those occu
pations and professions that promise nonmonetary advantages, and a 
differential discount against those occupations and professions, per
haps somewhat disagreeable in themselves, that promise the highest 
monetary returns. The effect is to cause a relatively smaller number 
of men to choose the higher-income, hut "undesirable," professions 
and occupations. 

Over a long period of time, this effect of the progressive income 
tax may well be more significant than that which operates directly on 
the incentives of individuals in choosing to modify hours or days 
or years of work once a profession has lieen chosen. With continuing 
high rates of progression in the income tax, young men will become 
more and more attracted to the "safe" and "soft" professions, to 
those activities that lack adventure, that are not risky, that promise 
to yield a "quiet" life, in modern middle-class sulmrbia. In fact, a 
limited number of studies of the attitudes of young men in the l 950's 
supports the thesis that this effect has already taken place. Young 
men are less interested than in previous generations in becoming 
"rich," in striving to become "captains of industry"; their goal seems 
to be a safe spot in middle management, public or private. Of course, 
it would be folly to insist that this shift in attitudes, if it has occurred, 
is due wholly, or even primarily, to the progressive income tax. But 
it would be almost equally foolish to fail to see that the tax can be 
of importance in producing changes of this sort. 

One particular point remains to be mentioned in this connection. 
The progressive income tax will have the effect of discriminating 
against ventures which involve high degrees of risk and uncertainty. 
Those occupations and professions which offer to the individual a 
small chance of making a great gain along with many chances of 
losses, will tend to be abandoned. If the individual is fortunate, he 
will earn the high income; if he is unlucky he earns no income and 
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may go bankrupt. But with the progressive income tax, he pays the 
full amount if he is lucky; he gets no subsidy for his efforts if he 
loses. The individual will be quite reluctant, or at least more reluc
tant, to enter risky professions, or to undertake risky ventures within 
the ordinary work of any given profession. Risk taking is very much 
less than would be present under a proportional income tax. 

Incentives to Save 

As Iloted previously, any tax on income does, in a certain sense, 
discriminate against saving and in favor of consumption spending. 
The particu Jar impact of a progressive income tax on saving is quite 
different from this. 

It is generally recognized that the proportion of income saved 
increases as income increases. In other words, individuals with higher 
incomes save proportionately more than individuals with lower in
comes. This being true, it follows that a progressive income tax, which 
bears most heavily on higher incomes, will reduce saving more than 
a proportional income tax of comparable yield. 

This impact of the progressive income tax on the saving decisions 
of higher-income individuals was used favorably in the early post
Keynesian days of the late 1930's and early 1940's. Many students 
attrihutecl the cause of the Great Depression to an excessive amount 
of saving. If this explanation is accepted, it follows that the levy of 
a more progres,;ive tax which reduces saving will be beneficial during 
such periods. 

The opposing argument has recently become more widely ac
cepted. If the causes of depression are held to be primarily monetary, 
and if the goals of economic policy come to he shifted more and more 
in the direction of stimulating a more rapid rate of growth, any insti
tution that tends to restrict real saving is undesirable. Therefore, the 
impact of the progressive tax on saving has shifted from an alleged 
advantage to a major disadvantage within the last twenty years. 

EFFECTS OF EXISTING DEFICIENCIES IN 
INCOME TAXATION 

The efferts already discussed are necessary results of progres
sion in the income tax structure. Additional effect,; may lw caused 
by the specific characteristics of a given tax system. It will be useful 
to discuss some of these effects that stem from the United States sys
tem of income tax administration. Since these effects can, for the most 
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part, be eliminated by sensible fiscal reform, they may be attributed 
to "deficiencies" in the American tax laws. 

Absence of Averaging 

From a purely economic point of view, perhaps the most objec
tionable feature of the personal income tax, as it is currently admin
istered, is the absence of any effective provision for the averaging 
of incomes over periods longer than one year. Since income is a flow 
conception, some time dimension must he a part of the tax base. 
Income per year, per ten years, or somethinp: must be the base of 
the tax. But there is no need that income in one year should be the 
exclusive criterion for determining tax liability in that year. 

Under a proportional rather than a progressive income tax, 
there would be no problem in this respect. Let us suppose that an 
individual receives his taxable income over three years as follows: 

First year 
Second year 
Third year 

S 10.000 
100,000 

10,000 

If the tax rate is proportional at 10 per cent, the individual will pay 
$12,000 in total taxes over the three years. This total will be the 
same as that paid by the individual who receives taxable mcome as 
follows: 

First year 
Second year 
Third year 

$40,000 
40,000 
40,000 

The tax bill over the three years will be $12,000, and the individual 
faced with a possible choice between these two hypothetical income 
streams will not be affected by the absence of any chance to average 
his tax payments over time. 2 

The situation becomes wholly different when we consider the 
application of progressive income tax rates. Here the fact that the 
higher income, in any one year, is taxed at a higher rate, will cause 
the fluctuating income to be sharply discriminated against in compari
son with the treatment of the more stable patterns of income over 
time. 

'In the simple numerical examples used here, we neglect the problem of com· 
paring present values of the separate income streams. The fact that hoth of the income 
streams total lo $120,000 over the three years does not, of coursP, sup:gPst that these two 
are equivalen~ when measured in present value terms. This comparison will depend on 
the rate of discount of future income held to be appropriate. 
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We may illustrate this by reference to the same numerical 
example. Let us say that the average rate of tax on the $10,000 tax
able income is 20 per cent, whereas the average rate on the $100,000 
income is 50 per cent. The individual receiving the first pattern of 
income would pay taxes in the amounts of $2,000, $50,000, and 
$2,000 over the three years, or a three-year total of $54,000. By 
contrast, the individual who receives the stable taxable income who 
gets an equal amount each year, will pay an average tax rate of ~bout 
35 per cent on each year's income. His tax bill will be approximately 
$14,000 each year, and over the three years he will pay about 
$42,000 in taxes. Thus, he will be forced to pay $12,000 less in 
federal income taxes solely by reason of his earning his income in a 
more uniform manner over time. These numerical computations are, 
of course, very rough. But they are based on currently existing tax 
rates, and they should he sufficient to indicate the severe discrimina
tion that the absence of averaging provisions introduces against the 
sharply fluctuating incomes. 

Pronounced differences of this magnitude must exert some in
fluence on individual behavior. The individual will try, whenever 
possible, to choose the most stable income pattern over time. He will 
Le reluctant to enter into those employments and investments which 
JJromise high rewards in a few years. As a result, relatively too few 
economic rernu rces are attracted to those areas of investment, human 
and nonhuman, which yield income in a fluctuating manner. For 
example, the professional athlete, who earns high income during only 
a few years, is subjected to a much greater burden of income taxation 
than is the salaried employee whose lifetime earnings may be iden
tical. 

This discrimination against fluctuating incomes is closely related 
to the discrimination against risk and uncertainty already discussed. 
For the most part, risky ventures tend to be those that do yield highly 
fluctuating incomes over time rather than stable incomes. Therefore, 
the absence of averaging provisions tends to reinforce the already 
existing discrimination against risk that progressive taxation must 
involve. 

The effects discussed here could be all but eliminated by the 
introduction of some allowance or provision for averaging of incomes 
over time. On both economic and equity grounds, there is a strong 
argument for allowing all individuals to average their incomes over 
some span of years rather than to base annual tax liability on annual 
income alone. 
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Ideally, an averaging scheme would allow the taxpayer to com
pute his income tax on the basis of the earnings stream over the whole 
lifetime and it would also allow full loss offsets for those years in 
which the individual earns negative income. However, the major 
improvements needed could be accomplished through averaging pro
visions much less ambitious, and much more practicable, than the 
ideal one. Some means whereby the individual taxpayer could be 
allowed to compute his annual tax liahility on the hasis of a five- or 
ten-year moving average would be sufficient to eliminate most of the 
unfairness and also to eliminate most of the effects of an economic 
nature. 

The only argument against the introduction of averaging is that 
it would make administration of the personal income tax more diffi
cult. Administrative complications would, of course, arise, but this 
seems to be a rather slender argument when the major advantages 
of this reform are fully recognized. 

Favorable Treatment of Capital Gains 

The American income tax is not based on an internally con
sistent definition or conception of income, as we have noted. If it 
were, capital gains would either be wholly exempt from the tax or 
fully subject to the tax. 

If the flow conception of income is adopted, capital gains are 
simply not income. The British income tax emhodies this view. The 
implication is that capital gains are quite distinct from ordinary 
income, and that conversion of ordinary income into capital gains 
and vice versa is not easy to accomplish. The British tax does not 
count traders' gains as capital gains but as ordinary income that is 
fully taxable, and even for gains of nontraders some quite arbitrary 
distinctions must be made between fully taxable ordinary income and 
tax-exempt capital gains. 

A full acceptance of the accretion conception of income would 
require full taxation of capital gains and full deductihility of capital 
losses. Under this view, any accretion in the individual's net worth 
is properly includable in the income tax base. 

The American tax is closer to the accretion conception of income, 
but we have never been willing to accept the full taxation of gains 
except during the earliest years of income tax administration. The 
tax that exists is a compromise on this point. As previously stated, 
long-term gains are taxable but at especially favorable rates. No 
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sharp distinction is made between ordinary income and long-term 
gains as is the case under the British tax. 

As a result of this compromise treatment, the existing law does 
generate major economic effects by causing individuals to convert 
ordinary income into long-term capital gains where this is possible. 
The individual who succeeds in accomplishing this reduces his tax 
liability considerably. 

There are several ways in which such conversions can be carried 
out. The ordinary receipt of income may be exchanged for an equity 
share in a firm, and as the equity share values rise over time, the 
income taken out of the business becomes taxable to the individual 
as a long-term capital gain. 

The most familiar example of this procedure is provided by 
the proliferation of the independent movie-producing companies in 
the postwar years. At the extreme, a new company is organized for 
each producing venture and the "star" is given a large equity in the 
corporation in lieu of a fancy salary. If the film is successful at the 
box ofiice, the value of the equity in the corporation increases quite 
rapidly. If the "star" takes out his share by selling off or liquidating 
his efJuity holdings, he is subjected to a maximum tax rate of only 
25 per cent. On the other hand, had the earlier procedure been fol
lowed in which the "star" receives simply a handsome salary from 
an established producing firm, the marginal tax rate on the income 
may he three times as high. 

This example is useful because it is an extreme method of 
converting income into capital gains. The more flagrant cases of this 
type have been limited somewhat in recent years by the Internal 
Revenue Service. In many cases, however, the same procedure can 
still he followed, the only requirement being that some purpose other 
than tax avoidance must be demonstrated, normally a rather easy 
task to accomplish. 

A much more important, and more pervasive, method of con
verting income into capital gains is provided by the practice of 
modern business corporations to plow back retained earnings into 
investment. The activity tends to increase the net worth of the corpora
tion, and in so doing to increase the equity share values. The equity 
owners of the corporation receive capital gains, and if they choose 
to take income out of the corporation they do so by selling shares 
on the market. The difference between the selling price and the 
original buying price is taxable as a long-term gain. Thus, it hecomes 
advantageous for the individual to invest funds in a corporation that 
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does follow this practice to some extent rather than the opposing one 
of paying out all of its earnings as dividends to stockholders. As in 
the preceding example, the more flagrant abuses of this conversion 
process are not allowed. The mere establishment of a tightly con
trolled corporation for the sole purpose of tax avoidance is not legal 
under current rulings. But the widespread importance of this sort of 
conversion on the structure of the American economy cannot be 
denied. 

Long-term capital gains, when taxed, are subjected to a maxi
mum rate of 25 per cent. In some cases, however, long-term gains 
escape taxation altogether. This possibility also causes ;;ome distor
tion in the pattern of resource usage in the economy. Long-term gains 
may escape taxation if they are not realized, that is, if they are never 
converted into money units. The individual is required to report long
term gains, not as they accrue to him as addition to his net worth, 
but when he realizes these gains through sale. For example. suppose 
that an individual purchases an asset for $1,000 in the year 1960, 
and that this asset appreciates in value by $100 per year thereafter, 
over and above full allowance for maintenance and depreciation. 
Actually, the capital gains accrue at the rate of $100 each year. But 
the individual would only have to report the gain for tax purposes 
when he decides to sell the asset. Thus, if he decides to sell in 1965, 
and does so for $1,500, he must report a long-term gain of $500, 
which is taxable at the capital gains rate. It follows that, if the gain 
is never realized, the tax could be avoided. 

This is essentially what does take place upon transfers of capital 
assets by gift or at death. If, for example, the individual purchasing 
the capital asset in 1960 at $1,000 holds the asset until 1980, it will 
be worth $3,000 under our assumptions. Assume that he dies in 1980 
and that his son inherits the asset. No capital gains tax will be paid 
on the $2,000 accretion in value because the son will he allowed to 
adopt a new base for his own subsequent tax liability. This new base 
will be the market value at the time of receipt. The $2,000 gain over 
the original owner's lifetime is never subjected to tax at all. 

If we consider the desirability of eliminating, where possible, 
undesirable economic effects of the personal income tax, and if we 
adopt the accretion conception of income, there is a strong argument 
for modifying the current tax law so as to make all capital gains 
fully taxable. There are, however, three fundamental reasons why that 
step could not be taken unilaterally. 

First of all, the absence of effective averaging provisions, al
ready discussed, would make the existing tax discriminate sharply 
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against capital gains income, especially if the latter is to be reported 
only when realized. By the nature of capital gains, these will be 
fluctuating. Hence, to make this source of income fully taxable with
out some averaging would cause those earning income in this way to 
pay unduly high rates. If gains were to be taxed as they actually 
accrue to the individual, this sort of discrimination would be, in part, 
eliminated. In one sense, the current favorable treatment of long
term capital gains can Le viewed as a rather poor method of allowing 
some averaging. 

Second, any proposal to include long-term gains in taxable in
come subject to normal rates would have to include some allowance 
for long-term capital losses. Full loss offsets would necessarily have 
to be provided in order to prevent the taxing of capital gains from 
seriously hampering the undertaking of risky and uncertain ventures. 
Although the law currently grants favorable tax treatment to long• 
term gains, it does not allow adequate deductibility of capital losses. 
This fact serves to mitigate somewhat the announcement effect of the 
favoral,le treatment of gains; individuals will not try to convert 
ordinary income into long-term gains so much as they would if losses 
were symmetrically treated. 

The third, and perhaps the most important, reason why the 
inclusion of long-term gains in fully taxable income would not be 
desirable now ,rithout other fundamental reforms is the extremely 
high level of marginal rates on upper-bracket incomes. The capital 
gains loophole allows a large number of individuals at the upper 
end of the income scale to lower the effective rates of taxes paid 
substantially by the conversion discussed. In a very real sense, the 
favorable treatment of gains allows the high rates of progression to 
be a delusion. Surely a more honest and efficient means of reduring 
the higher-bracket rates would Le simply to reduce them. If higher
bracket marginal rates were to Le substantially reduced, if full loss 
offsets were allowed and effective averaging provided, serious con
sideration could then be given to the inclusion of long-term gains as 
well as short-term gains into the ordinary tax Lase. Until these more 
basic reforms are accomplished, the current treatment of long-term 
capital gains will probably be continued. 

CONCLUSION 
No tax that would be acceptable and at the same time practically 

workable can be completely general in the sense that it exerts no 
economic or announcement effects. Of the major revenue producers 
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currently employed in Western countries, the personal income tax 
meets the generality criterion better than any other tax. But the tax 
does exert major influences on individual behavior. 

Any conclusions concerning the economic effects of the current 
tax in the United States must be viewed as provisional and premature. 
Tax rates at the currently high levels have not been employed for a 
sufficiently long time to determine effects on individual incentives 
to work, to save, and to invest. 

Any income tax must, to some extent, affect the decision to 
earn income itself, and it also must affect the type of income earned, 
placing a differential premium on the earning of income that is 
excludable from the tax base, notably income in kind. The progres
sive income tax exerts more pronounced effects than the proportional 
income tax, which is, Ly definition, a more general tax. The progres
sive tax will discriminate more against risk taking, and it will tend 
to reduce the rate of saving. These two effects will become more 
important considerations as the acceleration of economic growth be
comes a more important social objective. 

Some of the undesirable effects of the personal income tax can 
be reduced by tax reform, notably by some introduction of averaging. 
Some change in the treatment of capital gains can also reduce the 
distortions caused by the income tax, although reforms in capital 
gains taxation are dependent on other reforms. 

The income tax can be expected to continue to provide a major 
share of revenues in the fiscal system of Western countries. If cur
rently high rates of tax are to become more and more permanent, 
especial consideration should be given to the introduction of long
range reforms which reduce the distorting effects of the tax to a 
minimum while at the same time preventing a wholesale erosion of 
the tax base. 



Chapter 

24 

THE CORPORATION 

INCOME TAX 

The corporation income tax is second only to the indi
vidual or personal income tax as a revenue producer for the federal 
government. Table 24-1 indicates the relative importance of the 
separate revenue sources in the federal budget, not including revenues 
which go into special trust fund accounts. The tax on corporate in
come provides more than one fourth of the revenues incorporated m 

TABLE 24-1 

Federal Budget Receipts, Fiscal 1961 (Estimated) 

Individual incorne tax .... 
Corporation incorne tax .. 
Excis(' taxPs .. 
E1nploynw11t taxPS .. 
Eslal<' and gi[l taxes .. . 
Custo1ns.. . ....... . 
Miscellaneous receipts. 

Total. ........ . 

11ereipls (/ n millions) Per Cent of Total 

$13.706 
23.;,00 
9,523 

310 
1,620 
1,376 
3,935 

$81,000 

52.0 
28.0 
11.3 

.4 
1. 9 
1.6 
4.7 

99.9 

the administrative budget. The yield from the tax is somewhat more 
than half that provided by the tax on personal incomes. Taken to
gether as taxes on income, the two taxes dominate the revenue struc
ture of the federal system, making up about 80 per cent of the total. 

The relative importance of the personal income tax in compari
son with the corporation income tax is a postwar phenomenon. Up 
until 1944, the corporation income tax was a more productive revenue 
source than the tax on individuals. While wartime rates on both 
individual and corporate incomes have, to some extent, been retained 
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in the postwar period, corporation income has not assumed its previ
ous relative importance as a tax base. Given the current high level 
of rates, it seems probable that still higher taxation, if required, 
would further increase the relative revenue differential between the 

two sources. 

THE TAX BASE 
The corporation income tax, as it is appliC'd in the United States, 

treats the business enterprise or corporation as a !C'gal person. The 
income of this enterprise is subjected to taxation in much the same 
manner as individual income. The definition of inrome is similar in 
the two cases. In fact, the Internal Revenue Code includes both the 
tax on individuals and the tax on corporations under the same major 
heading, Income Tax, and many of the provisions of the Code apply 
equally to Loth entities. 

All receipts of the corporation over and above actual expenses 
are taxable, after appropriate deductions for dt'preciation and for 
interest paid out on loans. Of course, 110 per;;onal exemptions are 
allowed the corporation, and a rather limited set of spe<'ia I deduc
tions. In addition to interest and state and lorn I taxes, the <'orporation 
may take a deduction up to 5 per cent of income for contrilmtions 
to nonprofit organizations. 

Capital gains are treated in the same way under I 10th taxes. 
Long-term gains are currently taxed at a rate of 25 per ('Pill for cor
porations, the maximum rate applicable to individuals. Cqiital losses 
are deductible to the extent that they offset c:tpi!a I gains. a lthouµ:h 
there is a certain allowable loss carry-over here as with the individual 
tax. 

RATE STRUCTURE 

The major difference between the corporation tax and the indi• 
vidual income tax lies in the rate structure. The corporation income 
tax is, fundamentally, a proportional rather than a progressive tax. 
A standard rate is imposed on all corporation income with a surtax 
rate on all income above $25,000. This single step in rates makes 
the over-all tax slightly progressive, but the effective marginal rate 
on corporation income is the combined normal and surtax rate be
cause corporations receiving annual net incomes of more than 
$25,000 are of overwhelming quantitative importance. 
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Currently (1960), the normal rate of tax on corporation income 
is 30 per cent. That is to say, all taxable income is subjected to a 
tax of 30 per cent. In addition to this normal rate, a surtax of 22 per 
cent is imposed on that income in excess of $25,000. The effective 
marginal rate is, therefore, 52 per cent. A planned reduction of the 
normal tax rate from 30 per cent to 25 per cent, which would reduce 
the marginal rate from 52 to 47 per cent, has been scheduled for 
several years, but continuing federal revenue needs have caused this 
reduction to be delaye<l many times. 

RATIONALE OF THE TAX 

As suggested previously, the corporation is treated as a legal 
person for purposes of taxation. This treatment follows directly from 
the legal practice of considering the corporation in this way for many 
purposes, but it should be obvious that the corporate entity is, in no 
meaningfu 1 sense, something separate and apart from the living 
persons who own the entity. The tax on corporation income must be 
finally paid by some individual. In other words, the tax must result 
in the income of some individual or set of individuals being lower 
than it wou Id be ,rithout the existence of the tax. Viewed in this light, 
there would seem little justification for taxing persons through the 
fiction of the corporation, as it were. A much more straightforward 
manner of taxing individual persons would seem to be to assess the 
full burden on them directly through the income tax on individual 
income receipts. 

Attempts have been made from time to time, however, to provide 
some rationale for the levy of taxes on the corporation as distinct 
from the person. While the ultimate impact of the tax on some per
sons cannot he denied, it may be argued that the privilege of doing 
business in the corporate form is a privilege sanctioned by govern
ment, and that this privilege, in itself, is sufficiently valuable to those 
who invest in this form of business organization to warrant the levy 
of a special tax. This argument would carry considerably more 
weight if the advantages of conducting business under the corporate 
form were not quite so great. Actually, the major share of business 
activity in the United States is conducted by corporations. This gen
eral usage of the corporation reduces the argument for the separate 
tax on corporate income, for, if most investment takes this form, 
there is no real differential advantage provided by government to any 
special group of investors. 
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The attempts to justify the imposition of a tax on corporate 
income are, for the most part, made after the tax has Leen in existence 
for some time. It is far easier to explain the origin and the continua
tion of the tax than it is to provide a justification for it. The explana
tion is very simple. The political decision makers find it very easy 
to impose a tax on corporate income and very difficult to impose a 
tax on individual income. This is in large part due to the fact that 
the corporation is, in fact, a legal entity. Private people treat the 
corporation as something apart from its owners, and the real inci
dence of the tax, as we shall see later, is difficult to locate with any 
precision. Legislative bodies encounter relatively little opposition 
to taxes on corporate incomes. Thi~ liecomes doubly true when the 
political climate is unfavorable to business. 

CYCLICAL INSTABILITY OF REVENUES 

The tax is based on the net incomes or profits of corporations. 
This includes Loth pure economic profit and the yield on equity 
capital. Both of these income shares tend to Le residual. That is to 
say, contractual obligations of the corporation to pay for materials, 
to pay wages and salaries to workers, and to meet interest on bonded 
indebtedness represent the primary claims against the gross income. 
Only after these primary claims have been met does net income 
appear. This almost guarantees that in any situation where there is 
any degree of market fluctuation over time, the tax Lase will fluctuate 
rather widely from year to year. For this reason we find the revenues 
collected under the corporation income tax to Le the most unstable 
federal revenue source. 

To provide only a single factual illustration of this point, we • 
need only to examine briefly the relative change in the collections 
from the corporate tax and the individual tax in the 1954-55 business 
recession. Table 24-2 incorporates the necessary data. Note from the 
table that, whereas individual income tax collections fell but slightly 
from fiscal 1954 to fiscal 1955, the year of the impact of the recession 
on tax revenues, the corporate income tax collections fell by a sub
stantially greater amount, Loth relatively and absolutely. 

This instability of corporation income tax revenue over the 
separate phases of the business cycle is an advantage rather than 
a disadvantage of the tax itself. As discussed previously in Chapter 
11, one of the currently accepted norms for fiscal policy is built-in 
budgetary flexibility. In accordance with this norm, revenues should 
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TABLE 24-2 

Corporate Tax Collections and Individual Income Tax 
Collections, 1953-57 

Fiscal 
Year 

]<J:;:1 
]<J:;1 
]<J:;:; 
]<):;(, 

I 9:;7. 

Individ11al Income 
Tax Collections 

(In millions) 

$32,336 
32.8lt 
31,<,:;o 
33,:ns 
:\9 ,029 

Corporate Income 
Tax Collections 
(In millions) 

s21,9:;9 
21. 516 
18,261 
21. 298 
21.5:11 

l'all ofT sharply in a recession, generating a deficit in the budget and, 
through this, encouraging economic recovery. In turn, revenues should 
increase sharply during periods of threatened or actual inflation, 
creating ;.;11rpluses and choking ofI undesired booms. In order to 
achicw this result, the fiscal system must include on the tax side 
<'ertain important taxes which are cyclically quite unstable in the 
proper dircdion. Considered in this way, the corporation tax admi
rably suit,; thi,; stabilization purpose. 

THE DOUBLE TAXATION OF CORPORATE INCOME 

J udµ:ed from the point of viPw of fairness of equity in the dis
trilmtion of the over-all tax burden among persons. the corporation 
income tax comes ofI very poorly in comparison with other taxes. 
and especially in comparison with the personal income tax. The lt>vy 
of the tax on the income of the corporation, without regard to the 
1wrsonal ownership of the corporation, leads to a situation where the 
actual rate of tax, assuming that owners do pay the tax, impn.~ed on 
any individual is entirely capricious and almost unpredictable. If 
individual income is accepted as the most appropriate criterion for 
determining personal tax liability, the tax levied on corporate income 
is inequitable regardless of the incidence. If the tax falls on the 
equity shareholders of the corporation, the individual bearing the 
tax may be in a high-income or a low-income group. There is no 
necessary co1111ection between the amount of common stock owned 
and the place in the income scale. But all individuals are subjected 
to the same rate of tax in this part of the fiscal system. If, on the 
other hand, the tax is passed along to consumers, it is equally unfair. 
While over-all consumption may be a justifiable basis of taxation in 
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some cases, little argument can be made for a discriminatory tax 
on those consumers who enjoy the products and services of the most 
profitable corporations. 

The equity argument against the corporation income tax has 
often been put in terms of the double taxation aspects. If the flow 
conception of income is adopted, and if the tax is supposed to rest, 
in whole or in part, on the equity shareholders, the income of the 
corporation is subjected to double taxation, once as it is received as 
gross receipts of the corporation and secondly as it is received by the 
individual in dividend payments. As suggested earlier, the owner 
may escape a portion of the second tax by allowing the corporation to 
plow back earnings into expansion; but even here. if the capital gains 
are to be realized, the individual must pay the capital gains tax. Some 
recognition of this double taxation is now inclu<kd in the allowance 
made in the personal income tax for a "DividC'nds Received Credit," 
which does serve to counteract the double taxation, but to a relatively 
minor degree. 

If the accrual or accretion conception of i ncomc is adopted. 
there can be no double taxation. The whole question reduces to 
determining the most suitable criterion for placing a tax on individ
uals, for everyone must accept the fact that individuals, as such, 
ultimately pay all taxes. Thus, whereas the advocate of the flow 
conception of income would emphasize the double taxation, the advo
cate of the accretion conception would stress the inequitable treatment 
of the particular individuals who happen to he equity shareholders. 
There is little difference in the two positions. In either case, the spe
cial discrimination against corporate income receivers is not clearly 
justified. 

An argument in favor of some discrimination may arise from 
the idea that, in the United States individual income tax, no special 
advantage is provided for receipt of the so-called "earned income," 
that is, income received for the sale of labor services. There is some 
_justification for treating labor incomes more favorably than non
labor incomes. This is because a tax system cannot easily allow a 
deduction for depreciation of human capital. Yet it must be acknowl
edged that a part of all labor income is necessary to keep the "asset" 
of the human being alive and maintained. This distinction hetween 
labor income and nonlabor income, the income from assets and 
claims, suggests the appropriateness of some adjustment in rates, as 
the British tax does include. But since there is no such adjustment in 
the American rate structure, the added tax on corporate income finds 
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some support. However, even on these grounds, a more suitable 
alternative would seem to be the substantial reduction of the corpora
tion income tax and the allowance for some earned income credit in 
the personal tax. 

DIRECT ECONOMIC EFFECTS 

Debt versus Equity Financing 

Any tax on corporation income seems certain to exert some 
effects on the Lehavior of corporations. One of the most important 
of these lies in the incentive provided to the corporation to finance 
expansion through borrowing rather than the raising of equity capital, 
that is, through the sale of bonds rather than common stock. 

The tax is imposed on the net income of the corporation, some
times called net profit, and this profit or income is defined in the way 
that accountants define profits. Actual expenses are deducted from 
gross receipts, and allowance is made for interest paid out on loans 
and for depreciation of capital equipment. But no allowance is made 
for dividell(J,; on equity capital invested in the corporation, even to 
the extent of some estimated "normal" or "average" rate of return. 
Because the tax does not allow for some deduction of an average 
yield on equity capital investment, it actually is imposed on a part 
of the gross receipts which the economist, as opposed to the account
ant, would call "opportunity cost" rather than "profit." 

In many cases, the corporation will face a choice between two 
methods of financing an expansion from external sources. It may 
try to expand its equity, that is, it may sell common stock. Or it may 
increase its indebtedness, that is, it may sell bonds. Since the tax 
allows the interest payments on bonded indebtedness to be deducted 
from gross income before computing tax liability and does not allow 
any deduction at all for a return on equity capital, the corporation 
often finds it advantageous to secure the additional external capital 
by the sale of bonds. 

This tax-induced premium placed on loan financing causes the 
corporate financial structure to become distorted in the direction of 
too much debt and too little equity. The structure becomes more 
vulnerable to shifts in the gross income of the corporation. The 
bondholder continues to have a primary legal claim against the 
income and assets of the corporation, even if the market situation is 
extremely poor. The common stockholder, on the other hand, is a 
residual claimant. He can claim income only if income first exists 
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and if all primary claims against it have already been met. Over
reliance on debt financing tends, therefore, to make the corporation 
much more susceptible to the threat of bankruptcy and liquidation 
durino times of economic stress. The flexil>ility of the economy in 

I:"' 

responding to fluctuations in business conditions is to some extent 
reduced by this distortion of the financial structure of corporations. 

Expenditure to Secure Nontaxable Income 
The high marginal rate of tax on corporate income, currently 

52 per cent, must change many decisions of the managers of corpo
rate enterprises. In a very real sense, when the corporation spends 
one additional dollar in a manner that may be counted as an addi
tional cost, it is bearing only 48 cents of this cost. The remaining 52 
cents is being shifted effectively to the shoulders of federal taxpayers 
in general. For each additional dollar spent liy a corporation that 
may be classified as additional cost, there is a net reduction of 52 
cents in federal government reyenues. The resu Its of this seem clear; 
corporation managers will be less careful in making corporate outlays 
than they would be where the full outlay represents real cost to the 
corporation or its shareholders. 

Care must be taken, however. not to press this apparent point 
too far. Insofar as an additional dollar's worth of outlay is intended 
to produce an additional dollar's worth of ordinary income or more, 
the tax need not affect decisions of management a great deal. While 
it is true that the corporation will only be giving up 48 cents for 
each additional dollar of cost outlay, it will also earn only ,18 cents 
on each additional dollar of income that it receives from the outlay. 
The marginal decision as to whether or not to undertake the produc
tion of additional output, to add a new line of goods, or to introduce 
an innovation, for example, should not be greatly affected by the 
existence of the 52 per cent marginal rate. 

Certain outlays exist which will add to cost but will not directly 
add to taxable income. These cost outlays will provide a nontaxable 
return, and the incentive provided to expand this sort of outlay is 
evident. For example, the effects of an increased outlay on institu
tional advertising may serve to increase the prestige and goodwill of 
the corporation without adding measurably to short-run taxable 
profits. There seems to be little doubt but that corporations will be 
encouraged to spend more on such ventures, which are essentially 
productive of rather generalized long-range benefits not directly. or 
at least currently, subject to tax. Another familiar example often dis· 
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cussed is corporation resistance to wage demands of unionized em
ployees. If a corporation management feels that the granting of a 
general wage increase will lead to a more tranquil period of labor 
relations, this is one way that management, but not the stockholders, 
can secure a higher nontaxable "real income." The salary scales for 
corporation executives will be similarly boosted because of this factor. 
If the existence of the tax does encourage corporations to be less 
resistant to wage and salary demands of employees, then the tax 
itself may be given some credit for generating conditions conducive 
of the so-ca lied "wage-cost inflation" of recent years. 

INCIDENCE OF THE CORPORATION INCOME TAX 
The incentives provided corporations to shift from equity to debt 

financing and to undertake certain expenditures which would not 
otherwise be rational produce the direct economic effects of the 
corporate income tax. More complex and indirect effects of the tax 
are also present, and the discussion of these introduces the question 
of incidence, a question that has been the subject of much discussion 
and debate, both among businessmen and economists. 

Who does pay the corporation income tax? This is a very im
portant question since some $20 billion are collected annually from 
this source at the present time, and this total can be expected to rise 
as the economy grows unless rates are reduced. The answer to this 
question will depend on the announcement effects that the tax is 
assumed to exert, and these effects will, in turn, depend on the ap
propriately chosen analysis of corporate behavior. 

The discussion may proceed by separate stages. If the tax were 
levied only on the "pure" profit of the corporation, that is, if some 
allowance were made for some "normal" rate of return on equity 
capital and this was deducted from the tax base, the economist would 
predict that the tax could not he shifted to consumers either in the 
~hort rnn or the long run. If the tax is placed on pure economic profit, 
:ind if it takes the form of a percentage rate of this profit, the corpora
tion would not find it advantageous to modify its hehavior in any 
1,av. Profits are maximized when marginal revenue from sales equals 
marginal costs, and the tax on pure profits cannot directly affect 
<'ither marginal revenue, which depends on consumers' evaluation of 
the product, or marginal cost, which depends on the production 
function. If the corporation is maximizing pure profits in the absence 
of the tax, it cannot improve its profit position after the tax by 
changing its behavior. Output will remain unchanged, and the prices 
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of final products remain unchanged. The tax reduces the net income 
accruina as a residual to the owners of the equity shares. The final 
inciden~e of the tax rests on the individuals who invest in corporate 
stock. 

This economic analysis of the incidence of the tax provides a 
useful starting point. But two major qualifications mu,,t be discussed. 
As suggested previously, the tax is not actually imposed on pure 
economic profits. No allowance is made for the genuine opportunity 
costs of owner-invested capital. Secondly, there is some reason to 
think that corporations do not, in the real world, maximize profits 
in the sense assumed in the preliminary economic analysis traced 
previously. Either or both of these qualifications might substantially 
affect the conclusion that the tax is not shifted. It will be convenient 
to discuss each in turn. 

The failure of the corporate tax to exclude a normal rate of 
return on equity capital from the tax base suggests the possibility 
that individual investors may escape some of their tax liability 
by shifting investments to other assets than corporate stock. This 
sort of shift does certainly occur. Individuals invest smaller amounts 
in equity shares relative to investment in other forms of business 
enterprises, the individually owned proprietorship and the partner
ship. The great advantages from having a business enterprise organ
ized in the corporate form reduce the magnitude of this particular 
shift, however, and the over-all impact seems of rather limited im
portance. In the modern economy, the corporation is the dominant 
form of enterprise, and, insofar as funds are to be invested in the 
carrying on of a business operation, these funds will likely be in
vested in a corporation in spite of the differential tax on corporate 
mcome. 

A second effect will be the shifting of some funds away from 
direct investment in the operation of business enterprises. Individual~ 
will try to escape the tax by investing in fixed-yield claims and real 
assets (bonds and real property). This shift will drive the price of 
these assets and claims up and yield rates down until an equilibrium 
is re-established after the imposition of the tax. On balance, the total 
investment in fixed-yield claims and real assets is probably larger 
than it would be in the absence of the corporation tax. 

The most important effect of the tax will be that of reducing 
the marginal return on all income-earning assets, the marginal pro· 
ductivity of investment throughout the economy. As this reduction in 
yield takes place, it may affect the incentive of individuals to save, 
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and through saving, real capital formation may be modified. Effects 
of this nature cannot be predicted with certainty, but some reduction 
in the over-all rate of capital formation seems more probable than 
its opposite. 

The three foregoing effects-the shift from corporate to other 
forms of business enterprise, the shift of investment from equity 
shares to real assets and claims, and the possible reduction in saving 
and the rate of real capital formation-combine to make total invest
ment in enterprises organized as corporations less than it would be 
without the tax, other things in the analysis being equal. From this 
it follows that output produced in the corporate sector may be some
what lower than it might otherwise be. Therefore, prices may be 
somewhat higher than would otherwise be the case. In this way, the 
tax may be said to be partially shifted to the consumers of the prod
ucts produced in the corporate sector. In the long run especially, the 
tax may he said to fall on both the investors of real capital generally 
and the consumer of products and services. 

It should be noted, however, that whatever shifting of the tax 
to the con,-;umer that does take place in this model takes place only 
over the long run, after full allowance is made for a shifting of 
investment from the corporate sector. A temporary or short-term 
shifting of the tax to the consumer cannot take place, even when 
it is fully recognized that the tax, as actually imposed, does not fall 
on pure economic profits. This modified analysis does not substan
tially affect the conclusions of the more simple model. The primary 
incidence of the tax rests with the investor, and any significant reduc
tion from currently high rates of tax could not be expected to lead to 
any sizable short-run reductions in the prices of goods and services. 

The second modification must now be examined more carefully. 
A short-run theory of tax shifting must introduce some different 
assumptions about the nature of the pricing process. If the corpora
tion is assumed not to maximize the present value of its expected 
profits stream but instead is assumed to price its products and serv
i('es on some cost-plus or "satisfactory" profit basis, the tax may im
mediately be shifted to the consumer. In this case, a tax reduction 
,rnuld redound to the short-run benefit of the consumer. 

The point at issue with regard to this modification concerns the 
itppropriate model for analyzing the operation of the whole business 
,e!'lor of the economy. If the economy is strongly competitive, the 
wry pressure of competition will force business enterprises to follow 
a profit-maximizing policy in order to survive. The firm that fails 
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to maximize profits, which may be negative as well as positive, will be 
left out of the race. In strongly competitive sectors, therefore, no 
effective short-run shifting of the corporate income tax is possible. 
On the other hand, in the monopolized sectors of the economy, the 
firm is not placed under the same pressure to be efficient in its opera
tion and pricing policy; the competitive necessity to follow a profit. 
maximization rule is not present. The firm possessing substantial 
monopoly power can decide to follow a policy of pricing its goods at 
a level that will yield to it "satisfactory" profits. This policy may 
also be advantageous in that it will serve to keep out rival enterprises 
in closely related areas. Under these assumptions, an increase in the 
corporate tax rate may lead the firm to increase the selling price of 
its products sufficiently to insure that the same profit is received at 
the new level as before. The tax is effectively ,-hifted forward to 
consumers. And a substantial tax reduction in this case might, if the 
firm desires, lead to a lowering of product pri('es. 

On balance, firms both willing to forgo profit opportunities and 
able to forgo them over the long term seem relatively scarce. If 
this conclusion is accepted, the conclusion of the initial simplified 
model remains largely true. Little of the corporation income tax is 
shifted to consumers, either in the short run or the long run. The tax 
must rest, to a considerable extent, on the owners of corporate enter
prises. 

EFFECTS ON ECONOMIC GROWTH 
Most students of the corporation tax are agreed on the conclu• 

sions reached in the preceding section to the effect that most of the tax 
burden rests with the owners of corporation stock. The effects of 
the tax on economic growth, if there are any, must stem from the 
induced changes in the behavior of investors. Ultimately, the effects 
depend on the response of individual savers to a lowering of the 
marginal rate of return on investment throughout the whole economy. 
If individuals are led by this reduced rate of return to save less out 
of current income and to spend more on current consumption, the 
tax is a factor in retarding growth, which depends so largely on the 
rate of real capital formation. 

There is little concrete evidence to suggest that individual plans 
to save are really affected significantly by changes in the rate of inter
est. This is one very important relationship which economists cannot 
predict, even in the sense of being able to outline the direction of the 
effect. There seems to be somewhat more acceptance of the view that 
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the amount of saving is positively related to the rate of interest, but 
the agreement is far from universal on this, and even if it were, there 
would be no way of determining the strength of the relationship. 

In the modern economy, much saving is done by the corporation 
itself. As a result, a large part of the investment in new plant and 
equipment is made out of retained earnings (savings) of the corpora
tion. At first glance it may be concluded that the 52 per cent marginal 
rate of tax would tend to make additional investment in plant expan
sion less attractive than if this rate were lower. But this conclusion 
may Le shown to depend on the relationship discussed in the preced
ing paragraph. Presumably, if the corporation is led to limit its 
expansion out of retained earnings because of the tax, the earnings 
which would have otherwise been invested would now Le paid out as 
dividends. But whether or not equity shareholders desire additional 
dividends depends on the opportunities for the alternative uses of 
these funds. Unless the tax tends to shift expenditures from saving to 
consumption, there would be no reason to expect the corporate man
agement to slow down the rate of internal financing. 

If the corporate tax is considered along with the individual or 
personal income tax, one factor tends to accelerate economic growth. 
The lower rate of tax on long-term capital gains makes it advanta
geous for many stockholders to invest in corporations that do retain 
earnings and invest these in plant expansion. While this is primarily 
due to the personal income tax treatment of long-term gains, it 
suggests that any growth-retarding effects that the corporate tax may 
have are, at least to some extent, offset Ly this feature of the fiscal 
structure. 

Considering the corporation income tax alone, the major growth
retarding effect probably arises from the direct economic effects on 
corporation behavior previously discussed. Insofar as the emphasis 
pla<'ed on del,t as contrasted with equity financing makes corporate 
financial structures more vulnerable to market fluctuations, instabil
ity becomes more costly in terms of the growth objective; and insofar 
as tlw tax tends lo generate unnecessary cost-increasing expenditures, 
the efficiency of corporate operation is reduced and, with it, the 
growth potential of the economy. 

EFFECT ON COLLECTIVE CHOICE 
The corporation income tax may be criticized on many grounds. 

But one of the most serious of its implications is often overlooked by 
students of fiscal theory. Precisely because of the uncertainty concern-
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ino- its real incidence and economic effects, the tax is convenient for 
0 

the politicians to impose on the people. This is clearly evidenced by 
its continuing importance despite the absence of support from econ
omists. Yet no one would propose that the real cost of public services 
is any cheaper Lecause they are financed by the corporation income 
tax. The cost is concealed from the ultimate taxpayer, at least to some 
extent. If this is the case, the decision which must l,e made in balanc
ing off the Lenefits of additional public s<:'rvicc against the costs in
volved in the additional payment of taxes will not be based on a fully 
informed comparison of alternatives. 

SPECIAL FEATURES OF CORPORATE 
INCOME TAXATION 

The discussion to this point has !wen devot<:'d to an examination 
of the tax and its effects ronsiderrd in general terms. There are sev
eral other important special featur<:'s of the tax. as currcnth· admin
istered in the United Stat<:'s. and the~e fratur<:'s exert e<·onomic effects 
of some interest. It will be usdul to discuss these separately. 

Loss Carry-over and Carry-back and Corporate Mergers 

The absence of any effective averaging procedure was noted as 
one of the deficiencies in the curr<:'nt administration of the personal 
income tax. The need for some avera;dng under the corporation in
come tax is more urgent, since corporate income is tml('h more fluc
tuating than individual income. The need for averaging differs in the 
two cases. With the individual income tax tlw rwcd for averaging is 
not so much to allow in good years some offset of losses incurred 
during years of negative income, for individual inrnrnes are rarely 
negative, but rather to allow for some adjustment in fluctuating posi
tive incomes to take account of the differential treatment produced by 
the progressive rate structure. As has been said, the corporate tax is 
essentially proportional. Therefore, the need for averaging is not to 
offset the discriminatory treatment of fluctuating incomes at all. 
Rather the need for some averaging is based on the recognition that 
corporate profits are almost as likely to be negative as they are to 
be positive. If the tax were to be levied on positive profits a lone with
out some adjustment for years of negative profits. the tax would have 
a major effect in reducing the amount of investment undertaken in 
risky and uncertain enterprises. The rate of innovation and introduc· 
tion of new products would be drastically reduced. 
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This need has been, to some extent, recognized in the administra
tion of the corporate tax. Included in the current (1960) tax law 
is a provision that allows some loss carry-over and carry-back. If a 
corporation reports a net operating loss ( negative profit) during a 
particular year, the law as currently ( 1960) administered allows this 
loss to be deducted from taxable income in either one or both of the 
two preceding years. This carry-back provision allows the corpora
tion to claim a refund on taxes paid during the earlier years. In 
addition to this carry-back provision, the corporation may carry over 
the loss as a deduction against income for any one or all of the five 
succeeding years after the year of loss. These provisions allow a 
corporation to average out income over a seven-year period in com
puting final tax liability. 

With the exception of new corporations which experience losses 
from the start and, therefore, never earn income against which to 
offset the losses, these provisions do allow for substantially equivalent 
trC'atnwnt for gains and losses. From the point of view of equity in 
the treatment of the separate corporation entities and the separate 
persons owning them, the provisions seem desirable. 

The carry-over provisions have one important economic effect 
that sPems undesirable. Insofar as the competitive economy is ac
cepted as a norm or objective for public policy, any institution that 
tends to reduce the competitiveness of the over-all system must be 
viewed with suspicion; the carry-over provisions for losses make the 
merging of corporate structures quite profitable under many circum
stances. For example, let us suppose that a relatively inefficient cor
poration has accumulated a huge operating loss carry-over. This 
corporation, given its current management, might never expect to 
have sufficient net taxable income within the next five years to offset 
the operating loss carry-over. On the other hand, suppose that, at the 
same time, an efficient and successful corporation is making a large 
current profit, all of which is fully taxable. It becomes advantageous 
for the successful corporation and the unsuccessful one to merge, 
retaining the original corporate structure of the unsuccessful corpora
tion, in order to utilize to the full measure the accumulated operating 
losses. Each dollar of operating loss deduction "purchased" is worth 
fifty-two cents to the profitable corporation. It will not have to value 
the assets of the inefficient corporate shell very highly in order for a 
mutually advantageous merger to be effected, even if the actual lines 
of production are quite different. 
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For any particular merger of this so1t there need he little, if 
any, reduction in the over-all competitiveness of the economy. But 
the cumulative effects of this provision in encouraging mergers will 
tend to produce an increasing concentration in the economy as a 
whole. In addition, there will he an increasing tendency toward the 
inclusion of wholly distinct productive processes under the same cor• 
porate shell, and this would seem to be less efficient than a higher 

degree of specialization. 
This effect does not suggest that the loss carry-over should be 

removed as a feature of the tax. It would he a relatively simple matter 
to reduce the incentive for mergers provided liy the carry-over pro
vision. The most severe restriction would be that of disallowing any 
loss carry-over to a new corporate structure. But this seems overly 
severe and would prevent some genuinely economic mergers that are 
not really tax induced. Something should lie ,rnrkcd out which will 
allow the mergers that will be genuinely economic to lie carried out, 
but which will reduce the great tax advantage now provided for many 
mergers which are possibly uneconomic in real terms, and which, in 
any case, add to the over-all concentration of production in the Amer
ican economy. 

Accelerated Amortization 
In computing net taxable income, a corporation 1s allowed a 

deduction for the estimated depreciation in the value of its capital 
assets. Since the manner in which the capital equipment is <kpreciated 
will affect the amount of taxable income reported, the Internal Rev
enue Service allows, under normal circumstances, certain rules to be 
followed in estimating depreciation. These are usually "rnnservative" 
rules, the most familiar of which is the straight-line method where a 
prorata share of the original cost of the capital asset is deductible 
in each year of the life of the asset. 

In order to encourage business firms to accelerate inve~tnwnt 
in war and defense facilities during World War II, certain provisions 
were incorporated into the tax law which allowed "emergency"' facili
ties to be depreciated at a considerably more rapid rate than ordinary 
rules would indicate. This provision was desi "ned to cncotira cre firms b · b 

to undertake quasi-permanent investment in facilities that would be 
of service to the primary users over a certain limited period of time. 
Although some changes have been made in the postwar years, some 
provisions of this sort remain in the law. If an investment is under· 
taken which is designed to result ultimately in the production of a 
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new or a specialized defense item or some component thereof, the 
firm undertaking the investment is allowed to amortize the intitial cost 
over a period of five years. Since federal defense outlays amount to 
almost one tenth of the national product, this provision can be very 
important. 

The accelerated amortization provision effectively allows the 
firm to reduce considerably its taxable profits over the initial five 
years of the life of the asset. If tax rates remain stable over time, the 
accelerated amortization will not modify the total amount of taxes 
paid hy the corporation over any definite period of time. If the cor
poration finds that it has fully depreciated a facility during the first 
five years of its life, the tax liability during the remaining life of the 
asset will he correspondingly greater. But this total tax will be dis
trilmted diiierently over time in any case. The provision allows the 
corporation to secure some equivalent of the accumulated interest 
that wou Id he earned on the taxes that would be paid during the first 
five years under ordinary depreciation rules. If no finite cutoff point 
is placed on the life of the corporation and it can be considered to 
reinvest continually in the expansion of facilities qualified to secure 
the advantages of this provision, there is an additional tax advantage 
over and above the amount of the accumulated interest. 

This provision for accelerated depreciation seems almost certain 
to encourage firms to undertake a more rapid rate of expansion in 
qualified facilities than would otherwise take place. In one sensc. 
this can he said to lead to a more rapid rate of economic grO\vth. 
But whether or not economic growth should be promoted in this par
ticular way seems an open question. If growth, as a desirable ob
jective, is to he sought, a more appropriate means of encouraging 
investment may lie in monetary-fiscal policy designed to keep borrow
ing rates on funds low generally. IL however, investment in defense 
or defense-related facilities is considered to he differentially desi r
alile, the provision for accelerated amortization may be appropriate. 

Depletion Allowance 
The most widely criticized provision in the current ( 1960) ad

ministration of the corporate income tax is that "·hich allows firms 
in certain extractive industries to deduct an allowance for depletion 
before computing tax liability. The rationale of the depletion allow
ance is that ordinary depreciation charges against original cost of 
capital assets are not sufficient in extractive industries because of the 
fact that operation of the firm involves the depletion of a wasting asset 
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that is of unknown value. The allowance is held to be necessary to 
encourage an "adequate" amount of development and exploration. 

The depletion allowances are computed as percentages of gross 
income of the firm. These rates range from a high of 27½ per cent 
for oil and gas companies to a low of 5 per cent for clay, gravel, 
oyster shells, sand, peat, and similar materials. An oil company, for 
example, may deduct 271/2 per cent of its gross income before estimat
ing its liability for the corporation income tax. This is, of course, 
over and above the deduction for ordinary depre!'iation for capital 
equipment. And the company may continue to take this allowance 
each year. 

The economic effects of this allowance are easy to trace. Insofar 
as the allowance is excessive, and most students agree that it is, there 
will be a tendency for additional capital inYestment to move into this 
type of employment. Relative to the more heavily taxed industries, 
there will be overinvestment in the extractive industries. This relative 
overinvestment will bring the rate of return below that in other in
dustries gross of tax. After an equilibrium has become established, 
the posttax return in the extractive industries may be no higher than 
the posttax return elsewhere in the economy. But, since some shifting 
of resources has been caused by the allowance, the over-all allocation 
of investment will be less "efficient" than it would be if the depletion 
allowance were to be reduced. 

CONCLUSION 

The tax on corporate income has been, and will continue to be, 
an important source of revenue for the federal government. This is 
true despite the fact that few arguments on either economic or ethical 
grounds can be advanced in its favor. The tax is grossly unfair as to 
the distribution of the burden among persons, and its economic effects, 
while unpredictable in part, are not consistent with the criteria of 
either efficiency or growth. The importance of the tax is explained 
by popularity with the politician. Since its true effects and incidence 
are somewhat obscure, the tax may be imposed somewhat more easily 
than can the personal income tax. 
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OTHER FEDERAL REVENUE 

SOURCES 

The income tax imposed on individuals and corpora
tions is the primary revenue producer for the federal government. In 
comparison, the remaining revenue sources of the federal system are 
relatively unimportant although they produce significant amounts of 
total revenue in any absolute measurement. This chapter will discuss 
the more important of these revenues, both those that are included 
in the administrative budget and destined for general expenditure 
and those earmarked for expenditure out of the special trust fund 
accounts. 

FEDERAL EXCISE TAXATION 

Revenues from the various specific excise taxes provide the 
most important source of nonincome tax receipts for the federal gov
ernment. Approximately $9.5 billion are estimated to be the fiscal 
1961 yield of federal excise levies which produce revenues for 
the general fund. This total increases to about $12.5 billion if the 
additional excise tax revenues destined for the highway trust fund are 
included. In terms of rough-and-ready comparisons, net excise taxes 
at current ( 1960) rates yield over one third as much as the corporate 
income tax and about one fifth as much as the individual income tax. 

Excise taxes are imposed by the federal government on a wide 
range of commodities and services. The most important revenue pro
ducers are the taxes on alcoholic beverages, which provide almost one 
third of total federal excise tax revenues. Those on tobacco provide 
about half as much as those on alcoholic beverages. Other commodi
ties and services taxed include playing cards, appliances, jewelry, 
furs, luggage, telephone services, transportation, and admissions. 
There is no particular logic to the list of commodities and services 

313 
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included in the group. Alcoholic beverages and tobacco are taxed be
cause of the sumptuary aspects, and because they have proved to be 
very good revenue producers. Sumptuary considerations also explain, 
in part, such taxes as those on furs, cosmetics, and cabaret admissions. 
Other commodities are taxed because al some time in the past they 
were considered to represent "luxuries," that is, something which the 
"common people" could really do without. 

Table 25-1 indicates the importance of the various broad groups 
of these levies. Taxes are imposed at both the manufacturers' and 
the retailers' level, the choice being dependent largely on convenience 
in administration. 

One very important category of federal excise taxes, and one 
which will surely become more important, is that which includes the 
taxes imposed on highway users. For the most part, revenues from 
these taxes are destined for the highway trust fund for expenditure 
on the interstate system of highways which was finally authorized in 
1956. These taxes do not rightly belong in the category of excise taxes, 
as such, since they take on certain characteristics of "prices" for the 
use of the highway network. These highway user taxes will he dis
cussed, along with those levied by the states, in Chapter 38. 

Federal excise taxation aimed at producing general fund rev• 
enues is important, and it may become even more important should 
the erosion of the individual and corporate income tax base, coupled 
with the need for continually rising federal expenditures, make fur
ther resort to excise taxation necessary. For some time, there has been 
a limited amount of discussion about the prospects for a general fed
eral excise or sales tax to be imposed at the manufacturers' level. 
But widespread support for such a drastic change in the fiscal struc
ture does not seem to be present, at least at this writing ( 1960). 

For many reasons, continued federal government reliance on 
i11come taxation as its primary revenue source seems both probable 
and desirable. Excise taxation provides a more efficient and appropri
ate revenue source for state governments in the United States. If the 
federal political structure, that is, an effective division of political 
power between the central and the state governments, is to remain a 
viable form, with the states retaining some semblance of independent 
fiscal authority, a rough separation of tax or revenue sources is highly 
desirable. 

As we shall see when we come to Chapter 31, states do rely quite 
heavily on excise taxation. For this reason, and since the analysis 
is identical regardless of the government imposing the tax, we shall 
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TABLE 25-1 

Federal Excise Tax Receipts, Fiscal 1961* 

Alcohol ta xcs. 
Tobacco taxes ... 

Source 

Taxes on documents, instruments, and playing cards ..... 
Manufacturt•rs' excise tuxes (gasoline, oil, tires, 1notor 

vehidPs, appliances). 
Ht>tailt•rs' Pxcbe taxPs UPwPlry. fur.-., cosmetics, luggage) ... 
MiscPllnw•ous cxdsP taxPs (tt>lcphone services, transpor

tation. admissions) .. 

Cross ('XcisP ta\PS. 

Deduct 
HPl"tmd of rt'Ct'ipts. 
Transf,•r to highway trust fund. 

l\,•t excise taxes ..... . 

Revenues, 
Fiscal 1961 (Est.) 

(In millions) 

$ 3,2'13 
1,957 

143 

5,332 
395 

I ,,t87 

$12.557 

8t 
2.950 

S 9.52:3 

*Sourcl'. Hwl!Jf'i uf tf1r Unifrd Sfoft•s (;ol't>r!lme11/ fur Fisml 1!}6'1. Special Anulysis B esti
mnlt•s indtult•d in the tahl1• url' IHlSt'd on existing (1960) legislation. 

not discuss here the economic effects of federal excise taxation. These 
will be discussed when we consider excise taxes at the state level. 

One point should be noted. Relatively speaking, excise taxation 
is not important at the federal level in this country. Excise taxation, 
the most important form of indirect taxation, is a much more impor
tant part of the fiscal system of continental European countries and of 
most other countries of the world. This is in part because political 
power is more centralized. But it should be recognized that, quite 
apart from political structure, the United States and Great Britain, 
along with the British Dominions, rely more heavily on income taxa
tion than do most other countries of the world. Therefore, an under
standing of the effects of indirect taxation is equally important with 
an understanding of income taxation in the study of public finance. 

ESTATE AND GIFT TAXES 
Taxes imposed upon transfers of wealth, estate and gift taxes, 

produce for the federal government, at current ( 1960) rates, almo,;t 
$1.5 billion annually. This revenue source is comparatively unim
portant in the over-all fiscal system. The distinct features of these 
taxes are such that it seems worthwhile to discuss them in somewhat 
greater detail than they warrant when considered in terms of their 
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quantitative importance. Of the two taxes, the estate tax is more pro
ductive than the gift tax by some tenfold. 

Federal Estate Tax 
The base of the tax is the estate of the decedent at some estimated 

market value. An initial amount of $60,000 is wholly exempt from 
the tax. This exemption in itself insures that the tax affects a relatively 
small number of estates. Here, as with the income tax, however, 
continued inflation in prices and incomes insures that a greater and 
greater number of estates will be subjected to the tax over time, even 
though the real value of these estates may not have changed. 

Marginal rates of tax on estates of more than $60,000 range 
from 3 per cent on the first $5,000 to 77 per cent on amounts in ex
cess of SI O million. The tax is thus highly progressive. Credit is 
allowed against the estate taxes paid to state governments. This credit 
increases with the size of the estate to a maximum marginal rate of 
] 6 per cent of the estate beyond $10,040,000. This crt>dit provision 
against state taxes was originally introduced in order to encourage 
the states to enact estate tax legislation and to prevent interstate com• 
petition for the aged rich. With the credit it becomes highly advan
tageous for a state to impose a tax at least up to the limit of the federal 
credit since, if it does not, the taxpayer will have to pay the full 
amount of the federal tax anyway. Most state taxes are considerably 
in excess of the federal credit allowed. 

The first distinctive feature to be noted about the federal estate 
tax is that it is levied on the estate of the decedent and not upon the 
inheritance of the recipient. Also, the rate progression is defined in 
terms of the gross estate. For example, assume that an estate is valued 
at $1 million, excluding exemptions and deductions, hut including 
allowable credit against state taxes. The estate tax on this transfer 
will be $325,000 at current (1960) rates, regardless of whether or 
not it is received by one legatee or ten. An inheritance tax, by contrast, 
would be based on the amount of the transfer received by each lega· 
tee, and the gross tax on the $1 million estate would be larger if 
it were to be transferred to only one legatee than to ten, assuming that 
the rate structure were at all progressive. 

The distinction between the estate tax and the inheritance tax 
introduces the second interesting feature of all taxes on transfers. 
By the nature of the transfer itself, two persons are involved in the 
determination of the tax liability. In discussing both the equity of 
the tax and the incidence and economic effects, the position and be· 
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havior of both parties to the transfer must be taken into account. The 
estate tax concentrates almost exclusively on the testator, the person 
who plans to bequeath the estate to others. Implicitly, this person is 
considered to Le the one who finally pays the tax since the progression 
in the rate structure is determined by the size of the gross estate. In
heritance taxation, on the other hand, concentrates attention on the 
person who receives the bequest. 

The incidence of the estate tax is not so evident as it might at 
first appear. The final burden of the tax would seem, at first glance, 
to rest with the recipient since he will receive less as a result of the 
tax. But if the right of disposition over an estate is considered to 
provide some satisfaction to the testator, the reduction of this right 
through estate taxation clearly reduces this satisfaction and he may 
be said to bear a portion of the final incidence. In any case, it is the 
behavior of the testator rather than the recipient that is likely to be 
modified as a result of the tax. The announcement or economic effects 
that do occur will be the result of his change in behavior. 

These effects may take several forms. First of all, the testator 
will try through all legal means to evade the necessity of paying the 
tax through the planning of his estate in such a way that a portion of 
it will escape taxation. Various devices are possible through which 
this can, to a certain extent, be accomplished. These take the form 
of special trust fund devices, transfers through gifts before death, 
and many other similar devices in the domain of the professional 
e,tate planner. The actual economic effects must involve some change 
in the supply of labor services or in capital accumulation. The rich 
man, knowing that his estate will he heavily taxed, may be encouraged 
to retire earlier, to devote less energy to earning income, and to take 
longer vacations. The over-all importance of this sort of reaction does 
not seem likely to he large, although it is, of course, very difficult to 
determine statistically. 

A second possible effect is some reduction in the over-all rate 
of saving and, through this, real capital formation. Individuals may 
not be deterred from earning incomes during their lifetimes by the 
knowledge that the estate tax will prevent their free disposition over 
all of the accumulated wealth, but they may be led to spend a some
what greater proportion of earned income on current consumption 
than they would in the absence of the tax. Some effect of this nature 
seems almost certain to occur, but it is perhaps more than offset by the 
provision in the administration of the personal income tax that allows 
unrealized capital gains at time of death to escape the income tax 
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altogether. The person who is planning an estate for his heirs must, 
therefore, take both of these factors into account. He may escape all 
personal income tax liability by purchasing assets and making plans 
to pass the ownership of these assets along to his heirs at death. The 
heirs will be allowed to value these assets for capital gains purposes 
at the estimated market value at the time of transfer. No capital gains 
tax will ever be paid on the accretion in value. On the other hand, 
any plans to pass along an estate involve liability under the estate 
tax. The individual who escapes the income tax thus almost auto• 
matically incurs a greater estate tax liability. The net effects of the 
two provisions on the rate of real capital formation are not clear. 

In a more practical way, the estate tax does have some effect 
on reducing the rate of real capital formation. Tlw tax is sufficiently 
high on large estates to make necessary, in some cases, some breaking 
up of the ownership pattern in order to pay the tax. The assets of 
the estate must he placed on the market in order that sufficient funds 
to pay the tax can be secured. Insofar as this procedure disperses the 
ownership of the assets of the estate, some reduction in the concen
tration of wealth is accomplished, and, with this, perhaps some re
duction in the rate of capital formation. Rather than subject the estate 
to the tax, the individual may choose, in such cases, to bequeath the 
estate, in whole or in part, to a charitable or educational foundation. 
Through such a bequest the estate effectively escapes the tax, and, 
in one sense, the tax is shifted to the general federal taxpayer by such 
action. 

The equitable basis for the imposition of high taxes on either 
estates or inheritances is well established and commands widespread 
acceptance. Inherent in the political philosophy of the free society is 
the idea that individuals should, insofar as is possible, he guaranteed 
some equality of opportunity. Despite the many ambiguities that this 
concept introduces, the unlimited right of individual persons to pass 
along accumulated wealth to heirs would seem to violate this equality
of-opportunity objective, as this is understood by most people. The 
taxation of transfers of wealth provides one means through which the 
government can insure some greater equality of opportunity without, 
at the same time, causing major disincentive effects. In past discus
sions on this point, however, too much has perhaps been claimed for 
the tax on transfers of wealth on these grounds. If the individual's op
portunities in life should depend solely on the pecuniary assets that 
he is able to inherit from his family, significantly greater equality 
might be achieved merely through a wise use of the estate and in-
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heritance taxes. But it must be recognized that the opportunities of 
an individual depend equally on the environment in which he has 
been reared and the family to which he has been born. These ad
vantages and disadvantages, as the case may be, could never be equal
ized by a tax on the transfer of wealth in any measurable sense. 
Equality of opportunity must remain a desirable social objective, but 
one which can scarcely be attained. Estate and inheritance taxes 
should he recognized as one means of moving toward an accomplish
ment of the objective, but their inherent limitations must be fully 
acknowledged. 

The Federal Gift Tax 
One economic effect of the estate tax seems certain. Its existence 

will encourage an increase in the number of inter vivas gifts. This 
effect is recognized and, in fact, stimulated by the gift tax, which in
volves a much lower rate structure. 

The individual is allowed to transfer as gifts up to $3,000 per 
year per recipient without being subjected to any gift tax at all. This 
provision encourages the dispersion of gifts among persons and the 
spreading of these gifts over time. There is no limit on the number of 
persons to whom gifts can be made and no limit on the number of 
years over which this exemption applies. Gifts to individuals in excess 
of $3,000 each become cumulative to the giver and these become the 
tax base of the gift tax. The individual is allowed one $30,000 ex
emption during his lifetime, and all gifts beyond this become taxable. 
For example, the individual can give $30,000 to ten different indi
viduals year after year without being subject to the gift tax. But 
suppose that he gives $30,000 each year to the same individual. Only 
$3,000 of this is wholly exempt, and, in addition, the individual 
would he allowed a specific exemption of $30,000 ( which would be 
used up in the second year) before computing his tax. Once the ex
emptions are accounted for, the marginal rates on taxable transfers 
range from 21/~ per cent to a high of 57:% per cent. These rates, 
coupled with the exemptions, are sufficiently below those of the es
tate tax to encourage transfers of wealth through gifts. Deliberate 
transfers through gifts in anticipation of death are not allowed, al
though this prohibition raises many problems of enforcement. 

As with the estate tax, the donor is considered the party to the 
transfer that is subject to the tax. The recipient of the gift is not sub
jected to tax, even as ordinary income, since gifts are specifically 
exempted from the personal income tax. If the accretion conception 
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of income were thoroughly adopted in tax administration, both in
heritances and gifts would be subject to full taxation as personal in
comes. The absence of effective averaging provisions in the latter tax 
would, however, make this inclusion of inheritances and gifts some
what unfair to recipients relative to other income receivers. If inherit
ances and gifts were included in the individual income tax base, 
there would be much less reason for levying special estate and gift 
taxes on transfers. In one sense, therefore, the present special taxes 
on estates and gifts represent a substitute for including these accre
tions of wealth in the individual income tax base. 

EMPLOYMENT TAXES 
If one looks at the receipts side of the regular executive or ad

ministrative budget for the federal government, employment taxes 
seem of trifling importance. The reason for this is that the revenues 
from federal employment taxes are almost exclusively earmarked 
for the federal Old Age and Survivors Trust Fund (Social Security.) 
Employment taxes produce revenues of some $12 billion per year, 
and this total is expected to increase rapidly over time. While the 
revenues from employment taxes now are about equal to those pro
duced by federal excise taxes, taken in total, the yield of employment 
taxes seems almost certain to outdistance that of federal excise taxes 
by a substantial amount within a few years. Table 25-2 indicates the 
rapid increase in yield of employment taxes over the last decade, an 
increase which, relatively speaking, certainly exceeds that for any 
other tax in the whole of the federal fiscal system. 

TABLE 25-2 

Employment Tax Receipts, 1950-61 

Year 

1950 ............. . 
1951. .. . 
1952 .... . 
1953 ..... . 
1954 ...... . 
1955 ....... .. 
1956 ...... . 
1957 .......... . 
1958 ...... . 
1959 .... . 
1960 .......... . 
1961 ...... . 

Receipts 
(In millions) 

$2,881 
3,928 
4,563 
4,980 
5,423 
6,217 
7,29-1-
7,578 
8,6-41 
8,853 

ll, 057 (est.) 
12,667 (est.) 
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In the decade of the 1950's the yield from this tax has increased 
by fourfold. The reason for this increase is the expansion of the social 
security system to cover more and more employees and the rate in
creases which have been necessary to finance the increasing volume 
of outpayments made under the Social Security Act. 

The Social Security System 

The origin of the employment tax as a federal revenue source 
lies in the social security legislation introduced as a part of the "New 
Deal" program in the mid-1930's. From the start of the social security 
system there has been a continuing debate between two opposing 
philosophies or approaches to government provision of old-age secu
rity, a debate that has not been fully resolved and that is reflected, 
to some extent. in existing legislation. 

The first view is that the system should be independent from the 
general federal revenue and expenditure budget and that this inde
pendent system, although governmentally organized, should be self
supporting. The dominance of this first view in the original legisla
tion is indicated by the establishment of the Old Age and Survivors 
Trust Fund outside of the administrative budget and by the earmark
ing of employment tax revenues for, and the outpayment of benefits 
from, this trust fund account. Implicit in this conception of the system 
is the idea that a central objective of its operation should be financial 
or actuarial soundness. That is to say, sufficient funds should be col
lected from employment taxes during any one period to equal the 
discounted value of the benefit obligations in the future which are 
incurred by employment in that period. In this view, the system is 
supposed to he closely analogous to a private pension plan in which 
each worker contributes along with his employer toward the accumu
lation of a fund out of which his retirement income shall be drawn. 
Consistent with this first conception of the social security system is 
·the norm that, during the early years of the operation of the plan, 
large reserves should he built up as a guarantee against future bene
fit obligations. The experience of the American system during its 
initial years reflects this view to the extent that funds collected from 
employment taxes exceeded benefit payments for more than twenty 
years, that is, until 1958. Since 1958, social security benefit pay
ments have slightly exceeded employment tax receipts, which means, 
of course, some depletion in reserves. The trust fond account accumu
lated a reserve over the first twenty years of operation of more than 
$20 billion. 
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Employment taxes, although sufficient to accumulate some re
serves until recent years, have not been sufficiently high to provide 
for full actuarial soundness of the system. If the current system were, 
in fact, a private pension plan, it would not be judged financially 
sound by competent auditors looking at its accounts. The fact that 
the system is not "sound" in this sense reflects the influence of a sec
ond, and sharply conflicting, view of the whole social insurance func
tion. If the government is levying employment taxes suflicient to pro
duce revenues in excess of current benefit payments, this leads to an 
accumulation in the trust fund account. A "budget surplus" is pro
duced in this partial sector of the over-all fiscal system. But this 
surplus may or may not be consistent with broader fiscal policy con
siderations which must take into account the total cash payments 
received from the public and the total cash payments made to the 
public, including employment taxes and social security outpayments. 

Taking this broader overview, it would seem appropriate, on 
the average, to limit employment taxes to an amount needed to finance 
current benefit payments, to put the plan on a pay-as-we-go basis, and 
to avoid any semblance of financial "soundness" which arises from 
a questionable analogy with private pension plans. If this approach 
were to be fully adopted, those individuals entering the system during 
its early years of operation would receive a considerable subsidy at 
the expense of individuals entering later. Since relatively few indi
viduals will have become eligible recipients of benefits during the 
early years, employment tax rates during those years would he low. 
As the number of eligible recipients increases over time, current rates 
of tax must rise to keep pace. Those individuals subject to tax, say 
in 1965, must pay a somewhat larger total than the discounted value 
of their own expected benefits. If the rates were not changed except 
for these reasons, the system, even under this approach, would even
tually settle down to a sort of long-run equilibrium. But if political 
considerations dictate that benefit payments may be raised to keep 
pace with inflation, the pay-as-we-go approach would probably result 
in pensioners always receiving some net subsidy from younger em
ployed groups. 

As suggested, the existing system embodies elements of both of 
the two approaches or philosophies to social insurance. A separate 
account does exist, and some reserves were accumulated during the 
first two decades of the system's operation. But tax rates were not 
raised sufficiently to insure full financial "soundness" in the actuarial 
sense; in addition, the schedule of benefit payments has been in-
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creased several times. A part of the difficulty stems from the pressures 
that are brought to bear on the Congress to increase benefit payments 
and to keep tax rates from increasing. It is difficult to see how any 
real approach to genuine financial integrity of the system can be in
troduced so long as both the schedule of benefit payments and the 
level of tax rates are considered to be subject to political adjustments 
up and down. Genuine financial integrity would require a much more 
distinct separation of the system from ordinary political affairs, a 
separation which does not seem likely to be carried out. A single 
example will illustrate many of the issues here. One of the most 
persuasive arguments for the recent (1959) increase authorized in 
the benefit schedule was that inflation has occurred to reduce the real 
value of the dollar to such an extent that previously set benefit levels 
were no longer adequate to provide the essential minimum of social 
security to recipients. Taken alone, this argument has much force, 
and it seems eminently reasonable. But contrast this with the position 
of the pensioner under some privately organized plan. The inflation 
would have equally affected his real income position. But it would, 
of course, he folly for him to expect an upward adjustment in his 
pension which he financed with dollars of higher real value in past 
years. 

Unless the social security system is to be made financially sound 
in some sense analogous to a private pension scheme, there is little 
argument for setting the whole plan apart from the more general 
federal budget. If, as currently seems in prospect, pensioners are to 
he subsidized at the expense of the taxed groups in the economy, 
there seems no especial reason why the employment tax should be 
preferred over the income tax or some other revenue source. It prob
ably remains true, however, that even though not fully sound actuari• 
ally, the separation of the plan from the budget does exert some 
restraining influence on Congress as regards tampering capriciously 
with rates and benefit schedules. This probable restraint provides the 
only evident support for the continuation of the system as it is now 
organized. 

Base and Rate Structure 
The preceding brief discussion of the origin and dual nature 

of the social security system is useful as background to any under
standing of the employment tax. The tax is imposed on wage and 
salary income to a maximum of $4,800. There are two separate 
taxes: one levied on the wage or salary earner, and the other levied 
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on the employer. The taxes are equal in rate. Currently (1960), the 
rate of tax is 3 per cent on both the employer and employee. For 
example, on a wage income of $1,000 per year, a tax of $30 will be 
levied on the employee and a like amount levied on the employer. 
This rate is scheduled to increase over time to a maximum of 4¼ 
per cent after 1974, although unscheduled rate changes appear cer
tain to occur before that time. These scheduled increases are necessary 
in order to keep the system on a pay-as-we-go basis under the in
creasing benefit payments which will certainly be required over the 
next two decades. 

The employee portion of the tax is deducted directly by employ
ers from the wages and salaries of the employees. Except for specific 
cases, all employers are required to report wages earned and to pay 
the appropriate tax. The coverage of the tax is widespread. Certain 
groups, such as state and local employees, railroad employees covered 
by a special plan, and civil service employees similarly covered, may 
be exempted from coverage. But, by and large, most members of the 
laboring classes are covered by the Social Security Act, and a means 
is even provided whereby the self-employed person may enter the 
system by paying both the employee and the employer portion of 
the tax. 

Incidence and Economic Effects 
The wide coverage of the tax suggests that there is no easy way 

for the employee to escape his portion of the tax. Only by shifting 
his activity to some form in which he does not earn income can the 
individual escape the tax since there are few areas of employment 
not subjected to the tax. For all practical purposes, therefore, the 
final incidence of the employee portion of employment tax rests 
squarely where the tax is levied in the first place, on the employee. 

The employer portion of the tax is not so simple to analyze. 
The tax is levied on the employer, but this is no guarantee that em
ployers cannot escape the tax by changing their behavior. They may 
shift the tax. Since the tax is imposed on wage income paid out, to 
the employer the tax represents a proportionate increase in labor 
cost of production. Although it is an important part, labor cost is not 
the only cost incurred by the employer. Labor must cooperate with 
capital in production, and the tax does not affect the cost of capital 
in any direct way. Since labor and capital are, at least to some extent, 
substitutes in production, the employer will be encouraged to utilize 
relatively more capital and relatively less labor as a result of the tax. 
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This reduction in the demand for labor will tend to lower wage rates, 
since supply of labor will not have changed as a result of the tax 
itself. Through this lowered wage level, the employer portion of the 
tax is effectively shifted to the workers. It may be concluded, there
fore, that both the employee and the employer shares of the employ
ment tax are finally paid Ly the wage and salary workers. 

Implicit in this analysis of the incidence of the employment tax 
i,, the assumption that the supply of labor will not be substantially 
modified as a result of the tax. This seems the most reasonable as
sumption that may be made. The tax does reduce the effective wage 
of the salaried employee in comparison with the situation in which 
the tax does not exist. To some extent, expectation of being able to 
receive future benefit payments under the scheme may tend to offset 
the disincentive effects created Ly the tax, but it seems useful to keep 
the effects of these benefit payments quite separate from those of the 
tax itself. But what are these incentive effects of the tax itself? 

Will the wage earner work more or less as a result of the levy 
of a proportionate tax on his income? No clear answers to this ques
tion are provided by orthodox economic analysis. The worker will 
lie tempted to work less since an additional hour's work is less re
warding than in the comparative case. On the other hand, he will Le 
tempted to work more in order to earn a higher income since his 
income after tax will be lower than before the imposition of the tax. 
The final effect 011 his behavior will Le the resultant of these two 
offsetting forces. The best assumption seems to Le, therefore, that the 
supply of labor is not substantially affected by the tax. This assump
tion is reinforced when it is recognized that institutional conditions 
prevent many workers from having a great deal of liberty to modify 
working hours at will in response to tax changes. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The primary source of revenue for the federal government is 

the income tax levied on individuals and corporations. By comparison 
with these taxes, other federal revenue sources are relatively unim
portant. In absolute terms, however, the remaining sources of revenue 
are quite large. Federal excise taxes yield more than $12 billion of 
revenue annually. These taxes are levied on various products and 
services for different reasons, although the most important taxes are 
those levied on alcoholic Leverages, tobacco, and gasoline. These 
taxes were not discussed in detail in this chapter. Estate and gift 
taxes do not yield large amounts of revenue. Taxes on transfers of 
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wealth present problems of analysis as well as equity which are quite 
distinct from those on income. The fundamental ethical basis for the 
taxation of transfers lies in the liberal ideal of equality of opportu
nity. Estate or inheritance taxation allows this objective to be more 
closely approximated without overly sharp conflict with the alter
native objective of rapid economic growth and maximum income. 

Employment taxes have been increasing in relative importance 
in the federal revenue structure. These taxes are earmarked to finance 
the social security benefit payments; they are not included in the 
ordinary estimates for federal budgetary receipts. These taxes may be 
expected to continue to provide a rapidly increasing yield as the sys
tem of social insurance reaches maturity over the next two decades. 
The incidence of both the employee and the employer portion of this 
tax seems to rest largely on the wage earner. The precise effects of 
this tax on the supply of labor are not clear, but no substantial change 
seems to take place. 
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26 
INFLATION AS A TAX 

In this chapter the discussion will be rather sharply 
changed from that in the preceding chapters of this part of the book. 
Heretofore we have examined long-established tax institutions that 
have hecn recognized as such by the puhlic. We now propose to ex
amine another long-established institution which can best be consid
ered from the taxation approach, but which has rarely been treated 
as a means of taxation as such. Inflation can be studied from many 
aspects, hut, for the purposC's of public finance, it seems appropriate 
that inflation he considered as a method of taxation. The phenomenon 
stems from the power of governments to create money with which they 
may finance puhlic expenditures. In the American economy, only the 
federal govf'rnment possesses this power. Therefore, it seems appro
priate that taxation through inflation he included in this part of the 
book. 

A BIT OF CONJECTURAL HISTORY 

Throughout much of recordC'd history, governments have been 
able to finance a portion of their public expenditures through some 
delilwrnte depreciation of the monetary unit. Early in the develop
ment of the organized or markf't economy, the "prince" secured con
trol over the currency unit, the "coin of the realm." This control was 
essential to the orderly working of any market economy, since the 
absence of some accepted circulating medium and some authority to 
determine its quality would have resulted in an extremely inefficient 
quasi-barter exchange system. The medieval "prince" was given the 
right to coin currency. This right was secured before an adequately 
functioning tax system was established. Attempts to finance public 
services, primarily the maintenance of a royal court, were continually 
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frustrated since the people would not pay taxes without protest and 
revolt. The "prince" soon came to realize that his right to coin money 
provided him with an opportunity to finance "public" services without 
the knowledge of his subjects. He could tax them without their being 
aware of it. He could do this by clipping off the edges of all coins 
as they passed through the royal treasury. In this way he could ac
cumulate a surplus of precious metal which he could then melt down 
and reissue in the form of new coins. With these newly issued coins 
he could pay for the goods and services desired by the "government." 
This deliberate increase in the supply of circulating monetary units 
without, at the same time, any corresponding increase in the supply 
of real goods and services, resulted in an increase in the level of 
product prices, that is, in inflation. 

In this very simple conjectural model, which docs in its funda• 
mentals describe what went on during certain historical periods, the 
taxation implicit in this sort of inflationary process is clear. The 
"prince" depreciated the currency as a means of financing "public" 
services; this was an alternative to the more conventional methods of 
tc1xation. The tax was popular with the "prince" because he could 
conceal its effects, at least in part, from the citizens. 

Since the process produced real goods and services for the 
"prince," someone must have suffered a real income reduction in 
the operation. Some individuals or groups must have borne the final 
incidence of the tax. Who really paid for the expanded "public" serv• 
ices enjoyed by the "prince" and his court? Those individuals and 
groups who held assets in the form of cash or in the form of claims 
to fixed amounts of cash were the final bearers of the tax. Since the 
value of the monetary unit was reduced, the real goods and services 
that were commanded by a given stock of cash were reduced. The 
inflation had effects equivalent to a special tax imposed on all holders 
of cash and claims to cash. 

THE MODERN VERSION 
Minting arose as a means of preventing the medieval prince 

from devaluing the currency. But history also teaches that govern
ments of modern national states finance expenditures in the same 
way, although the actual practice is much more sophisticated than 
that adopted earlier. Unless a commodity standard of money is in 
existence, and there are no such standards at the present time, national 
governments possess the power to regulate the value of the monetary 
unit through their control over the supply of money. This power of 
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controlling the supply of money gives governmental authorities an 
almost irresistible temptation and opportunity to finance public serv
ices through currency depreciation, that is, through inflation, rather 
than through orthodox means of taxation. The great advantages of 
nationally managed currency systems in the modern world are such 
that any return to genuine commodity standards seems out of the 
question. 1 

Limits to which modern national governments may employ this 
form of taxation may be imposed by the structure of international pay
ments. If a single country inflates its own currency at a faster 
rate than its trading partners, it will begin to incur balance-of-pay
ments deficits. These deficits will mean that the country will either 
lose gold or foreign exchange reserves if exchange rates are fixed, or 
find the exchange rate moving against its own currency if these rates 
are floating. Even with balance-of-payment deficits, however, modern 
national governments are likely to resort to direct controls to stop the 
domestic inflation that is the fundamental cause of the difficulty. The 
limits that international trade places on taxation through inflation are, 
therefore, more apparent than real. 

Perhaps a brief examination of the way in which the United 
States financed World War II will provide a good example of the 
manner in which modern national governments impose taxation 
through inflation. At the beginning of the rearmament period, public 
expenditure needs rose sharply and drastically above prewar levels. 
Congress responded by significantly increasing tax rates and by im
posing many new taxes. But governments are almost never able and 
willing to finance wars fully through current taxation of the orthodox 
sort. The increased tax revenues still left large deficits in the federal 
budget that had to he financed in some fashion. Every attempt was 
made, quite properly, to finance these deficits through borrowing from 
the public, that is, through the sale of government securities to the 
nonbanking public. Insofar as private people purchased these securi
ties with money that would have otherwise entered the spendings 
stream, the net effect of borrowing was, at least in the initial period, 
similar to taxation except that the purchase was voluntary. It soon 

'Prior to World War 1, the important trading nations of the world were tied closely 
toµ:,·ther throuµ:h adh,·n•nc,· to the intnnational µ:old standard. llnder this standard, the 
power of a singh· national government to finance public services through inflationary 
means was strictly limit.,,!. If domestic inflation was created by the issue of excessive 
amounts of donw~tic curn·ncy, exports of tht' country wou]d decrPase and imports would 
increase. Gold would flow out of the country, and some internal deflationary action would 
have to be taken. 
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became evident, however, that increased tax revenues plus funds 
borrowed from the public were not going to he sufficient to finance 
the deficits created Ly wartime expenditure needs. Recognizing this, 
the government resorted to the hanking system and its delegated au
thority to create purchasing power. The government "sold" securities 
to the Federal Reserve hanks in exchange for deposit accounts out 
of which public expenditures could Le made. This "sale" of securities, 
coupled with the government's spending of the purchasing power set 
up in these deposit accounts, served to increase sharply the reserves 
of commercial hanks. These excess reserves allowed the commercial 
banks to purchase additional government securities to some multiple 
of the amount initially purchased by the Federal Reserve banks. 
All in all, the process was almost fully equivalent to a simple opera
tion of the printing presses in expanding the effective money supply. 
Money in circulation ( demand deposits plus currency) rose Ly a 
multiple of four over the war period. 

All required public outlays were, of course, financed. In one 
sense, the resort to disguised money creation through borrowing from 
the banking system provided a residual source for federal financing. 
In times of national emergency, such residual opportunities may seem 
extremely important, especially when the government cannot secure 
sufficient public support for a level of orthodox taxation adequate 
for urgent needs. But the important point is that this residual method 
of financing also constitutes taxation, except in those cases to Le dis
cussed next. 

There were some unemployed resources and some unutilized 
productive capacity in the American economy at the beginning of 
World War II. To the extent that this existed, the additional pur
chasing power generated by the money-creation process did not exert 
any inflationary pressure. (This important case will Le discussed 
in a later section.) Once the resources and the ca pa city of the econ
omy were fully utilized, however, any additional purchasing power 
could have only one effect. Pressure was placed on the level of prices, 
and inflation in the price level was the expected result. During the 
actual war period, direct controls were placed over prices and wages 
in an attempt to prevent this expected inflation, but such controls 
are never very efficient in accomplishing this purpose. Experience 
has shown that repressed inflation is scarcely to be preferred over 
open inflation. 

In any case, inflation did occur, both in the war period and in 
that immediately following. This inflation represented a tax on all 
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holders of cash and upon all holders of claims to fixed amounts of 
cash ( for example, government bond holders). These groups were 
effectively taxed to finance the deficits created by the extraordinary 
wartime expenditures. These groups became the residual taxpayers 
who paid for that part of the war effo1t over and above that paid by 
more orthodox taxpayers. During periods such as this, this form of 
inflation through taxation becomes very important in the revenue 
system. 

INFLATION AND POLITICAL STABILITY 

During periods of normal economic activity, deliberate resort 
to the inflation of the national currency as a means of financing public 
expenditures seems to represent a sign of political weakness. If re
sources are fully employed, currency inflation can only lead to an 
increase in the level of prices, which imposes a genuine "tax" on the 
holders of cash and claims. And this tax seems especially inequitable 
because it is concealed. 

It is an unfortunate fact, however, that, in many of the less
developed countries of the world, resort to currency inflation is a 
normal occurrence. Governments are not strong enough to withstand 
the joint pressures for expanded public services and lower orthodox 
taxes. As a result, continuous government deficits, financed from the 
creation of new money, become the order of the day. The holders of 
cash and claims to cash are continually subjected to a major burden 
of tax. Chronic inflation is characteristic of many of the countries of 
the world. 

CURRENCY INFLATION WITHOUT TAXATION 

In discussing the taxation that is implicit in a policy of financing 
government deficits through currency creation rather than orthodox 
taxation, it was necessary at several spots to make the underlying 
assumptions of the analysis explicit. It will be useful here to discuss 
briefly the one case in which currency creation is a proper means 
of financing government expenditures. 

If widespread unemployment of economic resources and much 
unutilized productive capacity exist, roughly the situation during 
the Great Depression in the United States, the government can and 
should adopt a fiscal policy which involves the financing of all or 
a portion of government expenditures through outright money crea
tion rather than taxation. The reason for this is that the increase in 
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the money supply will, in such instances, serve largely to increase 
real income and employment and will not be used to bid up prices 
of existing output. No price inflation need occur at all in such periods; 
therefore, no taxation is involved in currency creation. 

The situation in deep depressions presents governments with 
rare opportunities to finance public expenditures without any real 
cost being imposed on the people. Literally, the government can, 
in such situations, secure resources without cost to anyone hy simply 
printing money. It follows, therefore, that this is the appropriate 
policy to be followed. 

Professor Abba Lerner has noted that the only purpose of taxa
tion is to prevent inflation. This is, in a limited sense, true. If no 
increase in the price level is threatened as a re;-u It of currency 
creation, there is no real cost of puhlic expenditures and, therefore, 
no need for taxation in the ordinary sense. Taxation has as its pri
mary purpose the financing of the real cost of government service, or, 
in other words, of spreading the real costs of these services equitably 
throughout the population. It is clear that currency creation will 
exert an inflationary pressure except in very deep depressions. Nor
mally, bottlenecks and rigidities in the economy will cause prices to 
rise as a result of money issue, even if some resources are unem
ployed. In such periods, this taxation aspect of the prohlem should 
he recognized explicitly in the fiscal policy adopted. 2 

INFLATION AND ECONOMIC GROWTH 

The two extreme or polar cases have been noted. If resources 
are fully employed, substantial currency creation can only lead to 
inflation, which amounts to a very severe and inequitable tax on the 
holders of cash and claims. If, on the other hand, significant unem
ployment is present, and no serious bottlenecks exist, currency crea-

'Strictly speaking, the conclusions in this and other parts of this chapter are 
correct only if additional assumptions are made explicit. In a growing Pconomy, the 
supply of money must he expanded in order to maintain a constant level of final prorluct 
prices. This necessity for increased quantities of money allows the government to operate, 
if it desires, at a slight budget deficit. But who pays for the public services that are not 
tax financed? Surely, in the fully employed economy, some real cost must he present. 
The real taxpayers in this case, as in that of inflation, are the holders of cash and claims 
to cash. They are taxed in a relative sense because, if the budget should he balanced 
( that is to say, if the additional public services should not he provided), the price level 
would fall and the purchasing power of cash would be increased. 

It is clear that the amount of additional currency that might be introduced as a 
means of maintaining monetary stability in a growing economy is quite limited. For 
purposes of general discussion, therefore, the qualifications made in this note need not 
affect substantially the conclusions reached in the text. 
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tion may result in an increase in real income and employment without 
any increase in the level of prices. In the first of these two situations, 
deliberate resort to inflationary financing of government expenditures 
is a sure sign of political weakness and should be avoided if possible. 
In the second case, currency creation should be undertaken as a 
means of financing public services since these can be obtained in this 
way without cost to anyone in the group. 

The more difficult problems arise in the intermediate cases 
"·hich seem, somewhat unfortunately, to characterize the modern 
economy. Few economists expect that a deep and severe depression 
on the model of that of the 1930' s will occur in the foreseeable future. 
But few economists agree that the normal rate of employment in the 
decade of the l 960's will he high enough to insure the absolute maxi
mum rate of growth in real income. A discussion has been raging 
on whether or not deliberate resort to inflation might not be a de
sirable means of stimulating a higher rate of economic growth. 
Inflation in the United States, if it occurs, must be considered to 
result as a deliberate choice. It will be useful here to discuss the 
issues involved in making this choice. These issues involve an exam
ination of the economic effects of inflation. 

ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF INFLATION 
It is useful to trace the economic effects of inflation in the same 

way that these have been traced for other taxes. What will be the 
effect of the inflation on individual behavior patterns? What action 
will he taken to avoid the tax? Upon whom does the final incidence 
of the tax fall, even after full account is taken for the possible shift
ing? 

The first point to be noted is that inflation as an announced 
policy will have different effects from inflation that is unexpected. 
If inflation is explicitly adopted as a policy, thus making it fully 
analogous with orthodox taxation, individuals and groups can take 
whatever action is available to escape the tax, to shift it to others. On 
the other hand, if inflation is unexpected there can be no announce
ment effect. The incidence must rest on those "caught," so to speak, 
when the action takes place. 

Let us first consider inflation of the unexpected sort. Let us 
assume that the government finds expenditure needs running in ad
vance of tax revenues and that it finances these through resort to the 
modern version of the printing press. Private people do not expect 
inflation to occur. As the newly created purchasing power enters 
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the economy, some initial increase in real income and employment 
may take place, at least if the government spending is concentrated 
on those activities that are depressed. However, it seems clear that 
prices of Loth final products and productive services will rise along 
with the increase in aggregate demand. But prices will not rise uni
formly. Some prices will rise rapidly, others more slowly, and others 
not at all in the short run. This unevenness in the pattern of price 
increases in inflationary periods produces a significant redistribution 
of real income in the society. Those individuals in favoraLle positions 
to take advantage of rapid price rises for their products and services 
will Le able to increase their own real inrome positions at the expense 
of those marketing products and services characterized Ly more 
slowly rising prices. DeLtors, those who are oliligated to pay others 
fixed monetary sums, will find their· real wealth position improved. 
Creditors, those holding the fixed claims on delitors, will have their 
real wealth reduced by inflation. lndividua ls on relatively fixed in
come contracts will not Le aLle to keep up with the pace of inflation; 
individuals whose wage and salary scale moves up rapidly will be 
able to secure net income gains from the process. 

These and many other similar redistriLution effects of the infla
tion are important and should not he overlooked in any complete 
analysis. But redistribution involves net gains to one group and net 
losses to another. The real incidence of the tax implicit in inflation 
is quite apart from this sort of redistribution itself. The government 
secures a greater command over real resources as a result of the 
currency creation. And the whole social group must suffer a real 
income loss, or "burden," representing the sacrifice of those resources 
which the government acquires. This effect exists over and aLove all 
considerations of real income and wealth redistriLution within the 
group itself. 

The final incidence of the unexpected inflation can be said to 
rest with those who hold cash and claims to cash at the time the 
inflation occurs. Since the inflation is unexpected, these individuals 
will have no time to change their behavior with a view toward 
escaping the tax. They will have no time to shift the tax to other 
members of the community. 

If an inflationary fiscal policy continues for any length of time, 
the announcement effects will begin to be important. Governments 
will almost never announce inflation as a deliberate goal of policy, 
but repeated resort to the printing press, or its modern equivalent, 
insures that these announcement effects will take place. Over the long 
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run, the results will be almost equivalent to a policy of announced 
inflation. 

When individuals expect inflation to occur, they will take action 
to prevent lwing subjected to the tax if possible. They will attempt 
to convert their asset holdings from money form into goods. If we 
recognize that various assets represent varying degrees of moneyness 
(liquidity), we can say that individuals, expecting inflation, will try 
to shift as far away from money as is possible. They will purchase 
those assets and claims that represent real values, the money values of 
which are expected to rise as the inflation proceeds. Prices of things 
such as land, real property of all sorts, and equity shares of debtor 
firms will tend to rise. The value of claims to fixed amounts of money, 
for example, bond;;, will fall sharply as the demand falls off and 
the supply increases. Yield rates on such claims will rise. Wage 
contracts will not be renewed in the absence of escalator clauses 
adjusting wage payments to increases in the price level. The demand 
for money cash will be reduced, and the interest rate on money will 
rise to include an adjustment for the expected rate of inflation. ThP 
velocity of circulation of money will rise rapidly. 

In this situation, after the adjustment to an equilibrium path 
of inflation that is fully anticipated, the tax will be paid IJy those who 
must use money. This may be illustrated by reference to the case of 
complete avoidance of the tax. If, for pxample, individuals could 
dispense with the use of money altogether, the government could not 
collect this tax. The case is exactly the same as the tax on liquor 
which individuals may completely escape by consuming a zero 
amount. If individuals were willing, in fact, to "consume" a zero 
amount of monPtary services, the government could not impose am· 
tax hy inflating the currency. No one would be willing to give up real 
resources for money in such circumstances. 

It is clear that the modern economy requires money for its 
operation. Transactions must be made, goods and services must he 
exchanged, through a medium of money. Therefore, despite all at
tempts to escape the tax, despite the undesirability of cash as an asset 
during 1wriods of expected inflation, cash will still he used. This will 
allow the government to continue to collect the tax through currency 
creation, and this taxation must he borne by those members of tlw 
group who mu~t. hy the nature of their economic activity, hold cash 
over time. The cash that is utilized must be held at all times by some
one in the group, and these holders of cash will Le subjected to the 
tax in proportion to the amounts held and the length of time held. 
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Claims to fixed amounts of cash will completely disappear in the 
fully adjusted inflationary economy. 

The expected or anticipated inflation will involve some wastage 
of resources in the use of suLstitutes for cash. Payments will be made 
more quickly, and various costly devices of Larter will be arranged. 
These are r.ostly in terms of economic resources. These may be said 
to constitute the excess burden of the tax. 

At the end of the preceding section, the relationship between the 
inflation process and the rate of economic growth was mentioned. 
Some currency creation can, in the modern economy, stimulate short
run growth. This point seems agreed by most students of the prolJlem. 
But currency creation will also cause prices to rise-inflation. The 
question posed was the following: Would it be good pu!Jlic policy to 
choose deliLerately to allow inflation to take place in order to secure 
the benefits of an accelerated rate of short-run growth? This question 
is implicitly answered in the effects just traced out. If this inflationary 
policy is continued over a long period, individuals will fully antici
pate the inflation that occurs. They will fully adjust their behavior 
to the expected rate of increase in the price leYel. Any boost that the 
increase in aggregate demand may exert toward stimulating fuller 
employment of resources and accelerated growth in the short run 
will not Le possible unless the expected rate of inflation is increased. 
In other words, the growth-stimulating effects of inflation can occur 
only if the inflation is unexpected. If a steady rate of inflation con
tinues, this rate will be expected. Hence, any continuous stimulant 
to economic growth through a policy of inflation implies a contin
uously increasing rate of inflation. Surely this is not a desired alterna
tive under any circumstances. A steady rate of inflation can lie main
tained by appropriate government policy, but this will lie advanta
geous only insofar as it provides the government with tax revenues. 
It will be of no use in securing a more rapid rate of growth. 

There is an important difference between the tax implicit in 
unanticipated inflation and that in fully anticipated inflation. In the 
former, the tax is concealed. Individuals are subjected to a burden 
of tax without knowing it and without having had time to adjust to it. 
This method of taxation seems contrary to the whole ethos of demo
cratic society. On the other hand, if the inflation is fully expected, the 
tax here is no different from any other indirect tax. There is no in
herent reason why the holders of cash should not be subjected to a 
tax, any more than the consumers of beer, meat, or playing cards. 
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But the point to be emphasized is that the only possible advantage of 
a long-run steady inflation is that secured from the tax proceeds. 

CONCLUSION 

Throughout the ages, governments have resorted to the creation 
of currency in some form to finance a portion of their expenditures. 
Modern governments are no different in this respect. Government 
"borrowing" from the hanking system is, in many cases, equivalent 
in effect to printing money. Insofar as money creation does not cause 
inflation, there can he no real objection to this method of financing 
expenditures. In such cases, perhaps characteristic only of very deep 
depressions, the government can secure resources without imposing 
any real cost on individuals. In more normal circumstances, any crea
tion of money will drive prices upward, which will amount to a reduc
tion in the real incomes of some individuals and groups in the econ
omy. The effects are similar to those of a tax imposed directly on the 
holders of cash and claims to cash. A full understanding of inflation 
requires that the process lie treated explicitly as a means of taxation. 

It is necessary to distinguish carefully between inflation that 
is unanticipated and inflation that is fully expected. The former type 
of inflation can perhaps stimulate some short-run acceleration of 
economic growth, but it is an extrt>mely inequitable form of taxation. 
The second type of inflation can have no effect on stimulating growth 
at all, but it is no different as a tax from any other indirect tax. 
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VI 
THE NATIONAL DEBT 

Any study of the public finances in the modern world 
would he seriously incomplete without some specific 
discussion of the public debt. It has already been 
noted that the annual interest charge on the federal 
dcht is seeoncl only to defense as an expencliturp 
item in the federal huclget. And cleht management 
remains as one of the most important fiscal tasks 
of the national government. 

Before the more practical problems of cleht 
managpment can he adequately discussed, some of 
the funclamental principles of public cleht must he 
1·onsiderPcl, Chapter 27 is devoted to a hroacl discus
sion of such principles. It is necessary to note, how
PH'r, that the "tl1Pory'' of public deht presented in 
(]iapter 27 is perhaps the most controversial material 
in this tPxthook. The approach taken is hasecl on that 
developed in gn•ater detail in my rPcent hook, Public 
l'ri11ciples of Pul,lic Debt (Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 
1958), and this appt·oach has not £'ommandecl wide
spread acceptance in recent years. For this reason, 
some of the points are developed hy way of contrast 
and eomparision with more widely accepted ,·iews. 

Chapter 28 describes the existing national debt 
in terms of its most important characteristics. Chap
ter 29 is devoted exclush·ely to the current prohlems 
of deht managt>ment fadng the Treasury Department. 
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Chapter 

27 

THE PRINCIPLES OF 

PUBLIC DEBT 

TAXATION VERSUS BORROWING 

Taxation can he considered as the normal way in 
which a government secures the revenues needed to finance public 
services. If we look on the fiscal process as an "exchange," taxes are 
the "prices" that individuals pay for the benefits of public activity. 
Individuals, acting through the political processes, subject them
selves to a reduction in real income of one kind (private goods and 
services) in order to he able to secure real income of another kind 
( public goods and services). The fact that taxation inherently im
plies coercion or compulsion cloes not modify this basic nature of 
the fiscal process. Taxation may assume various forms; as we have 
shown in Chapter 26, inflation is essentially one means of taxation. 
The fundamental characteristic of taxation is the compulsory reduc
tion in real income or wealth imposed on the individual in order 
that the government may finance the purchase of resources and serv
ices which, in turn, yield some addition to individual real income or 
wealth in terms of public service benefits. 

For governments, as for private individuals, borrowing is es
sentially an alternative means of raising revenues. Borrowing, that 
is, the creation of public debt, is a means through which governments 
may finance public services without reducing the real wealth of pri
vate individuals. Insofar as resources are used up in the provision 
of public services, some reduction in the resources available for 
private disposition must, of course, take place whrn the public sector 
of the economy expands. But the essence of the borrowing process, 
as opposed to taxation, is that the government secures the revenues to 
finance its purchases on a voluntary exchange basis. Private indi
viduals purchase government securities, not as the result of compul-
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sion, or even in the sense of exchanging current income for public 
service benefits, but in exchange for a government promise or obliga
tion to provide them with future income. Thus, we see that govern
ment borrowing and taxation are contrasting mf'thods of financing 
public services. In the one case, taxation, individual real wealth is 
currently reduced in "exchange" for goods and spnfres directly pro
vided by government. In the other case, borrowing, individuals give 
up no real wealth to secure the benefits of public services; they 
secure these through the government's contraction of an obligation 
Lo pay some income in future time period,; to certain creditors, 
,1·hether these be citizens or foreigners. 

THE BURDEN OF PUBLIC DEBT 

Viewed in terms of the conlra"t ,1ith taxation, it is clear that 
the financing of public services through the i""liP of debt instruments, 
securities, does not impose any real burden on citizPJb at the time that 
the public expenditure is undertaken. Thi" is tnw despite the fact 
that the resources available for private disposition arc fewer than 
before. Real resources are, of course, shifted from the private to the 
public sector by the combined debt i,-sue-governrnent spPrnling oper
ation. But this transfer involves no real sarrificf' or lmrdt>n to indi
viduals because those giving up current purchasing pmrer. those 
who purchase government bonds, do so in voluntary exchange for 
debt instruments which embody some obligation on the part of 
government to make a return income payment in the future. 

From this conception, it follows that the real burden of debt 
must rest with taxpayers during the future periods when the previ
ously issued debt requires servicing and amortization. As contrasted 
with taxation, which must impose a current real burden on individ
uals, debt creation provides one way of financing public services 
without current cost. It provides a means whereby taxpayers in any 
given period may shift or postpone the payment for puhlic $ervice, 
to the shoulders of taxpayers in future periods. "Future generations" 
may be exploited through the choice of debt issue to finance public 
services. 

This elementary analysis concludes that the real burden of thP 
public deLt, and by real burden is meant the sacrifice of individual 
utility, must be shouldered by those individuals and groups who must 
pay the taxes necessary to service and to amortize previously issued 
debt. The logic of this analysis is irrdutahle within the limits of tlw 
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model discussed, and this seems to be the only fully appropriate 
model for the purpose at hand. Nevertheless, this conclusion has not 
been widely accepted in recent years. The claim has repeatedly been 
made to the effect that the burden of debt cannot he postponed or 
shifted to future generations. Although this argument seems funda
mentally fallacious, it now commands such widespread acceptance 
that careful consideration is indicated. The argument is based on the 
idea that it is impossible to transfer a real cost to future periods when 
the resources providing the public services are used up during the ini
tial period of deht issue. The steel, copper, and oil, for instance, that 
were actually used up in producing war materials in 1944 were used 
up in 1944, not in some later year. The real cost, the sacrificed alter
natives, of these resources could only have been shouldered by those 
individuals who lived during 1944, who were forced to sacrifice cur
rent consumption of such materials during that time. This argument 
seems initially to be sound until it is recalled that, insofar as genuine 
debt was used as a means of financing these purchases, private indi
viduals were not "forced'' lo sacrifice consumption or investment 
opportunities at all. Tlwy gave up purchasing power voluntarily in 
exchange for the government's promise to pay to them a somewhat 
larger income in the future. When this point is accepted, debt issue 
cannot be claimed to impose a real cost on anyone during the period 
of resource use, despite the reduction in the amount of resources 
left available for private disposition. 

THE TRANSFER ARGUMENT 

How can the whole group be subjected to a net burden of publi<' 
debt in periods after that in which resources are actually used up for 
public purposes? One reason for a continued adherence to an e~
sentially fallacious view is the concentration on the trans/ er aspect,
of deht service operations. If the government sells a bond to an indi
vidual living within its borders, the payment of interest on this hond 
represents a transfer of purchasing power or income from the tax
payer to the bondholders, and in many cases this person may be onf' 
and the same. In the transfer process, the real income of the taxpayer 
is reduced; the real income of the bondholder is increased. But how 
tan the whole group, taken in the aggregate, be said to shoulder any 
burden, any net reduction in individual utility as a result of the serv
icing of previously issued deht? This is the most persuasive part 
of the widely accepted argument concerning the location of the debt 
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burden, and the effective refutation of this part requires a careful 
examination of the underlying logical or methodological assumptions. 

We must return to the period of del,t issue itself and ask the 
question: What would happen if the public debt were not to be 
issued? The individual who now purchases the government bond 
would purchase instead a private security. some other inrnme-earning 
asset, or he would spend the funds in current consumption. In either 
case, the discounted value of the alternative purdia,w would be ap
proximately equal to that of the governmcnt bond. Tlwre would be 
only a slight and insignificant differential between the purchase of 
the government bond and its substitutes. Now lt'l us ('OllsidPr the posi
tion of this individual in later periods. assuming that he did not 
purchase the government bond. The analysis is simpler if we assume 
that instead of the govPrnment IJOnd. th<' indi,·idual purchases a pri
vate bond, although this is not a necessary assumption. The private 
security will provide an interest income approximately equal to 
what the individual could havc earned 011 the gowrnrnent bond. 
Therefore, we conclude that, difTprentially :-pcaking, he is no hetter 
off without the government bond. without public debt having l,epn 
issued, than he would be with the pul,lic debt. The exi;-;tence of the 
public debt, as such. does not provide the bondholder with any dif
ferential benefit or burden. 

The situation of the taxpayer in these later pcriods is wholly 
different. With the public debt in existence. he is sul,jPcted to a 
coercive levy imposed in order to finance tlw inlt'rPst payments on 
the debt. This is the real burden of the public debt. since the tax
payer in this situation is the only person who must suffer a net reduc
tion in utility due to the past expenditure having lwen undertaken. 
If the expenditure had not been carried out in previous periods, no 
debt obligation would have been created by govenmwnt. The tax
payer, as such, would have been under no charge to service a public 
debt. 

If this analysis is accepted, it is clear that it is erroneous to look 
upon the payment of interest on an internal or domestic public debt 
as a "transfer" in any real sense. Bondholders receive the interest 
as a part of a contract; taxpayers lose purchasing power through 
the imposition of a compulsory levy. To call these two effects cancel
ing overlooks the fundamental difference between taxation and bor
rowing as means of financing public expenditure. 

If the debt-financed expenditure turns out to he productive, the 
taxpayer in later periods may, of course, be better off, even with the 
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necessity of paying the interest charge, than he would be without 
the debt having been issued. But this is irrelevant to the problem of 
locating the debt burden. The problem is precisely that of locating 
the individual or group of individuals who does "pay for" the bene
fits secured from the public outlay, quite independently of whether 
or not the outlay itself is productive or unproductive. Debt issue 
tends to shift this hurden of payment onto the taxpayer in periods 
subsequent to the deht issue-expenditure operation. Taxation, by 
contrast, places the hurden on the individuals living during the period 
when the expenditure is undertaken. This is the basic difference 
between the two methods of financing public expenditure, and the 
failure to recognize this point can only lead to confusion. 

THE ANALOGY WITH PRIVATE DEBT 
One of the points that is often made in the modern discussions 

pf the pul>lie debt is that it is fallacious to draw any analogy between 
the debts of governments and the debts of individuals, between 
pul>lic and private debt. The emphasis on this point stems from an 
acceptance of the argument that has been critically examined previ
ously. In many particular respt'cts, public debt must he different 
from private debt and any analogy between the two must he used 
,,ith great care, as is the case with all such analogies. But this clot's 
11ot suggest that the undt'rlying similarity ht'tween the individual and 
the public economy as regards dd>t issue can he overlooked. In tlw 
most essf'ntial respects, deht issue for the individual and debt issut' 
for the state are analogous. 

In each instance, borrowing ( debt issue) constitutes an alterna
tivP to tlw more normally accepted means of raising revenues. Ror
nming takes the place of earning additional income for the individual 
and of "earning" additional revenues through taxation for govern
rnents.l Borrowing in either case is a means of securing additional 
current purchasing power without undergoing supplementary current 
rnst. The costs of expenditures currt'ntly undertaken are effectively 
shiftf'd to future time periods. In such future pPriods, creditors hold 
a primary claim against the revenue or income of either the individ
ual or the government. I 

It may, of course, be fully rational for either the individual 
or the government to borrow instead of raising funds in a more 
normal way. As will be seen when this point is discussed, the desir
ability of borrowing depends on the expectf'd productivity of the 
expenditure and time pattern of the expected yield. Here it is noted 
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only that there is no basic difference between the individual and the 
government economy as regards the essential aspects of debt versus 
current financing of expenditure. 

EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT 
Still another result of accepting what has Leen labeled here the 

fallacious conception of public debt has been the sharp distinction 
made between an internal and an external or foreign debt. A govern• 
ment borrows internally or domestically when it sells securities to 
its own citizens. In purchasing the honds. the individuals voluntarily 
give up command over current usage of resources in exchange for 
the government's promise to pay a return in future periods. The 
government uses this purchasing power to aequire resources and 
services from the private economy. The citizens of the private econ
omy have a smaller total of real goods and services availahle for 
private disposition than before the sale of public debt. but they hold 
debt instruments in the place of the differential amount of private 
goods, claims against the government which are at least e11ual to 
these private goods in value. No person in this initial period in which 
the borrowing takes place suffers any loss in utility as a result of the 
operation. It is important to emphasize that this conclusion holds 
even if the public expenditures financed are completely wasteful. 

Let us now compare this with the process of external borrowing. 
Here the government sells securities to citizens of foreign countries 
who give up units of their own purchasing power in exchange. The 
government uses this purchasing power to acquire goods and services 
abroad, or to exchange with citizens who desire to acquire goods and 
services abroad. The total amount of resources available for private 
disposition in the domestic economy is not changed. As with domestic 
or internal public debt creation, no one suffers any reduction in 
utility during the period of debt issue and expenditure, and, if the 
project financed is at all beneficial, some individuals should receive 
net additions to utility. It must be concluded, therefore, that, at least 
in the initial period, there is no basic difference between the internal 
and the external public debt. 

Similar results hold if we consider comparable situations in a 
period subsequent to that in which the government borrows. For an 
internal or domestic debt, sufficient taxes will have to be levied to 
finance the interest charges. These payments will Le made to bond
holders who, in this case, are citizens living in the domestic economy. 
If, instead, the debt is externally held, the tax payments must he made 
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to foreign citizens. On this level of comparison, the external debt 
seems clearly to be more burdensome than the internal debt since 
there is no offsetting receipt of interest by local bondholders. The 
interest payments represent a net drainage of funds out of the domes
tic economy. 

This is the source of much confusion. If a correct and careful 
analysis is made, the conclusion that the external debt is more burden
some can be shown to lie erroneous. The previous simple comparison 
overlooks the central fact that the total national income must always 
be larger in the external deht case. The reason is clear. Resources 
are not drawn away from the private economy when the debt is 
originally neated; instead, resources are drawn from abroad. Con
~equently. the private income in any subsequent period must be higher 
than it would he if internal rather than external debt is issued. The 
fact that inl'ome is higher in a situation with external debt allows for 
the necessary drainage of interest payments out of the economy. There 
is no real distinction in the two cases, so long as the comparisons 
nre properly made. 

All of this should not suggest that there are not important insti
tutional differences between the external and the internal public debt. 
The sale of securities to foreigners will introduce many supple
mentary problems that are not present when securities are sold to 
citizens. These relate to such factors as possible changes in ex
('hange ral!:'s and transfer difficulties. There is no denying that such 
problems may arise, ancl, given the fact that the international pay
ments mechanism may work somewhat less smoothly than the domes
tic payments mechanism, the servicing of an external debt may be 
more difficult for a government than the servicing of an equally large 
internal debt. The point made here is only that the differences lie in 
these institutional arrangements. not in the fact that the two debt 
forms are intrinsically distinct in some nrnrP fundamental way. 

REAL PUBLIC DEBT AND DISGUISED 
MONEY CREATION 

In the preceding discussion. the act of borrowing on the part 
of government has been analyzed as an alternative to taxation as 
a means of financing public expenditure. In the full-employment 
economy, these two methods exhaust the possibilities since ( as Chap
ter 26 has indicated) the direct creation of currency (inflation) 
produces results equivalent to a form of taxation. If government 
expenditures an' financed out of newly created purchasing power, 
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it is clear that no real exchange of present for future income takes 
place, that is to say, no real debt is created. Real borrowing, or real 
debt creation, takes place only if some individuals or groups in the 
economy deliberately exchange current purchasing power for a gov
ernmental obligation to provide an income return in future periods. 

It is essential that this basic meaning of real public deht he 
kept in mind because of the extremely loose usage of the words 
"debt" and "borrowing" that have conw to he in!'orporatcd in the 
descriptions of current fiscal practices. In actual fact, whenever a 
national government deficit is created. that is, when public cx1wndi
tures in any one period exceed tax revenues, this defi!'it is financed 
by what is called "debt issue." The nominal size of the "'pul,lic debt" 
is always increased with a budget deficit. No distinction at all is made 
in ordinary public discussion between real <frbt. as defined previ
ously, and that which may somewhat legitimately l,e !'allcd "fake 
debt," or really "disguised money creation."' The failure to make this 
distinction has been a source of mud1 confusion. Since the two 
methods of financing expenditures have sharply difTering efTects, 
the lumping of these two under a single name in discussion tends to 
conceal the contrast between taxation an<l rea 1 <leht issue that has 
been emphasized. This failure also explains, in part, the reason why 
the substantially correct analogy between puhlic and private deht 
has been rejected. Quite obviously. private debtors do not have 
recourse to money creation, in any form. Therefore, any borrowing 
must be real borrowing, in the sense use<l here. National governments, 
on the other hand, do have recourse to this means of financing ex
penditures. It follows that, if this process is called "debt issue," the 
analogy between public debt and private deht is wholly false. 

The problem arises here because governments, or politicians, 
will rarely admit openly that public expenditures are financed through 
currency creation. As suggested in Chapter 26, the modern version 
of the money creation process is for the government to finance deficits 
by an operation that is called "borrowing" from the central bank, 
and, with its support, from the commercial hanks. There is a certain 
spurious legitimacy in using the words "borrowing" an<l "public 
debt" to refer to this operation in the sense that a nominal interest 
payment is made on the obligations held by the banking system after 
the completion of the whole operation. But in real terms, no "borrow
ing" takes place at all since no individual or institution gives up any 
purchasing power or liquidity in exchange for these obligations of 
the government to pay an income return in future time periods. The 
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purchasing power transferred to the government in exchange for 
these so-called "debt" instruments is created in the process. The 
banking system is provided with an interest income, not in exchange 
for and sacrifice of purchasing power or liquidity, but instead for 
creating additional currency, for carrying out the operation that is 
specifically within the constitutional power of the national govern
ment. In this sense, therefore, the interest payment on the "debt" of 
this nature is largely unnecessary, and does not at all serve the same 
purpose or function as interest on real debt. 

The public debt outstanding at any given moment of time is 
made np of both of these components. A significant part of the debt 
is not the result of any real borrowing operation at all; instead it is 
the institutional "veil" which serves to conceal, not very successfully, 
an expansion of the money supply. Only that part of the nominal pub
lic delit which represents the results of real borrowing in past periods 
can legitimately be called real debt. It is extremely unfortunate that 
the same words are used to refer to fundamentally different things 
in the two cases. 

The preceding section~ of this chapter have analyzed the effects 
of real government horrmving, real debt isrne. In order to complete 
the analysis of "public debt"' as this term is used in popular discus
sion, we nrnst now analyze briefly the effects of "fake" debt issues, 
that is, the effects of money creation which is disguised as public debt 
issue. 

Herc it is first of all necessary to distinguish between the econ
omy characterized by full employment and the economy with sub;;;tan
tial unemployment and excess productive capacity. In the full 
employment economy, any creation of additional purchasing power 
must he inflationary. must cause the price level to increase. The 
results are equivale;1t to a tax on the holders of cash balances. The 
burden of paying for the government expenditures financed in this 
way falls on those holders of halances. Insofar as the "debt" issued 
in the process carries Hominal interest, this hurdcH of interest falls 
on taxpayers in future time p<'riock This interest burden is, in this 
case. "excess" or "unnecessary." and represents the payment for the 
subsidy provided to the mone);•creating agencies, the banking system. 
This burden cannot. in this case. be considered as that which is in
curred for the public expenditures as such. 

The situation in an economy with excess capacity and unemploy
ment is different. Here currency creation may he positively desirable. 
Unless serious bottlenecks and rigidities are present, an increase in 
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the supply of money should have the effect of increasing real incoz 
and employment without inflation in the price level. As suggest, 
earlier, insofar as this situation prevails, government expenditures c1 

Le, and should be, financed al zero or very low real cost. In such cast 
11either taxation nor real borrowing should lie undertaken. Dire 
money creation becomes an effective alternative means of financi1 

public expenditures in situations like this, and this is the financii 
method indicated. The obvious method of creating money is the dire 
one. But if the institutional veil of "borrowing from the bankir 
system" is considered to he necessary, the nominal interest paid c 
the "debt" created in the process may he a ~mall price to pay fort! 
substantial benefits to lie secured from the operation. 

WHEN SHOULD GOVERNMENTS BORROW? 

The important normative question to II(' ans\\cred is: Whe 
should governments borrow? The preceding analy,-;is of public debl 
should provide a Lasis for answering this question correctly. But, i 
order to do so, we must distinguish carefully between the full-emploJ 
ment and the unemployment economy and lietween real horrowin 
and disguised money creation. 

The answer is simpler in the rase of 11rn·111ployrnent, and thi 
may be dealt with first. Suppose that the economy is characterize, 
by substantial excess productive capacity with unemployed resource, 
We assume that any increase in aggregate demand will have little o 
no effect on the level of product prices but will serve to increase rea 
income and employment. As has been suggested several times, th 
government should create money in this situation. Government deficit 
should be financed by an increase in the supply of money. No taxatio1 
and no real borrowing should take place. Either of these methods o 
raising revenue must serve to reduce somewhat current demand fo 
goods and services, an effect which can only he undesirable in th, 
underemployed economy. 

The great advantages that direct money creation has over "fake' 
borrowing lies in the absence of any interest cost. Currency pay: 
no interest return to its holders, and the government, when it issue: 
currency, does not place any burden on future taxpayers. "DeLt' 
instruments, as such, even if sold to banks, Jo carry some interes 
return, and, because of this, involve some real cost which is shiftec 
to future taxpayers. If, despite the clear advantages of the more direc 
form, money should be created by the disguised issue of "deht" tc 
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the banking system, the interest payments should be, and can be, very 
low. 

The question as to when governments should borrow becomes 
more complex when we consider the full-employment case. For pur
poses of clarification, full employment will be defined as being 
present when any increase in aggregate demand will increase the 
price level. In this situation, money creation, whether disguised 
through "deht" issue or not, should not take place unless the holders 
of cash balances are chosen as the group which is to be taxed. In the 
more normal setting, government borrowing, if it is to be undertaken, 
~hould he real borrowing. 

We may, therefore, reduce the alternatives to taxation and real 
borrowing in the full-employment economy. What criteria should 
determine the government's choice between these two financing meth
ods? The;;e criteria must be drawn from the characteristics of the 
government expenditure to be financed. The major distinction between 
the two financing methods lies in the location of the real cost of bur
den in time, the tax method concentrating the cost in the current or 
initial period, and the borrowing method postponing this cost until 
later time periods. This difference between the two financing methods 
allows some reasonably definite rules to be laid down concerning 
the choice. For those public expenditures or outlays that are expected 
to yield up all or a major portion of public service benefits in a 
reasonably ;;hort period of time, taxation should be employed in all 
cases. Clearly. resort to borrowing to finance expenditures of this 
nature will simply exploit future taxpayers at the expense of current 
puhlic service beneficiaries. The admissibility of the borrowing 
method for such cases might open up a Pandora's box of irrespon
;;ihle public expenditure programs. If legislative assemblies can 
finance expenditures yielding current benefits without levying current 
taxation. few or no re,;traints will he placed upon the limits to such 
spending. 

Real IJorrowing, as a method of financing public services, should. 
therefore, be limited to public expenditure projects that are expected 
to yield up benefits over a long period of time, that is, that are 
expected to he of a permanent nature. Here the analogy with the 
private economy is quite close. Business enterprises normally borrow. 
that is, sell bonds, to finance capital expansion programs. Borrowing 
is accepted as an appropriate method of financing outlays that are 
hunched up in time and are devoted to the purchase of equipment 
,1 hich will last over a long period of time. The principle of amortiz-
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in" the debt over the period of the useful life of the project is accepted 
ii/' business, and this principle is also fully applicable to govern. 

mental units. 
The appropriate rules for choosing hetween taxation and real 

borrowing have, to some extent, been incorporated in traditional 
fiscal practices. Borrowing is limited to the financing of extraordinary 
expenditures and to expenditures which finance "capital" projects, 
that is, projects which will yield benefits over time. This idea of debt 
financing for capital projects is incorporated in the proposals for 
distinguishing more sharply between capital and <·urrent budgeting. 

A few practical illustrations of the appropriate uses of taxation 
and debt issue may he helpful at this point. Taxation should always 
be employed for financing the current operating cost;; of government, 
for the financing of all transfer payments. for the financing of sub
sidies such as those to agriculture, for the finan!'ing of foreign aid, 
for the financing of most of defense expenditure. and other like items. 
Resort to borrowing is justified only for such expenditures as long• 
term highway construction, irrigation projects, riyer valley develop• 
ments, and urban renewal projects. 

There are possible dangers, however, in following these gen
erally valid rules for choice between taxation and real borrowing 
too rigidly. When taxation is used as the financing method, there is 
some guarantee, however rough this might he, that the advantages 
or benefits of the expenditure outweigh the costs. at least to the 
majority in the legislative assembly. Taxation for!'es some sort of 
comparison between the benefits and the costs of public activity. Any 
resort to borrowing in lieu of taxation tends to weaken this necessary 
connection between real costs and real benefits. Even if borrowing 
is restricted to long-term projects, no real comparison may be in
volved in the decision to undertake the project since both the benefits 
and the costs take place in future periods only. Desired projects may 
be adopted without consideration of the tax burden. It seems essen• 
tial that, when real borrowing is undertaken, legislative assemblies 
should consider simultaneously the imposition of future taxes neces• 
sary to service and amortize the debt over the useful life of the 
project. 

A second ever-present danger in the modern economy is that 
attempted real borrowing will turn out to be disguised money crea• 
tion. This applies only for national governments with the money· 
creating power. Care must be taken to distinguish as sharply as is 
possible between genuine debt issue and money creation, especially 
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so because of the unnecessary confusion that has been introduced by 
a loose usage of words in the last quarter century. 

SHOULD PUBLIC DEBT BE RETIRED? 
A second important normative question follows directly from 

the analysis of the first. Given an existing public debt, when should 
it be retired? If public debt is created only in those situations indi
cated in the preceding section, that is, only to finance long-term 
public investment projects, the answer to this question has already 
been given. The debt in such cases should be amortized over the use
ful life of the investment project, and a schedule of taxes providing 
for such amortization or retirement should, ideally, be adopted at 
the same time that the debt is issued and the public expenditure 
carried out. This principle of debt retirement is essential to the 
proposals for financing capital expenditures separately from current 
expenditures, that is, for the use of capital budgeting by governmental 
units. 

The more important question concerns quite another matter. A 
large nationa 1 debt exists in the United States. This debt is in part 
the result of real borrowing and in part the result of disguised money 
creation. The largest part of the debt arose from the deficit financing 
during World War II. Even for that portion of the $290 billion tlrnt 
represents rca 1 debt, no permanent capital assets owned by the fed era 1 
government exist which represent specifically the results of the debt 
financing. 

To what extent should the federal government take steps to re
tire this outstanding public debt'? This becomes the central question 
of debt retirement. As we have seen, the interest payments on this 
national debt now amount to some $9 hillion annually, an item in the 
frdnal budget that is second in quantitative significance only to 
national defense outlays. The tax burden involved in raising this 
inlt'rcst payment is suhstantial. Should deliberate policy steps he 
taken to retire this debt? We shall first discuss this question apart 
from the economic stabilization aspects; these will be introduced in 
tilt' following section. 

Debt retirement can take place only as a result of budget sur
plu,-;es. Tax revenues in excess of current public expenditures will 
produce a surplus of funds that may Le devoted to the retirement of 
<"Xisting debt, either by paying off issues of debt as they mature or 
by purchasing outstanding issues in the open market. These additional 
tax revenues must be collected from individuals and institutions in 
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the economy. The real cost of debt retirement must fall squarely on 
the current taxpayer. On the other hand, the real benefits accrue 
largely to taxpayers of later periods. J u;;t as deht issue postpones 
the real coet, debt retirement concentrates the,-e costs. Future tax
payers will be relieved of the interest burden on that part of the 
public debt that is retired. They will have a largt'r share of total 
income available for private or public disposition. A debt retirement 
operation, therefore, represents a net shift of dispo~al,le income from 
the current taxpayer to the future taxpayer. 

Given the nature of the national debt that now exists, it is not 
at all clear that a positive policy of debt retirement should be fol
lowed, even when we ignore the stabilization aspecb of this question. 
The current generation of taxpayers hears little of the responsibility 
of creating the debt in the first place, and there would seem to be no 
especial reason why these taxpayers should "suh~idize" taxpayers 
in later periods. No generally applicable economic reasons for a 
policy of debt retirement appear evident. In certain periods, a debt 
retirement policy may prove desirable; in other periods, the proper 
management of the debt may consist in keeping the nominal size of 
the debt at some constant level. 

Actually, political forces will probably prevent any substantial 
retirement of the existing national debt in any explicitly intended 
sense. The retirement which is possible may take place because of 
temporary and unanticipated budget surpluses and because of the 
opportunities for legitimate debt monetization over time. These will 
be discussed in the next section. 

One additional point should be made here. Treasury Depart
ment action may reduce the "real" size of the national debt without 
changing the nominal size. If the Treasury Department succeeds in 
reducing the over-all interest cost of the debt, the "real" debt is 
reduced in the sense that a lower interest charge is involved and 
hence a lower carrying burden. Insofar as this sort of interest pay• 
ment reduction is possible without serious conflict with over-all 
stabilization objectives, it should, of course, be attempted. But here 
the temptation is great to resort to a simple substitution of disguised 
money creation for real debt instruments, with the resultant likelihood 
of price inflation. 

STABILIZATION ASPECTS OF PUBLIC DEBT 
In applying the analysis of public debt to answering the two 

questions, when should governments borrow and when should gov-
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ernments retire existing debt, we have not specifically considered the 
use of public debt issue or retirement for the purpose of achieving 
certain stabilization objectives. It was suggested that genuine or real 
borrowing should not be employed as a means of increasing aggregate 
demand, the lllore efficient means being money creation. 

Real borrowing acts to reduce the purchasing power available 
in the econollly. It follows, therefore, that, if this operation is to be 
used at all for stabilization purposes, it must be used in situations 
in which some over-all reduction in aggregate demand is needed. 
If underlying economic forces are such as to make general inflation 
threaten, the issue of real debt is one appropriate means of reducing 
the excessive purchasing powPr. To he effective, in this case, the 
funds SPl'Ured through debt issue must not be employed to finance 
Pither direl't public expPnditures or debt retirement. Real borrowing. 
l'oupled with some policy of effectively neutralizing the funds. can 
lw a very efft•ctive anti-inflationary weapon. Since a sizable portion 
of the existing national de>lit is held l,y the Federal Reserve hanks, 
a means of ne11tralization is present. By selling government bonds to 
tlw publi(' at largt' and l,y using the funds collected to "pay off" or 
.. retire" governnlt'nt :,;eeurities held in the Federal Rest'rve banks. 
the government can prevent inflation. Any other usage of the funds 
\1ould return purchasing po,1·er to the economy and would tend to 
offset. to solllc extent. the impact of the borrowing from the public. 

This anti-inflationary usage of public debt must be compared 
,rith taxation designed to a1·complish the same purpose. As suggested. 
both taxation and real borrowing reduce the purchasing power avail
alile for private disposition in the e<'onomy. Aggregate demand aris
ing in the private sector is reduced in either case. The difference 
l1t'twecn these two C"a:,;cs is that while taxation reduces purchasing 
power through a compulsory levy on the incomes of private person,;, 
debt issue reduces this purchasing power through an exchange of 
debt instruments which embody a promise of the government to pay 
a future income return to individuals. In one sense, therefore, we 
may say that the issue of public debt to stop inflation will accomplish 
the purpose without imposing any real cost currently on individuals. 
Taxation, by contrast, will place the real cost squarely on current 
taxpayers. Viewed in this light, taxation seems to lie reeommen<lt•d 
as the soundest policy. Debt issue, as an anti-inflationary device, 
~eems to amount to shifting the real burden of stabilization onto 
future taxpayers. There seems no more justification for doing this 
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than there is for financing current public expenditures through bor 

rowing. 
We may now consider some of the stabilization aspects of deb1 

retirement. This introduces explicitly some discussion of debt mone 
tization over time as a means of accomplishing some reduction ir 
the annual interest burden. As the economy grows. additional mone~ 
is required if the average level of product prices i,.; to he maintained, 
There are several ways in which the required additional money may 
be introduced into the economy. The governnwnt could run budge! 
deficits and finance these deficits with direct lllonPy creation. But a 
more desirable policy might well he that of keeping tax revenues 
and public expenditures in balance, and introducing new money 
through the retirement of real public debt. This may he accomplished 
quite readily by allowing the central bank to purchase debt instru
ments held by the nonhanking public. As the operation proceeds, the 
central bank, the Federal Reserve, would acquire more and more of 
the debt. While the nominal size of the pulili,· debt would not be 
reduced due to the peculiar modern usage of wonk the real size 
of the public debt would be gradually reduced and the intrrest pay
ments correspondingly lowered. Ccntral !Jank ,H'<'Ullllllation of public 
debt amounts essentially to converting outstanding is:-ues into money. 
This conversion is clearly undesirable except in,.;ofar as monetization 
is required. With the growth of the economy. some such monetization 
may take place to advantage provided that the government budget 
remains roughly in balance. 

If serious recession threatens, such mo1wtization can proceed 
more rapidly. If, for example, a depression on the model of the 
1930's should be imminent, a substantial share of the outstanding 
public debt might be monetized. While it seems reasonably certain 
that such a threat will not occur in the foreseeable future, the economy 
will surely grow over time. Debt monetization offers, therefore, the 
most substantial hope for genuine reduction in the annual burden of 
the national debt. 

NATIONAL VERSUS LOCAL DEBT 
The discussion in this chapter has been devoted to the general 

principles of public debt without reference to the pa rtieular govern· 
mental unit under consideration. The disc:ussion of what we have 
called real or genuine public borrowing and genuine or real public 
debt is applicable to any governmental unit. The discussion which 
relates to debt as disguised money creation and to debt monetization 
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applies only to the national government since it alone possesses 
inherent money-creating powers. State and local governments must 
issue real debt, and they do not have the opportunity to monetize 
outstanding debt. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Genuine public borrowing is an alternative to taxation as a means 

of financing public expenditure. The essential difference between 
these two financing methods lies in the nature of the operation through 
which the revenues are secured. Taxation is imposed on individuals 
compulsorily, supposedly in exchange for the government's direct 
provision of public service benefits from the expenditure. Borrowing, 
by contrast, represents a voluntary exchange through which private 
people give up purchasin;.: power in exchange for the government's 
promise to return to them income in future periods. Taxation, there
fore. imposes a l1urden of payment for the public services directly 
on the indivicluals present during the time that the expenditure is 
carried out. Public borrowing, on the other hand, postpones this 
l,urden of paymrnt until later pniods. The issue of public debt shifts 
the cost of public expenditure to ··future generations" of taxpayers. 

This theory of the public drht has not been widely accepted in 
recent years. A good part of the reason for this has been the confusion 
between what is real or genuine borrowing and government borrow
ing operations which are t•mployrd to disguise the creation of new 
money. If the government horro\l·s from the central banks, the result 
is equivalent to the is,-,uc of new money, and the efTects are wholly 
difTerent from those of issuing real drht. This confusion has led to 
the contrasting theory of public debt which states that the burden is 
not shi ftcd to future generations, that there is no analogy between 
public and private debts. and that external public debt difTers sharply 
from internal or domestic debt. 

Governments should borrow only in situations characterized by 
full employment of resources. Borrowing shoulcl lie limited to the 
financing of genuinely long-term public projects, and some provision 
~hould be made for the servicing and the amortization of the debt 
over the useful life of the project. Pul,lic debts that have heen created 
in the past should not necessarily he retired since debt retirement 
amounts to the subsiJization of future taxpayers at the cost of cur
rent taxpayers. 

Debt issue is one means of reducing inflationary pressures in 
the economy provided that the funds secured are effectively neutral-
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ized. Taxation seems to be preferred, however, as an anti-inflationary 
weapon. 

The primary prospect for reducing the annual interest burden 
on the debt lies in the opportunity for gradual deht monetization as 
the economy grows. 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
As suggested in the introduction to Part VI, the material developed 

in this chapter is based on that in my book, Public Principles of Public Debt 
(Homewood, Ill.: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1958). The student is referred to 
this book for an elaboration of the several points made in this chapter. 

The theory of the public debt presented in the chapter is perhaps the 
most controversial of the material in this textbook. For a good summary of 
the contrasting views, the student should see the paper by Professor A. P. 
Lerner, "The Burden of the National Debt," contained in Income, Employ
ment, and Public Policy (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1948). 
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THE EXISTING 

NATIONAL DEBT 

The general principles of public debt have been dis
russed primarily with the view of determining the appropriate con
ditions under which debt should be created and retired. These prin
·ciples are applicable for all governmental units and for all time peri
ods. The prolilcms that arise in the management of an existing public 
debt are of a different sort. These are practical problems which must 
he continually faced by the Treasury Department. But before these 
debt managt:'nH'nl issue•,; l'an lw fully appreciated, the essential charac
ll·ri:-;ti(',; of tlw 11ation:il dcl,t a,; it now exists, must he examined. 

THE ORIGIN OF THE NATIONAL DEBT 

As of October, l 9;';9, the federal government debt of the United 
Stales amounted to approximately $288 billion, measured in terms 
of the principal or maturity value of the debt instruments outstanding. 
Table 28-1 trace,; the history of this national debt over roughly the 
last half century, 

A glawe at this table reveals that the great hulk of the existin[! 
national debt i,; the result of war expenditures. Both in World War 
I and World War II, the national debt increased manyfold above 
prewar levels. A ~Prious attempt was made during the decade of tlw 
1920' s to retire a suhstantia 1 portion of the debt created during World 
War I; note that the debt was reduced from a high level of more than 
$25 billion to a low of sliid1tly over $16 billion in ]930. The first 
half of the <lecade of the l 930's was characterized by government def
ic·its prmh1cPd liy the onset of the Great Depn•ssion. These deficits 
were largely unintentional and were looked upon liy almost all parties 
as being 111Hlesirahle. In the second half of the l 930's the federal 
government continued to practice deficit finan!'ing, with the consc-

:159 
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TABLE 28-1 

Principal of the National Debt, 1915-60 
(Selected Years) 

Year 

1915 .. . 
1918 .. . 
1919 .. 
1925 ... 
1930 .. 
1933 .. 
1936 ... 
1939 .. 
1942 .. 
19,13 ... 
19-14 .. 
19-1-5 .. . 
19-16 ... . 
1950 .. 
1952 .. 
1954 .. 
1956 .. 
1958 .. 
1960 ... 

Total Gross Debt 
(In millions) 

S 1,191 
12,1,1.:; 
2;;, mt 
20,;;16 
16,185 
22,528 
:n.778 
40,-B9 
72,412 

136,696 
201,001 
2:;8,682 
269. 122 
2~7 .:l:i7 
259. 10;; 
271,2:;9 
272.750 
276.:ln 
290. 000 (est.) 

Source: Annwd Rrporl of the Secr1•lury of lhe Trr11s11ry, 195H. 

quent increase in the size of the outstanding del,t. But hy the second 
half of this decade, the so-called "Keynesian revolution" in economic 
thinking, at least at the policy level, had occurred to some extent. 
As a result, deficits were no longer viewed with such dire forebodings, 
and the deficits subsequent to the sharp and short-lived recession of 
1937 were deliberately planned. 

This period of depressed economic activity, the 1930's, merged 
into the period of rearmament and war in the 1940's. As is normally 
to be expected, the extraordinary expenditures made necessary by war 
generated huge government deficits. The national debt increased from 
$40 billion in 1939 to $269 billion in ] 946. The experience in the 
two decades following World War II was somewhat different from 
that during the decade following World War I. No explicit and de
liberate attempt was made to reduce the size of the outstanding debt. 
The slight reduction that did occur between 1946 and 1952 was the 
result of Treasury Department reduction in Treasury balances, and 
in the disposition of temporary and unintended budgetary surpluses. 
Since 1952 the debt has tended to rise, with the most substantial in
crease coming between 1959 and 1960 as a result of the $12.5 billion 
federal deficit in fiscal 1959, a deficit that was generated, in part 
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deliberately, as a means of combating the 1957-58 recession in eco
nomic activity, and in part by the operation of the built-in stabilizers 
in the budget. 

The experience in the postwar years would seem to indicate that 
the national debt, in terms of size, moves in one direction only. The 
built-in flexibility of the federal budget will more or less guarantee 
substantial deficits during periods of recession, thereby increasing 
the size of the debt. This happened in the 1959 fiscal year. On the 
other hand, political forces seem to be such that the possibly offsetting 
surpluses <luring periods of inflation or threatened inflation will not 
be allowed to reduce the outstanding debt. These forces will tend to 
push through tax reductions or expenditure increases in such periods 
in lieu of debt retirement. As a result we can expect that the national 
debt will move upward over time in a stair-like fashion. 

If the size of the debt in comparison to the gross national prod
uct is examined, however, the relatively small increases that have 
occurred in postwar years need not be cause for great alarm. In 1946 
the national debt reached a high point in relation to GNP; in that 
year the principal of the debt outstanding amounted to approximately 
127 per cent of GNP. As the postwar growth in GNP took place, the 
national product outdistanced the national debt. In percentage terms, 
the national <leht currently (1960) amounts to roughly 60 per cent 
of the size of GNP, or less than half the proportion shown in the 
immediate postwar period. 

THE COMPOSITION OF THE NATIONAL DEBT 

What, specifically, is included in the national debt, as this term 
is commonly used? Officially, the national debt is defined to include 
all interest-bearing obligations of the federal government. Certain 
noninterest-Learing obligations arc included, but these are of insignifi
cant importance. The issue of currency by the federal government is 
not included in the figures for the national debt. 

The interest-hearing debt may be classified on the basis of type 
of security i,-sued, which, in turn, reflects largely the maturity of the 
obligation. Tlw important categories are bonds, notes, certificates, 
and bills. We shall discuss each of these categories briefly. 

Government Bonds 

Bonds arP is,nwd Ly tlw fedpral government for periods of longer 
than five years. The most familiar to the public, although not quanti-
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tatively the most important, are the Series E Savings Bonds. These 
are sold directly to individuals and are not marketable. Currently 
( 1960) an interest return of 31/4 per cent is guaranteed on these 
Londs if they are held to maturity by the individual purchaser. If the 
purchaser desires to convert the savings bond into cash prior to ma
turity, a fixed redemption schedule is provided. Since the only loss 
in cashing such securities prior to maturity is a portion of the interest 
return, these bonds serve as close substitutes for cash in the asset 
holdings of individuals. They are clas~ificd, for this reason, as "near 
monies." The individual holder is fully protected against any capital 
loss in money terms. He may, of course, he suhjected to capital losses 
in real terms during periods of inflation, as were the holders of such 
securities during the period immediately following World War II. 

The marketable issues of long-term gowrnment bonds are more 
important in an aggregative sense than are the savings bonds. These 
bonds are sold directly to individuals, nonfinancial institutions, fi
nancial institutions, and commercial banks. Certain issues are re
stricted to nonbank purchasers. By saying that these honds are market
able we mean that the individual purchaser may convert one of these 
bonds into cash at any time by selling it on the established open mar
ket for such securities. A glance at the financial page of the daily 
newspaper reveals that an organized market exists for such honds. 
The government provides for no redemption of such bonds prior to 
maturity, and it does not guarantee that any particular price will Le 
supported on the open market. As compared with the savings bonds, 
the marketable issues are not so liquid, that is, they do not serve the 
same function of "moneyness" as do the savings bonds. The individual 
investor must take the risk of a capital loss if he wants to convert his 
bond into cash before maturity. In periods of rising interest rates, 
which characterized the American economy in 1955 and 1956, and 
again in 1959 and 1960, holders of marketable long-term Treasury 
bonds suffered sizable capital losses, at least on hook values. 

The attempt to follow a policy of keeping the prices of market
able bonds at some satisfactory level close to par value was one of 
the main contributing factors to the inflation that occurred in the im
mediate postwar period of 1947 and 1948, and again in 1950. The 
Treasury Department would not allow the prices of marketable issues 
to fall to levels dictated by the ordinary demand and supply force;;. 
The Federal Reserve banks were directed by the Treasury to support 
bond prices by purchasing sufficient quantities to keep prices at sup
port levels. This amounted to a net creation of new reserves for the 
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commercial banks, which originally had purchased a large share of 
the long-term national debt during World War II. Through this policy 
of price support, the Federal Reserve was effectively prevented from 
exercising its standard restrictive policy, which would have indicated 
a sale rather than a purchase of government securities. This support 
policy was abandoned in 195], and since that time no attempt has 
been made to support the prices of marketable government securities 
at any rigid level. The Federal Reserve System has tried to keep out 
of the long-term government securities market, and has supported the 
prices only at times when certain temporary forces have disturbed the 
orderly movements of prices. 

The interest rate 011 long-term marketable securities is deter
mined liy the demand for ~uch securities in the open markets along 
with the ,-;upply of both federal obligations and the closely competing 
high-gra<k corporate bonds. Interest on outstanding issues range from 
a low of 2 1/1 per cent on certain bonds issued during periods when in
terest rates were much lower than those currently (1960) prevailing, 
to a high of 4 per cent on bonds more recently offered. Fluctuations 
in mark!'! price~ will, of rnurse. tend to adjust the capital values of 
the separate issues to insure that the rates of yield on comparable 
issues remain roughly equal. The holders of the low-interest bonds 
have, at some time since the issue, suffered sizable capital losses due 
lo the general increase in the pattern of interest rates. 

Since World War L the maximum legal interest rate that the 
government could offer on a long-term bond was 4¼ per cent. Since 
the rates of yield, as determined by the market for outstanding issues, 
r<:>achc<l this level and beyond in 1959, President Eisenhower in June, 
19.19 rcque,-;t<:>d the Congr<:>ss to increase this maximum legal limit 
011 i 11tt•rc~t. Congr<:>ss took no action, however, the result being that 
tlw Tn·a~un Dcp:1rt111ent. in ]959 and early 1960, could not sell 
long-term issues. 

Treasury Notes 

Trcasu n notes are secunlles carrying maturity dates between 
one and five ·years. They are all marketable. Since, normally, short
tnm interest rates are lower than long-1<:'rm rates, these can be issued 
at a slightly lower interest cost to the government than bonds. The 
length an<l the terms of the issues can be more or less "tailored" to 
meet the special needs of investor groups. The legal ceiling on the 
rate on long-term bonds does not apply to short-term issues. In Octo-
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her, 1959, the Treasury Department issued notes at 5 per cent interest. 
This issue proved to be very popular with the public, the particular 
notes securing the name "magic fives." 

Certificates of Indebtedness 

Certificates of indebtedness are st'rnnt1es issued normally for 
one year. Except in special circumstanct's, the ~horter the maturity is, 
the lower the interest. This is because the risk of capital loss becomes 
less, the closer the maturity date. The ilH'estor need only hold the 
security until maturity to he insured a return of full capital value 
since the government can always he expected to fulfill its financial 
obligations. 

Treasury Bills 

At the so-called "short end" of tlw national dcl1t ,-trurtu1T. Trc:1s
ury bills are issued for periods of 90 or 120 clays. Bills are normally 
marketed at a discount with the yield rate lwinµ; dett'rmined hy the 
rate at which the fixed maturity value is discounted. This feature is in 
contrast with other government securities which carry fixed coupon 
rates for interest. Bills are quite clearly "near monies"; the pur
chasers are individuals and institutions. both financial and nonfinan
cial, possessing cash balances that are temporarily idle. Due to the 
increased liquidity, these securities normally sell at lower interest 
rates than the longer-term securities. However, certain peculiarities 
in the demand and supply situations in the separate markets may 
cause the short-term or bill rate to be higher than the long-tt'rm rate. 
A large Treasury refinancing which takes place largely in hills may 
drive the price of bills down and the rate of yield up beyond the rate 
on long-term bonds, as was the case in ] 959. 

Table 28-2 shows the composition of the federal debt as of Octo
ber, 1959, both as to type of security and as to marketability. 

It will be noted from Table 28-2 that special issues account 
for a sizable share of the national debt. These securities are sold 
directly to the various governmental agencies and trust fund accounts. 
For example, the reserves that have been accumulated in the Old 
Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund are required by law to be 
invested in government securities. This fund alone accounts for about 
half of the total of special issues. 

Marketable issues make up almost two thirds of the total debt. 
Roughly speaking, two thirds of the debt is in long-term securities, 
including special issues in the long-term totals. As we shall discuss 
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TABLE 28-2 

Composition of the Federal Debt, October, 1959 
(In millions of dollars) 

Type of Security 

Bonds 
Treasury bonds. 
Other bonds .. 
l :.s. savings bonds .... 
Tr<'asury bonds, invPstnu>nt series .. 
Dt•po:--itar~· bonds. 

N()tPS. 

('.pr( ifirnl<'s .. 
Bills .. 
~p<'cial issuPs. 
~,i11-i11t1•n·st-bl'aring dt•bt 

Totals. 

Marke/able Nonmarkelable 

$ 8-t, 778 
50 

-1-0, 7j8 
20,:H3 
37,128 

srn:1. 057 

$49,721 
8,132 

176 

4-t,400 
2,022 

$101,151 

in the following chapter, the recent attempts of the Treasury to "fund" 
more of the debt, that is. to shift to more long-term issues, have not 
been succes,;ful, 

The "moneyness" of the outstanding debt cannot be directly 
measured, although it is clear that public debt instruments serve as 
close substitutes for money. espe('ially savings bonds and short-term 
bills. An indirect means of estimating the "moneyness" of the debt is 
provided by comparing the total principal with the annual interest 
charges. On a principal of some S286 billion, an annual interest 
charge of slightly more than $9.5 l,illion was estimated for the 1961 
fiscal year. This amounts to a percentage rate of only 3.3 per cent. 
The differential between this rate of interest, actually paid by govern
ment on the debt, and the rate which would have to be paid on pure 
debt free of all "moneyness" givt:>s some indication of the value of 
the liquidity aspect of public debt instruments. If $9.5 billion is capi
talized at a rate of S per cent, a total of $190 billion is indicated 
as a capital value. The difference between $190 billion and the $286 
l,illion provides some very rough measure of the degree to which 
the national debt either carries a pure liquidity premium or else 
has been effectively "monetized" through general increases in the 

rates of yield. 

THE OWNERSHIP OF THE NATIONAL DEBT 

Public del,t instruments are held by individuals, by business 
corporations, by financial institutions such as insurance companies, 
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by commercial banks, by the Federal Reserve banks, Ly state and 
local governments, and by special governmental agencies and trus1 
funds. Tahk 28-3 shows the distribution of ownership among these 
classes of investors as of August, ] 959. 

TABLE 28-3 

Distribution of Ownership of Federal Debt, August, 1959 

r:tass of I mes/ors 

Banks 
1-'cd,•ral llcs<'n e hanks. 
Commercial banks. 
l' .S. government investment accounts. 
Individuals 

Savings bonds. 
Other ... 

Insurance compaui<>s. 
Mutual savings hanks. 
Corporations . 
State and local guverr1111e11ts. 
l\fisc<'llaneous investors. 

Total.. 

Debt lleld 
(In billions) 

$ 26.7 
60.8 
51. 6 

46.7 
19 2 
12.1 
7.3 

2:1.6 
10 0 
20.6 

$290.:, 

The important distinction in the ownership pattern of the debt 
is that between bank-held debt and debt held outside the hanking 
system. The commercial bank holdings of federal securities present 
the greatest problem since these represent potential reserves behind 
a possible multiple expansion of the money supply. The commercial 
banking system, based as it is on fractional reserves, can generate 
an expansion in the supply of hank credit which is ~ome multiple of 
the expansion in reserves. If the demand is present, a commercial 
bank can convert each dollar's worth of federal securities into re
serves. This was precisely the problem in the immediate postwar years 
between 1945 and 1951. Commercial hanks, having purchased large 
numbers of federal securities during the war, tried to unload these 
and convert them into reserves to finance the expanded postwar de
mand for credit which business firms and individuals sought to secure. 
The normal workings of the market would have driven the prices of 
these bank-held securities downward as banks sold them, but the pol
icy of price support for securities prevented this. As a result, federal 
securities became almost equivalent to excess reserves for the banking 
system, and a multiple expansion in the money supply was allowed 
to take place. 
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Since 1951, the Federal Reserve has been free to counteract, if 
desired, any attempt by commercial banks to convert securities into 
reserves. The Federal Reserve has not been forced by the Treasury to 
purchase securities from the banks. The result has been wholly differ• 
f'nt from that which was present in the immediate postwar years. 

The Federal Reserve ownership of securities varies, of course, 
\1ith the extrnt and direction of its open-market operations. If inffa. 
lion is threatened, the System will, in addition to using its other policy 
weapon,;. enter the market and sell off holdings of government securi
ties. This will reduce bank reserves and thereby tighten up on the 
potentia I expansion of credit. On the other hand, in a recession, the 
Federal Reserve will enter the market and purchase government secu
rities. Through this action, commercial bank reserves are increased. 
The extent of the Federal Reserve open-market action during the 
J 9.'>7-58 rece,-,-ion may be measured roughly by an examination of 
holdings of government securities during the period. Federal Reserve 
holdings of government sccurities reached a post-Korean War low of 
S23 billion in June of 1957. at about the onset of the recession. As 
the reces,-ion continued, a ,-low increase in holdings took place until 
April, 1958, \\hen the total reached $23.7 billion. At this time, the 
recession hit bottom, although this fact was not, of course, known 
immediately. A more rapid rate of Federal Reserve purchases was 
instituted, until, in Dcct'mher, 1958, the total stood at more than $26 
billion. After December. ] 958, both as a result of seasonal patterns 
and tlw <'lcar evidence of an upturn in business activity, some reduc
tion in holdings was commenced. Over the recession, the Federal Re
serve holdings expanded by more than $2 billion, even after seasona 1 
adjustments are made. 

One of the goals for debt management has heen to shift a larger 
~hare of the national debt to the nonbanking public. This is based 
on the rt'cognition that hank-held debt carries with it a certain built-in 
inflationary potentia 1, hut this objective is also motivated by a desire 
to reduce what is called the rollover of the debt by converting more 
of it into long-term issues. Some of these points will be discussed in 
the next <'hapter. 

DEBT LIMITATION 

As was suggested, national deht is created only when federa 1 
expenditures are in excess of federal revenue collections. Both fed
eral spending programs and federal taxes require the approval of 
both the executive and the legislative branches of the government. 
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Nevertheless, Congress has, since 1917, imposed a ceiling on the 
amount of national debt outstanding. While this debt limit has almost 
always been adjusted upward when Treasury operations have re
quired, this limit has served to impose certain supplementary restric
tions on federal fiscal activity. The existence of a limit has caused 
some activities to be financed in such a way that delit issued would 
not come under the legal ceiling imposed. This evasion device has 
been accomplished by the issue of quasi-public debt by certain of the 
federal authorities. The whole debt ceiling idea seems to be a good 
example of the sometimes bewildt'ring maze that ('haracterizes politi
cal Washington. In early ] 959, tlw so-called "permanent" ceiling 
was $283 billion, with a "temporary" ceiling of $288 l>illion. In June, 
1959, the administration requested and secured approval for an in
crease in the "permanent"' ceiling to $288 billion and a boost in the 
"temporary" ceiling to $295 billion. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The national debt, as it exists. is largely the product of World 

War II. More than 80 per cent of the ouManding debt is attributable 
to the deficit financing of World War II and sub,;equent years. The 
relative size of the debt has, however, been gradually decreasing in 
the postwar period as the national output has grown. In ca rl y 1960, 
the national debt, valued in terms of mat II rity values, amounted 
to slightly less than 60 per cent of the gross national product. 

The debt may be classified liy the type,: of issue. Long-term 
issues, bonds, make up somewhat less than half of the total. If special 
issues held by the governmental agencies are added to this, the total 
long-term debt reaches a proportion of two thirds of the total. Savings 
bonds, sold directly to individuals, are nonmarketable. These carry 
fixed redemption schedules, and serve as a "near money." Marketable 
bonds, by contrast, possess less "moneyness" than any otlwr federal 
debt instruments. The yield rate on bonds increased to such an extent 
that, in early 1959, the legal interest rate ceiling of 4-1/i per cent 
interest was exceeded. 

The short-term, or nonfunded, debt is made up of Treasury notes 
issued with maturities from one to five years; certificates, with ma
turities of one year; and bills, with 90- or 120-day maturities. These 
short-term securities possess a higher degree of liquidity than long
term bonds and, normally, although not currently ( 1960), carry a 
lower interest rate. 
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The ownership of the national debt is distributed rather widely. 
The sensitive part of the debt is that held in the commercial banking 
system since this carries with it a certain inflationary potential. Fed
eral Reserve operations can, of course, prevent this bank-held debt 
from exercising disturbing influences on the economy. 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
For current factual information concerning the composition of the debt, 

the ownC'rship of the debt. maturity schedules, and similar data, the student 
,hould consult the monthly Treasury Bulletin. For more detailed accounting, 
including some historical data, he should consult the Annual Report of the 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
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29 

MANAGEMENT OF THE 

NATIONAL DEBT 

Public debt management, as such, is defined to in
clude that set of operations which mu,-;t be performed l>y the Trea,mry 
Department in "maintaining" a national debt. That is to say, debt 
management takes place even when no new debt is being created and 
no old debt is being retired, in net terms. Even if the federal budget 
were to he kept continuously in balance, the Treasury would still face 
tremendous management problems. As they arc actually confronted, 
the management of the existing debt is intermingled with either net 
creation of new debt or net retirement of old debt, ln1t it seems 
useful to discuss debt management, as suck in terms of a ronstant 
nominal value for oubtanding debt. 

WHY IS THERE A DEBT MANAGEMENT PROBLEM? 

If we specify that the total value of the national debt i,-; to remain 
unchanged, why should there arise any "maintenance'' problems at 
all? This question may best be answered by contrasting the actual 
composition of the national debt with a debt composed solely of "con
sols." A consol is defined as an obligation of the government to pay a 
certain interest annually without any maturity date at all. Consol, 
represent government debt issued for perpetuity; governments may 
redeem consols only by entering the market and repurchasing them. 
This form of government security has never been used Ly the fcdera I 
government, although it has been employed by many other national 
governments. It has many advantages. One of the most important of 
these is that the issue of consols comes closer than anything else to 
representing "pure" borrowing. There is less "moneyness" in a con
sol than in any debt instrument hearing a fixed maturity date. 

370 
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If the outstanding debt were solely in the form of consols, there 
would he no debt management problem as we have defined it. The 
government would be faced with the reasonably simple task of paying 
out a fixed dollar amount of interest each year to service the debt, 
but, so long as no new issues were sold and no old ones repurchased, 
there would be nothing else to do. All of the management problems 
arise, therefore, because the debt is not permanent in form. Consols 
do not even make up a small part of the existing debt. Although every
one expects that most of the national debt will be, in fact, permanent 
in the sense that it will not he retired, the debt instruments outstanding 
are not permanent. As a result the Treasury is continually faced with 
the problem of refinancing issues as they come due or mature. Sepa
rate issues of debt bear separate maturity dates, and as these dates 
appear the Treasury Department is faced with the necessity of retiring 
old debt and reissuing new deht, while keeping the aggregate size of 
the debt unchanged. 

Table 29-1 illustrates the magnitude of the refinancing problem 
that presents itself to the Treasury Department. This table shows a 
part of the maturity schedules for interest-bearing securities looked 
at as of the single date of March 31, 1959. Data are included for 
securities maturing in 1959 and 1960 only; a complete picture would 
include other years in which long-term securities reach maturity. 

A glance at Tal,IE' 29-1 indicates roughly the task that the Treas
ury will face as of any given date during the current period. As of 
March 31, 1959, more than $56 billion of the debt was scheduled 
to mature in 1959, almost one fifth of the debt outstanding. This fig
ure, taken alone, tends to understate the extent of the debt manage
ment problem since many of the bills outstanding were refinanced 
with new bills which also matured in 1959. The table can also be 
misleading in reference to the problems to be faced in 1960. Fixed 
maturities of only $20 billion are indicated in the table. But, and 
here is a good illustration of the problem with short-term financing, 
~in('e the Treasury did not succeed in "lengthening" significantly the 
lt:rm of the debt in 1959, many of the short-term issues experienced 
a "rollover" in 1960. In other words, if the issue of bills due in, say. 
September, 1959, was refinanced by the sale of more bills, this merely 
put off for 90 or 120 days the same problem all over again. Unless 
the Treasury succeeds in converting more of the national debt into 
long-term issues, the total share of the debt coming to maturity each 
year will tend to increase over the decade of the 1960's as more and 
more long-term bonds issued during the war years reach maturity. 
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TABLE 29-1 
Maturity Schedules of Interest-Bearing Public Marketable 

Securities of the United States Government and 
Outstanding March 31, 1959 

(1959 and 1960 only) 

Year and Month 

1959 
April 

Rills .... 
,otes. 

May 
. ills. 
Bill., (special) .. 
Certificate, H:1% ... 

Juue 
Rills .. . 
Bills ... . 
Bond, 2¼% .... 

July 
Bills .... 

August 
Bills .... 
Certificate, 1¾% .. 

September 
Bills.... .. .. . 
Bills .......... . 

October 
Note, 1½% ..... 

November 
Certificate, 3%% ... 
Note, 3½% ... 

December 
Bond, 2¼% ... 

Total for 1959 ... 
1960 

January 
February 

Certificate, 3¾% ............... . 
April 

Note, 1½% ............. . 
May 

Note, 3¼% ........... . 
Note, 3½% .. . 

October 
Note, I½% ... 

November 
Bond, 2½% ..... 

December 
Bond, 2¾% ...... . 

Total for 1960 ................. . 

Ammml of .l\laturilies 
(In millions of dollars) 

Fi:red ,\fo/urily 
I sslll's First Call 

7,599 
119 

5,601 
2,735 
1,817 

6,602 
2,997 

2,001 

l ,596 
13,500 

l,601 
1,502 

99 

7,711 
I, 184 

56,663 

11,263 

198 

2,738 
2,406 

278 

3,806 

20,788 

5,266 

3,455 

8,722 

1,485 

I,485 

Source: Treasury Bulletin, May, 1959, Tabl" I, p. 29. 
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DEBT MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 

In managing the national debt, the Treasury Department has sev
eral objectives, some of which are mutually conflicting. The first ob
jective of debt management has already been mentioned. In order 
to reduce the sheer magnitude of the management problem itself, one 
objective is to "fund" as much of the debt as is possible, that is, to 
convert the short end of the debt into long-term securities. Quite 
clearly, if this were the only management objective, it could be ac
complished with dispatch. As issues mature or become callable, the 
Treasury could simply sell consols, or very long-term bonds, in suffi
cient amounts to secure the necessary replacement funds, paying 
whatever interest rate the market dictates. The fact that movements to 
lengthen the debt have not been very successful, despite all of the pro
nouncements of intent on the part of the authorities, indicates clearly 
that other objectives must outweigh this one in importance. 

The first objective that clearly arises in conflict with the "fund
ing" objective is that of minimizing the interest cost on the national 
debt. As has been repeated several times, the $9 billion of interest 
is no small item in the federal budget, and the Treasury Department 
is under considerable pressure to reduce this cost to the lowest pos
sible figure. A wholesale refunding of the debt, as suggested in the 
preceding paragraph, ,rnuld appear to cause the interest cost on the 
debt to rise drastically and substantially over time. For example, let 
us suppose that the Treasury Department, in February, 1960, chose 
to refund the $11 billion worth of certificates maturing by an issue 
of consols. The rate of interest on this total might increase from 
33/i to perhaps 6 per cent. On this part of the debt alone, an added 
interest eo~t of almost $250 million would have been created. 

The conflict lietween the funding objective and that of minimiz
ing the total interest cost may, however, be more apparent than real. 
To the extent that the funding into long term at higher interest reduces 
the liquidity or the "moneyness" of the debt, a larger share of the 
debt can be converted, at the same time, into money, or its equivalent. 
There would be no need, therefore, to convert all of the outstanding 
debt into long-term issues. While the funding would serve to increase 
the rate of interest paid on long-term issues, this operation, in reduc
ing the liquidity premium on the outstanding debt, would allow a 
greater amount of highly liquid near money to be issued at very low 
interest cost. If such issues as the latter could be sold directly to the 
Federal Reserve banks there would seem to be no need that interest 
be paid at all. 
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A third objective, of considerably less positive importance than 
the others mentioned, is that of managing the national debt so as to 
accommodate to the fullest possible extent the particular needs of 
rnrious classes of investors. By following such a policy, the Treasury 
can, of course, secure somewlwt more favora!Jlt' intcre,.;t terms. This 
third objective is, therefore, in some sense subsidiary to the second. 
But quite apart from the l01rering of interest cost, there may exist a 
positive objective of using the debt to provide for the investment needs 
of certain groups. The purchase of TrPasury hills provides a very 
important means of earning short-term rPlurns on t'ash halanres for 
institutional investors, including state and local lrt'asuriP;;. Tax antici
pation bills allow business firms to earn some interpst return on funds 
accumulated for later payment of laxes. Savings honds provide a safe 
(in money terms) investment for those classes of individuals who 
do not have either information on or access to more sophisticated 
forms of investment. A slight variant of this debt management ob
jective involves the desire to insure that tht' national debt !,e widely 
distributed as to ownership among the separate groups of the popula
tion. By maintaining a variety of is,rnes, the Treasurv can help to 
prevent the debt from becoming overly concenlratf'd in ownership. 

The fourth objective for deht rnanagenwnt policy is that of se
curing some satisfactory or effective coordination between debt man
agement policies on the part of the Treasury and the more general 
monetary policies of the Federal Reserve System. By necessity the 
Treasury is involved in monetary policy when it manages the national 
cleht. It is, therefore, almost impossible that a sharp division of func
tion can he effected between the Treasury and the Federa I Reserve 
as regards the promotion of stabilization objectives. 

ALTERNATIVE DEBT MANAGEMENT POLICIES 

Three possible approaches may he taken toward thi~ problem 
of coordinating debt management with stabilization ohjediYes of the 
Federal Reserve System. First of all, the Treasury Department can 
explicitly recognize that its debt management policies exert important 
stabilizing or destabilizing effects on the economy and it can, there
fore, attempt to support the general policy of the Federal ReservP 
System. The adoption of this policy would suggest that the Treasury 
Department refund the short issues of the national deht into long
term issues during periods when it is generally de;;;iral,le to impose 
additional cre<lit rPslraint on thr Pc·onomv. tlrnl i~. d11ri11~ periods 
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of threatened inflation. Conversely, the Treasury would refinance 
maturing issues exclusively in the short-term market during periods 
of economic recession and, if necessary, refinance long-term bonds 
with the issue of short-term bills. This policy, which we may call 
f!OsitiI'e deht management, has the apparent disadvantage of forcing 
the Treasury to enter the long-term market during precisely the pe
riods when the interest rate is high and to refrain from entering the 
market with long-term offerings when the rate is low. The result i,
that this policy ,rnuld tend to maximize, rather than minimize, the 
interest cost of carrying the debt. It conflicts more violently with the 
interest cost objective than any other policy that could be followed. 
A second disadvantage of this positiYe debt management policy lies 
in the division of responsibility for achieving stabilization objectives 
which it fosters. The Treasury Department and the Federal Reserve 
Board are independent agencies, despite the close interdependence 
of their actions. The Ff'dera l Reserve Boa rd is charged with the pri
mary responsibility of using monetary policy to achieve certain stabi
lization goals. Unless the positive steps in debt management could be 
~ubjectcd to Federal Hrsenc ('Ontrol, there is always the danger that 
the l\rn separate agc1wies would not effectively coordinate policy 
moves, despite the intent to do so. Against these important disad
rnntagf's must be placed the inherent fact that debt management does 
provide, more or less automatically, an effective instrument for pro
n10ting certain stabilization purp0sf's. \\ 1hether or not a positive policy 
of debt managenH'nt would result in a lengthening or a shortening 
of the term slrncturc of the national debt would ch·pend on the un
derlying forces al work in the economy. If inflation \1ere continually 
threatened. this policy would l,e consistent with a funding of the 
deht into long-term issues. On tlw olh<-'r hand, if rn·e~sion 11ere tlw 
more characteristic pattern of the economy, a mon· rapid "monetiza
tion" of the deht could take place. 

A second approach may be ca llcd a neutral policy of cleht man
agement. In this policy, the Trea~ury Department would deliberately 
refrain from promoting stabilization objectives through its debt man
agement operations. It would reeognize the suzerainty of the Federal 
Reserve Board in the realm of ~tahilization policy, and it would try 
lo keep its deht management wholly neutral. A gPnuine policy of 
neutrality in this sense would. perhaps, be extremely diflicult for the 
Treasury to follow. But some elements of such a policy may be out
lined. Ti1e Treasury would try to keep its refinancing operations from 
exerting either a stabilizing or a destabilizing effect on the nation's 
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money and credit markets. When an issue of public debt came due, 
the Treasury would attempt to replace the issue with another which 
would fully offset retirement of the first. In a period of unchanging 
interest rates, this would suggest the maintaining of a constant term 
structure of the debt. With changing rates over time, certain minimal 
shifts in the term structure could be made. But, l,y and large, the 
debt would be maintained in roughly the form that currently exists. 
In periods of rising interest rates, the Treasury should expect interest 
rates on the national debt to rise. and it should be willing to enter 
the long-term market and pay the full market rates if long-term issues 
mature. Under this policy, the long-run level of interest costs will 
depend on the level of interest rates in the economy at large. As in 
the first case, if inflation is the more ('onstant threat, and if monetary 
policy is used to combat it the intere,-,t rates on the national debt will 
rise. While a fully neutral policy might reduce interest costs on the 
debt somewhat below those incorporated in a po,-,itive debt manage• 
ment policy, the primary conflict would still l,e that found when the 
objective is to minimize the interest burden. 

A third debt management policy may he classified as a negative 
one. Under this approach, the Treasury would be primarily domi
nated by the objective of minimizing interest cost on the national debt. 
It would take advantage of market conditions to refinance debt in 
such a way as to reduce the over-all interest charges. This would sug
gest that the Treasury refrain from entering the long-term market 
during periods of money and credit stringency because of the high 
interest rates. Conversely, the Treasury would make every effort to 
enter the long-term market during periods of economic recession, 
when interest rates are relatively low. In this way, the interest cost 
on the debt is minimized. The extent of refunding that would take 
place over time would again depend on the underlying characteristics 
of the economy. If inflation should prove the more recurrent threat 
to stability, the debt would become of shorter and shorter term. If, 
on the other hand, the economy should he faced with frequent reces
sions, a substantial refunding of the debt into long-term issues could 
take place. 

This negative policy seems undesirable on almost all counts. 
In the first place, it requires that the Federal Reserve offset the ad
verse stabilization effects of all Treasury debt operations. Not only 
does the policy represent deliberate refusal to utilize a weapon al
ready at hand, it actually involves using the weapon in the wrong 
direction. In addition, if the minimization of interest cost is to be the 
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dominating objective of debt management, there seems little reason 
to stop with a merely negative policy. The logical implication of this 
approach would seem to be that of monetizing the whole of the debt, 
quite independently of the effects on Federal Reserve attempts at 
stabilization. In this way, the interest cost could be all but eliminated. 
The Federal Reserve, in trying to offset such action on the part of the 
Treasury, would be forced to undertake drastic restrictive action, 
with questionable chances of success. 

DEBT MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE 

The postwar experience of debt management in the United States 
has not l,een praiseworthy. As has been pointed out, the policy from 
the end of the war until 1951 was dominated by the support of govern
ment security prices in the open markets. This policy was dictated, 
at least in part, liy the reluctance of the Treasury Department to face 
up to the increased interest cost that the release of security prices 
would have introduced. After 1951, high hopes were variously ex
pressed for a more rational and internally consistent debt manage
ment policy. But despite many pronouncements of Treasury intent 
to lengthen the structure of the debt, the interest cost objective has 
again proved to he of major significance in inAuerH'ing Treasury pol
icy. In the midst of the 1958 recession, the Treasury sold bonds in 
the long-term market because of the opportunity to sell at lower in
tert>sl ratt';;. In 1959, wht>n intt>rest rates had increased, the Treasury 
rt>fust>d to enter the long-term market. partly because of congressional 
rdusal to increase the legal interest ceiling. This experience suggests 
that the policy labeled previously as a negative one more closely de
snibes postwar experience than any other. To some extent this char
acterization is perhaps unfair, and the neutral policy may be more 
descriptive. In any case, experience seems clearly to indicate that 
the interest cost objective, rational or irrational, is sufficiently strong 
to prevent any gcninue approach to a positive policy of delit manage
ment in the cu tTcnt institutional setting. 

POSSIBLE INNOVATIONS IN DEBT MANAGEMENT 

The sheer magnitude of the national deht offers to the Treasury 
Department wide opportunities for introducing innovations into its 
debt management policy, innovations which may serve to accomplish 
somewhat more satisfactorily the objectives discussed in preceding 
paragraphs. Ont> possible step, which would represent a genuine inno-
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vation for the United States, has already Leen discussed. The refund
ing of a certain part of the national deLt into consols seems clearly to 
he advantageous. By this step, the specific debt management task is 
eliminated for that part of the debt. In addition, consols would pro
vide a form of investment that is not now readily available to Ameri
!'an investors. The major limitation upon the issue of consols is the 
legal limitation placed on the rate of interest payable on long-term 
securities. If this legal ceiling is eliminated, the Treasury should take 
steps to introduce consols as one form of the national debt. 

A second innovation which might lie introduced, provided legal 
~auction were secured, is that of issuing a lottery liond. This has re
cently proved to Le highly successful in Great Britain. Under this 
plan, the individual is allowed to purchase a government security 
with little or no guaranteed interest return. lie is guaranteed only the 
return of the principal upon maturity. Uut the ownership of the se
curity provides the individual with the chance of participating in a 
lottery which offers large rewards to the few winners. Many varia
tions could he worked out under this general rubric, hut a simple 
example may be helpful in illustrating. Let us suppose that the gov
ernment desires to secure $1,000 from the public through debt issue. 
It sells ten $100 bonds at zero interest, its obligation being merely to 
pay off the full principal on each liond, that is, $100, at the end of 
ten years. At the same time it promises to hold a lottery at the end 
of the ten years, or earlier, and to pay a lump sum of $300 to the 
holder of one of the bonds to be selected by some random device. If 
the government succeeds in selling the bonds under such conditions, 
it clearly has reduced its interest cost Lelow what would be required 
to carry the bonds in a more normal way. It is, in a sense, selling 
risk to individuals who want to purchase it; given the observed fact 
that some individuals do like risk well enough to pay for it, there is 
no inherent reason why government should not sell this along with 
its promise to pay future income. 

There are, of course, only a certain limited number of potential 
purchasers of such securities, and this type of issue could not be ex
pected to absorb a major part of the debt, even if fully ,;anctioned. 
But such an innovation would provide a new and different type of 
security not now available to the American investor, and it could 
be expected to he of certain limited popularity. The introduction of 
the lottery bond would represent one means whereby interest cost 
could IJe reduced without at the same time monetizing the debt. 
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A third innovation in deLt manabrrement miaht be that of sellin" 
b b 

a constant purchasing power bond. This has been tried in several of 
the European countries. This step represents, of course, a means of 
removing for investors the fear of losses in real value caused by in
flation. In real terms, the United States, as well as most other coun
tries, has defaulted on its obligations to its wartime creditors. Debt 
was issued in fixed money value and the interest payments were cal
rnlated in fixed money terms. Inflation has reduced the real value of 
these fixed money elaims against the government to the extent that the 
"real" rate of interest on the original investment is, in many cases, 
reduced to negative figures. The purchasing power security is de
signed to prevent the possibility of such exploitation of the govern
ment hondholder. 

Independently considered, this innovation has much to recom
mend it. For small imestors, the savings bond no longer offers the 
promise of reasonably stable real value. A purchasing power bond 
would surely be very popular with the investing group that previously 
has pu ffhased savings bonds, and the p:overnment cou Id market such 
securities at very low rates of interest. Many individuals, if guaran
teed the foll return of the real value of the principal at maturity. 
ralculated in terms of the appropriate price index, would invest with
out the ne!'e:,;sity of a high interest return. Considered more hroadlv 
in the context of over-all governmental policy, the introduction of the 
purchasing power bond would appear to many people as an opPn ad
mission that the public's faith in the ability of the monetary authori
ties to maintain a stable value of money has been destroyed or sub
stantially "·eakened. The introduction of such a security would reprc
sent yet another adjustment to a quasi-permanent inflation of the sort 
<liscu,-sed in Chapter 26. Once an inflation did occur, the Treasury 
obligation to pay off its creditors in constant real values would add 
fuel to further inflation. In the current setting. the creditors of tlw 
Trca~ury, the holders of public debt instruments, constitute one of 
the most powerful groups in the economy that is wholly opposed to 
inflation. On the other hand, it should perhaps he recognized that 
a widespread use of the general type of index-number contract which 
the purchasing power bond represents would reduce the support for 
inflation that currently stems from powerful dehtor !Zroups in the 
f'COnomy. 

Many other innovations in debt management policy could be 
introduced. In fact, debt management seems to offer a fertile field 
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for imaginative planning in the decades ahead. Some of the possible 
changes may be quite minor, such as the tailoring of particular se
curity issues to meet highly specialized and limited needs. Others 
may be quite significant, as the three discussed in the preceding para
graphs would be. In early 1959 there was some discussion about is
suing a special education bond, designed particularly for those in
dividuals desiring to put aside current income to finance college edu
cation for their children. No attempt has been made here to discuss 
the many possible changes in debt management that may be intro
duced. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Debt management includes that set of operations which is 

made necessary by the impermanence of an outstanding debt. Man• 
agement problems arise because the Treasury Department must con• 
stantly retire maturing issues of debt and refinance these with new 
issues. The shorter the term struelure of the debt, the more trouble
some the debt management problem. Roughly speaking, about one 
fifth of the whole national debt "rolls over" each year, that is, must 
be refinanced at least one time during the year. 

If the economy were completely stable over time, the debt man· 
agement problem would not be a serious one. But the free economy 
is characterized by fluctuations, the severity of which may be damp· 
ened by effective monetary policy. Monetary policy is in the domain 
of the Federal Reserve Board, and it works largely through changing 
the availability of money and credit. Interest rates move upward and 
downward in response to the situation of ease or restraint imposed 
by the authorities. It is this fluctuation in interest rates and in the 
availability of funds that presents the gravest problems for the Treas• 
ury in debt management. 

Broadly speaking, the Treasury Department tries to accomplish 
several objectives in managing the deht. First, it makes an attempt 
to fund as much of the debt into long-term securities as is possible 
in order to reduce the size of the management task itself. Secondly, 
it tries to reduce the interest cost of carr;ing the debt. Thirdly, it tries 
to adjust debt issues so as to meet the needs of the various investor 
groups in the economy. Finally, it must try in some way to coordinate 
its policies with those of the Federal Reserve Board. 

These objectives tend to be mutually conflicting in many in· 
stances. A positive debt management policy which would assist the 
monetary authorities would run afoul of the minimization of interest 
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cost. So would a neutral policy of keeping debt management apart 
from the problems of stabilization. A negative policy would minimize 
interest costs, but would make the task of the stabilization authorities 
harder than need be. Postwar experience indicates that the objective 
of minimizing interest cost on the debt has been of major importance. 

The field of debt management offers wide opportunities for in
novation. The introduction of consols and lottery bonds offers certain 
advantages, hut the use of the purchasing power bond seems more 
questionable. 
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EXPENDITURE PATTERNS 

Discussion and study of the public finances is too often 
concentrated on problems that arise at the federal or central level of 
government, especially in the United States. The political structure 
of the United States is that of federalism, with sovereignty legally 
and constitutionally divided between the federal government and 
the states. Despite the increasing importance that the federal govern
ment has assumed in the last quarter century, any consideration of 
the public finances, or the collective economy, would Le seriously 
incomplete without some consideration of the fiscal systems of the 
state and local units of government. 

It is important to note that the relative dominance of the federal 
government in the national fiscal scene has prevailed only over the 
years since World War II. A brief reference to Table 4-1 ( Chapter 
4) will reveal that combined state-local expenditures were larger than 
federal expenditures in all years ( other than war periods) up until 
the late 1930's. In the last part of the 1930's, the two shares in total 
collective expenditure were roughly in balance. Since World War II, 
however, federal expenditure totals have tended to predominate in 
relative importance. But even in the postwar years, state-local ex
penditures have been very important, in both relative and absolute 
terms. Roughly speaking, the combined totals add up to more than 
half of federal spending, or more than one third total government 
spending in the United States. If federal expenditures for national 
security are excluded, state-local expenditure totals exceed federal 
nondefcnse expenditures. 

Perhaps a more significant compari$on lies in the relation of 
total state-local expenditures to the size of the gross national product. 
If interest payments are excluded, combined state-local expenditures 

385 
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amount to slightly less than 10 per cent of the GNP at the present 
1 i me. This is a significant proportion, and it is sufficiently indicative 
of the importance of the state-local fiscal systems. In absolute terms, 
the states and the local units of government in the United States are 
currently (1960) spending somewhat more than $50 billion annually, 
inclusive of interest payments on state-local delit. As Table 4-1 also 
~hows, this total has Leen growing relatively mon· rapidly than fed
eral spending since the Korean \Var period. There i~ little sign that 
this growth rate will be retarded owr the decade of the ] 960's since 
some of the mo,-;t urgent demands for expanded gon·rnment spending 
are currently being placed on the states and the localitiPs. notably 
the municipalities. An authoritative study of fisral trends has esti
mated that by the year ]970. stale-local expenditures will range from 
a possible low of $57.9 billion to a possible high of $8.5.2 billion 
annually. An average or moderate prediction ranging l)etween these 
two extremes suggests that the 1970 totals will amount to roughly 
$70 billion, including debt service charges. 1 These projections are 
based on constant prices; if inflation ocrurs, they will 1wPd to he 
wvised upward accordingly. 

DIVISION OF FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY BETWEEN FEDERAL 
AND STATE-LOCAL GOVERNMENTS 

The previous discussion of frdcral ,·xpenditures by functional 
category indicated the proximate division of fiscal responsibility be
tween the federal government and the states. The major item of fed
eral spending is national security, a function whirh clearly helong~ 
in the federal sphere of control. Related items such a~ expenditure, 
for foreign aid, for aid to veterans, and for interest on the national 
debt are also obviously federal responsibilities. In addition, spendinµ; 
for generalized subsidy programs such as that for agriculture mu,t 
be centrally financed. A proportionately large share of the federal 
expenditure budget is devoted to items which clearly must fall within 
central government responsibility. Relatively few federal spending 
programs are devoted to providing benefits that could, conceivalJly. 
he financed and administered efficiently by states and local units of 
government. These include portions of the labor and welfare, the 
natural resources, and the commerce and housing items in the fpderal 
hudget. 

'These estimates have been made by Dick Net,n in his paper, "Financial Needs 
and Resources over the Next Decade: State and Local Governments," which will be in· 
duded in Public Finances: Needs, Sources, and Utilization, to be published by the 
National Bureau of Economic Research. 
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States and local units provide public services that are more 
closely tied to the individual beneficiary, services which affect in
dividual recipients more directly. Table 30-1 includes a generalized 
breakdown of state-local spending into broad functional categories 
that are roughly comparable with those employed in the discussion 
of the federal government budget. Note that, as a general rule, state 
and local governments provide services that fall within the category 
of quasi-collective services that was discussed in Chapter 3. That is 
to say, few services provided by states and local units are purely col
lf'ctive in the sense that, say, national defense is collective. By and 
large, there is some aspect of private divisible benefit to be secured 
from public sPrviccs performed by the suliordinate units of govern
lllf'nt. The lwst example is. of course, education, which makes up the 
Li rgc~t single itC'lll of state-local spending. Although the provision of 
t'du<'ation clearly has certain collective aspects, it also has certain 
privately divisible benefits which accrue directly to the individuals 
and families securing the services. Health and welfare services are 
quite similar in this respect. Highways represent a special category, 
"hid1 will be discusser! separalt'ly in Part IX of the book. 

DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY BETWEEN STATES AND 
LOCAL UNITS OF GOVERNMENT 

The ('ssential division of rcsponsibilitv in a federal political 
~tructure is that dram1 between the powers of the federal or central 
government and those of the state governments. This division of re· 
sponsibility is presumably protected by constitutional provisions. 
Within each state there is also a second division of fiscal responsi
bility between the pmn:·rs of the state and those of the local units, 

TABLE 30-1 

State-Local Expenditures by Functional Groups 
for Fiscal 1957 

(In billions of dollars) 

Education ,1 i I 
Highways. 7.8 
Health and \\elfun· total 6 <, 
( )tlwr community facilities um! sen in•s, totul 8. 6 
!\l iscelluneous . S i 
D,•ht servic,· 4 I 

Total $16 6 

Sourer: Dick !\P1.1.1•r. op. ril. Original rlatn tnkrn rrom l1.S. lhm•nu 
of the Ct'ns11~. Sinlr nrul /,om/ (;01•rrnmr11l Finn11res in f.9.57. 
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the counties, municipalities, school districts, and so on. This division 
of fiscal responsibility is more administrative and legislative than 
constitutional. All local units of government are creations of the 
states, which hold the residual power to destroy all units created. 
There is not, therefore, the same meaning to the separation of fiscal 
responsibility between the states and the local units as there is be
tween the central government and the states. 

The actual division of fiscal authority hetween the states and 
their subordinate units varies from state to state, and the administra
tive devices for coordinating state and local expenditure and tax 
systems are varied and diverse. Broadly speaking, the grounds for 
the division of fiscal responsibility here are similar to those that 
divide federal and state-local re~ponsibility. The more divisible, and 
the more concentrated, are the benefits from the public services pro
vided, the greater is the advantage in having the services performed 
by the smaller units of government. The benefits from a city sewage 
system, for example, accrue largely to the citizens of the city itself. 
Whether or not a particular city provides for a magnificant sewage 
system or one just adequate to its needs is normally left to the re
sponsibility of the individual city. Residents of other sul,divisions 
in the state are concerned relatively little by a particular city's de
cision on such questions. By contrast, if the individual city, county, 
or school district should decide to close its schools. this is a matter 
for concern of the whole surrounding area. Such decisions as the 
latter have decisive "spill-over" effects. Hence we find that states 
have, without exception, assumed a considerable portion of the final 
fiscal responsibility for financing education. Educational expenses 
are shared between the state and the local units, with the state nor
mally assuming the role of insuring that certain "minimum" stand
ards of service are satisfied in all local units. 

For any particular public service there is, of course, a single 
most "efficient" size governmental unit. And the more or less acci
dental political structure that has developed does little to guarantee 
that existing units are of the "optimum" size, considered solely in 
the cost sense. Some steps have been made in recent years toward 
improvements in this direction, but significant further improvements 
seem possible. Of course, noneconomic considerations may in many 
cases dictate that the "optimum" size governmental unit should not 
be organized. 
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STATE-LOCAL EXPENDITURES FOR EDUCATION 

It will he useful to discuss each major item of state-local ex
penditure separately. Expenditure for education is the most important 
of the group by a considerable margin. In 1957, a total of more than 
$14 billion out of a total outlay of almost $47 billion was devoted 
to the financing of education, or approximately 30 per cent of all 
state-local spending. Of this total, about 40 per cent, or almost $6 
billion, was financed through state governments, while the remaining 
60 per cent was financed through local governments. Education is 
financed and controlled locally by counties, cities, municipalities, 
townships, school districts, and perhaps several other organizational 
arrangements. The primary distinction among such systems is that 
between the independent school district, which is specifically organ
ized to collect revenues and to finance education, and the more in
clusive local governmental unit, which has several public service 
functions other than education to finance and control. A small frac
tion of educational expenditures ( 2 to 5 per cent) was financed from 
federal revenue sources, but the great bulk of these also show up 
in state-local totals since the federal outlays are for grants-in-aid to 
the states and localities. 

One of the most striking of the postwar phenomena has been 
the rapid increase in population. Birth rates were expected to increase 
during the war years. hut demographers predicted some slacking off 
in the rate of population increase in the postwar period. The predicted 
decrease in the rate of increase did not occur. Consequently, one of 
the most important changes in postwar America has been the dramatic 
increase in tlw output of children. This has placed tremendous new 
<lemands on the educational fa('ilities of the nation, and the picture 
of the lmlging and overcrowded classroom and the overworked and 
underpaid teacher became an American stereotype in the l 950's. 
While some aspects of this popular image result from very shrewd 
propaganda 011 the part of certain professional associations, there is 
no denying that the pressure on the states and the local units to ex
pand educationa 1 expenditurPs has been wry great. The fact that is 
less well known is the extent to which gowrnmental units lune re
sponded to this need. Educational expenditures have increased very 
rapidly in the postwar period. Table 30-2 traces the total expendi
tures for education for selected years. 
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Year 

19:19 .. 
19-16 .. 
1918. 
19,;o. 
l9:i2 .. 
I <J:; I. 
]():;<,, 

19:;7 .. 

TABLE 30-2 

Total Expenditures for Public Education 
Selected Years 1939-57 

To/a/ E.rperuli/11r,s 
(Ir, billions of 

dollars) 

$ 2 I 

:1 " 
~ I 
():; 

B t 
10 0 
1!!:; 
11 I 

Sourc1•: Fi11n11rim1 />11filir Schoof P11rifilirs. I· ~ J).-pnrl fllf'lll or llPalth, 
Education, nucl \\ 0 t>lfor1', 1959. 

As the table shows. educational expend itu rt>,; increased almost 
fourfold between 1946 and 1957. This compare:-; with an approximate 
threefold increase in the remaining items of state-local spending over 
the same period. Perhaps a more significant measure of the relative 
increase in educational outlays in the postwar period lies in some 
comparison with the growth in national output. In ] 946, educational 
expenditure amounted to only l.7 per 1·f'nt of GNP; hy ]957 this 
share had increased to 3.2 per cent. 

'Economic Rationale of Educational Expenditure 

Education belongs in the category called "quasi-collective serv
ices" in the introductory discussion of Chapter 3. That is to say, there 
are direct beneficiaries from any outlay on education; tlwse are the 
children who are educated and the family units of which these chil
dren form a part. In this respect educational services are divisible, 
and are similar to ordinary services produced in the market economy. 
Educational services are similar, in this sense, to automohile me
chanics' services or symphony orchestra services. If this were all there 
were to it, educational services might he provided exclusively by 
private market organization and there mi;?;l1t he no need either for 
government financing or for governnwnt operation. 

In addition to the divisible private benefits from education, how
ever, are important "social" benefits. That is to say. all members of 
the social group secure indirect advantages from having the children 
well educated. The benefits "spill over" from the family group to 
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the other members of society. If the full responsibility for "purchas
ing" educational services were left to the private families directly 
Lenefiting, there would be too little expenditure on education. This 
is because the private family would spend money only up to the 
point at which its own benefits equaled or exceeded the private costs. 
The private family directly benefited could not be expected to take 
into account in its decisions the spill-over benefits or advantages ac
cruing to the society in general. In more technical terms, education 
provides an example in which the "social marginal productivity" of 
expenditure will exceed the '"private marginal productivity." This 
fact justifies the inclusion of education as among those services that 
should be collectively financed; education becomes a quasi-collective 
~erv1ce. 

Public Financing and Public Operation 

:\ distinction should always !Je made !Jetween the public or col
lective financing of a particular service and the public or govern
mental provi~ion of the ~ervice through its own facilities. Education 
provide~ an C'Xccllent ra~e study of a rather complete failure to make 
this distinction. The divergence between private interest and the so
l'ial interest discussed previously provides an irrefutable argument 
in support of some governmental financing of educational services. 
It provides 110 argument for or against public operation of educa
tional in~titutions as such. The question as to the comparative effici
rncy of pulilidy operated and privately operated educational institu
tions is quite a separate matter which must Le discussed on altogether 
different grounds. ln many cases, the services will Le such that direct 
public operation may l,e the most efficient means of providing them. 
In other <·ases. puldic financing with private operation may be more 
efficient. 

In ord<'r to illustrate this important distinction, let us refer 
briefly to a nonerlucational example. Suppose that the residents of a 
small c·o111111u11ity own a lake in common. The lake requires dredging 
every spring, and, sincc the lake is commonly owned, this must be 
done 011 a collective basis. But it is clear that the community would 
l,c rather foolisl, in this case to purchase a "public dredge" for the 
,pringtime operation alone an<l keep it idle all of the rest of the year. 
Obviously, the more efficient system will be that of hiring or leasing 
the dredge for the period of time needed each spring. Public financing 
11111 private operation of the dredge i~ the mon' desirable alternativt'. 
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This distinction between public financing and public operation 
is of some importance in relation to the educational problem because 
popular opinion has seemed to accept public operation as well as 
public financing as being essential. The public school system is rarely 
subjected to question in terms of its comparative efliciency with an 
alternative publicly financed hut privately operatt'd system. Many 
noneconomic considerations again enter into the cl1oi<"e here; but on a 

priori grounds there is no dear reason \d1y privately operated schools 
should be less efficient than publicly operated schools. Perhaps it is 
sufficient at this point to indicate only tli:.it the argument for public 
support for public financing should never have !wen extended to apply 
to direct public provision of the scn·ice. whether this he education, 
garbage collection, hospital sen-ices, or any other quasi-collective 
service. 

Economic Effects of Public Financing of 
Educational Services 

The fiscal process exerts important economic effects on the bene· 
fits or spending side of the budget as well as on the tax side. A 
thorough analysis requires that the economic efTccts of the separate 
types of public spending he examined. The first point to lie made 
concerns the inherent difficulty which the government must sur• 
mount when it tries to "give away," that is, to provide pul1licly, any 
services which are divisi]Jle, or partially so. If a service is purely 
"collective" in the sense defined in Chapter 3, no problem arises. flut 
if the service has both "private" and "collective"' clements, certain 
conditions must be met before government provision of the service 
can be carried out efficiently. 

If a service is financed through the taxing process, the benefits 
are normally divorced from the "prices" paid for the service in 
taxation. The individual who enjoys the benefits does not take into 
account, in his marginal decisions concerning consumption of the 
service, the added taxation that may be required to finance additional 
increments. This suggests that, for those services which do, in part, 
provide divisible benefits to particular individuals and groups, "free" 
public provision could lead lo a gross overinvestment of rublic re• 
sources under certain conditions. If those benefited should be able to 
expand their consumption substantially as a result of the "free" pro
vision of the service, large amounts of resources would have to be 
devoted to supply the demands. The necessary condition which must 
be satisfied for public provision of a service of this nature is that 
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the elasticity of demand must be near zero over the range between 
a positive price and a zero price. Governmental units cannot efficiently 
provide "free" services, the demand for which is relatively elastic 
over such ranges. 

Education fits the inelastic demand case reasonably well; there
fore, it is a suitable quasi-collective service for governmental support 
without the necessity of supplementary private pricing. This point 
can perhaps Le clarified by looking at the nature of the demand for 
education. Cultural and institutional patterns of behavior in society 
dictate that all children between roughly the ages of six and eighteen 
attend schools. A family with three children will "consume" thirty-six 
years of educational services. If the services are provided freely 
through public support, there will Le no consumption beyond the 
thirty-six years. If the services can Le standardized in terms of quality, 
the government can provide these freely without great wastage of 
econonuc resources. 

I This case may be contrasted with government attempts to pro
vide, say, water without charge to all residents. If water is provided 
free, many individuals will use additional water to the point where 
the incremental return reaches zero. The result will be a great wastage 
of water, which is, in most places, a scarce resource costing taxpayers 
something. An overinvestment in water supply will take place unless 
private consumption is directly restricted Ly a price placed on its 
usage. The demand for water is reasonably elastic, while that for 
education i,; reasonably inelastic over the relevant price range. 

The sharp dichotomy drawn here should not, however, be pushed 
to extremes.lThe demand for educational services surely has some 
elasticity, and the provision of "free" public schools exerts an effect 
toward causing individual families to consume more resources than 
they would consume if some price were to Le charged. As suggested 
previously, the charging of full-cost pricing would result in too little 
investment in education. But some introduction of private pricing 
might lead to a more efficient over-all allocation of resources. Given 
the social pattern of school attendance, the extra consumption of 
school services that is stimulated through the policy of zero price 
takes the form of added demands for improved facilities, higher
quality instruction, more varied ofTerings, and so forth. To a certain 
extent, local political units must respond to such demands. Hence, 
the conclusion must be drawn that the support of educational services 
hy the governmental unit leads to some added consumption of such 
services, although the social wastage in this case may not be serious. 
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As a matter of fact, popular opinion seems inclined toward the op
posing view. It is commonly argued that inadequate attention has 
heen paid to the "social'' benefits to lw gained from educational 
expenditure, and that, as a result, soricty has failed lo invest a suffi
cient share of its resources in this activity. Social waste is said to 
occur because there is too little, rather than too mud1, investment in 
the provision of educational services. It is extremely difficult to 
develop any suitable means of measuring or testing the validity of 
these, or the opposing, arguments. To do so one must examine the 
Pxtent to which political processes, as they are currently organized, 
respond to the demands of citizens for puhlic services and for r<'d11ced 
taxation. 

The second view, that there has been underinvestment in the 
provision of educational services, stems, in part at least, from con
ceiving of education as a form of investment, rather than as a form 
of consumption. Education clearly represents investment in the 
human being as an asset; the person who is educated hecomes a more 
produrtive member of the social group. whether productivity i~ meas-
11rf'd pmely in economic term~ or in a more general way. The in
creased productivity resulting from educational investment in a 
human being will he partially enjoypd hy the individual himsPlf, and 
partially it will "spill over" to the social group. This point has been 
discussed before. But when the investment approach to education is 
taken, a supplementary reason for public support appears. Even if 
the spill-over or external effects of educational investment are neg
lected, private persons might not invest a sufficient amount in educa
tion. This is because the individuals who stand to gain the most 
privately from the increased productivity that education can insure 
do not have access to adequate markets for loan capital with which 
investment might be financed. 

This point can perhaps best be illustrated by a brief analysis 
of higher education. The divergence between the private marginal 
productivity and the social marginal productivity of investment in 
education decreases as the stage of education is advanced. For edu
cation beyond the high sclwol level, there is some q1wstion as to 
the extent of this divergence. For present purposes, let us assume 
that the benefits from higher education arcrne laq:f'lv to the individ
uals who a re educated. not to society as a wholP. The n rgunwnt for 
public support of education that was discussed previously would 
not hold under these assumptions. If the benefits from additional 
higher education accrue solely to individuals, that is to say, if the 
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benefits are wholly divisible, the private market economy might 
be expected to organize higher education effectively. But this result 
might not be produced under current institutional conditions. The 
individual student may recognize that his future earnings stream 
may be increased by additional education, and this increase may be 
more than enough to offset the current cost of undertaking the addi
tional investment required. But the student, or prospective student, 
may not have sufficient funds available. Normally, in analogous 
cases in the private economy, the capital market can always be re
sorted to as a source of loan funds for productive investments. The 
prospective student may not, however, be able to borrow from the 
capital market despite the long-range productivity of investment in 
education. The real difficulty here is not in the imperfection of the 
capital market as such; the trouble lies rather in the fact that the 
individual pcr:-;on cannot legally consider himself, his own person, 
a,; a capital assf't for purposes of providing collateral for loans. The 
prospective lender cannot secure a wholly valid legal claim against 
the person of the student in exchange for lending the required funds. 
This make,; the problem of investing in education somewhat different 
from that of ordinary investment. It may make necessary particular 
;:overnmenlal action in the direction of opening up sources of loan 
funds to prospective individual beneficiaries. 

As the postwar flood of children reaches college age in the early 
I 960's. the demands that will be placed on the nation's publicly sup
µorled colleges and universities will increase sharply. As a result, it 
,eems quite probable that efforts will be made to shift public support 
of higher education more in the direction of providing some guar
antees of loan funds to individual students and other similar plans. 
As with the management of the national debt, the financial problems 
involved in higher education and the public support thereof offer 
wide opportunities for imaginative efforts at innovation during the 
decades immediately alwa<l. 

Federal Government Support of Educational Expenditures 
As noted, the provision of financial support for educational 

services ha,; traditionally been a function of the states and the local 
units of government. T.he federal government's share in the total 
support for education has Leen relatively small, and this has been 
highly specialized. Most of the federal support has, in the past, been 
µrovided throul,'Ji grants-in-aid made to states and local units in 
promotion of particular educational programs. For example, federal 
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aid to vocational education, notahly for agricultural training at th1 
nation's land-grant colleges and universities, has been provided fo1 
a long period. The federal government has also provided supple, 
mentary funds to states and local units whose school needs wer~ 
increased by federal defense installations in the World War II and 
postwar period. The National Defen~e Education Ad of ] 958 ex
panded the federal role in financial support for higher education 
by providing for certain graduate ft·llowships. student loan funds, 
and college housing programs. 

Despite recurrent d<'mands on the ft·dera I gon'rnment for a 
large-scale program of financial support for the educational function 
at all levels, action in this direction has not lwPn taken. Should the 
federal government assume a share of the nationa I responsihility for 
the financing of education? Most of the proposals that have been 
made include federal finarwing only; actual operation of the pro
grams by the federal government has rarely !wen ~uggested. The 
answer to the basic question dPp<:>nds on factors that are not clearly 
measurable. In the first place. the extent of the "national" interest in 
education, as opposed to state interest. is not clear. The fact that 
significant numbers of children educated in somf' stales migrate and 
spend their working adult lives in other states providc 0 s some support 
for a federal interest in insuring that a minimum stan<lard of educa
tional services he provided in all statPs. But do states already provide 
a sufficiently acceptal>le standanl'! Apiin this seems almost impos
sible to measure. States differ widely in fiscal capacity; the poorer 
states, therefore, must tax local citizens more hf'aYily to provide the 
same level of public services. Does this di~parity in fiscal capacity 
provide some reason for federal grants-in-aid to the poorer states in 
support of education? This question will he discussed again in 
Chapter 35, hut it is raised here for completeness. Against these 
arguments which point in the direction of some federal support must 
be put the following: Is federal financial aid without fednal control 
a real alternative? Would not federal control introduce. almost by 
necessity, gross inefficiency in the provision of educational services? 
Does not the need to impose some limitations on the size, scope, and 
functions of the national or central r;overnment overweigh a II partic
ular demands for extension of its activity? No answers need be pro
vided to these questions here. Different individuals will reach 
different conclusions about federal aid to education. But this question 
will surely continue to be an important public issue in the United 
States for some years to come. 
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STATE-LOCAL EXPENDITURES FOR HIGHWAYS 

Expenditures for highway, road, and street construction and 
maintenance are second in quantitative importance to education in 
state-local fiscal systems. As Table 30-1 shows, almost $8 billion 
was devoted to these purposes in fiscal 1957, and this total will in
crease rapidly over the decade of the 1960's, especially when it is 
noted that the totals include the large-scale federal aid for the con
struction of the Interstate Highway System. 

The highway function provides an excellent case study of the 
public provision of what is essentially a privately enjoyed or divisible 
service. For this reason, we shall defer discussion of this function 
until Chapter 38. 

STATE-LOCAL EXPENDITURES FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE 
In 1957, the last year for which data are currently (1960) 

available, states and local units of government spent about $6.6 bil
lion for health and ,relfore. The two major items in this broadly 
inclusive l'atcgory are public assistance and public hospitals. 

Public Assistance 

Total outpayments made by states and local governments for 
public assistance amounted to approximately $2.8 billion in the 1957 
fiscal year. More than half of this total was financed by the federal 
government and transferred to the states through federal grants-in-aid. 
About one third ,ms financed by the state governments, and the re
maining share by the local units. Public assistance, as a functional 
l'ategory, includes the provision of old-age assistance payments to 
those aged people who a re not eligil,le for benefits under the social 
security programs and \\ho have neither private pensions nor real 
asseb, financial aid to dependent children of the needy, financial aid 
to the blind, and financial assistance to those individuals who are 
permanently disabled. 

The most important of these programs, in terms of funds ex
pended, is the provision of old-age assistance payments, which makes 
up more than half of the total expenditures included under public 
assistance. For this program, as well as for aid to the l,lind and 
the disabled, the federal government, through the grant-in-aid device, 
sets the standards for th~ states to follow. For example, the federa 1 
government currently ( 1960) provides four fifths of the first $30 per 
month payment per recipient in all states. For all payments of more 
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than $30 per month, the federal government varies its percentag 
contribution from 50 to 65 per cent, depending on the average incom 
level of the state. In this way, the federal government insures, almoi 
folly, that each stair will provide payments up to the minimum of $31 

monthly for qualified recipients. This is perhaps the hest singl 
example of federal financial aid to the states being used to encourag 
states to establish a certain minimum standard of payments. 

The expenditures for old-age assistance should not increase sul 
stantially on·r the next decades. This is heca use more and mor 
of the aged who would otherwise be eligible for this program wil 
now be covered adequately by the social security ;;ystem. It seem 
possible that total payments for old-age a,-,-;i,-;tance may actually h, 
reduced hy 1970. 

Substantially all expenditures included under public assistanc, 
are transfer expenditures. That is to say, 110 public services as sucl 
are provided. Payments are made directly in money to the eligibl, 
recipients. As previously di,-cussed, transfer expenditures exert some 
what less extensive economic effects than so-ca lied "productive' 
expenditures which involve direct governmental purchases of eithe. 
resources or final goods and services. Individual choices are modifiec 
to a lesser degree with direct payment,; of mom'y than with fret 
provision of particular goods and services. 

Public assistance expenditures do not fit neatly into the classi 
fication of collective goods, quasi-collective goods, and private goodi 
publicly provided that was set up in Chapter 3. Public assistancf 
payments clearly benefit individuals directly, as private individuals 
These benefits are wholly divisible, and individual shares can b€ 
readily calculated. The collective aspects of these payments stem 
from the external effects on citizens as a group arising from the reliei 
of poverty and misery in the society. The relief of poverty is a 
genuine "social" or "collective" objective that can be met, in part 
at least, through the transfer process facilitated hy the fiscal system. 
Through the fiscal process, individuals as taxpayers can transfer fund> 
to individuals as eligible recipients. This transfer process becomes 
supplementary to the set of private transfers which is represented by 
the many private charities. In one sense, private charities are also 
facilitated by the fiscal process. The deductibility of contributions to 
charitable organizations for federal income tax calculations provides 
a strong fiscal incentive for the furtherance of private relief of pov
erty. In some measure, therefore, this deduction reduces the necessity 
for the more direct transfers which public assistance payments 
represent. 
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Public assistance payments are deliberately aimed at modifying 
the distributive results which the market economy produces, even 
the posttax results. These payments embody a social recognition that 
those who are not able to contribute sufficiently to national produc
tion to earn privately what society at large considers to be a "min
imum" living requirement should be helped directly. These payments 
are almost purely redistributive in effect. 

If substantial economic growth can be sustained in the Amer
ican economy, if the nation can become more affiuent, the need for 
relief of poverty through the taxing-transfer payment process should 
be reduced, provided that such need could ever be measured in any 
absolute way. But the old adage that "the poor are always with us" 
remains true, since poverty is normally thought of only in relative 
and not absolute terms. Given any conceivable income distribution, 
regardless of the size of the average income, there will always be 
individuals at the lowest end of the income scale. And social values 
will tend to support direct fiscal action to improve the relative position 
of these "poor." Therefore, despite the possibility of emerging af
fluence in American society, we cannot predict with great confidence 
substantial long-range elimination of puhlic assistance programs. 

The economic effects of public assistance programs are rela
tively easy to trace. Insofar as individuals receive direct income 
subsidies from government, there will be some net reduction in their 
incentives to earn incomes in the private market economy, and to put 
aside earned incomes for provision of retirement support. The direc
tion of such effects cannot be denied, although it is extremely difficult 
to estimate the extent to which behavior is actually modified. Puhlic 
assistance payments to those individuals who are wholly incapable 
of earning income in the private economy do not have this direct 
effect, of course. But the "pre-welfare-state" means of treating such 
individuals was some provision from family sources. In one sense, 
the governmental unit has replaced the family in its acceptance of 
responsibility for the indigent. Family responsibility and solidarity 
has heen weakened by this change, along with many other changes, 
in the past half century. Whether this is viewed as good or bad 
depends upon individual value judgments. 

Public Hospitals 
In the fiscal year 1957, almost $2.5 billion was spent by states 

and local units of government on the construction, operation, and 
maintenance of public hospital facilities. The major share of this 
expenditure was made by local units of government, cities, counties, 
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and towns, although some federal financial aid was provided, espe
cially for hospital construction. 

Expenditures for hospital operation may Le contrasted with 
those for public assistance in that they involve the direct provision 
of a service rather than a transfer payment. The object of the public 
provision of hospital care is not, therefore, simply that of relieving 
poverty. The object is that of insuring that a specific service, adequate 
medical and hospital care, is made available to all citizens. In other 
words, the "free" provision of hospital care to those individuals who 
cannot afford private facilities produces spill-over lJenefits to the com
munity at large; the services provided are essentially quasi-collective 
in terms of our earlier classification. 

PuLlic hospital services may also be contrasted with public 
educational services in a different way. Whereas United States ex
perience has included the provision of "free" public education to 
most children of the nation, with privately financed education being 
the exception rather than the rule, this has not been true as regards 
public medical care and hospital services. In the latter case, privately 
financed medical care and privately financed and privately supplied 
hospital services have been the normal order of affairs. Public or 
collective provision of these services has traditionally been extended 
only to those who have been considered to be unable financially to 
bear the full costs of treatment. Thus, public education in the United 
States has never been primarily considered to be redistrilmtional in 
effect, while the "free" public provision of medical care, clinics, and 
hospitals has been included directly as a part of the over-all "social 
services" with strongly redistributionist overtones. In Great Britain 
in the postwar period, all medical care and hospital services have 
been provided at near-zero "prices," with the services financed from 
general tax revenues. Great Britain has chosen to define medical care 
as a quasi-collective service to the full extent; the United States has 
chosen to leave this service primarily to the market economy, al
though the quasi-collective nature has been acknowledged by the 
provision of care to those financially unable to purchase services in 
the market. 

The financing of medical and hospital care seems likely to con
tinue to be an important area of discussion and debate over future 
years. Two factors, the gradual aging of the population and the in· 
creased population itself, are certain to place greater demands on 
the available facilities. This increased demand, when combined with 
somewhat arbitrary and monopolistic restrictive practices on the part 
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of certain professional groups supplying medical services, will insure 
that the average prices of medical services continue to rise rapidly. 
The acknowledged quasi-collective nature of the industry suggests 
that the line between a pure market organization, privately financed 
and privately operated; a mixed organization, privately and publicly 
financed and privately and publicly operated; and a collective organ
ization, publicly financed and publicly operated ("socialized med
icine"), will rarely Le clearly and definitely drawn. 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES 
This broad, inclusive category makes up about one fifth of 

total state-local expenditures. It is upon the services included in this 
category that the greatest demands for expansion are likely to arise. 
The separate items included are those public services normally as
sociated with urbanization, and the great bulk of these services are 
provided hy local units of government. 

The services are of two distinct classifications. First of all are 
services which are genuinely collective in the sense described in 
Chapter 3, but which are collective only to the limited geographic 
area. The indivisibility of benefits extends only to the boundaries of 
the individual local unit of government. Secondly are many services 
which are primarily private in terms of benefits provided. These fit 
the classification of private goods publicly provided. Almost every 
one of these services has some collective aspects, hut the reason for 
governmental provision is to he found elsewhere. These are really 
"public utilities" in the traditional sense of this term. Such services 
as the provision of water, sewage disposal, transit facilities, electric 
and gas distribution systems, and even roads and streets, can be in
cluded under this "public utility" classification. Problems raised Ly 
government provision of these services are sufficiently distinct to 
warrant treatment in a special section of this book. Therefore, dis
cussion will he deferred at this point. 

Among the services that are genuinely collective, but which are 
limited in geographic coverage, police and fire protection are the 
clearest cases. The location of the fire house and fire company within 
the ward of the citv benefits citizens who are residents of that ward 
indivisibly. That is ·to say, the protection of one house does not reduce 
the protection of another house within the same ward. Individual pro
tection against fire is, of course, possible, but, due to this indivisibil
ity, collective organization to provide fire protection is far more 
efficient as a method of organization. This collective organization 
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could, of course, he voluntarily introduced, as witness the many vol 
unteer fire departments in newly developed villages. But, as a genera 
rule, collective action implies action through the fiscal process of the 
local government unit with the services financed out of general tai 
revenues. 

Parks and recreational facilities are further examples of facil 
ities which are collective. There are clearly divisible benefits fron: 
such facilities, however, and the demand for their services is evidently 
elastic. Therefore, public financing of recreational facilities may 
have to he supplemented by some direct pricing of the services to 
prevent undue congestion and overcrowding in highly urbanized 
areas. 

An item that is becoming increasingly important within the 
broad category of community facilities is housing and community 
redevelopment. Urban "blight" is rapidly coming to command atten• 
tion as a major social problem, in the larger metropolitan areas 
especially, and the action that is taken to remove or correct this 
situation tends to proceed through the public authorities and by 
way of the fiscal process. Some federal government aid is provided 
for both housing projects and urban and community redevelopment 
projects. 

To he justified on economic grounds, urban and community 
redevelopment, or public housing generally, must he shown to be 
a quasi-collective service. It seems clear that the primary beneficiaries 
of public housing are those who are to he provided with housing 
services at prices lower than the private market economy would other
wise provide. But spill-over or external benefits accrue to the com
munity at large from public housing and blight clearance programs. 
The slum areas are held to be breeding places for crime and juvenile 
delinquency. Insofar as these spill-over effects are significant, some 
case can he made for such programs of public expenditure. It should 
he noted that the arguments in support of such programs cannot he 
made primarily on redistrihutionist grounds. If the aim of urban 
renewal and housing developments is that of aiding the poor, of in
creasing their real income levels, this objective could he better ac
complished by the simple process of providing the poor with income 
transfers, which they may or may not choose to spend for better 
housing. The argument for public support of housing must rest, 
basically, on the significance of the external costs imposed on society 
generally by the existence of "undesirable" and "inadequate" living 
accommodations. As in so many similar cases, the final attitude on 
such expenditures rests on individual value judgments. 
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MISCELLANEOUS EXPENDITURES 

Note that Table 30-1 includes a sizable category labeled only 
as "miscellaneous." This includes the expenditures made by states 
and local units for what are essentially nonprogram activities. That 
is to say, included here are all the costs of operating the governmental 
processes themselves. The costs of state and local administration, of 
the legislative and judicial system, and of other like items are in
cluded here. 

DEBT SERVICE 

The principles of debt issue for states and local units of govern
ment are the same as those discussed in Chapter 27. The only differ
ence between state-local debt and national debt is that state-local units 
do not have access to money creation; they must therefore issue real 
or genuine public debt. They have no opportunity to issue currency 
disguised as "debt." 

The total state-local debt outstanding at the end of 1957 has 
been estimated to be approximately $53 billion. For rough compara
tive purposes, this is noted to be somewhat larger than the annual 
rate of state-local expenditures, including debt service and amortiza
tion. The total outlay for debt service for fiscal 1957, shown as $4.1 
billion in Table 30-1, includes interest on the outstanding debt plus 
retirement of maturing issues that were not refunded. The interest 
charges alone would, of course, be considerably lower than this 
amount. 

Tax Exemption of Interest on State-Local Securities 

The one feature of state-local issue that seems worthy of note 
is the fact that the receipt of interest on state-local securities is spe
cifically exempt from federal income taxation. This places a differ
ential premium on the ownership of state-local debt instruments, 
especially for the higher-income groups, and allows states and local 
units of government to market securities at differentially favorable 
rates. As a result, yields on reasonably secure state and local issues 
normally fall below yields on federal government securities, which 
are fully taxable. 

CONCLUSIONS 
State-local fiscal systems are an important part of the over-all 

pattern of "public finance" in the United States. Up until World War 
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II, the combined impact of state-local systems on the economy wa 
larger than that of the federal system, and even currently the state 
local expenditure totals exceed federal expenditures if national secu 
rity outlays are excluded. 

The division of fiscal responsibility between the federal govern 
ment and the subordinate units is reasonably clear cut. States anc 
local units provide services which are more concentrated geographi 
cally and which are closer to the economy of the private citizen. A 
significant number of services provi<led by states and local govern 
ments, especially the latter, are of a quasi-collective nature. The) 
provide certain divisible individual or private benefits in additior 
to the collective benefits accruing to the whole social group. 

Expenditures for education are the most important for states 
and localities. These are followed by those for highways, for public 
assistance, for public hospitals, and for community facilities gen
erally. Almost any one of the separate items included in state-local 
expenditure programs raises many problems of interesting and im
portant economic content. In many cases, the extent of collective inter
est is highly debatable, and this is subject to no fully acceptable 
measurement process. 

The expenditures made by states and local units are expected 
to increase quite rapidly over the next decade. Since the Korean 
War these expenditures have been increasing at a substantially greater 
rate than federal expenditures, and, unless the Cold War picture 
is drastically altered, this disproportionate rate of increase seems 
likely to continue. The reason for this is that the demands for collec
tive services arising from the increasing size of the population and 
the increasing urbanization of the country are largely concentrated 
on services traditionally and properly falling within the functions 
of states and local units of government. 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
Reference has been made in the text to the careful and interesting 

projections made by Dick Netzer. For detailed figures on the composition of 
state-local expenditures, the student is advised to refer directly to the 1957 
Census of Governments, issued by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. 
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STATE-LOCAL GENERAL 

REVENUE SOURCES: 

SPECIFIC EXCISE TAXATION 

The states and local governments finance public serv
ices from revenues drawn from a wide variety of sources. An impor
tant part of local government activity is devoted to providing services 
which fall within a general category called "public utilities." To a 
large extent, these services are financed from charges levied on users 
of the snvices directly. These revenues cannot legitimately be classi
fied as ··taxes.'" In a broad sense, the maintenance of the highway 
and ;;trect sy,-;tem is a "public utility," and this system is financed 
almost wholly from charges placed on highway users. The issues in-
1olved in public utility financing and operation will he discussed in 
Chapter :37. Revenues from user charges, including highway taxes, 
will not be discussed here. 

A second revenue source for states and local governments which 
may be discussed briefly at this point is the unemployment compensa
tion tax. This tax, in the several states, is levied on employers and 
the proceeds are earmarked for a trust fund account maintained by 
the state. Expenditures from this trust fund account are devoted 
exclusively to financing unemployment compensation payments to 
qualified workers during periods when they are unemployed and meet 
the required conditions of eligibility. The federal government 
through a system of grants-in-aid, finances the administration of the 
unemployment compensation program. In periods of recession such 
as 1958, when state trust fund accounts were threatened, the federal 
government may provide financial supplements to state funds to allow 
some extension of benefits. In its broad outlines and in its economic 
effects, the unemployment compensation program is similar to the 
social security program. It is questionable whether the program 
should be discussed as a state or as a federal program since federal 
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government encouragement and support is so closely involved in the 
whole organization. 

GENERAL REVENUE 
User charges and unemployment taxes were mentioned briefly 

with a view to eliminating them from further discussion in this chap
ter. The subsequent discussion will include only tax sources of 
general revenues for states and the local units of government. Gen
eral revenues are those which are devoted to the financing of general
purpose state and local expenditures. Table 31-1 provides some 
rough indication of the relative importance of the separate taxes 
employed to produce general revenues. 

It should be noted that general tax revenues, as here classified, 
make up only about half of the combined state-local revenues from all 
sources. Public utility revenues, including highway user charges, 
unemployment compensation taxes, and intergovernmental transfers 
make up the three important supplementary sources which must be 
added to general tax revenues to secure over-all revenue totals. 

Property taxes are the predominant source of general revenues 
for the combined state-local systems, and this source is used primarily 
by the local units. Chapter 34 will be devoted exclusively to a con
sideration of some of the problems arising in the taxation of real 
property. 

TABLE 31-1 

Sources of General Revenue-State-Local Fiscal Systems, 
Fiscal Year 1957 

Revenue Source 

Property taxes .................... . 
General sales and gross receipts taxes .. . 
Tobacoo taxes .................. . 
Liquor taxes and liquor stores ... . 
Individual income taxes ..... . 
Corporation income taxes .. 
Death and gift taxes .... . 
Severance taxes .......... . 
Miscellaneous taxes ....... . 

Total. ................................. . 

Amount 
(In billions) 

$12.9 
4.3 
0.6 
I. 6 
1.8 
1.0 
0.3 
0.4 
I. 8 

$24.7 

Source: Fad• and Figure, on Go .. mm,nl Financ,, 1958-1959 (10th ed.; 
Tax Foundation, 1958), 
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The most important source of general revenues for state govern
ments is the taxation of general sales. This revenue source will be 
fully discussed in Chapter 32. 

In this chapter two of the most important remaining sources 
of general revenues for states and local units will be discussed briefly. 
Particular emphasis will be placed on specific excise taxes, exem
plified by the taxation of liquor and tobacco products. 

STATE AND LOCAL INCOME TAXATION 
In sharp contrast with the federal revenue system, income taxa

tion is relatively unimportant in the combined state-local system in 
the United States. Both individual and corporation income taxation 
produce only slightly more than one tenth of the general revenues 
of states and local units. Income taxation is understandably a much 
more suitable revenue source for states than for local units of 
government. 

Thirty-one states currently ( 1960) levy taxes on individual 
incomes; thirty-three states levy taxes on corporation incomes. Rates 
for both the personal income taxes and the corporation income taxes 
tend to Le rather low, and for the same reason. The freedom of 
migration for both human and nonhuman resources across state 
boundaries tends to insure that state governments will impose rela
tively low rates of tax on incomes. Any attempt by a single state, or 
by a single group of states, to impose differentially high rates would 
cause some outmigration of resources to the low-rate states. This 
over-all reduction in the taxpaying capacity of a state will seem 
undesirable to state citizens and steps will have to be taken to prevent 
this if possible. If a state does not levy an income tax, it must, of 
course, either levy some substitute form of taxation or reduce public 
outlays. The impact of the income tax is, however, the most direct of 
all taxes; and individuals may respond directly to an income tax 
differential while at the same time they would remain unaffected 
by an even more onerous burden of either an indirect tax or a de
ficiency in public services. 

State rates of tax on individual incomes begin at around 1 to 3 
per cent on taxable income. Taxable income is calculated after allow
able deductions and exemptions in a manner roughly similar in most 
states to that followed under the federal income tax. These rates 
move upward with increasing incomes to a median maximum mar
ginal rate of 6 per cent. The highest marginal rate rarely goes as high 
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as 10 per cent. The state income tax 1s, therefore, only slightly 
progressive. 

State taxes on corporation income tend to be propo1tional at 
relatively low rates, roughly 3 to 6 per cent. A few states include 
a single step rate to introduce some measure of progression. 

A few states, notably Ohio and Pennsylvania, allow municipal 
governments to impose taxes on personal incomes. These taxes are 
normally proportional and are levied at very low rates, rarely ex
ceeding 1 per cent. They tend to he based on gross incomes rather 
than net incomes. 

Perhaps the most important single problem arising from the 
administration of state income taxes, and even more acutely from 
local income taxes, lies in the inherent conflict between taxation on 
the basis of residence or domicile of the taxpayer and taxation on 
the basis of situs or place where income is earned. An individual 
may he a resident of one state, hut he may earn aII or a part of his 
personal income in other states. To which ~late should he he liable 
for an income tax, the state of domicile or the state where the income 
is earned? Or should the income be subjected to double taxation, as 
it would be in certain cases? This problem has never been satisfac
torily solved, and it is very important in certain of the large metro• 
politan areas of the nation where urban commuting patterns allow 
many individuals to live in state jurisdictions other than those in 
which they earn the bulk of their incomes. If either the earning pat
tern or the residential pattern were roughly equivalent in the several 
states, consistent adherence to either conception of tax liability would 
µroduce satisfactory results. But when one state, for example, New 
York, contains a proportionately high share of income sources, while 
another state, for example, Connecticut, contains a proportionately 
larger share of domiciles, conflict will not be easily resolved, and 
double taxation of some individuals will normally result. New York 
will find it highly advantageous to impose taxation on the basis of 
situs whereas Connecticut may find it advantageous to tax its residents 
on their income received regardless of place of origin. 

These problems are sufficiently difficult with personal income 
taxation. They are even more difficult to resolve satisfactorily with 
the taxation of corporate income. Many corporations are, of course, 
organized to conduct business in several states. It is very difficult 
to separate the net income earned in one state from that earned in 
another state. Given the differences in state laws determining the 
allocability of income earned, the corporation may be subjected to 
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double taxation in some cases and may escape liability on certain 
parts of income in other cases. The solution reached in any case 
must be somewhat arbitrary at best. 

The fundamental deficiency with state and local taxation of 
income lies in the fact that this represents an attempt to tax incomes 
earned in the whole national economy by units of government which 
are smaller, geographically, than this economy. This geographic 
limitation of fiscal authority gives rise to both the problem of inter
state competition for resources mentioned previously and the in
herent conflict between the situs and domicile bases of income tax
ation. Partly for these reasons, and partly for reason of the more 
general desirability of maintaining some separation of tax sources in 
a genuinely federal political structure, many students of fiscal theory 
and practice argue that the taxation of income, both personal and 
corporate, should lw left primarily to the federal government. States 
and local units should not employ this revenue source to any great 
extent, hut should, instead, rely more heavily on indirect taxes and 
taxes on property. This argument has much to commend it, especially 
when the over-all fiscal system of both the central government and 
the state-local units is examined. The argument in support of more 
extensive use of income taxation hy states and local units seems les;s 
convincing. This is usually based on the regressive nature of indirect 
taxes and on the greater revenue productivity of income taxes. 

SPECIFIC EXCISE TAXES: SUMPTUARY AND REGULATORY 
Taxes that are imposed on the act of producing, distributing. 

selling. or consuming particular products and services are important 
revenue producers for states and local governments despite the fact 
that these taxes have been overshadowed in recent decades hy taxes 
on general sales. Income taxes, property taxes, and general sales taxes 
are accepted widely as belonging to the category of taxes appropriate 
to the financing of general-purpose expenditures; these are "general" 
taxes in intf'nt if not in effect. By contrast, the most important feature 
of the specific tax is its lack of generality; it must be recognized as 
being discriminatory. Therefore, something other than the mere 
revenue needs of governmental units must be employed in support 
of the singling out of a particular product or service for taxation. 
Why should Pither the producers, the processors, or the consumers 
of this or that product be discriminated against by the fiscal system? 

The set of specific excise taxes is interesting primarily because 
it does represent the attempts to employ the fiscal process for pur-
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poses other than that of raising revenue. To attempt to use the taxing 
process for nonrevenue purposes suggests the acceptance of some 
theory of the results or effects of the tax. As will be seen, these taxes 
do present a certain popular image to the public at large which, 
correct or incorrect, is widely accepted in discussion. These specific 
excise taxes are not, of course, designed purely for nonrevenue pur
poses. In certain instances, revenue-producing aspects loom as very 
important, notably when an issue has been raised concerning the 
possible removal of one of the existing taxes. On the other hand, 
taxes such as these could rarely, if ever, be approved initially were 
it not for the nonrevenue aspects present. Governments will not 
readily impose a discriminatory tax deliberately without cause. 

Broadly speaking, there seem to be two general reasons why 
governments single out particular commodities and services for the 
purpose of levying specific taxes. A tax may he imposed for sump
tuary or for regulatory reasons, although this separation between 
these two is not entirely distinct. A sumptuary tax is defined as a tax 
the effects of which are held to he desirable on moral or ethical 
grounds. As suggested previously, the support of a tax for this reason 
must assume that these effects are roughly predictable. In the sump
tuary tax, a majority of a legislative assembly expresses its belief 
that the consumption of certain products or services should be dis
couraged. Thus, the implied assumption in all sumptuary taxes is 
that the imposition of a tax will, in fact, discourage the consumption 
of the product or the use of the service. 

The obvious examples of sumptuary taxation are the levies 
placed on the production, sale, or consumption of tobacco products 
and alcoholic beverages by the federal government, the states, and 
the localities. As Table 31-1 shows, these taxes are important revenue 
producers for the state-local systems. To these most familiar examples 
must be added those taxes on such things as playing cards, billiard 
tables, soft drinks, cartridges, cabaret admissions, and many other 
products and services which are to be found in one or more of the 
state revenue systems. 

The citizens of a governmental unit, acting collectively through 
the legislative process, may try to prohibit or discourage the consump
tion of a particular product or service in two separate ways. First, 
they may approve legal regulations that prohibit the sale and use 
of the product directly. Thus, we find various laws, state and local, 
that prohibit the sale of narcotics, the sale 0f alcohol to minors, the 
sale of fireworks, and so on. Laws such as these will normally be 
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used only when the predominant majority of the citizens consider the 
consumption of the item in question undesirable. 

The second method of sumptuary regulation is that of utilizing 
the taxing process as a supplement to the ordinary market process. 
Rather than impose a direct prohibition on the sale of fireworks, for 
example, a city government may levy such a high tax on the sale of 
fireworks that the end result is achieved. No revenue would be pro
duced by a fully effective sumptuary tax such as this, but the regu
latory purpose would be accomplished. Normally, however, the taxing 
device is employed only where no overwhelming consensus exists in 
support of direct prohibition of consumption. Certain groups in the 
society may desire to see consumption outlawed, but their numbers 
are not sufficient to superimpose their own desires on other citizens 
who desire no restriction on the consumption of the product in ques
tion. It is in situations such as this that the tax offers a satisfactory 
means of reaching what may genuinely be called a social compromise. 
The tax can be imposed in such a way as to discourage consumption 
without eliminating it. The voluntary purchase of the commodity 
can be allowed to continue on the assurance that those individuals 
who do consume will be forced to pay a differentially high price for 
this privilege. In a very general sense, this seems to offer an explana
tion of the relative stability in social attitudes toward liquor consump
tion in the United States during the last quarter century. Direct 
prohibition was tried and failed because there was not sufficient 
public support for the restriction on individual choice that the pro
hibition embodied. Prohibition was repealed, but in its stead volun
tary consumption was allowed only after very high federal and state 
taxes were imposed. 

Gambling provides an interesting example of an activity that 
is treated in different ways by the different states. In many states, all 
forms of gambling activity are legally prohibited; the taxing process 
is not utilized. In other states, gambling activity is legalized in cer
tain specific forms, but heavy taxes are imposed on the consumption 
of risk by individual citizens. The pari-mutuel horse and dog tracks 
are the obvious illustrations of this approach. Nevada offers the 
example of the state which has widened the range of legalized gam
bling to include many other forms, and with this extension has come 
the increasing productivity of this sumptuary revenue source. 

The second nonrevenue purpose of specific excise taxation may 
be regulatory rather than sumptuary. Sumptuary taxation is desired 
because it is regulatory, but the converse need not hold true. There 
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are taxes which have as a direct purpose some reduction of consump, 
tion of particular goods but which do not imply any moral or ethical 
condemnation of the consumption activity. The best single example 
of this sort of tax is that imposed on the sale of oleomargarine in 
several states. Taxes levied on chain store sales provide a second good 
illustration. 

Taxes such as these are likely to be imposed as a means of pro
tecting state and local industries against the competition of products 
imported from other states in the national economy. This is obviously 
true of oleomargarine taxes; the taxes were introduced because of the 
political influence of dairy interests. Any state or local tax designed 
to serve primarily as a regulatory device to protect domestic industry 
is on the margin of constitutionality. This fact serves to explain 
why such protective taxes have not been more prevalent in state-local 
systems. The Constitution of the United States prevents slates and local 
units of government from interfering directly "·ith the freedom of 
commerce across state boundaries in the nation. One of the reasons 
for the rapid growth and the high-level productivity of the American 
economy lies in the extent of the free trade area encompassed by the 
several states. If the separate stales and localities were to lie allowed 
to accomplish through taxation what they could not accomplish 
directly this great advantage would be lost. For the most part, such 
protective taxes are undesirable, not only for the whole nation, but 
for the interest of the states themselves. The attempts to impose pro
tective taxation, as a substitute for protective tariffs, tends to be 
motivated by narrowly partisan interests. State fair-trade laws, state 
unfair-practices acts, and many state and local licensing arrangements 
and regulations are undesirable for the same reasons, and these are 
perhaps considerably more serious barriers to interstate and inter
regional freedom of trade than are state and local protective taxes. 

SPECIFIC EXCISE TAXATION: ECONOMIC EFFECTS 
The taxation of the sale or consumption of a single commodity 

or service provides the fiscal theorist with his best opportunity to 
apply the partial equilibrium approach to economic theory, an 
approach that was developed by Alfred Marshall. As Marshall him· 
self suggested, almost all of the important principles of economics 
can be illustrated through the use of the tax device. As suggested 
earlier, much of the support for specific excise taxation is based on a 
presumed knowledge of its effects. Careful analysis tends to provide 
some verification of this popular image in a single case, although this 
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is perhaps the most important of the several cases that will be dis
cussed. 

Competitive Conditions-Constant Cost Industry 
We shall first examine carefully the one case in which the pop

ular image of the tax is verified. This is where the tax is imposed on 
the product of a competitive industry that is small in relation to the 
total economy and which employs no permanently specialized re
sources. After all adjustments to the tax have been made, the price to 
the consumer will rise by the full amount of the tax. The final inci
dence of the tax will rest exclusively with the consumers of the prod
uct, and the quantity consumed will Le reduced to the extent caused 
by the tax-induced price increase. 

To understand fully the process through which these conclusions 
are reached, an analytical model must he introduced and the effects 
must he traced out step by step. Let us assume initially that the in
dustry under consideration is fully competitive and is in a position 
of long-run equilibrium before the imposition of the tax. This assump
tion implies that several conditions must be satisfied. First, there are 
suflicicnt firms in the industry to insure that no single firm has any 
appreciable influence over the market price of the product. Second, 
each firm in the industry is producing at its most efficient scale of 
operations, and the firm is making normal returns on its capital in
ve~tment. There is no incentive for capital investment in the industry 
to l,e either reduced or increased. Third, the price to the consumer 
is equal to the average cost of production, including in this cost the 
normal rate of return on investment. Fourth, the price to the consumer 
is also equal to the marginal cost of production for all firms. 

For purposes of simplifying the analysis, we assume that each 
firm sells its product directly to consumers, and that the products 
are sold immediately after they are produced. 

We now impose a tax on the sale of the commodity produced 
liy this industry. The tax is defined as a fixed amount per unit of 
product; the results would he identical if we assume that the tax 
is levied in terms of a fixed percentage of market price. The total 
tax must he paid to the tax collector by the producing firms. 

The initial impact of this tax on the firm will be identical with 
an increase in both marginal and average cost. In order to produce 
and sell a unit of the commodity, the firm will now incur a cost 
equal to that previously incurred plus the tax which is due the 
revenue collector. The price received by the firm from the consumer 
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will no longer be equal to the marginal cost of production, whic 
must now include the tax. The firm will find it advantageous to ct 
back on production and sales immediately; it can improve its pro£ 
position by so doing. The firm will lay off workers and reduce it 
rate of purchase of other variable inputs. As the separate firms reduc 
output, the total industry output will fall. This reduction in suppl: 
will cause the market price paid by the consumer to rise. The extent o 
the price increase will depend on the responsiveness of demander, 
to the price increase. In the short run, the price to the consumer wil 
not increase by the full amount of the tax. Some of the tax will hi 
borne by the owners of resources which are relatively permanent i1 
the industry. Over the long run, however, resources not making a1 
average or normal return in the taxed industry will not be maintainec 
and replaced; the effect will be a shifting of resources to nontaxed 
employments. This will gradually reduce the size of the industry; 
firms will shut down as plants are worn out. Finally, price will rise 
by the full amount of the tax and the industry will once more reach 
a position of long-run equilibrium. The price received by firms, net 
of tax, will be the same as before the tax. The price paid by consumers 
will be above the pretax price hy the full amount of the tax. Fewer 
firms will be in the industry and total industry output will be reduced, 
the extent of the reduction again being dependent on the responsive
ness of quantity demanded to price increases. 

FIGURE 31-1 

Popular Image of Excise Tax Fully Shifted to Consumer 
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This case is illustrated in Figure 31-1. The diagram is the 
familiar one of industry supply and demand. The price and quantity 
before the tax are shown as P1 and Q1; the price and quantity after 
tax as P2 and Q2. The tax is in the amount of P1P2 per unit. As this 
figure shows, the tax is fully shifted to the consumers because, under 
the conditions postulated, supply is highly responsive to price 
changes over the long rµn. Resources are asumed to be able to shift 
to nontaxed industries without difficulty, given sufficient time for 
adjustment. On the other hand, consumers of the commodity taxed 
are assumed to be unable to substitute nontaxed commodities in con
sumption except insofar is shown by the demand relationship. 

This popular model is not so extreme as it might initially appear. 
When we consider that specific excise taxes are levied by single 
states within a national economy, the total share of the economy's 
resources affected is likely to be small. And if these resources are 
not highly specialized to the industry, the postulated adjustments on 
the supply side may take place with relatively little difficulty. If, 
for example, a state should place a tax on the product of an industry 
not located within the state and selling its output on the national 
market, the final results shown would take place immediately. The 
firms involved would simply refuse to market their products in a 
single state unless the price net of tax were as high as in other states. 
For example, a single state tax on billiard tables would almost cer
tainly be paid exclusively by the individuals who play billiards 
and the owners of billiard parlors, both consumers of the product 
"billiard tables." The manufacturers of the tables would not sell 
their products in a single state at a lower net price than in other states. 

This model of the specific excise tax becomes less applicable, 
however, when we consider either federal excise levies or those state 
taxes which are employed by many of the states. In these cases, the 
industries affected may be of significant size and may employ spe
cialized resources. This requires that additional, and contrasting, 
models of tax shifting be examined. 

Competitive Conditions-Constant Demand Price 

We may now examine briefly the case which is the opposite ex
treme of the one just discussed. Although it is difficult to think of real
world examples, this case is useful as an analytical model. We can 
easily conceive of a specific tax being levied on the sale of a com
modity that is produced with relatively specialized resources and the 
demand for which is highly responsive to changes in price. The case 
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is characterized by a very high degree of substitutability betwe1 

the taxed product and nontaxed products on the part of consumers ar 
a lower degree of substitutability on the part of suppliers or resour( 
owners. In this case, the full burden of the tax will rest, not wil 
consumers, but with the owners of resources permanently employ{ 
by the industry. The tax will reduce the economic rents of these r, 
sources. Quantity consumed will be reduced only insofar as the SU] 

pliers are led by the reduction in return to reduce inputs of resource 
This case is illustrated in Figure 31-2. The notation is tl 

same as that for Figure 31-1, but an important difference should l 
noted. In Figure 31-2, the price to the consumer stays fixed at P 
The "wedge" imposed by the tax in this case pushes the price to tl 
supplying firm down to Pi - T. In 31-1 the tax wedge was inserte 
by pushing the consumer price upward while the suppliers' net pric 
remains the same in the long run. In this opposite case, the price 1 

the consumer stays fixed in the long run while the price received b 
the supplier is pushed downward. The first model is sometimes calle 
that of complete for ward shifting; this second model is that of con 
plete backward shifting of the tax. 

Competitive Conditions-Increasing Cost Industry, 
Decreasing Demand Price 

The preceding two cases are useful in setting certain limits I 

the process of excise tax shifting and incidence. In the real worlc 
most cases will fall somewhere between the two extremes, perhap 
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FIGURE 31-2 

Excise Tax Reduces Rents 
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somewhat more closely approximating the conditions postulated in 
the first model than in the second. We shall continue to assume that 
competitive conditions prevail, but we shall now introduce a more 
realistic third model in which both quantity demanded and quantity 
supplied are responsive to price changes, but in which perfect sub
stitutability is not present on either side of the market. 

If we start, as before, with an industry in long-run competitive 
equilihrium, the tax will have effects similar to those traced out 
in the first model. But, as the industry contracts due to the increase 
in consumer price, the average cost of production declines. This 
suggests that certain resources are fixed to the industry, even after 
full adjustments have been made to the new situation. In the final 
equilibrium, the tax will be borne by both consumers of the product 
and hy the owners of the specialized resources in reduced rents. The 
price will not rise by the full amount of the tax. 

This third case is illustrated in Figure 31-3. Note that the tax 
wedge is now inserted hy pushing the consumer price upward and 
the suppliers' price downward. The extent to which the tax will be 
shifted forward to consumers and backward to resource owners de
pends upon the relative slopes of the demand curve and the supply 
curve. If the supply curve is flatter than the demand curve, the 
greater share of the tax will be borne finally by the consumer. If, on 
the other hand, the demand curve is flatter than the supply curve, the 
greater share of the tax will be borne by the resource owner. 

FIGURE 31-3 

Excise Tax Increases Consumer Prices and Reduces Rents 
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Competitive Conditions-Prohibitive Tax 

A fourth model of excise tax shifting may be briefly discussed. 
There may be many commodities which, if taxed, would disappear 
from the market altogether. The tax wedge cannot be inserted between 
demanders' price and suppliers' price at any level of production. If 
it is possible for resources to shift easily out of the industry and if 
consumers can easily shift to alternative products, the tax need not 
be large to be prohibitive. And a sufficiently high tax rate can always 
result in the industry's being eliminated. 

This case is illustrated in Figure 31-4. The tax per unit is shown 
as the distance T1L. There is no point where the vertical distance be
tween the demand curve and the supply curve is so great as the tax 
per unit. Therefore, the tax will cause the industry to disappear in 
the long run. Consumers are not willing to pay the tax, resource own• 
ers are not willing to pay the tax, and there is no way in which the 
tax may be shared between the two groups. 

This case is useful in illustrating the dilemma faced by very 
small local units of government in their attempts to impose excise 
taxes. Suppose a city tries to tax the sale of cigarettes. Immediately, 
consumers will start driving out to the borders of the city to purchase 
cigarettes by the carton. Supplying firms within the city will not be 
willing to absorb the tax. As a result, the sale of cigarettes in the city 

FIGURE 31-4 

Excise Tax-Causes Sales to Disappear 
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proper will almost disappear. Results such as these become even 
more dramatic if the small local government tries to tax commodities 
and services which command higher prices. For example, a small city 
would find it impossible to impose an excise tax of any significant 
amount on the sale of television sets. Both the long-run demand curve 
and the long-run supply curve for television sets within a single city 
will normally be relatively flat due to the existence of both buying 
and selling alternatives outside local boundaries. 

Monopoly Conditions-Constant Costs 

The cases examined to this point have all been based on the as
sumption that the product or service to be taxed is marketed under 
conditions of competition. While the competitive assumption seems 
the best single one that can be made for the consideration of many 
real-world problems, the analysis of the economic effects of excise 
taxation would be seriously incomplete if this assumption were not 
relaxed. It is necessary to examine how the conclusions reached under 
the assumption of the competitive model are modified when monopoly 
is explicitly assumed. 

In monopoly analysis, we no longer can examine the behavior 
of an industry. The analysis must be at the level of the individual 
firm. By definition, a monopoly firm is one that can exert some con
trol over the selling price of its product through varying its rate of 
sales. In more technical economic terms, a monopoly firm is faced 
with a down-sloping demand curve for its output. In competition, the 
single firm, having no control over selling price, is faced with a hori
zontal demand curve at the ruling competitive price. 

In equilibrium, the monopolist will tend to equate marginal 
revenue with marginal cost in order to maximize profits. By the nature 
of the demand or average revenue function, marginal revenue at any 
given rate of sales must be less than average revenue or selling price. 
Therefore, when the monopolist equates maginal revenue with mar
ginal cost, average revenue or price must be greater than marginal 
cost. This is recognized as the major trouble with monopoly. The price 
to the consumer is greater than the supply or cost price of resources 
entering into the product purchased. Price is greater than marginal 
cost, and marginal cost accurately reflects the value of opportunities 
foregone elsewhere in the economy. The consumer evaluation for the 
monopolist's product, price, exceeds the evaluation that the consumer 
places on alternative productive opportunities for the resource, mar
ginal cost. The over-all efficiency of the economy can be improved by 
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a shifting of resources to the monopolized industries and a relative 
expansion of this sector of production. By restricting output below 
competitive levels, the monopolist is successful in inserting a "mo
nopoly wedge" between selling price and marginal cost. 

As we did when we examined the competitive model, we shall 
assume that a monopoly firm is in equilibrium before the tax is im
posed, and we shall initially assume that marginal costs of produc
tion are constant. We now assume that a fixed tax per unit of sales 
is levied, and that this tax must he paid by the monopolist. This tax 
will have the same effect as an increa,-e in marginal and average 
cost. The monopolist will find it advantageous to reduce production 
and to increase selling price. But price wi 11 not rise by the full amount 
of the tax under normal conditions, even in this constant cost case. 
The reason for this is that some part of the tax will he paid out of the 
monopoly profits previously being earned in the industry. Monopoly 
profits are, in one sense, quite similar to renb, as our previous anal
ysis has shown. The extent to which the price to the consumer will 
rise will depend on the slope of the demand curve, the responsiveness 
of consumer demand to price changes. 

Figure 31-5 illustrates this case. The tax serves to shift the 
marginal cost curve upward. The firm finds it profitable to cut back 
production to o~ and to increase selling pri('e to P~. Tllf'se are as• 

FIGURE 31-5 

Excise Tax-Increases Price, Reduces Monopoly Profits 
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sumed here to be long-run adjustments. Insofar as the monopoly firm 
has fixed inputs geared for the larger output, the price will tend to be 
increased less in the short run than over time. 

Monopoly Conditions-Increasing Costs 

If the monopolist produces under conditions of increasing rather 
than constant long-run marginal costs, which would be the case if 
there are resources specialized to the industry, some share of the tax 
burden will be shifted backward to resource owners. In this case, con
sumers, resource owners, and the monopolist will all share the final 
incidence of the tax. Figure 31-6 illustrates this case. Consumers are 
required to pay a higher price, shown at P2. Resource owners are 
required to accept a lower average rate of payment, shown by C2 in 
comparison with C1, and monopoly profits are reduced from an 
amount shown initially Ly the rectangle, C1BJP1, to the much smaller 
rectangle CF EP2. The government collects an amount in taxes repre
sented liy the rectangle C2HFG. 

These two monopoly models are sufficient to show how the conclu
sions may be modified from those reached with competitive assump
tions. From the models discussed, it should be possible to predict 

FIGURE 31-6 

Excise Tax-Increases Price, Reduces Monopoly Profits, Reduces Rents 
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with reasonable accuracy the effects of any single excise tax. For 
example, the tax on tobacco products, say, cigarettes, tends to he 
shifted forward to consumers, to reduce profits in the industry, which 
is characterized by certain elements of monopoly, and to reduce the 
rents of tobacco farmers. The taxes on whisky tend to be shifted for
ward to consumers in higher prices, and to reduce certain elements 
of profit in an industry not fully competitive. The West Virginia tax 
on soft drinks tends to Le passed along to the consumer in higher 
prices, and to reduce somewhat the profits of local bottlers, who tend 
to have elements of locational monopoly in soft drink sales. In almost 
all cases, the consumer will hear at least some part of the burden 
of the tax. This tends to make the popular image of the tax, which 
assumes that the full burden is shifted to consumers, reasonably ac
curate. But the best evidence that producers hear the burden of the 
taxes also, either in reduced rents or in reduced monopoly gains, is 
indicated by the industry pressures exerted to prevent enactment of 
new taxes and to secure repeal of old taxes. 

The Excess Burden of Partial Excise Taxes 
Fiscal theorists have commonly claimed that the imposition of 

an excise tax on a single commodity or service places an excess bur
den on the consumer. The consumer is led, due to the price distor
tion caused by the tax, to shift his purchase or consumption pattern 
away from that which he previously has considered to be desirable 
or optimal. Therefore, the argument has proceeded, the tax exerts a 
burden over and above that which would be exerted if a similar tax 
were levied on income or wealth in such a way that the consumption 
pattern is not changed. The discussion of this excess burden has oc
cupied a great deal of space in the learned journals during the last 
twenty years. This book is not the appropriate place to cover the 
argument in detail. It is perhaps sufficient to point out that recent ad
vances have made the excess-burden argument much less valid than 
it seemed at one time. 

The Limitations on the Partial Equilibrium Models 
The analysis of partial excise taxes has been developed solely in 

partial equilibrium terms. That is to say, we have considered only one 
particular product and one particular industry. Conclusions reached 
in this way are likely to be of limited validity when extended to apply 
to the whole economy. For example, when we say that resources are 
shifted out of the production of the taxed product this implies that 
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these resources are shifted into the nontaxed industries, and the in
crease in supply will reduce the prices of nontaxed goods. Just as 
the consumers of the taxed goods are harmed as a result of the tax, 
the consumers of nontaxed goods find themselves in improved posi
tions as a result of the tax. These and other like effects would all have 
to be fully traced before a complete analysis of a single tax could 
be said to be complete. 

The usefulness of the partial equilibrium model in making real
\\orld predictions depends in large part on the importance of the tax 
considered. If the tax is a relatively small one levied on a relatively 
unimportant product, these secondary effects will tend to be diffused 
throughout the economy and they may be neglected for all practical 
purposes. On the other hand, if we are considering a high-rate tax 
to he placed on an important product or on a range of products, the 
neglect of secondary effects can lead to serious error. As will be 
pointed out in the following chapter, a common error has been the 
extension of the analysis of a single excise tax to apply to the tax 
which is imposed on general sales, that is, on all commodities. An 
error that is almost equally dangerous is to extend the analysis of 
a single tax to apply to the whole host of single taxes taken as a group. 
In these cases, as with general sales taxes, the partial equilibrium 
mode ls a re of little value. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Only about half of total state-local revenues represent taxes 

collected for general purposes. Intergovernmental transfers, utility 
charges, including highway user taxes, and unemployment compensa
tion taxes make up the other major components of the state-local reve
nue systems. Of the taxes producing general revenues for states and 
local governments, property taxes and general sales taxes are the 
most important. These remain to be discussed. 

State and local taxes on individual and corporate income are 
important in some jurisdictions, but it seems questionable whether 
or not these are appropriate revenue sources for subordinate levels 
of government. Problems of conflict over source and of interstate 
competition in rates make the taxation of incomes more suitable for 
the federal government. 

Specific excise taxes are important at all levels. The interesting 
feature of these taxes is their lack of generality, their obvious dis-
5crimination against certain groups of the people. This discrimination 
is explained only when it is recognized that these taxes are, almost 
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without exception, either sumptuary or regulatory. Sumptuary taxa
tion provides a means of securing rough agreement on restricting the 
C'onsumption of certain commodities and services without at the same 
time outlawing this consumption altogether. Regulatory taxes skirt 
the boundaries of constitutionality and for this reason have not been 
widely utilized. 

The analysis of the effects of partial excise taxes offers an ex
C"ellent opportunity to apply Mar,hallian partial equilibrium eco
nomics. The conclusions reached in each particular ca~e stem from 
the particular assumptions made. But the popular image of the tax 
as being passed on to the consumer of the product taxed is roughly 
true, although a portion of the tax will normally he ,hifted backward 
to the factor owners and sometime,; ahsorlicd through reduced mo
nopoly profits. Insofar as indu,-;tric,-; are rouµJ1ly competitive, the tax 
is more likely to he passed on to the co1i,;umcr of the product taxed. 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
The student who desires lo get a generalized picture of state fiscal sys

tems and of the comparisons anrnng the several ,ystems should consult the 
latest edition of Tax Systems ( Commerce Clearing House I. l 1 nfortunately 
this valuable reference work has not been issued for si,vcral years, and there 
is no comparable source for securing currPnt data. For a more condensed 
survey which contains many useful s~mmary facts. and whi('h is issued an
nually, the student should consult a recent edition of Facts and Figures on 
Government Finance (Tax Foundation, Inc.). 



Chapter 

32 
GENERAL SALES TAXATION 

In the preceding chapter were discussed excise taxes 
that are imposed on the production, sale, or consumption of :,pecific 
commodities or services. A more important revenue source for the 
state governments must now be considered, that is, taxes levied uni
formly, or approximately so, on a wide range of commodities and 
services. This type of tax is usually called a general sales tax. As sug
gested at the end of the last chapter, if particular excise taxes are 
irnpo,-;ed on a wide enough range of products, the results may ap
proach those of general sales taxation. 

As indicated in TalJle 31-1, the taxation of general sales and 
gross receipts produced a total of about $4.3 billion for state and 
local units of government in the fiscal year 1957. Of this total, more 
than $3 billion were collected by the state governments, for which 
the general sales tax, in all its forms, makes up the single most im
portant revenue source. 

Since the general sales tax is imposed generally on many com
modities, it will be normally imposed as a percentage of the selling 
price. The category general sales taxation may he extended to in
clude the use taxes employed to supplement sales taxes when pur
chases are made in other states, and gross receipts taxes employed in 
a few states. 

The tax on sales may be imposed at the retail, wholesale, or 
manufacturer's level, and the tax may be levied on a multiple-stage 
!Jasis or only at one stage in the production process. A multiple-stage 
tax, sometimes called a turnover tax, subjects the same good or service 
to a tax liability at each stage of the production-distribution chain. 
For example, a turnover tax of 1 per cent could be levied on each 
transfer of a good so that, by the time a good has passed through 
three stages of production and distribution before reaching the final 
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consumer, the effective rate of tax would amount to almost 3 per cent. 
This sort of multiple-stage tax is criticized on the grounds that it pro
vides an uneconomic and artificial incentive for vertical integration 
in production and distriLution. Whereas, in the absence of the turn
over tax, the widespread use of separate wholesaling firms might be 
economically feasiLle, this stage might Le eliminated under the tax. 
The multiple-stage or turnover tax has not lieen widely employed in 
the United States, but it remains important as a revenue producer in 
Germany, Austria, and other European countries. 

The single-stage tax has been more widely used by the separate 
states and localities in this country; the characteristic form of the tax 
is the retail sales tax. The tax is placed on the act of selling goods 
and services at retail; this is the key transaction that creates a tax 
liability. The turnover of goods and services in the stages prior to 
the retail transaction is not subjected to tax. The tax is collected di
rectly from retailing firms. The single-stage tax at the wholesale or 
the manufacturer's level is not employed widely. 

The general retail sales tax is not currently employed by the 
federal government. The introduction of a federal sales tax at the 
manufacturer's level has been occasionally proposed, but the idea 
has never gained widespread support. Somewhat implicitly, this im
portant revenue source has Leen accepted by lioth the politicians and 
the public as being appropriately reserved for the states. If the de
sirability of maintaining separate revenue sources for the separate 
jurisdictions in a federal political system is accepted, the limitation 
of this revenue source to the state and local units seems desirable. 
As was suggested in some of the analysis of the last chapter, the im
position of sales taxes by local units creates difficult problems of 
administration. Local units do use this revenue source to some extent, 
but problems of avoidance and evasion become quite serious when 
the tax is attempted at this level of government. In the over-all fiscal 
system of the United States as it now exists, the general sales tax, 
levied at retail, seems more appropriate as a state, rather than a 
federal or a local tax. 

Thirty-five states currently (I 960) employ general sa !es taxa
tion ( including gross receipts taxes) as a revenue source. Collections 
from this source made up almost half of total general revenues col
lected from taxes by state governments in the fiscal year 1957, or 
almost one fourth of all state tax collections, including highway user 
and unemployment compensation taxes. 
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As suggested previously, the retail sales tax is usually imposed 
on a wide range of commodities, and the rate is usually a uniform 
percentage of the selling price. Rates in the several states range from 
2 to 3 per cent. Each of the state taxes is supposedly "general" in the 
sense that no particular group of commodities or services is deliber
ately chosen for taxation. But in most states, various commodities and 
services are specifically exempted from inclusion in the general cover
age. The extent of these exemptions varies widely among the separate 
states. Many states exempt food purchases, obviously a very important 
exemption which removes any real conception of "generality" from 
the tax. Other states exempt food purchases in part. For the most 
part, services, as opposed to commodities, are exempted from tax. 
Medicines, drugs, funerals, and a whole host of miscellaneous items 
are variously exempted. The exemptions seriously reduce the base 
of the tax in many states and hence its revenue-producing capacity. 
Despite tlwse exemptions, however, the tax remains a very important 
element in state revenue structures. 

ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF GENERAL SALES TAXES 

The mo,-;t important distinction to he made between the analysis 
of a spe('ific excise tax and that of a general sales tax lies in the 
method or approach. In the specific excise tax analysis, a partial 
equilibrium approach could lead to quite useful results. But by the 
very nature of "general," this partial approach is wholly unsatisfac
tory when we come to analyze the effects of general sales taxation. 
The failure to make this important distinction has led to the most 
serious of errors in both popular and academic discussion of the 
efiects of general sales taxation. 

In order to emphasize the nature of the distinction that must he 
made, we may review hriefly the analysis of the specific excise tax 
in the most simple case. We assume fully competitive conditions, and 
assume that the single product taxed is small and uses no specialized 
resources in its production. It was shown that the tax increases mar
ginal costs; this in turn leads to a reduction in output in the taxed 
industry both in the short run and in the long run. Resources shift 
out of the production of the taxed commodity, and the price of the 
commodity to consumers increases. This increase in relative price 
occurs regardless of the state of monetary or cyclical disturbances in 
the economy. The rate of increase in price will depend on the speed 
with which resources can shift out of the industry producing the prod-
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uct subjected to tax into other employments. The increase in the 
relative price of the taxed commodity clearly harms the consumer, 
and, insofar as the assumptions of this simple model hold true, the 
consumer bears the tax. 

This brief review of the analysis of a partial or specific tax on 
the sale of a single commodity is necessary in order to contrast it 
quite sharply with that of a general sales tax levied on the sale of 
many commodities. In the first place, it must be noted that, insofar 
as the tax is not truly general, some effects similar to those described 
for the partial tax must take place. Since no "general" tax can be 
really "general" in a purely economic sen,;e ( such a tax would also 
be placed on the use of leisure, among other things), some shifting 
of resources from the taxed employnwnt to th<' 1111taxf'd employments 
can be predicted to occur as a result of the tax. There will also be 
some shifting in relative pri('es lwl\H'<'n the taxed a11d tlw 11011taxed 
sectors of the economy. But, and here is the important qualification, 
if the tax is broadly based, mud1 of the correct predidivc analysis 
must be based on a "general'' rather than a specific or partial model. 

Although we recognize that each general sales tax has certain 
specific exemptions and also omits large categories of consumption 
from taxation by neglect, we may best analyze these taxes as if they 
were, in fact, general. That is, the appropriate analysis is to assume 
that the taxes literally apply to all commodities and services sold at 
retail, including things which the individual "sells to himself," such 
as leisure. This general tax model is sha1vly different from the partial 
tax model for a quite simple reason. If the tax is uniformly imposed 
on the sale of all commodities and services, there can be no real shift
ing of resources from taxed employments to nontaxed employments. 
The shift in relative prices occasioned hy the partial tax cannot occur 
under a truly general sales tax. 

Will the general sales tax increase all prices, and does the final 
incidence rest with the consumer? This is a much-debated question 
and competent scholars disagree on the answer, primarily because 
they define terms differently and employ different analytical models 
in reaching their conclusions. Here, as elsewhere, it is essential that 
the assumptions of the analysis be clearly and explicitly stated. 

When the analysis of partial excise taxes was discussed, it was 
unnecessary to make explicit any assumptions about monetary con· 
ditions in the economy. This was because the analysis was concerned 
with the shift in relative prices occasioned hy the imposition of the 
tax; and these shifts would occur regardless of the level of absolute 
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money prices. With the general sales tax, shifts in relative prices 
('annot occur directly as a result of the tax if the tax is truly general. 
Therefore, the shift in prices, if this occurs at all, must be in the 
whole price level, that is, in the money prices of all goods and serv
ices. This analysis requires, therefore, that we make quite clear the 
monetary conditions assumed to prevail when the general sales tax 
is imposed. 

The first assumption that might be made is that the monetary 
authorities, the Federal Reserve Board. always act in such a manner 
as to keep the absolute level of product prices constant. In such a 
setting. the introduction of a general sales tax cannot increase the 
level of prices, hy definition. Therefore, the tax must finally result 
in a net rcdu('tion in the prices of productive services or factors. The 
tax '\rcdge" must always he inserted between the final selling price 
Df thf' products and the net price received liy firms. If monetary action 
prevents any increase in the fina I product prices, the wedge caused 
l,v the tax must drive factor prices downward or else create unemploy
mrnt. In this model, therefore. the general sales tax is shifted back
ward to the owners of the factors of production. Individuals as factor 
mrncrs. rather than individuals as consumers, bear the full incidence 
of the tax. 

It will he useful to trace out the process of reaching these con
dusions more carefully. As with the partial excise tax, the imposition 
Df the general sales tax will increase marginal cost to the selling firm. 
The firm will, if it is acting a:- a profit maximizer, try to reduce out
put. This involves a reduction in the rate of inputs purchased. Work
ns will he laid ofI, raw matt>rials and capital equipment will not 
I,<' purchased or hired at rates prevailing before the tax. But the re
s11 Its will he whollv different in this case from those shown to take 
plat'e in the partial\ax model. Workers who ,ire laid off in one indus
try cannot now find employment in a nontaxed industry. For, hy 
dl:finition of a general tax. there are no nontaxed employments. The 
same holds true for capital equipment. Alternative employment op
portunities for resom-ct>s do not exist. Unemployment will he the 
necessary result unless factor owners agree to accept lower prices for 
thl'ir res~urees services. Hence. insofar as factor markets are roughly 
competitive. productive service prices. and with these, factor incomes, 
will fall. In the long run, the supplit>s of the various productive fac
tors may not he absolutely fixt>d, hut these adjustments can hest he 
ignored· at this elementar; stage of analysis. 
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The point to be noted here is that the effects of the general sales 
tax in this model are approximately equivalent to those of a propor
tional tax on factor incomes. Consumers, as such, do not bear the 
burden of the general sales tax. 

These conclusions seem to hold regardless of the assumptions 
made about factor markets or about monetary conditions. If the mar
kets for productive factors are not competitive, factor prices may be 
rigid against downward pressures, and unemployment rather than 
price-wage reductions may occur. In this case a disproportionate share 
of the tax is placed on those who become unemployed. But these are 
factor owners, not consumers. Even in this case, consumers do not 
bear the tax. 

Many variations could, of course, be made in the monetary as• 
sumptions. We need not continue to assume that the monetary authori
ties act always so as to stabilize some price index. One approach is 
that of assuming that the monetary authorities are relatively passive, 
and that they will allow the money supply to expand sufficiently to 
finance the tax-induced price increases. In this case, final product 
prices will, of course, rise. But it seems that this sort of general rise 
in prices should be attributed directly to the increase in the supply 
of money, rather than to the tax. The fact that the imposition of the 
tax triggers the reactions that make the increa,-;e in the money supply 
necessary does not seem to alter the direct causal relationship between 
the money supply and the price level in such circumstances. If the 
price increase is attributed to the increase in the supply of money by 
the monetary authorities, the effects of the tax are the same as in the 
simpler model. Factor owners are still made worse off than they 
would be without the tax. Differentially, the general sales tax, pre
cisely because it is general, must be quite similar in effect to the pro
portional income tax. 

From this analysis of a truly general sales tax, it is relatively 
easy to move to an analysis of the tax as it is actually organized in 
modern fiscal systems. Insofar as exemptions and omissions narrow 
the base of the tax, there will be some shifting of resources from taxed 
into untaxed employments and some shifting of the tax burden for
ward to consumers. The proportion of forward and backward shift
ing will depend in every case on the degree of generality of the tax. 
If, for example, a single state were to levy a general sales tax, with 
all other states in the national economy financing public services dif · 
ferently, the tax would tend to be shifted forward almost fully in the 
long run. Although all products and services sold within the state 
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might be subjected to the tax, these make up only a relatively small 
proportion of national output. On the other hand, if all of the states 
levy general sales taxes, and none of them allow substantial exemp
tions, most of the burden would fall on owners of productive factors. 
In the current institutional setting, a sufficient number of states levy 
taxes that seem to be sufficiently general to insure that at least an 
important proportion of the real incidence is on factor owners. The 
popular image that this tax is fully borne by the consumer seems 
fundamentally erroneous, although consumers must bear some share 
of the burden. 

SECONDARY EFFECTS OF GENERAL SALES TAXATION 
Just as with all fiscal action, the imposition of general sales 

taxation exerts secondary effects when the complete fiscal structure is 
examined. If the proceeds of the tax are employed to finance govern
ment purchases of goods and services, the over-all pattern of resource 
use is modified. Some factor prices rise, others fall; some final prod
uct prices rise, others fall. Secondary effects stem from the combined 
taxing-spending operation, and there are almost certain to be net 
beneficiaries and net "taxpayers" in the process in each case. 

The many models of secondary effects need not be elaborated in 
this textbook. But it is important to recognize that any complete anal
ysis, especially of a reasonably general tax, must consider not only 
the primary or first-order effects, but must also examine the secondary 
effects. There are three alternative assumptions under which these 
secondary effects may be traced out. The first, illustrated previously, 
assumes that the proceeds are to be used to finance supplemental 
public services. A second approach assumes that the proceeds of the 
tax to be analyzed are used to allow a corresponding reduction in 
another tax. A third possible approach assumes that the proceeds are 
not to be used. This third approach involves the building up of govern
mental cash balances as a result of the tax collection. This, in turn, 
will cause deflation. This approach seems less satisfactory than the 
other two in that it mixes up what is essentially fiscal analysis with 
monetary analysis. It seems desirable to keep these analyses separate 
insofar as is possible. 

ADVANTAGES OF GENERAL SALES TAXATION 
The major advantage of general sales taxation lies in its poten

tial revenue yield at what seem to be relatively low rates. Additional 
arguments in support of this tax appear when the desirability of sepa-
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rating revenue sources among levels of government is recognized. As 
the foregoing analysis has shown, the effects of the general sales tax 
are roughly equivalent to that of the proportional income tax. Even 
so, in a federal political system where income taxation is to a large 
extent reserved for the central government, the levy of general sales 
taxation by subordinate units is more a('ccptal,lc. An ad\'antage of a 
different sort lies in the relatiwly low cost of ('ollection; rarely do 
the costs of administering this tax run more than 2 per cent of total 
revenues collected. 

A questionable advantage of this tax which is sometimes claimed 
is its ability to extend the real costs of governnwnt to indiYiduals and 
groups of the population that would otherwise c,-cape taxation alto
gether. Administrative eosts of impo,-ing income taxes on low-income 
families may Le very great. Hence. c\'en if not dt',-ired, income taxa
tion usually exempts large numl,ers of low-income families through 
personal exemptions and deductions. Yet these families also partici
pate in the decision-making pro('es,-es of demo('ratic gowrnments, and 
it is argued that they should have some direct sC'nse of the real costs 
of governmental activity. This argument would have much to recom
mend it were it not for the fact that sales taxation does not really 
cause individuals to become conscious of the costs of government as 
represented in the real tax burden. The tax imposes a "wedge" Le
tween factor prices and final product prices, hut the individual factor 
owner or the individual consumer does not ;;ense that his income is 
actually lower than it would otherwise be without the tax. In some 
respects, individuals are "conscious" of the tax in their roles as con• 
sumers in that the popularly accepted fallacy that consumers bear 
the full burden of all sales taxes is widespread. Dut even here, the 
consciousness is somewhat indirect and is of a wholly different nature 
from that involved in the payment of an income tax. It seems clear 
that indirect taxation, regardless of the form in which it is imposed, 
tends to foster a genuine "fiscal illusion" on the part of the taxpayers. 

DISADVANTAGES OF GENERAL SALES TAXATION 
The major disadvantage of sales taxation, specific or general. 

lies in the tax-consciousness aspects discussed previously. Individuals 
are not conscious of the real costs which the payment of the tax im· 
poses on them individually. They cannot, therefore, correctly compare 
the net advantages yielded by the government services whid1 are fi. 
naneed by the tax with the alternative private goods which could he 
consumed in the absence of the tax. To many students of puLlic fi-
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nance, this individual comparison is of little relevance since the de
cisions on both taxes and government spending are assumed to be 
made by the government as something apart from the individual citi
zens. However, as has been repeatedly emphasized, this book assumes 
that the problem is one of discussing fiscal institutions and public fi
nance in a free democratic society. From this assumption it follows 
that, in the final analysis, individuals must, through their elected 
representatives and constitutionally sanctioned methods of legisla
tion, make the choices concerning the relative magnitude of the var
ious taxes and the public expenditures. In order to do this wisely, 
individuals and families must be placed in a position where they 
can make reasonably straightforward comparisons. Indirect taxation 
makes these decisions and comparisons especially difficult and, there
fore, on these grounds alone, direct taxation is always to be preferred. 

Having now discussed what seems to be the primary disadvan
tage of sales taxation ( or of indirect taxation generally), there remain 
to he considered some of the alleged disadvantages. One of the most 
popular and traditional of these objections to sales taxation is the 
claim that it is "regressive." As suggested earlier, this emotive word, 
like its opposite, ''progressive," tends to cause much confusion in 
popular discussion. Several points need to be made. First of all, the 
general sales tax is proportional in rate, not regressive. The rate is 
a fixed percentage of the base, which is selling price. But this is not 
what the term "regre,-;sive" is held to mean in this case. Presumably. 
the argument suggesb that the final burden in relation to income as 
a base is not proportional. The tax tends to be proportionately more 
onerous to lower-income than to higher-income families. This argu
ment stems, of course, from the acceptance of the commonly held 
view, discussed previously, that all sales taxes, specific or general, 
are finally paid by consumers rather than by factor owners. Insofar 
as the tax is generally imposed, it will tend to fall on factor owners, 
and it will be proportional rather than regressive, even when esti
mated in terms of an income base. 

Even if the popular analysis is accepted, however, and it is con
cluded that general sales taxes are borne by consumers, there is no 
basis for the claim that such taxes are had or undesirable hecau,-;e 
they are "regressive" with respect to an income base. The proportion
ate share of income devoted to consumption spending does, of course, 
decrease as income rises. On this basis, therefore, the tax burden 
would be "regressive." But again we must recall that the tax, any tax, 
is only half of a fiscal operation-absolutely no value connotation can 
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be placed on one half standing alone. A "regressive" tax may finance 
an even more "regressive" expenditure, or allow the reduction of an 
even more "regressive" tax. It is best to eliminate all reference to 
the advantages or disadvantages of individual taxes on the grounds 
of either regressiveness or progressiveness. Regression or progression 
can be discussed sensibly only in terms of an over-all fiscal system, 
and redistribution as a fiscal goal is important largely at the central 
government level. 

CONCLUSIONS 

General sales taxation constitutes an important part of the over
all fiscal structure of the United States. As the rapidly increasing 
financial needs of the states and the local governments multiply over 
the next quarter century, we can expect additional states to turn to 
this highly productive revenue source. The argument for keeping 
revenue sources separate among the levels of government suggests 
that the federal government should enter this field of taxation only 
as a last resort. However, as the national economy adjusts somewhat 
more permanently to the extremely high federal government expendi
tures which have characterized post-World War II years, some re• 
duction in personal and corporation income taxes may be necessary 
to prevent serious erosion of these important tax bases. The general 
sales tax provides an available, and attractive, alternative to legis
lators who might be willing to impose indirectly tax burdens which 
the people would never accept if imposed directly. One thing appears 
reasonably certain: A federal sales tax, once imposed, would not 
be removed. This provides all the more reason for limiting these taxes 
to the states. Additional local governments will, without doubt, try 
to impose both general and specific sales taxes to meet rising reve
nue needs. These taxes can be only partially successful, and they will 
do their bit to add to the existing set of causes which are creating the 
modern sprawling of suburbia. 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
An exhaustive and comprehensive treatment of general sales taxation 

may be found in John F. Due, Sales Taxation (Urbana: University of Illinois 
Press, 1957). 



Chapter 

33 

THE TAXATION OF CAPITAL: 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Revenues collected from the taxation of property are 
exceeded only by those collected from individual income taxes and 
corporation income taxes in the over-all fiscal system of the United 
States. Before discussing the characteristics of this important fiscal 
institution and analyzing its effects, we shall consider some of the 
conceptual issues raised by the taxation of capital values generally. 
Specifically, we shall compare capital taxation with income taxation. 
Following this we shall examine the ideological origin of modern 
property tax institutions. A factual discussion and analysis of prop
erty taxation in the United States will be contained in Chapter 34. 

THE TAXATION OF CAPITAL AND INCOME: 
A COMPARISON 

Income, considered as a flow of real services over some specified 
time period, is the primary economic magnitude. Individuals con
sume, or use up, income. And all goods, physical goods, are valued, 
that is to say, command other goods and services in exchange, only 
because they have some capacity to yield income over time. Capital 
values are, therefore, derivative from income flows. The actual proc
ess of valuing any asset involves converting an anticipated income 
flow (a flow which must be stated in terms of some time dimension) 
into a capital sum, a sum which is without a time dimension although 
it must be placed uniquely in time; a capital value must be dated. 
Any income stream can be converted into a capital value, and any 
capital value can be converted into an income stream. The conversion 
process re<1uires only the introduction of some appropriate rate of dis
count. Income expected in the next year is less valuable to the indi
vidual than income at present. Hence, next year's income must be 
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"discounted" by some appropriate rate in order to arrive at some 
accurate present value. Normally, the forces of the market for assets 
tend to make the appropriate rate of discount for most assets equal to 
the "rate of interest," adjusted as necessary for differential risks and 
differential liquidity features. The mechanics of capitalizing an in
come stream need not Le considered in detail here. The important 
point to be noted is that, given a rate of discount, any real asset or 
claim can Le expressed either as a capital sum, a present value, or 
an income flow over time. A bond yielding Sl 00 annually, a con
sol having no maturity, with a discount rate of 5 per cent, can be 
expressed as Leing worth $2,000. This dual manner of definition 
holds for any asset or claim and. conversely. for any income stream. 

This basic equivalence of an income stream and a capital value 
allows the first significant point in the comparison between income 
taxation and capital taxation to he made. Thl're is no fundamental 
conceptual difference between these t,rn methods of taxation if income 
and capital are defined similarly in the two cases. To levy a tax on 
the capital value of the bond at l per cent, or $20 per year, is pre
cisely equivalent to levying a tax on the income yield of the bond 
at 20 per cent, or $20 per year. The ratio of the 1 per cent to the 
20 per cent is equal to the rate of discount employed to convert the 
income flow into the capital sum. The individual owning the bond 
would be completely indifferent between these two taxes, and the 
economic effects of the two taxes would be identical. 

The equivalence does not end here; the time sequence of the tax 
collection in each case need not he the same. For example, in our 
simple model, a once-and-for-all capital levy of 50 per cent on the 
value of the bond is identical with the levy of a 50 per cent tax on the 
income produced by the bond over all future years. The fully rational 
bondowner would not be affected in his behavior Ly the substitution 
of one of these taxes for the other. Any capital tax can be converted 
into an income tax equivalent, and any income tax can be converted 
into a capital tax equivalent. 

The conceptual equivalence between a tax on capital and a tax 
on income provides a useful starting point for a comparative analysis 
because further steps in the analysis suggest important differences 
rather than similarities. As the income tax and the capital tax tend 
to be administered, the differences tend to overshadow the funda
mental equivalence. 

Recall the discussion of income taxation in Chapter 21. Two 
separate conceptions or definitions of income were noted, the fiow 
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conception and the accretion conception. In the former, income is 
viewed as a "flow" of real services over time, a physical flow which 
can, ideally, be measured quite independently of any person. Note 
here that it is this flow conception of income that has been used in our 
discussion of valuing capital assets. By contrast, the accretion concep
tion defines income in terms of potential consumption opportunities 
open to the individual over time; income is measured by the goods 
and services actually consumed plus the accretion to individual net 
worth over time. As suggested, existing income tax institutions do not 
represent either of these conceptions faithfully. But, insofar as either 
conception must be given a place of dominance, the accretion concep
tion seems to be somewhat more influential. Capital gains are taxed 
to some extent, and interest is allowed as a deduction. The taxation 
of capital, on the other hand, embodies the valuation of specific assets 
independmtl y of the set of individual claims to these assets. That is 
to say, the taxation of capital is based almost exclusively on an ac
ceptance of the flow conception of income. The two taxes, those on 
income and those on capital, are not, therefore, equivalent in practice. 
They become quite difierent in characteristics and efiect since they 
are basPd 011 opposing definitions of income itself. 

These difierences may perhaps best be demonstrated by examin
ing briefly the way in which consistency could be introduced into a 
tax system using both income taxation and capital taxation. If the 
accretion conception of income were to be accepted for purposes of 
both taxes. the capital tax and the income tax would alike be personal 
taxes. Individuals would be subjected to tax, not on the basis of spe
cific assets owned, but on their net wealth. Income taxes would be im
posed 011 accretions to net wealth plus consumption, while capital 
taxes would be imposed on the aggregate net worth. Debts against 
property held in legal ownership would reduce the tax liability of 
the owner, and corporations would not be subjected to capital taxation 
at all. The value of all corporate property would be taxed through 
the intangible claims to property held by individual equity share
holders. 

On the other hand, if the opposing flow conception of income 
were to be consistently followed in the organization of both taxes, 
neither tax would genuinely be a personal tax. Income would be sub
jected to taxation, not as received by any particular individual, but 
as it physically moves through the circular flow of the economy, as 
. · " d l " " 1 · · 1 d " " . d " " d " A set It 1s pro ucec , c 1stn rnte , receive , or consume . s, s 
producing this real flow of income would be taxed, as real assets, not 
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as owned by particular private persons. Corporations holding legal 
title to real property would be directly liable to pay the tax on real 
property, and individual holdings of intangible claims would be ex
empted from taxation. Any taxation of income at more than one point 
in the circular flow would be properly considered to be "double" 
taxation. 

These two models of consistent income and capital taxation are 
helpful in indicating the hodgepodge that is actually represented in 
the United States fiscal structure. By and large, income taxation tends 
to be similar to that of the first model. The tax is a personal tax; 
capital gains are taxed, although at differentially favorable rates; and 
interest payments are allowed as deductions from taxable income. By 
contrast, capital (property) taxation in the United States more closely 
follows the second model. Property taxation is not personal taxation; 
the tax is imposed directly on the value of the assets. Failure to pay 
the tax creates a claim of the state against the asset, not against the 
owner. No deduction against taxable value is allowed for debts against 
the property. 

Neither income taxation nor capital taxation is fully consistent 
in itself. As has been shown, capital gains are taxed at differentially 
favored rates, not full rates. The dividends credit in the personal in• 
come tax embodies some recognition that "double" taxation does 
occur, an institutional recognition of the validity of the flow concep
tion of income. The property tax, similarly, does include the taxation 
of intangibles in some states, and many states attempt to classify prop
erty in terms of different individual uses. These measures represent 
attempts to make the tax more "personal," a denial of the complete 
acceptance of the flow conception of income. 

Since the two taxes, those on income and those on capital, do 
have, to a large degree, different conceptual bases, several important 
differences may be expected. Only personal taxes can effectively dis
criminate among persons in terms of differences in the size of the 
tax base. That is to say, only with personal taxes can redistributive 
objectives be included in the organization of the rate structure. Be
cause the income tax is a personal tax, it can be, as is, a progressive 
tax. A nonpersonal tax cannot be progressive or regressive with any· 
thing approaching this same degree of distributive efficiency. The 
tax base is divorced from personal relationship; the tax must be pro• 
portional in the sense that the rate must bear a constant ratio to the 
base. Attempted discrimination in rates among persons would tend to 
be almost wholly arbitrary. Property or capital taxation tends, there· 
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fore, to be proportional in its nominal rate structure. The same rate 
applies to all units of property within a single classification. As will 
be seen when property tax administration is discussed in the next 
chapter, the classification of property and differential assessment can 
make the actual tax disproportional. 

A second important difference between the tax on income and 
the tax on capital tends to make these two taxes complementary when 
the over-all fiscal system is examined. Each tax tends to have built-in 
discrimination against or in favor of certain forms of income or capi
tal, but these tend to be offsetting when both taxes are combined. 
When income taxation was discussed, we noted that the tax tends, in 
practice, to discriminate against income from labor and in favor of 
income from capital assets. The reason for this discrimination is that 
full allowance for the depreciation of capital assets is allowed as a 
deduction before net income is measured for tax liability. By contrast, 
the individual human being is not depreciated in tax accounting, al
though it is widely recognized that a certain share of labor income 
must, in all cases, be properly attributable to the "wearing-out" of 
the human asset. As shown, some countries do make a distinction in 
rates as between labor and nonlabor incomes, but this distinction is 
not made in the United States. Income taxation, therefore, tends to 
discriminate against labor incomes. 

By comparison, property taxation or capital taxation tends to 
discriminate in favor of labor income and against income from assets. 
Legal in~titutions in Western countries do not allow the individual 
human being to convert his own expected earnings power into a cap
ital sum and to market this power as a capital asset. Hence, the cap
italization of income does not normally take into account the human 
asset. and the valuation of wealth does not include, normally, the 
capital values of human beings. This is perhaps the most important 
single category of capital assets existing at any moment of time, but 
these assets are never valued for tax purposes. Therefore, capital 
or property taxation tends to discriminate in favor of those indi
viduals holding their real wealth in terms of their own personal 
earning power and against those individuals holding their real 
wealth in nonhuman forms. An example may prove helpful. Sup
pose that an individual, at age twenty, inherits a sum of $10,000. 
He may do either one of two things with this sum. He may spend 
it in getting a college education; or he may invest it by purchas
ino- an income-yieldino- real asset. If he chooses the first alterna-o b 

tive, he will be investing in his own person, and, presumably, his 
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capital value, his expected earning power, will increase. As he earns 
income over time, however, he will not Le allowed to depreciate 
this capital value for tax purposes. He will, therefore, tend to pay 
a higher income tax, over time, than he would with the second 
alternative. If, however, he choo~es the second rather than the first 
opportunity, if he should purchase the income-earning asset rather 
than the college education, he would be subjected each year to prop
erty taxation which he would altogether escape under the first alterna
tive. The two taxes, existing in the same over-a II system, tend to be 
corrective of each other. Given the importance of the tax on real prop
erty in the American fiscal sy~tt:>m, along with the inexcusably high 
taxation of corporation incomes, it does not seem desirable to intro
duce any differential treatment of lal>or income under the income tax. 
Quite similarly, the extension of the property tax to include the esti
mated capital values of human beings sec>ms unnecessary. 

This comparison illustrates an important principle in public 
finance. Students have, in the pa~t, l>een somewhat careless in con
demning or praising particular features of the tax or the expenditure 
system in isolation from the over-all or combined fiscal structure. It 
is difficult to appraise or to evaluate fiscal institutions in partial terms; 
criteria which show particular institutions to he desirable or undesir• 
able are likely to be relevant only for the system considered as a 
whole. Particular institutions cannot be considered independently of 
the larger system of which they form only a part. 

IDEOLOGICAL ORIGINS OF PROPERTY TAXATION 
The taxation of income is a relative newcomer in the group of 

tax institutions, and modern income taxes have their origin largely 
in late nineteenth and early twentieth century ideas of distributive 
justice in allocating the burden of taxes among individuals. The taxa
tion of capital or property has a much longer history, and the doc
trinal history itself is both interesting and informative. Rarely do we 
have the opportunity to trace the impact of economic ideas so directly 
to political support for and the subsequent development of existing 
institutions. 

The taxation of property, or capital, suggests that the base of the 
tax must Le real things, that is, real assets which assume physical lo
cation in space. "Land" has always been one important form of real 
assets, and, in centuries past, "land," as such, was far more impor
tant, relatively, than it is today. The origins of the taxation of land 
&cem from medieval conceptions of land as being held in "common" 
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ownership. The rights to private property in land have been suspect in 
almost every age, and land has been given mysterious qualities which 
set it apart from other real assets. Any complete history of the prop
erty tax would have to examine these important background ideas 
more carefully, for they were certainly influential in later thought. 
Here we shall be concerned only with ideas which were developed 
in modern times and which have been directly influential in the de
velopment of modern property tax institutions. 

The Physiocrats 
In the middle of the eighteenth century a group of French court 

physicians, who have come to be known as the physiocrats, developed 
the idea of the circular flow of income in the economy. As they tried 
to trace the movement of income from one sector of the economy to 
the other, they reached what appeared to them a startling conclu
sion. Agriculture was the only "productive" sector of the whole econ
omy; all of the other activities were essentially "unproductive" or 
sterile and consisted in the mere transformation of goods into differ
ent forms and in the provision of services. Only in production on the 
land, in agriculture, was there produced a genuine "net product," a 
true surplus over and above the real costs of production. This net 
product or surplus was received Ly the owners of agricultural land as 
rents. On the basis of this model of the economy, the physiocrats pro
posed that this net product, this surplus produced on agricultural land 
and received as rent by the landlords, he made the source of taxation. 
This was the only place in the economy which could, in fact, support 
taxation. 

The physiocrats were, of course, grossly in error insofar as their 
analysis was concerned. They were concentrating on the physical as
pects of goods. They completely failed to see that the transformation 
of wheat into flour, of flour in Bordeaux to flour in Paris, of flour 
into bread, or of bread in the kitchen into bread on the dining tahlP 
are all equally as productive of utility to the consumer as is the initial 
transformation of seed, labor, and land into wheat. They had none 
of the more modern notions about utility, and their economic analysis 
was very primitive. Nevertheless, the ideas are important in repre
senting the origins of the idea that land is the suitable place for all 
taxation since it is the only place where a net social surplus occurs. 
These ideas may still be found today in the common observation that 
the agricultural industry is, in some mysterious way, more basic or 
essential than other industries in the economy. 
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The Ricardian Theory of Rent 

The work of the classical economists, notably Adam Smith and 
David Ricardo, was completed after the physiocrats, and it was in
fluenced to a significant extent by their ideas. It was Ricardo who 
formalized the classical theory of rent, the implications of which are 
quite similar to those deriving from the physiocratic theory of land 
use. 

Ricardo was trying to explain the causes of value, and he sought 
to show that relative values of goods depended on the amount of labor 
involved in production. One of the difficulties in his way was the ab
sence of any satisfactory explanation of the phenomenon of land rent. 
The return to capital could. conceptually, he explained away by call
ing this the reward to past labor. hut there was no way that this idea 
could be applied to land. Ricardo :-urmounted this difficulty by ex
plaining that all values of goods are really determined on marginal 
lands which earn no rents. As the population increase,;, it becomes 
necessary for food production to be extended lo poorer and poorer 
grades of land. But since the amount of labor involved in production 
on the poor lands must exceed that on the rich lands, the price or 
value of the "wheat" must increase as the population increases and 
as cultivation is extended. Since the landlords owning the rich lands 
will not be required to pay more than the going wage for lahor, there 
will accrue to them a "rent," which represents the return over and 
above the costs of production on the marginal lands, the latter being 
determined by the extent of the arable land and the rate of increase 
in the population. The rents on the superior lands would continue to 
rise as the population continued to increase. 

Ricardo's analysis is considerably more sophisticated than that 
of the physiocrats. But it reaches fundamentally equivalent conclu
sions. The rent of pure land, which Ricardo called "the original and 
indestructible powers of the soil," was, in a sense, a genuine surplus 
received by the landlords. There was no pain or disutility involved 
in securing this return, as was the case with labor or with the absti
nance involved in saving and investing. Rent of land was not a real 
cost of production; it was the result of price and not a cause of it. 

This Ricardian rent theory suffers from his failure to understand 
the ideas of marginal productivity or opportunity costs, ideas, and 
concepts that remained to be developed after his time. Marginal pro· 
ductivity theory can show, quite easily, that the rents received by the 
landlords in each case represent nothing more and nothing less than 
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the marginal productivity of the land, the contribution of the land to 
the total production. In this respect, the theory shows that land is not 
different from any other productive resource; the traditional distinc
tion was not based on any economic difference. Ricardo's failure to 
see this was, in turn, due to his idea that real cost must involve pain 
or sacrifice. Had he been able to see that the existence of pain or sacri
fice has no direct connection with cost, but that cost can only be de
fined in terms of foregone opportunities, he would have reached 
different conclusions. The full rental returns of landlords would have 
been seen to represent a surplus only if land has only one possible 
use. Once land is recognized to have many uses, the rent of land be
comes a cost similar to the payment for any productive service. 

The Single Tax and Henry George 
The modern neoclassical theory of rent was not developed until 

approximately the turn of the century. Prior to this time, the Ricar
dian ideas were very important in influencing discussion and in gen
erating popular support for a policy of land taxation. This movement 
reeeiYed ib impetus in America through the efforts of Henry George 
and through the results of his book Progress and Poverty. George be
l"arne the leader of a movement which supported the concentration 
and consolidation of all taxes into a single tax on land values. The 
proponents of the single tax accepted the Ricardian theory of differ
ential rent without critical reflection. The gross returns to "pure land," 
apart from improvement to land, were considered to represent income 
shares that were surplus in the sense that no real efforts or sacrifice 
were involved in generating them. Onto this basic conception of rent 
was added the provocative idea, usually associated with Hobson, that 
the taxation of this social surplus could be accomplished without the 
economy being disturbed at all. The single tax was, thus, the most 
efficient of all taxes. The undesirable effects of ordinary taxation 
could be completely eliminated if only pure "land" were subjected 
to tax. The single tax became the perfect tax to its proponents. A third 
factor lent considerable support to the movement. Common observa
tion of the rapidly growing urban areas in the United States revealed 
that the owners of land placed adjacent to the rapidly growing cities 
were in extremely favorable positions to reap large capital gains. 
Capital values of land in such areas were rising rapidly, as a result 
of no apparent effort on the part of the landowners. These three ele
ments: Ricardian rent theory, Robson's idea of the efficiency of tax
ing social surpluses, and the empirical observation of increasing 
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urban land values, gave substantial support to a policy of the taxation 
of real property, with a special emphasis on land. The single tax, as 
such, was never effectively supported. But the present importance of 
property taxation in the local government fiscal systems must be at
tributed, at least in part, to the strength of this movement. The separa
tion of land values from the values of improvements to land is still 
supported by many modern writers, and differential classifications 
applying to these separate types of property are to be found in several 
fiscal systems. 

The Modern Theory of Economic Rent 
The modern approach to the theory of rent allows us to see both 

the strong and the weak points in the Ricar<lian rent theory and in its 
practical consequence, the single tax movement. Rent is commonly 
defined as the return to any resource, whether this be land or any 
other form of capital. If the resource is permanently fixed in one 
employment, that is, if no alternative employment oppo1iunity is 
available, all of the return may be defined as economic rent, as dis
tinguished from rent, used without the adjective. This economic rent 
may be more precisely defined as the return to a given resource over 
and above what that resource could earn in its next most favorable 
employment. In one sense, therefore, the whole of economic rent is an 
unnecessary payment. It is unnecessary in the purely instrumental 
sense of not being required to get the resource into production. For 
example, suppose that a professional baseball player can earn 
$100,000 playing baseball, but no more than $10,000 in any alterna
tive employment. Suppose further that he is motivated purely by 
pecuniary considerations. Nine tenths of his annual income, or 
$90,000, is economic rent; this part of his income serves no economic 
purpose, so to speak, since for any salary above $10,000 this indi
vidual would, presumably, play baseball. This example suggests the 
intuitive appeal of the tax on this "surplus." 

The difficulty of imposing taxes on economic rents lies in the 
impossibility of distinguishing between those returns to resources 
which constitute true rents and those which constitute genuine op
portunity costs of production. If some omniscient observer could 
superimpose some "fiscal vacuum cleaner" over society and take out 
only the pure economic rents, then taxation could proceed, perhaps, 
without undue economic effects. But the results would not be at all 
acceptable from the point of view of equity or justice. Some of the 
poorest of the social group secure most of their incomes from eco• 
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nomic rent, and there is no reason whatever for thinking that the 
owners of "pure land" would be especially hit by such a tax. There 
is no reason why the payments for land should include greater ele
ments of economic rent than the returns to other resources. It is now 
generally accepted that "land," in any meaningful economic terms, 
can be "produced." The only grounds for particular distinction of 
land from other assets lies in the greater permanency of investment 
in land. This makes it seem probable that the returns to land include 
a greater element of what is called "quasi-rent," and, if short-run 
factors were the only relevant ones, the imposition of a differentially 
higher tax on pure land might exert less economic effect than a tax 
on other assets. But if longer-run considerations are taken into 
account, there would seem to be little grounds for making any 
distinction. 

The ideological bases for the taxation of property no longer 
exert major influence on the reforms proposed for modern tax insti
tution~. lli~torically, these factors explain the taxation of land values 
in a differentially discriminatory fashion in some jurisdictions. In 
the modern era, immobile property, including land, tends to be sub
jected to higher effectin, rates of property taxation for much more 
practical reasons. Immobile property can be taxed more easily; the 
tax i~ far more difficult to evade, and less intergovernmental com
petition for tax sources can take place. 

CONCLUSION 
] f income is defined consistently, income taxation and capital 

taxation arc equivalent and one may he converted into the other with
out difliculty. As these two taxing institutions exist, however, the con
cq1tual umierpinnings are different. Hence, they become different 
taxes and exert different economic effects. The income tax is a pt>r
~onal tax; the tax on capital is not personal. But when considered 
togethn as parts of an over-all fiscal system, the two taxes have off
setting faults. The income tax tends to discriminate against labor 
i1wonws; the capital tax in favor of lahor incomes. 

The modt>rn property tax may he traced directly to the earlier 
idea~ on the role of land in the economy. The physiocratic idea that 
land was the only producer of a surplus, and the Ricardian theory 
of land rents were influential in shaping puhlic opinion and policy 
in the nineteenth century. The efforts of Henry George and his fol
lowers to introduce a system of single taxation were not wholly suc
cessful although they were not without significant impact. The modern 
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theory of economic rent suggests that the surplus return, embodied 
in the idea of economic rent, may be received by any resource. There 
is no particular economic reason why land should have ever been 
subjected to differential taxation. The modern reason why immobile 
property is taxed more heavily is considerably more simple. The 
property tax is used largely by local governments. Land and im
mobile property generally cannot easily escape taxation, and local 
governments find that intergovernmental competition in property 
taxation, although severe, is less damaging than other forms of taxa
tion. 



Chapter 

34 
THE PROPERTY TAX 

Property taxation is the primary revenue source for 
local units of government in the United States, producing more than 
85 per C'ent of all tax revenues at this level. Property is not subjected 
to fe<leral government taxation, and state governments have in recent 
decades shown an increasing willingness to leave this important 
revenue source to local units. Collections from property taxation 
currently make up more than 10 per cent of total tax collections for 
only three state governments. A reasonable estimate suggests that 
almost $15 billion was produced by property taxation in 1960 in the 
United States, and this total should exceed $20 billion by 1970.1 

THE DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF PROPERTY 

The general tax on property, as it is usually administered in the 
taxing jurisdictions of the United States, is a nonpersonal tax. The 
tax is imposed directly on the value of assets. Before we can discuss 
the prohlems that arise in the process of valuation, issues of definition 
and classification must be raised. What constitutes taxable prope1ty? 
What assets are to be included in the tax base? What assets are to 
be exempted? How are the different types of assets to be classified? 

The ad rem or nonpersonal nature of property taxation suggests 
that certain restrictions should be placed on the conception of taxable 
property. This characteristic of the tax should, on any consistent ap
plication, exempt from the tax hase all personal or individual assets 
which represent claims against the income from real assets but which 
do not embody legal title to the real assets themselves. Consistent ap-

'Projections for 1970 ranging between $20.6 and $21.9 billion have been made by 
Dick Netzer. See Netzer, "Financial Needs and Resources over the Next Decade: Stale 
and Local Governments," in Public Finances, Needs, Sources, and Utilization, to be 
published by the National Bureau of Economic Research. 
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plication of the property tax should, therefore, exempt intangible 
assets from the tax base. Intangible property is defined to include 
such items as shares of stock in corporations, bonds, mortgages, notes 
receivable, and claims against the federal government in the form 
of money. 

All physical or tangible assets, including both real property and 
personal property, should be included in the tax l>ase if the conceptual 
bases of the tax are to be consistently applied. Tlwse tangible assets 
include, first of all, real property which is technically defined to in
clude land and permanent improvemenb to land such as buildings, 
fences, and irrigation systems. Real property is e,-;sentially immobile 
property, at least it is during any short period. Second, tangible 
personal property should be included in the base. This category 
covers such items as automobiles, furniture, jewelry, and furs, for 
individuals, and raw material and fmished goods inventories, for 
firms. 

Fully consistent application of the tax on capital would allow 
no exemptions of any real assets from the tax base because of 
personal or occupational characteristics of the property owners, and 
all assets would be subjected to a uniform rate on real value. As is 
normally the case, however, consistency has never been one of the 
virtues of institutions that emerge from democratic political process. 
Property taxation has never satisfactorily resolved the question of de
fining taxable property. As shown in the preceding chapter, land has 
always been assigned a unique place in the tax base, and the property 
tax arose out of early attempts to tax land and other specific types of 
property. As the tax base was broadened, the tax became more gen
eral, and the idea of a general property tax was widely accepted. 
This violated the implied exemption of intangible property implicit 
in the tax itself. General property taxes were extended to include not 
only real assets, valued in gross terms, but also claims to the income 
from such assets. In practice, however, it was clear from the outset 
that intangible property is extremely difficult to tax. When heavy 
tax rates have been imposed on intangible property, evasion has been 
widely prevalent. Governments soon found it necessary either to 
exempt intangible assets from taxation or to classify these assets sepa
rately and to subject them to a very low nominal rate of tax. 

Whereas the complete exemption of intangible property, with 
the possible exception of money, seems consistent with the very nature 
of capital taxation, all items of tangible property should, concep· 
tually, be included in the tax base. But attempts to include mobile 
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personal property in the tax base at rates applicable to real property 
have also met with failure. The imposition of the property tax on 
mobile assets has been accompanied by widespread evasion and a 
rapid weakening of taxpayer morality, which could only be prevented 
through the incurrence of prohibitively high costs of administration 
and collection. The result of this experience has been the movement 
toward the separate classification of personal property for tax pur
poses. In some jurisdictions, personal property has been altogether 
exempted from the tax base; in others it has been taxed at effective 
rates that are only fractionally as high as the rates on real property. 

Droadly speaking, therefore, the so-called "general property 
tax" has hecome largely a tax on one particular form of property: 
real estate-that is, land and permanent improvements to land. Even 
with the tax hase restricted largely to this category of assets, specific 
exemptions have been introduced that have reduced the revenue 
capacity of this source. Several states have incorporated homestead 
exemption provisions through which the tax on owner-occupied resi
dences is either eliminated or substantially reduced. All jurisdictions 
exempt property owned hy certain religious and charitable organiza
tions. And. for constitutional reasons, states and local units cannot 
impose the tax on real property held by the federal government. This 
last exemption is very important for certain jurisdictions. The federal 
f'"Overnment does, in many cases, make payments to the taxing units, 
in lieu of taxes. but no fully satisfactory arrangements have been yet 
worked out for this problem. 

Within the broad category of real property, several states intro
duce additional subclassifications for the purpose of discriminating 
in tax treatment. These classifications may be on the basis of devel
oped and undeveloped land, urban property and rural property, 
agricultural land, forest land, mining property, and many other pos
sible subcategories. The most important single type of property in 
the over-all tax hase is residential nonfarm real estate, followed hy 
nonresidential nonfarm real estate ( mostly business property). 

THE ASSESSMENT OF PROPERTY VALUE 
Any tax on capital or property must be levied as a rated per

centage of money value. Money value provides the only meaningful 
common denominator in terms of which widely heterogeneous physi
cal assets may be compared and measured. A tax based on weight. 
size, or any other purely physical characteristic would he wholly 
arbitrary in impact. The use of money values of assets as the tax base 
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requires that each asset be assigned some specific valuation for tax 
purposes. The process of determining the appropriate taxable value 
for assets, or property, presents some of the most difficult problems 
in the administration of the property tax. This process is called as
sessment, and the taxable ~alue finally assigned to each asset is called 
assessed value. 

There are several alternative approaches to the problem of as
sessment. It seems useful to examine each of these in general terms 
before going on to discuss some of the more practical problems faced 
by the tax assessor. To the economist, the value of any asset is deter• 
mined by what that asset can command in exchange on the market. 
This approach suggests that the assessor should look initially at 
market prices for assets as representing appropriate values for pur• 
poses of determining tax liabilities. For assets falling within reason
ably homogeneous groupings, and for which markets are reasonably 
perfect, assessment based on direct market values or prices is a very 
simple procedure. To take one of the more obvious examples, suppose 
that the task placed before the assessor is that of valuing shares of 
General Motors common stock. He would have to do no more than 
note from the financial page of his daily newspaper the market value 
of this stock on the relevant assessment date. But assessment problems 
rarely arise in connection with such readily marketable intangible 
assets, which are relatively unimportant in the total tax in any case. 
To some extent, direct market quotations can be applied in valuing 
certain items of personal property. In the case of automobiles, for ex• 
ample, the so-called "Blue Book" estimates for market prices may Le 
the best guide for tax assessment purposes. 

The most important items of real property in the tax base present 
more difficult problems of assessment. Separate items may be quite 
distinct, and market data on comparable assets may he absent, or at 
least far from perfect. A market approach may still he helpful. Let 
us take an example. Suppose that the problem is that of assigning a 
taxable value to a particular building on a particular street corner, 
the assessed value to include both the land itself and the improve
ments on the land. Records indicate to the assessor that the ownership 
of the property has not changed hands in a quarter century; there 
is no recent market price recorded for this property. The assessor may 
search for recent transfers of property which he considers to be 
roughly similar to the item to be assessed; and he will have to decide 
on the criteria by which he determines whether or not other items are 
"roughly similar." Data gathered from transfers of similar items 
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of property can be very helpful, but they can never be wholly satis
factory since the assessor must recognize that each particular item 
of property has its own peculiar characteristics. 

A supplementary approach to the one suggested is indicated. 
The capital value of any asset is determined by discounting an antici
pated or expected earnings stream by some appropriate rate of 
discount to arrive at a capital sum. If an available market for homo
geneous assets exists, this capitalization process is done by the sepa
rate traders, and the appraiser need not undertake a separate capitali
zation. But if the market is highly imperfect, the assessor may find 
that the direct capitalization approach is helpful. He may find it con
siderably easier to estimate the net rental value of a piece of property 
than to estimate the capital value directly. By taking an estimated 
rental value for a year, adjusting this as necessary over a reasonable 
life for the a~set and allowing for the accumulation of depreciation 
charges, tlw assessor may capitalize this value into a capital sum. This 
process provides him, or should provide him, with a rough check on 
the market price data available to him. Again an example may be 
helpful. Suppose that the tax assessor estimates with some reasonable 
degree of accuracy that the rental value of a particular structure is 
$10,000 per year. This is a net rental over and above full charges 
estimated to cover maintenance and depreciation. Using, say, a 5 per 
cent rate of discount, a capital value of $200,000 is estimated for 
the structure. If the assessor then observes that property items which 
he considers roughly similar have been recently transferred at prices 
not too far distant from this estimate, he will have accomplished his 
task of finding a suitable evaluation. On the other hand, if his capital
ization estimate should be far off the mark in comparison with trans
fer values, this discrepancy should indicate to him that something 
further needs to be investigated. 

In some cases, the capitalized values of current rentals will fall 
far short of the market value of the property. This is especially true 
with land units that are being held for purposes of appreciation in 
value. For example, an individual may own a very valuable block 
in a rapidly growing suburban shopping area. He may retain this 
property as a vacant lot. The actual income received from the prop
erty is zero, and the capitalization process would indicate that the 
property has no capital value. Yet it will be evident to everyone that 
the property is very valuable. In this case the assessor must rely, as 
best he can, on transfer prices on comparable pieces of property. 
Property held in this way for purposes of appreciation in market 
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value should be assessed at the same percentage of actual market 
value as all other property. If too much reliance is placed on the 
income from property, such items will tend to be assessed relatively 
too low, and this low taxation will tend to encourage owners to hold 
the property even longer for appreciation purposes. Property assess
ment for tax purposes should not lie used directly as a means for 
encouraging or discouraging the development of real property. In 
many cases, rational investment criteria both from an individual and 
from the social point of view suggest that particular items of property 
be held in undeveloped stages for considerable periods of time. The 
tax assessment should not deliberately discriminate again,t such 
units of property with the purpose of accelerating development. But 
one of the costs of holding property undeveloped is the tax whirh is 
foregone. A neutral assessment procedure must, therefore, assess un
developed property at approximately the same percentage of actual 
marketable value as developed property. A policy of a:-sessing unde
veloped real property at lower values, because of the absence of 
current income earnings, will tend to prejudice development in an 
uneconomic manner. 

To this point was have discussed the assessment problem from 
the approach of the economist. An alternative approach taken might 
be that of the accountant. Property items tend to he carried on the bal
ance sheets of firms, and of families if they keep balance sheets. in 
terms of original cost values. The assessor will have reasonably good 
access to data on original costs of each asset, or on the costs of pur
chase by current owners. He may be tempted to rely on this relatively 
simple means of assigning assessed valuations to property. In a period 
of over-all economic stahility, this method of assessment will not 
produce serious errors. It will fail to take into account the changing 
values of property which accompany changing land-use patterns 
within an area, but, aside from these, property values will tend to 
remain roughly stable over time. However, in a period of economic 
instability, either one of general depression or of general inflation, 
this approach to tax assessment is wholly unacceptahle. 

In a period of general and gradual inflation, which seems more 
relevant to current problems of assessment, valuation of property at 
the original cost to current owners ( or some fraction thereof) will 
tend to cause older properties and long-occupied properties to be 
undervalued relative to newer and recently transferred properties. 
There is considerable evidence to indicate that this distortion in as
sessments is quite common in most jurisdictions. Secondly, and 
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perhaps more important than the distortion among separate items of 
property, the total assessed valuation for the taxing jurisdiction will 
not rise as the inflation proceeds. This method of assessment will more 
or less automatically cause the effective rate of the real property tax 
to fall as the general inflation continues. The inflation in property 
values generally will be reflected in the assessed valuation only inso
far as new or recently transferred properties enter into the base. A 
significant lag may appear between the actual inflation in property 
values and a proportionate inflation in assessed values. As the general 
inflationary movement becomes more severe, the original cost ap
proad1 to assessment will become increasingly less useful and tax 
as,wssors wi II reluctantly discard it for old properties. But the lag 
lwl\1<·rn the occurrence of inflation and the recognition of the inap
propriateness of the cost approach to assessment may be sufficient to 
('alls<· sncre financial crises for local units relying heavily on prop
ertv tax revenues. 

When the practical magnitude of the assessment task is recog
nized. additional rt>asons for the reliance on the original cost ap
pro,ll'h liccome clear. We have more or less assumed, in the foregoing 
dis('11s~io11. that the tax assessor starts out, carte blanche, to place a 
\alu<· on every item of property in his jurisdiction each year. To do 
this ta~k properly would require far more resources devoted to assess
ment than governmental units have so far committed. The tax as
sf'ssor. in the usual case, follows one simple rule that reduces his 
task to manageable dimensions. Once a piece of property is placed 
011 the tax rolls at an assessed value, the assessor will tend to leave 
this property at this same value from year to year. This forces the 
task of adual evaluation, or assessment, on the administrative official 
011h in the case of new or rect>ntly transferred property. This practice 
of i<•taining the same assessed valuation for property units from year 
to vca r has the same effect, of course, as the valuation of such prop
ert;· in terms of original cost. In an inflationary period, serious lags 
are neated between the actual inflation and the rise in aggregate as
sessed valuation. 

ASSESSED VALUES AND REAL VALUES 
The fundamental prolilem in assessing property for tax purposes 

is that of determining the relative values of separate assets. This 
relative evaluation can only he done in terms of "real" values, that is, 
the estimated equivalents to market values. When we consider the 
actual assessment procedure, however, we find that property is very 
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rarely assessed at 100 per cent of its "real" or market value. By 
tradition and convention, local governments tend to assess real prop
erty at varying percentages of value. In some jurisdictions, and for 
certain types of property, the ratio of assessed value to real value 
may fall well below 20 per cent; in other jurisdictions, and for other 
types of property, the ratio may approach 100 per cent. 

In the abstract, there seems to be no logical reason for this 
practice. The assessor must estimate the real value of property before 
he can calculate a percentage of this value; full value assessment 
would not make the assessor's task more difficult. Assessment at full 
value would increase the total amount of taxable property within the 
jurisdiction, and, in order to provide the same revenues, tax rates on 
assessed value could he lowered. The rational property owner should 
be indifferent between paying a tax of 1 per cent on full value and a 
tax of 2 per cent on 50 per cent of full value. 

This argument would hold true if local units of government 
employing the property tax were wholly independent of each other 
or of the state governments. This independence does not exist, and 
it is in the relationships between units that at least some of the ex
planation for the low ratios of assessed to real values are to be found. 
Local governments finance a sizable share of their own expenditures 
from funds received as transfers from the states. State transfers to 
the local governments for education, for roads, for health and wel
fare, and for similar services, must be made on the basis of some 
formulas for apportioning funds among separate local units. These 
formulas, always subject to political pressures from conflicting inter
ests in the separate local jurisdictions, have normally come to be 
based on certain simple, but definite, quantitative measures. The size 
of population in local jurisdictions is a popular criterion, and the 
total assessed valuation of property within the local unit has been a 
second very common measure determining local shares of both state 
aid funds and direct state outlays in the units. By assessing property 
within its own borders at some percentage of full value, or at lower 
percentages of value than other local units, a single local government 
can increase its share of state aid funds. In effect, the citizens of this 
unit can, in that way, shift a share of their taxation to citizens of other 
units. 

This practice cannot be successfully undertaken by all local 
units simultaneously, and competition among local governmental 
units in reducing assessments has required that many states take 
action to impose certain restraints. Largely for this reason, state 
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governments have set up various means of insuring that assessment 
practices and procedures in the separate local units are standardized 
or equalized. The movement for state equalization followed the 
movement toward interunit competition; therefore, the low ratio of 
assessed values to real values remains characteristic of most property 
tax systems. 

REVIEW AND APPEAL OF ASSESSMENTS 
Under the income tax in the United States, the primary report

ing responsibility is placed on the individual taxpayer. He must 
report his own income accurately, and severe penalties are imposed 
for inaccuracies and omissions. The property tax is wholly different. 
Normally, the individual property owner is under no obligation to 
make a personal declaration concerning the value of his own assets. 
( One sugge;;ted reform in property taxation has embodied individual 
assessment as a central feature, coupled with some specified col
lective rights of purchase at some percentage of individually declared 
values.) The valuation, or assessment, is left to the tax assessor, as 
administrative official of the taxing government. The assessor is as
signed the task of placing a value on each unit of property, and the 
final tax must be paid as a designated percentage of this assessed 
value. 

The individual property owner may not desire to accept the 
judgment of the tax assessor. To provide the property owner with 
an opportunity to have the assessment reviewed, a formal channel 
of appeal is to be found in the structure of most taxing jurisdictions. 
The property owner may appeal to a specially constituted board, and 
if he is successful in demonstrating that his property has been as
sessed at a value in excess of that placed on comparable property in 
the jurisdiction, he may secure a reduction in his tax liability. Tax 
assessment offers an example of an established institution in which 
individual appeals from administrative decisions have been sub
stantially formalized through the process of special review. 

THE SETTING OF TAX RATES 
Property tax rates are determined by both the needs of the taxing 

governments for revenues and the assessed valuation of property. 
The rates may be imposed so as to cover all revenue needs, but nor
mally they are broken down with separate shares of the combined 
rate attributed directly to the financing of the separate governmental 
functions. Rates are usually stated in terms of mills per $100 of 
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assessed value, or cents per $1,000 of assessed value. A basic rate 
will normally be levied for general expenditures, and this will he 
supplemented Ly special mill rates for schools, for roads, and other 
itemized expenditure categories. As we shall note at a later point, 
this procedure tends to bring the actual cost of the separate govern
mental programs more closely to the attention of the taxpayer than 
is the case with any other tax institution in the over-all United States 
fisl'a I system. 

A distinction must Le made between the nominal rate of tax and 
the effective rate of tax based on real values. The nominal rate must 
he the same for all units of property within the same tax classification. 
In this sense, the tax must be proportional in rates within ,-ingle asset 
classes. Effective rates, on the other ham], may vary substantially 
even within property classifications due to di fTerential ratios of as
sessed values to real values. As a result. the effective rate structure 
need not add up to proportional taxation. As suggested, tax classifica
tion, hoth formal and informal, makes the effective rate on real prop• 
erty much higher than on per,-;onal property. A,-sessment procedures 
tend to make effective rates on newly developed property higher than 
on old property. And there is evidence that effective rates are higher 
for property falling within lower price ranges than for property 
falling within higher price ranges. This di,-crimination is explained 
partially by the fact that market value data arc more n·adily attain
able for the more homogeneous lower-priced assets, and l,y the fact 
that the owners of higher-valued assets can afford to bring more pres
sure to bear on the assessor in an attempt to secure favorable evalua
tions. It seems also to be true that the property of business firms tends 
to be subjected to a higher effective rate of tax than is property owned 
by individual citizens. This discrimination seems especially to hold 
with respect to the property owned by large corporations. Local units 
of government have tended to place high effective rates of tax on assets 
owned by railroads, electric power companies, and similar utilities. 
Certain types of business property are, in turn, differentially favored 
in terms of effective rates. Local jurisdictions seeking to expand the 
industrial bases of the community have, in many cases, exempted 
the property of new firms from the tax base. 

The property tax is employed largely by local governmental 
units. This fact makes any estimate of an average over-all effective 
rate on all property very difficult and of questionable value. Not only 
do the separate units impose different effective rates because of as
sessment differences; they also classify property differently as among 
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the separate states. An extremely rough attempt may be made at indi
cating the average effective rate, however, and this may give some 
indication of the over-all significance of the tax. If we accept the 
figure of $15 billion as being a reasonably good estimate for total 
property tax collections in 1960, and if we further estimate that na
tional income in that year was $400 billion, we can begin to make 
some estimates using the capital tax-income tax comparison devel
oped in Chapter 33. If we assume that labor income makes up three 
fourths of total national income, this leaves a total of $100 billion 
produced by nonhuman or capital assets. In order to raise a revenue 
of $15 billion, a supplementary income tax would have to be imposed 
on this income at an average rate of] 5 per cent. If we further assume 
that the real rate of yield on capital is approximately 6 per cent, 
this 15 per cent tax on property income becomes equivalent to a tax 
of approximately ] per cent on property value. This extremely rough 
calculation suggests that the tax on nonhuman capital represented by 
the property tax is about 1 per cent, on the average. An increase in 
the rate of discount would increase the estimated rate slightly, and an 
increase in the share of national income attributed to labor would 
also increase the rate slightly. If the value of real property should 
lie separated from the value of personal property, the effective rate 
would he above this general average. Heal property in urban areas 
of the country may be subjected to an average effective rate exceeding 
2 per cent. 

ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF PROPERTY TAXATION 
The e<·onomic c/Tects of property taxation depend to a large ex

tent upon the generality of coverage. A general tax, levied equally 
on all real assets, ,nnild exert substantially different effects from a 
tax that is imposed at different effective rates on different types of 
assets, or which is concentrated on particular types. 

Effects of a General Capital Tax 

The effects of a general capital tax have already been discussed 
to some extent in Chapter 33. A tax ,d1ich includes all real assets in 
the tax base, and which bears equally on all items, may exert two 
primary effel'ls. First of all, the tax will act to reduce the net produc
tivity of investment generally. Insofar as this reduction in the mar
ginal rate of return on capital causes individuals to save less income 
and to use up more income in consumption, the rate of economic 
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growth is retarded and the burden of the tax is partially spread out 
or diffused among all the members of the social group. As suggested 
when the corporation income tax was discussed, however, the positive 
relationship between the net yield rate ( the interest rate) on capital 
and individual decisions to save cannot Le shown to take place, either 
on the basis of deductive reasoning from simple postulates about 
human behavior or from the scattered empirical evidence that is 
available. The most satisfactory assumption would appear to be that 
effects of the property tax in reducing the over-all rate of saving 
and investment in the economy are not significant. 

A second primary effect may he that of generating an important 
shifting of investment. As the analysis in Chapter 33 showed, assets 
in the form of human earning power tend to be differentially favored 
by the property or capital tax. This implies that some shifting of 
initial investment from the production of real assets to the furthering 
of the human asset values might take place as a result of the tax. The 
investment in human beings, typified Ly educational expenditures, 
might be increased at the expense of investment in real capital. The 
degree to which investment decisions between these two broad alterna• 
tives represent effective substitutes at the margin and, in this way, 
affect individual behavior, is highly speculative. Some shifting of sav• 
ings between the two forms of investment can, no doubt, occur. But, 
on balance, the amount of shifting of investment funds between real 
capital formation and human capital formation that might be specif
ically caused by the tax on capital seems to Le of minor significance. 

If these two primary effects are held to be insignificant, a truly 
general tax on all real assets exerts little influence on individual be• 
havior. This is the same as saying that the tax cannot readily be 
shifted. It must be borne by those individuals who hold assets through 
time. These individuals cannot modify their own behavior in any 
way to effectively shift the tax burden to other groups in the society. 

It is necessary to determine quite clearly just who the damaged 
groups are in this case. In order to analyze this point carefully, we 
must introduce the idea of tax capitalization. A tax is said to be 
capitalized when its burden is concentrated in time on the current 
owner of property. The general property tax is often held to be 
capitalized, or substantially so. The analysis proceeds as follows. The 
imposition of the tax on real assets will reduce the net income from 
those assets through all subsequent time periods. Since the capital 
value of an asset is determined by discounting an expected net income 
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stream, the tax will have the effect of reducing immediately upon its 
announcement the capital value of the assets. The current owners will 
be subjected to the full burden, and all future purchasers of the 
assets will escape taxation since they will pay no more than the re
duced capital value. The tax will have become capitalized into the 
lower value. We shall return to this phenomenon of tax capitalization 
at a later point, but this brief introduction is sufficient to indicate its 
inapplicability to the case of general taxation of capital. While it is 
true that the capital value of an asset is determined by discounting 
an expected earnings stream and equally true that the tax will reduce 
all expected net earnings, if the tax is truly general in impact all 
earning assets will be similarly affected. The rate of interest, or rate 
of discount, is determined by the rate of yield on capital investment, 
the productivity of investment. Thus, the general tax not only reduces 
expected net earnings, hut it also reduces the appropriate discount 
rate. If the tax is general, both earnings and the discount rate may 
be reduced proportionately. If this takes place, capital values remain 
unchanged. Current owners are not subjected to the full burden of the 
tax; instead they are subjected to the tax burden only so long as they 
hold the assets which now earn a similar net income. All holders of 
assets bear the incidence of the tax, whether they hold the assets 
during the current period when the tax is initially imposed or whether 
they purchase the assets later and hold them in future periods. There 
is no hunching of the tax burden in time, no tax capitalization, if the 
tax is truly a general one. 

This is a major proviso, however, and it is difficult even to con
ceive of a tax which is truly general to the extent that no capitalization 
can occur. Consider, for example, the case in which the national 
government imposed a capital tax on all real assets in order to allow 
a corresponding reduction in the income tax. It seems evident that 
the offsetting reduction in the income tax would tend to prevent the 
effects postulated from happening. The income tax also reduces the 
net yield from capital, and, insofar as this is reduced, the impact of 
the capital tax on the rate of yield is offset. The analysis becomes 
somewhat more complicated in other cases, but the important point 
to be noted here is that the property tax, as it exists, is not a general 
tax on capital. Hence, some tax capitalization can occur. In order to 
examine this process more clearly, we need to move to the other ex
treme and analyze the effects of a tax imposed on only one type of 

propertv. 
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Effects of a Specific Property Tax 

Let us suppose that the property tax is defined to include only 
one type of property in the tax base. To simplify our analysis, we 
assume that the tax is levied on urban residential property only, and 
that the tax is levied by only one local unit of government. All sur
rounding governmental units are assumed to raise revenues in other 
ways. 

In this highly simplied model, the process of tax capitalization 
can be clearly traced. Immediately upon the imposition of the tax, 
the current owners of urban residential property in the taxing juris
diction will be subjected to a capital loss. No prospective purchaser 
of property in that district will pay more for a unit of prope1ty than 
he could earn from a similar investment elsewhere in the community. 
Capital values of taxed property would immediately be reduced. The 
discount rate used in determining these capital values would not be 
affected since this rate would be determined in the whole economy. 

Insofar as the investment in urban residential property tends 
to be long term or quasi permanent, the current owners at the time 
of the tax may be subjected to sizable capital losses. If, in fact, the 
property were genuinely indestructible, there would be a full capital
ization of all future taxes onto the shoulders of current owners. They 
could not shift even a portion of the tax to future purchasers of 
property or future renters of residential units. In an economic sense, 
however, little property is genuinely indestructible. Therefore, as 
time passes, original owners may be able to shift a portion of the tax 
burden by failing to maintain the property. As the value of the prop• 
erty depreciates, and as old units are taken off the urban residential 
market, rents go up in the area, and the renters of residential units 
begin to bear a portion of the tax. Over a long time period, the tax 
will be shifted to all users of residential property in the area. But 
the capitalization process will have the result of concentrating a sub
stantial portion of the tax burden on the owners of quasi-permanent 
property at the time of the original imposition. 

The contrasting results follow from a reduction in a long-estab· 
lished tax. Since the demand for residential accommodations will not 
be changed, there will be no change in rentals. The windfall gain 
from the tax reduction will tend to be enjoyed hy the owners of prop· 
erty at the time of the tax reduction, and these owners will continue 
to enjoy these gains until such time as new resources can be invested 
in real property in the community. 
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Effects of Actual Property Taxes 

The existing pattern of property taxation in the United States 
falls roughly between the two foregoing extreme models. The tax does 
not apply generally to all real assets, and there is much differential 
treatment. On the other hand, the tax is sufficiently general in appli
cation to affect the over-all productivity of investment. It is levied 
liy almost all local units of government. The effects of the tax, there
fore, seem to represent some combination of the separate analytical 
results reached with the two contrasting models. 

The tax, along with the tax on corporation income, tends to re
duce the rate of yield on capital investment generally. The concentra
tion of the tax on real property, real estate, however, tends to exert 
important capitalization effects. The fact that the tax has existed for 
many years suggests that these effects have been largely dissipated. 
There sectlls little doubt but that the level of rents, along with the 
annual rnst of owner-occupied homes, is higher now than it would be 
if the propnty tax were not such an important part of the American 
fiscal systclll. On the other hand, a reduction in this tax would not 
~ubtanlially benefit the consumers of housing in the short run. Many 
years would lie required before the added supply of housing would 
lie forthcoming; the reduction would provide windfall gains to owners 
of properly. This explains the adage that is often applied to the tax: 
--An old tax is a good tax." 

Some students have criticized the real property tax on the 
grounds that it discrilllinates especially against the consumption of 
housing services. This tends to make the ultimate effects similar to 
a regressive tax since the poorer families spend a somewhat larger 
share of their income on housing. The differential treatment of real 
estate in comparison with personal property in most jurisdictions 
dues tend to place a premium on investment in such personal items of 
property as automobiles, furniture, and appliances as opposed to 
invcslment in residential housing. The effects are similar to those that 
would be forthcoming from a specific excise tax on the consumption 
of housing. This discrimination against housing is offset for the 
owner-occupier when the federal income tax is considered in combina
tion with the property tax. The income tax allows the homeowner to 
deduct interest on his mortgage Intl does not require that he impute 
an income from housing services that he receives. This premium 
on homemnwrship. or ratlwr on individual investment in housing 
construction for owner occupation, is perhaps sufficient to outweigh 
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ompletely the effects of the property tax. In those jurisdictions that 
nclude homestead exemptions in the property tax, the combined 
ffects of the federal income tax and the local property tax tend to 
ncourage investment in owner-occupied housing. Where the two 
1xes ( federal income tax and local property tax) combine is in 
1eir discrimination against both the owner of rental property and 
1e prospective tenant. 

.EAL PROPERTY TAXES AND COLLECTIVE DECISIONS 

Real estate is taxed differentially under the property tax largely 
ecause it is the only base upon which municipal and local govern-
1ent taxation can be feasibly erected. Although investment and dis-
1vestment in real estate can take place, the processes require time. 
ax evasion is difficult, and tax shifting is a long-run project. Property 
1xes on real estate have come, therefore, to be looked upon by fiscal 
teorists as more or less a necessary evil in the whole tax structure. 
n the basis of considerations of equity, the tax on real property has 
ttle to recommend it as it is actually administered in the United 
:ates. However, when the tax is viewed in the light of the tremendous 
fficulties of organizing collective action, it has certain merits that 
·e absent in other tax institutions. First of all, like the income tax, 
is a direct tax. The incidence of the tax, at least in the short run, 
predictable in advance. Local property owners know full well that 
1 increase in the tax rate will fall largely on their shoulders. Sec• 
idly, the tax, as it is administered, can be broken down and separate 
tes, mill rates, applied to each public service or function. Rarely 
, taxpayers get this sort of opportunity to weigh the relative costs 
the separate public functions one against the other. Finally, with

Lt the tax, the local unit of government, as an independently func
ming agency, would be likely to disappear. And clearly for many 
the more specific public functions, decisions can be more rationally 
ade at the local government level than at any higher level in the 
1litical hierarchy. These points suggest that the tax on real property, 
1ile undesirable on equity grounds, finds considerable support in 
rms of other objectives which must be considered in any over-all 
aluation of a fiscal structure. 

J 
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Chapter 
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FISCAL AND ECONOMIC 

ASPECTS OF FEDERALISM 

The United States fiscal system cannot be adequately 
discussPd as a single, integrated unit; this should be evident from 
the organization of the preceding parts of this book. The division of 
fiscal authority bet,,een the federal or central government and the 
slate governments, a division which is an essential feature of the 
politica I structure, has exerted and still exerts important influence 
in shaping the tax and expenditure patterns. The political system of 
tlw CnitPd States i,; that of federalism, characterized by a constitution
ally protc<'led division of sovereignity between the whole nation of 
citizens organized through the central government and the people 
organizPd through the sC'parate state governments. The individual 
citizen is at once a citizen of both the United States, as a national 
unit. and his own ;;tale of residence. Both of these governmental units 
posst'ss thf' legal power to regulate and control his activities, and to 

i lllJl<ht' restraints on his behavior. 

It would, of course, be incorrect to imply that the division of 
pm1cr llC'tween the federal government and the state goyernments is 
J•t'n11a1H·ntly drawn along readily predictable lines. The political 
changes of the last quarter century along with the constitutional inter
prdations of tlwse have sharply narrowed the independent authority 
of ~tale gon·rnmcnts and have correspondingly expandt'd the political 
rl'sponsil,ility of the CC'ntral or fedC'ral government. Despite this ac
knowledged secular drift toward the centralization of political power, 
the polity remains fedC'ral in nature. The studt'nl of the whole fiscal 
organization makes a serious mistake if he ignores or neglects unduly 
this fat'! in evaluating and appraising the particular characteristics 

of the system. 

465 
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INDEPENDENT FISCAL AUTHORITY 
The independent political authority of the federal government 

and the states implies independent fo,cal authority. The meaning of 
this independence may he made clear l,y contrasting a federal politi
cal system with both a federation of stales and a genuinely unified 
government. 

In a federation of independent states. as opposed to a federalism, 
the central governmental unit would po,-;,-;c,-;,-; 110 indepf'ndent fiscal 
authority at all. This unit would han' no pml'Cr to levy taxes directly 
on the income or wealth of the individual citizf'n. Revenues would be 
collected from individual,; hy the indt>p<'11(k11t ~talc,-;. and these states 
would then make contril,utions in ,;upport of tlw ('Cntral government. 
The individual is responsible dirf'dly only to one unit of government. 
NATO is an example of a federation of nations organized for a single 
purpose. The central body has no real politi!'al indf'pcndence; there
fore, it possesses no fiscal authority. 

By contrast, in a genuinely unitary state. the central govern
ment possesses the exclusive political and fisl·al authority. The in
dividual may he subjected to local governmcntal regulations and to 
local governmental taxes, but these units exist and perform their 
public functions only as "agents" of the central government. They 
cannot be said to possess genuine fiscal independence. It is the ab
sence of ultimate fiscal authority in local governments that makes 
the relationship of local units to state governments wholly different 
from the state-federal relationship. In any unitary system some actual 
fiscal independence is granted to local units for reasons of efficiency 
in operation. Hence problems of intergovernmental coordination do 
exist. But the constitutional separation of fiscal authority lwtween the 
federal or central government and the stales in a true federalism 
serves to make the problems of fiscal adjustment morf' basic and more 
complex. 

THE ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF FEDERALISM 
If political authority is to be divided among levels of govern· 

ment, the first problem is that of determining the appropriate public 
functions to be performed at each level. As suggested in the discussion 
of preceding parts of this book, the line of division of function is not 
always clearly drawn. Broadly speaking, however. the federal gov• 
ernment provides those public services that benefit the whole national 
population, while state-local units provide those services that are more 
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divisible geographically. It is necessary to emphasize at this point 
that the existing division of responsibility between the federal and 
the state governments has not been drawn primarily for economic 
reasons. The reasonable efficiency that seems to characterize the divi
sion of responsibility attests, however, to the importance of economic 
considerations in shaping the fundamental institutions of the fiscal 
system. It will Le useful here to consider some of the purely economic 
considerations in dividing political responsibility among the separate 
levels of government, although these considerations must Le recog
nized as being of relatively minor importance in some cases. 

Governments come into being, at least in an economic sense, in 
order to provide collective goods. These are defined as goods and 
services which yield certain indivisible benefits. That is to say, the 
availability of a collective good becomes equal to all citizens once 
the good is provided. The policeman on the corner protects the jewelry 
store as well as the hardware store; the Skipjack provides me with 
the deterrent protection offered by a nuclear-powered submarine as 
well as any other citizen in the United States. The benefits of such 
goods are indivisible in the sense that one person cannot receive such 
benefits without their being made available at the same time to others. 

The two examples used in the preceding paragraph point to
ward an initial answer to the problem posed. National defense is 
quite clearly a responsibility for the federal government, the only 
unit which includes the whole national population. The protection 
afforded by the defense forces-in-being applies equally as well to the 
sun-drenched citizPn of Florida as to the sportsman of the Northwest. 
The externalities, the spillover of benefits, extend to the whole na
tional population. Therefore, for collective goods and services like 
national defense, there is an economic reason for having these pro
vided by the central government. No doubt Texas could support a 
defense force of its own, as could the other states. But as a protection 
against external or foreign aggression, no sini!Je one of the separate 
states would provide sufficient investment in defense because of the 
spillover effeC'ls of individual state action. 

By contrast, the policeman yields protection to only a rather 
limited group of citizens. This remains true even if we recognize that 
a "police force" may be a more efficient method of organization than 
units of single policemen. The benefits that the citizen of Rhode 
Island receives from the policeman on the Boise, Idaho, street corner 
are infinitesmally small. The spillover effects, the externalities, in 
this case extend only to the citizens of the local units of government. 
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The implication is clear that the provision of police protection is a 
local government function. There is no reason at all for the federal 
government, at least no economic reason, to provide police protection. 

These two examples suggest that the economic or efficient divi
sion of responsibility among the separate levels of government de
pends upon the geographic range of the spillover effects of collective 
action. Each collective good or service is "collective'' to only a 
limited group. The extent of the group determines the '·economic" 
size of the governmental unit which should perform the function. 

This approach may be illustrated easily by a single diagram, 
Figure 35-1. The position of the individual citizen is shown at point 

FIGURE 35-1 

Illustrative Model for Determining Size of Collective Unit for Performance 
of Public Functions 

Illustrative examplPs: 

A. Prival<' good~ and services. 
2. Local recrt•otionnl fuc:lities. 
3. Fire protection. 
1. Judicial system. 
5. Education. 
6. N etionnl defensn. 
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A. For the great bulk of private goods and services, the actions of the 
individual do not directly affect the utility of any other individual 
or family. If the individual at A purchases a television set, he pays 
the costs individually and he receives the benefits individually. Ex
ternal costs and benefits are not imposed on other citizens; there are 
no genuine spillover effects. The whole of the private market trans
actions may, therefore, be conceived as taking place at point A, and 
this is shown by the large black dot on the figure. 

As soon as spillover effects do begin to appear, we move into 
the an·a of collective goods. Suppose now that the local community 
desires to construct a park; the park once available will be large 
enough to accommodate several families at once. Therefore, the ap
propriatP-sized unit for constructing and maintaining the park will 
be. let us say. 100 families. This may or may not be a governmental 
unit as sud1. The important point is that this action will be collective 
rather than individual. This sort of local collective activity is shown 
by circle number 2. The circle is more extensive than the single dot. 
The range of the collective aspects of the public park extends over 
the whole l 00 families. 

For fire protection. the community appropriate for purchasing 
this may lw somewhat wider than that for the park. This is shown by 
rircle :3. We may progressively build up our set of circles or ellipses, 
drawing one for each public- function until we reach the largest of all, 
which is that for national defense. 

From this oversimplified view, the most efficient way of provid
ing each of these services alone would be for the governmental unit 
or the collective organization to he organized in the size indicated by 
the range of the servire. However, several major qualifications must 
l,e introduced at this point. even if we continue to concentrate on the 
e('()nomic aspe!'ls of federalism alone. 

In the first plare. it should he noted that the external effects that 
a rP relevant to determining the appropriate-sized unit are those which 
a re pn,sent 011 the demand or consumption side only. Take the exam
ple of the public or community park. One hundred families in a par
tinilar suburban development can utilize a park collectiwly: for this 
limited group the park may lie genuinely collective. This fact alon: 
suggests that a collective organization. either governmental or pn
vate, of this size should he formed to finance the services of a park. 
This externality in consumption does not imply that the most efficient 
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means of providing park services is for the local community to pro
duce park services directly. This production decision should be con
sidered quite independently, and the most efficient means of securing 
the required services should be chosen. The efficient production unit 
may happen to coincide with the range of collectivity in consumption. 
In this case, the local community will purchase the property, improve 
it, and maintain it as a public park. On the other hand, the most 
efficient means of securing the local park facilities may he for several 
communities to join into an agreement wlwrehy common maintenance 
facilities and equipment can he provided. The economies of scale 
may require that there be some extension of the productive units 
beyond the range of consumption externalities. Finally, the most ef
ficient means of securing the park facilities may be for the local 
community to purchase or lease these' facilities directly from private 
industry, and to negotiate contracts for sen·icc and maintenance with 
private firms. The decision among these separate alternatives should 
be based primarily on cost considerations: the collective service 
should, in all cases, be secured by the collective unit at the lowest 
possible cost. In this respect, the collective or governmental unit is 
not in any way different from the individual ('onsumcr in the private 
economy. 

A second important qualification of the model arises when it is 
recognized that the organization of decision itself is expensive. The 
larger the group, the more costly will be the making of collective 
decisions. Ten people can reach agreement easier than one hundred. 
The recognition of this fact suggests that the "optimal" sized govern
mental unit will not normally be so large as that suggested by the 
full range of the externalities. "Efficient" organization of a political 
structure must reflect the costs of decision making as well as the costs 
expected to arise from the presence of external effects in con· 
sumption. 

A third major qualification to the simplified model may now 
be discussed. The approach suggested implies that the appropriate 
collective unit be of a different size for each collective service pro
vided. The extension or range of the externalities in consumption 
need not, and probably would not, he the same for any two particular 
functions. But the very organizational costs of instituting collective 
action must be reckoned with. Only for the most important collective 
functions will a wholly independent organization be justified on cost 
grounds. For the lesser public functions, the same collective unit may 
be required to provide several or all of the functions even though 
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the unit may not coincide with the most "efficient" unit for organizing 
any one public service. For example, many of the public services 
must, because of the organizational cost involved, be performed by 
cities and counties in the United States. The range of externality in 
consumption extends in many cases beyond the limits of county or 
city boundaries. In other cases, the range of externality is much more 
limited than the whole area of the local unit. But the costs of oro-aniz-o 
ing each a!'livity separately would be greater than the promised added 
benefits from alternative organization. Some efforts have been made, 
and continue to be made, toward bringing actual governmental bound
aries solllewhat more into line with the extension of the externalities 
in consulllption. For example, several major metropolitan areas have 
recently sought to co!llbine local units for the performance of certain 
public fun!'lions. 

A fourth important qualification to the simplified model pre
sented in Figure :35-1 and the discussion surrounding it involves 
the recognition that the range of externality in consumption of col
lective goods is never precisely determinate. As Figure 35-1 is 
drawn. the lines dearly and distinctly separate those individuals 
within the c:i rcles from those without. In the park example, only 100 
families art' included ,rithin the collective group; all others are ex
cluded. In the real world. however, collective goods and services are 
not <·onsu!lled in this way. The great part of the benefits from the 
park may. in fact. be enjoyed by the 100 families in the suburb. But 
the fact that the park tends to keep children from roaming over other 
areas of the city and countryside insures that there will lie further 
liencfits that "spill over" into other communities. 

This problem can he most clearly discussed in terms of the col
lective aspects of educational services. Fip1re 35-2 may be used to 
illustrate the discussion. As suggested earlier, education does benefit 
certain individuals directlv, those who are educated and their fam
ilit>s. In other words. a sig~ificant part of the consumption of educa
tional is not "collective" at all. The benefits are concentrated at point 
A. just as is the case with any private good or service. It is clear, 
ho\\·ever, that a II citizens in the local community also benefit greatly 
from the fact that the children of the community are provided with 
educational facilities. This community benefit makes educational 
services "collective" in the sense that we have used this term. The 
heavily shaded area enclosed hy circle 2 indicates the extent of the 
local community. But it is a !so clear that significant boundaries of 
the single local community exist. The freedom of migration among 
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FIGURE 35-2 

Extension of Benefits from Educational Services 

separate communities means that each single community will be 
affected by the level of educational facilities made availal,le in sur
rounding communities. The immigration of poorly educated workers 
from surrounding areas will not be generally desirable to any single 
community. Since we know that individuals who migrate tend to 
migrate for short distances, these effects are more pronounced in 
communities closest to the one under consideration. But it is also 
clear that some part of the "collective" benefits from educational 
services extend to the whole national population and beyond. 

This fact raises the very important question as to just where the 
appropriate boundary line should be drawn. Every citizen in the na
tion has some interest in the educational services provided in every 
local community in the nation. But the interest of the citizen of Mary· 
land in the educational services in Oregon may be quite slight. The 
problem is that of determining the point at which the externalities 
become insignificant enough to warrant drawing a line. And the 
location of this line will depend on the extent to which the external 
interest is inframarginal or marginal. The citizen in Maryland may 
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have some interest in the education of Oregon children, but if Oregon 
insures adequate educational services independently, the external in
terest becomes inframarginal. In such cases, no action need be taken 
to secure the interest of those external to the limited jurisdiction. 
Only when external interests in the level of performance of a public 
service exist, and when this interest is exerted marginally, should some 
fiscal adjustment he considered. Only if the citizen in Maryland has 
some interest in seeing that Oregon children are educated better than 
they ar<' being educated should some organizational change be exam
ined. Ewn here, the added benefits from additional fiscal centraliza
tion must lie sufficient to more than offset the added costs of decision 
making in larger units if organizational change is to be justified on 
eronomir grounds. 

Tlw extrnt of national interest, that is, the interest of the whole 
population. in partirnlar public services performed traditionally by 
state-lo<'al units, looms as one of the most important problems in the 
current ,-;tage of federal-state relationships. To what extent is federal 
governnwnt participation in the provision of educational services 
justifipd '! Tlw answer to this question must depend, to a large extent, 
upon the apprais,d of tlw sip1ificance of the spillover effects here dis
cussPd and upon the comparison of these effects with the costs of 
organizing activities differently. 

ECONOMIC ASPECTS AND POLITICAL REALITIES 

The prc<'cding section suggests that an economic approach may 
he usC'd to determine the appropriate division of authority between 
tlw <'entra I government, the statt' governments, and the local govern
nwnts in a federal political structure. It will be very useful to keep 
this approach in mind when we discuss particular aspects of the 
existing systf'rn. Broadly speaking. the economic considerations have 
l1Pt'11 important in determining the division of functions that al'lually 
exist in the United States. But it would be a serious error to attempt 
to emphasize unduly the economic basis for the existing structure. 
The federal govf'rnmf'nt has. to a large extf'nt. always performed 
those public functions that have genuinely national aspects as con
tra,ted with tho~c functions "·hirh are primarily local in nature. But 
the f Pderal government ha,; also. on many ocra,ions, t,~ken over 
responsibility for certain activitie,; which seem to he essen'.H'.l!y local 
in nature. The dearf'~t examples here are those federal acl!v1t1es hav

ing to do with regional development. 
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One reason for federal action in regional matters is the absence 
of any effective political unit of the appropriate size. States are, in 
many cases, not sufficiently inclusive to perform adequately certain 
regionally oriented activities, and interstate organizations have not 
!wen sufficiently flexible, or so it seems, to meet the needs. The New 
York Port Authority is the outstanding excf'ption to this general 
statement. 

State houndary lines are drawn arhitrarily from an economic 
point of view. These houndaries are historically determined, and 
the public services to he performed must he adjusted to conform to 
state boundaries rather than the reverse. Various attempts and pro• 
posals have been made to adjust state boundaries to conform more 
rlosely with economic structure. But state hounclariPs must be ac• 
cepted as fact. These boundaries guarantPe that statt's will he eco• 
nomic units ,vhen we consider the Jll'OYision of public services. 

The boundaries of local units are much more flexible. Consid
erable change takes place continually. rouµJdy ,,ith a view toward 
keeping local collective unib more closely aligned with ecomonic 
realities. Significant improvements have hePn recently made toward 
enlarging metropolitan areas to take some account of the rapidly 
growing suburban developments. Further steps are urgently needed; 
hut these need not he overwhelmingly diflicult to achieve since local 
governmental boundaries are, after all, determined by the states. 

POLITICAL DECENTRALIZATION AND INDIVIDUAL 
CHOICE 

One important advantage of state-local governmental fiscal inde• 
pendence in a national economy should he especially stressed. The 
national or federal government encompasses the whole economy, and 
its activities impose restraints on the whole population. If a citizen 
happens to be in the minority as concerns a particular issue or set 
of issues, he can do little to make his situation more favorable. This 
applies to fiscal action as well as to other action of the federal 
government. 

The same is not true of state or local governmental action. The 
individual who does not like the results of state or local political 
action may shift to another area and another locality within the 
country. The constitutional guarantees against restrictions on inter
state commerce insure that individuals can always migrate rather 
freely within the national boundaries. This opportunity for migration 
is important in serving as a limit to the exploitation that separate 
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states or local g~ver_nments can impose on individuals. In many 
cases, the alternative 1s not a real one, and in other cases the individ
ual may migrate only at a high cost. But the possibility of shifting 
among the states and the local units serves as a very important check 
on irresponsible state and local action. 

This is important in assessing state and local fiscal action, and 
it exerts l,oth good and apparently bad effects. We have discussed 
the extent to which interstate competition has arisen in certain parts 
of the fiscal system. States find it difficult to impose very high taxes 
on either individual or corporate incomes for fear that citizens will 
migrate and resources will he shifted to other jurisdictions. Local 
governnwntal unib find it necessary to rely primarily on the taxation 
of immobile real property for the same reasons. But the beneficial 
aspects of this possibility for divergence in state-local fiscal systems 
do not seem to have been nearly so widely recognized. The freedom of 
individual t'hoicc is greatly cxtemled hy this possibility of migration. 
Individuals and families wil1 tern! to l,e attracted to those localities 
that combine a tax and expenditure pattern which is the most suitable 
to their 11t·eds. 1\lore and more individuals and families are coming 
to recognize that the tax structure a lone should not be considered; 
this must he considered along with the expenditure side in assessing 
the advantages and the disadvantages of any particular state and local 
community. 

There exist of course hi;di tax-high expenditure communities, 
medium tax-medium expenditure communities, and low tax-low 
expenditure communities. Individual families value public services 
differently; some of them place a high marginal value on particular 
public services; others value public services relatively low compared 
to privately supplied senices. The first group will tend to migrate to 
the communities that provide the greatest amount of public services. 
and the families in this group will be quite willing to submit to the 
higher taxation required to insure that these services are, in fact. 
provided. The second group will tend to migrate to the community 
that neither provides many public services nor taxes at very high 

rates. 
To a limited extent, the freedom of migration among the 

separate states and local units in the nation a1lows the individual 
a choice among the different combinations of public services roughly 
analogous to his C"hoice among private goods and services that he 
confronts in the market. To this extent, the inherent compulsion that 
governmental activity involves is reduced, and the over-all range 
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· individual choice is widened. This consideration suggests, of 
,urse, that, where possible, services should lie provided by the 
1tes and local units rather than the federal government. Federal 
· national interest in a particular service should be demonstrably 
!!;nificant before federal action is taken. 

ffERAREA DIFFERENCES IN FISCAL CAPACITY 

If the national economy ,n·re diYidnl into geographic areas of 
,ughly equal eco110111ic potential, an<l if regional governmental units 
~re drawn to correspon<l to these areas. ma11y of the major fiscal 
·olilems of federalism would ncwr arise. I II this case. the division 

fundion lietween fe<leral and subonlinale unit-.; could be <lrawn 
ong reasonably acceptalile lines. and the multiplicity of local units 
,uld insure indivi<luals considerable freedom of choi<'e. But the 
isting subordinate units of the political slrudure. the states and the 
cal m1its, do not endose areas of equal c1·ono111ic potential. There 
a significant difference in the fiscal capacities of the various units. 
1is fact tends to create a whole ,;et of new problems. 

Certain states contain relatiYely more high-income receivers than 
her states. Total income and wealth are mu!'h greater in so111e areas 
an in others, and income and wealth of individuals and corporations 
·c)Vide the only final source for tax revenues. It follows that the 
·icher" states will find it 111uch easier to finance a given level of 
ililic services than the "poorer" states. The "richer" slate will have 
levy a smaller proportionate tax burden on its citizt·ns to finance a 
ven level of public services than will the "poorer" state. Or, to 
y the same thing differently, in order to finance the same level of 
1blic services, the "poorer" state will, of necessity, have to levy a 
gher proportionate tax on its own citizens than the "richer" state. 

There is a genuine fiscal differential against the poor states and 
cal communities, and this differential will exert some influence on 
e locational decisions both of individual families and of business 
·ms. Individual families who 111ove into the poor states or com· 
unities can expect to find either higher taxes or a lower level of 
1blic services, or both. Individual families who move into the rich 
ates and communities can expect to find a lower level of taxes and 
higher level of public services. These general conclusions remain 
ue in spite of the fact that particular differences in the fiscal sys
m can, of course, always reverse the direction of effect for specific 
.dividual families or firms. 
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The disparity in fiscal capacity among the separate state and 
local units within the single national economy suo-gests the following 

. T h b 0 
questwns: o w at extent should the central or federal o-overnment 
take aetion to remove these fiscal differentials? To what e:ient should 
the federal government assume the task of "equalizing" the fiscal 
position of individuals in the separate states? If fiscal equalization 
is accepted as a federal function, should this be general or should 
it lie directed toward specific services? 

To a certain extent, the fiscal advantages to be secured by an 
individual family from living in a community characterized by a 
cont'entration of high incomes and wealth are genuine economic ad
vantages. The availability of helter schooling for children at a lower 
"price'' in terms of taxes in the "richer" community is similar to 
the availability of heller vacations at lower prices along the Florida 
headws. Insofar as these real advantages are present, no attempt by 
the fed era I government to "equalize" fiscal opportunities and to re
move the differential advantages of the richer areas is justified on 
purely e(·onomic grounds. Other things equal, a more eflicient over
all allol'ation of e(·onomic resources is achieved liy allowing families 
to mon' from poorer states to richer states in response to these fiscal 

differrntials. 
A portion of the net fiscal advantage or disadvantage from living 

in a certain area is. however, not genuinely economic. If all state-local 
fiscal systems were to he organized on a pure benefit basis insofar 
as taxation is ('om·erncd. that is, if the tax-expenditure system of 
state-local units \rerP ideally neutral in the manner discussed in 
Chapter 12, then there would he no economic reason for the federal 
government to try to equalize fiscal differentials among the separate 
stall's. ~tales and local units do not, of course, organize their fisl'al 
systems on an ideally neutral or benefit taxation basis. Considerations 
o.thn than the pureiy economic enter into the tax-expenditure struc
ture here as well as at the federal level. To a certain extent, although 
sonH•11hat less than at the federal level, state-local fiscal systems are 
redistrilJlltivc in effect. The higher-income receivers transfer real in
<·onH' to the lower-income groups hy means of the fiscal process. 
ln,;ofar as this redistribution takes place within the state-local fiscal 
proct'ss. some unel'onomic differentials will he _intr?duced hel\\:een 
tlw ri<'her state,; and the poorer states. The l11gh-111come receiver 
living in the state where other high-income receivers arc concentra~ed 
wi 11 not be subjected to so great a reduction in his income to bnr_1g 
the lmr-income groups up to acceptable real income standards as will 
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his equals in the poorer state. Similarly, the low-income receiver in 
the high-income state will tend to be differentially benefited as com
pared with his equal in the low-income state. Therefore, insofar as 
state-local fiscal systems serve redistributive functions along with 
those of simply providing collective goods and services, the fiscal 
differentials among the states will tend to (',!list· an inefficient or un
economic shifting of resources to the highPr-int'ome states and away 
from the lower-income states. l\ational int'o111e. as currently meas
ured, would be reduced liy a shifting of t't'onomic resources in 
response to interarea fiscal diffcrrnti,,_ ls resu It inµ, fro111 purely redis
tributive activity on the part of states and lot'al unit,- of government. 

To the extent that such redislributi\·e activity does generate fiscal 
differentials among the stairs, tlwrc i,- an t·t·t,11omic reason for the 
federal government to make some attempt to equalize the fiscal treat
ment of citizens as among the separate stales. Fiscal equalization be
comes one means of increasing over-a 11 rcsou rec efficiency in the 
economy. In addition, there are justifications for such federal action 
on equity grounds. There seems no justifiable reason why an individ
ual resident of the poorer state, just because he is a resident of that 
state, should be subjected to a greater pressure from the fiscal system 
than he would be were he to reside in a higher-income state. Since 
resource returns (incomes) are determined in the working of the 
whole national economy, the principle of equity. "equal treatment 
for equals," would dictate a federal policy of fisPal equalization 
among the separate states, and state policies of equalization among 
the separate local units of government. 

INTERSTATE DIFFERENCES IN PUBLIC SERVICE 
STANDARDS 

lnterarea or interstate differences in income and wealth, in tax
able capacity, insure that differentials will exist in over-all or "aver
age" fiscal treatment of individuals among the separate states. On 
the average, any given individual will tend to receive some net fiscal 
advantage from residence in the state with the higher fiscal capacity. 
As a rule, this advantage will take the form of both somewhat lower 
taxes and somewhat higher levels of standards in the provision of 
public services. But the need for intergovernmental fiscal adjustment 
has been focused much more directly on interstate differences in the 
provision of particular public services than upon over-all differences 
in fiscal treatment of individual citizens. A general policy of fiscal 
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equalization has never been seriously advanced; there have been 
numerous proposals for federal action to standardize the performance 
levels of particular services. 

The argument for federal government action to remove interstate 
differences in the level of provision of specific public services must 
rest on different grounds from that for federal policy aimed at general 
equalization of fiscal treatment among the separate states. Insofar 
as the range of externality of the service, the extent of collectivity, 
does not extend beyond state lJOundaries, there can be no reason for 
fed era I government support regardless of the degree of disparity in 
performance among the separate states. Federal equalization meas
ures in support of one specific public service must be based on the 
argunwnt that the benefits from satisfactory performance spill over 
beyond state boundaries to the national economy as a whole. The 
equalization aspects themselves arise from the fact that the federal 
intercst is more important at the margin of provision in the low
capacity states than in the high-capacity states. As will be discussed 
in the following chapter, intergovernmental el1ualization measures, 
insofar as they have been introduced at all, have been applied ex
clusively to federal support of specific services. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Thc f1·dcral political structure exerts an important influence on 

the fis<"al organization of the United States. The existence of dual 
fiscal authoritv in the central and the slate governments should not 
be ignored. Tl1e division of fiscal responsibility among the levels of 
governn1ent can be discussed in economic terms, although economic 
considerations are only one among many in actually determining 
this division. When it is recognized that the extent of collectivity in
rnlvcd in thf' provision of a public service varies from one service 
to another. a purely economic criterion for determining the appro
priate level of collective organization is suggested. To some extent 
this criterion is helpful in explaining the existing division of respon
sil1ility. but political fact requires that traditionally organized collec
tivc units perform many functions for which, cconomically, they may 
not lie "optimal" in any sense. The absence of any effective regional 
organizations for performing certain functions that invoh-e external
itif's extending beyond state boundaries has led to federal action. 
State boundaries have, in many cases, little economic basis, although 
ihe existence of independent fiscal authority itself guarantees that 
states become separate economic entities for many purposes. Local 
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units can more readily be adjusted to conform to the suggested or 
implied scale of operation, but, here too, the traditional local or
ganizational structure may cause serious lags to be present between 
the recognition of the need for some reorganization and the final 
reorganization itself. 

One of the most difficult prolilems in intergovernmental relations 
is introduced in connection with certain public sf'rvices which, while 
primarily concentrated in lienefit to the local jurisdiction, exert 
significant spillover or external efTeds on a much wider area. To the 
extent that some national intl'rest in the provision of state-local serv
ices exists at the current margin,- of performance. some argument is 
provided for federal government action. But the dl'ci,-ion as to when 
this national interest becomes important or significant enough to 
justify federal action is an extremely diflicult one and the added 
costs of centralizing decisions should not he overlooked. The provi
sion of educational service,; by the ,;tatl'-local fiscal systems provides 
the most important current example. 

The multiplicity of state and local unib places certain limits on 
the fiscal organization of tlwsc units. The possibility of interstate and 
interarea migration of persons and resources tends to make the sep
arate fiscal authorities steer clear of certain cxtrl'me institutional 
changes. The possilile difference,; in statl'-loca l fiscal systems provide 
an important protection to the individual ('itizen. Tlw possil,ility of 
migration provides him with an effective protection against undue 
fiscal exploitation on the part of a state or local unit of government. 
This possibility also allows the individual to exert a considerahle free
dom of choice in moving to where the fiscal "mix" is most closely 
in conformity with his desires. 

The most serious prolilems of intergovernmental coordination 
arise because the separate suliordinate units of government differ sub
stantially in fiscal capacity. Differences in incomes and wealth among 
the separate units insure that the individual will l,e subjected to a 
fiscal disadvantage by residing in a low-income. low-wealth corn· 
munity. To a certain extent, this disadvantage is economic, and, 
insofar as this is true, it provides no basis for action. But to the extent 
that the differential in fiscal treatment among the separate statt>s arises 
from the purely redistributive aspects of state-local fiscal systems, 
the over-all national income could be increased hv some federal ac· 
tion aimed at equalizing the fiscal treatment in ·individuals in the 
separate states. This approach toward general or over-all equalization 
should be distinguished sharply from that aimed at equalizing the 
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performance of specific services in the separate states or local units. 
This form of equalization must be based on the existence of the spill
over of benefits previously discussed. 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
The stucl.,nt who is interested in exploring further many of the inter

esting problems raised by the existence of a federal political structure should 
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Chari.,, 1\1. Tiebout. "·A Pure Theon· of Local Expenditures," Journal 
of Political Economy, LXlV I October. 1956 i. 416-24. 

Chari!', '\I. Tiebout. .. Theoretical Aspects of Fiscal Federalism," to be 
published in the forthcoming l'ublic Finances: Needs, Sources, and Utiliza
tion 11\ational Bureau of Economic Research). 

Georg,· Sti;,dn. --T.,nahle Hange of Functions of Local Government," 
Federal Ex[>cndilure l'olicy fur Economic Grou:lh and Stability !Joint Eco
nomic Co1111nitt,·c•. l'J.),I. pp. 21:3 19. 

For a clisc·ussion of so11H' of the problf'ms raised by interarea differences 
in fiscal C"apacity, th<' stucl,·nt may consult my paper, '"Federalism and Fiscal 
Equity." .-1merican Economic Review, XL I September. 1950), 583-9?, re
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FEDERAL-ST ATE FISCAL 

COORDINATION 

Some of the more important fiscal and economic 
aspects of a multilt·Ycl political :-lrtH'lure han· l,ccn discu,-scd in the 
preceding chapter. There remain to lie t·on~idered the various in
stitutional devices which may lie introduced in an attempt to achieve 
the required fiscal coordination among the separate governmental 
units. Finally, from among the rnanv po,;sililc) devices, those which 
have actually lwen employed in the United States must be more care
fully examined. 

SEPARATION OF TAX SOURCES 

The real cost of providing collective goods and ,services lies in 
the sacrifice of private goods and services that could have been en
joyed alternatively. Income repres<:>nts generalized command over 
private goods and services, and wealth is always a capitalized value 
of an expected income flow. Therefore, as suggest<:>d before in this 
book, all tax revenues must come, ultimately, from individual income, 
current or anticipated. The various tax institutions are distinguishable 
only in that they involve different distriliutiom of the over-all tax 
burden among individuals and in that they stimulate divergent psy
chological reactions and, because of this, ex<:>rt important differences 
in behavioral responses. 

If either efficiency or equity were the only relevant considera
tion to be taken into account in organizing the multilevel fiscal sys
tem, there would be a strong argument for levying all taxes at all 
levels directly on personal or individual incornes. If the fisc is con
ceived simply as the means through which the group of individual 
citizens may more efficiently purchase collective goods and services, 
the direct income tax would seem the best method of payment. This 

4,82 
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tax is the one ~ost _closely analogous to the "price" that is paid for 
goods and services m the market economy. The individual who pur
chases a book, for example, uses generalized purchasing power 
money income, in making his purchase; he does not use money tha; 
has already been earmarked for other specific purposes. Consistent 
application of the economic approach to collective activity would 
suggest that the income tax provide the only revenue source, whatever 
the level of government. 

Similar conclusions follow if we look exclusively at the equity 
considerations. If the fisc is considered to be organized solely for 
the purpose of redistributing real incomes among individuals, the 
introduction of positive and negative direct income taxes is suggested 
as the most desirable method. 

Efliciency and equity considerations are not, of course, the only 
considerations. Those remaining may outweigh these two in impor
tance in many cases. If the fiscal system is designed to accomplish 
both eflicicncy and equity objectives simultaneously, real problems 
arise when too much reliance is placed on the individual income tax 
as the primary revenue source. If both the federal government and 
the state-local units should collect most of their tax revenues from 
the personal income tax, and if the state-local units should attempt 
any redistribution of real income through the fiscal process, there 
would he an incentive provided for individuals and resources to be 
shifted among the separate states in response to purely fiscal differ
entials, differentials which might not reflect genuine economic dif
ferences among states. This danger is recognized in practice; state 
governments <lo not attempt to raise more than a small part of total 
revenues through personal or corporate income taxes, and even when 
this tax source is used. the rates are kept rather low and only slightly 
progressive, if at all. Local governments are even more wary in their 
use of income taxation. 

State governments collect slightly more than 10 per cent of all 
tax revenues from personal income taxes, and less than 7 per cent 
from taxes on corporate income. For local governments, the propor
tion of all revenue collected from income taxes approximates 1 per 
cent. These figures are sufficient to indicate that the income tax, either 
individual or corporate, is of limited productivity as a revenue source 

at the state-local level. 
In a real sense, therefore, the fiscal system of the United States 

is organized fundamentally on the principle of separation of sources 
among the di flerent levels of government. The federal government 
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relies primarily on the tax on individual and corporate incomes. The 
major instrument in the whole fiscal system for accomplishing real 
income distribution among individuals is the federal tax on personal 
incomes. This tax, which can he made as progressive in rate as social 
attitudes permit, can serve redistril,utive purposes sufficiently to 
allow the remaining fiscal institutions to be less directly oriented 
toward redistributive objectives. 

The state governments rely for revenues primarily on the taxa
tion of commodities, levied either on the production, sale, or con
sumption of a limited numher or on sul>slantially all commodities 
and services. Revenues from sa !es taxes, gross recei pis taxes, and 
business license taxes make up more than 70 per cent of state 
tax collections. These taxes, imposed directly on the business firm 
engaged in the act of producing or selling a 1·ommodity or service, 
must he borne by individuals, either in tlwir capacity as consumers 
of taxed commodities or as resou rec suppliers to the firms manufac
turing or processing these commodities. Commodity taxation has the 
major advantage of allowing the separnte slate's to collect large rev• 
enues at low nominal rates and relatively low costs of administration 
and collection. Taxes on sales, precisely l,ecause they are indirect 
taxes, do not generate the same psychological reaction as do income 
taxes. They are, to a certain extent, paid "painlessly," therefore, 
they do not exercise the same effects on the potential migration of 
men and materials as income taxes. The objections to state govern· 
ment reliance on sales taxation are the familiar ones. The taxes tend 
t_2J,_e_ 1:egressive when the actual tax burden is computed relative to 
an income base. But this objection is valid only if the objective of 
real incoJ!l_e redistribution is admitted to he important at the state
local as_weU_ as at the federal government level. Even here. the com· 
bined effect of a state tax and expenditure system may, on balance, 
Le redistributive even if the tax side, taken alone, is regressive. A 
second familiar objection is that commodity taxation involves an 
excess burden since it is levied on particular commodities. Individual 
choices are distorted, and this creates an unnecessary welfare issue. 
This objection is a valid one to any specific tax, taken alone, but its 
importance seems indeterminate. 

Even more than the federal and state governments, local gov
ernments rely on a single tax source, in this case, the property tax, 
which makes up more than 85 per cent of local government tax rev· 
enues. As we have shown, property taxation, in an abstract sense, is 
equivalent to income taxation. But since real property tends to repre· 
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sent a relatively permanent form of capital investment, local units 
have found this tax productive as a revenue source. And one of the 
important reasons for continued reliance on this source is the past 
experience. The removal of the tax would create many windfall gains 
to current property owners, and these gains would be transmitted to 
other groups in society only after a reasonably long period. 

The separation of tax sources among the separate levels of gov
ernment in the United States is not, of course, complete. The federal 
government docs collect large amounts of revenue from specific ex
cise taxes on the sales of particular commodities or services. Many 
of the states impose individual and corporate income taxes, and some 
of tla~m still collect revenues from the property tax. A few local 
government,.; Jcyy taxes on gross incomes, and many local units try 
lo tax spc,·ifil' commoditit's or services. Dut despite these overlaps 
in the institutional arrangements, broadly considered, the United 
Stall's fis('al system can be said to he characterized by a distinct sep
aration of tax sout"l'es. This separation has worked out reasonably 
well in past years. and it seems probable that the fiscal structure 
could lie strengthened by some added recognition of the usefulness 
of thi~ simplest <'Oordinating device. The federal government should 
try. as soon as possible. to repeal all federal taxes 011 commodities 
other than tl10se important sumptuary levies on liquor and tobacco 
and the spc<'ial taxes 011 gasoline and automotive products. There 
set'rns to II(' littk current justification for any federal taxation on the 
production. sale. or use of any other commodity or service. 

lh ('ontrast. states should recognize the immense difficulty that 
\1ill !H: fa<'Pd in their attempts to levy individual or corporate income 
taxes. Tho,-,e states that rely currently on state in<'ome taxes and 
11 hid1 do not lny general taxes on sales should consider seriously 
tlw intr[)(lnl'lion of this major reyenue source. Local governmenb 
,111111 Id for"o 11 here possible attempt,; to levy taxes on incomes and 
011 salt•,; and rely 011 property taxation. 

COMMON TAX SOURCES-SUPPLEMENTS, CREDITS, 
AND SHARES 

ln,-ufar a;; tax sources are not separated for the different levels 
of µ;on•rnnwnt, t·onmwn soutTc,; must be cmployt'tl. The degree of 

· · I · , d · · on '0111-ce 11,· the ('oord1nat1011 between t 1e taxes 1mpo:;e on c1 tomm s ; 
,;qiarate units of government ranges from complete independence at 
the one extreme to effective unification of fisc,il structures at the other. 
The tax ~ources themselves are rarely so sharply defined that two 
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separate governmental units will actually impose levies on identical 
sources. For example, wholly independent action by the federal gov
ernment and the states in taxing personal incomes would not likely 
result in precisely the same measure of income being employed in 
the several cases. In the United States, the taxation of personal and 
corporate income by the federal governnwnt and the state govern
ments is perhaps the most important case where the separate units 
levy taxes on a roughly common source. In this particular case, the 
actual degree of coordination varie:,; from :-talc to state, but state 
income taxes are seldom, if ever, organized in complete isolation 
from the federal income tax. Th<' !'oordination that is present is 
achieved, however, largely l,y the state fi,wal systems being adjusted 
to the federal system. There is little explicit cooperation between the 
two levels of government in this respect. 

States will normally define income for tax purposes in a manner 
roughly similar to that used hy the federal government. Some states 
have allowed taxpayers to define income specifically as defined for 
federal tax purposes. In most cases. however, some differences will 
exist. Where similarity is present, this will assist the individual tax
payer in preparing his return for l,oth units, and it will make the 
administration of a state income tax much simpler. Exemptions and 
deductions will also Le allowed which are roughly similar to those 
allowed under the federal tax, although the quantitative size of these 
may differ widely. 

Some coordination is implicitly achieved in commodity taxation. 
Federal authorities have deliberately refrained from entering the 
general sales taxation field despite persistent pressure to do so, espe
cially in times of defense emergency. Federal taxes on particular 
commodities and services are admitted to be emergency levies despite 
their relatively long life as federal revenue sources. Conflict worthy 
of note here has arisen only in the case of highway-user taxation. 

Tax Supplements 
Deliberate coordination of separate governmental taxation of 

the same revenue source can take place through any one of several 
devices. One of these most frequently mentioned, but rarely used 
in the United States, consists of the utilization of the same administra· 
tive structure for both levels of government with each unit levying 
separate rates of tax. This may lJe illustrated by reference to a hypo· 
thetical state income tax supplement to the federal personal income 
tax. A single state could, conceivably, decide that it would be willing 
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to define income in pre~isely the same manner as the federal govern
ment and to allow precisely the same exemptions and deductions. On 
the basis of taxable income, as computed on the federal tax return, 
the state would then levy a simple supplementary rate. If the federal 
governmcnt"s cooperation could be achieved, the state could utilize 
the federal collection procedure and the individual taxpayer could 
pay his federal and his state income tax while submitting the same 
return. If such full cooperation could not be secured, the state tax 
eould J,p paid by filling out a duplicate of the federal income tax 
return for su hmission to state collection authorities. 

This coordination device allows the individual states complete 
0exihilitv in adjusting rate structure but no flexibility at all as regards 
the dl'fillilion of income, exemptions, and deductions. Administra
tively. there are major advantages in this proposal. But, politically, 
it has 111;111y drawhacks. It requires that the single state submit to the 
over-a I I sl rnrture of federal taxation, even to the extent of allowing 
the sanH' loopholes. 

O!lc wry ,-,implc ,my of accomplishing the same results as the 
tax suppl1'1lWllt is that of imposing the state income tax, not as a 
perce11L1g<· rale on income at all, but as a percentage rate of the 
total frd(')'al lax paid. This would effectively make the distribution of 
stale tax paynwnb among the people equivalent to that of federal tax 
parnH'llb. There might he much to he said for this proposal if the 
feJeral illrnme tax itself could, in any sense, be considered as a 
rca:-sonalily perfed tax. But if there are imperfections in the federal 
tax. tlw 111iliz:1tio11 of precisely the same structure hy the states would 
11111ltipl~· tlw dfrcb of the distortions generated by the imperfections 
ill the federal tax. The state tax, if organized on a different basis, 
miid11 l,e used to offset federal tax imperfections rather than to rein
foffe them. 

Tax Deductibility 
The individual taxpayer, in computing his taxable income for 

the purpose of determining his federal income tax liability, is al
lowed to deduct from adjusted gross income most payments of state
local taxes. This deductibility provision in the federal income tax is 
considered to be one means of securing some coordination lietween the 
fed era I tax and the state-local fiscal system, especially in relation 
to the states' attempt to impose personal income taxes. 

The federal government, through this provision, makes the fiscal 
task of the state governments somewhat simpler. The deduction al-
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lowance effectively shifts some portion of the state-local tax burden 
to the general federal taxpayer. For example, suppose that the state 
decides to levy an incremental tax of $100 011 an individual who is 
paying a marginal rate of 40 per cent under tllf' federal income tax 
and who has not fully exhausted his deductions. The state collects the 
full $100, but the individual\ taxable inrnnw is also reduced by 
£100 for federal tax purposes. His federal income tax is reduced by 
$40. Thus, his combined tax lial,ility is changed only l,y $60, al
though the state government collect,; an additional $100. The federal 
governn!f'nt's loss of $10 in the pro1·e,;,-; m11,;t lw made up by some 
supplementary taxation of all federal taxpap•r,; or some reduction 
in the rate of federal expenditure. 

There seems to he little j11~tification for the dcd11rtibility of 
state-local taxes as a coordination device. ~i111·p a substantial part of 
state-local tax payments are allowed. the net pffel'I is simply that of 
providing some federal encoura~ement to an expansion of state-local 
expenditures. The real costs of ,-ta tc-loca I sen·i('es to loca I citizens 
is reduced, lmt the real costs to the whok national population is un
changed. The deductibility feature could lw employed by the federal 
government to encourage stat<',; to utilize particular form,- of taxes. 
For example, if only state-local income tax paynwnts were a!I01red 
as deductions, this would provide a strong incentive for ,;uliordinate 
units to shift toward more reliance on in1·ome taxation as a revenue 
source. This approach would, howeyer, tend to be le~,-; of a means of 
genuine coordination than of federal l'ontrol of ~late-local fiscal 
systems. 

Tax Credits 
The tax credit is a device through which the f'entral government 

may effectively coordinate from ahove the ovt>r-all fisl'al system. Tax 
credits may be used to encourage the subordinate units to utilize 
specific revenue sources. The device can he best explained by refer
ence to the federal estate tax, the only important fiscal institution 
which has incorporated the crediting feature_ 

More than with most other state taxes, differentials among the 
separate states in the taxation of transfers at death will tend to en
courage certain groups of individuals to shift out of those states im· 
posing the heavier rates and into those stairs imposing the more 
favorable rates. Interstate competition for tlw retired wealthy popu· 
lation led to the introduction in the early 1920's of the federal estate 
tax with the credit feature included. A fed,,ral tax was levied on the 
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value of all estates, but the payments of inheritance or estate taxes 
to states were _allowed as credits against the federal tax liability. This 
feature effectively removed the differential advantacre that a state 
might bestow on its wealthy residents, at least up :o the point of 
the federal liability. If the state reduced its own tax below the size 
of the federal credit allowable, the individual would be liable for 
the federal tax payment anyway. This feature quickly led all states 
to impose inheritance and estate taxes that would at least fully ex
haust the credit allowed against the federal tax. In the years since 
the introduction of this credit, both federal estate taxes and state 
taxes have lwen increased. The credit is not so important as it was at 
that time, although a few states still impose inheritance taxes only 
lo the limit of the federal tax credit. 

.\ joint federal-stale ('()mmittee recently recommended the in
troduction of an interim credit in the taxation of local telephone 
snviccs. The federal lax would, under this proposal, have been 
retained for a limited period of time, but taxpayers would be allowed 
a credit against this federal tax if state taxes were enacted. 

S11ggc:--lio11s haw been made that a crediting feature be extended 
to the federal inconw lax. The individual would be taxed under the 
normal federal income tax, but, insofar as he paid state income taxes, 
his fed era I lax liability would he reduced correspondingly. Such a 
feature \rnuld insure that all states impose personal income taxes 
up to the limit of the federal credit allowed, and also that interstate 
difTcrentia ls in income taxation would be reduced. But even to a 
greater extent than the tax supplement, this device involves what 
appears to be undue federal control over state independence of fiscal 
action. With the tax credit, not only would the federal government 
determine the type of state tax that would be allowed as a credit, but 
also it could effectively determine the extent of the state tax rates. 
The tax eredit seems to be more appropriate to a politically unified 
system than to a genuine federal structure. 

Tax Sharing 
Tax sharing is a coordination device that has never been em

ployed to a large degree in federal-state relations in the United 
States, but which is widely used in the relations between the state 
governments and the local units. The process of tax sharing involves 
the laraer "Overnmental unit administering and collecting the taxes 
and suLseq:ently sharing the proceeds among the separate subo1:di
nate units on the basis of some prearranged formula. Tax shanng 
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is founded on the recognition that the most efficient tax-collecting 
unit may be, in many cases, considerably larger than the most efficient 
public-spending unit. 

If all taxes were to be based 011 per,;onal incomes, as pure ef
ficiency and equity considerations might suggest, there would be 
some point in trying to han' these collected liy tl1e federal government 
with the proceeds shared in some manner 1vith the stales. The fiscal 
independence of the stale could hardly be preserved under such an 
arrangement, however. and, c1c11 if this 1rcrc not significant, the 
working out of a generally accepted ;;haring formula wo11ld be ex
tremely difficult. Experience at the stale-lo(',tl lc1el has shown that 
the major problem of tax sharing lies in the detnmination of the cri
teria upon which the revenues shall lie allocated among the subordi
nate units. 

If the process is of purely adrninistralire orig:in, the appropriate 
formula would seem to lie one that returns lo the lower-level units 
those revenues collected within those units. The tax would be col
lected by the higher-level go1en11nental unit only because of its 
superior efficiency in collection. But the detcnni11atio11 of just what 
share of revenues are collected from imli1iduals in ,;pecific localities 
is a difficult task, 1d1ich is doubly compli,·atcd when other purposes 
are combined with this in the actual administration of the tax. 

Normally, with state-local systems, the tax is centrally collected, 
not purely for reason of administrative efficiency, but also because 
certain state aims are to IJe furthered in the sharing. Intcrarea equal
ization of fiscal capacity to finance certain specific services is a stand
ard objective of sharing plans. Centrally collected revenues are 
shared on the basis of population, assessed va Jue, school-age children, 
road mileage, geographic area, and many other criteria, depending 
on the specific tax to be shared. 

UNCONDITIONAL OR BLOC GRANTS 
The whole problem of securing fiscal coordination among the 

separate units in a multilevel political structure may lw approached 
in two ways. The two preceding sections have discussed coordination 
devices that operate exclusively on the tax side of the fiscal account. 
A second approach is that of looking at the problem from the expend
iture side. This approach recognizes that the governmental unit that 
collects taxes need not necessarily he the same unit that expends pub
lic funds. If the possibility of some intergovernmental transfer of 
funds is allowed, the problems of fiscal capacity can be effectively 
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solved through a system of grants among separate governmental units. 
Why should funds collected at one level of government ever 

be transferred to lower-level units? And, to be somewhat more spe
cific, should funds ever be transferred without any conditions attached 
to their spending? At this stage, two answers might be provided to 
these questions. If all of the subordinate units are roughly equivalent 
in general fiscal capacity, but the central government is considerably 
more efficient as a taxing agency, there might be some argument in 
support of a centralized tax system with unconditional or bloc grants 
to the subordinate units. This would be quite similar to the tax-sharing 
scheme di,.;cussed previously, the only difference being that the bloc 
grant method could apply to a whole collection of separate taxes con
sidered as a group. The subordinate units would not, of course, under 
this plan possess fiscal independence on the tax side. But they would 
be allmwd full freedom to organize their expenditures in accordance 
with lol'al needs within the limits of the size of the bloc grants. 

If the subordinate units differ substantially in fiscal capacity, 
there will l,e differences in the fiscal treatment of similarly situated 
citizens in the various unib. This provides an additional, and dif
ff:'rent, argument for the central government to transfer funds through 
bloc grants among the separate units. Both equity and efficiency con
siderations may suggest that some central government attempt be 
made to equalize the treatment of individuals in the different subordi
nate units of government. 

The primary advantage of m1conditional or bloc grants lies in 
the degree of freedom that these grants allow the recipient units in 
allocating the funds among the several possible expenditures. If, for 
any reason, the centra I government is to collect revenues for transfer 
to lower-level units, a greater degree of fiscal autonomy is retained 
by these units through a system of bloc grants than through any other 
system of revenue transfers. Lower-level units retain complete inde-
1;endence in determining the choice among the several expenditure 
programs as well as the over-all level of expenditure to be carried 
out. 

The unconditional or bloc grant has never been employed in 
the United States as a means of fiscal coordination between the fed
eral government and the states. Given the political experience to _date. 
it seems highly unlikely that this method of revenue transfer will he 
introduced in the foreseeable future. By contrast, both Canada and 
Australia have employed the bloc grant, and Great Br!tain has re
cently introduced the bloc grnnt as a means of transferrmg centrally 

collected revenues to local units. 
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As with any revenue transfer, one of the main difficulties that 
arises with hloc grants lies in the choice of a criterion or criteria for 
determining the separate shares. If the grant is aimed at equalizing 
fi,;cal capacities among the state or provincial units, some standard 
must be adopted with which capacity may lw measured. The ideal 
might he to provide grants suHiciP11I to allow each state or province 
to attain the same level of pulilic services at the same lax pressure 
011 local fi,wal resources. But if the ,.;eparatc states are divergent in 
their over-all desires for pulilic ,.;enice;,;_ this ideal criterion is very 
difficult to define in operational terms_ 

CONDITIONAL GRANTS-IN-AID 
The co11ditio11al grant-in-aid is the most widely used coordination 

device in the United States, especially lwtwec11 the federal and the 
state governme11ts. In fiscal l 9()() an esli11wtcd total of almost $7 
liillion was transferred from the fcdnal µ,rin·rnnienl lo slate and local 
units in the form of grants-in-aid. including tlwse grants made under 
the highway trust fund administration for the constrtl('lion of the 
interstate highway system. 

The rationale of the gra11t-i11-aid is wholly difTerent from that of 
the unconditional or liloc grant. The bloc grant may lie aimed at 
equalizing over-all fiscal capaeities amo11g the lower-level units; it 
is not designed to encourage local units to shift expenditures to any 
particular pattern, or to guarantee that certain minimum service 
standards shall he provided by the lower-level governments. The 
conditional grant-in-aid is specifically aimed at encouraging the states 
to expand the supply of selected pulil ic services. The receipt of the 
funds is conditional on their being utilized in a de~ignated fashion. 
Thus, the states receive grants, not for V,eneral purpose,;, hut for use 
in highway construction, for vocational educational programs, for 
old-age assistance, and so 011. State receipt implies an acceptance of 
federal government direction of expenditure. The degree of fiscal 
independence retained by the lower-level units in the federal hier
archy is substantially less than with bloc grant,; or \\·ith shared taxes. 

This fiscal independence of the recipient units, the states in most 
cases, is still further reduced if matching provisions are included in 
the conditional grants, as they are in the majority of instances in the 
United States. With matching provisions, the federal government not 
only specifies to the recipient states the manner in which the funds 
shall be used but, in addition, in order for the recipient unit to 
qualify to receive the grant-in-aid it must match the federal share in 
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a specified proportion. This matching aspect leads states and local 
units to direct their own tax revenues toward those areas that will fa. 
cilitate qualification for federal aid to the neglect of other public 
needs. 

The conditional grant-in-aid, with or without matching provi
sions, can lie looked upon as a means through which an interest in 
certain puhlic service standards beyond the confines of the performing 
unit can lie taken into account. Recall that, in Chapter 35, it was 
shmrn that the range of collective interest in many public functions 
(the example there was education) extends widely, but that this in
terest dirnini,-Jies in magnitude as the area is expanded. Certain bene
fib from lol'al government expenditure on schools, on highways, and 
on many other public seniees clearly extend beyond or spill over to 
('itizens in other state units. For many of the state-local public func
tion,. th!'r<' is clearly some "national interest" in insuring that the 
,en·i('<' icYcls are at least up to some eo111111011ly accepted "standard." 
It may ,<·crn desiralilP to try to represent this genuine national interest 
thro11;.d1 grants-in-aid ,drile at the same time allowing the state-local 
unit, to maintain thC' major responsibility for actually performing 
the pulilic ,<'rvices. The rnnditional grant-in-aid is well suited to ac
eomplish this dual purpose. It can, liy attaching conditions to the 
receipt of the funds, insure that state-local units will carry out public 
,ervi('<'S up to desired ,wrvice standards. At the same time, the actual 
administration of the public service may be kept at the state-local 
level. 

FEDERAL GRANTS-IN-AID TO STATES AND LOCAL 
GOVERNMENTS 

Transfers of revenue from the federal government to the states 
and tlw local units through the conditional grant-in-aid device con
,tit11tc an important part of the fiscal system of the United States. 
Federal aid to subordinate units of government makes up almost 8 
pn cent of total federal government cash payments to the public 
at thP pre~t'nt time. Viewed from the point of the recipient units, 
f<·dera I aid accounts for more than ] 0 per cent of total state-local 
n~n·nues. It will lie useful to examine these grant-in-aid programs 

more clo~elv. 
As sug;estcd previously, these grant-in-aid programs are not_ ~e

signed to serve the purpose of equalizing over-all _fiscal cap~c1t1es 
among the separate state units. Funds are transferred mstead to msure 
that certain standards of service are maintained by the separate states 
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and localities. Fiscal equalization enters only as a corollary to this 
primary function, and this to the extent that the poorer states require 
larger transfers in order to achieve accepted minimum service stand
ards. On balance, the federal program of aid to ,;late-local units does 
tend to reduce somewhat the fiscal disparities among the several 
states. But the extent of such equalization is not significant, and it ap
pears to be more or less an unintentional result rather than an objec
tive of the program. 

Quantitatively speaking. tlw major ,-hare of federal financial aid 
to state-local units is concentrated in the areas of public welfare, high
ways, and education. For fi,-;cal 1960, out of slightly more than $7 
biI!ion in total federal aid, more than $3 liill ion represented payments 
from the highway trust fond; an additional $3 billion represented 
payments for grants falling under the labor and welfare category of 
the federal budget, which includes grants for educational purposes. 
It would be grossly misleading, however, to s11gge,-;t that the federal 
grant-in-aid programs are concentrated in a few broadly defined 
areas. There were 59 separate grant-in-aid programs in the regular 
federal budget for fiscal 1960; in addition there were ] 7 minor pro
grams for revenue sharing, and l .t progrnms of loans and repayable 
advances. Finally, there was the major program of federal grants 
from the highway trust fund. Thus, a grand total of 91 programs for 
federal aid exist at the present time. Many of these an•, of course, 
very small, but they represent, nevertheless, frderal financial assist
ance along with federal direction of state-local fiscal activity. A brief 
and partial listing of some of the separate programs of grants-in-aid 
will perhaps convey some impression of the ,vide scope of activities 
included in the whole federal aid program: 

Aid to state homes 
School lunch and special milk 

programs 
Public assistance 
Hospital construction 
Control of venereal diseases 
Control of tuberculosis 
National Heart Institute 
Maternal and child welfare 
Water pollution control 
School construction 
Vocational education 
Grants for library services 

llrwmployment compensation ad-
ministration 

W a tershcd protection 
Flood preYention 
Agricultural experiment stations 
Forest protection 
Drainage' of anthracite minrs 
Wildlife restoration 
Disaster rd irf 
Airport program 
Slum clearan!'l' 
lfrhan planning 
Elimination of grade crossings 
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Table 36-~ groups ~e more ~mportant grant-in-aid programs 
under a few maJ~r categories. It will be helpful to discuss each of 
these broad funct10nal categories briefly. 

TABLE 36-1 

Important Federal Grant-in-Aid Programs by Major 
Categories, Fiscal 1960 
(In millions of dollars) 

F,wctional Category 

llighways. 
Public nssistunce. 
Agril'11]t11n• 
Ed1wati1rn. 
l'11ldi,· lwalth 
I 11P1r1plo: nH·rit compPnsation. ~dministrati~r;. 
11011.,ing 
Aiq11,rt~ 
HPSOlll'('f'S 

( '.i, ii ,kfPnsP and disaster relief. 

Estimate for 1960 

$3,015 
2,018 

523 
330 
2i9 
228 
223 
55 
32 
27 

Sou rel'; Sp1·rial A rwlvsis G, Bw/qrl of the United Stairs Governmt•t1I for the 
Fisml >'rar, 1.'HiO. :-;PIHtrHfP data on fedt-ral grants-in-aid were omitted in the 
hnilgi-t don1nwnl for fiscal (CJ6I. 

Federal Aid for Highways 
Over the decade of the 1960's, and perhaps beyond, federal 

grants-in-aid for highway construction will probably hold the number 
one po,-;ition in any listing such as that shown in Table 36-1. This 
prominence of highway construction aid arises out of the legislation 
of 1956 in which the federal government embarked on a long-range 
program of construction of an interstate highway system. Prior to 
1958. federal aid to the states for highway construction had never 
exceeded SI billion per year. 

The federal government has provided grants-in-aid for highway 
rnnstrnction since ] 916. But, prior to 1956, federal aid was distrib
uted more widely over the whole road network, and the federal share 
in the costs was much smaller. For the most part, federal aid prior to 
1956 was allotted to the states for road construction on the broadly 
conceived federal-aid system. State-local units were required to match 
federal funds received on a fifty-fifty basis during most of the 
period, although there were certain exceptions to this matching for
mula. The federal government's Bureau of Public Roads controlled 
the expenditure of aid funds only to the extent of participating in and 
approving of construction plans. 
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The 1956 legislation designated a specific 41,000 miles of high
way in the country as the interstate system. For the modernization of 
this system, designed to meet traffic standards as anticipated for the 
19,0's, the federal government agreed to put up 90 per cent of the 
con;;truction costs with the state-local units financing the remaining 
] 0 per cent. Interstate roads are con;;tructed to the design standards 
laid down in advance by the Bureau of Public Roads. It is the rapidly 
expanding program for these interstate highways that caused federal 
aid for highways to increase more than threefold lietween 1957 and 
1960. Federal aid to state-local road construction other than the 
interstate system continues on a matching basi,- of 60-tJ.0. 

For all practical purposes, the interstate hi;dmay network will 
be a federal system. The fact that the funds are nominally granted as 
aid to the states liefore expenditures are actually made docs not re
move the predominant federal participation in the program, both in 
the share of the costs and in the admini,-trativc supervision involved. 
The program was adopted on the basis of an argument that there was 
an overriding national interest in insuring that the nation have avail
able a limited mileage of interstate roads constructed to accommodate 
interstate traffic. 

The 1956 legislation changed the manner of administering fed
eral highway grants-in-aid. Prior to ] 956, these grants had been made 
from general expenditures, although the federal government did levy 
taxes on highway users. In 1956, a special highway trust fund was 
created outside the regular executive lrndget, and revenues from spe
cific highway-user taxes were earmarked for this fund. Federal grants 
to states for highway construction have since come from this separate 
revenue account rather than from general expenditures. 

Public Assistance Grants 

Federal grants make up roughly half of total state-local expend
iture for public assistance. This category includes federal grants 
for old-age assistance payments, for aid to the lilind, for aid to de
pendent children, and so on. Grants falling in this category are de
signed to accomplish two purposes. First, the federal government tries 
to insure that certain minimum standards of pulilic assistance are 
provided in all the states. Secondly, the grants are designed to include 
a substantial degree of equalization; the federal share of the total as
sistance payments is larger in the poorer states than in the richer 
states. 
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. Public assistance payments are transfer payments, and, almost 
regardless of the manner in which the revenues are secured, substan
tial redistribution of real incomes is achieved through the taxing
assistance payments process. Given the fact that the separate states 
differ widely in fiscal capacity, the extent of real income redistribu
tion accomplished through such programs could he expected to he 
quite divergent in the different states in the absence of a federal-aid 
program. 

Federal Aid to Agriculture 

Federal grants-in-aid to the state-local units for agricultural pro
grams arc a part of the over-all federal outlay on agriculture. In 
many case;;. there is little distinction between a direct federal program 
and a program administered hy the states and financed wholly, or in 
part. liy the federal government. The separate items included in this 
grouping arc quite heterogeneous. The federal aid to the states in 
providing free school lunches is one important item along with the 
program of disposing of surplus agricultural commodities to various 
state agencies. These programs are perhaps motivated less by the 
national interest in the declared objectives than by the need to dispose 
of surplus agricultural commodities that have been accumulated. 

This category also includes federal grants to states for the sup
port of agricultural extension work and agricultural experiment 
stations. 

Education 
Total federal grants of less than one-half billion dollars a year 

to slate-local unih for educational expenditures do not loom relatively 
as very important in the total educational outlay of almost $]5 billion 
annually. Federal grants are made, however, in such a manner that 
specific aspPcts of the over-all educational structure is modified sub
stantially by federal participation. The hulk of federal grants, to date, 
has been dnotcd to a few particular areas. First, federal govern
nwnt support has heen important in aiding the state-local units to 
m<:'ct educational needs in federal-impact areas; that is, in communi
ties wlwre national defense Pstahlishments have placed new and ex
panded demands on local school farilities. Secondly, federal aid has 
alway~ hern important in the field of vocational education, and the 
existence of federal aid has caused perhaps an unwarranted expan-
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sion in this type of education in the whole school structure of the 
United States. 

As previously suggested, there has been persistent demand for 
a greatly expanded program of federal aid to the states for the pur
pose of educational expenditure for many year;;. It seems quite pos
sible that major expansions of federal aid in this area may take place 
within the foreseeable future. 

Public Health Grants 

Many separate frderal-aid programs arc included in this cate
gory. The federal government provides a share in the construction of 
public and private hospitals, the control of rn rious communicable 
diseases, medical research of Yarious sorts, se\\ age disposal by cities, 
vaccination programs, and similar projects. Hospital construction 
grants make up the most important single item in this large group of 
separate grants. 

Unemployment Compensation Administration 

From the outset of the unemployment compensation program, 
the federal government has financed the full costs of administering the 
programs in the separate states. States impose unemployment com
pensation taxes, earmark these for state unf'mployment trust funds, 
and pay out compensation to eligible recipients. 

Housing 

Under the housing category are included seyeral important, and 
highly sensitive, grant-in-aid programs. Federal grants for slum clear
ance and urban renewal, for urban planning, and for low-rent housing 
developments are included. The extent of the national interest in such 
expenditures seems to be more questionalJle than in many other of the 
programs wholly or partially supported by federal grants. 

Remaining Grant-in-Aid Programs 

Federal grants to state-local units, other than those included in 
the foregoing categories, do not loom as quantitatively important. As 
with those grants included under the housing category, however, many 
of the small grants now undertaken are politically sensitive, and ad
ditional federal programs may be undertaken. Pressures are always 
present for the federal government to expand aid programs in such 
areas as airport construction and forest protection. The possibility of 
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wholly new federal-aid programs being opened up must be recoo-
nized. As suggested, the dividing line between federal governme~t 
and state:loca_l government financial responsibility is never wholly 
clear. Th1_s hemg the case, the federal grant-in-aid becomes a popular 
compromise between those who want to expand federal participation 
and those who want to retain state fiscal independence. Few predic
tions can be made concerning the future development of any aspect 
of the fiscal structure, but the importance of the federal grant-in-aid 
program as a whole does not seem likely to diminish over the foresee
able future. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A clear separation of tax sources is the most simple means of 

securing coordination between the separate fiscal systems of the gov• 
ernmental units in a multilevel politiral structure. When it is recog
nized, however, that all taxes must ultimately Le drawn from income 
this device may seem lo ofier much less than it promises. To a large 
extent, the United States fiscal system is organized on a separation-of. 
sources principle. This is due, in part, to administrative necessity 
rather than rational design. The federal government relies heavily 
on the income tax, the state governments on commodity taxation, and 
the local units on real property taxation. The separation is not com• 
pletc, and some improvements could be made, notably by the federal 
gowrnment relinquishing certain indirect tax sources to the states. 
The prin('iple of separation of sources seems important enough to 
prevent any federal government attempt to impose general excise 
taxation. 

If common tax sources are used, as they are and must be to some 
extent, various devices are open to the governments through which 
rnme effective coordination may be accomplished. States utilize, to 
a considerable extent, federal rules and regulations in imposing in
come taxes. The more direct coordination through the use of tax sup• 
plcments and tax eredits are not widely used, and tax sharing is im
portant only at the state-local as opposed to the federal-state level. 

Unconditional or bloc grants, although they have often been 
proposed, have never been used in the United States. This metho~ of 
securina fiscal coordination allows the central government to adJust 
interar;: 1 differences in fiscal capacity while allowing the subordinate 
units wide freedom of action in shaping their own expenditure struc• 
lures. Federal aid to states in the United States has never Leen aimed 
directly at equaling fiscal capacities among the states; rather it has 
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,een directed toward insuring that certain standards of particular 
,uhlic services are carried out in the separate states. As a result of 
1is approach, federal aid has taken the form of the conditional grant-
1-aid. And federal grants have usually been accompanied Ly match-
1g conditions. 

Many separate grant-in-aid programs now exist. The most im
ortant are those providing fedt>ral aid to highway construction and 
10se providing federal aid for slate public assistance outlays. The 
ver-all federal-aid program provides a means whereby those politi
tl interests desiring greater fis<"al and political centralization and 
1ose desiring greater fiscal independence on the part of states may 
~ach a compromise of sorts. For this reason, the fl'deral-aid program 
~ems likely to expand rather than to contra('[ in the years ahead. The 
ctent of genuine fiscal independence retained liy the subordinate 
1its with major federal financial aid conditione<l upon the perform• 
1ce of certain functions is (JUe,.tionable. 

J PPLEMENT ARY READING 
The student interested in pursuing further some of the issues raised 

this chapter is advised to read thP ear<'ful sun·ey by L. L. Eekc>r-Hacz and 
M. Labovitz, "Practical Solutions to Finance Problems Created by the 
ulti-Level Political Structure," in l'ublic Fi11a11cPs: Needs, Sources, and 
ili::ation ( National Bureau of E .. onomic Researd1. forthcoming I. 

For a more general discussion of sunw of the fiscal problems of federal
a see James A. Maxwell, The Fiscal Impact of Federalism in the United 
ztes ( Harvard University Press, 1946). 
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PUBLIC SUPPLY OF 

PRIVATE GOODS 

!\lost of the activity of governments involves the pro
,ision of goods and scr,icPs to tilt' peoplf', and normally these goods 
and sen·ices are collcctire. The benefits secured from the consump
tion of such goods and ser,ices are indivisible among the separate 
individuals and families in the appropriately determined group. It 
is tlw rnllecti\·e nature of these goods that makes public or govern
lll<'ntal action necessary. If the lwnefits from consumption are wholly 
or primarily priralP, that is, divisil,le, the market organization nor
mally <·an lw trusted to supply goods in appropriate amounts. In gen
eral. <·011s11mer needs arc more cfliciently met by the market so long 
as good,-; and services are private rather than colleetiw. As discussed 
in Chapter :t the division of re,-;ponsiliility bctlrcen the private and 
thP p11ldic economy, between the market and the state, can best he 
di,-<·11,-,-;<•d in terms of this distinction l,etween private goods and col
lcdive goods. 

There arc exceptions to the general rule that private goods and 
,services are supplied by the market mechanism, even in Western 
<·01mlrics. Governments supply many goods and services which are 
private, in the sense here implicd. There are many and varicd reasons 
for µ;overnrnental supply of these µ;oods and services. A few of the 
111or<· important ones will lie discussed in this chapter. 

PUBLIC SUPPLY AND INDIRECT TAXATION 

Even where the market is able to supply goods and services 
pffieiently, governments may assume the responsibility. In many such 
cases, the action of governmcnt may be prompted by a desire to use 
public sale as a means of rai~ing revenues. Thus, instead of imposing 
indirect taxes 011 the production and sale of a commodity Ly private 

503 
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firms, the government may take over the production and sale of the 
commodity directly. This will allow it to eharge consumers with a 
"tax price" that may be in excess of a "co,;t price." In this way, 
goYernments secure revenues o\'er and ahon' the .. o,-,ts of production, 
and these revenues may lie utilized for general govt'rnmental pur
pose,;. The results are very similar to tho,-c producC'd l>y indirect tax
ation of the sale of specific com!lloditie,;. The main difft'rt'nre is that, 
through direct public operation. a monopolistic position may be more 
readily secured and exploited. 

Examples of this practice are nunwrous. Certain European coun
tries sell matches, salt, and toliacrn only thro11gh goyernment facili
ties. Several American statt's ,-,ell liquor through ,-latewide monopoly 
systems. South and Central Alllerican rcpulilil's may sell "risk" 
through lottery ticket:-. and u,;e the cxce,;,-; n'H'ntw over premium pay
ment,-; for general purposes. 

The principles that dett'rmirw the :-clling of the "tax prices" 
for slate-supplied commoditie,- and servin',-; vary with the revenue 
needs of the jurisdiction and with tilt' diaraclcristics of the market 
for the particular product cho,;en. The important point to lie noted 
aliout all such governmental action is that the pulilic supply is moti
vated hy the desire to raise general revenue and not by any specifir. 
feature of the goods and services involved. 

THE PUBLIC UTILITY 
The more important "private" goods and services directly sup

plied Ly governments fall in the industrial <'att'gory roughly classi
fied as "public utilities." Here public or governmental control arises 
Lecause the market economy, organized 011 a competitive basis, can• 
not supply the goods and services efficiently due to specific physical 
characteristics of the production-distribution process. In technical 
economic language, production in the public utility industry is char• 
acterized Ly long-run decreasing costs or, in other word!-i, by increas
ing returns to scale. This amounts to saying that the advantages arising 
from large-scale production processes extend over the output range 
to such a degree that maximum efficiency is achieved when only one 
or two units are present. A sufficient number of independent produc
ing firms to insure effective competition could not operate at costs 
comparable with the single larger firm. 

When an industry of this nature exists, three means of organiz
ing production and distribution are possilJ!e. If no puLlic action is 
taken, either a single privately organized firm or a few firms will 
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come to. domi_nate the industry. The greater efficiency of concentrated 
~roduct10n _will ena?le the firm or firms to drive out actual and poten
tial com~et1tors until a monopoly position is secured. The opportunity 
to exploit the consumer of the product or service by charging prices 
above the costs of production will be present. In most democratic 
jurisdictions, public reaction to such private monopolies has been 
sufficient to rule out this method of organization over wide areas of 
the economy. A second, and alternative, method is that of organizing 
production and distribution in private large firms, but subjecting 
these firms to direct governmental regulation. The aim of such regula
tion is to prevent the firms from exploiting the consumers as a result 
of monopoly position. By and large, this method of public utility op
eration ha;-; been more important than any other in the United States. 
Railroads haye been regulated hy the Interstate Commerce Commis
sion for three quarters of a century. Telephone and telegraph rates 
arc rl'gulated by the Federal Communications Commission; electric 
power and natural gas rates are regulated by the Federal Power Com
mission. and so forth. \Vithin the separate states, regulatory agencies 
normally exercise some control over the purely intnistate operations 
of puhlil' utilities. 

A third method of organizing the public utility industry is for 
the industry to he directly taken over and operated by the govern
ment. Many of the utilities mentioned, such as railroads, airlines, and 
telephone iu1d telegraph companies, are governmentally operated in 
the European countries. In the United States, the direct operation 
method is used more sparingly, hut public operation is widely em
ployed even here. At the federal level, the most important puhlic 
utility service that is directly supplied hy government is that provided 
throuµJ1 the postal system. But at the local level, publicly operated 
utilitie,- are quite common. These include municipally owned and 
operated electric power distribution systems, public water supply sys
tems, sewage systems, garbage disposal systems, and many others of a 
similar nature. Reference to these particular examples does not imply 
that the aenuinely economic argument for public utility regulation 

"' . I or control is present in each case. The public utility conception ias 
never been wholly clear in public opinion, and governments may 
classify industrie~ as public utilities in some cases when physical 

characteristics do not justify this. 
All public utility industries supply goods and services t!iat are 

essentially priz,ate. The benefits to be derived from consumm~ the 
goods are divisible among users, more or less completely. The private 
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nature of the goods is usually arknmdedged in the financing itself. 
The costs are usually concentrated on the direct users, and these costs 
are allocated among the several users in proportion to consumption. 
This private nature of the goods and sC'nicc,-; ,-hould not be taken to 
suggest that there is 110 "public" or national intt·n·st in the industries 
involved. Clearly, there is some onT-all national interest in insuring 
that an a<lequate postal system is provided. But the fact that this 
national interest is not considered suflicient to warrant major financ
ing from general tax revenues as opposed to user charges makes the 
postal system, for purposes of thi,- analysis. fall within the classifi
cation of an industry supplying prirnte goods and services. 

One major governmental function is that of prmiding the serv
ices of roads, streets, and highways. Traditionally, it has been con
si<lered appropriate to finance this function from the gerwral tax 
revenues. The automotive revolution has l'ha11µcd this traditional 
view; the tremendous demand for additional hi;d1ways has trans
formed this road function into a "puhlic utility" in the sense here 
discussed. Benefits are clearly divisihle, and puhlic opinion now 
supports the imposition of the main costs of this function onto <lirect 
users. This highway function is so important that all of Chapter 38 
will Le devoted to some of the problems that it presents. 

THE USER PRICE AND THE TAX 
The distinguishing feature of governmental ~upply of a private 

good is its employment of a user price or user charge instead of a 
tax as a means of financing the good or sen·il'e. Almost l1y definition, 
a genuinely collective good or service cannot lw directly priced. The 
electric or water meter can directly measure the kilowatt hours or 
gallons used during a specified period of time. By contrast, think how 
difficult it would be to try to estimate the amount of a policeman's 
services used last month by a single family on the beat. In the first 
case, measurement, and, because of this, a direct user price related to 
consumption, is possible. In the second case, it is not. 

In order for user prices to replace taxes as means of financing 
publicly supplied services, the measurement of individual shares in 
total usage of the service must be possil1le. But this in itself is not a 
sufficient condition to warrant the user price. Thi,- possible introduc
tion of the direct-user price must he supplemented l1y either an equity 
or an efficiency reason or both. We may first discuss the equity basis 
for direct-user charges. If the benefits of puhlidy supplied services 
are enjoyed mainly by direct users, that is, if these benefits do not 
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spill o:er to other than direct users, there seems no reason why other 
than direct users should be called upon to pay the costs. The main 
beneficia1:ie_s of municipally supplied electricity are those who use 
the electnc1ty, and these enjoy the benefits in relation to their con
sumption .. Nonusers. are r~latively unconcerned; hence, commonly 
accepted ideas o1 simple Justice dictate that municipally supplied 
po,,er should Le directly priced to users in relation to consumption. 
By contrast, publicly supplied services may exist for which full user 
pricing is not held de,;iral,le. Free school lunches are enjoyed directly 
by the children eating them. But the maintenance of adequate diets 
for children may have benefits for the whole population; these bene
fits may he sufficient to insure that children secure lunches "free" 
even though the direct lwnefits may be directly measured. The indir:ct 
benefits may out,rei;d1 the direct benefits in importance. 

The u,;cr price may l,e made necessary for purely economic rea
sons in many cases, quite independently of equity considerations. For 
goods tl1at provide lll<'as11rahle and divisible benefits to individuals, 
the gownuncnt may find "free" provision impossible. Let us use the 
municipal supply of ,1ater as an example. The city could "give water 
away" to all residents without charge. The costs could be financed 
out of general tax 1-cn'nucs. In a real sense, the taxes paid constitute 
"prices." But sill('C the individual resident will not be likely to con
nect the tax paynw11l made ,rith the water he receives, the "pricing" 
function will not l,e effectively performed by general taxes. In his 
usage of water, the resident would, in this case, be quite wasteful. 
He would use water up to the point at which the marginal return from 
additional usage is negligible. If the city, in turn, tries to accommo
date all demands for water consumption on this basis, many more 
resouffcs may have to he invested in water supply than really should 
he 11eces~ary. The user price, as with any price in the market econ
omv, serves an essential function in rationing an available supply 
am~ng the many possible denwnds. The introduction of the direct-user 
price for water, through the use of the water meter, causes the in• 
dividual resident to make a more correct marginal decision each time 
that he uses additional miter. Total consumption of water will be 
reduced, and re~ources more efliciently utilized. 

An important principle of public finance may be stated at ~is 
point. Governments cannot efficiently "give away" goods and services 
for which the demand is relatively elastic over the relevant range 
Letween zero and some proximate cost price. Any attempt to provide 
such goods and services "free" and to finance the costs through gen-
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era! taxes, will surely result in either one or both of two conditions. 
Either there will be a serious shortage or congestion, or relatively 
too many resources will he devoted to the supply. To take a more 
extreme example than that of water to illustrate this point, sup
pose that a city decides to fina1H·e all steak consumption through 
general taxes rather than to allow l111td1er shops and departments to 
operate in the private market. Individual:-- would consider steaks to 
be "free"; they would try to secure as many as po:--silile. The result 
would be the immediate appearance of a seriou,; "shortage." If the 
government tries to rc,-po11d to this '",-l1ortagc" liy supplying more 
steaks, far too many resources \\ill lie drawn into this line of invest
ment relative to its alternatives. 

As another practi<'al example. look at the postal system. If indi
viduals were to he allowed to mail letters and parcels free of charge, 
this would obviously place undue demands 011 the po,-tal facilities. 
If the government tried to build facilities to accommodate the "free" 
demand, far too many resources would be devoted to the postal 
system. 

In many cases, there may lie sound economic reasons for intro• 
ducing a user price in order to ration more adec1uately the supply 
among users, even though the good or service may have important 
elements of a collective nature. A good example is provided hy mu
nicipal parks and swimming pools. Once constructed, facilities such 
as these are available to all residents. In this sense, the facilities are 
genuinely collective. But the externality in consumption extends only 
to the point at which no overcrowding takes place. Once the popula
tion of users exceeds a certain number, additional usage may actually 
reduce the enjoyability of the facilities for all users. Here it may be 
necessary to introduce a user price solely for the purpose of ration
ing out the available space, not primarily as a financing device to 
cover the costs of the facility. Thus, the pul,lic beach may be financed 
out of tax revenues, Lut on summer Sunday afternoons a user price 
may be necessary to assist in reducing undesiralile congestion. As the 
rapidly increasing urban population in the United States places more 
and more demands on limited recreational facilities of this nature, 
the introduction of direct-user pricing for goods that were for
merly considered wholly collective may become quite a common 
phenomenon. 

Several publicly supplied goods and services are always on the 
margin as regards the use of user prices or taxes as a means of fi. 
nancing. As suggested in the next chapter, road or highway services 
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hafve only_ r_ecently behen almost fully shifted over into the category 
o user pncmg, even t ough the financing devices used are still called 
"taxes." O~e of the areas of emerging importance is higher education. 
Here the direct benefits are clearly divisible; there are also collective 
indirect benefits. But more and more support is now beino- o-iven to 
h . I b b 

t e view t mt state governments should move somewhat more in the 
direction of pricing higher educational services directly throuo-h 
tuition dia rges. The state universities of the nation, over the next t;o 
deca_df's. may find it necessary to resort to more direct pricing of their 
sen:1cPs. 

THE DETERMINATION OF USER PRICE 
Governnwntal units now employ direct-user pncmg for the 

clearly ddi1wd puli!il' utility undertaking,-;. Mail services are priced, 
municipal power systems meter electricity and charge users directly, 
water users pay directly, and so 011. The next important question to 
he discussed is that of determining the principles that a governmental 
unit might employ in setting the user price. Although we are con
l'enwd here only with the direct governmental supply of goods and 
servil'f's, rn11ch of the discussion that follmrs is relevant to the general 
problem of pul,lil' utility pricing, whether or not the utilities are op
erated directly by govPrnment. 

The pricing criterion immediately suggested for publicly oper
ated facilities is that of the competitive market. The public authority 
should price the services of a public enterprise at a level approximat
ing that which would be established if the industry were competitively 
organized. Competitive priC'es are set by supply and demand forces 
jointly. Over a long period of time, these prices must Le sufficient to 
cover fu II co,-;ts of production, including a normal return on invested 
capital. But these prices cannot remain much above this full-cost level 
for significant interrnls. If so, the existence of abnormal profits would 
attract new investment. The analogy with the competitive industry 
suggests, therefore, that the public enterprise set prices for its prod
ucts or service's at full-cost levels except as modified for short inter
vals by differences in demand conditions. 

This pricing criterion can be illustrated simply in Figure 3~-~
The line /J rPprc~cnts the demand curve for the product, an? ~h1_s_ 1s 
assumed to remain unchanged over time. For purposes of this rn1tial 
analysis, we assume that th~re are neither economies no~· dis_economies 
of large-scale production. The average cost of product101~ 1s constant 
over the whole output range and is shown as OC. (In this configura-
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tion, average cost equals marginal cost at all outputs.) Let us now 
assume that the public enterprise is constructed to the scale indicated 
by the output OEo. If the price is set so as to j11st cover full cost, price 
will Le OC. But this policy will rcsu lt in a scrio11s "shortage" of the 
publicly supplied product. At price OC. there wi 11 he EoE1 unsatisfied 
demanders. The existence of slll'h 11n,-ati,Jied demand may suggest 
to the government the de,-irabilitv of expanclin~ the enterprise, but 
no internally produced funds \\ill lw anilal>I<' for this purpose. The 
fully competitive market would. in a co111parnl1k sit11ation, respond 
quickly. Price would rise to OP. Exce,-s profib ,rn11ld be earned in 
the industry; investment would l,e dnrnn into the industry, and the 
industry scale of operation would increase. This analogy suggests that 
the public enterprise, when confronted with cx(·ess demand at full. 
cost pricing, should increase pri('<'s s11fTil'i<'11tlv lo eliminate all excess 
demand. Excess revenues over cost-; provid<' a nitcrion for expanding 
the scale of the activity. As tlwsc "profits"" are plowed hack into the 
enterprise, the scale of operations. and 011tp11t. i,-, expanded. Price 
will have to be gradually redu('ed. In lonµ:-ran;2_1' c>q11ilihriurn, the 
public enterprise would lie constrncted to tlw S('ak of output OEi, 
and price should equal OC, avc>rage and marginal cost of production. 

In the contrasting case, if tlw pril'e that climin:llcs excess de
mand and excess supply, that is. the pricc tl,at clears the market in 
the short run, should fall below the full-cost price, this is an indica
tion that the enterprise is constructed to a s\'a le ex('ecd i 11µ: that which 
is most desirable. Disinvestment and contrn<'1 ion shou Id take place. 

The extremely simplified illustration disc·ussed llf're is useful 
in showing the pricing principles that mav l,c appropriate for public 
enterprises that are characterized hy roughly constant rcturns to scale 
over the relevant output range. Despite the fact that the existence of 
increasing returns to scale provide the basic reason for the public 
regulation or public operation of the utility industries, many of these 
industries may reach the point of constant returns to scale within their 
own output ranges. Increasing returns need only extend to a point 
sufficient to make competitive organization impossible; they need not 
extend over the whole possible range of output. For example, assume 
that the utility shown in Figure 37-1 should experience decreasing 
long-run average costs only over the ran~e OF,11• In this case the aver
age cost function would take on the configuration BGH. The pricing 
principles just discussed would not be altered. It is essential, there· 
fore, that a clear and precise distinction he made ]Jetween: (I) in· 
creasing returns to scale sufficient to warrant public regulation or 
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public operation, and (2) increasing returns to scale over the whole 
range of output relevant to a given market demand. 

This important distinction has much practical relevance. While 
co_~petitive org~nization seems out of the question for many public 
utilny undcrtakmgs, many of them seem to be organized on a suffi
ciently large scale to take full advantage of all increasing returns. 
For example, a water distribution system for a reasonably large city 
seems large enough to exhaust all large-scale advantages. The same 
thing hold" true for the nationalized postal system, the nationalized 
railway "~':'!ems of the European countries, and many other publicly 
operatC'd l'nterprises. For all such enterprises, the government should 
l,e guidt'd in its pricing decisions by both demand and cost considera
tions. !\Tore importantly, the government can, in all such utilities, rely 
\\holly 011 the profitability criterion for determining whether or not 
additional imP,t111e11t is needed. If the enterprise is profitable, that is, 
if it prod11t'<'" 1-e,c1HH'S over and ahove full costs, expansion in capac
ity is i11di('ated. If the enterprise is unprofitable, contraction is indi
cated. CO\('l'll11w11l 11et'd not resort lo general tax revenues in the fi. 
11a11ci11g of l'lllerprises of this nature; the financing can be wholly 
divort"t'd from the ordinary fiscal system. 

For t'11lnprises of the second type, the pricing and investment 
prolilt'ms a re co11"ideral,ly more complicated. If the range of increas
ing retu ms to sea le extends over the whole range of market demand, 
hoth the pricing and the investment criteria need to be re-examined. 
Again \\T may use a ~imple geometrical illustration as the basis for 
the di"rnssion. (Refer to Figure 37-2.) 

I 11neasing returns to scale extend over the whole range relevant 
to tl1c rn;1 rkPL d<'mand curve, D. The long-run average cost of produc
tion deneases continuously over this range; long-run average costs 
are shO\rn by the curve CC'. Since long-run average cost is not con
stant over output, marginal cost is not equal to average cost. And, 
since average cost is falling, marginal cost must be less than average 
cost. The marginal cost curve is shown as CM. . 

If the ,;ame criterion suggested for the constant returns case 1s 
·1·1 · ·· ,J Id be OP and the adopted, the long-range equ1 1 Jl'IUITI p11ce s 10u "' . 
I · d' d b th tp t OE At tins scale of operation ,-hould be t mt 111 1cate Y e ou __ u · 

point the price charged directly to users of the utility product_ or 
· · · 1 t ti f ]! O'I of pr·oduction and the enterpnse, service 1s Just equa o 1e u c s , . 

I · j h 1 · d' • t d 1·s makinrr neither profits nor ,emg co11"lruclel tot e sea e Ill 1ca e , . o . . . 

I I f h • bl f public enterpnse pncm" osses. l\Iany slul ents o t e p10 ems o . "' 
accept this as the "optimum" pricing and mvestment structure, and 
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they make little distinction between this case and the one shown in 
Figure 37-1. Perhaps more importantly, most public utility and 
public enterprise regulation an<l control is hased on an implicit ac
ceptance of the profitability criterion. 

The objection to this system of pricing. which we shall now call 
average-cost pricing, and to the profitability nitcrion for investment, 
has come mainly from economi,;t,; \\ho olijC'ct to the ineHiciency in 
resource usage that will be promoted. In the fully competitive econ
omy, firms will be led hy the profit motin' to adjust their operations 
to the most efficient scale of operations. At this ,-calc, average costs 
and marginal costs are equal, and price t!'nds to he equal to Loth. 
But it is the equality of price with margin a I co>'l of production that 
is normally employed as the crit<'rion for '·optimum·• or "efficient" 
resource allocation. Marginal cost reflects thC' incremental or addi
tional cost incurred in producing tlw marginal or last unit. Since re
sources must lie dr:nn1 away from altcrnati\l· cmploymenh. marginal 
cost accurately reflects the opportunities that are foregon<'. The equal
ity between price and marginal cost insures that consumers are pro
vide<l with the opportunity to compare items whose pricf's reflect gen
uine or real alternatives. If price exceeds marginal cost, as in the 
case of monopoly, the consumer is forced to pay more for a unit of a 
good than the real resources cost-more than the value of an alter
native product-involved in its production. 
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The objection to public enterprise pricing at average cost levels, 
0Pa in Figure 37-2, is that this will not be "efficient." Marginal cost 
lies below average cost in the increasing returns case, and if price 
is made to equal average cost, price must exceed marginal cost. In 
reference to Figure 37-2, at output OE, marginal cost is shown as 
EC, whi('h is less than EH. This suggests that the value of resources, 
measurc<l i II terms of alternative production sacrificed, used up in 
pro<lucing the marginal units of the publicly supplied product is less 
than the price charge<l. The whole community could enjoy a larger 
real in('o111e if pro<luction by the public enterprise should be 
expanded. 

The proposal advanced as a substitute for average-cost pricing 
is that of marginal-cost pricing. The pulilic enterprise is advised to 
set price,; at marginal-cost lewis, and to adjust production in the long 
run to the point at which marginal cost equals demand price. The 
long-run equili],rium point is illustrated by the price OPm and the 
output Of' in Figure :;7-2. Here the marginal conditions required 
for "dlicicnn" in rc,;ource usage are fully met, or so it initially 
seems. The p1'.ice charged to consumers is exactly equal to the value of 
the resou !Tes u,-ed up in production, this value being measured in 
terms of alternatiYe product sacrificed. 

There i,;, however, one major difficulty with this proposal as a 
substitute for average-cost pricing. If the enterprise is characterized 
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by long-run increasing returns to scale, marginal-cost pricing will not 
recover the full costs of operation. At output OE', the average cost 
per unit exceeds the marginal <'Ost. The enterprise will continually 
run a deficit if marginal-cos! pri('ing is rPlicd 011 lo produce revenues. 
This has led many students of the problem lo suggest that the defi
cits be financed out of general tax n·,c11ues. This n1e,rns of financing 
public enterprise deficits seems lo lie ol1jectio11alilc. hcmever, because 
of the nature of the benefib. Din·d u.~ers of tlw fa<'ility secure the 
bulk of the benefits. Why should sonw of tl1e rn,;b lw placed on the 
general taxpayer merely because of the phy,-i<'al ('haracteristics of the 
undertaking'? 

Various means have been suggestt'cl to es('ape frorn this dilemma. 
Users may Le subjected to special lump-su111 taxes not related to use. 
These lump-sum taxes apply only lo dircd usns. l,ut even here the 
payments, being unrelated to list', arc 1101 fo 11 y ·'equitable." Addi
tional difficulties arise when an ime,-;lnH'lll nit('rion is sought. If the 
enterprise is not "profitable"' in the usual sense. that is. if prices do 
not produce sufficient revenues tu <·over all ('Osh, how is the investment 
desirability of the project to he disctl'.:cred! \Vhat eriteria may be in
troduced to distinguish among those po,-,,-il,le public enterprises which 
are not socially profitable at all, and those ,1 hid1 are really profitable 
from a social point of view? These arc only ,-;0111e of the questions that 
arise in any serious consideration of marginal-cost pricing for public 
enterprises. 

Some of the points made here may l,c better explained by ref
erence to a simple example. Suppose that a city sewage ~ystem is such 
that increasing returns to scale are present. The aYerage cost of in
stalling the system per resident is $;j00, liut the incremental or mar• 
ginal cost of tying in additional houses is only S,100 per resident. If 
average-cost pricing is used, $500 will lie the fee charged to all resi
dents who want to hook onto the system. On the otlwr hand, if mar
ginal-cost pricing is adopted, this fee will !Je only $400. But if the fee 
is only $400, the full collections from all residents ,viii not be suffici
ent to pay the costs of installation. At a $500 fee, some residents who 
would he willing to pay $400 will not be included, even though the 
added cost of hooking them onto the system is less than $500. This 
is clearly inefficient, but how is the inherent conflict between profit· 
ability as an investment criterion and optimal pricing to be resolved? 
At Loth the practical and the theoretical level the answers to this 
question are quite unsatisfactory. As suggested, most utility under· 
takings do follow average-cost pricing to a large extent. The multi· 
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part or differential p~icing of many municipal electricity systems is 
o~e means o~ at~emptmg to sec~r~ the ~es~lts of marginal-cost pricing 
without sacnficmg the profitaL1lity cntenon for investment. 

ORGANIZATION OF PUBLIC ENTERPRISE 

GovPrnnH·nts recognize that their functions in supplying what 
are essrnt ia I ly private goods should be separated from their more 
normal fun!'lions, especially as regards the fiscal account. Since the 
private goods are financed from revenues collected from user prices 
of OIH' form or another, governments have normally found it advisable 
to set up separate categories for these user-price revenues. The organ
izationa 1 nwthod usually takes the form of the "public enterprise" 
or the ··pulili<' authority." A quasi-autonomous entity is created out
side the rcgu lar budget account of the governmental unit, and this 
entity is pro, ided with somewhat more autonomy as regards financial 
de<'i~ior1s tha 11 is the norma I gowrnment department or agency. Public 
enterprises a re. in other words, organized as business enterprises as 
far as possihlP. 

Tlwn· art'. of course. exceptions to this quasi-independent method 
of organization. The United States Post Office is organized as a reg
ularly l'Onstituted gowrnment department, although its budgeting 
procedures take into account the public enterprise aspects of its opera
tions. State highway departments are normally organized, not as sep
arate rnrporation:-, but as regular state departments. At the municipal 
len·L orthodox fiscal organization of public enterprises is more rarely 
en,·01111tncd. perhaps because of the more clearly defined "business" 
nature of most of the municipally operated utilities. 

CONCLUSIONS 
If the line is rigidly drawn, puhlic finance as a subject field do~s 

not in<'lude consideration of the supply of private goods by pubhc 
agencies or authorities. The "public" aspects of the economy arise 
out of the eollectin~ nature of certain goods and services that make 
governmental ~upply necessary. The tax is 1~ot a di_rect-user price, 
and the ,diole study of taxation and expenditure anses largely be-

ca use of this fact. . . . 
1 

h 
Governments do supply private goods to md1v1dua s, ow_eve~, 

and the dividinn line between the use of the tax and the user pnce 1s 
r,_ 11 A ]I · ments supply private O'oods not always pred1da J e. 11.ctua y, govern o . 

f · f J · j • · reasonable and some of which or several reasons, some o w uc 1 are 
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are not. The most important of these reasons stems from the "public 
utility" nature of certain industriP,-. These are industries that are not 
suitable for competitive or market organization because of the im. 
portance of large-scale produl'lion or increasing returns to scale. 
Governments nornv1lly ,rill rPg11late private fir111s in these industries 
or they will directly operate' the industries and supply the services. 

The problems of deter111ining the appropriate prices and the 
amount of im-estrnent in tlw puldi(' utility industries are difficult and 
complex. These problems hare been only l>rit·fly con,-;idered, not be
cause they are unimportant, l>ul l,e('ause further elal>oration can more 
adequately be included in more spe('ialized lt'xtl>oob in economics 
or in "public utilities" as a spe('ial course in applied economics. 



Chapter 

38 

HIGHWAY FINANCING 

AND OPERATION: 

A SPECIAL CASE 

The JH'ovision of highways, roads, and streets is one 
of the most important functions performed Ly government in the 
Cnited States. For state-lol'al units, highway expenditures are second 
only to cdut"ational expenditures in quantitative importance. For all 
unib coml,incd. only national defense and education loom larger. In 
fiscal 19;)7. approximately $8 billion were spent on highway and 
street maintc11ance and con,truction. Expenditures in this classifica
tion t·ontinuc to rise rapidly year by year, and these ,rill probably 
exceed SI O billion annually early in the 1960's. Detailed discussion 
of both th<' expenditure for this important function and the taxation 
required to finance this expenditure has been postponed until this 
chapter lll'!'ause of the relatively unique nature of highway services 
in the modern American economy. An understanding of highway 
financing is impossible ,rithout some appreciation of the special po
sition that the highway function now holds. 

TRADITIONAL ATTITUDES TOWARD THE PUBLIC ROAD 
The provision of road and street services has been considered 

to lie an appropriate public or governmental function at least since 
the days of the Homan Empire. Roads have traditionally been con
ceived to he genuinely collective goods because a road, once con
strudcd. appeared to lie equally available to all potential users. So 
long as <·<mgcstion did not become serious, the road usage of one 
person did not reduce the services that ,rere availalJle for others. 
Hoads provided general access to property and provided a means for 
general t·ommunication among cities, tmrns. and villages. The '·pub
lic'' finan!'ing 0 ( the public roads out of revenues collected from gen
erally impo,-ed taxes seemed fully acceptable to the citizen of almost 

any governmental unit prior to World War I. 

517 
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This traditional conception of the road or highway function was, 
of course, essentially rorred, and thC' pulJ]ic road still retains certain 
genuinely collective characteristics. Dut the fact that the traditional 
conception no longer rt'rnains wholly accurate is one of the things 
that makes the whole set of current problems rclati11;.: to the provision 
of highway services most di{Iicult to resolve. Pulilic opinion is ex
tremely slow to realize that a conception \d1id1 has lJeen valid for 
centuries may no longer lie fully acceptable as a basis for policy 
formation. The traditional view of the appropriateness of the "free" 
public road now seems to applv only to cntain isolated rural road 
segments. The "free public road"' is an anad1roni,m1 in the automo
tive age. 

THE IMPACT OF THE AUTOMOTIVE REVOLUTION 

The change in the character of this traditional public function 
is the result of the automotin· revolution that has O('('ll!Tcd during the 
last half century, primarily sill('(' World \Var I. The l'nited States 
has literally become a nation on \1hcels durin;.: this period. The mag
nitude of this change can best lw shown liy direct reference lo the 
growth in the numlJer of motor vehirles and in the number of vehicle 
miles traveled since 1920. Table 38-1 includC's data 011 these two 
series for certain selected years. 

TABLE 38-1 

Registered Motor Vehicles and Vehicle Miles Traveled, 
Selected Years, 1921-60 

Year 

1921.. 
1925 .. 
1930 .. 
1935 .. 
1940 .. 
1945 .. 
1950 .. 
1957 .. 
1960 .... 

Registered .\folor Vrhirlrs l 'e/,irle .\! iles Trm'e!ed 
(In 111il/io11H) (In Iii/lions) 

10 
20 
27 
26 
32 
31 
49 
66 
72 (Pst.) 

S'.°'> 
122 
20h 
~2<> 
:rn2 
2~0 
-1~8 
h 1:1 
700 (Psi..) 

Source: Automotive F(Jc/s and Fiyur,•s. 

As the data indicate, the number of vehicles ( cars, trucks, and 
husses) registered has increased sevenfold sinC'c World War I. Ve
hicle miles traveled on United States highways have increased even 
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more, by some fifteenfold over the same period. Ton-mileage has per
haps increased to an even greater extent. 

. . This gen'.1ine revolution_ in the American transportation pattern 
w1thm a relatively short penod of time has decisively modified the 
traditional conception of the highway function of governments. The 
road or street no longer serves primarily as a means of providing 
access to property and as a means of general communication amonrr 
localities. llighway services constitute a major input for the produ;. 
tion and distrilmtion of an important share of national real income. 
No longrr !'an the provision of highway services be properly thought 
of as an ordinary governmental function akin to national defense 
education, and fire protection. ' 

THE HIGHWAY AS A PUBLIC UTILITY 

The rnmlern highway network can more appropriately be classi
fied in tire public utility category. This explains the location of this 
discussion in Part IX of this hook. For several reasons, one of them 
being the traditional conception of the road function and the develop
ment of tlrr public road, highways will continue to be operated di
rectly hy gon'rnmental units. Competitive or market organization of 
the higlmay industry appears to he neither feasible nor desirable, 
and pul1lic regulation of private highway utility firms appears almost 
equally implausible. But it is equally evident that certain specific in
dividuals nist ,rho scl'urc the primary and direct benefits from hav
ing road and street servicrs provided hy the public authorities, and, 
further, it is l'lcar that the individual usage of these services can be 
measured without diflicultv. This suggests that some method of pricing 
thesr scrvicrs directly may Le employed. In most of its essential char
acteristi!'s, therefore, the highway more closely resembles the public 

utility than the collective good. 

Evolution of Highway-User Taxes 
The "public utility" conception of the highway fun~tion has not 

been fully accepted. Nevertheless, the fiscal demands winch the auto
motive revolution has placed, and continues to place,_ on ha1:d-pres~ed 

f d d f · ·1· 1 of this modified view governments has orce a e acto 1ecog111 IOI • 

of the highway. Very early in this century, in 1901, motor vehicle 
registration fees were introduced Ly the state of New York. By 1905, 

, 1 · · · t · 1·011 fees and after 1910, twenty-five states were evymg some reg1s ia 1 , , 

states beo-an to use these fees for the purpose of collecting revenues 
t:, 
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from highway users. In 1919, Oregon hecame the first state to intro
duce the excise tax on gasoline, but liy 1929, all states levied taxes 
on gasoline. More recently, third-structure taxes on gross receipts, 
ton-miles, axle-miles, and so on havc been imposC'd on certain types 
of road users. These separate taxes ,rill he disC'us,-ed in some greater 
detail at a later point, but the thing lo lie noted hcrc is that these 
taxes are essentially user prices. T!tPy rPprcsent an attempt on the 
part of the government conccnwd lo impose differentially heavy taxes 
on the direct beneficiaries of the p11lilic scrvicTs provided. They have 
long been recognized as benefit taxes. :\nd. in 01w sense, public utility 
prices can always he classified as lw,wfit taxes. 

The imposition of excise taxation on gasoline and motor vehicles 
does not, in itself, suggcst the ac·cTptancc of a puhli(' utility view of 
the highway function. As noted 1ncviously. go,Trnments often choose 
to levy specific excise laxes as a means of r,1isi11g 1T,-cn11es for general 
purposes. Gasoline and motor vehicles co11ld. C'OJH·civ,ilily. he in a 
position analogous to liquor and toliacco. S11mpluary aspcc·ts of con
sumption might generate a p11lilie acceptan<·c of difTcrcntially heavy 
taxation. But the mere posing of this comparison s11ggcsls that high
way-user taxes are wholly different in d1aradn from thc s11mptuary 
taxes. No one has heard an argument to the cffcd that liquor taxes 
are justified beeause of certain ~pccial lw,wfits that the government 
provides to the drinking mcmlwrs of the pop11latio11. By contrast, 
highway-user taxation has licen almost unin·rsally j11,-tified on the 
basis of the lienefit principle. 

Growth of Earmarking 
Even more important in this <·onnec·tion than thr IJ('1Wfit basis 

of highway taxation has been the development of the '"separateness" 
of highway tax revenues. During the early years of the automotive 
revolution, taxes on road users were justified on the l1e11di1 principle, 
but revenues were channeled into the general fund and highway ex
penditures were made from the general fund. State governments 
found that the highway-user taxes were especially produc!ive. and a 
share of the revenues came to be diverted to nonhighway uses in many 
cases. This led to a demand that highwa y-uscr taxes lie segregated and 
that the revenues be earmarked for expenditures only on road con· 
struction and maintenance. Provisions of this nature are now incor
porated in many state fiscal systems. 

The public utility nature of the highway funetion has been even 
more emphatically emphasized in recent federal legislation. In 1956, 
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when the basic legislation providing for the construction of the inter
state highway system was ena~ted, the funds from federal highway
user taxes were earmarked directly for accumulation in a special 
highway trust fund set up outside the regular budget of the federal 
government. and all federal highway expenditures (grants to states) 
were limited to payments from this fund. For the first time, highway
user taxe,-; and hiµJ1way expenditures were removed from the general 
budget of the frderal government. 

HIGHWAY TAXES AS USER PRICES 
A rn11ti11uatio11 of this development seems almost certain as the 

rapidly innea,-;ing vchirnlar traffic places more and more demands 
for higlmay fa<'ilities on governmental units. The needs of the direct 
u,ers of the higlmav nellrnrk. the motorists, will continue to over
whelm the g<'neral 1·ommunity needs for roads. The collective interest 
in highway ,-.t•nil'es are inframarginal. For all practical purposes, 
higlmay ,-;en i<'es. at the current margins of decision, may Le con
sidered to lw e,-;,-;cntially primte. 

The f11II recognition of the private and divisible nature of high
way sen-in•,-; ,-.ugge,-.t,; that. for reasons of both equity and efficiency, 
user price,-; ,-;hould lie employed. As implied above, highway-user 
taxes can I 1(',-;t l,c con,-;idcred as user prices of a special type. It will 
he useful to di,-;t·u,-;s the separate highway-user taxes separately. 

Gasoline Taxes 
All ,-.tall',-; now impose excise taxes on the sale of gasoline and 

diesel fuel. Current ( 1960) rates of tax on gasoline range from a 
low of 3 1·1•11t,; per gallon in Missouri to a high of 7.5 cents in Okla
homa. The median rate for state gasoline taxation is 6 cents per gal
lon. In addition to these state taxes. the federal government levies a 

tax on µ.asoline ,-ale,. Currently (1960), this federal tax is 4 cents 
per gallon. Only a few of the local units of government impose taxes 

on gasoline. . 
Gasoline taxes are major revenue producers. St_at~ co_Ilectwns 

f I · 1 t 1· I 1],· le·s tlnn ~3 b1Ilwn m 1958, rom I llS SOUi'('(' a!llOllllteu O S 1g l J s ' " 

l ·1 · · · I I ct] 6 I ·11·0 1 These totals can he w II e federal collcct10ns excee1 C( ,, • H l 1 · 

I · l 1· ]I · 0 ·0 1· tl1e ] 960's for two reasons. expeC'te( to IlllTCasc Sll ,stall Ia ) \c . ' • 

C . ·. . d . ·11 · r·e•1se collections even with ontmued mcn'asc 111 roa usage "1 me '· . 

L . . I I . . I the fedenl "overnment will sta le rates. In add1t1on, Jot 1 states ,Ill! ' " . 
. d · , , · order to finance mountmg surely enaet contmue rate mcreases Ill 

demands for improved highway facilities. 
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The gasoline tax closely resembles a direct-user price. The lj. 
ability of the individual motorist varies directly with his usage of 
the highway network since his •·onsurnption of gasoline depends di
rectly on the mileage traveled. The relation:ship l,etween highway 
usage, and gasoline tax paid, is not. of •·our,;e, 1wrfect. Dut the gaso
line tax is not too different from the prit·t· for water or electricity 
paid to the municipality or power cornpany 011 the basis of metered 
services. 

The deficiencies in gasoline taxe:-. wh<'n considered as user 
prices, lie in their failure to discriminate arnong u,;er,; in aceordance 
with either the efficiency of different n-hid<'s in producing ton-miles 
or the usage of different segmPnh of the road ndwork. If all vehicles 
produced the same amount of ton-milt's pn gallon of gasoline, the 
gasoline tax would measure, mon· or less JH'rfcctly, the amount of 
road usage. But insofar as the ton-miles per gallon of fuel vary 
sharply among the separate vehicle classes, uniform gallonage rates 
of tax will tend to discriminate against the whicles that are least 
efficient in using fuel. Those vehicles sf'curing the grPatcst ton-mileage 
per gallon of fuel will tend lo he diffcrentiallv Lnored. They will 
be allowed to "purchase" road services at a lower pril'e than other 
road users. This distinction is important in rdcrence to the impact 
of the gasoline tax on the owners of private automobiles and on 
trucks. Large trucks can normally produce more ton-miles per gallon 
of gasoline or diesel fuel than the prirnte l'ar. If this is true, and if 
ton-miles are considered to be the !Jest measure of actual road usage, 
then the uniform gallonage rate of the gasoline tax, taken independ
ently, will tend to "price" highway services more cheaply to trucks 
than to automobiles. 

The second deficiency with the gasoline tax, whf'n considered as 
a user price, lies in its uniform applicability to all of the separate 
roads in a given highway network. If units of highway services could 
be supplied for the same average cost on each ~egment of road, this 
would present no problem. But it seems evident that different roads 
involve different costs. A uniform tax on gallons of fuel consumed 
over the whole highway network cannot effectively introduce such 
differentials. 

Vehicle Registration Fee 

The second major highway-user tax is the motor vehicle registra
tion fee or tax. The federal government does not impose this tax, but 
the states collected almost $1.5 billion from this source in 195B. 
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~any more local units of government levy this user tax than the gaso
lme tax. The average state fee per vehicle amounted to almost $24 
in 1955, and some moderate increases have been instituted since that 
time .. The :•~erage fee for private automobiles was almost $13 per 
year m 19.,;), and the average fee for busses and trucks was almost 
$42 per year. 

When considered as a user price, the motor vehicle registration 
fee can he demonstrated lo provide a very useful complement to the 
gasoline tax. It does not, of course, measure directly the usage of the 
road network. Instead it imposes a fixed charge for the privilege of 
using the hi1-d1way network. In this sense, it is very similar to the in
stallation ('harge employed liy many private utility companies as a 
part of the total price of the services rendered. The disadvantage of 
the motor \Thiele tax lies in its failure to measure road usage directly; 
but whrn this tax is considered alongside the gasoline tax this ob
jection d isa ppca rs. The license or registration tax supplements the 
gasoline tax in that some of the deficiencies in gasoline taxation can 
be overcome lo a largP degree. The registration tax is almost ideally 
suited for discrimination along the separate classes of users. Those 
vehicles whi!'h are mor<' eflicient in using fuels to produce ton-miles 
can be pla<'cd in a higher category for the payment of license fees. 
The higher registration taxes that are placed on trucks and busses 
can he considered to reflect some recognition of this point by public 
authorities. 

Wlwn congestion is considered to be a genuine cost, the motor 
vehicle registration fee ran even more effectively be used to discrimi
nate among vehi<'lcs in accordance with the congestion that they are 
likely to create. To this date, governments have very rarely consid
ered the elimination of congestion to be one of the functions of high
way "pri<'ing."' Consequently. the pattern of currently imposed user 
taxes docs not refled the differential congestion costs that different 
classes of vehicles neate. However, as congestion becomes a more 
serious problem in the highly urbanized sections of the United States, 
it seems prolial,le that increasing attention will he gi:en t~ the pros
pect of using the possible differentiation in motor vehicle license fees 
as a means of !'harging higher road "prices" to those road users who 

lend to create congestion. 

Third-Structure Taxes 
· mercial usa 0 e of the Several of the states impose taxes on com o 

h. h d b h 1·ne 01· motor fuels tax and 1g way system over an a ove t e gaso 1 
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the registration taxes. These are called third-structure taxes. These 
taxes represent an attempt to impose upon commercial vehicles a 
total charge for highway usage more in keeping with the incremental 
costs that the public authority must incur in providing highway facili
ties adequate to accommodate heavy vehicular traflic. These taxes take 
several forms. One hasis employed is ton-mileage; another is axle
mileage; still another is gros,- receipts of the transportation firms. 
Again it seems probable that more and more states ,rill adopt these 
third-structure taxes in future years. The incrca,-ing usage of the high
way network as a means of transporting freight coupled with the 
added congestion that heavy whiclcs generate \\ill prohal,ly tend to 
shift public attitudes toward an ac'<'('pla1H't' of third-,-tructure taxes as 
an appropriate part of the whole sci of hi;d1way-user charges. 

Direct Pricing through Toils 
The direct-user price is employed for toll highwap. tunnels, and 

bridges. Prior to the onset of federal discussion of the intnstate high
way system in 1954, the toll road ,ms gaining increasing popularity 
in the United States, and many primary toll facilities ,rere con
structed in the decade hetween the end of World War II and 1955. 
To a large extent, federal financing of the inter,-,tate system has re
placed the need for additional toll facilities. at least for an interim 
period. 

The success of the great majority of tlH' toll roads in securing 
revenues sufficient to service and amortize the original costs of the 
facilities indicates that direct pricing of highways is. in the proper 
circumstances, both feasihle and desiral,Ie. The choice hetween the 
direct pricing of highways and the indirect pricing represented by 
highway-user taxation should be based largely on the cost,-; of admin• 
istration. It seems evident that for most interrelated roads and streets 
with frequent entry and egress points the charging of tolls would re
quire an inordinately large outlay for admini~tration. Collection 
booths would have to he located at numerous points on the roadway. 
serving both to restrict traffic movement and to require expensive 
maintenance. By contrast, however, the direct-pricing alternative is 
suggested for all limited access throughwa ys. Where access to the 
road is reasonably limited, there seems no reason at all why the direct 
users should not be charged with the costs of the facility. Even for 
those roads with frequent entry and egress points. modern techniques 
of automation may make possible a much more efficient usage of the 
toll method than now appears to be economically feasible. 
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The choice between direct pricing through tolls and the indirect 
pricing that is represented by highway-user taxes can be illustrated 
with referen('e to the interstate highway system that is under construc
tion. As sugge,;ted previously, the federal government finances 90 
per cent of the costs of construction of this system of limited access 
roads, de,-;igncd to connect the major population centers in the country. 
The principle of charging highway users directly with the full costs 
of the sy,;tcm was embodied in the original revenue legislation enacted 
in 1956. Th(' federal share is financed through revenues collected 
from the frdt'ral highway-user taxes. In this way, highway users will 
pay for the inter,-;tate system. But a more efficient method of payment 
would seem to l,e that of removing the federal user taxes and replac
ing the,e \vith a ,-~-,;tern of tolls to be charged on the completed system. 
Since de,-ign ,-;fandards require that all roads in the system be of lim

ited a(TC""· tlwrc would he no administrative reason why tolls could 
not be c~tahli,.Jied. Certainly the direct-pricing method would result 

in a more dli(·it'nt u,-;age. With indirect financing through user taxes, 

all moturi,-;f,-;. \\ lwthcr or not they use interstate roads, will pay for 

the sy,-;te111. \\ ith the direct method of pricing, only those motorists 

who use thl' new fal'ilitics would be charged. The fact that the toll 

method of finanl'ing wa,-; never seriously proposed for the interstate 

higlnrny ,-;y,-;lt'n1 ,-;uggcsts that the traditional conception of the "free" 

public road ha,; not hcen fully replaced by the public utility concep

tion, although pulilic opinion is \l'illing to accept a de facto recogni

tion of this more appropriate view through the levy of user taxes. 

CRITERIA FOR HIGHWAY INVESTMENT AND 
EXP EN DITU RE 

Highway expe1Hlitures account for something on the 01:der of 

2 per c(•nt of gm,;,; national product. The absolute amount of highway 

spendi1w \\ ill ('Crtainlv increase over the next two decades; the pro· 
· " · 'II , I· ·· · I ti· ti correct amount portwnate amount probably w1 .1 ~o 11~e. s 11s 1e 

of ,;pending 011 highways. roads, and streets? Should more be spent 

f · · · · ? O · ti t· tes ·rnd the federal O'overn-or tl11s important Jund1011. r a1e 1e s d ' . , o 

I I· I • · , l1·1re of the nat1011 s scarce ment l'll rrent y sJH'lH rng too a I ge a s , . 
· · · ·e1· exp'llldlllcr network of con-economw resoun·e,-; 111 creat111g an e\ · ' "' . 

crete and asplialt't What criteria may be introduced to assiSt gov-

ernmental unib in making decisions such as these? . 
, . II . d .. 11d services the only available For "enu111ely co ect1ve goo s a , . 

. . "' . . .. ] evaluation of the comparative cntena must be found 111 some genera 
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costs and benefits of the goods in question, an evaluation that c~n he 
made only Ly individuals acting in their various capacities as decision 
makers in a collective sense. The employment of direct taxes on 
users of highways suggests that some variant of the public utility 
approach to expenditure and investment is more appropriate in this 
case. The problem of determining the proper or socially desirable 
amount of expenditure on the provision of hiµJ1ways should, there
fore, be somewhat more amenable to (JUantitativc methods of analysis 
than that of determining the proper amount of a genuinely collective 
good or service. 

Insofar as user taxes are specifically tied to the direct benefits 
from highway consumption, some version of the profitability criterion 
seems to Le indicated. The simplest rule ,mu Id be one which limits 
highway expenditure to reve1111es collected from earmarked taxes. 
If these revenues prove more than sufficient to maintain an existing 
road network and to amortize the debt that may have l,een issued at 
the time of construction, a surplus will be generated which can be 
plowed Lack into new construction, impron·nw11t, and expansion of 
the system. If revenues are just sufficient to ('over full maintenance 
and amortization charges, this indicates that neither expansion nor 
contraction of the highway network is needed. Finally, if revenues are 
not large enough to cover the necessary maintenance and amortization 
charges, the highway system should be reduced in ;,cale. 

As suggested in the discussion of investment criteria in Chapter 
37, this simple profitability rule works well only if certain conditions 
are present. The most important of these is that user prices must be 
set in a manner analogous to the competitive market price. The price 
charged to users of the facility must Le sulliciently hi;.d1 to eliminate 
all excess demand if the facility is too small, and sufficiently low to 
eliminate all excess supply if the facility is too large. If expansion of 
the system is to be internally financed without del,t issue, the user 
price must exceed the long-run average cost of supplying the services. 
If user price is set equal to long-run average co,-;t ( refer to OC in 
Figure 37-1), excess demand will exist if the facility is too small, 
but no excess revenues will he accumulated for internal investment 
in expansion. Instead of "profits" Leing accumulated, a "shortage" of 
services will occur; unsatisfied demanders will be present. 

The highway investment problem is made espet:ially difficult 
for several reasons. In the first place, although user taxes do represent 
genuine user prices to a large extent, governments have never seen 
fit to set these taxes in accordance with accepted public utility pricing 
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principles. At best, user taxes tend to be established at averaO'e-cost 
levels regardless of the scale of operation to which the highw:y net
work has Ileen eonstructed. Since it seems almost certain that this net
work has rPmained too small during most of the period of the last 
forty )'f'a rs. rf'\'enucs from usn taxes have not heen sufficient to 
finance internally the expansion that has been needed. 

One aspect of the difficulty arises from the peculiar nature of 
highwav snvil'es. When roads are "underpriced," no "shortage" ap
pear,; in the sf'11se that would occur if water or electricity were u11der
priced. Hoads do not "run out"; they are not "used up" in consump
tion. Iu~tcad, the quality of services enjoyed by each road user is 
dimi11islwd if the point is reached where excess demand is present. 
There are external diseconomies in road usage beyond a certain point, 
and these take the form of l'ongestion. the characteristic phenomenon 
of modern urhan America. 

If. in fact, highway services are "underpriced," an increase in 
the ge11eral level of user taxes can accomplish two results at the same 
time. First, and most importantly. the increases can provide a source 
for accumulating funds with which road system expansion can Le 
fi11an<·cd \\ ithout rc,;ort to debt issue. Secondly, the increases, through 
the rationi11g i11here11t in a11y price structure, can reduce somewhat 
the usage of the existi11g highway network; congestion can to some 
c·xtent be relien·d duri11g the period of highway expansion that the 
climi11ation of congestio11 itself finances. A rudimentary examination 
of the hi;dmay system in the United States suggests that a general 
increa,;c in hi1.d1way-us<:>r prices would be desirable for both of thes<:> 
reasons. 

If highway-user taxes are not increased, there are two alternative 
prospects. The first is simply that the congestion itself will establish 
~omc sort of equilibrium. Motorists will pay a major share of the 
C'0sts of highway usage in the form of congestion. It should be em
phasized that congestion costs involve an investment of economil' 
resources just as much as does the construction of a highway network. 

The second prospect is that projected traffic at current levels of 
user taxes be estimated along with the revenues that existing taxes 
will produce. If these future revenues can he accurately estimated. 
then a policy of debt financing for the required expansion in the 
road network may Le undertaken. As shown in Chapter 27, the 
issue of public debt is justified where the benefits from investment 
are expected to accrne over long periods of time. A needed short-run 
construction program can be facilitated by resort to careful debt 
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financing. A major difficulty with this approach lies in the fact that 
better highway facilities will themselves generate more traffic. There-. 
fore, the issue of debt instruments to finance a planned once-and-for. 
all expansion in a highway network may not rf',illy resolve the 
dilemma. \Vhen the network is constructed, revenues produced may 
all be required to service the debt issue. No excess funds will be 
available to construct an expansion of sen·ic<' that tlw unanticipated 
demands on the network have created. 

In the postwar period, states have followed all three routes 
toward solving the ··J1ighway prolilem."" Fibt of all. it is evident 
to all motorists that congestion has !wen allowed to den·lop. Secondly, 
highway-user tax rates have lieen generally increased. and there 
seems to he 110 likelihood that these increases will cease in the near 
future. Highway construction costs have gone up rapidly so that some 
increases in tax rates would have lieen required even to maintain 
existing networks. Finally. states have issued l,onds to finance road 
expansion. The federal governmrnt. in it,; important hii.dmay legisla
tion of 1956, chose to finance ib predominant share of the construc
tion costs of the interstate hii.dma y sys I cm th rough inneases in user 
taxes. After a heated and lengthy dis,·ussion and deliate. those who 
advocated a pay-as-we-go federal program !'arricd the day. The op
posing group who had proposed an issue of siw,·ial federal hiidnvay 
bonds to finance the major part of the outlay 011 the interstate system 
were defeated. As the program progresses, however, the federal gov
ernment may resort to bond i:-s11c to finaJH'P the system lw<'ause of 
a continuing reluctance to increa,-;e highway-11ser tax<>,-;. 

LOCATION OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
HIGHWAY FINANCING 

The provision of highway s<>rviccs has traditionally l,<>en a re
sponsibility of state and local units of government. As the automotive 
revolution has required more and more investment in roads, the 
states have gradually assumed the primary fiscal r<'sponsihility at 
this level. The federal government has. however. expressed an inter
est in highway services, and, sinre 19] 6, when the first federal-aid 
legislation was enacted, some fedt'ral support has heen provided 
to the states through a system of matching grants-in-aid. 

Under the federal grant-in-aid program prior to 1956, the states 
retained the major share of financial responsibility for the highway 
network. Federal aid was limited in amount and was specifically ap· 
plicable only to the construction of road segments designated as 
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federal-aid highways. Funds were divided among the several states in 
accordance with specific allocation formulas, and matching state 
efforts were required for :;tate eligibility to receive these funds. The 
federal highway authority, the Bureau of Public Roads, exercised 
some surwrvisory control over the design standards and the location 
of federal-aid projects, but this control was indirectly administered 
through the requirement of prior approval of all projects. Before 
1954, federal funds were made available to states on a 50 per cent 
matching basis; states were required to pnt up one dollar for each 
federal-aid dollar received for highway construction. In 1954, the 
federal share was increased to 60 per cent. 

Federal grants-in-aid to the states for highway construction did 
not exceed one-half liillion dollars annually before 1954. Table 38-2 
indicates the magnitude of federal aid granted to the states in selected 
,ear,- since ]916. 

TABLE 38-2 

Federal-Aid Authorizations Administered by the Bureau 
of Public Roads 

Selected Years, 1916-70 

ll<'!t"lar Federal A id 
(111 111i//io11s) Year 

------

$ s 1933 
7.J 1936 
7:; 1957. 

2-1-'.l 1938. 
12:; 19:;9 . 
1:17 1960. 
:;oo IIJ6:1. 
soo 1966. 
;,7:; 1%9. 

Regular Federal Aid 
(fn millions) 

$ 87S 
87:i 

2,000 
2,530 
:I.Oi3' 
:l,400' 
2 ,200t 
2,200t 
1,02,;t 

..;oun-P:-1 l :-.;. Bnn·nu of p 11b(ir Hoads. /lrqhll'1/\' Sfal1s{1cs, and l'.S. Co~1i;:rrss. _l,rnL'S ~,.fafin(J lo Frdrrul 
1

1
,1 ·,

11 
<:ori.s/rw·/rnri of froflds 1\\"rishington, I) 1: 11 S (;on·rnmt•nt Printing (lnu·,•, ltJ;,8). 

"'l'roj,•ctt"d. . 
tlnduclPs proj 1•ct1·d nid P,pr1ulit11r"s f11r 111!1•r:-.tnlP sysl<'m only. 

The whole liasis of federal participation in highway construction 
was chanoed with the revenue and aid legislation of 1956. During 
World w:r II, there ,ms some initial discussion of a specially desig
nated network of interstate hi;.dnrnys. and some preliminary plans 
were made toward setting up a national mapping of such roads. This 
discussion was revived and carried forward in 195•1, and the revenue 
Je"islation of 1956 is the result. The argument for expanded federa I 
pa~·ticipation was based on the presumed overriding national interest 
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in a limited system of interstate roads linking the major population 
centers of the country. National defense aspects were not omitted 
from the discussion of the proposals. When the issue was put before 
the Congress in 1955, there was relatiwly little debate concerning 
the relative roles of the federal government and the states. Here, as 
in many other instances in AmNican experiencP. the states proved 
willing to accept greater federal control in exchange for greater fed
eral aid. 

The 1956 legislation established the inter,;lall' higlmay system. 
This network of roads, 41,000 mile,,;, was originally supposed to Le 
rnnstructed by 1970, and design standards Wf're supposed to allow 
this network to acco111111odate trallic projected through 1975. It was 
dear that if such a major construction program were lo lie carried 
through, supplemental financing owr and aliove that available in 
19.56 was required. Tlw most sip1ifica11t df'liale concerning; the en• 
actment of the 1956 legi,dation 11 ,1s 11 lwther tlw 1·011strnction program 
should be financed from an issue of specially designated frderal high
way bonds or whether federal user taxes 11ere to lw raist>d ,;u/liciently 
to finance the conslrnction progra1n rn1 a pav-as-we-ride basis. The 
latter, and more conservative. financial position won this debate, and 
the program was approved only after revenue legislation was passed. 
The federal excise tax on gasoline was increased from 11/:! to 3 cents 
per gallon, federal excise levies 11cre imposed on tirPs and tread 
ruhLer, and a new federal tax levied on gross weight of heavy 
vehicles was introduced. Hevcnups from these taxes, along with some 
share of the revenues from the federal Pxcise taxes 011 vehicles, was 
specifically earmarked for the highway trust fund. As mentioned in 
an earlier chapter, some acceleration of expenditures from the high• 
way trust fund was authorized by Congress in re,-ponse to the reces· 
sion of 1958. This acceleration had the effect of threatening either 
the solvency of the fund or the continuation of the program. As a 
result, the federal tax on gasoline was increased to 4 cents a gallon 
in 1959. 

Grants to the separate states from this trust fund were authorized 
for expenditure on construction of this interstate system, with the 
shares of the different states being determined by the mileage and 
design standards of the interstate segments included within their 
borders. The federal share of construction costs was set at 90 per cent 
and the state share at 10 per cent. All roads of this system are re• 
quired to he limited access roads, constructed in aceordance with 
relatively rigid design standards as determined by the U.S. Bureau 
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of Public Roads. The program of expanded federal participation in 
th~ construction of the interstate system was, somewhat nai:vely, con
ceived as a short-run, extraordinary program that could be tapered 
off once the system's initial construction was completed. (Note the 
estimated figure for 1969 in Table 38-2.) A more realistic appraisal 
suggests that the traffic generated by the system itself will make its 
design standards obsolete prior to the completion date and that this, 
in addition to rapidly rising costs, will make a rather continual in
neasc in federal financial support necessary. 

Federa I grants to the states in support of the remaining federal
aid roads haYe continued lo be made since the passage of the 1956 
legislation. A continuation of this earlier program seems somewhat 
questionable, although political pressures on the Congress are almost 
('ertain to insure this. The basic argument for federal participation 
in the financial responsibility for the highway network must rest on 
some national interest in maintaining an interstate system of roads. 
The designation of the interstate system as separate and apart from 
the more <"ornplex nt'lwork of local highways seems to be a desirable 
d1a11c!e, But federal-aid funds should largely be limited to this system. 
There seems to he little basis lo the contention that some important 
11a tiona 1 i 11tnt>sl f'xisb in remaining state and loca I roads. 

THE SOCIAL COST OF CONGESTION 
The so-l'alled "hic!lmay problem"' in the United States, the prob

lem neated by the automotive revolution, has almost universally 
been considered to be one that could be solved only by the construc
tion of a highway network sufficient to accommodate the traffic. As 
suggested earlier, there seems little doubt but that the existing scale 
of the over-all highway facilities in most sections of the country is 
below what might be objectively classified as "optimal" or "efficient." 
But the co11struction-to-meet-11eeds approach tends to overlook an 
equally important, but wholly different, aspect of the highway prob
lem. It may be impossible, within the limits of any reasonable invest
ment, to build roads, streets, and highways sufficient to accommodate 
all traffic that desires to traYel even at "user prices" adequate to 
cover construction costs. For roads themselves generate traffic, or. 
in economic terms, roads make the productivity of private investment 
in motor vehicle travel greater. A continued attempt to build roads 
sufficient to accommodate traffic is one application of the "needs'' or 
"requirements" approach to budgeting discussed in Chapter 18. 
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An alternative approach recognizes that traffic congestion is 
itself a cost, one of the major costs of modern urban life, and also 
recognizes that there are other wap of meeting this problem than 
simply building more nprrss11·aYs. freP,rnvs. and limited access 
highways. This approa!'h aims directly at limiting the amount of 
traffic rather than expanding the ro,1d facility. The limitation-of. 
traffic approach seems to ofier sonw11hat better prospects for a fa. 
vorable ~olution in sonH· of tlw major nwtropolit,rn areas of the 
country. 

The traflic limitation approach to the higlmay problem includes 
many alternative means of accompl i~hi ng tllf' rem ova 1 of congestion 
desired. The simplest, and the most consistent with freedom of choice, 
is that of raising user taxes sufficiently to in:-ure that traffic is limited. 
The license or registration fee is especially adaptable to use as a 
means of directly limiting traffic flow. The oven-roweled metropolis 
:;hould clearly introduce much higher motor ,chide license fees to 
encourage more limited mrnership and operation of motor vehicles. 
And greater discrimination among the separate cla:-ses of vehicles 
could allow special taxation on those motorists who use the more 
congested road segments during the more crowded time periods. A 
somewhat expanded use of tolls could be introduced. and tolls could 
be made variable with congestion. The possil>ilities for iniaginative 
use of tolls and indirect pricing through u~er taxc,- ;-;eem almo,-t un
limited. 

A more direct attempt might he made lo limit traflic l>y govern
mental regulations forbidding or restricting road usage to certain 
vehicles at certain periods of time. Many cities now designate truck 
routes and force heavy vehicles to use these limited streets. Other 
cities prohibit heavy traffic during certain hours. Again this nature 
of regulation offers many prospects for imaginative authorities once 
the idea of traffic limitation is accepted. 

The major metropolitan centers of the country \\ill more or less 
be forced into the traffic limitation approaeh if they have not already 
been forced into it. The prospects for building downtown expressways 
and freeways sufficient to accommodate all of the vehicular traffic 
that would desire to use them, even at the cost pri<'e of construction, 
seem limited if anything resembling the traditional pattern of the 
central city is to be retained. The only alternative to traffic limitation 
for the major metropolis is a sprawling network of freeways and ex
pressways with the absence of any major central concentration. 
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Many more points could be made in connection with traffic con
gestion and_ urban pla~ning, but these are problems neither of public 
finance, stnctly speakmg, nor of public utility operation. This text
book is not, therefore, the appropriate place for expanded discussion. 
However, the national highway problem, which is conceived as one 
of pul,lic financing, cannot be adequately appreciated without some 
recognition of the traffic limitation alternative to road and street 
construction, especially as this problem is represented in the major 
metropolitan centers. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Highway financing occupies a special place in the subject field 
of public finance. While some elements of a collective good still 
l'haracterize tlw modern highway facility, the automotive revolution 
has ,;ha rply ('hanged the traditional conception. The highway can 
hes! lw corHTin.'d as a public utility, although it is one that must 
always lw directly operated hy government. This public utility ap
proach to the highway function has !wen generally recognized through 
the widc,pread adoption of hii.dnrnv-ust'l" taxes. although it has not 
l,een explicitly acceptecl. 

Highway-user taxes are ,i111ilar lo 11,wr pril·es. and they may best 
l,e analvzcd in this ,my. The gasoline tax measures road usage quite 
dost'h·.· although it cannot adequately discriminate among the ve
hicles of diffrrent efficienrv in fuel ('011s11111ptio11. The license fee pro
vides a ,11ital,lc t·o111plerm:11t tu the gasoline tax in that it can 111orc 
dfrctiveh· introduce the desired discrimination among the separate 
classes oi· higlnrnv nsers. Thinl-strncture taxes are used only to a 
limited <·xtcnl. anli the,e represt'nl attempts hy the states to introduce 
diffrn·nti;ils in l;txt·s that more ac1·uratel~· refled irHT<'me11tal costs 
of pro, iding the higlmay facilities. . 

Tolk or dircd·IISl'r prices. an• t·mployed on ,ome 111aJor arter
ies. and tlw toll road 1110n·me11l 11as gaining ground quite rapidly 

· t ti , ·,it(·r· •l·tll' ,,·,1e111 11ro0 r;1111 of constnwtion authorized in pnor o it r , , .. • ,.. . . . 

19'"( '('! •, f tl,11-,·, 1·e,trictcd to l11n1ted acce,s l11ghways becaust' ,) >. If' ll~( o ., . . 

f II t . t · l'trt till' u,e of tolls on all limited access faeilitie, o t"O ('(' !Oil ('(b ,. l · . 

· II• tit· .·,1 .. i]ile Toll, would seem tu l,e applicable to 
...;t•t•rn..;, t't'OllOlllH'i:l \ ~ '- · - . 

I · . I . I · r·t,·111 · l,trl this 111cthud \1as not adoptrd for tlu, I H' 111\cr-la <' ,\, <'Ill , -. 

svskm. 
'(' 1· ·1 I t·xlt'llt the llrnfitallilitv niteriun mav lw applied in 0 a I Ill I t't · • · . 

lwlpinµ_ µ_on·riun<'lltal units 1ktcrrni1w the amount of hi;dnrnv t•,. 
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!H'S desired. Since higlnrny-u;;er laxes have never been ration-
on the basis of public utility priring principles. however, the 

,ility criterion is not so helpfu I as it might be. An increase in 
~I of user taxes can serve t1rn fu11dions simultaneously: a 
Jf rt'H'1H1es for expa11ded conslrudion would IJe provided and, 
1i1ed degn'e. traflil' would lw rt'duced. 
e federal role in a:,;suming fina,wial responsibility for highway 
·tion was greatly expanded 11ith tlw authorization of the 
le ,-ystem in 1956. The 1·011Slruclio11 0111lav;; 011 this system 
,1,ably continue to lie very great for the 1wxt l110 decades. 
lutions lo the ''highway problem"' haw IJecn sought almost 
ely through the expansion of roads to meet current and ex
raffic demands. While the scale of the higlmay network has 
r been too :;mall in most area,; of the ('0L111try. a continued 
on this single approach to the ·•higlmay problem"' does not 

icient for many governments in metropolitan areas. Here a 
mitation approach may prove a morP effective one. Large 
~nters may be forced to ''solve" the congesti,rn prolJ!em by 
traffic, directly or indirectly, rather than building more ex
iS to accommodate vehicles. 

MENTARY READING 
a general discussion which embodies thr) ··puhlic utility" approaeh 

;hway function, the student should real m1 paper. "'The Pricing of 
Services," National Tax Journal, V iJune. lf).'i2 I, !J"i ]06. The stu
ld also consult 0. H. Brownlee and Walter Heller, "Highway De,·el
rid Financing," American Economic Revieu·, XLVI (May, 19.561, 
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CONDITIONAL PROSPECTS 

AND PROJECTIONS 

The purpose of this textbook is to provide the student 
v.y!1 an ~ntroduction to "the public finances," the fiscal system of the 
l mted Stall's at all levels of government. If this purpose has been 
accomplishl'd, any attempt to summarize the book at this stage would 
he hoth impossible and unnecessary. The set of legally constituted 
institutions that the term "fiscal system" calls to mind is pervasive in 
its impact. complex in ib operations, and essential to the maintenance 
of American society. 

As suggested in the preface, the study of the public finances 
falls din·ctly along the line of division between economics and poli
tics as these two disciplines have been traditionally defined. The 
study of a fiscal system is a study of public economy. But decisions 
that are made regarding this public economy are collective decisions, 
reached through the political rather than the market process. Any 
tlllderstamling of the fiscal institutions as they exist at any point in 
time must rest on some appreciation of the forces involved in the 
decision-making processes of a democratically organized society. 
The ccm1omists' traditional criteria for efficiency are applicable in 
some,,hat different wavs, when indeed these are applicable at all. 

Recognizing this: I have made little attempt in this book to 
develop clear and precise norms for the organization of a fiscal 
--~stem. Nor lrn.ve existing institutions been held up to ridicule and 
t·t iticism !H:'cause thev fail to meet implicitly assumed, but highly 
, lll<'stionahle. niteria · that have l,een traditionally accepted by fiscal 
theorist,;. The welfare aspects of public finance belong to a more 
advanced level of discourse than that which has been essayed here. 

The approach taken has, to a large extent, been positive. By 
this I mean that I have attempted, first of all, to provide a basic 
description of existing institutions and, secondly, to make predictions 

537 
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aliout the effects of these independently of value judgments. This is 
not to deny the intrusion of personal value judgments; of course these 
l'annot be kept wholly out of any discussion. But no effort has been 
made to impose value statements merely because of the opportunities 
that have presented themselves. 

Having taken what is essentially a positin· as rnntrasted with 
a normative approach to the existing fisl'al structure. I am not able, 
at this point in the book. to change diar,1cter and list thosf' fiscal 
reforms which ,-hould or shoul<l not lw introdut·<•<I. The positive ap
proach suggesb instead that this !'onduding !'haplcr ~hould in<'orpo
rate some predictions about the probable !'hanges that will hf' made 
in the fiscal strncture during the fortll('oming years. Care should lie 
taken to warn readers that such predictions mu~t lw almost wholly 
speculative. Changes in fis!'al institutions. in the pul,lic finances. an• 
made through the political process, and this is t·ompo,-ile of individ
ual choices. It may prove possilile, nevertheless. lo ascertain a few 
broad outlines of possilile <levelopmenb. 

The first point to lie noted is that both the principles upon which 
they are partially based and the existing fis!'al institutions themselves 
grew out of an era when the scope of the pulilie sedor of the economy 
was considerably more limited, both relatively and alisolutely, than 
that we have experien<"ed during the postwar ~cars. The stability of 
existing institutions has not liee11 adequately tested in the fifteen 
years since the close of World War II. This point is perhaps most 
clearly illustrated by reference to the developnwnt of the federal tax 
on personal or individual incomes. 

Fiscal theorists have long supported the \·iew that personal 
income is the appropriate base for a major share of the tax burden, 
and the predominance of this revenue soun·e in the federal fiscal 
structure must be attributed, in part at least, to these ideas. But it 
seems quite possible that the relative de,-irability of the personal in
come tax in the fiscal structure may vary indireetly with the size of tlw 
total budget. In a period when not more than ] 0 or ] 5 per cent of 
the national product was directed through the fiscal system, the ef
ficiency of the tax on personal income may have been greater than it 
is when almost one third of the national product is destined for col
lective purposes. One of the ever-present complaints about the fiscal 
structure during the postwar years has been to the effect that the tax 
base is gradually being eroded through the multiplication of deduc
tions and exemptions. In the discussion of tax reform which took 
place in 1959 and early 1960, the need to broaden the income tax 
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base seenwd to Le widely acknowledged. However, strong political 
support can he generated for almost 'every particular exemption 
deduction, and. "loophole." At the high level of rates required t~ 
support t_he nahona! budget, individuals and groups find it advanta
geous to rnvest considerable sums of money in tax evasion and avoid
ance, including investment in political agitation for special tax treat
ment. A continuation of rates at currently high levels may gradually 
t·rode the tax hase to the extent that some changes will become neces
sary. Sp<>cial exemptions and deductions may become sufficiently 
wide,-;pwad as to make the whole tax seem inequitable and unfair. 
The t->nwrgetH'C of this attitude, along with continued high rates, may 
ad to reduce the morality of the American taxpayer. The textbook to 
lie ,uitlen a decade hence may appropriately require chapters on 
both .. pre,-;surc groups'' and ••fiscal fraud," the latter being a subject 
11 hich has long been familiar to French and Italian scholars. 

A second shift of emphasis seems to indicate a modification in 
the ranking of the objectives of the fiscal structure. The Cold War 
and its corollary. the competition between the United States and the 
Soviet Cnion in terms of some measured rate of economic growth, 
has ca 11,-ed economic growth to be placed high in the listing of spe
•·ific objcctiws for national policy. This has led to an awakened 
interest in the effects of fiscal institutions on incentives lo work, to 
ill\'e~t. and to sa\'e. As a result, changes may be predicted which will, 
in effoct. tone down the redistributive objectives of the sy;;tem in 
<'xchange for furtherance of the growth objective. 

The pattern of federal expenditures will, of course, continue 
lo be dominated by defense outlay. Only a substantial change in 
the international atmosphere could allow any reduction in defense 
outla\'s over the decade of the 1960's, and the more probable result 
seem~ to lie eyer-increasing expenditures made necessary by the 
increasingly complex weapons technology. Nondefense expenditur~s 
seem almost wholly unpredictable, except for the fact that certam 
programs exist and will he continued. The introduction_ o~ new s~~nd
ing programs will depend upon the strength of confltctmg political 
pressures for expanded federal projects and for re~uced federal 
taxes. As the economy grows, existing rates of tax wtll, of _course, 
generate increasing revenues, and some collective deci~ions _will need 
to he made between tax reductions and further expansions 111 federa 1 

d
. If the ftit11re ma)' be predicted from the past, spen mg programs. 

there seems to be a strong hias in favor of the latter as opposed to 

the former alternative. 
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The demands for additional public services that arise from the 
rapidly increasing population and its concentration in the urban and 
suburban areas are placed initially on the local unit,- of government. 
These demands for more and collective services at this level may he 
expected to increase. Local units will be foffed to increase rates of 
tax, and states will also he required to increase local shares of state
collected taxes to finance these needs. An f'xpa11<leJ fr<kra I govern
ment role in meeting these essentially local needs may or may not 
take shape. Again it seems difficult to predict the result of what will 
be, fundamentally, a struggle between the centralist and the decentral
ist conception of the American polity. 

Two predictions can lie made with a reasona!Jle degree of cer
tainty. The size of the public sector will increase unles,; some major 
change in the Cold War should be realized. In terms of al,solute size. 
this prediction seems almost certain. In terms of the relative share of 
the total economy, the prediction seems more que:;tionahle, but the 
student who is impressed hy hi:;torical experience need only refer 
again to the tables in Chapter 4. While Wagner's law of ever-increas
ing governmental activity has little logical support, facts ;-;eem never 
to have refuted its validity. 

The second prediction that seems somewhat less certain is that, 
within the foreseeable future. there will he no revolutionary reform, 
in the tax or the expenditure structure. The changes that may be 
introduced will be marginal, and the effects of changes in fiscal 
philosophy, should these occur, will take place slowly. Fiscal institu
tions, as all others, tend to assume lines of their own. and the student 
of the public finances would be wise to recognize this. 
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constant returns, 512 
increasing returns, 513 

Private choice, compared with collective 
choice, 49-50 

Private debt, analo~y with public deht, 
345-46 

Private !(Oods 
and collective goorls, di,tinrtion between, 

19 
public supply of, 503- H, 

l'rirnte sen-in·, publicly prm idrrl, 24-2:; 
l'rocurenwnt, cxprnditun· for, 222-24 
Productive expenditures, 31 
Progress and Po,·erty, 4-1.'l 
Progressi, e income tax, 284 87 
Progrt'$!->iH· and proportional income tax..i

t ion, 28-1-87 
Progressive tax, 256- .SCJ 

bases for, 2.,8 
rates, 169--70 

Prop,•rty 
definition and cla--ificat ion of. H7-49 
tax, 447-(,2 

actual, 1·ffccts of, 461-62 
economic effects of, 457-(,2 
i:cneral, 448-49 
ideological origin, of, -1 lO -,1S 
specific, effects of, 460 

valm·, a~se~sment of, 4.19-:;;~ 
Proportional tax, 256-S7 
•·Public," borrowing from. CJ:; 
Public assistance, 397-99 

grants, 496-97 
program~, economic rff,·<·ts of. :}98-99 

l'uhlic dt'!,t; see also D,·bt, National <leht 
analogy with privall' debt, 345-46 
hurd,·n of, :H2-43 
,·xternal and internal, 3-16 -17 
int<'rf"st on, 52 
principlC's of, 3,U-58 
real, and disguisl'd mo1wy cn·ation, ;,47 

50 
retirement of, 353-54 
,tabilization aspects of, 35-1-S6 
transfrr argument of, 343-45 

Public enterpris,·, organization of, S 1.) 
Public expenditure; see Expenditun· 
Public finance 

conJ.itional pro,prct, and proj1·rlion~ n•• 
gar<ling, 5a7 

"principles" of, 16 
and public operation 

of education. 391-9., 
of scrvic,·s, 21-22 

subject of, 9-11 
traditional principles of, 164--7:i 

Public health grants, 498 
Public hospitals, 399-401 
Public operation and public financing; of 

services, 21-22 
Public roa<ls, traditional attitudt>s toward, 

517-18 



Public school system; see Education 
Public sector of American economy 

,lcvelopment of, 28-43 
growth of, 44-51 

l'uhlir service standards, interstate differ
•·nce, in, 4i8-i9 

Pu \die -.;ervice ... ; see Collecti\'e goods, Go,·
r·rnml'll t sen ire .... 

1'11 hlic supply 

and indin·ct taxation, 503-4 
of pri\'att' goods, 503-6 

l'ul,lir utiliti,•s. 2·1, 401, 504-6 
1,iµhwav as. 519 
11rl('i11g 

con ... tant return". 512 
in"n•a<;;.ing n•turn'-, 513 

Q 
<,lua-..i-collt-cti\{• goods and ~errices, 22-24 

R 

!{at,· ,c!Jt'dulr· for 19'>8 tax return. 269 
l{ati· ~trudure 

corporation incomt• tax, 296-97 
of 1wr--onal incom,· tax, 267-73 

l{ationality 

nitt>rion of. 176-78 
in dcci-.ion making, 205 6 

H,·al in('Olllf' a-. a tax ba~e. ll.)-.1(J 

H,·al national inronw. 59 
Ht·al propPrty; see also Propnty 

d,.f11wd. ·1·IB 
laXt''-, and collccti,c dcci~ion~ . . \(,2 

H,·al-world cconom~. ~ruwth in. 144--t.l 
H,·c·,·ipt-. and 1·x1wnditurt""'· liudg,l't, pro-

po,ed, 197 
H,·c,·ssion of l95i-58, 94-%. ll2 
l\,•creational faciliti,·, and park,. !02 
H,·,li:-trihution 

dirc-ct 
and µ:,·ncral. thro1q,.d1 la:\t''"' and ~uh-..i

di!'s, 158-.S9 
<unong- ~pf'cific group:-., 1.)8 -59 

by fiscal proc!'ss, 153-63 
indirPcl, through di,criminatory "prie

inl!," 1:,9-61 
hy nonfisral nwans, 161-62 

llt'grl':-:-ivP tax. 257-58 
Rq!:ulatory nwa--ures, a'" rollt•di1tt• good, 

W 21 
lte11t 

t•cor10111ie, modern tht'ory of, 4-1·1 •15 
l{irardiun tllt'ory of, H2-4:l 

l(,.,,.arrh anti developml'nt, military, 225-
2(, 

H,•-..oun·,· ali--orption. :,!O,crnmental, 31. 40 
11 
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RRetail sales tax; see Sales tax, general 
evenue sources 
federal; see Federal revenue sources 
state-local, 405-24 

R:ven~es, cyclical instability of, 298-99 
R1card1an theory of rent 442-43 
Ricardo, David, 442 ' 
Roosevelt, Franklin D., 116 

s 
Sales tax 

general, 135, 425-34 
advantages of, 431-32 
disadvantages of, 432-34 
economic effects of, 427-31 
effect on prices, 428-29 
secondary effects of, 431 
and specific excise tax, distinction be

tween, 427-28 
Samuelson, Paul, 172 
Savings 

double taxation of, 146-47, 283-84 
incentives, 283-84, 287 
intended, an<l intended investment, 61-

62 
and investment, equality of, 60-61 

'-avings Bonds. Series E, 362 
Scale effects, displacement and, 51 
Schedule of average rates of tax on taxable 

income, 271 
Securities, federal; see Federal securities 
Senate approval of federal expenditure, 

191 
Senate Finance Commillee. 191-92 
Series E Savings Bonds, 362 
~ervices indivisible: see Collective goods 
Shifted tax, 280-81 
Shifting of corporation income tax, 303-6 
Single tax, and Henry George, 443-44 
Sixteenth Amendment, 261 
Slum clearance, 243 
Smith, Adam, 442 
Social goals, and fi,cal institutions, 127-83 
Social justice, monopoly, and instability. 7 
"Social overhead" capital, expenditures for, 

149 
:,ocial Security Act, 324 
Social security expenditures, 245-46 
Social security program, 197-98, 236 
Social security system, 321-23 
Social services, 25-26 

Jefense of, 26 
":--ocial utility," 12- 16 

Jefining, 12 
Social welfare, 13- 16 

expenditures, 147-48 
"Soil bank" plan, 240 
Spillover effects, 167-73 
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Stabilization policy; see Monetary stability 
State-local debt, 403 
:-tale-local expenditure, 35-38, 47-48 

for education, 389-96 
and federal "civil" expenditure, 47 
and federal government, division of fi,cal 

responsibility between, 386-87 
by functional groups, 387 
for highways, 397 
patterns. 385-404 

States and local governments 
division of fiscal responsibility lwtw,·cn, 

387-88 
federal grants-in-aid to, 493-99 
general revenue source~. 405-24 
health and welfare cxpenditun·,. :\97 -

401 
income tax, 407-9 
securities, tax exemption of intt-re:--t on. 

403 
tax as a regulatory dnice. 411-12 

Suboptimization, 206-7 
Subsidies and taxes, direct and gt>ncral n·-

distribution throui,h. 157-:;8 
Subsidy, lump-sum, 135-36 
Sumptuary tax, defined, 410 
Supreme Court, 29 
Surplus, ways of creating, 100-102 

expenditure reduction, 100-102 
tax increase, 101 

Surplus financing, 100-105 
Surplus funds, disposing of, 102-4 

added to Treasury cash balances, 102-:{ 
to retire government debt instruments-, 

103-4 
Surplus<'s, practical considerations, 101-2 
Systems analysis 

applied to military sprnding, 226-28 
from low to high levels, 208-9 

T 
Tax 

base 
definition of, 262-63 
real income as, 145-46 

British, 290-91 
capitalization, 458-60 
capitation, 282 
collections, corporate, ancl individual in-

come tax collPctions, 299 
corporation; see Corporation income tux 
credits, 488-89 
deductibility, 487-88 
direct, 281 
discrimination, nonincome bases for. 

255-56 
,•mployment; see Employnwnt tax 
nemption of interest on state-local ,c

curitics, 4-03 

Tax-Cont. 
federal gift, 319-20 
gasoline, 521-22 
general, 280-82 

"ideal," 281 
sales, 135 

head, 282 
highway; see Highway tax 
income; see I nconw tax 
incrf'a~e. as ,vay of creating a surplus, 

101 
inflation as, 327-37 
lump-sum, B5. 281 
multiple-,tai,e, 425-2(, 
personal income: see l',·r ... onal income 

tax 
poll, 282 
progrcssiv,·, 256-.)9 
proprrty; see Propert) tax 

proportional, 256-57 
ratrs, sl'tting of. 455-57 
rec,·ipts, federal cxcisP, fiscal 1961, 3J:; 
n·duction nwthod of creating: a ddlrit. 

91-% 
n•grcssive, 257-58 
,ales; .see Sales tax 
,clH•dules, 268-69, 71 
,harini,. 489-90 
,hiftccl, 280-81 
~inµ;lr, and Henry George, 443-44 
~inglr-!-tagc. 426 
~OUfC('S 

common, 485 
separation of. 482-8:; 

sumptuary, clefined, 410 
supplements, 486-87 
system, with unconditional or bloc 

grants, 490--92 
lr<'atment for n1pital gains, favorahlr. 

148 
turnover, 425-26 
and the user price, 506-9 

Taxable income, 269-72 
schedule of average rates of tax on, 2il 

Taxation 
ability-to-pay principle of, 167-70 
benefit principle of, 170-73 
versus borrowing, 341-42 
of capital, 435-46 

and income, comparison, 435-40 
currt'llcy inflation without, 331-32 
and debt issue, appropriate uses of. 

351-52 
direct, incidence of, 179 
double 

of corporate income, 147 
of saving, 116-47 

r 



Taxation-[011/. 
equity principle of, 16.1-67 
expenditure ,keision,, 180-82 
federal, 2i9-337 

excise, 31.1-1~ 
indirect 

defined. I ~<J 

and puhli.- supply, :;o:i-1 
personal income; see Personal mcomc 

taxation 
progre:--~ivr; sec Progrt•:--:--ive taxation 
of tran,frr, of m·alth, l.J.6 
Wicks,•]] principle of, J:l2-.'l:l 

Taxt•~ 
t'XCi"t': :ie<' Exci--.r taxi·-.. 

;:rowth of carmarkin/! of, :";20-21 
a ... pcr..:.onal incoml' tax rl'duction. 266 
r,·duetion in. a, cau,,· of d,·ficit, 91-92 
.:rnd -..uh-.idi(•...;, dirt·ct and g1•nrral n·di .... 

tril)ution throuµh. ]S/-.)8 
third-,tru.-turc, S23-2t 
and utility rat!--.. and u ... cr 11rire". jQ]-

31 
Tax-limit ;.mwndnwnt. 79 81 
T,·1111,·-,·•· \ all.-y .'\uthoritv, B6. J:l8 
"Tight" mo1u·,· policy, lli-13 
Toll-., direct pricing throuµh. J2-l-2:; 
Tran-f,·r argunwnt of public d1·ht .. , I., .!,'; 

Tran--frr cxpenditur1·", :n. 52-5..t. 
Tran,f,•r payment-, d,·fiiwd, 26, 31 
Tran,frr, of wealth, taxation of, 1.1(, 
Tr,·a,ury bills, 36-1-65 
Trt"a ... ury hond .... long-term. 362-6:) 
Tr1•a ... ury Dcpartnwnt 

and bond price,. 362-6:l 
d(,Jlt manag,·nwnt poliric..;, .1;1-80 

olijcctivt"·;.. ;37.i 
,alt· of µovPrnmt·nt seruritit><.:. 97 
and ,urplu, funds, 102-.'l 

Tr,·a,ury not,·,, :l(d -6,, 

Trti-t fund 
accounts, 21(, •l 7 

and the ea,h hudg,•t. l 96 98 
•·xpenditun·,, 244-47 

growth of, 46 
highway, 246-47 
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u 
Unbalanced budgets, economics of, 87_105 
Unem_ployment compensation administra

lion grants, 498 
l;n~qual treatment of unequals, 166-67 
t mt _multiplier analysi!-, nece!lsary condi

t10ns for, 74-i7 
"Unit multiplier hypothesis," 73-78 

appraisal of, 77-78 
United States Information Agency, 230 
Urban and community redevelopment 402 
Urban renewal, 243 ' 
l ;ser price 

determination of. 509- 15 
highway taxes as. S21-2S 
and the tax, 506-·9 
and taxr, and utilily rates, 501-34 

V 

\' alurs, real and a:-;~f'!-sed. 453-55 
\'ehicle registration f,·1·, 522-23 
\' t'tt•rans Admini,tration, classification hy 

objects under, 195-96 
Veterans' service and lwnefits, 234-35 
Yoluntary f•ronomy, 6 

w 
Wagner, Adolf, 48 
\Vagne-r\; law of inrn·a~ing public activity, 

48-50, 5,io 
Walsh-Healy Act, 81 
War and war-n·latt-d ,•xpen<liture, 44-46 
Water n•sourc1·,, dPvelopnwnt of, 241 
Wealth, taxation of transfers of, 146 
\'\'elfare and labor, ,•xprnditun•,, 235-37 
Wicks,·11. Knut, J:l2-33, 141, 172. 182 
Wicb,·11 principl,· of taxation, I:l2 :l:l 
\\ ist'man, Jack. 51 
\\'ithholding tax, 274-76 
Work vt'r,us lci,Urt'. 282-8.3 
World War I, 40, 45 
World War II, 36-37, 39. 40, 41, 44, 47-

-IB, 78, 84 
financing of, 329-31 
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